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PREFACE.
It

with feelings of no ordinary satisfaction, though mingled

Is

with melancholy, that the Editor presents to the Christian puhlic
the last of a series of Biblical Expositions
these two volumes

—

by

his beloved relative, the

is

With

John Brown, D.D.

respects, except the date, a

no

in

Rev.

three years after his lamented decease, the

Though published
work

late

posthumous work.

the exception of the Exposition of the Epistle to the

Galatians,

it

was written before any of the others

and having

;

been several times read to the students in the Theological Hall,
in the course of

Theology

tlcal

Dr

Brown's prelections as Professor of ExegeUnited Presbyterian Church, it was sub-

to the

jected to repeated careful revision, besides being enriched

numerous

critical

pared, indeed, was

graphed

It,

illustrative notes.

So thoroughly pre-

for publication, that he

had carefully para-

and
it

drawn out the

margin various directions

was

by

table of contents,
to the printer.

and marked on the

The

only thing that

not done, was the distinguishing what portions of the addi-

tional matter should be

go into notes,

embodied

in the text,

and what should

— a want which the Editor has endeavoured,

best of his judgment, to supply.

Had Dr Brown,

to the

indeed, been

spared to carry the work through the press himself, there
little

doubt

that. In the course of printing, corrections

is

and addi-

might have been made, which, though not materially altering its character, might have rendered it still more complete.
The Editor, however, reckoned it a sacred duty to change
tions

nothing, not even a word, which was not obviously a kqysus
pennce, or which did not seem absolutely necessary to clear

an obscurity, and

this

very

rarely, indeed, occurred.

away

He men-
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tions this, not

by way of apology

none, but simply by

The Editor

Dr Brown's

way

ventures to think that

needs

it

this,

though the

last of

expository works, will be found not the least valu-

It possesses,

able.

for the work, for

of explanation.

an eminent degree,

in

those qualities

all

which distinguish the other expository works of the gifted

—singular

author

clearness of apprehension, remarkable concise-

ness and precision of language, a sacred regard to the authority
of the inspired writer, a rich savour of evangelical doctrine,

and a

fearless following out of,

Holy Ghost.

the

and giving expression

judgment and conscience he believed

in his

There

is

carelessness in investigating the true

To

meaning

is

of a text, or of

which the Author had

every passage, and every clause of a passage, he

gives the most critical attention

he

what

not a single instance, he thinks, of

timidity in stating the conclusion at
arrived.

to,

be the mind of

to

;

and, though not hypercritical,

very particular and minvite in his examination, especially

of difficult portions of the Epistle.

His great

minds of

his hearers

always

is

to bring the

object, obviously,

and readers

immediate contact with the mind of the Spirit

;

into

and the Editor

much mistaken if it will not be found that, in this
Exposition, Dr Brown has brought out important ideas, which
very

is

had not been previously noticed

either
tially

Dr

He

and obscurely.

at

or only very par-

all,

can entirely, therefore, go along with

Cairns in his very admirable Memoir, when, in speaking of

this exposition while

it still

lay in the repositories of the Author,

and expressing the expectation, " that

it

to the

to the

Hebrews he bestowed almost

Romans; and

as

be given to the

will

world without unnecessary delay," he says

:

much

"

On

the Epistle

labour as on that

the suffrages of competent judges,

who

have had opportunities of comparing both, are divided as to
their relative excellence."

There have been,

as will be seen,

appended

to the Exposition,

in the second volume, several discourses preached

by Dr Brown

in the latter years of his ministry, chiefly, if not entirely,

upon

'^^
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sacramental occasions, from different passages also of the Epistle
attached
to the Hebrews, showing the peculiar importance he
to this portion of
is

The

Sacred Scripture.

exposition of these,

apprehended, while not differing essentially in exegesis

it

from

commentary—Dr Brown seldom changing, because never

the

rashly forming, his views of texts— will be felt interesting

and

important, as giving his latest and most matured impressions of
the different passages, cast into a somewhat more popular and
practical form.

It

was peculiarly gratifying

to the Editor that

the exposition of the second or Practical Part of the Epistle,
not occupying the same space as the first did, has fmniished an
opportunity, which was not anticipated, of adding some of the
last

labours of

not improbably, had he lived

Dr Brown, which

to publish these

volumes himself, might have been embodied in

the commentary.

Dr

already intimated, these volumes are the last of

As

Brown's expository
lication,

and the

published.

A

works— the

last,

last

therefore,

which he intended for pub-

which

will in all likelihood

be

small work, indeed, consisting of Discourses on

the Uses of Scripture, originally preached at Biggar, but sub-

sequently re-written and given as lectures in the Theological
Hall, was prepared

and intended by himself

and may yet be published.

From

for publication,

the beginning,

he meditated the giving of this to the world.

It

it

is

would seem,
to this,

and

not to his Strictures on Yates, that the reference evidently

is

in the following letter

from Dr Lawson, dated October 1815,

"The

Life and Times" of that truly patri-

as

it

appears in

archal and

man, recently emanating from the
Dr Macfarlane. " I had hoped to talk with you

most excellent

popular pen of

about your intended work at greater length than I could write.
I think it will be of great use, and can see no reason for departing from the method you have laid out.

I do not

remember

any book already in existence that comes so near to your plan
as some sermons of Dr Guyse, which you probably have seen,
on the

'

Utility of Scripture.'

I send you a discourse (for the

PREFACE.
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Magazine) on the use of the Book of Revelation
It will not, I suppose, interfere with the

people.

common

to

extended work

you propose."

The Editor has simply
to his

who

to add, that

he

is

very

much

indebted

young kinsman, the Rev. Robert Johnston, Arbroath,

took the entire charge of the Hebrew, Greek, and Latin

quotations, besides giving his valuable suggestions in reference
to other matters

connected with the printing.

He

has also to

mention the important assistance he has received from the PubMessrs William Oliphant

lishers,

&

who have bestowed a

Co.,

great deal of labour upon the work as

it

passed through the

press.

And, now, the Editor would commend
to the countenance of that

whom

God whose

this

important work

the Author was, and

he served, and without whose favour nothing great or

on the monument which

And in laying this last stone
Dr Brown in his works has, without in-

tending

it,

own memory, the Editor would

upon

as

good can be effected or secured.

it,

erected to his

he himself would have done,

—To

God

inscribe

alone be

all

the glory.

DAVID SMITH.
BiGGAB, March 18, 1862.

P.S.

—The heading

of the right

hand

pages, from 261 to 335 of the first

vohime, should read, " Christ a priest similar to iielchisedec," instead
of,

" CHRIST a PRIEST SUPERIOR TO MELCHISEDEC."
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INTEODUCTION.
The

observation, tliougb commonplace,

is

true

and important,

that principles, in themselves not only innocent but laudable,

may, from

their being excessive in

degree or ill-timed in their

display, be, to a great extent, mischievous in their consequences.

Excess of patriotism, not unfrequently, has not merely brought
destruction on the patriot's head, but plunged his country into

deeper calamities than those from which he was attempting to
it
and some of the
Chm'ch have originated

save

;

bloodiest persecutions of the Christian
in " a zeal of

God, but not according

to knowledo;e."

The remark has perhaps never been more strikingly verified
than in the malignant influence which a veneration for the
Mosaic

institutions exercised over the

minds of the great body

of the Jewish nation in the primitive age of Christianity, and

which it continues to exert over the minds of
unhappy posterity till the present day. That
in

its

The

own

their deluded

and

this principle was,

nature, highly praiseworthy, there can be no doubt.

were of Divine origin. The
Mosaic economy was the work of God. It was introduced with
the most impressive solemnity, confirmed by the most signal
miracles, and had been productive to the nation of the most
VOL. I.
A
institutions they venerated
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It was owing to this that, in a religious
and moral point of view, the Jews were so much more happily
It was owing to this " that to them
situated than the Gentiles.
were committed the oracles of God, that to them pertained
the adoption and the glory, and the covenants, and the giving
of the law, and the service of God, and the promises;"^ and
this economy having now existed for a long course of ages, and

important advantages.

—

outlived repeated revolutions of the civil institutions in the sur-

rounding nations, in addition to its claims on their reverential
attachment, from its high origin and advantageous results, it possessed, in no ordinary degree, that charm of venerable ancientness
which has so powerful an influence over the human mind. In
such circumstances, for the Jews not to have been fondly and
religiously attached to the Mosaic institute, would have argued
a destitution of everything that is amiable and respectable in individual or national character.
Yet there can be no doubt that
an excessive and unenlightened veneration for this economy
hardened the great body of the Jews in their opposition to
Christianity, and riveted the fetters of their unbelief and impenitence and that even in the case of many of those who, borne
down by the overpowering force of evidence, were constrained
to admit the Messiahship of Jesus, it was the source of important misapprehension and dangerous corruption of the prin;

ciples of their

No

new

birth.

part of the system of Christianity was less palatable to

the Jew, or furnished

him with more

plausible objections against

its avowed purpose
and supersede the Mosaic economy. This venerable
institution, they were well aware, was Divine in its origin, and
they beHeved with equal firmness, though on more questionable
grounds, that it was destined to perpetual endurance. When
Christianity, then, in no obscure language, declared Judaism to
be radically an imperfect and introductory institution, a local
and temporary economy, and proclaimed itself the universal and
everlasting dispensation of religious truth and duty, fitted and
intended for mankind of all countries and all ages, not merely
were all their strongest prejudices roused into a state of most
excited exasperation, but irrefragable evidence seemed presented
to them of the falsehood and impiety of the new system.

receiving

it,

than

its

obvious tendency and

to abolish

^

Rom.

iii.

1, 2, ix. 4.

INTRODUCTION.

While their veneration for the Mosaic institute thus led the
majority of the Jews to reject Christianity altogether, the same
principle operated in a malignant manner on the minds of many
of the minority

who were induced

led into misapprehension of

to

embrace that

religion.

It

general nature and design, and
into dangerous mistakes respecting some of its most important
its

Instead of perceiving that under the

doctrines.

Jew

things there was neither

reference to external distinction,

were now

ment

new

order of

nor Gentile, but that, without
all

believers in Christ Jesus

to live together in the closest

bonds of spiritual attachdreamed of the Gentiles being ad-

in holy society, they

mitted to the participation of the privileges of the Jewish
Church through means of the Messiah, and that its external

economy was

The

to

remain unaltered to the end of the world.

and ignorant veneration of
the Mosaic institution, by giving just views of its nature and
design,

correction of this excessive

is

an object which the Apostle Paul in his writings
to, and sometimes professedly prosecutes by

frequently adverts

a continuous series of illustrations and arguments

and necessity of

priety

this will

;

and the pro-

be apparent when we recollect

that a very considerable proportion of the primitive converts, in
almost every country, had been originally Jews, and, of conse-

quence, laboured under Jewish prejudices.
sion of this interesting subject
it

was

to

is,

The

fullest discus-

however, to be found, where

be expected, in that Epistle which is addressed excluPlebrew nation, and which is generally, on probable

sively to the

evidence, considered as
Gentiles.

In

this

tlie

work of the great Apostle of the

very remarkable composition

it is shown, with
a profusion of Jewish learning, an ingenuity and force of reasoning, and a fire of impassioned eloquence, which are indeed
wonderful, that the Jewish institution was in many respects

imperfect, and in

— that

its

very nature emblematical and introductory,

and the economy which He had introduced, was to be found the completion of that dispensation of
which the Mosaic institute was the introduction, the substance
in Christ Jesus,

of which

it

was the

figm'e,

sessed all the excellences,

itself,

an

that the

and was

new

free

order of things pos-

from

all the defects of
possessed a variety of excellences peculiar to
and that, of consequence, it was folly and crime to cleave

the old, while

to

—

it

institution

which had akeady served

its

pui-jDose,

and
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reject the last

and best

institution of

Divine truth and mercy to

mankind.
Previously to om' proceeding to examine more in detail the
manner in which the great object of this Epistle is prosecuted,
it

be useful,

will

if

remarks respecting

not necessary, to
its wi'iter

make

— the persons

a few preliminary
to

whom

it

was ad-

— the language in which was written — the period
was written —
was written — the place whence
when
uncanonicity — the general outline of the argument which
— and principal
dressed

it

its

it

it

it

folds

its

interpreters.

PEOLEGOMENA.

§ 1.

With

— Of

regard to the

the

first

Author of

the Epistle}

of these subjects,

it

is

obvious that,

anonymous, there was no design on the
part, of the writer to conceal himself from those to whom he
was writing. He speaks of himself as one on whom the'y
had compassion in his bonds, requests an interest in their
prayers, and intimates a hope of soon seeing them again
There can be little doubt, that when they gave copies of the
though the Epistle

is

.'^

Epistle to other churches, they did not conceal the

the writer

and

;

if

name

of

a tradition be found early received and

generally prevailing, unless there be very strong internal evi-

dence of

its

falsehood, the probability

Such a

true.

tradition

we

is

that that tradition

find prevailing towards the

is

end

and since that period it has been geneChurch. That tradition ascribes
The only obthe Apostle Paul as its author.

of the second century,

rally received in the Christian

the Epistle to
jection, of

importance to

this opinion rises

out of the dissimi-

of the language and style of the Epistle to those

larity

the acknowledged writings of the Apostle Paul.

argument on which, however, but
Variety of subject

placed.
style

;

and there

is

is

little

This

is

of

an

dependence can be

calculated to produce variety of

not a greater dissimilarity between the Epistle

been questioned whether this book be an Epistle at all, or not
Tliis is a question of little interest.
rather a kind of homiletical discourse.
The ancients always termed it an Epistle, and the expression in ch. xiii. 22,
It, however,
B/4« Pi^ot-xiuv I'Triarii'Koe. i/^?v, seems to determine the question.
partakes much more of the character of the rhetorical discourse than of the
^

It has

familiar epistle.
2

Heb.

X. 34, xiii. 18,

19
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[§ 2.

to the Hebrews and the other Epistles of Paul, than there is
between the Gospel, the Epistles, and the Apocalypse
all of
them the admitted writings of the Apostle John. After considering with some care the evidence on both sides of this
question, I am disposed to think that, though by no means
absolutely certain, it is in a high degree probable, that this
Epistle was written by the Apostle Paul.^

—

Of those

§ 2.

As

to

to the persons to

whom

the Epistle

was

written.

wdiom the Epistle was addressed, it
Jews who had been

contains internal evidence that they were

led to embrace the profession of Christianity.
of

its

contents

is

The

greater part

applicable to persons in their circumstances,

wherever they might have their residence;

yet, as the letter
obviously was addressed to a particular chm'ch, or collection of
churches residing in the same country, the probability is, that

was primarily intended for the church in Jerusalem, or the
churches of Judea.^

it

1 FoESTER has an elaborate work defending
the ordinary opinion, but the
ablest defence of the Pauline origin of the Epistle is that of Moses Stuart,
in his Prehminary Dissertation to his Commentary.
excellent summary of the arguments pro and con is to be found in the first chapter of

An

Kuinrel's Prolegomena to his

Commentary. The opinion of Origen, whom
Stanley justly terms " the profoundest of all the ancient Fathers," as
preserved by Eusebius (H. E. vi. 25), deserves to be quoted:— "The style
of the Epistle to the

the Apostle,

Hebrews has not the rudeness of the language of
confessed himself to be rude in speech, i. e., in diction.
more purely Greek in its composition, as would be confessed

who

The Epistle is
by every one who

is any judge of the difference of styles.
On the other
hand, that the thoughts of the Epistle are wonderful, and not inferior to
the acknowledged works of the Apostle, would be agreed on by every
one

who has paid any attention to the reading of the Epistle.
My own
judgment then is, that the thoughts are the Apostle's, but the language
and composition those of some one who noted down the Apostle's views (rd.
d'7ro<jTo-hi>cx),

said
it

by

and, as

his master.

it

If

were, commented as a schoHast on what had been
then any church hold to this Epistle as Paul's, let

have the credit of so doing—for

ancients left

it

as Paul's.

But

as to

it

who

was not without reason that the
it, the truth is known to God."

wrote

2 Braunius, Baumgarten, and
Heinrichs consider it as written to the
Christian Jews wherever dispersed.
Storr supposes it written to the Christians of Jewish origin in the region of Galatia.
Bengel, C. F. Schmid, and
Cramer think it hkely that it was written to the same persons as Peter's

§ 3,

PROLEGOMENA.

4]

Of the

§ 3.

Language and

Orijinal

Style of the Epistle.

Clement of Alexandria, Eusebius, and Jerome hold that

this

Epistle was originally written in Syro-Chaldaic, the vernaculai;

language of Palestine, and that we have in the

ment

a translation.

This opinion

*

The opinion is a
we have it, has none

is

New

Testa-

supported by the ingenious

The

Epistle,

Hallet.

highly improbable one.

as

of the charaeters of a version

from

another language.^

§ 4.

It
it

is

is

— Of

the

Date and Place of

the Epistle.

impossible accurately to fix the date of the Epistle

plain that

before, the final

;

but

was written before, and probably not long
overthrow of the Jewish polity on the destrucit

tion of Jerusalem."

The

means of saying with certainty
was written. The words cli. xiii. 24 by no means
prove that it was written in Italy. They only prove that some
who might be called ol diro rf/? 'lTa\[a<i Avere with its author
when he wrote it. The subscription of the Epistle is no authority.
Some have supposed it written from Rome, some from
Corinth, some from Macedonia, but nothing in the shape of
evidence can be adduced in favour of any of these opinions.

whence

Epistle itself affords no
it

—

Epistles.

Wetstein thinks

it

was probably written

to the Christian

—

Jews

Schmidt
"Weber pleads for the Juda^o-Christiaus at Corinth
for those of Alexandria
Ludwig, following a conjecture of Jerome, for
those of Spain,
Hasasus for the Nazarenes or Ebionites li^'ing in some remote
of

Rome.

—

—

town of Judea. The opinion we have denominated more probable, is that
adopted generally by the Fathers, and by most of the learned among the
moderns, particularly by Michselis, Bertholdt, Bleek, Kohler, and Schott.
From the Epistle itself it is plain that it was addressed to a church or
churches of not recent origin, ch. v. 12, x. 32 and that it or they consti;

Stanley considers it as addressed to
tuted a large body, ch. xiii. 24.
the aristhat portion of the Jewish nation who spoke the Hebrew tongue

—

tocracy of the race undcfilcd by any contamination of Grecian custom or
language
to prepare them for the dreadful necessity of choosing once for

—

all

between those ancient

institutions, in which,

up

to this time, the Apostles

and that eternal polity which could alone endure
the convulsion which was "to shake not the earth only, but also heaven."
^ Heb. viii. 4, ix. 6, xiii. 10.
1
See Note A.
liad not refused to join,
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§ 5.

— Of

With regard

to

the Canonicity

the

of

[§

5,

6.

the Epistle.

canonical authority of this Epistle,

Clement of Rome, who wrote before the close of the first century, frequently refers to it, and appeals to it as Scripture.
Justin Martyr,

who

century, quotes

it

place

;

this

time

it

seems to have had a

the canonical writings both of the Eastern and

among

Western churches.

For obvious

reasons, the Arians called in

Some Protestant
Cajetan and Erasmus among the Roman

question
well as

flourished about the middle of the second

and about

canonical authority.

its

divines,

—

as

Catholics,

and

have doubted its Pauline origin and canonical authority
some of them have regarded it as belonging not to the

first,

No

suffi-

;

but to the second or third class of canonical books.

has ever been assigned for questioning

cient reason

its

ca-

nonicity.^

Of the

§ 6.

The

Suhject

and Division of the

Epistle divides itself into two parts

and the second Practical

— though

Epistle.^

— the

the division

Doctrinal,

first
is

not so ac-

curately observed as that there are no duties enjoined or urged
in the
first is

first part,

by

and no doctrines stated

The"
from the beginning

in the second.

far the larger division, reaching

down to the 18th verse of the tenth chapter. The
second commences with the 19th verse of the tenth chapter, and
extends to the end of the Epistle. The superiority of Chris-

of the Epistle

Judaism is the great doctrine which the Epistle teaches;
and constancy in the faith and profession of that religion is the
great duty which it enjoins.
The superiority of Christianity
is illustrated by showing that Jesus Christ, who is not only the
tianity to

Author, but the great Subject of that religion,
^

T«

Every careful student of
uoTifiXToc.

6^ohoyovi^iuuv

T'^f iTTiaro'Aii;

ypdfiiA.a.ruv''''

2

sit theologife."

See Note B.

superior,

—

first

be disposed to say with Origen,
tivnpx rZv ATrcijTo'hfx.Ziu
(EuSEB. H. E., vi. 25), or with the learned
p. 317, Sam. 1674), "Nescio equidem an post
it -will

Soivi^Koice. lar/, xctl ov

Cunseus (lib. iii., cap. iii.,
evangelium Joannis ullus sit N. T.

que

is

''

—

liber, in

quo plus profundse

reconditaj-

§.

PKOLEGOMENA,

7.]

9

through whose instrumentality the law of Moses
was given secondly, to Moses himself and thirdly, to the
Jewish high priest. These were the great objects of the admiration of the Jews; and the author of the Epistle shows that
Jesus, the Angel and the Mediator of a Better Covenant, the
Apostle and great High Priest of our profession, infinitely transcends them all.
The comparison with angels begins at the 4tli
verse of the first chapter, and ends with the conclusion of the
second chapter.
The comparison with Moses begins with the
third chajJter, and ends at the 13th verse of the fourth chapter.
The comparison with the Jewish high priest begins at the 14th
verse of the fourth chapter, and ends with the 18th verse of the
to the angels,
;

;

The

tenth chapter.
into

two parts

the

;

Practical part of the Epistle divides itself
first,

consisting of a general exhortation to

constancy in the faith and profession of Christianity, begins at
the 19tli verse of the tenth chapter, and reaches to the close of
the twelfth chapter

;

the second, consisting of a variety of parti-

cular exhortations, occupies the whole of the thirteenth chapter,

with the exception of the

last six verses,

which form the con-

mark these great
them steadily in view,
will be found to conduce materially to the more distinct and
satisfactory apprehension of the meaning of the statements and
the force of the argument contained in the Epistle.
clusion of the Epistle.

It

divisions of the Epistle.

§ 7.

The

best

— Of

of

Theophylact.

the

is

of importance to

The keeping

the Interpreters

of

of the Epistle.

ancient interpreters

His commentary

more copious work, generally

in

is

a

of

compend

this

Epistle

is

of Chrysostom's

Chrysostom's words.

The

best

of the older continental interpreters are, Hyperius, Erasmus,

Drusius, Grotius, Capellus

Among

— both James and Lewis, Limborch.

the later, Carpzovius, Schmidius, Braunius, Nemethus,

Ernesti, Abresch, Ileinrichs,

Bohmc, Kuina?l, Ebrard, may be

named. Of English commentators, the chief are Gouge, Owen,
Lawson, Duncan, Peirce and Ilallet, Sykes, M'Lean, ^Moses
Stuart, Turner.

NOTES.
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Note A,

We entirely concur in tlie

p. 7.

multum

recedit;

interpretis autein est

—

" Stylus liu jus EpisHebrseorum et Syrorum idiotismo
(si ex Hebrseo in Grsecum versa

sentiments of Braunius

ejus elegantia et dictionis copia, ab

tolse,

sermone) Hebraismum quantum potest exprimere.

fuisset

pretis esse solet adstrictus

;

hie

autem

Stylus inter-

Tan-

est laxior et eleganter fluens.

multi occurrunt Hellenismi elegantes pluribus in locis, quod interpretem
minima olet. Si hinc inde qutedam legantur quae ad Hebraismum accedunt,

dem

Quum apostolus
ideo earn Hebraice scriptam esse recte judicabit.
ubique Hebrteos alloquatur, eorum ceremonias et ritus memoret, eosque
cessare doceat, fieri non poterat, ut non aliquoties verbis et vocibus usus
nemo

fuerit quse in ore fuerunt fere

omnium,

et

ab omnibus Judaeis

intellige-

bantur melius quam Grsece."
The admirable remarks on the style of Paul generally by the great
" Ad banc controHemsterhusius are pecuharly applicable to this Epistle
versiam (the controversy as to the purity of Paul's Greek style) recte dis:

—

ceptandam, illud mihi maxime videtur animadvertendum, in omni orationis
complexu duo debere summa cum cura discerni, ipsam dictionem stylique
hsec,
formam, et rerum quse pertractantur ordinem et compositionem
quanquam ad unum orationis corpus efficiendum coeant, uuUatenus sunt
confundenda
nam et nitida verborum coUocatione, selectisque loquendi
:

:

formuhs, male cogitata atque inconcinne digesta possunt exponi
prseclarissimas,

magnol argumentorum pondere

firmatas, stylus

et res

;

quod ad

dictionem sordidus atque impolitus complectatur hoc a prudeutia scribentis
atque indole generosa pendet
illud ad cvu-am Grammatici aut solicitam
veterum exemplarium imitationem pertinet.
" De Pauh autem stylo, si voces solas phrasiumque et orationis juncturam
:

;

non possum, ilium a

castigata GrjBcorum eloquentia

spectes,

inficias ire

multum

discedere, nee talem esse qui purus dici possit et elimatus

:

quod

qui pertendunt, et Paulmn hoc etiam in genere cum Platone volunt coUatum, nulUs unquam rationibus profecto consequentur, ut opinioni tarn inficetse Grseci sermonis callentes subscribant

plurimis indiciis testatius,
illam Grsecee hnguse

:

quid enim manifestius

quam apostolum

formam quse a

est,

quid

secutum, imo sequi debuisse

Judseis Grseciensibus fuerat invecta ?

pone Paulum non Grsecarum, sed Atticarum venerum fuisse longe peritissimum hanc tamen ipsam scriptionis indolem jure merito prselatam adhibuisset cum enim ad Judseos, quorum erat in accipienda salutis doctrina
qusedam prserogativa, ssepissime locutus est ac literas misit tum religio
:

:

;

Christiana
literis

sic

cum

rebus Hebrseorum, et Antiqui Foederis, quod Graecis erat
expositum, necessitudinem habebat proximam et coujunctissimam

ut trita Judseorum usu Grseca vocabula loquendique formulae apte ac

qua valuerant, parum immutata ad declarandum Christi doctrinam
accommodari possent. Quod si a stylo, salutiferi nuclei solo putamine,
discedamus, anunusque ad ipsum orationis Pauhnse contextum adducatur,
jam nihil ejus cogitatis et argumentorvun nervis sublimius esse et incitatius
fatendum est.
Haec igitur eloquentia, quae non in floscuhs verborum et

potestate,

11
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orationis calamistrataj pigmentis, sed in indolis excelsa; notis, sed in pon-

dere rerum gravissime pronuntiatarum est posita,

maximo merito

adsignabitiir

quum enim magna

:

divina qusedam meditate cogitandi facultas,
expressit

:

si

cuiquam, Paulo certe
animi vis, et

esset in eo

mentis imaginem scribendo

hinc in ejus Epistolis nulla; non extant Oratorum figuraj, non

quidem e Rlietorum loculis et myrothecio depromptse, aut ad orationem
expoliendam arte compositse procul aberat Paulo tam oiierosa culti sermonis et in suos reducti numeros ambitio verum affectus animi coelesti
ardore inflammatus baic scriptionis lumiua sponte sub manum venientia
progignebat
itaque se Paulus conformabat, ut ad omnes dicendi vias,
illse

:

:

:

quadam ingenii temperatione foret paratissimus
dummodo sensum bumanitatis non exuerit, tam durus, tamque

rationesque omnes, mirifica

nam

quis,

non auscultet, reprehendenti succenseat,
Ergo ut jiaucis dicam, baud vereor adseverare, non
disertiorem Demosthenem in ilia venustatis Atticse coi)ia, in isto virtutis

ferreus, ut petenti neget, hortanti

jubenti non pareat
fuisse

oratoriai regno,

?

quam

fuerit in

liis

bmnilis et vulgatse dictionis,

si libet,

sordibus Paulus, verissuniunreligionis Christiana; fulnien."—HEMSTERHUSius.
Orat. de Paid. Apost.

Note B,
The following eloquent outline
quoting

:

—"

ings of the

on the eve

It is

of the Epistle

necessary once for

Hebrew

all

by Stanley is well worth
minds the feel-

to place before our

Their national existence was, as

Christians.

of destruction

p. 8.

I

have

said,

the star of their ancient glory was about to set in

;

decayed and waxed old and were ready to
still for this very reason there was the fond
attachment which clings to what all the world beside has abandoned there
was the longing lingering look which a dying nation casts behind to its earher
blood

;

their institutions

vanish away' (Heb.

viii,

had

13)

;

'

'

'

but

;

life
it

;

there was the despair which cherished the

that

still

The

remained.

'

more dearly the

vestiges of

chariots of God, even twenty thousand of

i. 3-13.
SeePs. Ixviii. 17 2 Kings vi. 17),
been delivered in the holy place of Sinai,' they
might still believe to watch unseen around the walls of Jerusalem, as when
they guarded the prophet of old at Dothan. The recollections of Moses and
of Joshua (as inferred from Heb. iii. iv.), the possession of the Law and of the
promised rest, still seemed to them pledges of the Divine protection. The
Temple still stood in all its magnificence on Mount Moriah the priestly ministrations still continued day by day according to the exact letter of the Levitical law
the pontificate of Aaron, after the vicissitudes of fifteen hundred
years,
after the disappearance of Judge, and King, and Prophet, through

angels' (as inferred from Heb.

amidst wliich the

;

Law had

'

;

;

—

—

still
the splendour of the monarchy and the oppressions of the captivity,
remained unshaken and unimpaired as when it was first ordained amongst

the mountains of Horeb.

What wonder

should be fascinated by the
fians of the final siege

spell,

which

if

the better spirits of the nation

rallied

even the blood-thirsty ruf-

round the ruins of the burning sanctuary, wliich

awakened a glow of patriotic enthusiasm in the breast even of the renegade
Josephus while he described his descent (Josephus, Vita, c. 1. Comp. Con-

NOTES.

12

21) from the house of Levi, which invested the high51) even of Caiaphas with a character of Divine inspiration? What was there, they might well ask, what was there in the
whole world beside, which could compensate to them for the loss of recol-

tra Apionem,

i.

ii.

7,

priesthood (John

xi.

lections so august, of institutions so sacred ?

" It was to meet this need that the Epistle to the Hebrews was -WTitten.
if we compare its opening words with those of the Gospel of St

And now,
John,

it is

the latter

—

whereas in
the natm-al result of what has just been said, that
are carried beyond the limits of the visible world to that

we

—

in
beginning in which the Word was with God and the Word was God,'
we are brought down to the close of the long series of ages in
which, after
having in times past spoken unto the fathers by the pro'

the former

'

them by His Son.' If the Ephesians,
and Philippians, were taught to look to Him who was the Firstborn of every creature, the Head of the Church, the Lord of heaven and
earth,' we find that the Hebrew Christians are especially reminded that
One who was
there was One far above all their own ministering angels
to be 'counted worthy of more glory' than their great law-giver Moses;
One who was to guide them into a deeper rest, than even their great deliverer
who, with the same significant name of Joshua' or Jesus,' had led them
to their earlier rest in Canaan that there was a true sense in which the
phets,

God

in these last days spoke to

Colossians,

'

;

'

'

;

glory not only of Aaron, but even of the mysterious patriarch king of

Salem, was transferred to
'

Him who was

to be to the whole

human

race

a Priest for ever after the order of Melchisedec'
" Every name, every feeUng, every institution, which had existed under

the older covenant was

still to continue, but invested with a higher meanmeaning, new indeed in itself, but yet fiUfilling for the first
time what had before been dimly shadowed forth
the first was taken
away' only that the
second might be established.'
It was indeed no

ing,

—a

;

'

'

which their thoughts were now
whose years could never
fail ;' it was no earthly Sabbath to which He was to guide them, but the
eternal
rest which remains for the people of God ;' no weapons of human
warfare, like those which won the land of Canaan, but the
word of God,
quick and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged sword ;' the Law
was to be written not on tables of stone, but in their hearts and in their
minds ;' the Sacrifice was to be offered up in no earthly sanctuary the
Priest was to minister vsdthin the veil,
not in the holy places made
with hands, but in heaven itself, now to appear in the presence of God
for us.'
But still it was something to be told that the past and the
future were not to be suddenly snapt in sunder,
something to feel that
the new wine was not rudely to be forced on those whose natural feeling would still make them say that
the old was better,' something
to be assured by apostolic teachers that the words, the thoughts, the associations with which they had been familiar would not perish in the approaching catastrophe, but would endure, as humanly speaking through
the medium of this very Epistle they have endured, to become the stay and
support of thousands in every age and country, to whom the difficulties,
visible hierarchy of

directed, but

angelic forms,

He who was

to

the same always, and

'

'

'

'

;

'

—

'

—

13
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the sentiments, the very existence of the original

Hebrew

Christians

would

be utterly unknown and unintelligible. Yet, gradual as this jireparation was,
tenderly as they were accustomed by the milk of babes to receive the
strong meat which belongeth to them that are of full age,' it still remained
to touch some faculty or feeling in their own hearts which should respond
the first principles of
to this higher strain, which should raise them from
the doctrine of Christ to go on unto perfection,' which should prevent them
when in sight of so great salvation from sinking back into the wretched
'

'

'

'

'

'

and nigh unto cursing, whose end
That feeling was Faith,' the same Faith' which had
been so triumphantly brought forward by the great Apostle of the Gentiles
in his conflict with Judaism, but which was now insisted upon not in vehement controversy, but in earnest exhortation a faith not condemned Like
mere Jewish faith, as in the Epistle of St James, not set in distinct oppobut
sition to the works of the Law, as in the Epistle to the Galatians,
traced back through all its various stages from its most general manifestation by which in its earliest effort the Jewish mind had understood that the
worlds were framed by the word of God,' down to its latest workings in the
state of the apostate nation,

'

rejected

was to be burned.'

'

'

;

—

—

'

heroic struggles of the Alaccabean age,

With such a confidence

{yTroazxatg)

'

destitute, afflicted, tormented.'

an

in things hoped for, with such

evidence of things not seen,' they might well rise above the visions of out-

ward dominion and array

of legal ceremonies which hovered before the
earth-bound senses of their countrymen they might stiU have patient
trust that in a little while He that shall come will come and will not tarry ;'
they might well be assured that although not like their fathers in the
'

;

presence of

'

the terrible sight of the mountain that might be touched

that burned with
eartlily

fire,'

and

they were even amidst the impending ruin of their

home, brought within

'

the city of the living God, the heavenly

Jerusalem, to the innumerable company of angels, the general assembly and

Church of the first-born which are written in heaven, and God the Judge of
all, and the spirits of just men made perfect, and Jesus the Mediator of the

new

covenant.'"

PART

I.

DOCTKINAL.
INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT.
THE TWO REVELATIONS CONTRASTED.^

The
and

first

three verses form the introduction to the Epistle,

distinctly

discussions

The

enough

state the great

theme of the subsequent
There
to Judaism.

—the superiority of Christianity

view of the contents of the Epistle by Valcknaer is
" Scripta fuit ad Semichristianos e
Judseis, Mosaicarum ceremoniarum nimiiim quantum tenaces. Auctor id sibi
datum credidit negotii, ut istius modi Christianos in fide quam receperant
roboraret, atque a ceremoniis veteribusque umbris abstraheret.
Eum in
finem Christum cum Angelis, Moyse, Aarone (seu sacerdotio Levitico)
comparat, et his longe superiorem esse demonstrat docet ut ad ortum solis
umbras dissipari et evanescere, similiter, ad ortum Jesu soUs justitiae lunbras
recessisse veteres
has ad Christum spectasse hoc orto abolendas esse.
Docet sacerdotale munus translatum in Christum, Aarone, Moyse, longe
^

bird's eye

sketched with a masterly pencil:

—

:

:

superiorem.

Eum

;

in finem,

Legem

ostendit

Patres non ex lege sed ex fide fuerint

minime

justificati.

fuisse perfectam,

quum

Tandem magnificam

vir

divinus Epistolse coronidem imponit, precepta videhcet ad mores formandos,

vitamque bene instituendam, accommodata." His remarks on the style of
the Epistle are still better
" Scribendi colorem quod attinet, is talis est
qui ab Interprete proficisci non potuit. Stylus ab interpretis stylo penitus
Epistola ad Hebrseos, Hebraismis distincta, tersa est, nitida,
abhorret.
elegans, Grseca, subUmis, plena majestatis. Sed eloquentia in ea (j^uajrenda est
quam sectabantur Judsei Graice loquentes. Neque enim nisi reruni prorsus
imperitus eloquentiam Demosthcniam aut Isocratis in Juda;o expectet
HeUenista. Quod autem Tollius in notis ad Longinum de sublimitate vocat
:

—

—

omnium Gentilium scriptorum sublimitatem superantem,
Epistolam ad Hebrajos, iUud prsesertim de rerum, quae
ficentia

interpretandum

est."

certe ada^quantem,

ibi tractantur,

magni-

16
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^

[CHAP.

I.

1-3.

something peculiarly sublime and impressive in these intro-

ductory verses.

—

God, who at sundry times, and in divers manners, spake in
Verses 1-3.
time past unto the fathers by the prophets, hath in these last days spoken
unto us by His Son, whom He hath appointed heir of all things, by whom

He made

who, being the brightness of His glory, and the
and upholding all things by the word of His
power, when He had by Himself purged our sins, sat down on the right
hand of the Majesty on high.^
also

the worlds

;

express image of His person,

In these words the Divine origin both of the Jewish and of
is distinctly asserted
and so asserted,

the Christian revelation

;

as that the superior importance of the latter

is

The Divine

strikingly exhi-

Jewish revelation is clearly
' God, spake ^ to the fathers,^ by the prophets,
stated
at sundiy
times and in divers manners in time past." By " the fathers," we
bited.

origin of the

;

are plainly to understand the distant ancestors of those to

he was writing

—the

Israelitisli people,

time of Malachi.

to the

"

God

whom

from the time of Moses

spake to them."

Occasionally

Jehovah spoke to the Israelitish people, or to individuals among
them, by an audible voice, as when, from amid the clouds and
darkness which covered Mount Sinai, the Ten Commandments
were delivered in the hearing of all the people but it is plain tliat
the word " spake" is to be understood in a more general sense here,
as equivalent to " revealed His will."
It is by speaking chiefly
that we communicate our thoughts to one another
and there;

;

^

" The structure of this'period has been justly noticed as remarkable for

The period is as perspicuous as it is long, and rich, and coma fine succession of thoughts expressed in a form finished even to
the minutest detail, gives it a claim to rank among the finest periods of the
Greek authors." Ebrard.
The superscription usual in the apostoHc
its

beauty.

plicated

:

Epistles is here wanting.
It is impossible to give with certainty the true
account of this pecuharity. The composition is hke the First Epistle of
John, which has the same characteristic,
partakes more of the nature of a

—

treatise

than an Epistle

;

and both might probably be accompanied by a

short letter.
^

"

'hcchiiu is

God.— Ch.

ii.

used in the sense of "i3i, to denote the reveahng utterance of

2, ix.

19;

Acts

iii.

24; James

v.

10;

2

Pet.

i.

21."—

Ebrard.
^

In some codd.

v^f^uu is

added to

Tetrpxatu^

the gloss of a transcriber. Paul
pronoun. Rom. ix. 5, xi. 28, xv. 8.
it is

—

but there can be

commonly

uses the

little

doubt

word without the

THE TWO REVELATIONS CONTRASTED.

INTRODUC]

fore a revelation of the Divine

mode

of revelation,

When

-svill,

wliatever be

termed God's speaking

is

17

to

tlie

particular

men.^

Pie revealed His will to the ancient Israelites

it

was

The \iord prophet properly signifies one who
before they happen, who foretells future events.

by "the prophets." speaks of things

meaning

Its

here, however,

New

occurs in the

where it
by inquiring
the Old Testament,

and

Testament,

is

in other passages
to be sought for

word used in
term here employed is a translation. In its original
signification it seems to have been applied to any person who
stood in a peculiarly close relation to God.
Thus, Abraham is
termed a pjroplietJ^ And God is represented as saying, by His
into the signification of the
as the

and miraculous care of the patriarchs, to those among
they sojourned, " Touch not ]Mine anointed, and do ^Ij

peculiar

whom

prophets no harm."'^

more

came afterwards

It

be employed in the

to

—

an inspired person
a person superthe will of God, and commissioned to
to men, whether that will referred to

restricted sense of

natm'ally instructed in

make known

that will

future events or

Though

riot.

the Divine origin of Christianity and the inspiration

New

of the writings of the

Testament may be demonstrated

without any reference to a preceding revelation, yet

it

quite

is

New

Testament the Divine origin of the
Jewish religion, and the Divine inspiration of the Old Testament Scriptures, are uniformly supposed and often expressly
evident that in the

assumed.

Our Lord

refers to the ancient

autliority.

The Apostle Paul

paramount
Scripture

Peter

—

is

tliat

Scriptures

as

that

asserts

of

"all

given by inspiration of God," and the Apostle
" the prophecy came not in old time by the will of

man, but holy men of God spake

as they

Holy Ghost."
The Lord spake

and by them

to the prophets,

1

Luke

2

Crellius conjectures tliat oLyyiMig

4

V. 3,

Acts

;

viii.

were moved by the
to the fathers.^

25.
is

the true reading, but

it is

a mere

conjecture.
3

Gen. XX.

^

The

**

7.

plirase, Iv

rril^ 'iTpoCpvimti:^

writings of the prophets, as in Matt. v. 17

not

its

meaning

other places

=

is

plain from the contrast

Old,,

— John

i.

4.

Ps. cv. 15.

has by some been interpreted as

It is

;

iv

Luke
via.

'Ei/ is

a translation of the

Hebrew

3.

VOL.

I.

=

in the

That this is
here and in many-

xxiv. 27.

R

particle
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The

following

is

The

subject

I.

own

inspiration

:

1-3.

men

the account which one of these inspired

gives of the nature and extent of his
Spirit of the

[CHAP

"

The

Lord spake by me and His word was in my tongue."
It
of inspiration is an interesting and difficult one.

many

it which no learning or
enough for us, however, on the
authority of our Lord and His apostles, to know the fact that
the Old Testament Scriptures, as well as the New, are inspired
(i.e., are an infallible statement of the will of God), and it is
anything but reasonable or philosophical to deny or even to
doubt of it merely on account of the difficulty which we may

is

easy to ask

questions about

ingenuity can answer.

It

is

experience in reconciling certain

appearances with this well

established fact.^

These revelations, which God made to the ancient Israelites
through the instrumentality of these inspired men, were given " at
sundry times and in divers manners." By many learned interpreters these two phrases are considered as synonymous,

and

as

intended together to describe the diversified manner of the Old

The

Testament revelation.

passages

commonly quoted

for the

purpose of supporting this interpretation prove merely that they

may

be used in this way, not that they uniformly and necessarily

are so used.

They admit

attributed to

reasonably to

why

should they not be

them ? No man, especially an inspired man, is
be presumed to use words having a distinct mean-

ing in an indefinite way.

them

and while these senses

of distinct senses,

are appropriate, as in the present case,

We

are rather disposed to consider

as expressing different ideas.

times" properly

signifies, in

The word rendered "at sundry

many 2yortions,

manifoldly, implying

it.
The Old
was not given forth as

the idea of different periods rather than expressing

Testament was not completed
a whole.

The

at once.

God was

will of

cumstances of the Church required.

Books of Moses

—then the

It

gradually revealed, as the cirFirst were given the Five

Historical, Poetical, Didactic, and

phetic books at irregular intervals, during a period of

a thousand years.

ment
^

revelations,

On

In adverting to
it is

this character of

not unlikely that

it

Pro-

more than
Old Testa-

was the intention of

the subject of inspiration, the Avriters best

worth consulting are
is an excellent

Meyer, Doddridge, Parry, Dick, and Henderson, and there
article

by Dr Vaughan in a

late

number

Eosenmiiller runs into one extreme

of the British Quarterly Revieiv.

— Haldane and

his followers into another.
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the writer to suggest the idea that, vakiable and divine as they

were, they contained hut an incomplete development

the

of

divine will.

Old Testament writings, when
no inconsiderable corroborative
It removes everything like the

Tliis occasional character of the

viewed in

all its

bearings, yields

evidence of their divine origin.

appearance of
exists, it

human

art or contrivance, proves that, if

harmony

could not be the result of a preconcerted plan, and leads

us to inquire for a reason

— which

can only be found on the

admission of the infinite wisdom of their Author

—why writings

so plainly occasional in their origin, should, notwithstanding, so

admirably serve the purpose of a universal and permanent rule
of faith

and manners.

The Old Testament revelation
portions

— which

w^as not only given in different

—

but
being given at sundry times
Apostle
that
the
Some have supposed

implies

its

also " in divers manners."

here refers to the various modes of revelation to the prophets.^
Sometimes God made known His will to them by dreams, at
other times by visions, at other times
internal impulses, at other times

by

by

by
But

voices, at other times

the ministry of angels.

not speaking of the variety of the modes of revelation, as made to the prophets, but as made by them to the
the Apostle

fathers.

is

The revelation was sometimes communicated by typical

representations and emblematical actions, sometimes in a con-

tinued parable, at other times by separate figures, at other times

—

The
though comparatively rarely
in plain explicit language.
times
other
at
narrative,
revelation has sometimes the form of a
that of a prediction, at other times that of an argumentative or
hortatory discourse

;

sometimes

it

is

given in prose, at other

times in poetry.

Thus

did

God make

a revelation of Ilis will

portions and in a variety of

"m
^

time past.''

The force

The

—

—

in successive

to the Israelitish people

worcl literally signifies long ago, and

two
— " Sub
V.

of the

given by Kypke.

ways

words,

-Tro'Kvy.spu;

and ToXvrpoTrag,

is

is

pro-

very well

T., revelationes fiebant variis temporibus,

per

varias personas, variis legibus et doctrinis, vario claritatis gradu, sub variis

umbris, typis, figuris, variis revclandi modis, per somnia, visiones, etc."

Henderson,

in his admirable

work on

Dr

Inspiration, considers TroKvfupu; as

= in divers parts, and ^oAy-rpoVw; as referring to the various modes or forms
of

Old Testament revelation.
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I.

1-3.

bably meant to convey the idea, not only of the venerable
antiquity of the Old Testament revelation, but also the long
period which had elapsed since that revelation Avas closed. It
was nearly fifteen hundred years since the first portion of the
inspired

volume was

written,

and nearly four hundred since the

last.

Havino- thus described the Jewish revelation, he goes on to
o-ive

tical

us.

days.

an account of the Christian, and he gives it in an antitheform. The God who spake to the fathers, now speaks to

The God who spake in old time, now speaks in these last
The God who spake by His prophets, now speaks by His

nothing in the description of the Gospel revela"ai sundry times and in
tion that answers to the two phrases
;"
which
naturally suggest to
ideas
they
but the
divers manners
Son.

the

There

mind

is

—

completeness of the Gospel revelation com-

are, the

pared with the imperfection of the Jewish, and the simj)licity

and clearness of the Gospel revelation compared with the multiformity and obscurity of the Jewish. Thus, to use the language
of a living author " In that revelation of the divine will which
the Bible contains, we have a series of communications, stretching through a course of many centuries, conveyed through individuals of different habits, tastes, education, and talents, and
Amid
characterized by the greatest variety of form and style.
all this diversity, however, of outward circumstances, the great
Author of the whole remained from the first to the last the same.
By whomsoever the message was borne to men, whether by
patriarchs or prophets, or by the Son of God Himself ; at whatever period it was announced, whether in the early dawn of the
world's history, or after the fulness of the time had already
come; and in whatever form it appeared, whether clothed in
symbols, or conveyed in the language of direct communication ;
whether set forth by some silent, yet significant type, or proclaimed by the living voice of some gifted seer whether uttered
in brief and naked terms, or wrapt in the gorgeous mantle of
impassioned poetry, it was throughout the same Divine Spii'it
who inspu'ed the messenger and authorized the message. As in
the natural world, the media through which the rays of the sun
pass, and the degree of warmth and illumination experienced
:

'

'

;

in consequence at the earth's surface, are different at different

times

— non

habet

officii

Lucifer omnis idem

—

whilst

it

is.

in every case

and

at all times, the

same luminary to which we
and heat our atmosphere

are indebted for whatever of light

may

21
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transmit to us

so in the spiritual world,

:

—

it

hath pleased

the Sovereign of the universe, that the radiance of divine truth,
it ever must, from the fountain of His own eternal
mind, should descend in different degrees and with diversified

flowing, as

^

upon those to whom it was originally sent."
Let us examine with somewhat more minuteness the

hues,

descrip-

tion of the Christian revelation.

The same God who spake
The pronoun us refers directly
class

Jews

of that age, to

belonged both the writer and his readers but the stateis equally true in reference to all, in every succeeding age,

wdiom the word of

this salvation

comes.

God, in the com-

pleted revelation of His will, respecting the salvation of

through Christ Jesus,
tunity of reading the

The

its.

which

;

ment
to

to the fathers, hath spoheti to
to the

is still

New

Christian revelation

the Jewish revelation.

who spake

to the fathers

speaking to

all

men

who have an oppor-

Testament or of hearing the Gospel.
to be traced to the same origin as

is

It

is

the same

and

;

as that

God that speaks to
God is one, the two

us,
x'e-

must be harmonious. The Law cannot be against the
Promise. The Jewish revelation cannot be inconsistent with
the Christian; and that must be a misinterpretation of the
former, which would lead men to refuse belief or obedience to
velations

the latter.

After a silence of nearly four hundred years, God, who had
now spake in these last times ; or, ac-

anciently revealed His will,

cording to a more approved reading, in the end of these times.-'
There is plainly here a reference to the Jewish mode of
speaking with regard to the times of the law and the times
of the Messiah.

The Jews were accustomed

to call the first

the present age or world, the second the coming age or world,
1

Alexaxdek's Connection

of the

Old and

New

Testaments, sect,

ii.,

p.

is

to

67, 68.
2

'Ew' l(rx«Toy tuu

vif^ipuu^

the literal version of D''0'n n^"inS2,

be found in the LXX, Numb. xxiv. 14 Ezek. xxxviii. 16 Jer. xxiii. 20. We
have the same Hebrew phrase rendered Iv' ia%oi.ruv tuv ii,u.ipuv, Gen. xlix. 1
the period referred tg, or begun in
Deut. iv. 30 Isa. ii. 2. Toi^rwy is
;

=

;

these last days.
D"'0''n is

;

'Ett'

i.r.'/i-r.

with D*lp ""CO,

is

contrasted with vahxi^ just as n''"ins

Isa. xxxvii. 26.
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and they spoke of the age of the Messiah

we

If

days.

[CHAP.

I.

1-3.

as the last or latter

follow the reading, mi these last tunes, the

mean-

ing seems to be, in that era spoken of by the prophets,
under the appellation, the last times, as being the period of the
final dispensation of divine

mercy

to

mankind.

with the

If,

we

prefer the reading in the end of these times,
then the meaning is, towards the conclusion of the' Jewish disbest critics,

It seems equivalent to the expressions used by the
the
Apostle, 1 Cor. x. 11,^ " the ends of the world are come"

pensation.

—

conclusion of the Mosaic

economy

Gal.

;

iv. 4,^

" the fulness, or

— the accomplishment or termination
economy
"the dispensation of the fulness of the times" — the

the fulfilment of the time"

of the period assigned for the duration of the Mosaic

Eph. i. 10,^
economy which was to be introduced when the times of the
Mosaic economy were fulfilled Heb. ix. 26,^ "the end of the
;

world," literally " of the ages"

the ISIosaic

economy

— the period of the termination of

— the time when the present age or world was

about to be changed into the coming age

The

Christian revelation was

clusion of the Jewish age.

age that

God

It

begun

— the world to come.^

be made in the con-

to

was before the conclusion of that

spake to the Jews by Plis Son, who, according to

our Lord's parabolical representation, was sent

husbandmen

:

"He

personal ministry,

confined to them

was

;

virtually abrogated, yet

it

of

all to the

was not in fact dissolved

years afterwards, in the destruction of the

and the consequent

The

last

Son made under the law." His
and for some time that of His Apostles, was
and though by His death the Mosaic economy
sent forth His

till

forty

Temple by the Romans,

final cessation of its services.

which the writer wishes particularly
and on which he grounds
superiority of the Christian to the Jewish revelation,

point, however, on

to fix the attention of his readers,

chiefly tlie
is

that while anciently

He,

in the

He

spake to the Fathers hy the prophets,

end of these days, spake

to

TeA>j Tsjy t/Juvuu.

-

Oncovo/^ic)!. roll 'Tr'AyipoifiBCrn;

^

them hy His
To

zov YjP^vw.

The Jews expected the ]\Iessiah so completely to change the state of
make a new world. One of the rabbinical writers, on Gen.
1, says, " extremum tempus omnium doctorum consensu sunt dies

Messiffi."
'^

TT'hvipuy.ot.

There

ruu Kxipoiv,

things, as to
xlix.

SonJ^

Chrysostom's note

is iu

vlu xvti tov ^tx roZ vioZ.
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can be no doubt that tlie inspired writer here refers to Jesus
Christ, but he refers to Ilini in a particular aspect, intimating
that

He

was not only

Divine person

Son

;

of God.^

like the prophets,

an inspired man, but a

not only like them, the messenger, but also the
It has

been very

of interpreters to say, that the

synonymous terms

;

common among a certain class
of God and the Messiah are

Son

but the use of such language betrays great

confusion of thouoht.
person, just in the same

The two designations belono- to the same
way as the designations. Prince of Wales,

Eldest son of the monarch of Great Britain, Heir apparent of
the British throne, usually belong to the same individual, but

it

would be absurd to say that these designations are synonymous.
The prophets had intimated that the Messiah was to be the Son of
God and many of the Jews, who do not seem generally to have
had clear notions of the import of that appellation, in using it,
very probably employed it just as a name for the ]\Iessiah, though
the notion of the JSIessiah generally entertained by the Jews of
that age seems to have been a celestial being, superior to the
angels
proceeding from God before all worlds employed by
Him in creating and governing the world who was to come
into the world, assume a human form, and effect the great deliverance promised by the prophets. Kuinal, in his prolegomena
;

—

—

—

John, on the ^0709, has given a succinct statement of the
evidence on which these views are attributed to the Jews of the

to

The views

time of our Lord and His Apostles.

of the Jews,

however, do not materially affect the question as to the true
meaninn; of the desiiination, or the manner in which it is employed by the inspired waiters.

The

principle

from human

on which such words

as son

—words borrowed
—are be

relations to express divine relations

in-

to

me a very simple and obvious one, whatever
may be occasionally in its application. The word

terpreted, seems to
difficulty there
is

to

no

be understood as bearing

fartlicr than,

its

we know from

proper meaning as far
other sources, that

applicable to the object to which

it is

it is

as,

and

not in-

in a figurative sense ap-

Let us apply this rule to the case before us. What are
the ideas suggested by the word son in its pro])er ap])lication to
mankind? They are, 1 apprehend, chiefly the following:
plied.

—

^

He very probably had our Lord's words

•JTOoV otiiTOvg TCiv

viov ocvTOv,

Matt. XXI. 37.

in

liis

uiiud; vanpov

os oL-riaTn'h
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Identity of nature, derivation of being, posteriority, inferiority,

on the part of the father and the

affection both

Now, when

blance.

represented as God's sons, I understand by

from Him, both

their being

and resemand saints

son,

in the Scriptures I find angels

as creatures

it

and

that they derive

as holy creatures,

He

that they are the objects of His kind regard, that

object of their dutiful regards, and that there

is

is

the

a i*esemblance

between them and God but I do not conclude that they are of
the same nature, and for this reason, not that the word son does
not naturally suggest the idea, but because I know, from the
;

most

sources of information, that angels and saints do

cei'tain

When

not belong to the same order of being with divinity.

same appellation given

find the

Him

way

in a

to

quite peculiar, I consider

of nature with God, as well as that

it

He

Divine kind regard, and that the Father
kind regard, and that
derstand

it

He resembles

Jesus Christ

His Father

:

as signifying identity
is

the object of the

is

the object of His

the Father.

for this reason, that this

the word son

I

Jesus Christ, and given to

is

And

so I

un-

meaning of

the natural

and I find from other passages of Scripture, that

;

is

really possessed of this identity of nature with

and I consider

it

as not signifying derivation of

being, posteriority, or inferiority, for this reason, that though the

word son naturally enough suggests these ideas, yet I know
from other plain passages of Scripture, what is, indeed, implied
in the leading idea of identity of nature, that

nal

God

— God over

inferior to

His Father.

Jesus

is

the eter-

and, of course, neither posterior nor

all,

This appears to

me

the true

mode

of

and had it been generally adopted
on this subject, it would have prevented, on the one hand, much
rash speculation about the eternal generation of the Son, and
the communication of the divine nature to Him by the Father
and on the other, the adoption of what appears to me the unscriptural dogma of a mere economical sonship, to which some good
men have resorted, under the mistaken idea that sonship here
necessarily implies posteriority and inferiority. The Son of God,
then, though an appropriated appellation of the Messiah, is not
a synonymous term with the Messiah, but intimates that He who
interpreting such phrases

wears
of

it is

God

;

a possessor of the Divine nature.

as to be

one with His Father.
as to be equal with God.

He

is

He

is

so the

so the

Son

of

Son

God
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Son of God,
Jews by Ilim, we
consider him as asserting that, as He had formerly spoken
by inspired men. Pie now had spoken by One who, as equal
partaker of His own infinite nature, and all its excellences,
was most intimately related to Him, and inconceivably dear to
Him.
The claims of a revelation, delivered by a personage so
exalted, are further developed by the inspired writer in his
subsequent statements. The Son of God, by whom God had
spoken in the end of these days, had "been appointed heir of all
and

the Apostle, then, calls Jesus Christ the

asserts

things."

God had spoken

that

to the

1

The word

Aew-,

properly speaking, signifies a person who, on

the death of another, becomes possessed of his property.

It is

used when Abraham, previously to the
birth of Ishmael, says of Eleazar his steward, " One born in
my house is my heir ;" and in the parable, " This is the heivy
in this sense the

come

let

us

kill

word

is

may

him, that the inheritance

be ours."

It

is

word as equivalent to
2')ossessor or proprietor, without reference to the manner in which
the property is acquired. This is plainly its meaning here. The
not at

uncommon, however,

all

to use the

nor does He divest Himself of His natural,
and inalienable property in all things but He hath
given all things into the hand of His Son
He has constituted
Him the proprietor of all things. The whole universe of creatures, material and spiritual, animate and inanimate, rational
and irrational, is His property, to be managed according to His

Father dieth not

;

necessary,

;

—

pleasure.

This proprietorship is the result of the appointment and gift
" God hath appointed Him heir of all things."

of the Father.

As

a divine person, Jesus Christ has an inalienable property in

the universe which

and proprietor

of

He
all

has made. He is the first-horn, or Lord
" for by Him were all things

creation

;

created that are in heaven and that are in earth, visible and invisible,

powers
^

whether they be thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or
and He
all things were created by Him and for Him
properly heir, Luke xx. 14

KX>j/)oyo'^o,',

possessor:

Acts

:

;

xiii.

47.

= Kxrearmiv^

;

Cal.

iv. 1

;

secondarily, lord,

1 Tim. 1. 12
Theopiiylact very well interprets the whole phrase rob

'ih>^iv

jcia^ov Tfle*T&V i7rotr,ai nvpiov.

l-Troinai,

V. 13 inf.

;

1

Thes. V. 9

;

;
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tilings, and by Him all things consist." ^
" in the form of God," voluntarily " took on

before

all

who was

form of a servant."

The Only-begotten became

human

and

flesh obeyed,

suffered,

and

He had

which

In

and

He

the

honour of

rule, for that

—

God and man,

the Mediator between

as

He

this character, in

impossible, but of the visible display of them,

Jesus,

But

Him

voluntarily divested Himself, not of His divine

perfections or His supreme proprietorship

ter,

1-3.

a man, and in

died, for the

Divinity and the salvation of mankind.

I.

the

man

Christ

made

was, as the reward of His generous exertion,

proprietor of the universe, " and

all

power

in

was

in this charac-

heaven and earth

was given Him, that He might give eternal life to as many as
the Father had given Him."
Yet even the Mediatorial dignity, which was the result of
appointment and gift, proves the divinity of the Saviour. Such
property and dominion is infinitely too great for a creature to
receive, and could be managed by no power and wisdom inferior
Indeed, in plain words, this appointment of the in-

to infinite.

carnate Son to be the heir of

things, seems just to be

all

an

ordination that that property in the universe which belongs to
Deity should, in its exercise, appear to belong to Him " who

was given for our

offences,

and raised again for our

justifi-

cation."

In this divine appointment there was a peculiar propriety,
inasmuch as by the Son, God had in the beginning " made the

The Jewish Doctors were accustomed

worlds.''"

to divide the

—

universe of created things into so many worlds
the world of
angels and spirits the world of sun, moon, and stars
the world
:

—

of our earth

equivalent

to, to

verse, then,
1

Col.

2

Muv^

i.

and

is,

sea.

To make

the worlds,

create the universe.

The

is

—

a phrase just

creation of the uni-

in the plainest terms, ascribed to the

Son

of

God,

16, 17.
like the

Hebrew

properly denotes time, either past or

D^iy,

—

and then comes to signify things formed and done in time the
world, Ecc. iii. 11
Matt. xiii. 39 Ps. Ixvii. 7.
The LXX and the New
Testament writers generally use the word in the plural, as more suitable to
such a prodigious and complicated system as the universe. The aiuvi; is
plainly the synonym of the rci Trxurcc in the preceding clause.
Creation is
ascribed to the Son at v. 10, and in many other passages of the New Testament, John i. 2, 3, 10 1 Cor. viii. 6 Col. i. 16 Heb. xi. 3, so that there
can be no reasonable doubt that xiZvxs is
the universe.

future

;

;

;

;

;

;

=
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our Saviour, Jesus Christ.

The Evangehst John

passage alone.

ascribed to

it

is

Him

in this

states that "all things

weve

made by Ilim, and that without Ilim was there nothing made

—

and the Apostle Paul that "by Him were
all things created that are in heaven and that are in earth,
visible and invisible, whether they be thrones, or dominions, or
principalities, or powers all things were created by Him."'" The
ascription of the creation of the \nuverse to the Son is a most
was made

that

;"^

;

satisfactory proof of

His proper

verse into existence from nothing

harmony as pervades
and wisdom altogether
of the Creator are so

all

its

To

divinity.

—

such perfect

parts, obviously requires a

power

infinite.
The eternal power and Godhead
obviously deducible from His works, that

who do

the Apostle declares the heathen without excuse
ship the Creator as

bring the uni-

to establish

Arc not they

God.

still

more

not wor-

clearly with-

out excuse who, reading in what they profess to consider as a
well accredited divine revelation, that the Son created the world,
Creative

yet refuse to honour Plim as they honour the Father.

power was plainly regarded by the Jewish prophets as the appropriate and peculiar attribute of the

argument, couched in

these and

many

in

The

Supreme God.^

other similar passages,

would be utterly inconclusive if creation did not infer proper
supreme divinity in the Creator.
It is not wonderful that those who deny the divinity of Jesus
Christ, should have exerted themselves to the utmost to explain

away the testimony contained

He

that

is

in the text before us, to the fact,

the Creator of the universe.

in a variety of ways.

They have done

This very variety of ways

presumption that no one of them

is

is

this

a strong-

satisfactory.

no reference to creation, properly
so called, and that the words should have been rendered, by
whom He constituted the ages i.e., by whom He arranged the

Some

tell

us that there

is

—

various dispensations of religion,

—

or,

that

if

rendered as they

they are to be considered as referring to the new creation
The
that new order of things which He has introduced.
shortest and most satisfactory answer to this, is to appeal to the
are,

writer of this Epistle himself, as to the sense in which he uses

The word

the phrase."*
1

John

3 Isa.

i.

^vorlds

3.

xxxvi. IG

;

Jcr. ix. 10-lG.

is

new

never used of the
'

Col.

*

Heb.

i.

order

IG, 17.

xi. 3.
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The word

of things.
fication

ivorld

once employed with

is

but then the qualifying phrase,

;

[CHAP.

come,

to

1-3.

I.

this signiis

added.^

Indeed, in this figurative sense, making the world, so far from

being a distinguishing characteristic of the Son, might, with
greater propriety be ascribed

still

to the apostles, M'hose ministry

was more extensive and successful than that of

their IMaster.

Others, admitting that the words do refer to proper creation,

endeavour

argument for the divinity

to exclude the force of the

of Christ in one or other of the two following wa3^s.
translate the phrase

But

would require

this

there

is

Some

— "on whose account God made the world."
either a

change in the

text, for

which

no authority, or a gross violation of one of the laws of

the original language.^

Others maintain that

God made

the world

by the Son,

as

an instrument, or as a created inferior agent. It is difficult to
attach meaning to these words.
Surely He who makes all things,
^' without whom
nothing was made that was made," was not Himself a creature.
Omnipotence and infinite intelligence both of
which are necessary in the Creator
cannot surely be delegated.
There is, no doubt, an order in the operations of the divine
Father and Son in nature as well as in o;race. All things are
of or from the Father, and by or through Christ Jesus
but
this does not imply superiority in the one to the other.
In Hos.
i. 7, Jehovah promises to save His people by Jehovah
and in
Gen. xix. 24, Jehovah is said to rain fire and brimstone out
of heaven on Sodom and Gomorrha from Jehovah.
No

—

—

;

;

person

who understands

draw the

the meaning of the word Jeho\'ah, will

inference, that the last

Jehovah

is

inferior to the

first.

When God

is

said to

are taught that there

Son

;

is

have created the world by

his Son,

we

a distinction between the Father and the

and we are also taught that the Godhead, in the person
was in an especial manner concerned in the creation

of the Son,
1

Heb.

vi. 5.

At ov instead of B/' oS, would be requisite. The author of this Epistle
never confounds the two phrases. They are obviously distinguished, ch.
ii.
10, "ht ov Kocl §/ ov.
The one expresses uiriuv^ the end the other
6py»vov, the means. The distinction is marked in Rev. iv. 11 Kvpa^ 'ix-rtaccs
^

—

;

rce.

7-0

Ko.vTU.

—

e.g.,

Tramot. iKTicSyjirxi/ 3/as

dihrif^x aov ilai

that

Oi

ictai

ob is written

eKTiadnaav.

by mistake

for

(rot/^

or

S/as

t^j

"hvucif^ia; cov, Kcci

B/a

Griesbach (^Opusc. Acad.) conjectures
but it is mere conjecture.
S/oV;
;
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INTRODUC]

of the universe.

probable in this

?

And -what is tliere either impossible or imAnd how does it in the slightest degree infringe

on the argument for the divinity of the Son, from

Ilis

being

Author of the Gospel revelation

is still

"

Who,

^^

the Creator of the world

The

29

dignity of the

further exhibited in the words which follow

:

— Ver.

3.

being the brightness of His glory, and the express image of His
pereon, and upholding all things by the word of His power,

when He had by Himself purged our

sins,

sat

down on

the

hand of the Majesty on high."

right

When Jesus Christ is termed

" the brightness of God's glory,"

the idea intended to be conveyed seems to be

this,

the true and

proper representation of the infinite perfection of the Deity.
" He is that to the Divine Father, which the solar light, falling on

our world,

The

is

glory of

holy, wise,

to the

God

is

same light at the source of its emanation."^
the supreme beauty of His perfections. His

and benignant excellency

—

that moral goodness, with-

out Avhich omnipotence, eternity, and immensity, would be awful,

but not lovely.

This perfect glory, this complete divine majesty,

and shines forth from Him, so that He is
the communicator of its knowledge and enjoyment to manresides in Christ,

kind.3
It

is,

to say the least, highly probable that in using this

phraseology

in

speaking to Jews, the Apostle refers to that

which was an emblem of the presence of God with
His ancient people. This visible glory was seen by INIoses in the
bush,
it resided in the miraculous cloud which conducted Israel
out of Egypt,
it appeared on Mount Sinai, at the giving of the
law,
took possession of the tabernacle, where it sometimes appeared to all the people, but more ordinarily in the Holy of
Holies within the vail, hovered over the mercy-seat between the
cherubim. From the midst of this glory God spake to Moses
and towards this holy beauty all religious worship was directed

visible glory

—
—

—

;

^

Philo has a passage very similar to

avfA'TTot,;

2
^

6 Koijfio; iOr,^iavpyiiro.

Pye Smith.
The most satisfactory

that which considers
ivho^ov

ful

— the glorious

God.

Do

this.

Ao'yo?

sV?'"' £<«wi'

exegesis of the phrase, d. r.

the genitive

effulgence,

©so?

o;'

ov

^Monarch., As'y $•

tti;

— just

o6i.rt;

as the

as

God

= the
of

3.,

seems to be

descriptive adj.

mercy

= the merci-
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to

the

Jehovah dwelling
first temple
and

in

likely to

To them belonged

1-3.

the Apostle refers in his

it

enunciation of the peculiar privileges of Israel,

"

I.

This visible glory resided also in

it.

it is

;

[CHAP.

Jesus Christ

the glory."

when he
is

says,

the substance

which this natural glory was the shadow. In His person
God-man, in His saving work, and in the revelation He
makes of both in His word, the excellences of the Divdne character are more illustriously displayed than in any or in all the
works of nature, or dispensations of providence. These are dim,
indistinct intimations of His excellences
some of one, some of
another; the incarnate Son is the bright manifestation of the
Avhole of these excellences, the perfect harmony of which constitutes His glory.^
" The express image of His person."
The term person is
not here used in the sense which it bears in systematic theology, as expressive of the distinctions which exist in the one
Divinity a sense which the words did not assume till about the
beginning of the fourth century.
The phrase seems more
of

as

;

—

—

analogous to another theological term, the Person of Christ,
which means just Christ Himself. The person, or substance, or
mode of subsistence of God, is just equivalent to God Himself ;^
and when Christ is called the express image of God's person, the
idea is, the exact resemblance of His Father, as the figure engraved is a resemblance of the object it represents.
It is the
same truth which the Apostle states, when, in the Epistle to the
Colossians, he terms Jesus Christ the

He

God.

living one

As

the manifestation of

is

— God manifest

image of the Invisible

— the manifested

life

or

in flesh.

former case the Apostle seems to allude to the

in the

Shekinah, or

God

visible glorv, in

which there was no

similitude,

but merely a supernatural radiance, so here he very probably
alludes to that glorious vision of the hkeness of a
^

A&fst

second

Toi/ 0eot/

hzm

claiLse is exegetical.

very happily says, t/

oe

to

TrpofnsJz'w ^Iyiijov

Iv

man

2 Cor.

Xp/<7T&5.

Basil, in one of his homilies (0pp.
kcc\ ri;

a.Trot.Cycii.'jf/.ct.,

ii

oo^ct

;

cci/ro',

in the

iv.
ii.

6.

eu6i/; yiOf/.'/;viv-

aiu

AvciVTC'Ao; iTrayuv' xeii /^ccpeiKTVip rvi; v7ro(rru<nu;' tccvtov ovv kart

fx,iv

i]

2

VTTOdzctijtg^ TO) d'zoi.vyce.ijf/.u.Ti Oi 6 ^apuy.rvip,

This phrase

is

it.

It

seems

=

tyi o6i,vi

/..

'^xp»x,r7ip uTrourxriKoc,

or sketch, but a real complete representation,

— not

t.

perhaps best interpreted on the principle just applied

to that which precedes

distinction,

x,.

The

p. 102),

aKtoi,

but

»vt'^

sj

ukuv.

Heb.

—

not a shadow

to use the Apostle's

viii. 5, x. 1,

own
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midst of that glory, wliich Moses and

tlic

saw

elders of Israel

Ezekiel describe as having been

on Sinai, and which Isaiah and
seen by them in a prophetic ecstasy.^

Of

this glorious appear-

ance, as of the former, the Incarnate Only-begotten

Among

stance.

the

many

is

the sub-

causes of the extreme attachment of

Jews to tlie Mosaic economy, this was no doubt one, that
such splendid displays of the Divine majesty had been made in

the

connection with
e.vceUeth,

it

;

but the Apostle points them to the

and intimates

to

appearance of Jesus of Nazareth,

whom

(jlory that

them, that humble as was the external

—

He was

the true Shekinah, in

Godhead bodily the real, substantial, adequate
representation of the King eternal, immortal, and invisible,
whom no eye hath seen, or can see. It is the same sentiment as that expressed by the Evangelist John, when he says,
" The Word who was with God, and was God, became flesh, and
dwelt among us
and we beheld His glory, the glory as of the
dwelt the

;

only-begotten of the Father, full of grace and of truth."

man

God

hath seen

at

any time

He

the bosom of the Father,

;

the only-begotten

hath declared Him."

Life," or the Living One, " was manifested, and

Him, and bear

— " No

who

is

in

— " For the

we have

seen

and show mito you that eternal life, as
being one who was with the Father, and was manifested to us ;"
and by our Lord Himself when He says, " I and ^ly Father are
" Hitherto My Father worketh and I work,"
" Whatone,"
"I
soever things the Father doth, the same doth the Son also,"
am in the Father, and the Father in Me," " The Fatlier, that
dwelleth in Me, doth the works,"
" He that hath seen Me, hath
witness,

—

—

—

—

—

seen the Father."

The Apostle proceeds
majesty of
that

in his description of the

Him by whom God now

grandeur and

speaks to us, and declares

He " upholds all things by the word of Ilis power." The term
to refer both to preservation and government.^ " By

uphold seems

1

Ex. xxiv. 10

;

Is. vi. 1-.5

;

Ezek.

=
—

i.

26-28.

Kv/iepvuv, tx oixvivrovTU ovyKpuroiv
ChkYSOSTOM explains it as
ThEOD. says, ov ydp f/^oyov roi -ttocvtoi. -Tri'Tiror/iKe, oc'/^'Xci kuI idvun rccvTcc km
Scholia, vol. ii. p. 272, " <\->ipiiv notat
x.vfiipux. Valcknaer's note is good
quod portamus illud fulcimus, sustineinus vel sustentanius.
ferre, portare
Quod sustento illud rego, libro, moderor, guberno. The liatins use veherc
Seneca, in his 31st Epist., says, Ucus illc maximus
in the same sense.
^

:

potentissimvisque ipse veldt omnia.
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Him

the worlds were

made"

—

[CHAP.

I.

1-3.

were called into
by Him, too, they

their materials

being, and arranged in comely order, and

are prevented from running into confusion, or reverting into

universe hangs on His arm
His unwisdom and boundless power are manifested in
governing and directing the complicated movements of animate
and inanimate, rational and irrational beings, to the attainment
and He does this by the
of His own great and holy purposes
word of His power, or by His powerful word. All this is done
tie
without effort or difficulty. He speaks, and it is done
commands, and it stands fast,^
The enemies of the doctrine of our Lord's divinity, would
interpret the clause, as if the word of power were not the Son's
and as if the Apostle's statement were,
word, but the Father's,
the
world by the power of the Father.
that the Son sustains
which
the
world is sustained is the power of
The power by
Divinity, which equally belongs to the Father and the Son but

The whole

nothing.

;

searcliable

;

;

—

;

is

it

quite plain to an unprejudiced reader, that the Apostle's

object throughout the whole of this passage,

is

to excite in the

minds of his readers exalted ideas of the dignity, and authority,
and power of Christ and that, had it not been thought necessary to serve a particular purpose, such a mode of interpretation
would never have been thovight of.'^
;

This glorious person

introduced to our notice in the next

is

still more
had by Himself purged our
sins. He sat down on the right hand of the Majesty on high."
The Apostle here discovers exquisite wisdom in the manner in
which he introduces the great leading truth of Christianity, the
death of Christ on a cross. This was the great stumbling-block.

but to us sinful men, in a

clause, in very different,

interesting aspect

The Apostle

:

— " When

He

—

could not conceal this without mutilating, without

destroying, the system

;

but

when he

brings

it

forward he does so

in connection with the great, benevolent, absolutely* necessary

purpose which
^

'

mand,

Pjj^flt

was intended

= command, order.

all-powerful,

to serve,

As men

and the

glorious conse-

express their will by

Heb. expresses the exercise of the Divine

so the

Heb.

it

by the phrase,

"in'' 'M'l^

Ps. xxxiii. 6, cxlviii. 5

comwhich is

tiieir

"will,
;

Gen.

i.

3,

Apoc. iv. 11.
2 BoHME very justly remarks, that avrov naturally refers not only to t^j
lvvKf<.so)s, but to the whole phrase, p'/i/K-xr, r. 5.

9

;

xi.

3

;

"

33
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quences with which
or

made

lie purged our sins/

had been followed.

it

a cleansino; of our

The term

sins.

cleansing

is

some-

times used to signify moral renovation, the destruction of sinful

and habits
and

dispositions

its

To purge our

expiation.^

atonement for them,
infinite

but here, and indeed throughout this

;

Epistle, the word,

—

wisdom and

cognate expressions, plainly refer to
sins, or to expiate

our

sins,

—

to

make

just to do what, in the estimation of

is

righteousness,

necessary in order to our

is

being delivered from the natural consequences of our
in

way

a

and the

tions,

ministration,

and prosperity of the Divine moral ad

stability

—

to

sins,

with the honour of the Divine perfec-

consistent

do what

may make

it

just in

the ungodly, and lay a foundation for fitting

God
man

to justify

for inter-

course with God.

God

This the Son of

This phrase

effected hy Himself.^

is

explained in the subsequent part of the Epistle by such expressions as these

:

— " By His own

blood,"*

" by the sacrifice of Himself.'"'

— " by means

By taking the place

of death,"^

of those whom

—

—

He came

to save
by doing what they were bound to do
by
what they deserved to suffer, He manifested the evil
of sin, and the holiness and righteousness of the Divine law,
and the Divine Lawgiver, in a far more striking manner than
the everlasting punishment of a guilty world could have done,
and thus laid a foundation for the honourable exercise of mercy
towards the guilty and condemned children of men. This doctrine, understood and believed, wipes away for ever the offence
of the cross, and makes the enlightened mind regard the scene

suffering

of the Saviour's deepest humiliation as the scene, too, of the
brightest display of His glory.

wisdom

The omnipotence

—the immaculate holiness —the

—the

infinite

inflexible righteousness

the inconceivable kindness of the Divinity, never shone forth with
greater radiance in Him, who is " the brightness of the Divine
1

'

'Rf^uu is

wanting

and Morus, consider
2

}!iot6ot.p Id f^og

it

in

as

some of the best Codd.
no part of the orig. text.

Mill, Bengel, Griesbacli,

and as sin is conmaking it an object of dislike to God, the recondemning and depraving influences, is repre-

properly describes physical cleansing

;

sidered as polluting the soul,

moval

of sin, both in its

sented by cleansing.
ch.

ocfAuprloig,

ii.

3

The genuineness

-i

Heb.

VOL.

ix. 12.

I.

Kccdctpia/^ou

7roii7<j6ni

seems just

=

i'Ka.aKiadxi rotj

17.
of

o<'

otCzoii is
^

Heb.

doubtful.
ix.

U.

«

Heb.

ix. 2G.

C
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glory, the express

made

image of God," than when

[CHAP.

I.

1-3.

He thus by Himself

expiation for the sins of His people.

There

is

probably

here a tacit contrast of Jesus Christ, Himself both priest and
They had for ages
sacrifice, and the Aaronical high priests.
sin, but in vain
He had at once,
and completely, gained that great object. They endeavoured to
gain this end by the blood of slain beasts ; He fully gained it
by the sacrifice of Himself. The efficacy of our Lord's sacriIt was because
fice is to be traced to the dignity of His person.

been attempting to purge

He

:

gave Himself, the Son, the brightness of God's glory, the
His jjerson, that He succeeded in purging our

express image of

We

sins.

have redemption through His blood, even the for-

giveness of sin

;

for

He

is

the image of the invisible God, the

Lord of the whole creation.
Here we have in their germ the leading arguments
superiority of Christianity to Judaism,

lence of the priesthood of

Aaron, which, with so

Author than that of the family of
force and beauty, he brings out

its

much

in the following part of the Epistle

Himself

:

—

First, that

Secondly, that 'He was the Priest, and

;

for the

from the greater excel-

not for a nation, but for the race

;

He

made

offered

expiation,

Thirdly, the completeness of

on its being offered He immediately leaves
earth and goes to heaven
and Fourthly, His never-ending
dignity and power, following and obtained by His expiatory

His

sacrifice, so that

;

sacrifice,

" Having

Himself,

He

sat

made expiation for sin by the sacrifice of
down on the right hand of the Majesty on

high."^

The Majesty is a strong expression
who is here represented as seated on
high places,

i.e.,

in the

down on
is

very

human

guilt, is

this throne, at the right
difficult to

say

far they are figurative.

how
I

Supreme Being,

a glorious throne in the

heaven of heavens

finished the expiation of

It

for the

;

and Jesus, having

represented as sitting

hand of His Divine Father.
and how

far these words are literal

am

not prepared either to assert or to

deny,, that in that local heaven,

where the

glorified

humanity of

Jesus Christ resides, there is a visible display of the Divine
Majesty analogous, but infinitely superior, to that which dwelt

—

in the tabernacle

and temple,

The complete phrase

—in

is iKocdiaiu

the midst of which, or on the

ixvrov' /asyx'huKrvi/^; Iv viprfholg

=

rvi;
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hand

right

of which, the
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God-man who died on the cross,
men made perfect, as

pears to angels and the spirits of just
possessor

and administrator of universal oovernment

me

ap-

the

though, I

;

and
apprehend that there may be less of pure figure in the descriptions of the upper world than we sometimes suppose.
But
whatever there may be in this, there is no doubt that the Avords
confess, there

mucli that leads

is

to think this probable,

to

intimate that, as the reward of His expiatory sufferings, Jesus

Christ

is

elevated to the highest conceivable station of dignity

and authority.

His place

is

not a seat on the right hand of the

throne merely, but a seat on the throne at the right hand of

Him

that sitteth on it.
Jesus having overcome sat down with
His Father on His throne.'^
The throne of Jehovah is the
'

throne of Jesus.

Lamb.

the

dignity,

Is

it

It

the same throne, the throne of

is

infinitely superior to the angels ?

is

God and

not evident, then, that Jesus, in His
'

By

official

the working

power He hath raised Him from the dead, and
His own right hand in the heavenly places, far above
principality, and power, and might, and dominion, and every

of God's mighty
set
all

Him

name

named, not only in this world, but also in that
come
and hath put all things under His feet.'
God hath highly exalted Him, and given Him a name which
that

which
'

at

is

is

to

is

;

above every name

:

name

that at the

of Jesus every knee

should bow, of things in heaven, and things
things under the earth
that

He

is

;

on earth, and
and that every tongue should confess

God

Lord, to the glory of

He

the Father.'"^

is

gone into heaven, and is on the right hand of God angels,
and authorities, and powers, being made subject to Him.'
This glory was conferred on the incarnate Son in consequence of His having purged our sins by Himself. It was on
account of that suffering of death, in which He tasted death in
the room of everyone of His people, that " He w^as clothed with
glory and honour."
It was because He humbled Himself, that
'

;

God
is

thus highly exalted

here, too, an allusion,

Him. It
by way of

is

not improbable that there

contrast, to the

Jewish high

When

he performed the most sacred part of his ministry on the great day of atonement, by entering alone into
priest.

Holy

the

sacrifice
1

Kev.

of Holies, and sprinkling the blood of the expiatoiy

on the mercy-seat, he stood
iii.

21.

^

in the attitude of a servant

Eph.

i.

20, 22

;

Philip,

ii.

9-11.
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and when

lie

had

finished

it,

[CHAP.

I.

4-14.

down on

instead of sitting

the

he was not allowed to sit
down at all in the presence of the symbol of the Divine Majesty,
but immediately retired. But the great High Priest of our pro-

mercy-seat between the cherubim,

fession,

when He appeared

finished the

work given

blood of His

sacrifice,

abiding priest, there

Him

in the presence of
to do,

—instead

— and

He

—

God,

presenting, as

down

—having

were, the

down

of retiring, sat

sat

it

as

an

not only in the divine

—

on the divine right hand,
sway the sceptre of the universe, and to be head over all
thingSj to His body, the Church.
Presence, but on the divine throne

—

to

CHAPTER

I.

THE SUPERIORITY, ESSENTIAL AND OFFICIAL, OF JESUS CHRIST
TO THE ANGELS.
§ 1.

Scriptural Proof of

tills.

Being made so mucli better than the angels, as He hath by inheriname than they. 5. For unto which of the
angels said He at any time, Thou art My Son, this day have I begotten
4.

tance obtained a more excellent

? And again, I will be to Him a Father, and He shall be to Me a Son ?
And again, when He bringeth in the first-begotten into the world. He
saith. And let .all the angels of God worshijj Him.
7. And of the angels He

thee

.

6.

Who maketh His angels spirits, and His ministers a flame of fire.
God, is for ever and ever a
But unto the Son He saith. Thy throne,
sceptre of righteousness is the sceptre of Thy kingdom.
9. Thou hast loved
therefore God, even Thy God, hath
righteousness, and hated iniquity
10. And, Thou,
anointed Thee with the oil of gladness above thy fellows.
Lord, in the beginning hast laid the foundation of the earth and the
11. They shall perish, but Thou
heavens are the works of Thine hands
12. And as a
remainest and they all shall wax old as doth a garment
vesture shalt Thou fold them up, and they shall be changed but Thou art
13. But to which of the angels
the same, and Thy years shall not fail.
said He at any time. Sit on my right hand, until I make Thine enemies Thy
footstool?
14. Are they not all ministering spirits, sent forth to minister
for them who shall be heirs of salvation ?

saith,
8.

;

;

;

:

;

;

:

The Apostle proceeds to show the pre-eminent dignity of the
Author of the Gospel revelation, by citations from the Old Testament Scriptures. The first thing to be done for their satis-
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THE SUPERIOKITY OF CHRIST TO ANGELS.

factory interpretation,

is

to

endeavour distinctly

to

37

apprehend

what is the principle to establish which the Apostle brings forward these quotations and this must be done by inquiring into
" Being made
the meaning of the fourth verse of the chapter
so much better than the angels, as He hath by inheritance
obtained a more excellent name than they."
We have here the
;

:

first

of

many

instances in the Epistle, of that characteristic of

Paul's writings,

—the

last clause of the

announcement of a new theme,

the

in

immediately preceding sentence.

There is plainly a comparison or a contrast stated between
Author of Christianity and a certain class of beings denominated angels.
The word, which signifies messengers, is
most usually employed in Scripture to denote an order of miembodied spiritual beings, superior in intellectual and active
faculty to mankind, who are employed by God as His messengers in the administration of the government of the universe.
To them in the estimation of the great body of interpreters,
ancient and modern
there is a reference in the passage before
us.
It has appeared, however, to some, that the angels, or messengers, here alluded to, are not these unembodied spirits at all,
but the prophets, or inspired men, mentioned in the first verse.
There can be no doubt that the appellative denomination messengers,' may, with perfect propriety, be given to the Old Testament prophets;^ and that to understand it in this way, would
the

—

—

'

give a beautiful unity to the Introductory Statement.
there had been no

more

said about angels, I should

disposed to consider this as the right

But a lengthened

passage.

way

And

if

have been

of explaining the

discussion follows, which obviously

just the following up the assertion contained in these words,
in that disand whatever be the meaninc;
of the word angels
o
cs
Now,
cussion, must be its meaning in the passage before us.
there can scarcely be any reasonable doubt, that in the quotations both from the 97th and from the 104tli I'salm, the re

is

ference

is

to the angels, properly so called,

spirits sent forth to minister,' is a

much more

—

that

'

ministering

appropriate descrip-

and
is thus eiiiployed, Matt. xi. 10; Luke ix. 52
seems used in a similar way, 1 Cor. xii. 10 1 John iv. 1. But
nullus in omni
while this is true, it is not less true, as Abrescii remarks
'

The word ayysXof

zvivy.a.

;

;

'

:

Novo Testamento existit locus, ubi xyyiMi simplicitcr
adjuncto quid aliud denotent nisi mentes ccelestes.'

jwsiti et sine ullo
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—

them than of the prophets, and that the description of
man, or the Messiah, being made a Httle lower than the angels,'
will not at all apply to the prophets and the declaration that He,
tion of

'

;

Him

Christ Jesus, took not on

i.e.,

the nature,

— or

rather, laid

not hold, in order to deliver, on the angels, but on the seed of

Abraham,

is

equally conclusive as to the reference being to the

order of beings ordinarily called angels.

on

We therefore

proceed

this principle in the interpretation of the passage, that the

comparison or contrast

between Jesus Christ and the angels,

is

properly so called.

The

introduction of this topic, in an illustration of the supe-

riority of Christianity to

Judaism,

any who

were employed in some way or other
and that this was one of the circum-

will not

appear strange to

reflect that angels

in the giving of the law

;^

must have appeared to a Jew to
have a disadvantage in comparison with the system which it
professed to supersede and the manner in which it is introduced
stances in which Christianity

;

in the close of the sentence, will not appear unnatural to

any

one acquainted with the writings of the Apostle Paul, who very
frequently introduces, in a sort of appended clause at the close of

a sentence, the subject to the illustration of which the subse-

quent paragraph is devoted. Of the manner in which the angels
were employed in the giving of the law, we have no particular
account. But the fact seems plainly enough stated both in the
Old Testament and the Ncav. There is nothing said about them
in the historical account of the giving of the law in the 19th

chapter of Exodus
verse 2,

we

;

but in the 33d chapter of Deuteronomy,

sand of His holy ones;' and

God

are said to be

'

man full

of the

in

twenty thousand, even thousands of angels.

The Lord is among them,
a

came from Sinai with ten thouPsalm Ixviii. 17, the chariots of

are told that 'Jehovah

as in Sinai, in the holy place.'

Holy Ghost,

declares that the

law 'by the disposition of angels

Stephen,

Jews received

the

;'-

and Paul, in his Epistle to
the Galatians, iii. 19, states, that the law was ordained by angels,
in the hand of a mediator.'
These angels are described as " excelling in strength," and as far raised in the scale of being above
man and, therefore, their employment in the giving of the law
stamps a dignity and importance on that economy.
'

;

1

Deut. xxxiii. 2

^

Acts

vii.

53.

;

Psa. Ixviii. 17

;

Gal.

iii.

19

;

Heb.

ii.

2

;

Acts

vii.

53.

CHAP.

I.

The

Christian revelation had not been introduced with the

same public display of

anirelic ministration,

—but

account to be considered as inferior to the

this
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Author, in

sitting

down

it

was not on

]\Iosaic

;

as the appointed heir of all things

right

hand of the Majesty

much

better than the angels, as lie hath

for

its

on the

had been " made so
by inheritance obtained

in the heavens,

name than they.''
These words have been considered by many as just equivalent to a declaration, that the Author of the Christian revelation
is superior to the angels, and that this is proved by His receiving a more honourable name than any conferred on them. We
cannot help thinking they contain in them much more than this.
a more excellent

They intimate that He is, by being set " on the right hand of the
Majesty on high," raised to higher honours than any ever bestowed on angels. They intimate also, whatever these words
may mean, and we shall inquire into their meaning immediately,

—

—

that

He

has obtained by inheritance a more excellent

name

and they intimate that there is something
like a proportion between the greater height of dignity to wdiicli
He is raised, and the greater excellence of the name that He
than the angels

The

has inherited.

The

first.

;

first

last part of the verse is

not a proof of the

part of the verse asserts His

official

superiority

them
and the whole verse asserts that there is a proportion between
tliese. For the distinctly bringing out of the Apostle's idea, it will
be necessary to begin with the concluding clause of the verse.
The author of the Christian revelation has received by inheritance a more excellent name than the angels.' ^ The word name
is not unfrequently in Scripture used to signify high rank or
to the angels

the second, His essential superiority to

;

;

'

reputation.
^

is

TLap

Thus, the descendants of the unhappy intermar-

A classic •writer would

otvrovg.

have said ^ttz^opunpov uvtuu. It
vapix. in comparison

a peculiarity of the Epistle to the Hebrews to use

with the accusative, ch.
says

Valcknaer,

'

iii.

that this

3, ix.

mode

23, xi. 4, xii. 24.

of construction

is

'

It is

remarkable,'

not to be found in any

Paul which bear His name ;' but this seems rashly said,
seem to have an instance of it, Rom. i. 25, where ^«XAoy seems to
be supplied thouoh Valcknaer might have questioned this, and interpreted
Besides, there is no word in the
in a way not implying comparison.
comparative degree in Kom. i. 25, which, in Paul's writings, is always followed by the genitive. KT^^povof^tui/ is heTe=h7riTvyx»i'iii>, potiri, to possess,
of the Epistles of

for Ave

;

•7rc)t.p!x.

ch. vi. 12,

>i'hYipoi/ofiu=^i-!rtTv/x'^^'^^

veree 15.
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Cain and

riages between the descendants of

God and

sons of

men

name;

of

" renown." ^

the daughters of men,

or, as

The

[CHAP.

Setli

— are

our translators render

— between the
have been

said to
it,

4-14.

I.

very properly,

conspirators against Moses, in the matter of

Korah, are said to have been "men of name, princes of the
" I have made thee a
assembly, famous in the congregation."^
"
like
David,
the
name of the great men
7iame" says Jehovah to
who are on the earth." ^ The Father is said to have given Christ
"a name above every name." * It is not, however, in this way that
the word

to

is

be explained here.

It

is

of Christ's name, in the

sense of rank and dignity, that the Apostle speaks in the
clause,

— His being " made much better than the angels

illustrates this

something

by comparing

else.

not surely with

it,

To understand

but their designation
not His

He

has attained

some

to

dignity,

here,

is

but His proper designation, the Son of
Fully to understand the force of the expression, however,

God.
it

which

The term name here refers
The name of angels is not their
spirits ; and the name of Christ

elevated above theirs.

peculiar designation.

but with

in this

superior to the angels, as the dignity to
is

itself,

first

and he

way here, would make
nugatoiy, viz., who is as much

it

the Apostle's assertion altogether

;"

official dignity,

necessary to remark that, in the

is

reference to which

ment

is

much

Hebrew language, by

of the phraseolog}^ of the

to be explained,

names are usually

New

significant

;

under the Old Testament, names were often given by

that,

a

Testa-

and

God

to describe the leading circumstances in the character or for-

tunes of individuals

name
that

;

and, hence, for a person to have a par-

name given him,

ticular

expresses.

He

is,

Thus,

is

often equal to his being

God

declares His

declares His character.

own name

When

what that
Moses ;^

to

Isaiah says of the

name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, The
mighty God, The everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace," he
plainly means " He shall be Wonderful, Counsellor, The mighty
God, The everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace." The meanMessiah, "His

ing, then, of the Apostle in the passage before us, according to
this principle of interpretation, is

given to Christ Jesus,
1

Gen.

3

1

*

Exod. xxxiv.

vi. 4.

Chron.

xvii. 8.
5.

when

—the

descriptive designation

contrasted with that given to angels,
2

Numb.

xvi. 2.

*

PhiHp.

ii.

9

;

Eph.

i.

21.

CHAP.

Him

marks

name

Their

as belonging to a higher order of being.

created

is
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His name

spirits.

is

the only begotten

Son

of God.

This name he

know

not

is

said to

sessed of snch a name.

The word

often

used in

is

any peculiarity of meaning,

If there be

sense.

I do

have obtained by inheritance.

He

phrase signifies any more than that

if this

it

is

pos-

general

this

intimates that

the dignity expressed by the name, originates in His essential
relation to the divine Father.

But the Author

way
;

down
hand

is

not only essen-

name which,

in the

given Him, necessarily implies divine perfecHe is also officially superior to the angels. In being set
as the proprietor and governor of all things " on the right

in

tion

of the Christian revelation

the angels as possessing a

tially superior to

which

it is

of the Majesty on high," in consequence of His having
purged our sins by Himself, He has " been made much better
than the angels."^ To be "made better than the angels," is to be
When the
raised to a higher state of dignity than the angels.
only begotten of God " became flesh and dwelt among men," He
was for a little while made lower than the angels but when,
;

having finished the work which the Father had given Him to
do, "He sat down on the right hand of the Majesty on high,"

He

was raised

to a dignity far superior to that of the highest

However

exalted is their station, they are all servants.
reigns along with God, having " all power in heaven and

angel.

He

earth."

And

His place

on the throne,

is

superiority of essential dignity

He is made as

it.

heaven

is

employed

is

is

before

it.

so great, that the

measure of

as a kind of

much better than the angels," as He possesses
name than they." The distance between them

"

"a more excellent
and Him is immeasurable.
as far as

— their place

this superiority of official dignity

is

He

is

above the earth,

not only exalted above them
bvit as

the name,

'

Son of

the

God,' and that eternal independent divinity of nature which it
expresses, is inconceivably above the name, ' creature of God,'
^

Tivof^ivog is

terpretation

is

here=factus.

preferable

;

Some

indeed

it is

consider

it as=(yi',

but the

contrasted with uv in ver.

first

in-

Com-

3.

pare the fuller statements of the manner in which Jesus Christ obtained
Eph. i. 20. Ti.«.p»^ in comofiicial superiority to the angels, Phil. ii. 9
;

is=the Latin preposition j>rw.
the Hebrew D, and our than^ Heb. ii.

parison,

iii.

3.

It is of

7

;

the same force as

Gen. xxxvii.

3,

quam,

ij

LXX

;

Heb.
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and that limited dependent nature which

[CHAP.

it

expresses

so the

;

inconceivably superior to any dignity which can attach

who

4-14.

Sovereign Lord of the universe,

dignity of the Son, as

those

I.

is

itself to

hold subordinate places in the system of divine go-

vernment.

The Apostle

now

proceeds

Scriptures, that the Messiah

and

tially

mally

first

prove from the Old Testament

to

was

officially superior to

to

be a person both essen-

the angels.

He

prove the one and then the other

;

does not for-

but everything

on the one or other of
he was reasoning not with unbelieving Jews, but with Jews acknowledging the Messiahship
of Jesus, though in danger of apostatising, he, in this argument,
that

is

said will be

these points.

It

is

found

to bear either

plain, that as

takes for granted the Messiahship of Jesus, and that whatever
said of the

Messiah in the Old Testament Scriptures,

is

is

true of

Him.i

The

first

two quotations he makes, go

superiority of Jesus Christ to the angels

to

;

prove the essential

or, that

"

He

has re-

by inheritance a more excellent name than they."
The first proof which he brings forward, is a quotation from
the second Psalm.
Ver. 5. " For to which of the angels said He
at any time. Thou art My Son, this day have I begotten Thee ?"
The manner in which he brings forward his proof deserves
notice.
He puts it in the form of a question which admitted of
but one answer
To none of them.' We have a similar use
ceived

—

:

'

of the interrogative form, 1 Cor.
^

is

By many of

the

German

ix. 7.

argument
more moderate of these

exegetical writers, tlie whole of this

considered as merely ad liominem.

One

of the

rationalistic interpreters thus expresses himself:

— " Jesu Messise

prsestantia pluribus locis ex V. T. depromptis confirmatur,

dignitatis

quorum tamen

multi ac tantum non omnes neutiquam de Messia agunt. Sed Judseorum
doctores Christi setate, allegoricam literas sacras interpretandi rationem
secuti, quicquid prteclari et magni in V. T. libris de hominibus piis et
Israelitarum regibus dictum esset, ad Messiam referebant de eoque interpretabantur.
Hanc interpretandi rationem scriptores N. T., ut religionis
Christianee placitis ad Judseorum animos viam quasi munirent, et dictorum

suorum veritatem adstruerent, prudenter tenuerunt."
the

If

the writers of

New

Testament did this, unconscious of thus misinterpreting the Old
Testament writings, assuredly they might be honest men, but they could
not be inspired men. If they did it consciously, what were they ? The
observations of

ejusmodi

locis,

—

Abresch on this subject are quite in point
" Si in
ubi auctoris laudati argumentum perspicue dihgenterque
:

CHAP.
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The second Psalm

certainly one of those

is

The

are written of Christ,

Some

defended by Kosenmiiller.

Psalms which

Messianic reference

very ably

is

interpreters consider

Solomon

it

as

but there

David or to
There is much in the Psalm
and in the
altogether inapplicable to either of these monarchs
of the
prophecy
a
New Testament it is clearly stated to be
Messiah. The passage here quoted has, by many expositors,
been considered as referring to Christ's being constituted Son of
God. Those who hold the doctrine of the divine, and of course
eternal, Sonship, consider the meaning of the words to be,
having a primary reference

is

no foundation for

to

;

this opinion.

;

"

Thou

art

relation

to

My

From eternity Thou hast stood in that
Son"
Me.' Those who think that the only kind of Son'

to Jesus Christ is that which originates in
His miraculous conception, refer it to His incarnation. Those
who hold that Christ Jesus was constituted the Son of God
when He was raised to the throne of the world as Mediator,
consider it as meanino;,
Bv Thv resurrection and exaltation I
have constituted Thee My Son, higher than the kings of the

ship

which belongs

—

'

earth.'

We are not
interpretation.

disposed to go entirely into any of these modes of

The two

clauses,

"Thou

art

My

Son,"

— "I

have begotten Thee," seem to us, according to that parallelism
which forms one of the most remarkable characteristics of

Hebrew

poetry, to be expressions of the

same sentiment.^

If

tradatur ac demonstretur, merae accommodationi esse possit locus, dictisque citatis alia plane et diversa qiiam suis iu sedibus liabeaut sententia
subjici,

actum

est

de apostolorura non dicam

potius fecisse legentibus, quam,

dioTi-vivarix^

sed fide

;

fucuniquc

quod inde pro causa sua disputent, ex-

ploratumque dicant, legitime comprobasse sunt ceiisendi. Scio quid liodierni
Keformatores, Ricardum imprimis Simoniuio et Joannem Clericum secuti,
de ratione arguraentandi Christi et apostolorum, in his nominatim Pauli,
xar' oivdpuvau crepare soleant

;

verum ego vehementer cupiam

doccri, quae

nos Christianos vis atque
An vero doctriua Evangelica ad unos pertinuit Judseos, ut
uuctoritas.
adeo suffecerit veritatem ejus et daipu.'Kuotv soils declarare argumentis
Profecto hoc qui credere posr.it, ei nihil tam ktottov videatur,
domesticis ?
The whole subject
cui non habeat Memy—Parapli. Ep. ad Hdi. p. 198.
ergo

sit

omnium istormn argumentorum apud

accommodation is treated in a very masterly and satisfactory manner in
Alexander's work on the Connection and Harmony of the Old and Ncav
of

Testaments,
1

p.

Vide Jer.

188-202.
ii.

27.
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I,
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meaning of the two clauses, the
and intimates that the relation is,

there be any difference in the

second defines the
strictly speaking,

first,

a natural relation.^

lies in the word to-day.
Those insome of them of great name, such as
Athanasius and Augustine, and lately Munburgh and Weber
are certainly in a mistake, who say that this phrase, by itself,
though we have no
is ever in Scripture used to signify eternity
hesitation in saying, that that which lies at the foundation of the
divine Sonship of Christ, is not to be viewed as a past act, but as
an essential property of the Divinity so that at any period if

The

principal difficulty

terpreters

— though

;

—

;

I

may

use the expression

—

in the past eternity, or in time, or in

the coming eternity, the language in the text might, with propriety be used.

he

But

to

make

says, in reference to this

own

the Apostle his

interpreter,

very phrase in another case, that

when God uses it, " He liniiteth a certain day."^ And what that
time is, we find little difficulty in ascertaining for the Apostle,
;

in his discourses to the

Jews

in the

synagogue of Antioch, thus

applies the oracle to the incarnation of Christ.^

prehend, few truths are more plainly stated in the

ment than

But

as,

New

I ap-

Testa-

was the Son of God, in the highest
is employed in reference
to Him, before His incarnation, from the unbeginning ages of
eternity, the words must be understood, not of the constitution,
but of the declaration of His Sonship. The words are equivalent
to, ' I proclaim Thee My Son
My begotten Son.' The Apostle
has as it were paraphrased them, when, recording their fulfilment,
he says that Jesus Christ was powerfully proved* and declared
to be the Son of God according to the Spirit of holiness
in
that our Saviour

sense in which this analogical expression

—

divine nature

—in

—

opposition to

what

He

was according

to the

^ It was with great satisfaction that I found the learned and acut« Heng" Thou art My Father," says he,
stenberg taking this view of the clause.
" and Thou hast begotten Me, are used as synonymous but this can be the
;

case only

when the literal

and not when it is
The paralleUsm then requires that the words,

sense of the

used in a mere moral sense.
'

Thou
2

2

art

Heb.
Acts

My

word Son

is

retained,

Introd. to Messianic Psalms.

Son,' should be taken literally."

iv. 7.
xiii.

32-34.

The

in contrast to the oiuiaTmiv

sx,

duccaTyiax; in the
usx,pZv of

33d verse seems plainly used

the 34th

incarnation, the second to the resurrection.
•*
opw&iU^ Rom. i. 4.

;

the

first

referring to the

CHAP.
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It was for declaring that He was the
Son of God as to be equal with God that
the Jews put Him to death
and God, by raising Him from
the dead, crowned Him as His Son, and made it demonstrably
manifest that His claims were well founded. This is in accord-

Son

Son

the

flesh,

of

God

—

of David.

—

so the

;

ance with a principle which, though not peculiar to the
language,
presented
Isa. vi.

is

often exemplified in

as

—that

to be

Apostle's argument, in which
its

The

is

Messiah, Avho

than the angels, for

fulfilment,

is

e.g.y

;

you

Jesus, possesses a

God had

will at

once see the

thus a most conclusive one.

more

solemnly declared

Him to be His begotten Son — His Son

excellent

Him

name

and proved

according to the Spirit of

— a name never conferred on any of the

The second

done

10.

i.

prophetic oracle and

holiness

Hebrew

things are often re-

done when they are declared

10; Jer.

The

it

angels.

Old Testament in
support of the declaration, that the Messiah possessed " a more
excellent name " than the angels, is taken from 2 Sam. vii. 14,
quotation brought from the

The only principle, as it appears to me, on
which the conclusiveness of the Apostle's reasoning from this
passage can be distinctly made out, is that the prediction from
which it is quoted is a direct prophecy of the Messiah. Very
similar language is used in reference to Solomon, 1 Chron. xxii. 10,
xxviii. 6.
But there is much, very mvich, in the prediction here
quoted which will not apply to Solomon.^ The words, considered
or 1 Chron. xvii. 13.

as a prediction of the Messiah,

be the Son of

God

would make

evident that

it

should be clearly

may

either signify, that

in a sense peculiar to

Himself

;

He should

or that

God

—

He

was the Messiah's Father that it
manifested that the Messiah was his Son.

Both passages prove that He possesses a name never given to
any of the angels, and far more excellent than any name that
belongs to them.

The

truth

is,

that the

more

closely the divine oracle here

quoted, which was revealed, not to David, but to Nathan,
scrutinized, the clearer will the evidence appear that

it

is

has a

^ iyij laoiaui xi/ru I'tg TrxTipa, kxI etiiTo; iarxi fiOi si; viov.
The construction
Hebrew. The Greek idiom would require K s. x. » x,. a., l. ^. v. It is
more than merely, I and He shall stand in the relation of Father and Son,'
He shall conduct Himself to Me as His
I will treat Him as My Son
it is,

—

is

'

'

—

Father,' implying, however, the relation.
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quite a diiferent prophecy

from that referred to by David as made to himself. It refers to
a son to be raised up after David had gone to be with his
fathers, v^'hereas Solomon was not only bom but crowned before
David's death and the person to be raised up, whosoever he is,
was to be settled 'in God's house and kingdom,' and His
;

throne was to be

'

established for evermore,'

from the words employed
refers to him.

which

is

It

in the

it

certainly not

prophecy that unquestionably

moreover, an unconditional prophecy,

is,

made in reference to Solomon.
we conceive a mistranslation of

not the case with that

Indeed, had

—words

Solomon, and very different

applicable, in their full extent, to

not been for what

the words which immediately follow, I apprehend they never
would have been explained in any way but that which the
Apostle's argument requires. " If he commit iniquity," certainly

cannot refer to the Messiah

but the words

;

rendered, Wliosoever shall commit iniquity,'

may

— and

be fairly

meancommentary on it,
" If his children forsake My law, and walk
Ps. Ixxxix. 30-33
not in My judgments if they break My statutes, and keep not
My commandments then will I visit their transgression with
Nevertheless My
the rod, and their iniquity with stripes.
loving-kindness will I not utterly take from him, nor suffer My
'

ing

is

from what

best illustrated

is

its ti'ue

plainly a

:

;

;

faithfulness to fail."

The

third quotation, to the consideration of

which we are now

about to proceed, seems to refer primarily to His

though

riority,

this,

when

this:

—The .Messiah,

as the

government of the universe,

homage

for the angels

;

supe-

The substance

poses His essential superiority.
is

official

rightly understood, necessarily sup-

is

of the argument
supreme Administrator of the

the appointed object of religious

and, therefore, lie has, on being invested

Let us
office, been made much better than they.
examine a little more attentively the quotation, and the use
which the Apostle makes of it. Ver. 6. " And again, when

with this

—

He bringeth in the
And let all the angels

first-begotten into the world,

of

God

He

saith,

worship Him."

The quotation here made is from Ps. xcvii. 7, which, in the
Greek version of the Old Testament then used, is thus ren" Worship Him, all ye His angels."
dered
The words here
:

quoted are to be found in our copies of the

LXX.,

in

Deut.
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a clause inserted between the

xxxii. 43, in

and second

first

As, however, these words are not in the

clauses.
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Hebrew

nor in any of the other ancient versions, except the

Italic,

text,

there

no evidence that they were written by Moses, and they are, in all
by some Christians at an early age,
more zealous than either wise or honest. The only difference between the passage as quoted here, and as it stands in the Hebrew

is

probability, an interpolation

text,

is,

that

it is

the word gods

put in the indirect instead of the direct form, and
" angels,"

translated, or rather explained,

is

an explanation of the translator which is here sanctioned by the
and which is obviously the only intelligible
meaning which can be given to the word in the connection
inspired writer,

which

in

stands,

it

as

the heathen divinities,

were an absurdity

it

many

whom

of

suppose that

to

were mere ideal beings,

tlie King.^
The word
by some connected with the expression, hringeth in, as if
the meaning was, When He
that is, God, bringeth in again, or
the second time, the first-begotten into the world.'
The words
will bear this, but there is no reference to a first bringing Him
in
and we consider otir translators as having given the true
meaning, when they use the word " again" merely as the mark of

should be called on to worship Jehovah

again

is

—

'

;

an additional confirmation of the truth the Apostle
ing

— the
By

we

the first-begotten,

Some suppose

Christ.

establish-

are plainly to understand Jesus

equivalent to His Son

it

notice that, though Jesus Christ

begotten of God, and the

;

but

it

deserves

repeatedly termed the only-

is

fii'st-born of IMarj^,

The

sented as the first-begotten of God.
occurs,

is

superiority of Jesus Christ to the angels.^

He

is

never repre-

phrase, wherever

it

the first-begotten, or the first-born, and seems plainly

is

used in the secondary sense, as descriptive of dignity and do-

Thus, when Christ

minion.

is

termed "the first-begotten of

every creature," the meaning is, ' the Lord of the whole creation;'
when He is termed " the first-born from the dead," the meaning
^

The Hebrew DM?X sometimes denotes

viii. 5, Ixxxii. 1,
2 ''()t«j/

Examples
Acts

xii.

TTo.'hiv

"hi

is,

by

;

1 Cor. iv.

18

another occasion,' as John
parallel with

tt

Gen. xxxv. 7

metathesis or transposition, put for 7r«^/i/

of similar trajectiou

27

angels.

Ps.

;

Ixxxvi. 8.

ver. 5.

;

i.

you find in Rom.

2 Cor.
35,

vii.

viii.

G

;

12, 21

1 Thes.
;

i.

i,

20, v. 6
8.

Acts xvi. 32.

;

1

S'

Cor.

n«A/(/

is

The

tt.

orocv.

2

i.

=

'

on

here

is
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seems to be, the risen again Lord ;' and when He is termed,
" the first-born among many brethren," the meaning is the
'

'

Head

"The

of the family of God.'

rently quite

The

first-begotten"^

synonymous with the " appointed heir of

ajjpa-

is

all

things."

greatest difficulty in the passage lies in the phrase,

Some

" bringing in the first-begotten into the world." ^

consider

Son

this as referring to the presenting the only-begotten

to the

angels, immediately after their creation, as the object of their

worship

others refer

;

question,

it

to the incarnation

The most

resurrection.

the

to refer to the place

is

here made.

others refer

;

way

satisfactory

it

to

of settling this

from which the quotation is
97th Psalm

It is plain that the subject of the

must be the " bringing in of the only begotten into the world,"
whatever the meaning of that phrase may be. Now, when we
turn to the 97th Psalm,
tion of the reign of

celebrated
luiiverse,

is

we

find that

Jehovah.

It

is

it

is

a poetical celebra-

plain that the reign there

neither the natural dominion of Deity over the

nor His particular sovereignty over the Jews, but that

order of things which is so frequently in the New Testament
called " the kingdom of God"—" the kingdom of Christ"—" the

kingdom

The Psalm is a beautiful description of
is the Lord of hosts, taking possession,

of heaven."

" Messiah the Prince," who

kingdom assigned Him
and it is while He is thus eno-ao-ed that the divine mandate
comes forth, " Worship Him, all ye His angels." ^ The phrase,
" bringeth him into the world," seems borrowed from the language
in the exercise of divine power, of the

used in reference to the putting Israel in possession of the proan event analogous to, and probably emblematical

mised land
of,

—

Messiah the Prince being put in possession of the heritage

of the nations.
^ Toi/,

—

The

as Valcknaer, with, characteristic acuteness, notices,

phasis to the word.
^

Old Testa-

following passages from the

—giving em— " notanda

" Notanda," says the accomplished scholar just referred to,
non usque adeo omnibus explorata qua, verbum intro-

est elegantia sermonis,

ducit adhibetur pro

You have

describet vel priedicit

introduci

X. 9.
^

vel introducendum."

instances of the same peculiarity of expression, ch.

Calvin takes this view of the passage

curras, nihil aliud videbis

argumentum Psalmi quam

quam regnum

:

— " Si

Christi

;

veluti solenne diploma,

sessionem mittitur Christus."

vii. 16,

18,

totum Psalmum per.

.

.

quo in

nee aliud est
ejus regni pos-
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me

—

" Thou
on the phrase before us
and plant them in the mountain of Thine
inheritance, in the phice, O Lord, which Thou hast made
for Thee to dwell in ; in the sanctuaiy, O Lord, which Thy
hands have established." " To drive out nations from before

ment seem

to

shalt bring

them

to cast liglit

:

in,

—

—

thee

dren

to bring thee in to give thee their land."

Thou

multipliedst

also

as

the

— " Their
Thou

broughtest them into the land concerning which

promised

their fathers, that they should

to

chil-

and

heaven,

of

stai's

go in

hadst

to possess

The Apostle

himself seems to explain the phrase in the
beginning of the next chapter, when he says, " He hath not
it."^

put in subjection the world
incf

come,"^

to

Law,

the ao;e succeedino; the

— that

the world dur-

is,

The

or the age of the Messiah.

" bringing into the world," and the "putting the world under

The meaning of the ])askingdom of His

subjection," are equivalent phrases.^

sage plainly

Son

—

'

is,

in the world,

While God

— while He

is
is

establishing the

putting

all

by the exercise of divine power,

while,

things under His feet,

all

opposing powers and

Him, whom

authorities are in process of being subjected to

He

has appointed heir of

the whole creation, and

made His

are

Father

the first-born or ruler of

all things,

who " must

footstool,"

—

is

it

to the angels,* that they

reign

till

His enemies

all

the revealed will of

honour the Son

God

as they

the

honour

Himself.'
It

is

His clearly manifested and well-understood

will, that

"every knee" in heaven as well as on earth " should bow" to Him,
and " every tongue" in heaven as well as on earth acknowledge

And we know that the man-

His supreme lordship and dominion.
date

is

may
'

cheerfully obeyed.

be

among men

1

Exod. XV. 17

^

We

;

Whatever

diversity of opinion there

as to worshipping Christ Jesus, there

Deut.

iv.

38

;

Neliem.

ix. 23.

^

jieb.

ii.

is

5.

thus see a peculiar propriety in using the appellation, 'TrpuroroKo;^
a term whicli designates Him
rather than any other title of the ilessiah
Rom. viii. 29 Col. i. 15, 18
Ps. Ixxxix. 27
as Prince and Proprietor.

—

;

;

Rev.

* Akyii.

ment

;

5.

i.

is

—Who says Some supply
— He who " bringeth the
?

ypuCpii

first

Qios

;

but the proper supple-

begotten into the world."

The

objection some have raised from the expression being, not ' ^ly angels,' but
" the angels of God," could spring only from a very careless consideration
of the

manner

in

which in the inspired writings the Supreme Being
Exod. xx. 7.
Ps. 1. 14

represented as speaking

VOL.

I.

:

;

I>

is

often
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I.

mind and one heart in heaven. " I beheld,"
says John the divine, when a window was as it were opened
to him into heaven, and all the glories of the celestial state
" and, lo, in the
burst on his astonished and delighted view,
midst of the throne and of the four beasts, and in the midst of
the elders, stood a Lamb as it had been slain, having seven
obviously but one

horns and seven eyes, which are the seven Spirits of God sent
And He came and took the book
forth into all the earth.
out of the right hand of Him that sat upon the throne. And
when He had taken the book, the four beasts and four and

down before

twenty elders

fell

them

and golden

harps,

prayers of saints.

And

vials

Lamb, having every one

the

new

they sung a

song, saying,

open the

of

which are the

of odours,

full

Thou

art

and to
and hast redeemed us to God by Thy blood,
and
out of every kindred, and tongue, and people, and nation
shall
and
we
and
priests
kings
God
hast made us unto our
And I beheld, and I heard the voice of
reisn on the earth.
many angels round about the throne, and the beasts, and the
elders
and the number of them was ten thousand times ten
worthy

to take the book,

Thou wast

seals thereof:

for

slain,

;

:

:

thousand, and thousands of thousands

;

saying with a loud voice.

was slain, to receive power, and riches,
Worthy is the Lamb
and honour, and glory, and blessing.
strength,
and wisdom, and
And every creature which is in heaven, and on the earth, and under
the earth, and such as are in the sea, and all that are in them,
heard I saying. Blessing, and honour, and glory, and power, be
unto Him that sitteth upon the throne, and unto the Lamb, for
ever and ever."^ In the Apocalypse, which is just an anticithat

pated history of Jehovah's " bringing in the only begotten into
the world," it is interesting to observe how ready the chorus of
angels are to break

in,

on every new triumph of Messiah their

When the King

Prince, in songs of congratulation and triumph.

who

sits at

the right

hand

of

Jehovah "

the day of His wrath, judges

among

strikes

the heathen,

with dead bodies, wounds the heads over
angel of the waters
righteous,

Thou

O

lifts

Lord, which

up
art,

his voice,

and

through kings in

wast,

many
and
and

fills

the places

countries,"^ the

says,

"Thou

art

shalt be, because

hast judged thus
for they have shed the blood of saints
and prophets, and Thou hast given them blood to drink for
^ Rev. V. 6-13.
2 pg. ex. 5, 6.
:

;
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And

they are worthy."

another angel out of the altar
responds, " Even

the spirits of the slaughtered martyrs

God Almighty,

51

—

Thy

true and righteous are

— one of
so,

Lord

As

judgments."^

the final destruction of His most obstinate enemy approaches, a
voice from heaven is heard, saying, " Reward her even as she

rewarded you, and double unto her double, according to her
works in the cup which she hath filled, fill to her double.
How much she hath glorified herself, and lived deliciously, so
much torment and sorrow give her for she saith in her heart,
I sit a queen, and am no widow, and shall see no sorrow.
Therefore shall her plagues come in one day, death, and mourning, and famine
and she shall be utterly burned with fire for
:

:

:

;

strong

the

is

wicked one

is

Lord God who judgeth

that

completely destroyed by " the breath of His mouth

and the brightness
is

And when

her."^

of

His coming," "a great voice of much people
Salvation, and glory, and

heard in heaven, saying. Alleluia

;

honour, and power, unto the Lord our
righteous are His judgments

;

for

He

God

and

for true

:

hath judged the great

whore, which did corrupt the earth with her fornication, and

hath avenged the blood of His servants at her hand.
again they
ever.
do\NTi

said. Alleluia.

And

And

her smoke rose up for ever and

And the four and twenty elders, and the four beasts, fell
and worshipped God that sat on the throne, saying. Amen
;

And

Alleluia.

our God,

all

a voice came out of the throne, saying, Praise

ye His servants, and ye that fear Him, both small

And I heard as it were the voice of a great multiand as the voice of many waters, and as the voice of
mighty thunderings, saying. Alleluia for the Lord God omniaad great.

tude,

:

reigneth."^
And when the seventh angel sounds,
"
there are
gi'eat voices in heaven, saying. The kingdoms of

potent

this

world are become the kingdoms of our Lord, and of His

Christ

;

and

He

shall reign for ever

And when

and ever."^

—when He has " brought back

kingdom to
when He has " put down all rule, and authority,
the Father,"
and power," when all things shall have been made new, O how
loud and how sweet shall be the anthem of praise " to Him
who hath overcome !" " Salvation to our God, and the Lamb,
" Now is come salvation, and strength,
for ever and ever."
the end

is

come,

—
—

the

—
—

1

Rev. xvi. 5-7.

^

Rev.

xviii. G-8.

3

Rev. xix. 1-6.

*

Rev.

xi. 15.
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Lord God

for the

omnipotent reign eth."

Need we now

ask,

Has He not indeed been made much
Has He not been " made as much

hitrher than the angels 1

better than the angels, as

more

In

He

name than they"

excellent

has obtained by inheritance a
1

Jesus Christ, the Apostle's

illustrating the superiority of

statements hitherto have

all

had a

direct reference to

the quotation he next makes, the reference

Him.

In

directly to the

is

He has shown us what He is he now shows us what
He has shown His superiority now he shows their
Ver. 7. "And of^ the angels He saith, Who
inferiority.
angels.

;

thei/ are.

;

—

and His ministers a flame of fire."
Considerable
Psalm civ. 4.^
difference prevails among interpreters as to the meaning of
these words as they occur in the Old Testament scripture, and
as to the manner in which the sacred writer here derives an
argument from them for tlie inferiority of the angels to Jesus
Christ.
The words, as they stand in the original Hebrew, admit
of different renderings, according as you make the words,
" angels" and " messengers," the subject or the predicate of the
proposition, or as you translate, " who maketh," of employment

maketh His angels
This

spirits,

quotation from

a

is

They may be

or treatment, or of creation properly so called.

Who

maketh the winds His angels or messengers,
and the lightning His servants or, Who employeth His angels
or,
Who
as the winds, and His ministers as the lightning
creates His angels spirits, and His ministers a flame of fire.'

rendered,

'

;'

'

;'

Supposing the

ment

first

'

of these the right rendering, an argu-

Son miglit be thus
deduced.
is by no means so high and dignified a name
as may be supposed.
It denotes nothing more than a subordinate
agent and it is given even to material things, such as the
winds and the lightnino-. While the name " Son of God" is
for the inferiority of the angels to the
'

" Angel"

;

the

1

Eev.

^

Ilpo; is

10.

xii.

here

Hebrew usage

=

Trspi

—

'

de, of, concerning.'

of corresponding particles.

This

7X

is

is

in conformity to

used for

^j;,

Gen.

2 Kings xix. 32
Asysi is either impersonal,
Ps. Ixix. 27.
7iey£T«/, or has for its subject ij ypotCpvi
comp. ver. 6.

XX. 2

;

;

=

;

2

Cited apparently memoriter from the

the Apostle says,

-Trvpoi (p'Koyci,^

instead of

LXX.

The only

"Trvp (pT^iyov.

difference

is,

CHAP.
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Avhatever there

the Apostle's

may

be in

it,

this

and

to

is

common

winds and lightning.'

argument,

Hebrew words

for though the

;

name " angels"

tlie

it,

who possess

obviously not

it is

will

admit of being

thus rendered, the Apostle's translation of them will not

we must

hold that his interpi'etation

;

and

the only true one.^

is

Supposing the second mode of rendering the words the just
'Who maketh i.e., who employeth His angels as the
winds, and His ministers like the lightning,' the argument for

—

one,

the inferiority of the angels to the Son might be thus expressed

*The

angels,

however

exalted, are merely instruments of the

The place
who doth accordand among the inhabi-

divine agency, like the winds and the lightning.

they occupy

is,

therefore, far inferior to His, "

ing to His will in the army of heaven,
whom " all power in heaven and earth"

tants ^f the earth," to

The

belongs.'
that,

is,

mode

principal objection to this

admitting

it,

there

is

of interpretation

no statement of the

essential infe-

riority of the angels, corresponding to the statement of the essential

superiority of the Son.

inferiority

to the statement of

much

We find

— " they are ministering
His

official

better than the angels

a statement of their

spirits" (ver.

superiority

;"

and

official

— answering

—" He has been made

is

it

14)

certainly but natural

to expect a statement as to their essential inferiority, correspond-

has obtained " by inheritance a
And if, without using any

ing to the declaration that

He

more

they."

excellent

name than

violence on the words, either as they occur in the

the passage before us,

—

we can

find in

them such

Psalm or

in

a statement,

more if the connection and design of the quotation in
Psalm where it occurs seem naturally to lead to such a

still

the

view, there can be very
interpreting

little

doubt that

this is the true

way

of

it.

I am, on these grounds, disposed to prefer the third mode of
rendering the words, both in the Psalm and in the passage
before us. " Who maketh"—i. e., ' who createth'— " His angels
^ His words, -Trpo; f^iu Toi); dyyi'kov;, clearly show that he considered the
What sort pf an argument would
angels as the subject of the proposition.
this be ?
An inspired writer states that God uses the Avinds as Ilis messengers therefore the Son of God has a higher office than the unembodied
;

spirits called angels.

Paul, even though uninspired, could never have been

guilty of a paralogism like this.
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The

his ministers a flame of fire."

word rendered "maketh," is used in reference to creation in
Gen. i. 31. The Psahn is a hymn of praise to Jehovah, as the
Creator, and Preserver, and Governor of the universe. It begins
with the celebration of His glories as the Creator.
of the heavens

The

creation

2d and 3d verses the creaand
some
succeeding verses. What
5th

the subject of the

is

tion of the earth, of the

;

so natural as to consider the 4th, the intermediate verse, as a

description of the creation of the inhabitants of the heavenly

The

world ^^
ing

would run thus, connectand with the introduc-

verse, literally rendered,

with all the clauses of the Psalm,

it

—

" Bless Jehovah
creating His angels spirits," or winds,
" and His ministers a flame of fire."
These words, " creating

tion

:

His angels

spirits,"

may

them spiritual
them winds' i. e., like
movements, and capable of

mean,

either

beings, not material beings,' or

'

the winds, invisible, rapid in their

producing great

effects.

The

creating

'

creating

mode

last

of interpretation seems

— " and His ministers" —
the same
His angels — " a flame

pointed out by the parallelism

who

vants,'
fire,"

are plainly

'

ser-

of

The statement here made about
They are created beings, who

like the lightning.

i. e.,

the angels seems to be this
in

or

as

'

:

their qualities bear a resemblance to

the winds and the

lightning.'

The argument

to

be deduced from this statement for the

inferiority of the angels

is

direct

they are the creatures of God.
of His

mode of

may

OhIt/ begotten

infinitely

God

over

The fifth

is

is

the

Son

;

the description

;

which places them
be "

—He

;

stand in the scale of creation,

as to

:

made is the description of theirs. All
communicated powers and however high they

existence

their powers are

and powerful

God

quotation, to

larly to be directed,

it is

in that scale

below Him, who

is

they stand,

so the

Son

of

blessed for ever."

all,

which our attention

is

now more particu-

taken from Psalm xlv.

6, 7, a passage referring primarily to our Lord's oflScial superiority, though, like most
other passages of the same kind, necessarily implying His essenis

tial superiority.

Let us examine

it

power.

Ver.

"But unto

Son he

God,

for ever

^

is

8.

and ever

;

the

with

all

the attention in our

saith.

Thy

throne,

a sceptre of righteousness

is

O

the

The Jews held that the angels were created on the second day. Pirke

K. Eliezer,

c. iv.
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Thy kingdom.

Thou hast loved righteousness, and
God, even Thy God, hath anointed
gladness above Thy fellows."
9.

hated iniquity; therefore

Thee with the

oil

of

The 45th Psalm, from which the quotation is made, is considered by many interpreters as a mari'iage song on the nuptials
Solomon with an Egyptian

of

princess,

— having,

however, a

mystical reference to the relation between Christ and. the Church.

We

apprehend, however, that

this opinion,

which

is

with that both of Jewish and Christian antiquity,

inconsistent
is

not only

There is much to
is not,
prove that the sovereign here celebrated is not Solomon
indeed, any mere mortal monarch, but is Messiah our Prince.
The hero of this divine poem is a warrior, who girds His sword
without evidence, but opposed to evidence.

—

on His thigh, rides in pursuit of His flying
ranks by His sharp arrows, and reigns at

last

foes, thins their

over His conquered

Solomon was no warrior, but enjoyed a long reign of

enemies.^

The

forty years of uninterrupted peace.

We

has a numerous progeny.

any other son than Rehoboam.
propriety be addressed as

a perpetual dominion.

God

Every

prince here celebrated

do not know that Solomon had

;

No
and

earthly prince could with
to

no mortal could belong

particular in the description, in-

terpreted according to the ordinary principles on which

Old

Testament prophecy is explained, is applicable to the Messiah.
Though we had no direct assertion that this is one of the Psalms
in which "it is written" of Christ, yet on these grounds we should
have been warranted to have come to this conclusion. But with
all

who admit the

divine inspiration of the writer of this Epistle,

the words before us are of themselves sufficient to settle the
question as to the subject and reference of the passage quoted.

"Unto^ the Son he"
or,

i.e.,

the psalmist or prophet

'the Scripture saith;' or, understanding

is said,'

— " Thy throne, O God,^

is

for ever

it

—

"saith,"

impersonally,

and

'it

ever."

A

throne is the seat on which a king sits when he administers
judgment, or performs other royal functions, and is naturally
employed as a figurative expression for royal power and authority.

A

tottering throne

is

the subversion of the throne
^

^

Henley.

an emblem of a revolution

;

a

^ IIpoV. Se=«xxa.
Aquila thus renders the passage. Sunilar conbe found, Matt. xi. 26, xx. 30 Mark v. 41 Luke viii. 54.

Qto; for u

structions are to

expressive of insecure dominion
is

QiL

;

;
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stable throne expresses well-established authority

lasting throne, a perpetual kingdom.

When

it

;

4-14.

I.

and an eversaid of the

is

that "

His throne is for ever and ever," the meaning is, that
He is invested with supreme dominion, and this dominion shall
never be taken from Him.
The argument for the Son's official superiority to the angels
from this passage, is direct and conclusive. He has a throne ;

Son

it.
He is the ruler they
And His rule is not temporary, but perpetual
and He shall reign for ever and ever.^

iliey

have a station before

;

jects.

There

He

argument for the

also a strong additional

is

are but sub:

reigns,

essential

superiority of Jesus Christ to the angels contained in the appellation here given

This

ever."

name than

is

they."

called "sons of

Him

:

"

Thy

a proof that "

God,

throne,

is

has received a more excellent
Angels are called " gods," just as they are

God ;"

but to none of them was either the one or

the other of these appellations given in the

given to Jesus Christ.

To none

way in which they

was
'Thou art the Son of God;' to none of them was
* O God, Thy throne is for ever and ever.'
It

may

be said, that

He who

presented as having Himself a
or,

"O

and

for ever

He

God, Thy God."

But

of the angels

is

ever said,

it

ever said,

here addressed as God,

who

is

re-

God: "God, even Thy God;"
person

to the

who

holds the plain

scriptural doctrine, that the incarnate Son, as Mediator,

ordinate to His Fatlier,

are

it

in the

the majesty of the Godhead, there

economy of grace

is

is

sub-

sustains

nothing unaccountable in

He who

was God, equal with the Father, was, in His assumed character of the Mediator and Saviour, placed by the
Father who was His God, as the man Christ Jesus on a
throne elevated far above every earthly throne, secured from all
fluctuation, and destined to endure for ever.
Those who deny our Lord's divinity have been greatly perthis.

—

—

^ It may appear to some
that this declaration is scarcely consistent with
the Apostle's statement in 1 Cor. xv. 24-28. Some suppose that " for ever

and ever" means merely to the end of the present order of things. Other
passages, however, seem to teach plainly the strictly everlasting duration of
the mediatorial reign of Christ. It is termed "the everlasting kingdom of
our Lord and Saviour." The passage in 1 Cor. xv. 24-28 admits of an interpretation which not only is consistent with, but strongly supports, the
doctrine of the perpetuity of our Lord's mediatorial dominion.— Fic?e Store,
i.

272, etc.
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plexed by this passage, and have attempted to get rid of the
argument by rendering the words, 'God is Thy throne for ever

and

ever.'

But

language,^ but

argument.
they mean,

which

is

this is not

it

If the words,
'

God

Thy
tion

It

is

'

is

"

God

one of

is

kept up

administration

said,

'God

is

the support of

is

is

when

is

tlie

—

characteristic beauties of

it is

righteous

the support of

Thy throne,' mean anything,
Thy throne' a declaration

It also completely destroys that

true of every throne."

parallelism which

poetry.

only contraiy to the usage of the

would utterly destroy the force of the Apostle's

said,
;'

Thy

Thy dominion

'

but

it is

is

when

utterly lost

dominion, and

Thy

Hebrew

perpetual,
it is

administra-

righteous.'

A

sceptre of righteousness

the sceptre of

Is

Thy

king-

dom." The sceptre has from the earliest ages been one of the
badges of royalty.
It was originally nothing but a straight
slender rod, studded sometimes, for ornament, with nails of gold.
It

was an emblem of the integrity of the monarch

tering justice.
literally

The

in adminis-

expression, " a sceptre of righteousness,"

'a sceptre of straightness;'

i.e.,

is

Hebrew
was an emblem of

according to a

A

crooked sceptre
an unjust government a straight sceptre, of a righteous government. The meaning of the poetical description, in plain terms,
is
The administration of Thy kingdom is strictly and invariidiom, a straight sceptre.
;

—

'

ably

—

just.'

The Apostle's argument here is founded on
an emblem of royal power. The Son is

highest dignity belonging to the angels
first

rank among His subjects.

It

is

is,

the
the

word

sceptre

King

:

tlie

that they hold the

a mistake to suppose, that

argument from the
Testament writer, every part of the
quotation is intended to be argued from. In many cases, a
considerable part of the quotation may be made merely for the
sake of connection. This is plainly the case also in the passage
before us " Thou hast loved righteousness, and hated iniquity

when

a quotation

is

Old Testament by a

made

for the sake of

New

:

therefore God, even

;

Thy God,

hath anointed Thee with the

oil

^ Vide Stuart and ]MmDLETON.
2MICIIAELIS very justly terms this exegesis "coacta explicatio " and
adds, " Quis quajso unquam confirmatorem solii, solium vocavit aut voca;

verit ?

Quod exemplum

insolitaj locutionis

potent, ad banc explicationem stabiliendam

?

"

ex omni Hebraismo adferri
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on the

is

here

last clause

The

only that the Apostle builds his argument.
quoted merely for the sake of connection.

first

4-14.

I.

clause

is

These words, '''Thou hast loved righteousness, and hated
have by many been considered as an expansion of the

iniquity,"

sentiment in the preceding verse
is

the sceptre of

the passage,

we

Thy kingdom."

A

"

:

But

sceptre of righteousness
if

we

look attentively at

they are a description of the

will clearly see that

character and conduct of the Messiah previously to His being
constituted
'

Supreme Ruler;

for

it

God, even His God, has anointed

is

stated as the reason

Him with

the

oil

why

of gladness

loved righteousness, and hated
fellows,' that He
words
are
very
descriptive of the whole of the
These
iniquity.'
conduct
of
our
Lord
Jesus, who " knew no sin"
and
character
who "always did the things which pleased the Father" who was

above His

'

—

equally free from hereditary and personal guilt, from original

and acquired depravity

—whose character combined every species

of moral excellence in

its

highest degree, and whose

uniform tenor of unspotted holiness
divine will

was perfect in

perfect in

its

its

there

is,

life

was an

conformity to the

principle, perfect in

But

duration.

—whose

its

extent,

and

I doubt not, a peculiar

reference to the manifestation of His love of righteousness and

His hatred of iniquity in voluntarily submitting to do and
suffer all that was necessary to the vindication of the divine
righteousness, and the display of the divine mercy in the salvation of a lost world.

To

this there

is

plainly a reference in that

remarkable prediction in the 40th Psalm, ver.
interpretation given of
this Epistle, vers.
for, this

it

5-10.

by the Apostle

This

8.

is

the

in the 10th chapter of

In consequence

of,

and

as the

reward

extraordinary manifestation of love of righteousness and

hatred of iniquity, by which His fitness for the administration of
righteous government was illustriously manifested, " God, even

His God, anointed
fellows."
'

O

Him

with the

oil

The words might with equal

of gladness above

God, Thy God hath anointed Thee with the

Thy fellows.'^
The unction of Christ

His

propriety be rendered,
oil

of gladness^

above

here plainly refers to His investiture

^ In the phrase, " oil of gladness," there is a reference to the refreshing,
enlivening influence of certain medicated odoriferous unguents.
2 Above His ^ijoy^avg^ kings
" King of kings," " Lord of lords."

—
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One

with royalty.

" anointed with

lamentation over Saul/

just a

is

oil," as

happiness.

Apostle

It

is

to be invested

plain, that to seek here a reference to

is

not to be found.

is

with such

and
what the

well fitted to communicate satisfaction

is

" Christ's anointing with the

calls

seek what

appears from David's

synonym for a king. To be
be made a king; and to be

"anointed with oil," is just to
anointed with the " oil of gladness,"
a regal office as

59

The

Holy Ghost,"

reference

destination or divine preparation for the

work

is

to

not to divine

is

of a Mediator

This
view of the matter clears of all difficulty the phrase, " above Thy
fellows," which has greatly perplexed interpreters
some refer-

generally, but divine investiture with supreme dominion.

;

ring

and others

to angels,

it

persons

— prophets,

to saints,

priests, or kings.

and others
It

is

to all anointed

plain that

it is

to be

interpreted so as to correspond with the train of thought in the

The Apostle and

passage.

Psalmist are both speaking of Jesus

God, even Thy
God, hath raised Thee to a kingdom far more replete with
enjoyment than that ever conferred on any other ruler. He has
given Thee a kingdom which, for extent and duration, and
multitude and magnitude of blessings, as far exceeds any kingdom ever bestowed on man or angel as the heaven is above the
the Messiah as a prince, and their sentiment

is,

'

earth.'

It particularly deserves notice,

Messiah

that the

elevation of

the

His supreme and perpetual throne is represented as
the reward of His meritorious display of love of righteousness,
and hatred of iniquity.' It strikingly corresponds with the deto

'

claration of the Apostle

and took upon

Him

:

" But

made Himself

of no reputation,

the form of a servant, and was

made

in the

and being found in fashion as a man. He
humbled Himself, and became obedient unto death, even the
death of the cross. Wherefore God also hath highly exalted
Him, and given Him a name which is above every name."^
The bearing of the last clause on the Apostle's argument is
likeness of

men

;

and powerful

direct

angels, for

God

to those conferred

The

:

'

He is made much better than the
Him to royal honours far superior

has raised

on any prince, whether angelic or human.'
is from Ps. cii. 24-27, and bears on the

sixth quotation

essential superiority of the
1

2 Sam.

i.

21.

Son

to the angels.
2

pi^iUp,

jj,

7.9.
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Ver. 10. " And, Thou, Lord, in the beginning hast laid the
foundation of the earth and the heavens are the works of Thine
;

hands: 11. Tliey
shall

Thou

wax
fold

old as doth a

The

but

garment

them up, and they

the same, and

to

shall perish,

Thy

quotation

Thou rem ainest
;

shall

And

12.

;

and they

all

as a vesture shalt

be changed

Thou

but

:

art

years shall not fail."

is

made from

be inquired into here,

the Septuagint.

The

first

thing

the connection of this passage with

is

what precedes it. The most natural method is to connect it
with what immediately goes before, and to consider it as another
quotation in support of the supremacy of the Son to the angels.
" To^ the Son," or in reference to the Son, " he says, Thy
throne, O God, is for ever and ever ;" and also he says to or of
the Son, " Thou, Lord, in the beginning," etc.
It has

been proposed to connect

sidering the 8th

and 9th verses

it

with the 7th verse, con-

But

as a parenthesis.

there

is

none of the ordinary signs of a parenthesis here and Avithout
giving a very unusual meaning to the word heavens, and adopt;

ing altogether a very unnatural

mode

of interpretation,

it

is

impossible to find anything said directly of the angels in this
quotation.

The passage

is

obviously brought forward to illustrate directly,

not the inferiority of the angels to the Son, but the superiority

Son to the angels. Admitting this, it has been alleged
by those interpreters who deny the proper divinity of Jesus
of the

Christ, that the quotation
to the Messiah, but to

is

God

the argument of the Apostle

not to be considered as an address
the Father, and that
is

merely

this

:

'

The

its

bearing on

perpetuity of

the Messiah's throne

is secured by the eternity and immutability
But unless the Messiah is Himself God, it would be
difficult to make out the conclusiveness of this argument
and
at any rate, if the quotation from the 45th Psalm be an address

of God.'

;

to the Messiah,

it

is

impossible to give a good reason

quotation, wearing the

same form of

direct address,

why

and

this

intro-

duced in the same way, should be interpreted on a different
principle.
Indeed, but for the strong sanction which the words,
understood in their natural sense, give to the doctrine of our
Lord's proper divinity, we may safely say, another sense would
never have been accorded to them.
^

JJpo;, ver. 8.
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the author of

Son and
good man, and his inspiration as an Apostle,
secure us from the hazard of being misled by him.
He could
not misapprehend the meaning and reference of the Psalmist
the Epistle quotes this passage as an address to the

;

his honesty as a

and he could not

wilfully impose on us,

the Psalmist's words that he

we

then, although

knew

some

mio;ht find

by giving a meaning to
Even,

did not belong to them.

difficulties in seeins; dis-

tinctly that the words, as they stand in the

102d Psalm, are an

Son or Messiah, if we admit the divine authority
the Epistle, we must attribute these difficulties to any cause

address to the
of

rather than misapprehension or misinterpretation on the part
of the inspired writer.^

On examining the passage, however, where it occurs in the
102d Psalm, I apprehend we will find it one of those which,
though we would not readily have applied them to the Messiah
unless an inspired writer had done so, now that they are applied,
we can not only on his authority implicitly believe, but can
distinctly enough see, are applicable.
The 102d Psalm was
written probably during the Babylonian captivity or the SyroMacedonian persecutions. It contains in it a plaintive description of the depressed and languishing state of the Church of
God, and a prophecy of its revival and extension among the
Gentiles.

The

Messiah.

No

to

coming of Christ

the

fulfilment of

Zion

it.

"

Thou

affords anything
shalt arise,

like an adequate
and have mercy upon

for the time to favour her, yea, the set time,

:

For Thy
all

is

come.

servants take pleasure in her stones, and favour the

dust thereof.

and

prediction plainly refers to the kingdoin of the

occurrence in the history of the Jews previously

So the heathen

shall build

up Zion,

He

name

shall fear the

the kings of the earth
shall

Thy

of the Lord,

When

glory.

the

Lord

He

appear in His gloiy.

will

regard the prayer of the destitute, and not despise their prayer.

This shall be written for the generation to come
people which shall be created shall praise the Lord.

and the
For He
from
hath looked down from the height of His sanctuaiy
heaven did the Lord behold the earth to hear the groaning
:

;

;

of the prisoner

;

to loose those that are appointed to death."^

After contemplating the glories of Messiah's reign, the delight
1

See Note A.

2

pg_ cU. 13-20.
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I.

is checked by the reflection of his own
that he would never see those glothought
mortahtj, and the
of prophecy enabled him to foresee
spirit
the
which
rious events

of the inspired poet

afar

To

off.

mind from

relieve his

this distressing feeling,

he

seeks refuge in the contemplation of the unchangeableness of
the gi-eat Preserver, and Dehverer, and Protector of His Church,

and the certainty that He would fulfil His promises to the latest
His faithful people. And who was this Preserver,
and Protector, and Deliverer, but Messiah the Prince, Jehovah

posterity of

Saviour? Even although the original reference to the
Messiah in the Psalm could not be so satisfactorily made out as
it is, the argument to a Christian is quite a conclusive one.
Language plainly applicable only to a divine person is by an
the

inspired author referred to Jesus Christ

:

therefore

He is divine

and because He is divine, infinitely superior to the angels.
Let us now look at the passage itself somewhat more partiThe person addressed is termed Lord. The word
cularly.
" Lord"

is

Jehovah:

Hebrew

not in the

person addressed

is

text in the verse quoted

;

but the

repeatedly, in the course of the Psalm, called

vers. 1, 12, 15, 16, 19,

— an appellation

descriptive of

The

the eternal and independent existence of the Divinity.

words of
created the heaven and the

plainly refers to the

phrase, in the beginning,

Genesis, " In the beginning God
To " lay the foundation of the earth,"

earth."
rative

term for creation.

is

just a figu-

It very often occurs in Scripture

Job

:

Ps.

13 Zech.
" The heavens being the work of Christ's hands," is an

xxiv. 2, Ixxxix. 11, civ. 5
xii. 1.

first

;

xxxviii.

4

;

Isa. xlviii.

;

expression of similar import, and signifies ' the creation of the
heavens.'
Thus Ps. viii. 4, 6 " the heavens the work of Thy
;

hands,"

is

just equivalent to " the sun

hast ordained."

"

The heavens and

scriptural expression for all things.

passages as Gen.

i.

1

;

Neh.

ix.

6

;

and the moon which Thou
the earth" are a

This

is

common

evident from such

Ps. cxxxiv. 3.

These words,

then, distinctly ascribe the creation of all things to the Son.

To

attempt to explain the creation here mentioned of a moral creation, and to try to convince men that " the earth" means the

Jewish dispensation, and " the heavens" the Christian, or that
" the foundation of the earth" means human rulers, and " the
heavens" angelic princes, only shows to what absurd extremes
men will run to support a favourite hypothesis.
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same doctrine which
" All things were made

plainly the

taught by John in his Gospel, ch.

i.

3,

by Him and without Ilim was not any thing made that was
made ;" and by Paul in his Epistle to the Colossians, ch. i. 16,
" For by Him were all things created that are in heaven, and
;

that are in earth, visible and invisible, whether they be thrones,
or dominions, or principalities, or powers

by Him, and

But

;

all

things were created

Him."

for

by the Apostle, the Son is repreall things, but as the Author of
" They" i.e.,
all the changes through which they are to pass.
the heavens and the earth
"shall perish, but Thou remainest;
and they all shall wax old as doth a garment, and as a vesture
Thou shalt fold them up, and they shall be changed." We
have no reason to think there is such a thing as annihilation
in the passage quoted

sented not only as the Creator of

—

in God's

world

but these words certainly do intimate that

;

the present system of things

This world

is

is

to

undergo a great change.
world perished, though

to perish, just as the old

" For this they willingly are ignorant of,
by the word of God the heavens were of old, and the
whereby the
earth standing out of the water and in the water

by

different means.

that

:

world that then was, being overflowed with water, perished

But the heavens and the earth which
word are kept in store, reserved unto

are now,
fire

by the same

against the day of

—

judgment and perdition of ungodly men.
But the day of
the Lord will come as a thief in the night in the which the
heavens shall pass away with a great noise, and the elements
shall melt with fervent heat, the earth also, and the works that
are therein, shall be burnt up."^
Of these changes the Son is
" Thou shalt fold them up ;" or, as it is in
to be the author
the Hebrew text, " Thou shalt change them."
How this is to
be done we do not know, but we know who is to do it. He
;

:

who

creates the world

alone

destroys

it.

The

perfect

with which these mighty changes are to be effected
fully pointed out

— " Thou

shalt fold

them up,"

is

ease

beauti-

as a put-off

garment.

But amid

He

has made.

all

the changes which take place

He

among the works

He

is

In His nature there

is

remains unchanged, unchangeable.

the same, and His years do not
1

2 Pet.

iu.

fail."

5-7, 10.

"
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—

no space to be
no change in His duration, no circle to run
all is eternity, infinite
no time to be reckoned
measured
and onward. Such is the plain meaning of this quotation. Its
bearing on the Apostle's object is direct, and obvious. The Son
has received the appellation " Jehovah," i.e., the eternal, independent Being and in doing so, He possesses " a more excellent
name" than any of the angels. He " was in the beginning," when
when
neither man, nor angel, nor creature of any kind existed
all.
the
universe
when
was
in
God
there was nothing but God
they
are
the
hands.
while
works
of
His
He created all things
;

—

—

;

—

As He

He

established, so

—

—

shall change, the present order of

the angels of heaven cannot do

which all
they are mutable beings.
to-day, and for ever."
things,

The seventh
directed,

Lord's

is

He

" remains"

quotation, to

;

which our attention is now to be
1, and bears directly on our'

taken from Ps. ex.

official

and while

— " the same, yesterday,
Ver. 13.

superiority to the angels.

— "But

to

on My right
footstooH"
Thy
enemies
Thine
until
make
I
hand,
There are none of the Psalms concerning which we may

He

which of the angels said

at

any time.

Sit

more confidently assert that in them "it is written" of Christ, than
that from which the quotation in the passage before us is made.
All the ancient Jewish interpreters explain it of the Messiah.

Even on

the principles of the t}'pical system,

it

is

impossible

and in the New
any mere human prince
Testament it is no fewer than eight times quoted and reasoned
from, in a way which makes it evident that our Lord and His
Apostles considered it as having a direct and sole reference to
Him.i
to

refer

To

it

to

;

a person acquainted with the style of the prophetic writ-

ings, the first verse of the

"said to

enemies

my Lord,
Thy

Sit

110th Psalm
at

Mj right hand, until I make Thine

will

appear a prediction that, at the

Thou

footstool"

—

—"The Lord," or Jehovah,

period to which the oracle refers, Messiah should be placed at

the right hand of God, and continue there while

all

His enemies

were being made His footstool. To perceive the force of the
Apostle's argument from this passage in support of the official
superiority of Jesus Christ to the angels,
of His being " made

—

Rosenmuller's and Jahn's proof of the Messianic reference of this
Psalm are very masterly.
1
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better than they,"

it

the meaning of the phrase,

'

will

be necessary to inquire into

sittinix at

the right

hand of God.'

In inquiring into the meaning of a prediction clothed in
figurative language, like that before us,

portance that
sented to the

we have
mind of

the prophet.

mind's eye of the inspired poet

unto

my

enemies

Lord, Sit

Thy

it

is

of primary im-

a distinct apprehension of the

Thou

footstool?"

My

at
It

is

when

then was before the
he said, " The Lord said

right hand, until I

is

make Thine

the very ingenious conjecture of

a most learned interpreter,^ that the imagery

ode

imagery pre-

What

of this sacred

borrowed from the most sacred part of the Jewish sanc-

tuary, the

resided the

Holy of Holies.
There, amid the thick darkness,
emblem of the divine presence, there was the

—

throne of Jehovah, the

God

of Israel, between the cherubim

and the ark of the covenant was as it w^ere His footstool. The
heaven-opened eye of the prophet penetrates the veil, and
his heaven-opened ear hears the voice of Jehovah inviting
Messiah the Prince to sit down with Him on His throne, while
from the sanctuary the lightnings of divine power are sent
forth to overwhelm with discomfiture His obstinate foes.

Under

these emblems, he apprehends,

is

exhibited the vast supe-

which belongs to the Messiah, when compared
either with the Jewish kings, wdio were not allowed to enter
into the Holy of Holies at all, or with the Jewish high-priests,
who, though allowed to enter once a year with the blood of
atonement, were not allowed to remain, and, even wdiile there,
ministered standing. This view of the imagery receives something like support from the 11th and 12tli verses of the tenth
" Every priest stcmdeth daily ministerchapter of this Epistle
ing, and offering oftentimes the same sacrifices, which can
never take away sins but this man, after He had offered one
sacrifice for sins, for ever sat doion on the right hand of God."

riority of dignity

:

:

We
phet's

apprehend, however, that the images present to the pro-

mind

are not those of

Jehovah

in the

Holy

of Holies as

the object of the worship of His people, but Jehovah in heaven
as the ffreat Sovereign of the universe.

Psalm that naturally
whole of

leads the

is

is

nothing; in the

so strikingly described in the seventh chapter of
^

I.

There

to the temple, while the

answers to such a representation as was made to

it

Daniel, and

TOL.

mind

*

Michaelis.

E
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" I beheld, and the Ancient of days did

:

sit,

4-14.

I.

whose

garment was white as snow, and the hair of His head like the
pure wool

His throne was

:

as burning

A

fire.

and His wheels

like the fiery flame,

stream issued and came forth from

fiery

Him thousand thousands ministered unto Him, and ten
thousand times ten thousand stood before Him." " I saw, and,
behold, one like the Son of man came with the clouds of heaven,

before

:

and came
before

to the

Ancient of days, and they brought

And

Him.

Him

there was given

Him

near

dominion, and glory,

and a kingdom, that all people, nations, and languages, should
His dominion is an everlasting dominion, which
serve Him
shall not pass away, and His kingdom that which shall not be
:

destroyed."

The

presence-chamber of the

glories of the

of the Great King, the

view

;

Lord

celestial palace

of hosts, burst on the prophet's

Messiah the Prince, in the form of a man, draws near to

the "throne high and lifted up;" while from the inaccessible

which

light in

He

dwells

who

thereon, there comes forth a

sits

voice of complacent invitation, " Sit

I have made Thine enemies

Thy

Thou

the imagery of the prophetic oracle.
its

at

My right hand,

footstool."

Such seems

to

till

be

Let us now inquire into

significancy.

How much

may

there

sublime prediction,

it

is

be of

thinker can doubt that there
the glorified

God-man

literal

accomplishment of

impossible for us to

may

be in that local

Christ Jesus

is,

some

this

No

sound
heaven, where

tell.

visible representation

of the presence of the Divine Majesty, infinitely transcending

our highest conceptions of grandeur and beauty, in the midst
of which He dwells
while there are many passages of Scrip;

ture which
there

is.

may

incline a devout believer to the opinion that

But whatever

there

may

be in

this, it is

evident that

the words are intended to convey to our minds the idea of

the greatest conceivable dignity of station as conferred on the

Messiah.

A

king

seated

on his

throne issues forth

his

orders,

administers justice, and displays the splendour and majesty of

To sit near the king at any time, is the emblem of
being on terms of familiarity and friendship with him, for all
but his peculiar favourites stand in his presence but to sit
his ofiice.

;

near him when on the throne,

is

an emblem of rank, and
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and power in the kingdom. A seat on the right hand
and a seat on the left of the king are just other words for the
two most dignified stations in the kingdom. Thus, when Salome
asked of our Lord, that her sons should sit, one on His right, and
one on His left hand, the meaning is, that thev should be His
prime ministers. But there are obviously two different ways of
sitting at the right hand of the king.
There is sitting on an
inferior seat at the right hand of the throne, and there is a
sitting on the throne at the right hand of the king.
The last
of these stations is a much more honourable one than the
dignity,

It denotes not only honour,

former.

dicates that he

the phrase

is

who

to

but royal honour.

It in-

there reigns along with the king.

sits

be understood in

this last

sense,

That

when used

in

obvious ; for the Apostle Paul, arguing
from this very passage, says, " He must reign till He hath put

reference to our Lord,

is

His enemies under His feet;"^ and our Lord Himself says,
" I have overcome, and am set down with My Father on His

all

throne."

The
God,

declaration, then, that the Messiah sits

at the right

hand of His divine Father,

a declaration that

He

is

is

on the throne of

just equivalent to

the Ruler of the universe.

The followamazing

ing passages of Scripture are the best illustration of this
sentiment,
verse

:'

'

The God-man

Christ Jesus

is

the Ruler of the uni-

— " For the Father judgeth no man, but hath committed

judgment unto the Son that all men should honour the
Son, even as they honom* the Father. He that honoureth not
the Son, honoureth not the Father which hath sent Him." " And
Jesus came and spake unto them, saying, All power is given
"Which He wrought in
unto Me in heaven and in earth."
Christ, when He raised Him from the dead, and set Him at His

all

own

:

hand in the heavenly places, far above all princiand power, and might, and dominion, and every name
that is named, not only in this world, but also in that which is
" Who is the image of the invisible God, the firstto come."
born of every creature for by Him were all things created that
are in heaven, and that are in earth, visible and invisible,
right

pality,

:

whether they be thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or
powers all things were created by Him, and for Him and He
" Who is
is before all things, and by Him all things consist."
;

;

1

1 Cor. XV. 25.
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gone into heaven, and is on the right hand of God angels, and
authorities, and powers, being made subject unto Him."^
Tlie ultimate design of this government is the glory of God
;

in the final salvation
to

Him

and

;

and happiness of those

whom He

has given

in order to gain this, all things are subjected to

His control that can directly or indirectly

God and man,"

that

He

affect their interests.

"the Mediator between

It is thus in the character of the Saviour,

possesses this high dignity,

and exer-

unlimited authority.

cises this

This dignified place Jesus Christ is to occupy until God,
even His God, " make His enemies His footstool." By the enemies of Jesus Christ, we are to understand whoever and whatever opposes the great purposes of His wise and benignant

—

government Satan and all his legions obstinately unbelieving
and impenitent men all institutions, civil or ecclesiastical, which
are inconsistent with, and opposed to, that reign of truth, and
purity, and order, and happiness, wdiich it is His piu'pose to
:

—

establish.

For these enemies

to

become the "

footstool" of Messiah,

is

plainly equivalent to their being completely subjected to His do-

minion

Some

—entirely deprived

interpreters

of

all

power

to oppose

have supposed that there

a custom, of which

we have

is

His purposes.

here an allusion to

traces in Scripture, of conquerors

putting their feet on the necks of their vanquished foes.
the figure

is

But

not here that of a warrior on the field of battle

triumphing over his

foes,

but a prince secure on his throne,

from being able

his enemies being so far

overturn his throne, that they are as

it

to disturb him, or

were his footstool

—

so

completely subjected to him, as that he can employ them, in

any way he

pleases,

however degrading

to

them, which

may be

subservient to his dignity or comfort.

The

make Thine enemies Thy footstool,"
by which the enemies of the Messiah
the power of God. As mediatorial King, as

expression, " I Mdll

intimates that the power
are put down,

is

well as mediatorial Priest,

He

representative of essential

is

subservient to His Father, the

Divinity.

He

is

subject to

who is " putting all things under Him."
The phrase, " until I make Thine enemies Thy
1

John

1 Pet.

iii.

V.

22.

22, 23

;

Matt, xxviii. 18

;

Eph.

i.

20, 21

;

Him

footstool,"

Col.

i.

15-17
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by any means

Him — that

intimate, that -when

all

things are put

His enemies are made His footstool
He shall reio-n with His Father no longer. That the word does
not necessarily imply this, is plain from the two following passages
It intimates that our
in the Book of Daniel, ch. i. 21, x. 1.

under

Avhen

all

Lord's mediatorial dominion will continue "
are

made His

footstool;" hut

His enemies

till all

does not intimate that

it

it

is

then

to terminate.

He who

would wish to have vivid impressions of the nature,
and extent, and energy, and final results of the Messiah's mediatorial sovereignty, would do well to read with care the Book of
the Apocalypse, in which we see Him directing all the events of
Providence, and prosperously carrying forward, amid all the
revolutions of empu*es, the great ends of His high and holy
government.

The bearing
so direct
'

Jesus

is

argument

of this quotation on the Apostle's

and obvious

as scarcely to require to

made very much higher than

—

is

be pointed out.

His place

the angels.

is

—

He is the King they are
on the throne
theirs is before it
Nay, more than this, they are the
servants, and His servants.'
servants of those whom He lived and died, suffered and reigns,
;

For " are they not all ministering spirits,
them who shall be heirs of salvation?"
This text wears an interrogative form but it is just equivaIt is certain no angel sits on
lent to a strong affirmation.
and

to save

bless.

sent forth to minister to

;

'

the throne of
spirits,

God

it

;

is

certain that they are

sent forth to minister to

tion.'

A minister

place,

who

is

a servant

is

ministering

heirs of salva-

— a person who occupies an

inferior

acts a subordinate part, subject to the authority

The

regulated by the will of another.
spirits ;"

all

them who are the

spirits.

Service, not dominion,

Some have supposed

the idea intended to be

they are not governing

their province.

and

angels are " ministering

conveyed by " ministering spirits," to be just the same as that
suggested by the phi-ase, " ministering to the heirs of salvation."
They consider the latter of these phrases as merely the expansion and interpretation of the former.
that in the

first

phrase there

is

We

rather think

an expression of their being

God's ministers or servants; in the second, that

He

sends forth,

commissions, these servants of His, to minister to them

be heirs of salvation.

They

are His servants,

and

He

who

shall

uses their
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instrumentality for promoting the happiness of His peculiar

The Son is the co-ruler
Son sits they are sent forth.
is a word which is expressive of deliverance in
and its meaning in any
general from danger and suffering
particular case must be learned from attending to the particular
dangers and miseries of the individuals who are represented as
saved. In the place before us, and generally in the New Testament, it refers to that deliverance from guilt, and depravity, and
misery, and that corresponding state of enjoyment of the divine
favour, conformity to the divine image, and everlasting happiness, which has been obtained for mankind through the mediation of Jesus Christ, and in which men obtain a personal inte-

people.

There

a double contrast.

is

they are servants
" Salvation"

;

—

the

;

rest

through the faith of the truth.

To be " an heir of salvation," or to inherit salvation, is to be
saved.
At the same time, I am disposed to think that there are
two very important

collateral ideas suggested by the phrase,
" heirs of salvation," as applied to Cliristians, which would not

have been suggested by the simpler phrase, ' saved.' It seems to
me to mark at once the gratuitousness of the salvation, and the
secure tenure by which they hold it.
The salvation is freely
bestowed and securely possessed.

The

angels are employed by

God

— " sent forth" by Him

promote their improvement and add
they obtain the full possession of their

to minister to the saved, to
to their enjoyment,

till

inheritance, " even the salvation that

is

in Christ, with eternal

glory."

§ 2.

Chap.

ii.

1-4.

things which

Practical Inference

and

Exiiortation.

—Therefore we ought to give the more earnest heed to the

we have

heard, lest at any time we should let them shp. For
the word spoken by angels was stedfast, and every transgression and disobedience received a just recompense of reward how shall we escape, if
if

;

we

neglect so great salvation

which at the first began to be spoken by the
Lord, and was confirmed unto us by them that heard Him God also bearing them witness, both with signs and wonders, and with divers miracles,
and gifts of the Holy Ghost, according to His own wiU ?
;

;

The paragraph is plainly parenthetical. It is introduced in
the midst of the discussion of the superiority of Jesus Christ to
1

See Note B.
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the angels, which

is resumed at the 5th verse.
It is obviously
an inference from what has been already stated. Therefore is
equivalent to,
Since Jesus Christ is as much better tlian the
'

He hath received by inheritance a more excellent name
they — since He is both essentially and officially inconceiv-

angels, as

than

ably superior to these heavenly messengers, Plis message has
paramount claims on our attention, belief, and obedience.' " We
ought to give the more earnest heed to the things which we
have heard."
" The things which we have heard" is plainly an elliptical
expression for the things

equivalent to

'

the Christian religion
the Apostle,

we ought

'

we have heard

the things spoken

Him who

—the profession of our

we ought

to give earnest

more earnest

to give the

of

by the Lord'

—the

faith.

is

the Son,

principles of
^

Now,' says

heed to those things,^

heed.''^

He uses

the pronoun

we
that
the
was
writing
show
those
whom
he
to
i/e
obligation he pressed on them was felt and acknowledged by
of the

person, per Koivcoaiv, rather than of the second

first

—

instead of

to

himself.

To " give
to attend to

heed,"

is

the great salvation."

mind

to a particular subject,
here opposed to " neglecting

to apply the

to consider

it,

No

It

it.

is

person can read the Scriptures with-

is laid on consideration, and the
and hazards which are represented as connected with

out observing the stress that
criminality

Nor

inconsideration.

that the Gospel

is

being believed that
unless

it

is

is

this at all

wonderful,

when we

a moral remedy for our moral disease.
it

becomes

understood

;

it

efficacious.

It

reflect

It is

by

cannot be believed

cannot be understood unless

it

is

Truth must be kept before the mind in order to
its producing its appropriate effect
and how can it be kept before the mind, but by our giving heed to it ?
On subjects of this kind it is not enough to rest on general
Many persons are so unaccustomed to mental disprecepts.
to consider a
cipline, that when called on to take heed to
attended

to.

;

—

^

vovv,

UpoaiXii'"-

Xen. Mem.

The expression is elliptical the full phrase
iv. 7, 2, and is opposed to vetfixnoveiu.
;

is

vpoaixuu ro»

been connected with Tvpoaixuv. In that case the sense
ought to attend more closely than we have hitherto done.' From
the collocation of the words, it would seem better to connect it with lu
'
We are more bound to attend, than if these things had not been so.'
^

is,

'

UtptaaoTipojg has

We

:
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know very

subject, they do not

well

how

therefore of importance to be somewhat
directions

—

to

show men how they are

[CHAP.

to set

more

about

II.

It

it.

particvilar in

to " take

1-4.

is

our

heed to the

things which are spoken."

The

revelation

made by Jesus Christ

consists of doctrines

In order to take heed to one of the doctrines of
the first
for example, the doctrine of the atonement,

and precepts.
Christ,

—

thino; is to

—

by Christ

stated

to obtain distinct ideas of this doctrine, as

endeavour

—

to

apprehend clearly the meaning of the

We

declarations in the Christian revelation on this subject.

cannot properly give heed to anything,
ascertained what

it

This

is.

is

we have

till

distinctly

the radical part of the duty of

we go wrong here, we are giving heed,
consideration; and
things
which
we have heard of Christ, but, it may
the
not to
be, to the things we have heard of men only, or to the unauthorized suggestions of our own mind.
Distinct apprehensions
if

meaning of Christian

of the

truth, are plainly, then, of

primary

importance.

Having ascertained the meaning of a doctrine, we should
" take heed" to its evidence, satisfying ourselves as to the divine
origin of the statement

necessary, as

its

which contains

This

it.

claim on our faith depends on

is

this,

obviously

and

as

it is

only as believed that the doctrine will be effectual for the purposes

it is

intended to serve.

Having

ascertained the

we ought to " give heed"

meaning and evidence

to its

importance

—view

of a doctrine,

it

in

its

relations to the perfections of the divine character,
ciples of the divine

stances, the duties

various

the prin-

government, the constitution and circum-

and

interests, of

mankind.

And
tion

—

then as to the duties enjoined in the Christian revelato " give heed" to them, is first to attend to the terms in

which the injunction is given, that we may clearly understand
what is required of us, and then to attend to the motives which
urge us to comply with the requisition, especially those which

Him, as
Such is the duty
recommended by the Apostle, and such the manner in which we

rise out of the character of

God, and our

relation to

in Christ reconciling the world to Himself.

ought

to discharge

it.

But we ought not only

to give heed to the things which we
have heard of the Lord, but we ought to " give the more earnest
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The quahfying Avords, " more earnest," convey one of
two ideas closely connected,
that Jesus Christ has a stronger
claim on our attention than any angel or divine messenger or,
that the consideration of the essential and official glories of
heed."

—

;

Jesus Christ, which are altoo;ether unrivalled, should lead us
to give a greater degree of attention to the statements He makes,

than we would have been disposed to yield in other circum-

The

stances.

general idea

excellences of Christ

diligent study of the revelation

reasonable and right,
angels, that

we

and mediatorial

that the personal

is,

strong additional motives to a

suggest

seeino;

He
He

has made.
is

'

much

so

We ought

;

it is

better than the

give the closest attention our minds are capable

of to a revelation

coming from

high a source, and through so

so

dignified a medium.'

The Apostle adds, " lest at any time we let them slip." The
meaning of these English words is plain enough
lest at any
time we forget them, so as not to be influenced by them, or lest
at any time we be induced to give them up
to apostatize.' The
original term is a figurative one, and the figure is a different
one from that expressed in the translation. The figure in the

—

'

—

translation

is

that of a person letting go his hold of something

the figure in the original

is

may

'

be rendered,

vessel,'

—

or,

either,

we

lest

'

borrowed from water.
we should run out,

lest

of the stream or tide past the harbour into

mode

In the

The

use of the language admits

of interpretation.

first case,

our translation.

we have

leaky

by the violence
which it was the pur-

flow by, as a vessel borne

pose of the mariner to steer her.'
of either

The words
like a

'

meaning

the

If

we do

is

substantially the

same

as in

not take heed to the things which

heard, they will gradually, as

it

were, vanish

oiit

of our

minds, as water out of a leaky vessel, and their purpose will be
entirely lost, so far as refers to us.'^

In the second

come

case, the

short of the rest of

meaning

God

because

I
it

am

to.

to,

'

lest

—by a turning back unto per-

disposed to prefer this

is

we

in reference to enter-

mode

of interpretation, both

gives greater energy to the Apostle's exhortation,

because this
1

equivalent

— a promise

ing into which has been given us
dition.'

is

and

the idea which he immediately proceeds to ex-

In support of this view, the Sept. Vers, of Prov.
T/t', ^'/j -Troipccpivri;, TiipYiaov Si ifiVjv (3ov>^'/iv

Kui

'ivvotuv.

iii.

21

is

appealed
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—

the fearful consequences of not taking
and illustrate,
heed to the things which have been spoken of the Lord.^
There is something very instructive in this figurative representation.
The Christian is embarked in his little vessel on the

panel

stream of

and he

life,

is

bound

to the

New Jerusalem. The winds

the tides of corrupt

of temptation,

custom, and the powerful

under-current of depraved inclination, all present such obstacles
in the way of his reaching the desired haven, that he is in great

apparent hazard of being carried past the celestial

city,

and of

making shipwreck on the shores of the land of Destruction.
is

in reality quite safe

faithfulness of his

obey

— he

safely depends on the

Lord and King, whose

He

power and

will all the

elements

but that power and faithfulness are manifested according

;

to fixed laws,

and

constantly attend

this is

one of them, that the Christian mariner

— "give earnest heed,"

to the instructions

he has

Christians are " kept

by the mighty power of God,"
but it is " through faith." They are " saved by the Gospel which
They
is preached to them ;" but they must " keep it in memory."
received.

" shall never
shall

fall ;"

made "

be

but

it

is

in " doing these things."

They

partakers of Christ," but they must " hold fast

the beginning of their confidence stedfast unto the end."

If

any man who seemed to others, or seemed to himself, a believer,
do not " give heed to the things which are spoken," if the truth,
in its meaning, its evidence, and its importance, is not kept
before his mind, he will most assuredly come short of the celestial blessedness
he will be floated past the harbour of rest, and
destruction in its most fearful form will ultimately overtake him.
The idea of the absolute certainty and the inconceivable
severity of the punishment of the neglecter of the Christian re-

—

;

velation,

does not " give earnest heed," arising out of the

who

dignity of the person

who

is

the Author of that revelation,

is

very strikingly brought out in the following verses, by contrasting the Christian revelation with the

Old Testament, and

Mosaic revelation. Ver. 2. " For if the word
spoken by angels was stedfast, and every transgression and disespecially the

^

In

tlie

are spiritless,

other

—

'

mode

We

of interpretation,

must remember,

lest

we

if

not tautological, the words

forget.'

This does not accord

with the nervous, pointed style of the Epistle. Besides, vu.pu.ppvui/.iv does
not seem opposed to vpoasx^iv, but is intended to express the consequence
Toy

/4,'»i

irpoaix^iv.
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How

shall

at the first

spoken by the Lord, and was confirmed unto us by
them that heard Him ; 4. God also bearing them witness, both
to be

with signs and wonders, and with divers miracles, and gifts of

Holy Ghost, according to His own will?"
"the word spoken by angels," some understand whatever revelation God made through the medium of angels under
the

By

the former economy.
Others suppose that there is a peculiar
reference to the Mosaic law, which was " ordained by angels,"
as Paul phrases it, or as Stephen expresses it, given " by the

This

disposition of angels."

last

mode

of interpretation corre-

sponds best with the context, and the whole design of the Epistle.

—

In

this case, there is a beautiful contrast between the tvord
" the letter that killeth," the ministration of condemnation and

death

— and the

mercy, the ministra-

salvation, the revelation of

and between the signs and wonders
by which both these divine dispensations were confirmed.
tion of justification

and

life,

The only difticulty seems to arise out of the express declaramade by the sacred historian, that Jehovah spake all the
words of the law. But the difficulty is more apparent than real.
tion

What
God

the foundation of the Apostle's whole argument

lies at

spake both the law and the Gospel.

other are of divine origin.

It

is

is,

Both the one and the

not the origin, but the

medium

He made known
giving of the law He

of the two revelations, which he contrasts.

'

His will by the ministry of angels in the
makes known His will by the ministry of His Son

;

in the revela-

tion of mercy.'
It seems probable from these words that the audilile voice in
which the revelation from Mount Sinai was made, was produced
by angelic agency. In using the word angels, the sacred writer
obviously refers to its meaning, messengers ; and the force of the
contrast is,
If the word spoken by messengers was stedfast,
how much more the word spoken by the Lord of these mesmade known
sengers ?' That " word," or revelation, " spoken"
"by" the instrumentality of "angels was stedfast." It was
confirmed and ratified the divine dispensations were regulated
according to it. ^^ And^ every transgression and disobedience re'

—

—

—

^

It

Kot.1 is

here exegetical

was not a dead

letter

—

:

it

is the meaning of the law being
was " quick and powerful."

This

stedfast.
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The two words here are
" Transgression" points out the violation of

ceived a just recompense of reward."

nearly synonymous.

the law under the figure of stepping over the bounds prescribed

by the law

— our doing what

forbids

it

;

" disobedience" expresses

that violation of the law which consists in a refusal to listen to
its requisitions,

so as to

obey them.

Every

violation of that

— was

"received a just recompense of reward,"
cording to

its

demerit.

soul that sinneth,

tinueth not in

them."

it

all

The

sanction of the law ran thus

" Cursed

shall die."

is

law

punished ac-

every one

:

"

who

The
con-

things written in the book of the law, to do

All sins were not indeed actually punished with death

under the law, but the offering of expiatory

sacrifice

went on

the principle that they deserved death.

Some very good

interpreters suppose that there

is

a reference

here only to those more flagrant violations of the Mosaic law

which there was no expiatory

for

the inspired writer's idea

is,

'

sacrifice

Under

ceived an adequate punishment

;

but

we

rather think

the law, transgressions re-

the same general principle
and adequate punishment of the
neglecters of the Gospel must be severer punishment than adequate punishment of the violators of the law.'
Let us now turn our attention to the other elements of the
Apostle's argument. " The great salvation spoken by the Lord
was confirmed by those who heard Him
and testified to by
God by divers signs, and wonders, and gifts of the Holy Ghost,
according to His will." ^
" Salvation" signifies deliverance from dano-er and suffering
generally
and is usually in the New Testament employed as
a general name for that deliverance from the dangers and
holds under

all

dispensations

:

;

;

;

^

cedes

This verse, obviously, should not have been disjoined from what preit.

It is

a very just remark of

quo N.

Valcknaer

— " Perversum

sane istud

minuta fuerunt segmenta distractfe, quae versus vocamus. Solent autem ista ssepius considerari quam totidem aphorismi qui nullum habeant nexum cum prsecedentibus vel sequentibus.
Hfec seu epistola seu oratio ad Hebrseos haud
raro perperam ita fuit distracta.
Exemplo sint c. iii. v. 15-19, quae
debuerant sequenti capiti prjefigi.
Institutum illud omnibus fuit Christianis ignotum, usque ad illud tempus quo condi cceperunt Concordantise,
quas vocant, ut singulae veluti linese possent digito demonstrari. Tunc hbri
nostri sacri festinato labore (inter equitandum) a Roberto Stephano in

institutum,

T. epistolse imprimis Paulinse in

versus sunt distracti."
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and depravity, whicli

miseries which rise out of a state of guilt

ha§ been effected through the mediation of Jesus Christ for

who

In the passage before

believe.

us, the

all

word has usually

been explained by the best interpreters as a designation of the
Gospel revelation. The grounds on which they go in thus in-

—

There is an antithesis
between the " word spoken by angels" and the " salvation
spoken by the Lord." You may contrast the deliverance by
terpreting the term are the following

:

Moses with the deliverance by Christ, and the revelation by
angels with the revelation by Christ but there is no proper
contrast between a word, or revelation, and a deliverance. This
;

salvation
all

is

said to be " spoken," " confirmed," " testified to,"

which modes of expression seem better

to agree with the idea

of a statement about salvation, than with that of salvation or

remark that it is not undocument the name of its
subject.
Thus the piece of paper or parchment containing an
authenticated statement of the king's having pardoned a criminal,
And they fui'ther remark, that there is a
is termed his j^cirdon.
deliverance

common

itself.

Besides, they

to give to a statement or

peculiar propriety in giving the

not merely because

it

how

it

was

terested in

" salvation" to the Gospel,

substantially an

is

liverance through Christ

name

—a

account of the de-

statement of what

it

consists in,

and how the individual sinner may be inblessing,
but also as it is the grand means which

effected,
its

—

the Holy Spirit employs for putting

men

in possession of these

through means of the Gospel, understood and
believed, that men are justified, and sanctified, and comforted
blessings.

It

is

—

that they are saved from ignorance and delusion, and guilt,
and depravity, and misery that they are made wise, and good,
and happy.
but
These statements are replete with important truth

—

;

they do not convince

me

that salvation

is

here a designation of

In some passages of the New Testament there
can be no doubt that the term " salvation" signifies the Saviour.^
But I have not discovered one where it certainly signifies the
" so great," is obviously one
Gospel. The appellation, " great"
salvation
than to the Gospel
Christian
more applicable to the

the Gospel.

—

I have no doubt that the Apostle here uses the
"
word salvation" in its ordinary signification ; and if we look

revelation.

^

Acts

xiii.

47.
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will find the antithesis sufficiently

preserved, and a perfect propriety in the use of the terms,
" confirmed," and " testified to." It is the " salvation" as spoken

revealed by, the Lord,

of, or

in other words, the reve-

i.e.,

which he contrasts with "the word
;"
and it is this revelation which was " conspoken by angels
firmed by them who heard" the Lord, and " testified to" by such
the salvation,

lation of

The

a variety of divine wonders.

peculiar phraseology of this

by a passage

in the Epistle to
is
" For the grace of God that bringeth salvation hath
" The grace of God" has here usually
aj)peared to all men."^

passage

greatly illustrated

Titus:

been interpreted of the Gospel. But it has its ordinary signifiwhich free favour extending
cation
the free favour of God,
salvation to men of every kindred and character, has been mani-

—

fested
is

;

'

—

'

and

this manifestation of the free

favour of God, which

the Gospel, "teaches men."^

The

salvation here, then,

is

the mediation of Jesus Christ.

the deliverance of

This salvation

is

man

through

spoken of by

the Apostle as unspeakably great: not merely a great salvation,

nor even

great salvation, but "so great salvation"

the

— an

expression peculiarly fitted to express his high estimate of

And who

importance.

that

knows anything about that

ance can wonder at the Apostle using such language

What

are the evils

from which

it

saves us

1

The

its

deliver-

1

displeasure

of God, with

all its fearful consequences in time and eternity
and " who knows the power of His anger ? " We must measure
the extent of infinite power, we must fathom the depths of in-

We

wisdom, before we can resolve the fearful question.
can only say, " According to Thy fear, so is Thy wrath." The
most frightful conception comes infinitely short of the more
finite

dreadful reality.
1

Titus

ii.

A

depravity of nature ever increasing, and

11.

" luT-nplx non ipsum evangelium denotat (phrasis dura sane et insolens) sed ea, quae evangelium docet
atque prsedicat. Hanc salutem negligebant Hebrsei, evangelium deserentes
^

Michaelis takes this view of the subject

:

Cseterum summa vis est orationis qua peccati gravitatem, si quis
a Christi castris discedat, describit Paulus. Quantum enim est spernere
et ejurantes.

non rigida precepta^ ut Mosis erant leges, sed salutem nobis oblatam,
eamque non exiguam sed magnam {jyi'hix,a.vr-/ii)^ (3) eamque prsedicatam
non ab angelis, sed a Domino ipso, atque (4) tot a Deo miracuUs conjfirma(1)

(2)

tam

!"
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miseries varied according to our varied capacities of suffering

— limited

in their intensity only by our powers of endurance,
which an Almighty enemy can enlarge indefinitely, and prothese are
tracted throughout the whole eternity of our being,
the evils from which this salvation delivers.
full, a free,
And what are the blessings to which it raises?
an everlasting remission of all our sins
the enjoyment of the
paternal favour of the infinitely powerful, and Avise, and benignant Jehovah
the transformation of our moral natures
tranquil conscience
a good hope while here, and in due time
perfect purity and perfect happiness for ever, in the eternal enjoyment of God.
And how were these evils averted from us? how were

—

A

—

—

—

—

—

these blessings obtained for us

By

the incarnation, obedience,

and death of the only-begotten of God,

suffering,

offering in our room.

He

And how

are

we

Through the operation

in this salvation ?

which

?

as

a sin-

individually interested
of the

Holy

Spirit, in

manifests a power not inferior to that by which the

Saviour was raised from the dead, or the world was created.
Surely such a deliverance well merits the appellation, a "great
salvation."

This salvation "began to be spoken by the Lord," ^

i.e.,

by the Lord.' We know that this
but
salvation was the leading subject of all former revelations
" Of which
these were comparatively obscure and indistinct.
salvation the prophets have inquired and searched diligently,
who prophesied of the grace that should come unto you
searching what, or what manner of time, the Spirit of Christ
which was in them did signify, when it testified beforehand the
Unto
sufferings of Christ, and the glory that should follow.
whom it was revealed, that not unto themselves, but unto us,
they did minister the things which are now reported unto
you by them that have preached the Gospel unto you with
Avhich things the
the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven
Do I need to recall to vour mind
angels desire to look into." ^

^

it

was

first

plainly revealed

;

;

Lord Jesus respecting this " so great salvation f
I trust you remember, and will never forget them
"As Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even

the words of our

:

—

2

1 Pet.

i.

10-12.
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that whosoever

;

1-4.

be-

For
lieveth in Him should not perish, but have eternal life.
His
only
gave
begotten
Son,
He
God so loved the world, that
that whosoever believeth in

For God

Him

should not perish, but have

sent not His

Son

world
might
to condemn the world
"I am the living bread which came down from
be saved."
heaven.
If any man eat of this bread, he shall live for
ever and the bread that I will give is My flesh, which I will
everlastincr life.

;

into the

Him

but that the world through

:

give for the

among

of the world.

life

themselves, saying.

Then Jesus

to eat ?

How

The Jews

therefore strove

man

give us His flesh

can

this

said unto them. Verily, verily, I say

unto

man, and drink His
Whoso eateth My flesh, and
blood, ye have no life in you.
and I will raise him up
drinketh My blood, hath eternal Hfe
For My flesh is meat indeed, and My blood is
at the last day.
" If any man thirst, let him come unto Me and
drink indeed."

Son

you, Except ye eat the flesh of the

of

;

drink."

^

The

appellation here given to Jesus Christ, " the Lord,"

emphatic.
'

It

The Mosaic

velation

is

was spoken by messengers but the rethe
is made by the Lord,'

revelation

of the

is

contrasted with the messengers, " the angels."
;

great salvation

—

—

—

King of kings,
Lord of angels and of men
the Lord of all
and Lord of lords.'
What the Lord spoke concerning this great salvation, " was
confirmed," says the inspired writer, " to us by them who heard
Him." Some interpreters conceive that in the use of the pronoun
of the first person here, they have evidence that Paul was not
'

the author of the Epistle, as he obtained his knowledge of the
Christian salvation, as he states to the Galatians, not from men,

but by the revelation of Jesus Christ.

much

in this.

He

is

I do not think there

speaking of himself in

common

is

with those

whom he was writing, few or none of whom probably had
heard the Gospel from the lips of the Lord Himself; and
though Paul did not obtain his knowledge of the Gospel from

to

it was confirmed to him
by those who heard the Saviour.
The idea intended to be conveyed by these words is, ' Though

the other Apostles, he might justly say,

we

did not hear the
1

John

Lord speak
iii.

14-17

;

vi.

of the great salvation,

51-55

;

vii.

37.

we
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and \Yliat He said
about
we have the most satisfactory
evidence the attestation of credible witnesses in abundance
that these things Avere spoken by the Lord.'
The number of
these witnesses was more tlian sufficient to confirm any truth.
They were all united in their testimony. They 'were plain,
imdesigning men, incapable of forming and executing any
deep-laid complicated plan.
Their veracity and integrity were
unimpeachable. They had no worldly interest to serve by their

know both

that lie did

speak about

from ear-witnesses

it,

;

it,

^

—

testimony, but quite the reverse.

and many of them endured,

They exposed themselves

to,

and even death, rather
than conceal or clog their testimony. No shadow of counter evidence was ever brought forward by their opponents though it
is plain that they would eagerly have invalidated their testimony,
had it been in their power.
Nor is this all. We have not only their testimony, we have
sufferings,

;

God

the testimony of

"

God

also

to the truth of their

declaration

;

for

hath borne witness, both by signs and wonders, and

by divers miracles, and gifts of the Holy Ghost, according to
His own will." There is here obviously a reference to the
miracles performed by the Apostles and the other primitive
teachers of Christianity.
The Acts of the Apostles are the best
illustration of this passage."

It

is

not very easy to point out the precise meaning of the

different terms

much

here employed.

probability,

that

It has

been supposed, with

"signs and wonders" refer to such

common to the Law and the
These are the terms usually employed in the Old
Testament respecting the Mosaic miracles.
They are the terms
used by Stephen when referring to these miracles. Acts vii. 36.
They likely refer here to the more terrific and awful displays of
such as the supernatural earthquake and
the divine power
miraculous operations as were
Gospel.

—

^
i.

The testimony referred to

2, calls ctvroTTTcti

kou

is

that of those

v'Trripiroe.i roii

who heard Him, whom Luke

Their testimony coiijirmed the
spoke these things respecting the " great
hoyou.

Lord spoke, and that He
and confirmed it its hl^^?-, i-^-i hf^tv. Some explain this as
Ernesti, Abresch, and Heinrichs seem in the right when
'in our minds.'

fact that the

=

salvation,"

=

^"hkv tig '^ii^cig i3ithey consider the phrase as a pregnant expression
The Gospel was brought to us in such a form as that we could not
/3«/«.
'

doubt of its divine
- Acts xiv. 3.

VOL.

I.

origin.'
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darkness, similar to the wonders of Sinai, and the sudden death
of Ananias and Sapphira, and the bhndness of Elymas, similar
to the fate of

On the

Korah, Dathan, and Abiram.

other hand, " divers miracles" serve to point out that

which was peculiar to, and chaThis is the word commiracles.^
beneficent
The words seem
monly employed for
' God attesting not only by prodigious and fearful
equivalent to,
manifestations of His power, as in the case of the Law, but by

species of miraculous operation

racteristic of, the Christian revelation.

various salutary miracles.'

" Gifts^ of the Holy Ghost " refer plainly to the miraculous
gifts of the Holy Spirit, referred to by the Apostle in 1 Cor. xii.^

The words, "according to His own will," refer to God, not
God bearing witness according to His
to the Holy Spirit
conformity with the usage of the lanand
may,
in
will;'
own

—

'

guage of Scripture, be interpreted either, 'according to His
benignity. His good pleasure,' or, 'according to His sovereign
will.'
It does not matter much which of these modes of interpretation

is

adopted.*

' There was a revelaThere has been a revelation made by the
inestimably important subject; and we
have the fullest evidence that such a revelation has been made.
The first revelation was ratified, and every transgression and
disobedience received an adequate and appropriate punishment.'
His conclusion is
'It is still more evident that the second
revelation must surely stand stedfast also, and that he who
neglects or despises it must receive adequate and appropriate
punishment and if he does so, his punishment must be far

These, then, are the Apostle's premises

:

made by angels.
Lord respecting an

tion

:

;

1

Mark

2

(jt.ipw^'j'ig

vi.

5

;

Acts

—the

viii. 6, 7,

gifts

13.

of the Spirit as distributed

among

Christians

1 Cor. xii. 11.
^

By

these various methods

God

(xvvi'^n/naprvps'i.

This

is

one of the xttx^

They go beyond who seek to translate both the prepositions,
bearing witness over and above, and along with
they fall short who
translate the word just as if it were simply /axprvpit.
God confirming their

>.iy6usvct.
'

'

;

'

testimony,' seems the idea

:

God being

co-witness, as Stuart has

it.

given to the interpretation which refers xvrou
to TT. «., instead of to 0., by 1 Cor. xii. 11,
a passage which, supposing
it to have been written before the Epistle to the Hebrews, which is probable,
*

Probabihty, however,

is

—

we can

scarcely help thinking

was in the

writer's mind.
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the

first

That conchision is not formally drawn, but it is
expressed with far more emphasis in that most striking interrorevelation.'

How shall we escape if we neglect so great salvation?"
The language is elliptical. The full expression is, How,
we neglect so great salvation, shall we escape a just recom-

gation, "

'

if

reward

jDense of

?

'

and

plain that the question

is

it

lent to a very strong negative

:

It

'

is

impossible that

is

equiva-

we should

escape.'

'To neglect the great salvation spoken to us,' is materially the
same thine; as not to take heed to the thin2;s heard of the Lord.'
It seems
It is to remain inattentive, ignorant, and unbelieving.
here to refer particularly to persons who have made a profession
of Christianity making shipwreck of faith, silently abandoning
'

or openly renouncing their profession.

That it is so
It is impossible for such persons to " escape."
must be plain; for the "great salvation" is the only salvation,
and taking heed to what the Lord has spoken is the only
way in which we can enjoy it. To neglect the great salvation is
a peculiarly aggravated sin, and therefore, under the administration of a just and holy God, must expose to peculiarly severe
punishment.

The

declarations of Scripture on the impossibility

of the neglecters of the great salvation escaping, are most explicit.

"

flaming

fire,

The Lord Jesus

shall

be revealed from heaven

taking vengeance on them that

know

in

not God,

and that obey not the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ who
punished with everlasting destruction from the presence
" He that
of the Lord, and from the glory of His power."
despised Moses' law died without mercy under two or three
witnesses
Of how much sorer punishment, suppose ye, shall he
be thought worthy, who hath trodden under foot the Son of
God, and hath counted the blood of the covenant, wherewith
he was sanctified, an unholy thing, and hath done despite unto
For we know Him that hath said. Venthe Spirit of grace ?
geance belongeth unto Me, I will recompense, saith the Lord.
And again. The Lord shall judge His people. It is a fearful
thing to fall Into the hands of the living God."^
:

shall be

:

1

2 Thess.

i.

8, 9

;

Heb.

x.

28-31.
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ansivered.

—

Chap. ii. 5-18. For unto the angels hath He not put in subjection the
world to come, whereof we speak. But one in a certain place testified,
saying, What is man, that Thou art mindful of him ? or the son of man,
that Thou visitest him ? Thou madest him a little lower than the angels
Thou crownedst him with glory and honour, and didst set him over the
works of Thy hands Thou hast put all things in subjection under his feet.
;

:

For

He

in that

put

all

in subjection

under him, He

left

nothing that

is

not

But now we see not yet all things put under him but we
see Jesus, who was made a little lower than the angels for the suffering of death, crowned with glory and honour that He by the grace of
God should taste death for every man. For it became Him, for whom are
all things, and by whom are all things, in bringing many sons unto glory, to
put under him.

:

;

make

He

the Captain of their salvation perfect through sufferings.

that sanctifieth and they

who

are sanctified are

all of

one

:

For both
which

for

cause He is not ashamed to call them bretliren, saying, I will declare Thy
name unto My brethren in the midst of the Church wiU I sing praise unto
And again, I wiU put My trust in Him. And again. Behold I and
Thee.
Forasmuch then as the children
the children which God hath given Me.
are partakers of flesh and blood, He also Himself likewise took part of the
same that through death He might destroy him that had the power of
and deliver them who through fear of death were
death, that is, the devil
;

;

;

For verily He took not on Him the
but He took on Him the seed of Abraham. Wherefore
in all things it behoved Him to be made like unto His brethren, that He
might be a merciful and faithful high priest in things pertaining to God, to
make reconciUation for the sins of the peojJe. For in that He Himself hath
all their

hfetime subject to bondage.

nature of angels

;

suffered, being temjated,

This paragraph

He

is

is

certainly one of

able to succour

them that are tempted.
the most

interpretation in the whole inspired volume.

portion of

that difficulty originates

in

A

difficult of

considerable

the uncertainty as to

the precise object which the Apostle had in view in writing
it.

Nothing

is

of greater importance to the right understand-

ing of an author's particular statements, arguments, and
trations,

illus-

than a clear apprehension of the general object he has

may seem

in view.

Without

incoi'rect,

the most apposite illustrations irrelevant, and the most

this,

the most accurate statements

cogent arguments inconclusive.

Our

—^What

first
is

attention, then,

nmst be directed

to this question,

the design of the Apostle in the paragraph which

we

have quoted, and which we must now attempt to explain ? There
are two views which may be taken of this subject, neither of
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without plausibility, and neither of -which

The paragraph may be

free of difficulty.

is

completely

considered, either as

the prosecution of the aroument for the superiority of Jesus
Christ to the angels

— interrupted by that beautiful and impressive

practical inference
tion

— and

" made

which formed the subject of the

as containing evidence that the

much

as an

answer

in the

mind

better than the angels ;" or,
to

last

sec-

Son has indeed been
it

may be

considered

an objection, which might not unnaturally

rise

of the reader, to this doctrine of the superiority of

Jesus Christ to the angels, from the consideration of His being
a man
" a man of sorrows and acquainted with
a mortal man
grief "

—
—
— a man who actually

died,

and died

in circumstances of

peculiar agony and ignominy.

In the

first case,

the Apostle must be considered as asserting,

in corroboration of his statement that Jesus Christ

better than the angels," that the world

the meaning of that term,

—

is

to

come,

—

is

" made

whatever

much
may be

not subjected to them, but to

Him

.

which case the quotation from the 8th Psalm must be viewed
as brought forward in proof of this ; and the argument in the
8th and 9th verses, as intended to show that that quotation cannot
with propriety be applied to any but to Him. This plan of interpretation, though recommended by its apparent simplicity,
appears to me to labour under insurmountable difficulties. The
Apostle is reasoning with the Jews on their own principles.
The outline of his whole argument is this ' You acknowledge
in

:

Jesus to be the Messiah

:

all,

then, that the prophets say of the

must be true of Him. The prophets represent the
Messiah as superior to angels
therefore Jesus is superior to
the angels.'
Now, we have no reason to think the Jews vmderISIessiah

;

as a direct prediction of the INIessiah;

and

they did not, the argument could have no force to them.

In-

stood the 8th
if

Psalm

deed, no person, on reading the

persuade himself that
proof of which

is

to

it

is

8tli

Psalm

carefully, could easily

such a direct prediction

which Christian interpreters have endeavoured

Psalm

a plain

to

show how

this

refers to the Messiah, after the Apostle has in this passage

has some kind
enough asserted that
Him. Were the Messiah tlie direct subject of

distinctly

to

;

be found in the veiy various methods in

ij;

of a reference

the Psalm,

He

would not have been indefinitely styled man, but the man, or
this man.
There is plainly a contrast stated between the sub-
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ject of' the

"

We

Psalm and Jesus Christ

see not yet all things put

The argument which
mouth

mode

this

[CHAP.

in the 8th

under him
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and 9th verses

but

;

II.

we

:

see Jesus

of interpretation puts into the

is taken
is
same
at
the
proved.
which
is
time
proposed
to
be
for granted
' Jesus is superior to the
it,
they
state
is
this
as
argument,
The
angels, as the world to come is subjected to Him, and not to
them and the proof of this is to be found in the 8th Psalm,
where all things are said to be put under the feet of man and

Apostle's

obviously a sophism, in which that

:

;

And the proof that this refers to Jesus is to be
found in the fact, that what is here said is not true of any other
man, but is true of Him
for He is crowned with glory
and honour.' I cannot believe that so acute a person as the

the son of man.

;

author of this Epistle, putting his inspiration out of the question
altogether, could have imposed on himself by such an argument; and I can still less believe that he, knowing it to be
an inconclusive argument, would have employed it to impose on

Besides, this plan of interpretation guides us only a

others.

certain length in the explication of the passage,

middle of the

where, though there

9tli verse,

is

down

to the

no intimation

of any such thing in the construction of the passage, a

new

must be considered as commencing. Indeed,
alone, I apprehend, would be fatal to this plan of exposias there can scarcely be a doubt that, from the 5th verse

train of thought
this
tion,

down

to the close of the chapter,

discussion,

whatever that

may

there

but one subject of

is

be.

In the second method of interpretation,

paragraph

this

is

considered, not as the continuation of the proof that Jesus Christ
is

"

made

as

much

better than the angels, as

by inheritance a more

excellent

illustration of the perfect

name than

He

hath obtained

they," but as

harmony, and indeed

an

close connec-

with the apparently incongruous fact of His
being a man, a mortal man, a man who died, and who died in

tion, of this fact

circumstances of peculiar agony and ignominy.

The

thought, according to this scheme of interpretation,

lowing

is

train of

the fol-

'That Jesus Christ, a man, a suffering man, should
be placed at the head of the divine administration in the
new economy, is not wonderful for God has subjected that
economy, not to angels, but to men. The design of that eco:

;

nomy

is

to raise

men

to the highest place

among

the creatures
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God and this design is accomplished by His becoming a
man, and submitting to suffering and death, and thus obtaining
both for Himself and Ilis people that state of transcendent dignity and honour which an ancient prophet predicted would be
That this mode of
possessed by men in the world to come.'
interpretation is free of difficulties, I am by no means prepared
to say, but it does not appear to me encumbered with either so
of

;

many or
to

and

;

so great difficulties as the other system already adverted
it

has this great advantage, that

to

judge both of

ing to apply

its

and

be better able

advantages and disadvantages after attempt-

to the various parts of the

it

gives connection

it

We will, however,

unity to the whole paragraph.

paragraph as they

lie

before us.^

Ver.
tion the

" For unto the angels hath

5.

He

not put in subjec-

world to come, whereof we speak."

It

is

not very easy

by the

to fix the connection of these words, indicated

particle

—

^
"That not
The following seutences are quoted from Ebrard
merely the Son as the eternal only begotten of the Father, or the firstborn (vpuTOTOKog) of every creature, is higher than the angels, but that man
also as such is called (of course in Christ) to a much more immediate union
:

with God than belongs to angels, and that therefore man, as regards his
is higher than the angels,
is a statement which at
first sight will appear surprising, as we are generally wont to regard the
angels as superior beings.
And, indeed, it is not without reason that we do

—

proper destination,

Holy Scripture, the angels are
and powers and although as
creatures they cannot be conceived of as unUmited by space, and consequently as incorporeal, still they have an unspeakably freer and less circumscribed relation to space and to matter than men have in their present state.
They clothe themselves with visible matter and put off this garment again
they transfer themselves to wheresoever they please they are not bound to
a body of clay and as they are without sexual distinction (Matt. xxii. 30),
there exists among them neither any development of the individual from child-

so.

For, according to the statements of the

endowed with higher and

less limited gifts

;

;

;

;

hood

tl'irough the various steps of age,

The entire

generations.

complete in

all its

nor of the race, through successive

come from the creative hand of God
complete as the diamond which sparkles Avith

species has

individuals,

perpetual and unchanging lustre.

— How now

shall

we

reconcile

it

with

this,

weak man^ hemmed in
body, developing himself upon the basis of animal

that our author should place above the angels poor

by space and a
sexuality ?

gross

Just in the same

and meanness

way

as

we can

of the rose-bush, that there

is

reconcile
in

it,

it

with the weakness

notwithstanding, a more

than in the diamond. The enamel of the rose, when it has
is something far superior to the glitter of the diamond.
So also will man, when he reaches the bloom of his (jlorified life, unspeakexcellent

reached

life

its

bloom,

88
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translated " for."^

Some would connect them with

the words im-

mediately preceding, after this manner,

5-18.

II.

— 'It appears, then, that

our religion has been confirmed by the most splendid manifesta-

though not by such angelic
which, indeed, would not
God has not subjected the new economy,

tions of the divine approbation,

ministration as the IMosaic

have been appropriate, as

He

as

economy

;

did the old, to the rule of angels.'

connect them thus

:

'

Others, as Kuinoel,

How can we escape, if we neglect

this great

which the Lord, far superior to the angels, has taught ?
for not to the angels, but to the Lord, has God subjected the
world to come.' Others would connect them with the last verse of
salvation,

the

first

chapter, considering the

first

four verses of this chapter

Are not the angels all ministering spirits, sent
forth to minister to them who shall be heirs of salvation f
For
God has not, under the new economy, appointed them to rule,
as parenthetical

but

to serve.

the

first

:

'

Their place

is

posed to consider the

last as

Man

a subordinate place.

place under this order of things.'

the preferable

I

am

mode

occupies

rather dis-

of stating the

connection.

" The world

to

come"

is

a Jewish phrase for the state of things

ably excel the angels in glory.

Man's superiority lies just in his capahiUly
Wlien the diamond is once disturbed by the ray of a
of development.
burning reflector it is irrecoverably gone so are the angels, once fallen, for
ever lost, according to the doctrine of Scripture.
The rose can with difficulty be hurt, and even from its root it will still send forth new life
so
was man rendered capable even by sin (the possibility of which, though not
its actual entrance, was necessary in consequence of his freedom) of entering
into full spiritual life-fellowship with God, through the help of the Saviour
entering into him, nay, capable of receiving the person of the redeeming
Son of God as a member into his race. Hence also it is the planet-system
that has been assigned to man as the habitation and the theatre of that
absolute revelation of God in Christ,
the planet-system, in which the antithesis betv/een the fixed-star-hke, or angel-like, independent sun and the
animal-like dependent moon finds its genuine human reconcilement in the
planets, and most completely in the earth ; while the angels, as the
hosts
of heaven,' have their dwelling-place in the fixed stars, where there is no
opposition between illuminating and illimainated bodies, where planets do
not revolve round suns, but fixed stars around fixed stars."
Tap.
The importance of rightly apprehending the meaning of the
particles can scarcely be over-estimated.
As Valcknaer remarks, " Sunt
illse nervi velut et ligamenta
ad corpus linguje perficiendum pernecessaria."
!Macknight's loose interpretation of the particles is one of the worst features
;

;

—

'

of his exegesis.
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under the Messiah it seems nearly equivalent to, " the kingdom
" the kingdom of God"
" the kingdom of Christ."
of heaven"
All these are terms of very extensive meaning, embracing the
whole divine administration in its bearing on the salvation of
man. The Apostle fixes its meaning by adding, " of which we

—

speak," or,
is

'

—

:

concerning which

we

Xow,

are discoursing.'

it

plain that the whole of the Apostle's discussions throughout

the Epistle refer to the new order of things introduced by Jesus
Christ.
Some, by " the world to come," understand the new

heavens and earth wherein righteousness
understand by
both, but

it is

it

not confined to either

is

to dwell

I apprehend

the celestial state.
;

of things introduced by the Messiah.^
" Now," says the Apostle, " He"

it is,

i. e.

;

others

includes

it

generally, the order

plainly

God

— " hath

not put this world to come, this order of things, in subjection
to the angels."

much

I think

out of their way,

many good

by supposing

interpreters

that there

have been led
here meant a

is

— the
—the order

very striking contrast between the world that had been
order of things before Christ, and the world to come
of things under Christ.

^

The former was,'

say they,

'

subjected

and they have endeavoured,
though I do not think by any means very satisfactorily, to show
that under the Old Testament dispensation eveiything almost was
done by angels, while under the New Testament they occupy a
much humbler place. The words of the Apostle do not by any
means necessai'ily imply that the Mosaic economy was subjected
to the angels, the latter

to angels
is

;

is

not

;'

they only assert that the present

— the

Christian

not.

But what are we to understand by this " world to come" not
being subjected to angels ? I apprehend the meaning is, they do
not hold the first place in it. They are not the most important
this order of things. They are not " the
beings in this "world"

—

heirs of salvation ;" they are but " the ministers to the heirs of

1

ii

olKovo,utx rvji

x-ot-iv'/n

lix&-!^x.r\;-

There

is

great probability in the

suggestion of Abresch, a most accurately learued and acutely critical inis an allusion to the land of Canaan as enjoyed by the
which is called o'lKovyAv/j, I.uke ii. 1 Acts xi. 28 and the peaceWe find
ful enjoyment of which was a type of the New Testament state.
the same allusion in the Captain of salvation loading the children of God
into glory, plainly referring to JosTiua leading Israel iuto the promised laud.

terpreter, that there
Israelites,

;

;
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In the restorative dispensation they hold but a sub-

salvation."

The Lord

ordinate place, they act but a subordinate part.

— the Chief

that world

of that order of things

paramount importance in

to the class of

of

— should belong

it.

But who are that class ? To whom hath God subjected " the
world to come ?" Who occupy the principal station in it ? To

Men

that question might be answered in plain words,

— human

They are the " heirs of salvation." They hold the first
in " the world to come."
place in the kingdom of the Messiah
But the Apostle chooses rather to let his readers draw the inference from what an Old Testament writer says, than to make the
beings.

—

statement directly himself.
the

first

'

certain place testified, saying.
ful of

God

hath not assigned to angels
Ver. 6. " But one in a

place in the world to come.

him?

What is man,

Thou

that

Thou

or the son of man, that

art

mind-

him?

visitest

7.

Thou madest him a little lower than the angels Thou crownedst
him with glory and honour, and didst set him over the works
of Thy hands
8. Thou hast put all things in subjection under
;

:

his feet."'

There

something peculiar in the manner

is

quotation

made.

is

Both, however, were well

tioned.

whom

to those to

quotation

is

which this
is menthe writer and
in

Neither the writer nor the book

he wrote

employed

;

known both

and perhaps

to

this peculiar

mode

we ought

to suggest the idea, that

to

of

be so

familiar with our Bibles as to be able to find out a quotation,
though the particular place which it is taken from should not

We

be specified.^

know

that the certain person referred to

The

David, and the certain place the 8th Psalm.

form the
^

This

5th, 6th,

mode

fixprvpsl le '^ov

and 7th verses of the Psalm, are accurately

of quoting the ancient Scriptures is

ruXoyu

Alleg. p. 85 A, p.

is

words, which

6 ispurxTOsxP^'^l^^i-

4 E, Carpzov.

•

•

^^"^i

•

Schoetgen, in

common

in Philo

:

Lib. 3, leg.

yot-p ric.

shows that

his Horse Heb.,

the Jewish writers were accustomed to the same formula of reference.

CEcuMENius
Tflsf

states the reason of so indefinite a

ypoiipoii '^la'Ksyof^tvo;, ov

to the

same

ypx(puv

effect,

oii

"Kiyn ro

Itci'Aeyofcsuo;.

ch. iv. 4.

ridmt ruv 'KiyovTUU

We

ouoi/,cc toIi

it is

well

of citation

eiTrouro;,

ccn

-Trpog

Here

I

u; ddoToci

iTriarYii^ovocg

known

;

is

as, to

rZu

not specified, because it is taken for
use Ebrard's illustration, " a writer

or speaker of our time might refer to Luther's famous dictum
said,

:

ThEODORET says,

find a similar indefiniteness of reference in

The place of the citation

granted that

mode

to. ouo^ctra,.

stand, I can do nothing

else.'

—

'

One has
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quoted from the Septuagint Version, whicli justly gives the
meanino; of the

From

Hebrew orimnaL

manner in which the Apostle quotes this passage,
it is plain he means to represent it as an account of the state of
things in what he terms " the world to come ;" and he brings it
the

forward for the purpose of showing to

who occupy

subjected, or

whom

that world

the most distinguished place in

is

it,

that they are not angels, but men.
I have already stated to
you that this is one of the passages from the Old Testament
quoted and applied in the New Testament, in a way which it
never could have entered into our minds to have done yet I
apprehend it is also one of those passages about which, as to
their fitness for answering the purpose for which they are ap;

we may

plied,

On

first

obtain complete satisfaction.

reading the Psalm,

we

are apt to consider

it

as a

humble, grateful acknowledgment of the goodness of God to
man in assigning to him so high a place in the scale of created

But

being.

if

we examine

somewhat more

it

find considerable difficulty in explaining

it

on

closely,
this

we

will

principle.

mankind
and it is equally plain that it
cannot refer to Adam, for the word used to denote man is a
word expressive of his state as fallen -^ and his state of dignity
is represented as succeeding a state of humihation, for the word
It certainly does not accurately describe the state of

generally in their fallen state

made

;

lower^ does not signify to be created originally in a lower

condition, but

it

signifies to

situation to a lower.

be brought down from a higher

The Psalm's being

Future, but in the Past time, will not be

expressed, not in the
felt as

an objection

being considered as a prediction, this being quite

to its

in the prophetic style.

The most

common

of the predictions, for examj)le,

53d chapter of Isaiah are expressed in the Past time.
Let us now look a little more attentively at the Psalm, and

in the

particularly at the portion of

it

quoted here, in the light in

which the words of the Apostle constrain us to view
prophetic description of the place which man was to hold

it,

as a

in " the

world to come," under the order of things to be introduced by
The sacred ode opens with an expression of dethe Messiah.
"

"IDn,

'ijXaTToi/To,

t^iXTzou.

Sym.

2 Sam.

iii.

1

:

The house

of Saul %adivii,

LXX.

The Syriac Version translates /ihxrTuy.ivov, deprcsxum.

;
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and

vout admiration of the

infinite excellence

The second

considerably obscure.

seems

to

be

verse

— 'By

is

the most feeble

[CHAP.

glories of

Lord

5-18.

Jehovah.

The general idea
means Thou accomplishest

the most glorious purposes, and in this displayest

confusion of Thine enemies.'

to the

II.

It

Thy wisdom,

alluded to by our

is

and the songs of the children in the temple, hailing
King of Zion, the Son of David, come in the name
of the Lord to save men, are represented by Him as a verification of it, though this seems rather an accommodation than an
explication of the ancient oracle, as appears from the mode of
It is one of those
citing or referring to it, Matt. xxi. 16.
general predictions which had their fulfilment in innumerable
The success of the preaching of the Gospel
particular events.
by the Apostles and, indeed, its success in every instance when
may be considered as accomplishments
it is preached by men
of this prophecy.
Or, perhaps, it may be considered as the
argument of the ode in a condensed form
Man, human
nature, degraded and expelled, is yet to be raised to a state of
dignity and dominion by God, which shall illustriously display
His glory, and cover with confusion His enemies, who in the

Him

;

as the

—

—

'

:

defijradation of the creature souo;ht the

The Psalmist

dishonour of the Creator.'

then, after contemplating the magnitude

glory of God's works in the visible heavens, exclaims, "

man, that Thou

Thou

visitest

God

a being

is

f

him

stars are

fied

being

!'

These words admit of a twofold interpreto,
How dignified is man
God visits him or, How insignificant
God should be mindful of liim, that God
'

!

;'

The train

of thought

very glorious beings, but

— remembered,

man amid

is

or the son of man, that

?

are either equivalent

man, that

visit

and
is

mindful of him

mindful of him,

is

should

him

They

tation.

art

and

What

is

'

either,

man

is

a

'

The

still

by his God

visited, blessed

the magnificence of the creation, that

sun, moon,
more digni-

;'

or,

God

'

What

should

bestow on him such favours 1'

It might not be easy to say
which of these two modes of interpretation was to be preferred,
were it not that we find the same words employed by the Psalmist
in another place, where there can be no doubt as to their meaning and it is not likely that the same words would be employed
with two different, indeed opposite, significations. The passage
;

I allude to

is

We

Ps. cxliv. 3 and 4.

words as expressive of

this idea

:

'

It

therefore consider these

is

amazing

that,

amid the
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number and magnificence
nature, degraded

"

—

man

of the divine works,

—

human

Thou madest"
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— human

should be so honoured.'
nature
him lower
or rather, " Thou hast made

—

These words are ordinarily understood as
equivalent to, ' Thou didst create him in a state lower than the
angels ;' but this is, as we have seen, not the meaning cither of
the original word, or of the Greek word by which it is rendered.
They signify, ' to bring down.' We cannot doubt that man,
even in his best estate, was in some respects inferior to the
angels
but in some points he was on a level with them.
One
of these was immortality
and it deserves consideration, that

than the angels."

;

;

this

when

the very point referred to

is

is

it

said of the raised

" They die not, being

saints, the children of the resurrection,

We

equal to the angels."
cannot help, then, thinking that
" Thou madest him lower than the angels" is a part of the

man's exaltation, but of

description, not of

that

"

man.

his humiliation,

noticed to exalt our ideas of the kindness of

is

it

Thou

make him"

didst

him " below the angels"

mortal,

in a point in

and

God

to

and thus didst reduce
which he once was on

a level with them.

The word a

both in

little,

tlie

Hebrew and Greek,

applied both to degree (2 Kings x. 18

Heb.

Luke

xxii.

A

58).

here.

it

It

is

It

may

little

either be a

Hos.

;

is

16
10

x. 20, xv.
viii.

space, or a

little

would under-

in the last of these senses I

is

the sense which best suits the phrase as ap-

plied to Jesus Christ

;

and

it

were strange

different senses in a continuous

employed

Pro v.

22) and to time (Ps. xxxvii. 10

xiii.

short while.

stand

;

in this way.

Acts

v.

if it

argument.

34

;

were used

1 Pet. v. 10.

'

two
word

in

We find the

Tliou didst

reduce him to a state of mortality and suffering, but that state
is

not to be perpetual,

it is

—

in

comparison of the eternity before him,

but a little while.'
" Thou hast crowned him with glory and honour,"

etc.

These words scarcely need particular explication. Their general
Thou hast bestowed on man such honours
meaning is obvious.
Thou hast
as Thou hast bestowed on none of Thy creatures
'

;

him

set
^

uvrov

at the

Many
iTTi

spurious

;

head of the created universe.'^

The words have

highest character omit the words x,a,l KofzioTmcts
xnpav aov. Mill and AVetsteiu consider tlieni as
Kuapp and Vater put theiu within crotchets and Griesbach,
codd. of

Tx epyx

tlie

roiu

;
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an allusion to the address of God to Adam after his
Gen. i. 28 but they are more comprehensive, and intimate tlie amazing and delightful truth, that man, debased man,
is to be raised to an elevation far superior to that from which he
certainly
creation,

;

has fallen.^

The greatness of that elevation, as
we would scarcely have dared to have

expressed in these words,
conjectured, had not the

Apostle distinctly stated it to us in his explanatory note, in the
second clause of the 8th verse. Ver. 8. " For^ in that He hath

put

He

things under him.

all

hath

left

nothing that

is

not put

under him."

From

passage

this

Him who

of

is

put

to

are to be put under

it

appears, that with the single exception

things under him,

all

man.

In

God

The

in that world.

as a prediction of " the
is this,

—

angels,

Man

things

order

next

is

meaning of the passage, then, viewed

for a season reduced below the level of

yet destined to occupy the highest place

is

all

new

world to come," or the kingdom of God,

Man, though

'

God,

man.

of things, even angels are subordinate to
to

i.e.,

the loorld to come, the

among

the

creatures of God.'

I

know

made

reason be

any show of
which the words

of only two objections that can with
against this interpretation,

and which the reasoning of the Apostle seems
This is a meaning
require.
It may be said,

plainly warrant,

absolutely to

'

which could not be present to the
he wrote the Psalm.'

And we

mind

of the Psalmist

when

We

have

readily admit this.

no reason to think the Psalmist saw so far into the mystery of
redemption as this would necessarily imply. But what then ?
an exemplification of the statement of the Apostle
Of which salvation the prophets have inquired and

Is not this just

Peter

"

?

searched diligently,
Mattlisei,
is

mode

a

feet
1

who prophesied

of

the grace that should

and Schott, exclude them from the text. Havru vvkrct^otg, x-.r-y^.,
of expression borrowed from the Oriental custom of putting the

on the necks of the vanquished.
It is

a strange dream of the learned CEderus, " The sheep, oxen, beasts

of the earth, fowls of the air, fish of the sea," are figurative descriptions

of different classes of

kingdom.

Well

may

men
it

the support of a learned
2

The

be

to be subjected to the saints
said.

an

absurdity

is

when they take the

there which has not

had

man ?

particle y«|0, perhaps

causal^ but

What

illative particle.

compounded
It is

=

«jost,

of ye
igitur.

and

elpx^ is

not here a
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come unto you
Spirit of Christ

manner of time, the
when it testified

searching what, or what

:

which was

in

them

95

did signify,

and the glory that shoukl
was
follow.
revealed, that not unto themselves,
us,
they
did
minister
the things which are now reported
but unto
unto you by them that have preached the Gospel unto you with
which things the
the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven
angels desire to look into."^
It is quite possible, and highly
beforehand the sufferings of

Unto whom

Clu'ist,

it

;

probable, that the prophet

knew

man, who for a period was

that this

was a prediction that

be lower than the angels, was

to

ultimately to be exalted to a state of the highest honour and
dignity.

Now,

meaning, though we, from the

this is still the

fuller revelation respecting the Christian salvation,

can see more

of the particulars that are included in the general statement.
It

is

no argument against an interpretation of a prophecy, that

the prophet himself could not possibly understand

I apprehend,

it

pretation, if

it

understood by

we put on

it

so

;

though,

something irreconcilable with the interpretation

But

it.

it

would be a strong presumption against the intercould be made out that the prophet must have
there

is

nothing of this kind in the passage

before us.

The only
tation

is,

other plausible objection to this

that

it

is

not accordant with facts

mode
;

not ultimately thus to be honoured and exalted.
does not say,

'

all

men

;'

it

says,

Had

man.

of interpre-

for all

But

men

are

the text

a prediction been

Guelph family should
have all Britain subjected to them, would not that prediction
have been fulfilled in the elevation of George I. to the throne
uttered five hundred years ago that the

of Great Britain, and in so
first class in

many

of his descendants being the

these kingdoms, though

many

of that family never

had rule or honour there ? We speak of the salvation of man,
though all men are not saved and the prophecy is fulfilled in
the exaltation of the redeemed from among men, and their
reimiino- with their Loi'd and Prince in human nature for ever
and ever.
;

" Lord, what is man ? Extremes
In his mysterious nature join

how wide
!

The flesh to worms and dust allied
The soul immortal and divine,
1

1 Pet.

i.

10-12.

;
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seat of darkness, strife,
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— a holy flame,

Kindled by the Almighty's breath
TiU, stain'd by sin, it soon became

The

[CHAP.

amazing grace

Assumed our nature

;

and death.

!

as His own,

Obey'd and suffer'd in our place.
Then took it with Him to His throne.
"

Now what

"

And what

is man, when grace reveals
The virtue of a Saviour's blood ?
Again a Hfe divine he feels.
Despises earth, and walks with God.

in yonder realms above
ransom'd man ordain'd to be ?
With honour, holiness, and love.
Is

No

seraph more adorned than he.

"Nearest the throne, and

Man

first

in song,

shall his hallelujahs raise

;

While wondering angels round him throng.
And sweU the chorus of his praise."

In that part of the Apostle's statement which now comes under
review, he proceeds to

show how the

sufferings

and consequent

glory of Jesus Christ were the begun fulfilment, and
will lead to the

how they
complete accomplishment, of that ancient oracle

which such glorious things had been said of man. Ver. 8.
now we see not yet all things put under him 9. But we see
Jesus, who was made a little lower than the angels for the suffering of death, crowned with glory and lionour that lie by the
grace of God should taste death for every man." By those interpreters who consider the first part of this paragraph as a continuain

" But

:

;

—

tion of the Apostle's proof of the superiority of Jesus Christ to the

direct

—

who view the passage quoted from the 8th Psalm as a
prophecy of the Messiah, brought forward for the purpose

angels,

of establishing the superiority of Jesus Christ to the angels

by

showing that " the world to come" is subjected to Him, and not
to them, and who regard the words which immediately follow
the quotation as intended to intimate that so unlimited a subjection of all creatures as

only to the Messiah,

is

— the

predicted in the Psalm could refer
words, " Now we see not yet all

things put under him," are considered as intended to convey
this

sentiment

:

'

We do not,

indeed, yet see this prediction fully

CHAP.
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accomplished, but

we

are, indeed, already

see

its

begun accomplishment.

them

Him, inasmuch

are not actually, fully,

and

finally

we have

commencement and
all

is

things which

Him.

to

already

things are not

But not-

His being crowiied with glory and honour,

this, in

the

subdued

all

many

as there are

withstanding

mately subduing

but

;

All things

He

put under Him, inasmuch as

invested with full authority over

yet put under

97

the sure earnest of His ulti-

things to Himself.'

I have stated at some length the reasons which prevent

me

and which lead me
to consider the quotation from the 8th Psalm as referring not
directly to the ISIessiah, but to man. Of course I consider these
words as referring to man,
" We see not yet all things put
under man."^

from adopting

mode

this

of interpretation,

—

The

following

thoughts

—

:

'

me

appears to

In the world

to

the track of the Apostle's

come, in the new order of things,

men, not angels, are to occupy the first place. An ancient
oracle, which refers to the world to come, clearly proves this.
The place to be occupied by man in that world is not only a
high place, but it is the first place among creatures. The words

With

of the oracle are unlimited.

puts

all

the exception of

things under man, everything

This oracle must be

fulfilled.

to

is

Him who

be subjected to him.

It obviously has not yet

been

In the exaltation of Christ, after and in consequence

fulfilled.

we have the begun fulfilment of the preand what, according to the wise and righteovis counsels
of Heaven, were the necessary, and will be the effectual, means
of the complete accomplishment of it in reference to the whole
body of the redeemed from among men.'
The stage at which we are arrived in our illustrations of this

of His humiliation,
diction,

closely connected train of thought

specting

come"

inspired writer

Man
^

— The
man

We

is

we may

is,

things being subjected to
"
not yet accomplished.

all

may,

There

the world to

see not yet," says the

after

centuries,

all

in a limited sense,

is

''

— and
the lapse of nearly eighteen
— " We see not yet things put under many

say

still

ancient oracle rein

no contrast between

be said to be the lord of the lower
opui^-v

and

(i'hi'Trou.iv,

as

if

the

ferred to physical, and the otlier to intellectual vision.
lent

:

'

We

know that

all

things are not yet,' etc.

;

'

Jesus,' etc.

VOL.

I.

first re-

Both are equivabut we also know that

G
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acknowledged or

great material powers of nature are completely
beyond his control. He " cannot lift up his voice to the clouds,
He " cannot send
that abundance of water may cover him."

The

regarded.

out the lightnings, that they may go neither will they say to
The great body of the brutal tribes are
are."^
;

him Here we
beyond

his control,

and not unfrequently with success employ

The

their force against him.

mankind

uncivilised part of

are,

instead of lords of the world, fugitives and vagabonds on the
and even with regard to those who are in
face of the earth
;

the hio-hest state of civilisation,
all

things put under

them

how

far are they

from having

!

have been
where the curse which rests
even the heirs of
on our world has lost its withering influence
have not yet had
salvation, to whom alone the prediction refers
Though rightful inheritors of the
all things put under them.

Even

those

who through

faith in Christ Jesus

brouo-ht within that mystic enclosure

—
—

world, they are not in visible possession of their inheritance.
know, indeed, that " all things are working together for

We

their good,"

—that "

all

things belong to them, whether Paid, or

Apollos, or Cephas, or the world, or
present, or things to
ful followers of

come

;"

or death, or things

life,

but, generally speaking, the faith-

Jesus Christ, instead of having

all

things put

under their feet, have been considered as the " filth of the earth,

and the offscouring of

The words, " we
feet," plainly intimate,

all

things."

see not yet all things put

especially when taken

is coming when all
no person can enter-

the words of the prophecy, that a period
things shall be put under

his feet.

Of

under man's

in connection with

this

word of prophecy." " The
possess
the kingdom for ever
and
saints shall take the kingdom,
"
dominion,
and the greatand
kingdom,
The
and ever."
be given to
shall
heaven,
whole
the
under
ness of the kingdom
is an
kingdom
High,
whose
Most
of
the
saints
the people of the
obey
and
serve
shall
dominions
all
and
everlasting kingdom,

who

tain a doubt

"

him."
end, to

He

him

overcometh

which
1

and keepeth My works unto the
power over the nations." " He that
Those prophetic oracles
inherit all things."^
the same class as the 8th Psalm must in due

that overcometh,
will I give

shall

belong; to

Job

believes the " sure

xxxviii. 35.

^

pan.

yii. 18,

27

;

Rev.

ii.

26, xxi. 7.
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00

time, during the continuance of " the world to come," to

But

they refer, have their accom])lishment.
inspired writer says,

—

which

plain, as the

plain that they are not yet

is

it

is

it

accom-

plished.

But though we
begun fulfilment.

see not their full accomplishment,

Though

Head is
under man but we
the

liation,

:

the body

We

we

see their

yet in a state of humi-

is

exalted.

"

see Jesus,

who was made

see not all things yet put

a

little

lower than

the angels for the suffering of death, crowned with glory and
honour that He by the grace of God should taste death for
every man." It scarcely requires remark, that the word see here
is used, not in reference to bodily vision, but to mental perception.
It is equivalent to,
We know, we are sure, that Jesus
universe, crowned with glory and
throne
of
the
is exalted to the
;

'

honour.'

There is some difficulty in ascertaining the precise manner
which the clauses of this verse hang on one another. It is
We see Jesus
plain that the primary idea of the verse is,
crowned with glory and honour we do not see man in general,
we do not see even redeemed man, raised to that dignity to which
we know he is destined in the world to come but we do see
in

'

—

;

Jesus raised to that dignity.
to the

man

Christ Jesus.'

The oracle is fulfilled with respect
The phrase, " for the suffering of

death," may either be viewed as connected with the phrase,
" made lower than the angels," or " crowned with glory and

honour."

In the

made lower than

expresses the design of His being

first case, it

the angels

:

'

angels for the suffering of death

He became

mortal that

He

He

was made lower than the

—that He might

might

suffer death

In the second case,

die.'

it

He

was crowned witli
glory and honour, because of in consequence of, His suffering
It is not easy to say which of these is the true way
death.'
expresses the cause of His exaltation

of connecting the phrase.

A

:

'

single circumstance

balance, in our minds, in favour of the last

According

to the

of death,"

and " that

first

mode

turns the

of explication.

mode, the clauses, " for the suffering
might taste death for every man,"

He

are expressive of the very

same idea

;

whereas in the second,

—

one well fitted
they convey a distinct and an important idea,
the wiping away the reto answer the Apostle's object, too

—

proach of the

ci'oss.

It

must be evident

to

most readers, that
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the last clause of the verse does not hang by that which imJesus was not " crowned with glory
it.

mediately precedes

by the grace of God He should taste death
on the contrary, " He tasted death for every
man, that He might be crowned with glory and honour.'"
" made a little lower
It obviously depends on the first clause,

and honour
for every

tliat

man

;"

than the angels

;"

and

does so either singly, or as an explica-

it

We

tion of the phrase, " for the suffering of death."

hend the sense of the passage
by a slight transposition thus,
;

will

appre-

be more distinctly perceived

— " We

who was made

see Jesus,

lower than the angels that by the grace of God He might
taste death for every man, for the suffering of death crowned
see Jesus crowned
"
with glory and honour ;" or thus,
a

little

—

We

—

Jesus, who
with glory and honour for the suffering of death
was made a little lower than the angels that He might taste

death for every man."^
" Jesus was made a

little

little"

a

here, as well as in the

plain

allusion, refers not

was made

for a

little

I have

lower than the angels."

me

already stated the reasons which induce

to

to think that " a

8th Psalm, to which there

time

degree, but to

while lower than

the

'

:

angels;'

is

Jesus

— and

the reasons which induce me to consider the phrase,
" lower than the angels," as intended to convey the idea of
The statement of the
mortality and subjection to suffering.

also

inspired writer then
^

is,

'

Jesus for a season became a mortal,

Ebrard's remarks are ingenious, but not satisfactory, by which, con" Jesus
it -with " crowned," he endeavours to bring out this sense

necting

must be

:

may be Ottio TravTog, for
crucified man Jesus, so long

exalted, in order that His death

the benefit

indeed His
all.
So long as He was only the
death was an objective vicarious death of atonement for guilt not His own,
but it yielded no fruit. Not till the Incarnate One was exalted and glorified, and crowned King in heaven, did it become possible for Him to send
of

'

and thus to effect, on the part of man, the appropriation
which had been objectively wrought out."— Pp. 86, 87.
have similar examples of this ov-rAvaiq^ as rhetoricians term it

the Holy Spirit,
of the salvation
-

We

as Ps. xlv. 5,
vj Kciplicc Tu'j

LXX.,

roc,

fii'hyi

aov iiKOUYifiivx'

kxdp^iv rov ^xai'hmg.

ing the middle clause as a parenthesis.
ccTTodxuih Kiolo;.

The right way

yJpZos

to

ItTTf, Koil si;

^fiv,

Koil iig

Stuart considers oVw; as
this passage does

"hctol

viroxctru

The obscurity here
Phil.

i.

21,

is

I,mo(

(tov

•Kiawvrce.r

removed by readto Q,v Xpiaro;, kxI

of resolving this seems to be, Xpiari;

sf.ioi

to eiTroSxueiv.

= cum, postquam, and

not seem to support his exegesis.

refers to

Acts

See Note C.

iii.

19

;

but
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suffering man.'

very famiUar

This
but

;

meaning and

its

a statement with Avhich our ears are

is

if

our minds but distinctly apprehended

evidence,

its

101

it

would

us with adoring won-

fill

— He who " has obtained by
ance a more excellent name than the
even the name of
the "only-begotten" of God — "the brightness of His Father's
and the express image of His person" — the Creator and
Upholder of the universe — He has become a man — a
mortal man. " The Word has become
—the Son of God
der and gratitude.

Jesus

inherit-

angels,"

glory,

frail, suffer-

ing,

flesh"

has " put on the likeness of sinful flesh."

on us as we proceed.
fering man, " that
for every

might

suffer

To

;

He

there

is

capable of

became mortal that

taste death, is

Matt. xvi. 28

die,'

He

by the grace of God

He became

man."

;

The wonder grows

Jesus for a season became a mortal, suf-

He

might

might

a Hebrew^ idiomatical expression for

John

viii.

Some have supposed

h2}

a peculiar emphasis in the word, and that

continuance in the state of the dead.

He

only as

it

death

that

were tasted of

it.'

'

He

He

die.

to denote at once the reality of our Lord's death,

but

taste

suffering

it is

*

to

that

intended

and His short

did taste of death

I think

very doubtful

it

;

if

any such thought was in the inspired writer's mind, or that he
meant to express any other idea than merely that of death.^
Jesus became for a season a mortal, that He might die die for
every man. Universal terms are used in reference to it, but

—

they have been variously explained.

The extent

—the

Christ has been a

design, reference,

fi'uitful

and

effects

— of the death of

subject of controversy in the Christian

Church some holding that He so died for all, that all shall be
saved by Him othei's holding that He died for all, inasmuch
as His sufferinn;s and death removed the obstacles, arisincr out of
the divine moral character and government, in the way of the
:

;

^

The

classic

Greeks have a similar use of the word

Sophocles' Trachinise v. 1101, says, "AXAwv

"

n

;

e.r/.,

f/.6x6uv /nvploiu

Hercules, in
iyivaxfiyiv.

have performed, or experienced, a thovi-saiid other labours."
2 Gustare in Latin is used in this way, as
primis labris, or levitor attinTiviadxi (jt.a.&n(Jt.a.Toyj is severam navarc
gere, but not ytvioSui in Greek.
yiwctiSett (pi'ho<jo(pict;^ philosophiaj se dedere.
literarum studiis operam
Some very learned and ingenious men have supported this " arguta exegesis •," but Calvin, with his never-failing good sense, remarks, not without
something of a sarcastic smile, " Ncscio an adco subtiliter loqui voluerit
I

=

;

apostolus."

'
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pardon and salvation of sinners generally and others holding
that He died for all " whom the Father has given Him," and
;

no sense for any other. I do not think the present a proper
opportunity for entering on a full discussion of this subject
indeed, as Moses Stuart says, it is a question rather for the

in

—

theolo£;ian than for the

commentator

serve, that the passage before us,

to discuss

when

nishes no support to either of the

— but only ob-

;

rightly interpreted, fur-

first

two of the theories

The universality here specified is plainly a limited
The word in the original is not every man,'
universality.
a word that naturally
every human being it is " every one,"
leads you on to ask, Every one of whom T And when you look
into the context you find a particular class of persons menmentioned.

'

—

;'

'

'

— " the heirs of salvation" — the " many sons" of God
ones — the " brethren" of Christ — the "

tioned,

the " sanctified"

chil-

dren" of Christ, " Avhom God had given Him."^ It was for
" every one"^ of these, that Jesus, when He became mortal, laid

down 'His

own

life.

He

count.

sins,

He

them;

died for

He

died in their room.

i.e.,

He

died, not

died on their acon account of His
was wounded for

" He
theirs.
He was bruised for their
He " suffered for them,

but on account of

their transgressions,

He

iniquities ;"

the just for the
died for their sins.
When we
unjust ;" He " gave Himself a ransom for them."
think that those for whom He died are " an innumerable com-

—

^ Peirce's note deserves to be quoted for its candour
"I own I have
not the least doubt of the truth of that doctrine, that Christ died for all
mankind, for the proof of Avhich this text has commonly been alleged. I
:

am

satisfied that Chi^ist

He

'

that

is

'

gave Himself a ransom for

all,'

1

the propitiation for the sins of the whole world,' 1

God showed His

'

love to the world,' that

is,

Tim.

John

ii.
ii.

6

2

that

;

;

and

to all mankind, in giv-

ing His only begotten Son to die for them, John iii. 16. But still, as He
died for the whole world. He did it to save them only in a way of believing,
'

that whosoever beheveth in

life.'

And

His death.

Him

should not perish, but have everlasting

therefore, as believers only shall share in the final advantages of

He may very

properly,

of His death, be said to die for

my

and consistently with the foresaid extent
And hence, what brings the matter

them.

He

is spoken of as shoAving a peculiar regard to His
Christ loved the Church, and gave
Eph. v. 25,
Himself for it.' And, to say the truth, it appears most natural to me, from
the context and scope of this writer, to understand every man in this place
under such a limitation. Nor will it be easy for a man to avoid seeing this,

nearer to

Church

who

purpose.

in His death.

attentively considers

'

what follows

in our author's discourse."
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every kindred, and people, and tongue," and when
we reflect on the number, and variety, and duration of the
blessings whicli He has secured for every one of these, we cannot
paiiy, out of

help perceiving, that
infinite

if

value on His

the dignity of His person stamped an
sacrifice,

the efficacy of that sacrifice

back a glorious light on the dignity of His person.
When Jesus, in His mortal nature, died in the room of all
His people, He did so " by the grace of God."^ It is impossible
to trace the appointment of this mysterious sacrifice to any prin" God so
ciple in the divine mind but free, sovereign mercy.
loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son, that whoreflects

soever believeth in Him should not perish, but have everlasting" God commendeth His love toward us, in that, while we
life."
were yet sinners, Christ died for us." " Herein is love, not that

we

loved God, but that

He

propitiation for our sins."

loved us, and sent His Son to be the

The

expression seems a pregnant

That Pie might taste death for every one of the heirs of
salvation, and by that death secure that they, as well as He,
according to the ancient oracle, should be crowned with glory
one

'

:

and honour.'

The statement
was
the

and death
more than reconcile the minds of
every Jew must at first be a stumbling-

of the design of Christ's sufferings

in itself calculated to do

Hebrews

block

but,

;

to

still

what

to

further to gain his end, he turns their attention

not merely to the design of His sufferings and death, but to
'
their consequences.
see Him who became for a season

We

—

we see
die in the room of His people
crowned with glory and honour, and crowned with glory
and honour for the suffering of death.' Jesus is crowned with
1 have had occasion so fully to illustrate the
glory and honour.
mortal that

He

might

Him

subject of the mediatorial glory of Jesus Christ already, that

nothing more

is

necessary here than to turn your attention to

a very remarkable various reading here, whicli deserves some
Bengel prefers this to the textus
x^/o'V &ioii.
receptus, on the principle that it is easier to see how x^P''^' should be substituted for %(y(5<V than the reverse. The direct evidence, both external and
1

There

is

Some MSS. read

notice.

however decidedly in favour of the text. rec. The probability
it was merely a note to the words in the middle clause of
the 8th verse, suggested by 1 Cor. xv. 27, and that some subsequent tran

internal,
is,

is

that originally

-

scriber,

text.

mistaking

it

for a correction of x<^P'~' 0'«''i transferred

it

into the
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one or two of the passages in which that glory

Eph.

i.

20-23

1 Pet.

;

iii.

is

II.

5-18.

described

1^.

This " glory and honour" not only followed, but was the
result, as the meritorious reward, of His sufferings and death.

He

is

death."
'

He

" crowned with glory and honour for the suffering of
The expression, " suffering of death," seems emphatic.

not only died, but

He

suffered death,

On

a scene of fearful endurance.

when He

sufferings

God

room

died in the

has bestowed on

— death was

to

Him

account of His unspeakable

Him

every one of His

of

This
between our Lord's sufferings and His glory is
strongly marked, both in the predictions of the prophets and
the statements of the apostles
Isa. hii. 10-12
Phil. ii. 8, 9.
people,

the highest honours.'

connection

:

You

see, then,

his object, in

how

;

the Apostle advances towards the gaining of

putting

down

the prejudices against Christianity

originating in the sufferings and death of
diction of

Old Testament Scripture

its

Author.

secures that

man

" the world to come," or the Messianic economy, be

A preshall,

in

head
of the created universe.
That prediction is not yet accomplished.
The exaltation of the man Christ Jesus is the commencement of that fulfilment. His sufferino-s and death were
necessary to His exaltation as the man Christ Jesus
and the
two events, closely connected together, shall, in fulfilment of the
at the

;

wise and righteous plan of
for

whom

are

all

Him

whom

by

are

all

things, ultimately lead to the

things,

and

whole of the

human redeemed family of God being brought to glory.
To the gaining of this end when the natural condition of the
objects of the divine sovereign favour, and when the situation
and character of God as the Ruler of the world, are taken into

—

consideration

—the

Saviour were absolutely

sufferings of the

necessary as a propitiatory sacrifice

while they at the same
time produced a capacity and disposition in the Saviour to sympathize with the saved

amid the

;

afflictions to

which they are

exposed, which, in the nature of things, would otherwise have

been impossible.

Such appears

to

me

the substance of the state-

ments and reasonings contained in this very interesting paragraph.
The verse which follows is clearly connected with that
which immediately precedes it. Jesus Christ, " by the grace of
God, tasted death for every one" of His people
died in their

room

— died

—

for their salvation,

and on

this

ground has been
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way worthy
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mode

of obtaining

God

as the IMoral

of

By our Lord's sufferings and death,
obtained for Himself " glory and honour," but

Governor of the world.

He

not only has

He

has become an all-accomplished Saviour, so that

God

chosen children of

and

all

the

Him

be assuredly brought by

shall

to

arrangement there is a glorious display of the
character of the Divine Being, as " Him for whom and by
whom are all things," whose glory is the end, and whose will

glory

;

is t?ie

in this

law, of the universe.

Let us examine

Ver. 10. "

])articularly.

whom

and by

things,

make

glory, to

are

somewhat more

interesting passage

this

For
all

became Him,

it

for

things, in bringing

whom

many

are

all

sons unto

the Captain of their salvation perfect through

sufferings."

The

thing to which our attention

first

looking at this verse,

He

Being.^

whom

are

is

all

is

is

whom

He, "for

styled.

The

things."^

are

and

events.

all

All beings and

why

all

all

are by

and

His agency.

in

one as

events are for

God

;

i.e.,

the one exist and the other occur,

God

consequence of His

is

It includes all beings

the
the

the one exist, and the other occur, in

i.e.,

;

will

is

All beings and

manifestation of the glories of His character.
all e-y^ents

Supreme
and by

things,

expression, all things,

comprehensive as language can furnish.
ultimate reason

naturally called, on

the appellation here given to the

— they

His glory

all
is

originate in

His appointment

the end. His will

is

the law, of

the universe.

There

is

a beautiful appropriateness in the descriptive ap-

pellations given to

God

in the inspired writings.

They have

almost uniformly a peculiar reference to the statement in the

When the Apostle prays that the
be " likeminded one tOAvards another,"
he addresses the prayer to " the God of all patience and concourse of which they occur.

Roman

solation
scribes

Christians

;

"

God

darkness."
^

when he speaks of spiritual illumination, he deas " Him who commanded the light to shine out of

We

see the

There can be no doubt

to God.
dpxrivoi
^

may

A

The person spoken
rvjg aar/ipiot;^

who

is

similar description of

same appropriateness
thiit

of

ot.vTo>

here refers not to Jesus Christ, but

is 6 n'/^nuaoi.;,

represented as

God

is

in the appellation

and

is

distinguished from the

riTi'Aiiufiii/os.

to be found,

Rom.

xi. 3G.
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when

show how

the dispensation here referred to had a
to
congrnity with the character of God as " Him, for whom are
all

things,

and by

whom

are

all

things."

This glorious Being, in the exercise of His high sovereignty,
had formed a purpose of mercy with respect to a large portion
of the

human

race, all of

whom had by

His

judicial displeasure

every claim

sin forfeited

on His kind regard, and rendered themselves the

fit

and moral disapprobation.

determination to " bring

many

sons to glory."

objects of
It

He

was His

" predesti-

nated them to the adoption of children," having " chosen them

Though in anv yjast ase
Church they have formed a very small minority of mankind, yet, considered collectively, they are " a multitude which
no man can number, out of every kindred, and people, and
tongue, and nation."
before the foundation of the world."
of the

of this chosen family are to be brought " to glory"

The whole

—

are to be raised to a state of the greatest dignity

to

which creatures can be

raised.

and honour

The word "glory "Ms used

obviously in reference to the quotation from the eighth Psalm,

and suggests the

idea, that

it is

in the case of these sons, these

"heirs of salvation," that the ancient oracle respecting the
future dignity of man in " the world to come " is to be realized.
I cannot help thinking that the language

is

here borrowed from

—

was God's son
and He delivered him from Egypt, and brought
him into Canaan, where He cave him the heritaii'e of the
Gentiles.
In like manner God leads His spiritual children
from that state of inferiority to the angels, as mortal, suffering
beings, onward to the heavenly Canaan, where they are to become inheritors of all things.
o
In executing this purpose of mercy. He constitutes His own
Son in human nature "the Captain of their salvation." The
word translated " Captain " occurs in reference to our Lord in

the history of God's ancient people.

His

first-born

Israel

;

three other passages of Scripture.

One

of these

is

in the

12th

chapter of this Epistle, ver. 2, where He is termed "the Author
of our faith."
The other two are in the Acts of the Apostles
:

chap.

iii.

15,

where

chap. V. 31, M'here

He is termed "the Prince of life;" and
He is termed " a Prince and a Saviour."
^

This

is

plainly

=

acorripix.

CHAP.
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^

— the

is

He

plainly, that

is,

person

who

is

the

procures salvation

precisely parallel to chap. v. 8, 9,

where the Apostle, after remarking that Jesus Christ, " though
a Son, learned obedience by the things which He suffered,"
adds, " and being made perfect. He became the Author," or
As God
source, " of eternal salvation to all who obey Him."
constituted Moses, and afterwards Joshua, the deliverer of Israel,
so

He

constituted His incarnate

Son the Saviour

in all the extent of that word, both as

cures salvation for them, and conducts

of

His people,

implying that

them

He

pro-

safely into the en-

joyment of the salvation He has procured for them.''
It is a beautiful remark of Dr Owen, that, in employing this
peculiar phrase, " the Holy Ghost intimates that the way whereby God will bring His sons to glory is full of difficulties, perplexities, and oppositions, as that of the Israelites into Canaan
also was
so that they have need of a Captain, Leader, and
Guide, to carry them through it. But all is rendered safe and
secure to them through the power, grace, and faithfulness of
their Leader.
They only perish in the wilderness and die in
;

their sins,

who, either out of love to the pleasures of

this world,

or being tempted by the hardships of the warfare to which

He

them, refuse to go up under Plis command."
To secure that the " many sons" shall be brought " to glory"

calls

under this "Captain of their salvation," God saw meet to
" make Him perfect through suffering." Interpreters are by no

means

ao;reed as to the signification of the

translators,

make perfect.

It

the English term most naturally suggests,

The

Jesus Christ.

them

of their faults,

indeed said, that "

He
He

He

suffered ;" but the

To

is.

little

to

AiT/o?,

2

See Note D.

;

He

do, of a course of discipline

improve their

virtues.

It

is

learned obedience by the things which

meaning

of that expression

He

'

is

not that

learned by experience what

to consecrate, to set apart to.'

doubt that the word

^

which

not applicable to

avoid this difficulty, some have represented

the word as signifying

can be

men

and

learned to obey, but that

obedience

it is

character of Jesus Christ was perfect

did not stand in need, as good
to cure

word rendered bv our

plain that, in the sense

is

TYiv uuT-fipixv rix.uv^
^

is

employed

as Cbrysostom explains

Lev. xxi. 10,

viii.

There

in this way,^ as
it.

28, 33.
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the consecration of a priest was an intimation that lie was fully
possessed of the qualifications the law required in those who
that office,

filled

the discharge of
'

and

in that sense perfected, accomplished for

Others consider

functions.

its

to glorify, to bring to glory, to

to render perfectly
to

happy and

Heb.

'

salvation.'

This

is

as signify in o-

a

rather disposed

accomplish

to

or qualify for the discharge of

fit

Captain of

am

I

glorious.'

understand the word as equivalent to

pletely to

it

crown with glory and honour,

common

His

com-

office as

the

use of the term

:

19, ix. 9, x. 1, 14.

vii.

To perform the office of a Saviour of lost men, three things
were necessary— merit, power, and sympathy. It pleased the
Father that the incarnate Son should, as the Saviour of men,
obtain

all

by suffering.^ The Saviour of men must deserve
Moral Governor of the world, as that He, in con-

these

so well of the

sistency with the perfections of

of His government,

His character and the principles

may on

the Saviour's account reverse the
sentence of condemnation passed on those in whose behalf He
has interposed, and bestow on them blessings to which on their

own account they have no claim. The Saviour of men must
be possessed of "all power in heaven and earth"
He must
have the command of those divine influences which are neces-

—

make

sary to

ignorant, foolish, depraved, miserable men, wise,

and good, and happy;

He must, too, have the control of all
events which, directly or indirectly, bear upon their interests.
And,

further, the Saviour of

still

charge of His

whom He

is

office,

men must,

to

fit

Him for the dis-

be able to enter into the feelings of those

to deliver.

All these accomplishments are necessary to His being a perfect Saviour ; and all these accomplishments were obtained by
our Lord Jesus " through suffering." It was the patient, cheer-

endurance of those penal evils which the law of God had
denounced against sinners by the incarnate only begotten of
God, that " magnified the divine law and made it honourable,"
and made it not merely consistent with, but gloriously illustrative
ful

of,

the righteousness as well as the

and save the
Aix.

mercy

of

God,

to

pardon

The

guiltiest of the guilty believing in Jesus.

has the same reference as Tra^yi^oe. rov 6ctva.rov but
used to denote that the sufferings which terminated in death

-Troidyif/.a.Tuv

;

the plural

is

were numerous and varied.
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power and authority bestowed on Jesus Christ as Mediator are
uniformly repi'esented as the meritorious reward of His volun"

tavy obedience unto the death.
bruise

Him He

hath put

;

His soul an offering for

Yet

it

Lord

pleased the

to

Him to grief when Thou shalt make
sin, He shall see His seed, He shall
:

prolong His days, and the pleasure of the Lord shall prosper in

He

His hand.
satisfied

many;

for

divide

Him

spoil

He

shall

shall

His

He

and

:

He

soul,

and

shall

Therefore will I

He

shall divide the

hath poured out His soul

was numbered with the transgressors

— " And being found

made

be

righteous servant justify

bear their iniquities.

bare the sin of many, and

gressors."

My

a portion with the great, and

with the strong; because

unto death

He

shall see of the travail of

by His knowledge

:

;

and

intercession for the trans-

in fashion as a

man.

He hum-

bled Himself, and became obedient unto death, even the death

Wherefore God also hath highly exalted Him,
and given Him a name which is above every name."^ The
power and disposition to sympathize with His people were obtained, and indeed could be obtained, in no other way but by
of the cross.

If our Hio'h Priest can be " touched with the feel-

sufferinfr.

ing of our infirmities,"

tempted

we

like as

sin could not

it

is

are, yet

because "

have been expiated

;

to

men

;

in all things

Without

suffering,

without the expiation of

the Saviour could not have obtained
life

He was

without sin."

all

power

sin,

to give eternal

and, from the very nature of the case, without

He

would have been very imperfectly capable of
But by suffering Pie expiated
sin
by suffering He obtained for Himself the control both of
that inward influence and that physical power which are necessary to the salvation of His people, and He also acquired that
experimental acquaintance with trial which peculiarly fits Him
to succour them who ai'e tried.
We are now in some measure prepared for inquiring into the
meaning of the Apostle's declaration when he says, " It became
Him, for whom are all things, and by whom are all things, in
suffering

sympathizing with the sufferers.
;

bringing

many

sons to glory, to

make

vation perfect through suffering."
1

Isa.

2

"ETpiTsre

liii.

10-12

;

Phil.

denotes what

ii.

is

^

the Captain of their sal-

The

phrase, "

it

became

8, 9.

becoming, and in a moral point of view, tak-

ing into consideration the character of the individual, necessary

—what
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His place and
whose will

of the universe,

the law and whose glory is the end of all things, in saving
Son, to save them not without His suffering,

is

men through His

but by His sufferings.' It is the doctrine of many divines of
very hio-h name, that the salvation of a lost world through the
expiatory sufferings of His incarnate Son is to be resolved
entirely into the divine

sovereignty

way

— that

men was

revealed, that the salvation of

the fact

is

plainly

accomplished in this

and acquiesce
— that we ought believe the
— that God has not any degree made known

in this

fact,

to

in

appointment

to

us the reasons of this appointment, nor explained to us in what
manner the death of His Son has been efficacious in procuring

our salvation.
It

is

mv

into things

earnest desire to avoid anything like an intrusion

which God has not revealed, but

is

it

equally

my

earnest desire to avoid that " voluntary humility" which keeps

a

man

imiorant of what has been revealed.

The

salvation of a

lost

world, indeed, originates in the sovereignty of God.

for

Him,

It

was

in the exercise of this high attribute, to determine

whether all, or some, or none of the fallen family of mankind
should be saved; but on the supposition that some are to be
saved, the method of their salvation must be of such a kind as
will illustrate

those perfections of the divine character,

and

vindicate those rights of the divine government, which the sin
of

man had

dishonoured and violated.

selves to the charge of

Without subjecting our-

presumptuously pronouncing judgment

on a question placed beyond the reach of our faculties, we may
assert, that it would not have become " Him, for whom are all
things, and by v^hom are all things," to have saved men without
displaying His displeasure at sin in a way equally strong as
would have been done by executing on the sinner the penalty
If " all things"
of the law, to which he had exposed himself.^
honour and consistency require. It is equivalent in meaning with dua.'y/.ulou,
hi, Matt. iii. 15
ch. viii. 3
o^siy^ei, in the 17th verse of this chapter,
Acts iii. 21 Eph. v. 3 Heb. vii. 26 Ecclus. xxxiii. 28. Compare with

=

;

;

this passage
1

;

Luke

;

xxiv. 26.

UpiTrei here, like u<pu'Asv in ver.

17,

and

os?,

Luke

xxiv. 26, denotes

but what, in the circumstances of the case, could
not take place in any other way under the government of God, infinitely
wise, just, and good.
not a

fatalistic necessity,
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God— if

Ill

" all things" are " by" Him— if His will be
His
glory
the law, if
be the end, of all things, sin, which is the
violation of His will, and which, of course, naturally leads to
His dishonour, cannot be tolerated permanently in His world.
are " for"

It "
all

becomes Him, for

things," to

make

of His government

way

—

of doing this

it
is

an
to

is

whom

are

evil

way

and by

whom

are

as that the

and obvious
the sinner.
But if God, in His
save
the
sinner,
it must be in
to
of the divine character and law
as they would have been by the

thing

punish

sovereign kindness, determine

such a

things,

all

evident, that whatever disturbs the order

honour

are at least equally supported

;

and the

direct

punishment of the sinner.
Nothing can be plainer than that the will of God, who is
infinitely wise, should be the law of the universe
and that the
glory of God, who is infinitely excellent, should be the end of
;

the universe

— the happiness of

all intelligent

creatures depend-

ing on the glories of the divine character being displayed by

Him and apprehended by them. Not merely, then, the regard
which the all-perfect Being must have for Himself, but His
regard to the good order and happiness of His intelligent

—a

creation, require, that if a sinner

violator of that order, a

were becoming universal, would put
an end to everything like happiness in the creation
is to be
saved, it must be in a way consistent with all the rights of God
as the Moral Governor of the world, and all the interests of Plis
intelligent creatures
and therefore it is, that in saving men
through His Son, " it became Him" to accomplish Ilim as a
Saviour by sufferings. This was a way in which all the perfections of His nature were gloriously and harmoniously displayed,
and the seemingly incompatible characters conjoined, of the
doer of that which,

if

it

—

;

just

God and

the Saviour.

—

Could not God
some other way, in consistency with, and in
I feel much disposed
illustration of. His holiness and justice?'
to use the three Jewish children's words to Nebuchadnezzar in
reference to the question " We are not careful to answer thee
in this matter." But if obliged to speak, I would say, If a less
costly sacrifice would have served the })urpose, would not God
have spared Plis Son 1 and if a less costly sacrifice could not
have served the purpose, where could, even among the resources

The

question has sometimes been put

have saved

man

'

in

:

'
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an equally costly one, have

words, fairly interpreted, teach us, not that

the incarnation and sufferings of Jesus Christ, the Son of God,

were abstractly necessary, but
salvation of

man

that,

on the supposition of the

being determined, they were necessarj^

— neces-

sary not because appointed merely, but rather appointed be-

He must
cause necessary and sufficient for their purpose.
become " a propitiation in His blood," if the just God is to
become " the justifier of the ungodly."
The

design of the inspired writer in that part of the para-

graph which yet remains

to be considered,

that the incarnation of the

Son of God

seems

men was necessary, both as the
Old Testament prophecy, and as in the nature

fulfilment of

the Saviour of

solutely requisite to

His accomplishing their

show
His being

to be, to

in order to

of things ab-

salvation.

The

and 13th
the second in verses 14-18. The proposition which the
verses
Apostle means to establish is this 'The incarnation of the Son
of God, in order to His being the Saviour of men, ought not to
offend any one, for the ancient prophets predicted it, and it was
absolutely necessary to His effecting the salvation of mankind.'
Let us inquire a little more particularly into the manner in
which he illustrates and proves the two different parts of this
first

of these ideas

is

illustrated in the llth,^12tli,

;

:

proposition.

Ver. 11. " For both
sanctified are all of one
call

them brethren,

My

brethren

Thee.

13.

;

:

He

that sanctifieth

for which cause

and they who are
is not ashamed to

12. Saying, I will declare

in the midst of the

And

He

chm'ch

again, I will put

My

Thy name unto

will I sing praise

trust

in

Him.

unto

And

Behold I and the children which God hath given Me."
The object of the Apostle in these and the following verses
seems to be, to show that to gain the great ends of His mission
to place degraded human nature
to " bring many sons to glory"
at the head of the creation, it was necessary that He should be
a man
a suffering, dying man. The words now before us
seem to me to express this general idea ' That the Saviour
again.

—

—

:

and the saved must belong to the same class, and, of course,
that the Son of God, if He is to be the Saviour of man, must
Himself be a man, is obvious from the language of Old Testament prophecy.'
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No person can doubt that by "the Sanctifier" we are to
understand .Tesus Christ, and by "the sanctified" His saved
people.
The Sanctifier is obviously the same person as " the
Captain of salvation ;" and the sanctified ones, the " many
children " whom He is conducting to glory.
But what is the
import of the related appellations here given to Christ and

His people—" The Sanctifier and the sanctified?"
usually rendered

'

sanctify

'

signifies

'

The word

to set apart to a particular

Thus the Medes are represented as God's sanctified
destined by Him to overthrow the Babylonian

purpose.'

ones, because

The

empire.

many

Israelites are represented in

holy or sanctified to the Lord

— separated

passages as

from the

rest of the

and devoted to important purposes in the great scheme
of divine government and in 2 Tim. ii. 21, the Christian mini-

nations,

;

who

ster

character

carefully abstains

from everything unbecoming

his

"a

vessel sanctified unto honour,"

i.e.y

is

set apart to

represented

an honourable purpose.
the precise import of the word in any par-

To apprehend

ticular passage of

Scripture, it is necessary to attend to the
nature of the person or thing said to be sanctified, and the
nature, too, of the purpose to which they are sanctified or
set apart.
To the sanctification of inanimate things, such as
the tabernacle and temple, and their furniture, or of iiTational
animals, as the victims offered in sacrifice, certain divinely in-

stituted rites were necessary, as indications that they were by
the divine appointment set apart for religious purposes^
To
sanctify a Jew for the external service of Jehovah as the God

and King of his nation, his having submitted to circumcision,
and if he had contracted political guilt or ceremonial defilement,
his having gone through certain propitiatory and lustratoiy
ritual services, were necessary. The sanctification here referred
to

is

of a higher character, corresponding to the spiritual nature

" Ye are," says the
it })elongs.
Apostle Peter in reference to Christians, " a holy," or sanctified,
" nation," ye are devoted to God to serve an important purpose
of the order of things to which

— "a holy—

priesthood, to offer

up

spiritual sacrifices."

Christians

"

are separated from the world lying under the wicked one,

devoted to the service and enjoyment of

God

and

in all the faculties

of their nature, and during the whole eternity of their being.
J

VOL.

2

Isa. xiii. 3.
I.

,

1 Pet.

ii.

6, 9.

H
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when He

He

sanctifies

by the

them

They
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what is implied
what Jesus Christ

— what that

is

in consequence of

receives the appellation of the " Sanctifier,"

of the " sanctified."

II.

then, to determine

difficult,

in their sanctification, or, in other words,

which

[CHAP.

are naturally guilty

;

i.e.,

and they

they have,

violation of the divine law, placed their happiness in op-

j)osition to the

honour of the divine character and the principles

of the divine government.

While

in that state, they are as

it

were separated from the innocent part of God's intelligent creaIn order to their being separated to the
tion to destruction.
enjoyment and service of God, the first thing that is necessary
Something must be done to make
expiation or atonement.

is

their salvation consistent with,
tions of a holy

and

the death of our

just

God.

Lord Jesus

and

This
Christ.

illustrative of, the perfec-

done by the obedience to

is

This opens a way for the

communication of those divine influences which are necessary to
give to the sinner the moral capacity of spiritually and acceptably serving God ; for those who are to be brought " to glory"
are not only guilty, but depraved.

They

be morally incapable of serving God.
forth on

them

are so indisposed as to

Now, by

the shedding

of these divine influences (the barriers raised

by guilt in the way of communicating which having been
removed by His atonement). He inclines and enables them to
devote themselves to God "as living sacrifices;" and thus His
giving Himself for them as a sacrifice and offering ends in their
being brought to God, " a peculiar people, redeemed from all
iniquity, zealous of good Avorks."
You see then what is meant
sanctification
in
the
case
of
Christians
by
you see how Jesus
Christ receives the appellation, " the Sanctifier," and His people
that of the " sanctified " ones. By shedding His blood for them,
He made it consistent with the honour of God to take them to
be His peculiar people and by the influence of His Spirit, He
fits them for the privileges and duties of this high calling, for
the enjoyment and for the service of their God and Father.^

—

;

—

^ Ayiocl^stv thus does not here denote sanctification
the moral change
produced by faith in the atonement, as distinguished from the relative
change in justification, and just as Uttle this relative change as distinguished
from the moral change. It includes both, and, as Ebrard says, denotes the
total change in reference to God, which takes place in the members of the
'

New

Covenant

— expiation,

justification, sanctification, glorification,

that makes them separated ones, a peculiar people, a sacred nation.

—

all
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' Now,' says the inspired writer, ' Jesus Christ, the Sanctifier,
and His people, tlic sanctified ones, ai'e all of one.' The language is plainly elliptical. The ellipsis^ has been variously supplied by interpreters. Some consider the statement as equivalent

to

— they are
'

all

the descendants of one person, they are

one father;'^ and some suppose the father referred

God

Adam

all

of

to, to

be

Abraham.

It is no doubt
and they who
are sanctified are all of one." Jesus is the Son of God, and all
His people are the sons of God " heirs of God, and joint heirs
with Christ Jesus." He is His Father and their Father, His
God and their God. It is plain, however, to every person who

others, to be

;

true that in

all

others, to be

;

these respects "

He who

sanctifies

—

reads the passage, that
possessed

by the

the reference

is

refers to the

it

Sanctifier

and the

not to the

common

Son

is

Him

but as the

;

the

nature

spiritual relation in Avhich

they stand to their heavenly Father.
Jesus

common human

sanctified, and, of course, that

It

is

equally true that

Adam, and so are all who are saved by
name of our first parent does not occur at all
of

in the context, I do not think

it

natural to supply the

ellipsis

by

Jesus Christ was not only literally a
son of Abraham, but Pie was the " Seed " by way of eminence,
It

it.

"

in

all

is

which

also true that

all

the nations of the earth were to be blessed;" and

His people are Abraham's seed

But

too,

according to the promise.^

seems plain that what the Apostle

it

is

doing here,

account for the incarnation of the Son of God.

The people He came to
Abraham, therefore He must be the

his purpose to state
spiritual seed of

is

to

was not to
save were the
It

'

spiritual

Abraham too ;' but it was directly to his purpose to remark
The people He came to save were men, therefore He
must be a man ;' and we find this is just the argument which he
seed of

—

states

the

'

and

illustrates in the

^

iS,

^

This interpretation, at

succeeding verses.

^

evo; Tsroivrii^ scil. ilai.

first

I

first sight,

quotation, establishing that the

—

am

disposed to

sf iuog vurpoc.

appears peculiarly plausible.
o

ce.

and the

oi a,,

are £|

bo'?,

In
the

words cited are followed by " Te the seed of Jacob, glorify Him and fear
Him, all ye the seed of Israel." The next quotation seems to refer to that
faith or trust in God which is the hasis of the filial character of good men,
and by which '• the first born among many brethren " was pre-eminently
distinguished and then this satisfactorily accounts for the use of axkof/.a,
;

;

'A/3/5«^,c4

in the IGth verse.

with Peirce and Michaclis

But, notwithstanding

in this exegesis.

all this,

we cannot agree
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go along with those interpreters who would supply the ellipsis
Both He that sanctifieth and they who are sanctified

thus
are

'

:

of one family or

all

sanctified are

men

race.'^

Both the

Sanctifier

and the

and to both of them does the ancient oracle

;

above quoted, respecting the dignified place intended for man
in " the world to come," belong.
The evidence derived from the Old Testament Scriptures,

on which

this assertion rests, is

remarking, " For which cause

introduced by the inspired writer

He

not ashamed to call them

is

The general sentiment

brethren."

plainly

the reason why, in the

is

—

'

This com-

Old Testament

munity of nature
Scriptures, the Messiah is represented as the brother of those
whom He comes to deliver.' But there is something peculiarly
beautiful and touching in the way in which the sentiment is ex" He is not ashamed to call them brethren." These
pressed
words plainly intimate that it M^as an act of condescension to
call them brethren. If Jesus had not been possessed of a nature
superior to the human, this language could never have been
For one who was no more than a man to reapplied to Him.
fuse to acknowledge the bond of brotherhood which binds him
to the rest, would have been intolerable haughtiness and pride
for him so readily to admit it, could be no proof of humility.^
is

:

^ Thov;^ or (7-7rip/u,i»rog, or cc'ifz,xTo;.
Perhaps the expression l| ku6g maybe intended to express generally the conformity of the Sanctifier and the

Koird z-xurx

sanctified, in condition as well as in character
echx(pols.

tions from Isa.

into its

ojxoiudiiucct roig

This would enable us to see the appropriateness of the quotaviii.

In this case, the general idea of conformity is resolved
conformity of nature, ver. 14

two parts in the succeeding context

—conformity

—

There seems, as Peirce has ingeniously remarked, more intended by the use of the word vxi/rig^ which,
according to the ordinary mode of interpretation, is not necessary to bring
of condition, vers. 17, 18.

He

added with a special
Jews and Gentiles,
and the former objecting and cavilling against the favour showed to the
latter, our author here, the more strongly to assert their right, uses this
term but yet in a manner that would give as little offence as possible to
the Jews to whom he was writing.
It is worth while to compare with this
Eom. iv. 11-10, Gal. iii. 26-29, both on account of the argument and the
emphasis laid on Tosj/TSf." Paul never forgets that he was the Apostle of
oiit

the meaning.

regard to

o/

uyixCo/^evoi

conceives

:

'^

that /ravrsj

that these being of

is

two

sorts,

;

the Gentiles.
^

Photius on CEcumenius well says

ctxtfopov' ov ycip Kcerx (pvatv

ctOi'K<^ot;^

—"

sittuv

'

ovk iirotioxwirxt^

'ioei^e

to

kxitoi uv d'hridug oiudpuTro;^ oiXKu, xasnat

^iXxvdpai'xixv, iTTulyi iari x.xi dhyidug ©soj-."

And

well does Abresch, after
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and men that the Sanctifier,
is the brightness of the Father's glory, and the express
image of His person," the Creator and Lord of the universe,
should not be ashamed, even when He became incarnate, to call
the sanctified ones His " brethren." He might well be expected

But it is a subject

wonder

of

to angels

Avho "

to be

ashamed

When we

them

to recognise

Him

think of

as so closely related to

only as a perfectly pure

Him.

and holy man,

Those whom He sanctifies, when
sunk in guilt and depravity, and at best,
while here below, they are full of imperfections and faults yet
His condescension

He

is

evident.

finds them, are

:

does not say, " Stand by, I am holier than thou ;" but He
calls them " brethren."
When we reflect on the miseries they

He

had involved themselves

The

descension.

in,

we have

a further proof of His con-

owning close relaowned His relationship to
would cost Him dear. By

prosperous are not fond of

tionship to the unhappy.

He

readily

though He knew the doing so
claiming us, poor debtors to divine justice, as Plis " brethren,"
He, " though rich, was made poor." He well knew that the

us,

Him

throne of the universe was destined for

Son

of

God

and

;

as the incarnate

yet, in the prospect of all this aggrandise-

ment, aye, and in the possession of

His redeemed people

'

Brother.'

it.

He

meanest of

calls the

But nothing

places His con-

descension in so strong a point of light as the consideration of

His

divinity.

over

all,

That He, who

is

— " God

blessed for ever," should acknowledge so close a rela-

tionship to guilty, depraved, self-ruined

man,

We

kindness wdiich will never be fathomed.
but exclaim with the Apostle, " O the depth

The

God

the only begotten of

inspired writer

now

is

a mystery of

can do nothing

!"

proceeds to quote a variety of

passages from the Old Testament in proof of his assertion, that

both the sanctified and the Sanctifier are of one

The

proof

shows that

The
declare

He

is.

He

first

is

common nature.
way which

speaks of them as brethren in a

possessed of the same nature with them.

passage quoted

Thy name

is

from Psalm

unto !My brethren

";

xxii.

in the

22

:

"I

will

midst of the

There can be no reawill I sing praise unto Thee."
sonable doubt that the whole of the 22d Psalm is spoken in

church

quoting this passage, add

:

"Yerissime sane.

hominem, ecquse tandem erit hujns
homines dignari fratrum nomine ?"

Fac

eiiim Jesuni esse

sententiae vis, Jiomineni

mcrum

non pudcre,
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are applied to

New

Testament, and will aj^ply to none but Him.
7, 8, 16, 18, with Matt, xxvii. 46, 43, 35, 39,

vers. 1,

40; John xx. 25. These words are plainly descriptive of what
the Messiah was to do after His sufferings. The passage refers,
I apprehend, to His making known the true character of God, by
Plis Gospel accompanied by the effectual working of His Spirit,
to all His brethren, to all whom the Father has given Him,
" preaching peace to them who are afar off, and to them who
are nigh;" thus bringing together into one church, or assembly, the whole of " the children of God scattered abroad ;"

and, as the

High

worship of them

Priest of the redeemed family, leading the

all,

—

up

offering

their sacrifice of praise

and

thanksgiving with acceptance to His Father and their Father,
to

His

God and

their

God.

among interpreters, whence the
second of the inspired writer's proofs that "the Sanctifier and the
sanctified are all of one," namely, " I will put my trust in Him,"
It is a subject of dispute

is taken.
Some have supposed that it is taken from Isa. viii. 17,
where words very similar are to be found, words which imme-

diately precede the following quotation. Had it not been for the
words and again intervening, we should have been disposed to go
into this view but these words seem naturally to suggest the idea
;

We

that the two quotations are taken from different places.^

agree with those

18th Psalm, ver.

who consider these words as quoted from the
2.
The 18th Psalm is one of those which speak

of "the sufferings of Christ,
follow."

sented as
is

and of the glory which should
New Testament are represpoken by the Messiah, and there is much in it which
Quotations from

it

in the

utterly inapplicable to David.

song of praise
^

vol.

It is
i.

to

God

It appears to

for raising

Him

be the

]\Iessiah's

from the dead, making

a strange hallucination of the learned Schoetgen, Hor. Heb.

933, that the passage referred to

he renders,

'

Behold

My servant,

I rest

is

the

first

Myself in

clause of Isa.

xlii. 1,

et

Tal.

which

—sustain Myself on—Him,'

and grounds the argument on what follows, vers. 2 and 3 the tender
sympathy shown by the Messiah to those whom He comes to deliver,
proving that He regards them as brethren, and is partaker of a common
nature.
Nothing can be more far-fetched than this. The student of
exegesis will find abundant evidence that it is not only of philosophers
that Cicero's pungent saying holds true " Nihil tam ateurdum est quod
non dixerit ahquis philosophorum." De Nat. Deor.
;

:
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victorious over

enemies, exalting Ilim to universal

all Ilis

power and dominion, and giving

may

Him

among

a people from

the

How

do these words prove that
be
"the Sanctifier and tlie sanctified are all of one?" The most

But

Gentiles.

it

said.

answer that I can give to this question is the folSon of God in His original state was not in
circumstances in which lie could exercise trust. The language
satisfactory

lowing

:

— 'The

who

intimates that the person
is

God

in

and

needs to rely on God, and

it

third quotation

is

taken from Isa.

God

I and the children which

passage referred to

way
the

in

which

New

Christ in

it is

Rom.

spiration of the

a prediction of Christ

is

18

viii.

:

hath given Me."

quoted not only here, but

is

plain,

in

" Behold
That the
from the

other parts of

Paul applies the 14th and 15th verses to
33 and Peter, in 1 Ep. ii. 7. Our Lord oband Simeon, under the init. Matt. xxi. 44

ix.

;

;

Holy

Spirit,

refers typically to Isaiah

Christ and His people.

14,

Luke

and

34.

ii.

Some

his children,

I rather think

it

suppose that

and ultimately

to

a direct prophecy of

The person here spoken of is called Immanuel,
name that is explained and applied to the

the Messiah.
vii.

spirit

and His people

Testament.

viously alludes to

ch.

He

the Messiah shows that

it,

^

of one.'

all

The

human

the natural sentiment of a sanctified

is

in uttering

are

it

uses

therefore possessed of a created and dependent nature. Trust

—a

Virgin's Son, Matt.

i.

And what

23.

tended by that name in Isa.

viii.

8

'?

other person can be in

Surely neither the prophet

Nor was

nor any of his sons could be called Immanuel.
land of Judea their property.

the

Verses 14 and 15, as we have

already seen, are applied to Christ in different places of the

New

Testament, and to none but our Lord are the words applicable.
" And He shall be for a sanctuary" to believers " but for a
stone of stumbling, and for a rock of offence, to both the
;

houses of Israel," for their unbelief.
to Isaiah or

^

dictis

any of

his sons,

Abrescli's note deserves quotation

Apostolus

?

scilicet

These things do not apply

but were exactly verified in the
:

— " At

qusercos

quid probe t ex his

idem quod testimonio prsecedente

tudinem Christi cum fratribus

suis h. e. hominibus.

Nam

nempe

simili-

confidere

Deo in

:

S.S. dicitur de solo hominc, eoque inope et asrumnis multis ac miseriis subjecto.

Unde

et vera Christi

forma comprehendantur."

humauitas et hujus etiam calamitosa ratio ea
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upon the Jews when " the elect
obtained, and the rest were blinded." ^ The words, " Bind up the
testimony,"
whether they mean, as some think, that the Mosaic
economy was to cease among Christ's disciples, as having attained
its end, or, as we are more inclined to maintain, that the true
sense of the law and testimony was to be bound up and sealed
from the understanding of the body of the Jewish people, and demust in either case be viewed as
posited among His disciples,
the words of the Messiah, among whose disciples alone the preIf this be admitted, the words quoted by
diction was fulfilled.
the inspired writer must also be viewed as spoken by the
Messiah. He calls those whom He had formerly denominated
different effects of the Gospel

—

—

disciples, children,

i. e.,

children of

—

God

— children given

to

Him

by God, entrusted to His care by God, to redeem, to preserve,
and to conduct to glory. Our Lord often speaks of His people
as given to Him by His and their Father
John vi. 37, 39,
xvii. 2, 6, 24. He also denominates them children, John xiii. 33,
xxi. 5. Being the children of God, they are His brethren. It is
added in the prophecy " They are for signs and for wonders in
Israel from the Lord of hosts, which dwelleth in Mount Zion."
The best commentary on these words is to be found in Luke ii.
34, " And Simeon blessed them, and said unto Mary His mother,
Behold, this child is set for the fall and rising again of many in
Israel
and for a sign which shall be spoken against ;" and in
:

—

;

think that God hath
were appointed to death
a spectacle unto the world, and to angels, and
1 Cor.

iv.

Apostles

Such

9,

"For I

last, as

is

it

for
to

forth us the

we

are

made

men."

the Apostle's proof that, according to the ancient

prophecies, the Messiah
to be a

set
:

man.

The

who comes

Sanctifier

to

and the

redeem men was Himself
were to be all of

sanctified

one nature.^

The statement contained in the Avords which follow is sub'The Son of God assumed human

stantially tlie following:

—

1

Rom.

^

Peirce's long note, or rather dissertation,

xi. 7.

on

this

paragraph well deserves

perusal.
^ Ebrard, with great ingenuity, yet we think fruitlessly, endeavours to
prove that the Apostle's object in these words is to show from the Old Testa-

ment Scripture

that the Messiah was to raise His people to the dignity of
being, like Himself, children of
thus leading them to glory. The discussion deserves to be read and considered.

God—
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He became a
a nature capable of suffering and death
man, that Pie might die, and by dying destroy the power of the
great enemy of man, and dehver His people from his dominion.'
" Forasmuch then as the cliildren are partakers of flesh and
that
blood, He also Himself likewise took part of the same
through death He might destroy him that had the power of
death, that is, the devil
and deliver them who through fear of
death were all their lifetime subject to bondage."
The connection between this verse and the preceding context
may be thus stated
Since " it became Him, for whom are all
things, and by whom are all things, in bringing many sons unto
glory, to make the Captain of their salvation perfect through
suffering ;" and since, according to Old Testament prophecies,
the Sanctifier and the sanctified, the Saviour and the saved,
must be of the same race and since the saved are human
beings,
the Son of God, the appointed Saviour, assumed a nature
even the nature of man, whom
capable of suffering and death
He came to save, that in that nature He might die, and by
dying accomplish the great purpose of His appointment, the
destruction of the power of Satan, and the deliverance of His
chosen people. In other words since the honour of God as the
ISIoral Governor of the world, whose will is the law, and whose
glory is the end of the universe, rendered it impossible that the
could
deliverer of guilty man could be an accomplished Saviour
authority,
and
that
sympathy,
obtain that merit, that power and
which were necessary to effect man's salvation without submitnature

;

;

;

:

—

'

;

—

—

;

—

—

ting to suffering, to suffering even to the death

from ancient

common
Son

the

and bv

;

since, as appears

oracles, the Saviour and the saved must have a

nature, and since in this case the saved are men,
of

God became

sufferinix

people from

tlie

and

man

He

might suffer and

die,

dvinn; accomplish the deliverance of

His

a

that

])0wer of their enemy, and bring

first

Himself,

and then them, to that glory to which His Father and their
Father, His God and their God, had destined them.' Let us

now proceed
parts of this

to examine somewhat more minutely the different
most interesting statement.^

is, ' As the Son, the Captain of
His chosen people by making them, like Himself,
sons of God, children of the resurrection, so, in order to this, it was necessary that He shonld come down to be a son of man, in order to His making
1

According to Ebrard, the connection

salvatii n, leads to glory
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" The children are partakers of flesh and blood."

and blood"

common

a

is

II.

5-18.

" Flesh

human

expression for mankind, or

" Flesh and blood hath not revealed this unto thee,"

nature.

Lord to Peter i.e., ' No man gave you this information.'
" I consulted not with flesh and blood/' says Paul ; i.e., ' I asked

said our

;

no man's advice

;

a man.

plainly " the heirs of salvation"

" to glory"

name

— the "brethren"

nature as

—the sons of

God

of the Messiah.

to

be brought

They

receive this

here plainly from the circumstance of their being denomi-

nated " children" in the

by the Apostle

to

last of the quotations

brought forward

prove that, according to the Old Testament

predictions, " the Sanctifier

The

my

I followed not the impulses of

To be a " partaker of flesh and blood," is just to be
" The children" were men.
"The children" here are

a man.'

and the sanctified are all of one."^
by Him into the hands of His

children of God, delivered

Son to be saved and brought " to glory," are " partakers of flesh
and blood ;" i.e., they have a common nature, and that common
nature

is

Now,

human

the

;

or,

they are a portion of the

as the Sanctifier

and the

the ancient oracle, be possessed of a

He became

they were men.

same

flesh

and blood.

The

a

man

degraded
sin; but

human

nature, not in

state in

He

common

also

He

ture, but also the condition, of those

took

—He

and

nature,

as

took part of the

its

which they wore

not only assumed the na-

whom He came

all

to save.

primitive glory, but in the
it.

He

was indeed

appeared in "the likeness of sinful

assumed human nature with

race.

qualifying phrase likewise^ seems

intended to suggest the idea, that

He

human

sanctified must, according to

loithout

flesh."

He

those physical infirmities which

in others are the effect of sin.

men

sons of God.

The Son

of

God must become man

to

do the great work

of the Messiah.'
^

Ta

'TTxilioc is

==

'

these children.'

The course

of reasoning

necessary that the Messiah should be a man, a suffering man.

It was
The Sanc-

is,

'

and the sanctified must be kS, kvo;. So they are they are in the
Old Testament Scriptures represented as " brethren," and as Father and
children.
Now these children were men men exposed to suffering, and
so must He be and this is the true account of the incarnation and suffering of one so exalted as the Son of God.''
^ liot.poi.-Tr'KyKJiug^ according to Chrysostom, is
oii (pcuvruaioi^
ouhi ux.6vi
<«Xa' dMSiioi.
It indicates, as Theophylact says, that He really became a
man, ob xaras (pctvrxaiocv kxi "hoKmiv.

tifier

;

—

;

=
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AN OBJECTION MET AND ANSWERED.

The language

of

the inspired writer seems obviously in-

tended to suggest the idea of the pre-existence of the Deliverer
men before He became a man. He does not say, what he

of

might have said, Inasmuch as the children were partakers of
flesh and blood, He also was a partaker of flesh and blood.' He
intentionally changes the expression, so as to convey the im'

portant truth, that He was possessor of another nature than the
human.
He was a man but He was he existed, before He
was a man. He became man He voluntarily assumed human

—

'

;

;

nature into personal union with that divine nature of which

from eternity
This

is

He

was the

possessor.'

a truth which, from

its

being familiar to us from our

wonder which it is
and from the weakness of our faith,

infancy, fails of producing that sentiment of
so well calculated to excite
if

;

not our utter want of faith,

gratitude which, wherever
in the

mind.

forth that adoring-

fails of calling

it is

really believed,

" Great," great indeed, "

it

must awaken

the mystery of godli-

is

—

unfathomable are the depths of wisdom, and power,
and righteousness, and kindness which it opens to the astonished and delighted mind of the believer,
" God was manifest
ness,"

—

in flesh."

The

design of the Saviour in assuming the nature of the

— a nature capable

—

was, that He
of suffering and death
might be capable of suffering and dying,
that He actually
might suffer and die, and thus accomplish what, in consistency
with the perfections of the divine moral character, and the
principles of the divine moral government, could not be otherwise accomplished
the destruction of the power of the great
enemy of His people, and their complete and everlasting deliverance from his dominion.
He " took part of flesh and
blood, that through death He might destroy him that had the
power of death, that is, the devil and deliver those who through

saved

—

—

;

fear of death were

The ends

all

their lifetime subject to bondage."

of our Lord's incarnation, both proximate

and

The first is plainly
The proximate end of

ultimate, are here brought before the mind.

implied

;

the second

is

expressly stated.

He might be capable of that
and death without which He could not have been the
accomplished Saviour of men. The ultimate end of our Lord's
incarnation was, that by thus suffering and dying He might be
our Lord's incarnation was, that
suffering
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He

perfected, fully accomplished as a Saviour, that

might deof God,
previously to His incarnation, had power enough, and wisdom
enough, and benignity enough, to effect the salvation of men.
But from the very perfection of His divine nature, He could
not suffer and die.
As a divine person, He is " the King
eternal and immortal.''
Had He never been anything but the
great God, He could not have been our Saviour. Had he never
been anything but God, He no doubt could have annihilated or
punished in ten thousand ways " him that had the power of
death," but He could not have " destroyed him" by dying
and this was the only way in which his destruction could have
been our salvation. The Saviour of man must expiate man's
liver

man by

The Son

vanquishing his great enemy.

;

guilt

;

and

this

Saviour of

The

could be done only by suffering and death.

man must be

a high priest

—He must

offer a propitia-

and when the only begotten Son assumes that
must have somewhat to offer. He must be placed
in circumstances in which He can obey and suffer.
To His
executing the will of His Father " in bringing the many sons
to glory," suffering and death are necessary
and therefore He
gladly took on Him the body which had been '• prepared " for
Him, that in it, infinitely dignified by its union with the divine
nature. He might have a suitable and an available sacrifice to
lay on the altar of divine justice, as the expiation of the sins of
His people. How do wonders wonders of divine wisdom and
tory sacrifice

;

character, Pie

;

—

divine grace

— thicken on us while contemplating the economy of

salvation through the sufferings

of

and death of the

oid}^

begotten

God
While

tlie

proximate end of our Lord's incarnation

suggested by the words under consideration

is

plainly

— His being rendered

capable of suffering and death—the ultimate end forms their
" that through death He might destroy him

principal subject

that

:

had the power of death

;

and

deliver

them who through fear

of death were all their lifetime subject to bondage."

mate end of our Lord's incarnation
people in a

way

is

one

not merely consistent with, but gloriously

trative of, the perfections of the divine character,
ciples of the divine

government.

under a twofold aspect

whom

The

:

But

ulti-

— the salvation of

it is

His

illus-

and the prin-

here presented to us

in reference to the great

enemy from
who are

they are delivered, and in reference to them
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Viewed

einancipated from his yoke.
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him,

in reference to

it

is

viewed in reference to them, it is deliverance. Let
us contemplate it for a little in these two aspects.
He " took part " of " flesh and blood " or, in other words.
He assumed a human nature capable of suffering and death
" that through death He might destroy him that had the power
destruction

;

—

of death, that

He

the devil."

is,

does not say,

destroy death,' though he might have said

enemy

'

He

that

it

;

might

for the last

—destroyed by Him, destroyed by Him

be destroyed

shall

But

His death.

as the result of

Jesus, as Ebrard well observes,

has not freed us from death absolutely and in every respect.
remains, but
Christians

It

power is removed.
Heidelberg Catechism says, " not a payment

sting, its

its

as the

is,

The

for sin, but an entrance into life."

We

death of

any

are not left in

whom the awfully significant appellaIt is
" Him that had the power of death."

doubt as to the being to
tion

"the

—
— the chief

here given

is

devil,"

and powerful beings

of those unseen

who kept not their first estate, but left their original habitation,
and who are constantly endeavouring to uphold and extend that
empire of

evil

which they have established in the universe of God.*

But though there can be no doubt
some

pression, there is

What

are

death ?^

as to the reference of the ex-

difficulty in fixing its precise

voured to explain

this, as

well as the appellation given to the

— " those who were
death," — from
bondage from fear

saved in the next verse
ject to

meaning.

we to understand by the devil having the power of
Some intei'preters of considerable name have endeaall

of

their lifetime sub-

the opinions enter-

tained by the Talmudists respecting death, and the power of the
devil in reference to

it.

They teach

call

" the angel of death," ^

him

to

put

of the devil
^

men
;

to death

that

when

It is pleasant to

country the time

is

;

a

that death in

man

is

hear from a late

whom they
God to allow

that the devil,

continually urging

is

all its

ready to

German

forms

is

the

work

die, the devil, as

the

exegete, that even in his

happily gone by for representing the devil as but a per-

sonification of the evil principle.
2

A

learned

man

says

l^^'' i^

^^ having for his object to obtain, seeking

means to secure. Michaelia well says, " Nihil habeo quod opponam
How many innisi hunc significatum vocis 'i-jci'v penitus me ignorare."
genious but unlearned interpretations in common currency might be put
down by these few weighty words
^ Asmothe and Samael.

by

all

!
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angel of death, appears to him with a sword steeped in poison in
his hand, and that it is this poison which occasions dissokition ;

and that he carries them down along with him into the abyss,
where they are tormented by him, till they obtain deliverance
These statements, no
throuo-h the prayers of their friends.
doubt, represent the devil as " having the power of death," and
those who believe them must, no doubt, be " in bondage through
fear of death;" but we have no reason to think that these
absurd opinions are of so ancient a date as the primitive age.
are among the strong delusions to which the unbelieving

They

Jews have been given up, as the punishment of their impeniAnd, at any rate, though they had been
tence and unbelief.
then prevalent,

it

is

impossible that an inspired writer could

have given his sanction to them if he had alluded to them
at all, it would have been to have exposed their absurdity and
:

falsehood.

The 2^oioer of death has by some been
same kind

of the

considered as a phrase
" The sorrows of

as the sorrows of death.

death " are deadly or deathlike sorrows

;

and

in the

same way

they suppose that "the power of death" is deadly, destructive
power, just in the same way as " the Spirit of life " is the living
or life-giving Spirit,

— "the water of

life," life-giving

water, etc.

way of interpreting, the appellation is just equivalent to,
Him who is possessed of destructive power him who is mighty
This makes good sense, and is agreeable, as we
to destroy.'
In

this

—

'

have seen,

to the

usage of

not suit the context.
clause of this verse,

New

Testament language, but

The mention

does

it

of death in the preceding

and the "fear of death" in the next verse,
word is used in its ordinary

naturally lead us to expect that the
sense.

To

" have the power of death"

is

an expression that natu-

having influence, or authority, or active
power in reference to men's dying. We know most certainly

rally suggests the idea of

that our lives are not at the disposal of the devil.

the world

is,

in this case

it

times are wholly in God's hand.

we

live,

and

it is

because

It

is

because

Our

He bids us live that

He bids us die that we

angels have been employed

Miserable as

would be far more miserable.
die.

That

fallen

for the infliction of evils of various

some of them terminating in death, we cannot doubt, if
we believe the Bible in the plain meaning of the statements but
kinds,

;
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that tliey have

any power or authority generally in reference to
and death, is in the highest degree improbable.
The idea which I am disposed to consider as intended to be
conveyed by the words is this that he is the author, the introducer, of death among mankind,
death in the case of all mankind being, as the Apostle shows at length in the concluding
part of the fifth chapter of the Romans, the penal effect of the
first sin of the first man.
It is a just remark of an apocryphal
writer, that God created man to be immortal, and made him to
be an image of His own eternity nevertheless, through envy
of the devil came death into the world. And on infinitely higher
authority we know that " by one man," under the influence of
the devil, " came death into the world, and death by sin and so
death passed upon all men."
We apprehend that the idea of
the Apostle is the same as that of his Master when he calls the
devil "a mvirderer"
"a murderer from the beginning." All
life

:

—

;

;

—

the death that
the

work

in the

is

world

may

be in

this

way

considered as

of the devil.

I cannot help suspecting, however, that there

more implied

sting of death "

know

seem nearly

that

it

is

makes

it

similar to death

or guilt.

" have the power of death," I appre-

intimated, that

It

terrible.

it

is

through his malignity that
it,

and which

easy to suppose that some change
to

man's rising

Such a death

to a

higher

— and, by the mercy

God, through the death of Christ the death of Christians

has become such

But

there.

—

is

a powerless thing to injure.

The

sting

is

powerful, giving over the body to

and giving over the soul to what, if Christ had not
would have been hopeless, endless misery.

Now
God

not

Christ had not died, would have been hopeless dissolu-

if

tion,

of

is

in consequence of the malignant craft of the devil

introducing guilt, death

what,

is

might be necessary

place in the scale of being.
of our

something

Now we
When the

expressions.

sin,"

is

death has that penal character which belongs to
chiefly

is

strength of death" and "the

parallel

that "the sting of death

devil, therefore, is said to

hend

"The

in the words.

died,

the inspired writer states that the design of the Son
becoming man was, " that He might destroy him that

in

To "destroy" the devil, I need
mean to annihilate him. He shall
punishment which he deserves. The

has the power of death."
scarcely remark, does not
exist for ever, to

bear the
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to make void, to
him
that
has the power of
render inefficient.'^ To "destroy
"
power.
his
It
is
said
by the Apostle
death
is to strip him of
"
was
the
manifested, to
purpose
Son
of
God
John, that for this

word rendered

destroy properly

destroy the works of the devil ;"

signifies,

'

ignorance, error, depravity,

i.e.,

In the passage before ns, the destruction

and misery.

stricted to the peculiar aspect in which the devil

destroy him,

—

even

it-

him

as

To

having " the power of death,"

to render him, in this point of light, powerless in reference to

the children

of

so to destroy

is

re-

is

viewed.

is

;

to

i.e.,

make death

in the case of the saint,

God

against sin

must have been

;

but

it is

is

cease to be a penal evil.

not

—the hopeless

—

as

but for the death of Christ

body it is not
them for whom

dissolution of his

Death

the inlet to eternal misery to his soul.

to

;

Christ died consigns, indeed, the body to the grave
the sure

Death,

an expression of the displeasure

;

but

it is

and "certain hope of a glorious resurrection," and

troduces the freed spirit into

This rendering the

all

it

in
in-

the glories of the celestial paradise.

devil, as

" him

who had

the power of

death," inefficient and powerless with regard to the children of

God, was brought about by the death of the incarnate Son of
God. It is " through death that He destroyed him that had the
power of death." Our Lord's obedience to the death was the
expiation of the sins of His people.
He endured in their room
what, in the estimation of infinite wisdom and righteousness,

was abundantly

sufficient to

make

the remission of their guilt

not merely consistent with, but gloriously illustrative

of,

the

mercy
from
as the work of the devil
and grace so
death as the destroyer either of body or soul they are completely delivered.
The devil is entirely baffled and disappointed
in reference to them ; and what he had created as an entrance
to hell, is, by means the most extraordinary, converted into the
and justice,
that from death

divine faithfulness
;

as well as of the divine

—

—

"gate of heaven."

The

other view of the iiltimate object of our Lord's incarnaHe " took
It is deliverance.

tion refers directly to the saved.

part" of
liver

human

them who

fear of death."

nature that

He

all their lifetime

A

slight

might die, and by dying "dewere subject to bondage through

change in the translation

perhaps required, by the original text
^

Ketrctpyilv

= votuii dipyov.

Kom.

—

iii.

will

3-31,

make
vi.

6

;

—warranted,

this verse

2 Tim.

i.

some-

10.

CHAP.

more perspicuous

wliat
all

The

Some have

Jews

the

And

question here

first

?

"

:

were subject

their lifetime

scribed
to

AN OBJECTION MET AND ANSWERED.
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deliver

Who

are the persons thus de-

what

true with regard to

is

There is
words are

mankind.

all

nothing to limit the description to the Jews,
descriptive of

^

considered the inspired writer as referring

others, as referring to

;

them from bondage who

to fear of death."

is,
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all

—the

mankind

;

but the

context plainly requires us to refer them to the only class of persons the Apostle

graph

— "the

is

"brethren" of Christ, "the

are represented as " subject to fear of

They

sons of God."

These words are very ordinarily considered

death."
'

speaking about throughout the whole para-

heirs of salvation," the

constantly haunted by distressing fears of death.'

case with

some

mankind.
being very

individuals, but

it

is

as

meaning,

This

is

the

not generally the case with

The greater part of men pass through life without
much incommoded by the " fear of death." The

words do not imply

this

they

;

signify,

literally

'

liable to the

All men by nature, and " the heirs of salvafear of death.'
tion " among the rest, are doomed to death as a penal evil. The

awful truth on
in

its

may

this subject

meaning and evidence

;

be brought before their mind

and

they mvist be agitated

if it is,

with fear. In these circumstances they feel the sharpness of
" the sting of death." They see before them nothing but death
ever-during death, and destruction

Had

—

total,

everlasting destruction.

not been for the salvation of Christ,

it

been, during their ickole

They

of death.

liable to

all

men would have

be attacked by such fears

are also represented as in hondar/e

a state of slavery to "

Now,

life,^

him who has the power

the design of Christ in assuming

:

they are in

of death."

human

nature

is

said

from "bondage" those who all their lifetime
the " fear of death," and to do this by dying.

to be, to deliver

were

liable to

Many

have supposed that the Apostle refers to the death of

Christ here as connected with His resurrection.

think that he refers to

it

in the light in

which

considered in this Epistle, as an expiation for
^

'iuQxo;

Dative,

may

and

cc-tto

sin.

We

it is

By

enduring,

be construed with the Genitive, but it usually governs the
governs the Genitive. In thus construing the words. I fol-

low the learned De Rhoer (ad Porphyr. pp. 289, 343), Abresch, and
-

A/«

VOL.

TravTo; rov

I.

rather

uniformly

i^f^v.

The

Infinitive iu the

room

of the

Teller.

noun
I

= S/«
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room

of

His people, death

deatli into a blessing to
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as a curse,

He

has converted

They need no longer be

them.
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afraid

They may look forward to it with tranquillity, and
O death, where is thy sting ? O
even desire. They may say,
The sting of death is sin and
a;rave, where is thy victory ?
But thanks be to God, which
the strength of sin is the law.
siveth us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ."
The subject is continued in the following context. Ver. 16.
of

it.

''

;

" For verily

He

took not on

Him

the nature of angels

;

but

He

took on Him the seed of Abraham."^
The meaning of these words, as they stand in our English
The Son of God assumed into
version, is sufficiently obvious
connection with His divine nature, not the nature of angels,
and He did so by becoming a descendbut the nature of man
ant of Abraham.'
This is an important truth, but it does not
appear to me to be the truth intended by the inspired writer.
A careful reader will notice that our translators have inserted
in the first clause of the
a very important word
the nature
which, indeed, would have reverse, to bring out the sense
quired to be repeated in the second clause
but He took on
Him the nature of the seed of Abraham,' as the expression seed
of Abraham' never in Scripture means anything but the descend'

:

;

—

—

;

'

'

ants, either natural or spiritual, of that patriarch

accuracy, perhaps the words on
as a

supplement

The words

Him

;

and, in strict

should have been marked

also.

as they stand in the original are

took not angels, but

He

" For verily

:

took the seed of Abraham."

He

The word

rendered "took" never, either in sacred or profane writers,

used

to signify,

mary

'

to

signification

assume, or to put on

is,

'

to lay hold of.'

;'

is

the ordinary and pri-

The

sense given in our

though conveying an importiint truth, does not well suit
the context.
The words seem a reason assigned for the statement made in the 14th and 15th verses. The leading statement
there is, " Inasmuch as the children are partakers of flesh and
version,

blood.

He

also took part of the same."

would never assign
^

A-/i7rov

is

as the reason

Now,

of this, "

a particle of asseveration

surely the Apostle

For

certainly.

verily

He

The Nominative to

not expressed. Schulzius strangely supposes that Scivonog
to be supplied.
There can be no reasonable doubt the Nomi-

WtKctiA.^a.viTu.i is

or

^la.fio'ho; is

native

is,

took

dpx.

T.

0-.,

ckyix^cou

:

He who

took part of flesh and blood.
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not on Ilim the nature of angels, but that of
just to say,
It

He became

'

way

not in this

is
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man

—

;"

He became

incarnate, for

were

tliat

incarnate.'

that the author of the Epistle to the

and interpreters hare

reasons, thouoli his translators

sometimes made him appear to reason so inconclusively.^

The

real connection

angelic nature

The word

He

for

;

is

is

I

He

assumed launan nature, not

the Saviour not of angels, but of men.'

properly signifies

a person or thing,' ^

'

:

to lay

'

may

hold

lay the

of, to

hand on

lay hold of a person for different

and even opposite purposes. I may lay hold of him to punish
him.
I may lay hold of him to help him or deliver him.
The
word in itself merely denotes to lay hold of,' the purpose
must be gathered from the context. There is no difficulty in

—

'

the passage before us.

spoken

"

subject.

He

" but

Salvation, deliverance,

and the word

of,

He

is

is

laid not hold

on angels"

—

{. e.,

to save

on the seed of Abraham,"

laid hold

the subject

to be understood in reference to that

to

them

save them.

Understood in this way, there is a close and important connecbetween these words and the preceding statement. He

tion

of " flesh

became a partaker

save not angels but men.
is

not in the past, but in the present time

on angels, but
is

and blood," for His object was to
word

It deserves notice, also, that the

He

lays hold.'

'

:

The assumption

He

a past event, but the salvation of His people

lays not hold

human

of

is

nature

the constant

employment of the Saviour.
Having thus fixed the signification and connection of the
words,

—

that

them

:

let
is,

us briefly attend to the sentiment they convey.
the

He

Son of God

is

— " lays

"

He"

not hold on angels," to save

not the Saviour of angels.

The

declaration

is

Frommann (Opusc. p. 274) very justly remarks, " Stante hac interunam eandemque sententiam ter repetiisse Paulus dicendus csset

1

pretatione

hoc quippe futurum csset orationi ejus filum

:

'

Sicut pueri carnis et san-

nam non angelorum
Quare decebat ilkmi in omnibus

guinis participes sunt, sic et ipse particcps factus est

naturam assumpsit, sed scminis Abraham.
similem esse fratribus
'

Quod quideni quid aUud

hominum

naturae particeps factus est.

naturae particeps

dicam

fieri.'

divini, sed saltem

Qua;

Christus non angelorum sed
=^

Ileb. viii. 9.

talia quis est

humani

scriptoris,

hominum

est, nisi diccre

hoc

V

nam non angelorum,
Quare decebat eum humaua)

Christus vera; natural luunana; particeps factus est

sed

'

suis.'

:

:

tandem qui

in oratione

non

ferenda putct ac toleranda':'

vindex.'"
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quite general,

and we have no right

angels universally, that "

them.

He

is

He

to

[CHAP.

hmit
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It is true of

it.

lays not hold on them," to save

not the Saviour of the angels

who kept

their first

We

have reason to believe that their happiness is
Jesus Christ is
greatly increased by the mediatorial economy.
He is also their
not only their Creator and Lord, as God
estate.

:

Lord and Benefactor, as Mediator but He is not their Saviour.
They have no guilt to be expiated no depravity to be destroyed
no misery to be removed. They cannot be saved, for they have
not been lost. He is not the Saviour of the angels who left
They are guilty, and depraved, and
their original habitation.
They need salvation but there is nothing in
miserable.
;

—

—

;

Scripture which would lead us to suppose that a Saviour

provided for them.

No.

They have been

is

and
the judgment of

cast into hell

;

they are kept in chains, under darkness, to
For them is prepared, not salvation, but eternal
The Author of salvation " lays not hold" on
punishment.
the great day.

them.

But He does lay hold on " the seed of Abraham." " The
seed of Abraham" signifies the descendants of Abraham. Sometimes the word is used in reference to the natural descendants
of Abraham, sometimes in reference to his spiritual descendants.
The Apostle speaks of a seed which is of the law, and a seed
which is of faith. It is in the last sense that Abraham is " the
father of

many

And we

says.

nations"

ai-e

— "the father

told that he

was

of us all," as the Apostle

justified previously to his cir-

cumcision, " that he might be the father of

all

them

that believe,

though they be not circumcised that righteousness might be imputed unto them also." " Therefore it is of faith, that it might
be by grace to the end the promise might be sure to all the
seed not to that only which is of the law, but to that also which
;

;

:

Abraham, who is the father of us all (as it is
made thee a father of many nations), before
Him whom he believed, even God, who quickeneth the dead,

is

of the faith of

written, I have

and calleth those things which be not as though they were."^
"If ye be Christ's," says the same Apostle in the Epistle to the
It scarcely admits
Galatians, "then are ye Abraham's seed."
of a doubt that in the passage before us
fication of the spiritual seed.
1

Rom.

it

is

used in the signi-

It is just equivalent to " the heirs
iv. 11, IG, 17.
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"the family of God,"— the Messiah's "brethren,"
He does lay hold
for every one of ^Yhom He " tasted death."
whom are " parall
of
on every one of the elect family of God,
takers of flesh and blood."
Tliere is something very striking in the language. They are
lost
they are rushing forward to
in themselves, hopelessly lost
of salvation,"

—

;

destruction

the

;

they are falling into

arm of omnipotent grace

hell.

He

;

But

He

stretches forth

" apprehends" them, to use a

parallel expression of the Apostle in reference to himself

having

laid hold of

"I

down

life

lay
;

My

What
is

He

" I give unto

for the sheep."

them

and,

eternal

and they shall never perish, neither shall any pluck

out of

He

them.

T'.ly life

;

will never, never quit His grasp.

them

hand."

an overwhelming subject of contemplation

is

this!

not the Saviour of angels, but of the elect family of

man.

We are lost in astonishment when we allow our minds to rest
on the number and dignity of those whom He does not lay hold
of, and the comparative as v.^ell as real vileness of those of
whom He does take hold. A sentiment of this kind has engaged
some good, but in this case not wise men, in an inquiry why
On this subject
the Son of God saves men rather than angels.
There is no doubt
Scripture is silent, and so should we be.
that there are good reasons for this as for every other part of
the divine determinations and dispensations and it is not improbable that in some future stage of our being these reasons Avill
be made known to us. But, in the meantime, I can go no
further than, " Even so, Father, for so it hath seemed good
in Thy sight."
I dare not " intrude into things which I have
not seen," lest I should prove that I. am " vainly puffed up
by a fleshly mind." But I will say with an apostle, " Behold
;

the goodness and severity of

God

" but
—most righteous
ness" —most unmerited goodness.^
severity

A

The

direct

;

:

on them that

to

and principal point

fell,

them who are
in

severity"

saved, good-

discussion hitherto has

been the propriety of the Divine Saviour

s

being conformed as

to nature with the saved, in order to the

accomplishment of

In the concluding verses the inspired v^riter
adverts more immediately to the important ends served by His
being conformed to them not only in nature, but in condition In

their salvation.

1

See Note E.
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behoved

he phrases

Him
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II.

Ver. 17. "Wherefore^ in all things it
unto His brethren, that He might

it.

made

to be

[CHAP.

like

be a merciful and faithful high priest in things pertaining to

God,

make

to

He

in that

reconciliation for the sins of the people.

Himself hath suffered, being tempted,

He

18.

For

able to

is

succour them that are tempted."

The
is,

'

may

connective particle wherefore,

backward or forward.

as looking

If

either be considered

look backward,

it

He is the Saviour not of angels but of
Him to be made like unto His brethren.'

Since

hoved

forward,

made

faithful

force

its

like

is,

'

For

this

He

reconciliation for the sins of the people.'

much which

reference

is

it

be-

look

it behoved Him to be
might be a merciful and

things pertaining

in

If

it

reason

unto His brethren, that

high priest

force

its

men,

to

God,

to

It does not

given to the word, though I

am

make
matter

disposed

to prefer the latter.

The

Apostle's assertion

is,

that

it

"behoved" the Divine

Saviour " to be made like unto His brethren in
expression, "in

be limited. It

all

is

to

things,"

though

is

is

The

plainly to

be limited, plainly, to the whole of those things

necessary to the end in view.

conformity

all things."

in itself universal,

And

even with regard

to these the

not necessarily a complete and perfect conformity.

It plainly was not necessary that He should be conformed to His
brethren in personal guilt or depravity.
This, so far from con-

ducing to the gaining of the object in view, would have completely
it.
The conformity referred to includes a conformity

obstructed

of nature. They were men; and it was necessary that He should
be a man, possessed of a body capable of suffering death, and a soul

endowed with all the faculties and affections of human nature.
But the conformity v/as not complete. His human nature was
formed in a miraculous manner, and did not subsist by itself, but
in

union with the divine.

These particular differences were

as

necessary as the general conformity in nature was to the great

end of His being a successful Saviour. He was conformed to
His people not only in nature, but in condition. They are in a
suffering condition
and He, wdien on earth, was in a suffering
condition
exposed to the same kind of sufferings as those to
which they were exposed though these sufferings produced very
;

—

;

^

oh'j as

though

it

an

illative

noM'here occurs in the Epistles bearing Paul's name,

does in one of his recorded sjpeeches, Acts xxvi. 19.

\
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on His innocent and all-perfect mind from
minds of guilty, depraved men.
This conformity both of natm-e and condition was becoming
and necessary. " It Ijehoved Ilim." On the supposition of His
different

effects

Avhat they do on the

being divinely ap])ointed to save

men

a high priest, this

as

conformity was absolutely necessary. He could not have made
" reconciliation for the sins of His people"
He could not in

—

— had

the same deo-ree have executed the duties of a Saviour
He not been " in all thino;s made like unto His brethren."

The language here, as well as in the preceding context,
seems intentionally so fashioned as to convey the idea that our
Saviour was not originally conformed to

hoved

Him

The

to be

made

Plis

brethren

:

" It be-

like" to them.

great object to the gaining of which this conformity of
is necessary, is His being " a faithful and

Christ to His brethren

merciful high priest," " to

make

reconciliation for the sins of

His people." ^ The object is twofold
might " make reconciliation for the
that, in the discharge of His duties

that as a high priest

:

He

and
as high priest. He might
We have
show Himself at once " faithful and merciful."
already seen that Ilis conformity to His brethren implied two
things
participation of their nature, and fellowship with them
in their state of suffering.
The first of these was necessary to
His being a high priest, and " making reconciliation for the
sins of the people ;" the second was necessary to His being " a
merciful and faithful high priest," in the way and degree in
which His people stood in need of mercy and faithfulness.
To be a " high priest in things pertaining to God," is just
to manage the religious interests of those for whose benefit the
sins of the people ;"

—

person invested with the priestly

performs

office

its

functions;^

duty of the High Priest of guilty men is
to make expiation of their guilt, or, as the Apostle here expresses

and the grand

By

^

n'Kipy.ci.

the Xst&j are plainly to be understood those •who are called, ver. IC,

2

;

Acts xv. 14

full expression

factione,

TTjOOf

the peculiar people of

Wjipocci,;^.^

ch. xiii. 12, iv. 9

—the

]>riinarv

/x. rov

Tit.

ii.

&£6v

God

14.

y.wzot. r.

luidcr the

V.kro
d,.

new economy

i'KocaxinSai

r. x.

rd;

:

x/^iotpri'x:'

—Vide Grot, de

Satis-

quoted by Wolfius.

To look

after

rou Qiov

rd

— our

os

rd

irpig Tov

affairs

ject of the priestly

nrpUTrr/u

is,

;

Qiou

— the

God-ward.

and the kingly

ttpo; roi/; dv^piiTrov;.

full phrase, koitix. rd. 'jrpdy^a.Toi.

Xenophon
office:

'

rd

well discriminates the ob-

lipu yAv

— XeN. Kep. Laced.

rd
13,

-Trpog

fin.

roii;

hoi/;,
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II.

—

" to

make reconciliation for the sins of the people," to do and
what was necessary to render the pardon of sin consistent
with, and illustrative of, the divine justice as well as mercy.
To do this, it was absolutely necessary that the Divine Saviour
should become man should become " like unto His brethren"
by participating of their nature. Every high priest for men
must be " taken from among men." Expiation is not a work
The duty which
for angels, nor even for God, merely as God.
He had to perform as the Great High Priest, who was to
" give Himself a sacrifice, the Just One in the room of the unjust," made it necessary that He should be conformed to His
brethren by assuming their nature.

it,

suffer

—

And as He could not have been

a high priest at

as

all,

He could

not have made reconciliation, without being conformed to His

He could not, in the degree and manner
which they required mercy and fidelity, have been " a merciful and faithful high priest," if He had not been conformed to

brethren as to nature, so
in

His brethren

Owen, "

in

His condition.

that in a perfectly

It

holy

is

finely observed

by Dr

He

should

human

exactly discharge the will of God, was

all

nature

was required in
was not all that the

that

But this
and condition of the brethren required.

order to His being a high priest.
estate

Their sorrows,

tenderness, weakness, miseries, disconsolations were such, that if

there be not a cotempering of His sublime holiness and absolute

some qualifications
and compassion, and tender sense of their condition, whatever might be the issue of their
safety in the life to come, their comforts in this life would be in

perfection in fulfilling
inclining

Him

all

righteousness, with

to condescension, pity,

continual hazard."
To be " a mercifuP high priest,"

compassionate manager of

all

to be a tender-hearted,

is

our religious interests

—

to

be ever

ready, under the influence of a tender sympathy, to support,

comfort, and deliver.

I apprehend, mean, as some interpret
high priest nor, as others, a high priest
;

to

God and man
'^

^

For
For

UioTOi

i'hiyjftuu,

see Matt. v. 7,

illustration of Ttaros, see 1

may

a true, a legitimate

it,

who

is

generally faithful

both in the discharge of his duties

illustration of

either signify Jidelis,

deserves to be trusted.

and

" a faithful" high priest," does not,

To be

who

Tim.
is

i.

15

and
;

but a high

;

Ps. cxlv. 8.

1 Cor. iv. 2

;

Heb.

iii.

faithful to his trust, or fidus,

Either sense suits very well.

2.

who
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and careful

in attend-

ing to his people amid all their varied temptations and sufferings.
To be such " a merciful and faithful high priest," it l^ehoved
the Divine Saviour not only to be conformed in nature, but in

There

condition, to the brethren.

is

a kind and degree of com-

passion and fidelity in giving comfort and relief which nothing

Suppose two friends,

but fellowship in suffering can teach.

equally benevolent in their temper, equally attached to you

the

;

had never suffered under the afflictions to which
you are exposed the other, one who had experienced the same,
or at least a very similar course of trials would there not be a
one, a person wdio

;

:

and a minuteness of appropriate
attentions and consolations experienced from the latter, which, in
the very nature of things, it is impossible that the former, howtenderness, and a suitableness,

Who

ever kindly disposed, should yield?

is

not struck with

astonishment and delight at observing in the plan of salvation

such an intimate knowledge of

all

the peculiarities of our nature,

and such a benevolent use made of
securino- for

man

this intimate

knowledge

,

in

not only the creat substantial blessinirs of sal-

on him in the way best fitted
soothe and comfort him amid the remaining evils of the

vation, but their being conferred
to

jiresent state ?

This idea of the capacity of the Saviour to sympathize with
and relieve His people under their trials, in consequence of His

having Himself been

tried, is

very beautifully amplified in the
18. " For

verse with which this division of the Epistle closes.
in that

He

Himself hath suffered, being tempted.

He

is

able to

succour them that are tempted."

The connection

of

this

verse with wdiat

goes

before

is

It was a wise arrangement to make Him
" like unto His brethren," in order to His being " a merciful
and faithful high priest;" " for in that He Himself hath suffered,

abundantly plain.

being tempted,

The

'

He

able to succour

is

words, "in that

He

them

that are tempted.'"

hath suffered, being tempted,"

may

He hath suffered,
He has sustained,

either be considered as equivalent to, 'because

being tempted,'^

or,

being tempted,'"^

He

^

Considering

1 Pet.
-

i.

iu

'

in
is

whatever suffering

able to succour those

u adverbial, as equivalent to qiwniam

6.

As Kom.

ii.

1

;

who

Acts

v. 8, vi. 17,

i.

2.

are tem])ted
:

Uova.

viii.

;>
;
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same way.

in the

I prefer

The Apostle seems

tlie

latter

[CHAP.

way

II.
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of interpretation.

have in view what he said in the preceding verse " It behoved Him to be made in all things like
His brethren, that He might be a merciful and faithful high
to

:

God,

priest in things pertaining to

to

And why

the sins of the people."

in

make reconciliation for
all things? Because

He was

conformed to them, in these He would
and disposed to comfort and help them.
Our Saviour is here said to have " suffered, being tempted."
The word " tempt," in the modern usage of the English lan-

in

whatever

trials

be peculiarly

guage,

fitted

nearly restricted to the sense of enticement to sin
" He
it is just equivalent to trial.

is

;

but in the Bible generally,
suffered, being tempted,"

being

tried.'

He

^

is

therefore equivalent

to,

'He

suffered,

exposed to every variety of suffering to

Avas

which innocent human nature could be exposed. He speaks of
His whole life as one scene of trial " Ye have continued with
Me in My temptation" during My trial.^ Poverty, reproach,
hunger, thirst, weariness, pain even to agony, unkind treatment from relations and friends, temptation in the strict sense of
the term, especially from the great enemy of God and man, and
:

—

the loss of the delights arising from sensible

His Father,

—

these

some of the things

are

communion with
in

which "

He

suffered, being tried."

Now
He

is

in all these things,

able to succom' those

tried"

just

is

wherein "

who

He

suffered, being tried,

are tried."

" Those who are

another description of that class of persons to

—

whom

the whole discussion refers,
" the heirs of salvation"
" the children of God"—the " brethren " of Christ and " the

—

Abraham" the people for whose sins atonement is
made. " The heirs of salvation," while in the present state, are
exposed to a variety of trials trials as men, trials as Christians.
But their Saviour is able to "succoiu'" them to give
them the help which they need under them. He is able to do
seed of

—

The word

this.

word able
Christ

" able "

He both

ability.

:

is

Rom.

may

is

can and

expressive both of physical and moral
will

;

often used in this
iv.

—

He

able

is

way

21, xi. 23, xiv. 4, xv. 14, xvi. 25

^

It

-

Luke

^

Carpzov well remarks

either be

T^S'Trovdiu

The

and disposed.

in reference to
;

God and

2 Tim.

i.

12.^

Trupctuhl; or •^iTrovda; eTrsipxaSn.

xxii. 28.
:

" Conjungendum est zo posse et to velle

:

CHAP.
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who

He

able to succoiu' those

is

has suffered, helmj

tried.

And

are tried in that xoherein

there

marked, no snffering which innocent
that our Saviour

How

was a stranger

admirably

to.

the plan of the Christian salvation suited

is

men

to the circumstances of

consolation which

we have ah'eady rehuman nature can endure
as

is,

this

And how

!

administer to the afflicted Christian

He

!

and abundant the

rich

particular part of

calculated to

is

it

not only knows that

"the High Priest of his profession" has "made reconciliation"
and will one day call him up to heaven to sit with
Him on His throne, he not only knows that all his afflictions
are measured out to him by infinite wisdom and infinite love,
he knows also that his compassionate Saviour enters into all his
feelings
exercises towards him a most tender, and wise, and
watchful care; and will not withhold from him that measure and
degree of consolation under, and deliverance from his trials, which
He sees best fitted for promoting his spiritual improvement and

for his sin,

—

;

Oh

everlasting salvation.

but realize

count

Who

it

all

!

when they

joy

could Christians by a living faith

would they not " glory in

all this,

tribulation,"

and

are brought into manifold trials

Mr

does not sympathize with

!

Stuart in his devout inter-

and who does not feel such a note a refreshan exegetical work ? " Wonderful condescension of divine love
Here is the great mystery of godliness
God made manifest in the flesh.' And while Jesus sits on

jectional note?

ment

—

in reading

:

!

'

the throne of the universe as

minded that he does

Lord over

all,

the Christian

is

re-

In the

this in his nature, as his brother.

man is exalted above angels yea, he himself
rank superior to theirs for, while Jesus passed
them by. He laid down His life for us, in order to exalt us
above them. Deeper and deeper still becomes the mystery.
The debt of gratitude appears boundless when viewed in this
2)erson of Jesus,
is

:

to attain a

light;

;

and the baseness of ingratitude and disobedience

boundless too.

What

can we do

less

overwhelmed with a sense of our
prophet,

'

Who

is

like

unto Thee,

than

guilt,

lie

down

as

in the dust,

and exclaim with the

— a God

forgiving iniquity,

and passing by the offences of Thine heritage T"
quod utramque significationem habct
d.KXvj7-.cjv;
it, (^.tTcc

vovkriiv.

to ovvaudxi.

Rom.

— Chrysostom understood the phrase

z-oXhvi; TrpoSv/^ioc; opt^n %iipoc^

avi/.TTcfJ-/,;

iirxi.

xv. 14

well.

:

He

"hwuf^ivot

explains
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NOTES.

XoTE A,

p. 61.

" The supposition that the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews bymistake, i.e., from complete ignorance of the context from which he took
the passage, considered those words as an address directed to Christ, is too
awkward to find any acceptance with us. The author of the Epistle to the
Hebrews can scarcely be conceived of as so senseless, that, without any
occasion, he should use words which apply to God as if they applied to the
incarnate Son of God.
So coarse a mistake would certainly not have
escaped detection for it is not to be forgotten that his readers were also
in a certain sense his opponents, and would scarcely have allowed themselves
to be drawn away from their deep-rooted prejudice in favour of the Old
Covenant and the Old Testament Israel, by had and untenable arguments.
That supposition is all the more improbable when it is considered, that
'

;

the author has evidently not quoted
carefully coined

rant of their original context.

these passages from

all

them from the LXX.,

memory, but

so that he could not possibly be igno-

In general, however,

it is

a very superficial

and shallow vievr that wouM lead us all at once to consider the use of Old
Testament passages in the New Testament as parallel with the exegeticodogmatic method of argumentation pursued by the Eabbins. The Apostles
and apostolical men have, indeed, exhibited in their epistles such a freedom
from the spirit of Jewish tradition, such an originality and youthful vigour

new

life, such a fineness and depth of psychological and historical intuiand the whole system of Christianity in its freshness and originality
stands in such contrast to the old, insipid, anti-^Messianic Judaism, and appears so thoroughly a new structure from the foundation resting on the
depths of Old Testament revelation, and not a mere enlargement of the
pharisaico-rabbinical pseudo- Judaism
that it were indeed wonderful, if
the same apostolical men had in their interpretation of Old Testament passages held themselves dependent on the Jewish exegesis and hermeneutical
method. In reality, however, the apostolical exegesis of the Old Testament

of

tion

;

;

stands in directest opposition to the Jewish-rabbinical,
scarcely imagine a

more complete and diametrical

binical interpretation

the context

Rabbins

it is

always

single icords

when

a

man

In the rab-

— studiously separated from

— fi-om which inferences, arbitrary of

affirm, for examjjle, that

so that one can

difference.

course, are drawn.

lies

The

three days in the grave,

from his body and cast in the face of the dead for it
3, 'I will also cast the filth of your festivals in your
face.'
(Sepher joreb chattaim, num. 66.) Nay, the later Rabbinism, as
a direct result of this arbitrary procedure, went the length of drawing inferences even from single letters. They taught, for example, the transmigrahis entrails are torn
is

written in Mai.

tion of the soul,

thus the

life

;

ii.

and that the

souls of

men

ever continue to live in

men

;

of Cain passed into Jethro, his spirit into Korah, his soul into

the Egyptians (Ex.

ii. 12 ss.), for it is written.
Gen. iv. 24, pp Qp\ and
and o, are the first letters of Jethro, Korah, and D^^i'D- (Jalkut
rubeni, num. 9.)
The genuine pharisaical principle which forms the basis
of all this is, that the letter as such is what is most significant.
The New

V

p,
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—

Testament writers, on the contrary as we have seen in reference to Ileb. i.
6-9, and as we shall see more and more as we proceed with the Epistle
drew all their arguments from the spirit of the passages considered in their
connection. Nothing at all is inferred from the mere letter of the passages

—

In Ps. xlv. there is not a syllable about angels. When the author,
notwithstanding, has adduced that passage as a proof that the Messiah is
quoted.

superior to the angels, he has, as

tive

we have

reckoned on a

seen, necessarily

part of his readers, and a refleclogical comparison of the passage with that in Ps. civ. 4, and the force

rational consideration

of the

of

the

passage on

the

argument proceels only from such a judicious interpretation and
and references objectively contained in

attentive examination of the ideas

both passages.
" The procedure which he uniformly follows

is

not that of collecting pas-

Son' and angel' occur, and arbitrarily interthus the Rabbins would have done
preting them
but of adducing the
weightiest passages in which the Messianic salvation is prophesied of (sub-

sages in which the loords

'

'

—

—

under the name Messianic'), and from these
Thus in. vers. 7-12, the simple and
fundamental idea which he wants to show is, that while the angels are employed by God as ministering in temporarxj appearances of nature, the Messianic salvation, on the contrary, is ever represented as the lifting up of
the man, the theocratical king, immediately to God; as the immediate
saving act of God HimseK i.e., iu one word, as an immediate relation of
God to men without the intervention of mediation by angels. He finds
stantially,

although not at

developing the idea of

all

'

this salvation.

;

this idea of the Messianic salvation in those expressions of the Psalms,

not dry outward statements respecting the person of Christ."
Commentary, Engl. Transl.

XoTE B,
In a sermon on Heb.

i.

14,

p,

but
Ebeard's

70.

preached by the author in October 1854, the

following statements occur, on the continued ministry of the angels under
the present dispensation, and the ends answered by that divine arrangement. After mentioning various instances of angehc ministrations to the
saints, recorded in Scripture, the

As we have no reason
in behalf of the people of

author proceeds

:

to think that the kind interposition of angels

God was one

of the pecuUar characteristics of

we have no reason to think
under the new economy, it was intended to be confined to its commencement. Though, in accordance with its spiritual character, their interposition is not so obvious, we have no reason to think it less extensive
In that revelation of Jesus Christ which God gave to John the
or real.
divine, and which was sent and signified to him by His angel, is a prophetic narrative of the fates of the church and of the world and nothing is
more remarkable in it than the prominence given to the fact, that angels
are leading agents in the terrible revolutions by which the enemies of truth
and righteousness are to be punished, and the kingdoms of this worhi to become the kingdom of our Lord and His Christ. The promises already
the patriarchal and Mosaic dispensations, so

that,

;
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quoted from the Book of Psalms ^ have nothing in them wliich would lead
us to restrict their reference to any age of the Church and our text is of
itself quite sufhcient to warrant the assertion, that all those who shall be
;

heirs of salvation are the objects of continual angelic guardianshiix

As

they watch over them through life, we have reason to believe that in the
last trial they take a deep interest, and conduct the parted spirit into the
"What else can mean the declaration of our Lord
regions of eternal rest.
in the parable, that " the soul of Lazarus, when he died, was carried by
It has been beautifully said, " To our
angels into Abraham's bosom ? "
natural feelings, a deathbed scene is in a high degree revolting and afflict-

We

behold a helpless human being, emaciated by disease, panting for
and convulsed with pain his countenance pale, his lips quivering,
and his brow bedewed with a cold sweat and with his expiring groans are
But were not the
mingled the lamentations of his disconsolate friends.
spiritual world hidden by a veil, we should see the glorious inhabitants of
heaven surrounding his bed, and sympathizing with the sufferer for even
the Lord of angels has a fellow-feeling of the infirmities of His people
and Avhen
yet rejoicing at his unmurmuring patience and stedfast hope
the struggle was over, bearing his spirit away to their own abode, where
there is no more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, nor any more pain." 2
" And at the second coming of the Lord, the angels shall appear as
" ministering spirits, sent forth to minister to them who are heirs of salvaAt the great harvest, the angels are to be the reapers and as they
tion."
shall pluck up the tares, and throw them into the fire, so shall they gather
The Lord, " the Son of Man," the Son of God,
the wheat into the garner.
" will send His angels, with a great sound of a trumpet, and they shall
" from
gather together His elect" those who shall be heirs of salvation
the four winds, from one end of heaven to another." Such is a summary
ing.

breath,

;

;

—

;

;

—

—

of the statements

made

Let us now, for a
rally arises.

What

in Scripture concerning the ministry of angels.

little,

turn our attention to the question which natu-

are some of the ends which are answered,

and which, we

have reason to think, were meant to be answered, by the divine arrangement which we have been considering ? Why does God choose to bestow
benefits on the objects of His special favour, the heirs of salvation, through
the instrumentality of angels, rather than directly, without instrumentality,
It were enough, though in reply
or through some other instrumentality ?
to that question we could only say, " Even so, Father, for so it hath

seemed good in Thy sight."

God

He
what He

acts sovereignly.

We

are never to forget, however, that while

does not act capriciously.

There are always the

and though in every case we are but imthough in many cases we are entirely
perfectly acquainted with them
yet in many cases they are discoverable; and when
ignorant of them,
best reasons for

does

;

—

—

they are so, it is not only lawful, but dutiful, devoutly to inquire into them.
In the present case, the reasons of the divine appointment are, within
certain limits, abundantly apparent.

them.

I shall merely enumerate a few of

This arrangement brings in a striking

manner before the mind
what our great

the magnitude and order of the divine government,
'

I's.

xxxiv. 7; xci. 10-12.

—
=

Dr

Dick.
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poet calls " the throne and equipage of God's aimiglitiness."

It exercises

the holy principles of obedience and benevolence in the angels themselves,

and

leads

them

into a deeper acqnaintance with the manifestation of tbe

divine character in the wonderful economy of

human

redemption, learning

from the development of that jjlan to the Church, to which they minister,
" the manifold wisdom of God." It is a delightful proof of the tender care
which God cherishes towards His people, and is in this way well fitted to
support and comfort them. It establishes a happy intercourse between the

happy family, and lays up materials for their
permanent enjoyment when they are united into one holy society in their
Father's house of many mansions above.
But what particularly deserves
our attention, from its bearing on the Apostle's object in the whole of the
different parts of God's holy,

discussion Avhich occupies this section of the Epistle, this divine appoint-

ment sheds a

peculiar lustre over the character and work of our Lord
The angels are not only made subject to Him as their Lord
but they are employed in watching
called on to worship Hun as their God
over the safety, and promoting the happiness of His people, amid the trials,
and imperfections, and sorrows of this mortal life many of them being
"not wise men after the flesh, or mighty, or noble, but foolish and weak"
poor, despised sufferers.
AYhat an honour to our
in the world's estimation

Jesus Christ.

—

—

—

Lord, for the highest class of intelligent beings to reckon themselves, then,

honoured, not only in directly ministering to His honour, but in ministering to the lowest necessities of these poor, despised ones, because they belong
to

Him

Their joyful engagement in such services, to such persons, for

!

such a reason,
as they

is

mean

the finest of

it,

"

Worthy

all illustrations

the

is

Lamb

anthem,
and honour."

of the force of their

to receive glory

-Ed.

Note

C, p. 100.

due to the author to state that he appears to have somewhat modiand meaning of Heb. ii. 9 as will be
seen by the following extract from a sermon preached by him in Sept. 1854.
After illustrating four important truths contained in the text 1st, That
It is

fied his views of the construction

;

—

Jesus originally existed in a state of superiority to the angels

2d, that

;

He

was made lower than the angels 3d, that when thus made lower than the
angels He suffered death and 4th, that He has for His suffering of death
the author proceeds to remark
been crowned with glory and honour
" Thus in Him did the ancient oracle in the 8th Psalm find its accomplishment. But the direct subject of that oracle is not Jesus, but man lost and
redeemed man and by liim the oi'acle, in this its direct and principal referThe Captain of salvation.
ence, is in due time to be completely fulfilled.
;

;

;

—

:

—

;

Himself " made perfect thruugh suffering," will lead every one of the " many
sons" to fellowship with llim in the " glory and honour " with which He
has been crowned.
" This is the last great trutli intimated by the text, in these words, " that

by the grace
every one

;'

L

of

God He might

e.,

taste death for every

for all the sons

He

is

man"

bringing to glory

—

—

all

literally, 'for

the children

NOTES.
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whom He is to present to the Father—all who

are to be " heirs of salvation."

concluding clause of the verse is the only part of

it, the interpretation
The
It seems strange to say that Jesus Christ
of which involves any difficulty.
should be crowned with glory and honour " that He might taste death for
every one " of the heirs of salvation. Some have endeavoured to remove this

We see Jesus, who
by transposing the clauses of the verse thus
was made lower than the angels, that He might taste death for
every man, crowned with glory and honour on account of the suffering of
'

difficulty

:

for a season

death.'

This

is

important truth, clearly stated

;

but not only does the con-

struction of the language forbid the use of such a liberty of transposition,

no reference to what is obviously the Apostle's
show how the making of Jesus " lower than the angels," and " for
the suffering of death" "crowning Him with glory and honour" secures
the fulfilment of the oracle, that men, made lower than the angels in consequence of sin, are yet in the world to come to be raised to a higher state than
Others would give a different meaning to the particle
that of the angels.
Some would render it after that,' others so
rendered that^ in order that.
I think the meaning
that;' but neither of these plans seems satisfactory.

but in

this case there is

object, to

'

'

made lower than the angels, after having suffered,
having suffered death, was crowned with glory and
honour, that His tasting death which is just His dying might be, and
might appear to be, so for i. c, for the benefit of every one of the heirs of

is,

'

that Jesus Christ,

and on account

of

—

—

—

—

no longer
be crowned with glory and honour also ;' as it is expressed in the following verse, He, as the Captain of salvation, was "made perfect through sviffering" that He might lead them, " the many sons," to glory.

salvation, as that they all might, according to the ancient oracle,
inferior to the angels,

They could not have been raised from their state of inferiority to angels
had He not become inferior to angels they could not have been deUvered,
from death had He not died they could not have been raised to glory had
He not been raised to glory. And, on the other hand. His becoming inferior
to angels, suffering death, and being crowned with glory, absolutely secures
their being raised from their inferiority to the angels, by His incarnation,
The cause
death, and exaltation on the ground of His meritorious death.
which produced mortality, and other more dreadful proofs of the divine disin other words, guilt is removed by the all-efficacious
pleasure against man,
atoning death of the incarnate Son of God, by which " He put away sin;"
and the glory and honour thus obtained for Himself, implying " all power
;

;

—

and on earth," secure that those whom He so loved as to descend
was possible, and die the death they deserved
and were doomed to die, should be made, so far as their nature admits,
participants of His glory and honour a glory and honour far superior to
any that belongs, or ever can belong, to angels. God, as the reward of the
Son's "glorifying Him on the earth" by "finishing the work given Him
to do," which was the "offering of His body once for all," glorifies Him
by giving Him all " power over all flesh," " all power in heaven and earth,"
" that He may give eternal life," and crown with glory and honour "all
in heaven

to their level so far as that

—

whom He has given Him."
" In raising man, who had been justly, on account of

those

sin,

made lower than
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the angels

— subjected to death in the extent of meaning belonging to
— to a height of dignity and happiness so exalted, by such
all

awful word

tliat

—

means the bringing down the only begotten Son to man's level, that He
might be capacitated to make atonement for him, and the raising Him as
incarnate to the throne of the universe, that He might have at once the
authority and power necessary to save man in these dispensations what a disWell might
play is given of the grace of God His free, sovereign benignity

—

—

!

was " by the grace of God" that He " tasted death
for every one of His saved ones."
Whether you look upward to God, or
downward to man whether you look at the misery averted, or the happiness secured
whether you look at the number, and variety, and value of
the benefits, or at the wonderful means by which they are obtained, and
through Avhich they are bestowed you equally are led to the conclusion
that the whole economy is " according to the riches of divine grace." The
blessings were unmerited, unsolicited, by guilty depraved man, and can be
"Herein is
traced to no principle in the divine nature but self -moved love.
" God has
love, that God gave His Son to be the propitiation for our sins."
the Apostle say that

it

—

—

—

love to us, in that, while we were yet sinners, Christ died
" Behold what manner of love the Father hath bestowed on us,
that" in order that " we should be called the sons of God !" " Behold
what manner of love He hath bestowed on us" in making us sons, " heirs
heirs of the world, " inheritors of
of God, joint heirs with Christ Jesus"

commended His

for us."

—

—

—

all

things "

Ed.

!

Note D,

p. 107.

have sometimes thought that ii (jurnpiot may here 'be used as a denomination of the saved, as it furoiKsalct, the captivity, is a name for the
I

captives

"He

:

case

this

is

led captivity captive."

conducts them

all

The meaning

of the phrase in

— The

He
Leader of the redeemed.
to glory by a path similar to that by which He Him-

peculiarly appropriate

entered into glory.

self

Ay«y&'i/T«s is by some connected with avrii, by others with dpx^iyo-j referring in the one case to God, in the other to Christ. The grammatical objecfor dvax.o'Aovdx
tion to the first mode of interpretation might be got over
'

;

;

of this kind are not unfrequent in Paul's writings

2 Cor.

17

xii.

;

Col. iu. IG

;

Eph.

iv.

2

;

Kom.

:

2 Cor. ix. 10

;

ii.

8,

viii.

Acts xv. 22

;

3

;

and

such anomalous constructions are to be found in the best classic writers,
as has been shown, for instance, by Hoogevcen ad Viger. Idiotism. pp. 264,
But, setting this objection aside, there seem strong reasons for
207, 271.
preferring the second interpretation. These are very well stated by Errard
" With respect to the construction of the tenth verse, it is self-evi:

—

xvtu is the governing clause h, that the relative
depends on civru\ c, that the subject to iTrpsTrs is formed
and t/, that tov upx-Ayov depends on
through the infinitive m-kituaut
The only doubtful point is, whether the accusative
TiKiiuaui as its object.

dent

clause

o,

that

o;'

iTrpiTTs ycip

;

ou

;

dyuyourct^ with

what belongs

to

it, is

accusative

of

the subject to re?^siu(rui

(consequently, together with nMtomxi, forms an ace. c. inf.), or, whether
dyuyovTcc is in apposition to the accusative of the object dpxnyov- In the

AOL.

I.

K
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word

latter case, the

in apposition -would be placed before its principal

may

word, in order that the latter
in ver. 9, the attribute

receive all the greater emjahasis

'/jT^ocTTU^^iuou

was placed

first,

and

"'Iriaovv

as

(jvist

followed

That the otvrag B<' o'c, as subject of the verb
from the dpxyiy^i ^^ t^^ object of this Ti'hsicJaai, as

for the sake of the emphasis).
Tihiilmu.i^ is different

that the xpxyivo;

also,

Christ,

is

is

self-evident

;

the

cci/ro; Ot' ov is,

therefore,

now, following the former construction, we render the
It became Him, for whom and through
words thus (with Olshausen)
whom are all things, in bringing many to glory, to make the Leader of their
salvation jaerfect through suffering,' then God the Father is here the one
to whom the action expressed by the olysiv belongs, and this whole clause,
'TTo'h'Kov; viovg il; lo^xv dyoi'/ovru, receives the place of a mere accessary
limitation, to some extent a conditional limitation.
If God (thus we might
explain the idea)
if God would bring many sons to glory, then must He
make Him whom He has chosen as their Captain perfect through suffering.
The emphasis rests here on the words oid yru.d-fif^oi.ruu. That the suffering
was necessary, is the kernel of the thought all the rest serves only for pre-

God

the Father.

If

'

:

—

;

paration.

—

If again,

following the other construction,

we render

the passage

through whom are all things, to
make the Captain of their salvation perfect through suffering, as one who
should bring many sons to glory,' then the emphasis here rests evidently on
thus

:

'

For

it

became Him,

'TTo'hMv; vlov; dyetyovroe.

whom and

for

and

It

oipx,yiyov.

is,

however, precisely one of the

peculiarities of our author's style to place such principal clauses, as it were,

in the periphery of his sentences,

and

this of itself

preference to this second construction.

would

suffice to give

In addition to

this,

there

is

the
the

beautiful parallelism resulting from this construction between the ''Inaovv

placed after, and the

two

in like

sLp-^Yiyov^

manner, placed

after.

ideas are thus placed antithetically to each other

alone

is

exalted

;

but

He

is

Moreover, the

at present, Jesus

:

exalted as a leader of others.

The train of

thought, then, absolutely requires that the emphasis in ver. 10 should rest

upon

this

— that through Jesus

sequently, on the end

means, the suffering

and

the rest

of mankind

also attain to glory, con-

residt of the suffering of Jesus

itself.

And how

—but not

on the

strong the emphasis which the author

by giving a twofold expression to the idea,
first, in the words ttoTiXoi)? viovg
dyuyovToc,^ and then in the word dpxrr/og. We are not, therefore, at liberty
to sink the clause, 770'K'hoiig viovg dyxyovroc, into a mere accessary limitation,
which, according to the former construction, would be unavoidable, but
must necessarily give the preference to the second construction. Ver. 10 is
connected with ver. 9 as an explanation of it there, as we saw, all the
in ver. 10, too, it must therefore be shown how
stress lay on V7::sp 'T^a.vrog
And the same idea is followed
others also attain to glory through Jesus.
out also in ver. 11. It is shown in ver. 11 how the glory of Christ is participated in by ?Han, but not why it was necessary that Christ should suffer
lays ujjon that result he shows

that through Jesus

many

attain to glory,

;

;

in order to procure this glory.

became Him,
fect

for

whom and

We

through

render the passage accordingly

whom

all

through suffering the Captain of their salvation, as

bring many sons unto glory.'

:

'

It

make perone who should

things subsist, to

The idea that Christ could not be a

first
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fruits of others

without suffering, finds

its

explanation in the passages, John

seems to denote not a
but a necessity lying in the nature of the thing, and,
therefore, in God's own wise, world-governing will.
That the Father is
here designated by o;' ov roc, va.'j-zu,^ which is usually a term of designation
for the Son (Rom. xi. 30
1 Cor. viii. 6
si oy is generally said of the
Father), is explained partly by the paronomasia with S/' oy, partly by this,
that the Father is here regarded not as the Creator, but as the Governor of
xiv. 2, 3, xvi. 7.

TLpiTretv^ as also

ofit'hiiv, ver. 17,

fatalistic necessity,

;

;

the world, tlu-ough, and under, whose guidance the

complished."

Comm.

Note E,

why a philanthropy rather than a
men and not for devils ? Here men
all

the hiunau nature

angelical nature fell not.

is

ac-

men

;

a redemp-

but in the

In the

fall of

fall

the angels

of

Man,
men,

all

the

Others allege that the sin of angels was more

damnable than man's, because
Others yet affirm that

fell

Why

pliilangely?

give their conjectiu'es.

say some, sinned by seduction, but devils by self-motion.
say others,

of salvation

p. 133.

" But
tion for

work

pp. 87-89.

their nature

was more sublime than

his.

are capable of repentance, but devils not, be-

cause whatever they once choose, they do vnmobiliter

velle

:

the devil sinneth

from the beginning. 'Tis not said he sinned, but he sinneth ; because from
But, alas, who can limit the
his first ajiostasy he sinneth on incessantly.
Holy One? Might not His boundless mercy have saved the self- tempted
devils ?
What if His devouring justice had broke out against devil -seduced

men, nay, against all the race of men ? Who should accuse Him for the
Wisd. xii. 12.
nations which perish, which He made, and sin hath marred ?
Could not the blood of God have washed out the blackest spots of fallen
angels ? Was not the Almighty Spirit of grace able to melt a devil into
repentance

body

?

Had we poor worms been

of Christ, as

to dispute with the devil about the
Michael did with him about the body of Moses,
how

What (would he
easily would he have reasoned us out of our Redeemer
have said) shall the tender bowels of God be let down to you on earth, and
I'estrained to us in heaven ? Will the all -wise God repair His clay images in
the dunghill of this lower world, and neglect His fairer pictures once hung
!

!

up in His own palace of glory ? May not the Son of God be a Redeemer at
an easier rate without stepping a foot from His Father's house, and will
He travel down so far as an incarnation ? How much better were it for Him
to spot Himself with an assumed cherub than to take flesh into His glorious
person ? But the great God hath neither given angels a day to ])lead for a
man, at
Redeemer, nor man a license to pry into His ark. Wonder then,
this astonishing difference made by the Divine Will alone. Angels must be
damned, and men may be saved golden vessels are irreparably broken, and
earthen pots are set together again inmates of glory drop to hell, and dust
and ashes fly up to heaven. When I consider Thy heavens, and the stars
glistening there. Lord, what is man, that Thou mindcst him ? Ps. viii. 4.
But when I consider the heaven of heavens, and Thy angels dropping thence
'^liscriinto utter darkness, Lord, Avhat is man, that Thou savesthim?
cordia Domini plena terra est; fpiare nou dictum est "plenum est coelum?"
;

;
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III.

quia sunt spirituales nequitise in coelestibus, sed non illse ad commune jus
indulgentise Dei, remissionemque peccatorum pertinent,' as holy Ambrose
Even so, gracious Father, because so it seemeth good in Thy
expresses it.
Will, pp. 174-177.

sight."— POLHILL'S Bivine

CHAPTER

11.

THE SUPERIORITY OF JESUS CHRIST TO MOSES.

INTRODUCTORY.
In that

illustrious

assemblage of great and good

men

with

whom the Old Testament Scriptures make us acquainted, there
is none who has higher claims on our attentive consideration
than Moses, the legislator of

Israel.

Whether we attend

—

to the
intellectual endowments or moral excellences
by
the
acquirements
made
to
or
nature,
from
received

exertions

—

to his personal virtues, or to his public services

to his

gifts

his

—

he

own

to the

important revolutions accomplished through his instrumentality
duriii"' his life, or to the invaluable legacy Avhich he left behind

him

in his writings,

—

it

be

will

difficult to find, in

the records

whose characexcite attachment and command

either of profane or sacred history, an individual
ter

is

so well fitted at once to

veneration,

and

and whose

instruction.

From

story

is

so replete at once with interest

his earliest years

he was marked out by

the peculiar care of Providence as a person destined to act no
common part on the theatre of the world. Exposed, in common

with his infant brethren, to imminent danger from the barbarous policy of a jealous tyrant, he was for three months
protected

by maternal tenderness

;

necessity of circumstances deprived
ship,

he was, by a

sceptic

and when at last the cruel
him of this natural guardian-

remarkable events, in which even a

series of

must be constrained

to

acknowledge the hand of God,

placed in circumstances of security and comfort, under the
immediate care of the daughter of that king who had doomed

him

to

an untimely death.

Under her patronage

—probably with
—Moses spent

the name, certainly with the advantages, of her son

and youth. These precious seasons were not, howby him in the trifling employments and luxurious
pleasures with which a court abounds, but were busily devoted
his childhood

ever, wasted

CHAP.

II.
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to the acquisition
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which

was pre-eminently distinguished. But neither
the splendours of the Egyptian court, nor the charms of Egyptian learning, could extinguish in the bosom of IMoses the fire of
patriotism, make him forgetful that he was an Israelite, or insensible to the multiplied and severe oppression under which his

Egypt

at the time

enslaved nation groaned.

An

arriving at maturity, which

incident occm'red soon after his

strikingly displayed that love of

and of his country, and that hatred of oppression and opwhich afterwards shone forth so brightly in the character and conduct of the deliverer of Israel. As the qualifications
which render a man truly great are not all to be acquired in
the busy haunts of men, this incident was rendered by Divine
Providence the means of removing him from the dangerous
pleasures and ensnaring studies of the Egyptian metropolis, and
procuring for him the advantages of seclusion and meditation.
He fled into the land of Midian, and spent a considerable term
of years in the humble labours of pastoral life. We have no detailed account of the manner in which jMoses spent these years of
retirement
but it is reasonable to suppose that they were spent
in reflection on his former acquirements, in adding to his stock
of useful information, and in the cultivation of communion with
God in the duties of life and in the exercises of a sublime and
affectionate devotion.
But the uncommon powers and acquirements' of Moses were not always to remain thus unemployed.
When the instrument was fully prepared, it was devoted to its
appropriate work.
While engaged in the duties of his employment as a shepherd, the God of his fathers appeared to him, and
invested him with that most dignified of all characters, the
emancipator of the enslaved. Armed with the delegated power
of miraculous operation, he accomplished the great work of the
deliverance of his countrymen.
Having first overcome their
prejudices, and then baffled at once the policy and power of their
oppressors, he led them forth towards the land which God had
promised to their ancestors. By him, under the inspiration of
God, was given that system of religious and political institutions,
so remarkable in themselves, and so superior to anything which
mere human wisdom has ever devised, by which the Israelites
liberty

pressors,

;

continued for a long course of ages so favourably distinguished

from the

rest of

mankind; and

for forty years, during their
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wanderings in the desei'ts of Arabia, to which they were doomed
on account of their unbelief and rebelHon, he managed their
with consummate wisdom.

affairs

man

that such a

It

was not

at all

wonderful

should establish for himself a paramount place

in the reverential esteem of all succeeding generations of his

countrymen
would be the
Ver.

and

;

1.

whoever might be the second, Moses

that,

name

first

in the splendid roll of Israelitish worthies.

"Wherefore,

holy brethren,

partakers

the

of

heavenly calling, consider the Apostle and High Priest of our
profession, Christ Jesus."
These words form the commence-

—

ment

of the second great section of the doctrinal part of the

Epistle, or, perhaps, rather are the transition

The

the second.

from the

The

the superiority of Jesus Christ to the angels.
the section on the consideration of which
is

first

subject of the section already considered

we

to
is

subject of

are about to enter,

the superiority of Jesus Christ to Moses.

The

particle wherefore, with

which the section opens, may be

considered as either retrospective or prospective in

In the

first

case

it is

equivalent to

:

'

its

reference.

Since Jesus Christ

is

so

incomparably superior to the angels both in nature and in
office, and since His incarnation and sufferings are so closely
connected both with His exaltation and our salvation, we ought
most seriously to fix our minds on Him in those characters in

which the Gospel exhibits Him.'
In the second case it is
' For
equivalent to
this reason we ought to contemplate with
reverence and affection Christ Jesus, that while He strikingly
:

resembles.

He

infinitely excels,

It does not matter

much which

nection of the passage

Moses, the legislator of

Israel.'

of these two views of the con-

adopted.

is

There are two points

to

which our attention must be suc-

The appellations here given by the inspired writer to the Hebrew Christians
and (2) the exhortation which he addresses to them.
The appellations are, " Holy
cessively directed

:

(1)

;

brethren," "partakers of the heavenly calling;" and the exhortation

is,

" Consider Christ Jesus, the Apostle and High

Priest of our profession."

The
tians

is,

first

appellation

"Holy

as one family,

made

which he gives

and may

to the

All mankind

Hebrew

Chris-

may

be considered
be addressed as brethren. " God hath

brethren."

of one blood all the nations of

men who

dwell on the face

CHAP.
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II.
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"Have we not one Father? hath not one God
am not aware, however, that the word is ever

of the eartli,"

created us?"

I

employed in the Scriptures
appellation
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in this

The

most extensive sense.

sometimes used to convey the idea that the persons

is

—

addressed belong to the same nation,
as when Peter, addressing
ii. 29, says, " Brethren, let me freely speak unto
you ;" and as when Paul says, " I have continual sorrow of
the Jews, Acts

my brethren," which he immediately explains by
"my kinsmen according to the flesh," Rom. ix. 3. See

heart for

adding,

most frequently used by the
Apostle to denote that spiritual relation in which true Christians stand to one another as children of the same heavenly
Acts

also

Father,

xxii. 5, xxviii. 21.

members

God

children of
fore
1

we

are

often

—used

We

It

Acts

:

vi.

sometimes

is

3; 1 Cor.

— though

11

v.

;

Col.

2

i.

;

I apprehend,

not,

to denote ministers in contradistinction to private

Christians; as in Phil.

me

is

are all the
of the same holy family.
" through faith in Christ Jesus," and there-

brethren

all

Thess. V. 25.

It

iv.

21

:

"The

brethren which are with

There can be

All the saints salute you."

salute you.

doubt that in the case before us the appellation

is

little

given to the

whole body of the Hebrew Christians, and that it is intended
to express the idea, not of their being the brethren of the writer,
according to the flesh, but of their belonging to that spiritual
brotherhood to which he also belonged.

I

am

disposed to think,

however, that the primary idea in the term, as used here,
so

much

the mutual relation between

them and the

between each other, as their common relation
who is "the first-born among many brethren."
appellation

them

thren."

brethren, saying, I will declare

This

is

ally brethren
is,

The

Him

use of the

;

but what

their

:

Thy name

unto

at
to

]\Iy bre-

a view of the state of true Christians peculiarly

replete both with instruction

relation

to Christ

not

and

was probably suggested by what the Apostle said
" He is not ashamed

the 11th verse of the preceding chapter
call

is

writer,

common

and consolation.

lies at

They

are

mutu-

the foundation of this mutual

relation to their great

Elder Brother.

How high the honoin', how rich the privilege, how numerous, how
weighty the obligations, that are connected with

this relation

!

addresses the Hebrew Christians not only as
The epithet, as
brethren of Christ, but as " hohj brethren."

The Apostle

well as the appellation, seems to have been suggested by the
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previous

train

sanctified"

holy

—both He who

— "are

all

of one."

separated from a

III.

1.

" Both the

Sanctifier and the
makes holy and they who are made
The appellation "holy" signifies

thought

of

[CHAP.

common

:

to a sacred purpose

— devoted, dedi-

by God for
from " the world lying under the wicked
one" dedicated to God by "the sprinkling of the blood of
Jesus, and the washing of regeneration."
I can scarcely doubt
that, in using this epithet, the writer of this Epistle had a
reference to the appellations given to the Jewish nation, in
the same way as the Apostle Peter, when addressing the same
class of persons, says, "But ye are a chosen generation, a
royal priesthood, a holy nation^ a peculiar people."^
What an
interesting and delightful view is thus presented to our minds
of genuine Christians scattered over all the earth
belonging to
cated to God.

It intimates their

being

set apart

—separated

Himself

—

—

almost every kindred, and people, and tongue, and nation

—

dis-

tinguished from one another in an almost infinite variety of

ways, as to talent, temper, education, rank, and circumstances,
yet bound together by an invisible band, even the faith of the

one great object of their confidence, and love, and

truth, to

—

forming one great brotherhood, devoted to the honour and service of His Father and their Father,
obedience, Christ Jesus

His God and their God
Do we belons^ to this holv brotherhood ? The question is an important one and, as affording one
of the shortest and most certain methods of resolving it, I beg
your attention to an interesting incident in the Gospel history
!

;

:

" While

He

yet talked to the people, behold, His mother and

His brethren stood without, desuing to speak with Him. Then
one said unto Him, Behold, Thy mother and Thy brethren stand
without, desiring to speak with Thee.
But He answered and
said unto him that told Him, Who is My mother? and who
are ]\Iy brethren ?
And He stretched forth His hand toward
His disciples, and said. Behold My mother and My brethren
For whosoever shall do the will of My Father which is in
heaven, the same is My brother, and sister, and mother."^

But the inspired writer addresses those to whom he is writing
not only as " holy brethren," but as " partakers of the heavenly
calling."

The word

designate,

and

^

1 Pet.

'

to invite.

ii.

9.

call

'

It

has two meanings
is

used in the

first

:

to

sense

2 ]\jatt. xii.

name or
when it is

46-50.

CHAP.

said,

II.

"

He

He

be called Jesus, because

shall

15H
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save His

shall

people from their sins;" and in the second, -when the king
said to send out his servants to call

men

to the

is

marriage feast

of his son.
The word "calling" in the passage before us
admits of two different interpretations, corresponding to the
different

meanings of the word from which

heavenlt

callijig"

may

it is

derived.

"

be miderstood as just equi^'alent to

The
'

the

heavenly appellation,' and be considered as descriptive of the
title, " holy brethren,"
' sacred
brethren, partakers of so high

—

and holy a name.' This makes good sense, but the ordinary
usage of Scripture language leads us to prefer the other interpretation. There are few appellations more frequently given
than the called

to Christians

spoken of in the apostolical

who have been

and

;

and induced

invited

their calling

very often

is

Tlie called are just those

epistles.

to accept of the invitation

to participate in the blessings of the Christian salvation

their callbuj

As

the

is,

word

'

;

as the

word

'

not the promise made, but the promise
;

so the

nify not so

ment

word

much

'

calling

'

promise

'

i.

10, 11.

often signifies,

the blessing

fulfilled, or

seems not unfrequently to

sig-

the invitation, as the blessings to the enjoy-

Thus 1 Cor. i. 26-30 Eph. i. 18
The "calling" here then, I apprehend, is just

of which vve are invited.

2 Pet.

and

faith' often signifies, not the act of believing,

but the truth believed
promised

;

properly speaking, their invitation.

;

;

the blessings to which Christians are invited in the Gospel, and

made

which, on accepting the invitation, they are

The Apostle

secure

gives us a very interesting view of these

says in 1 Cor.

i.

9,

God had

of.

when he

" called them to the fellowship of

His Son," i.e., as he explains it elsewhere, to be "heirs of God,
and joint heirs with Christ Jesus," " to the obtaining the glory
of our Lord Jesus Christ:" 2 Thess. ii. 14.
This calling, or these blessings to which they are called, are
denominated " heavenly ;" for they are not earthly, but heavenly
and divine in their origin and nature, and are enjoyed in all

—

their perfection only in heaven.^

The "holy brethren" are
heavenly calling." The idea
cipation in those blessings
^

and

At

cli. ix.

represented as
is

is

termed

ii

partaliers of the

common

parti-

which are termed " the heavenly

15 believers are termed

their calling

'•^

plainly that of

o/ x.ix.'f^ny.iuoi

eivu KT^'^ai;, Phil.

iii.

r^j uluviov x-'Anpovofitx:,

14.
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calling ;" but

it

is

[CHAP.

not improbable that this peculiar

III. 1.

mode

of

expression was adopted to suggest the idea that this calling was

by no means
calling

were

The

them.

j)eculiar to

not, like those of their

new

privilecres of their

former

calling, peculiar to

Abraham, but were enjoyed by the believing
with believers " out of eveiy kindred, and
people, and tongue, and nation."
And here, as in tlite former
case, let us pause and ask oiu'selves, Does this appellation belong
the descendants of

Hebrews

to us?

common

in

we "partakers

Ai-e

The

call

of the heavenly calling?"

been addressed to

vitation has

us,

but has

has come to us in word, but has

it

difficult to

in-

'•'

and with the accompanying energy of the Holy
should not be

The

been accepted?
come in power,"

it

Spirit

?

It

we confrom among them,

determine this question when

what the call is " ^Mierefore, come out
and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch not the imclean
thing; and I will receive you."^
Such are the appellations
which the Apostle gives to the Hebrew Christians.
Let us now attend to the exhortation which he addresses to
them " Consider the Apostle and High Priest of our professider

:

:

sion, Christ Jesus."

For the
first

meaning

of the phrase,

then into the signification of the
"'

High

the Apostle and

shall

we must
"our profession ;"

right understanding of this exhortation,

inquire into the

titles

here given to our Lord,

Priest of our profession ;" and then

we

be prepared to discern the import of the exhortation, " Con-

sider the Apostle

By some
fession

is

and High Priest of our profession."

very learned interpreters, the word translated pro-

understood as equivalent to covenant or dispensation.

Moses was the apostle of the former covenant, or dispensation,
or economy Aaron was the high priest of that economy Jesus
Christ is both the Apostle and High Priest of the New Covenant.'
'

;

This
it

is

truth

:

;

but whatever

may be

does not seem ever used in the

to 'covenant' or 'dispensation;'

the classical use of the word,

Xew

Testament as equivalent
and the New Covenant is often

called God's covenant, but never the covenant of Christians.

acknowledgment or confession. Our acknowledgment or confession may signify that which we acknowledge
and confess our belief on religious subjects, our faith, our religion. This would suit one of the appellations veiy well
The

The word

signifies

—

—

1

2 Cor.

vi. 17.

'

CHAP.

Apostle of our

known
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II.

religion,'

to us the truth

the person employed

i.e.,

we

believe

equally suit the other appellation

The

and most

simplest

phrases, seems to

I praise.'

fession"'

we

—

to

make

"would not

High Priest of our faith.'
way of explaining the

'the

to consider them as expressions of similar
" the God of my praise," i.e., ' the God
" The Apostle and High Priest of our pro-

— acknowledgment
just as

;

it

55

satisfactory

or confession

—

profess, acknowledge, or confess, to be

Priest to us

by God

but

;

1

me

construction with

whom

and profess

JIOSES.

we

call

a minister

the person

is

whom

an Apostle and High

whom

a congregation

have chosen to be their pastor, the pastor of their choice.'
" The Apostle and High Priest of our profession," then, is He
whom we acknowledge as Apostle and High Priest.^
'

Let us now attend
to Christ Jesus.

The meaning

He

to the meaninij; of the titles here given
is

" the Apostle "

whom we

acknowledge.

word Apostle is, one sent forth by anexecute some affair of importance, and is nearly equi-

other" to

of the

'

'

valent to legate or ambassador.

It

is

language nearly

in oi'dinary

restricted to those twelve persons sent forth

by our Lord

to lay

the foundations of His kingdom, with the addition of Matthias

and Paul.

New

It is seldom,

even in the original

Testament, applied to any others

styled the Apostle of the Philippians,

;

lano-uaofe of the

though Epaphroditus

and the

is

bretliren chosen

to take charge of the pecuniar}^ contributions of the Gentile

churches for the poor saints at Jerusalem are termed the AposIt is nowhere else in Scripture applied
though in the New Testament the word from
which the title is borrowed is very often used in reference to
tles of

the churches.

to our Lord,

He

Him.

is

called

by way

hath sent."^

When He

He

marked out

is

plainly

of eminence,

"He whom God

called the Apostle, or the Sent One,

is

as the person

whom God had promised

send to the Church as the great Revealer of
"
His will the
Prophet like unto Moses," whom He yvas to
" raise up," and whom they were to " hear " and to obey. ' The
to the fathers to

—

Apostle
^

and

we

acknowledge,'

Chrysostom
is

followed

^

=

*

John

is,

tlius explains it

:

then, equivalent to
ci7r6oro>.ov y!/u,uu

by Tho. Aquinas, Luther,

x.oti

'

the great Pro-

ccpxtsosx 6y.o7.oyovy,ivov^

Calovius, Storr, etc.

d'Triarcc'Kfiivo;.
iii.

34, v. 36, 38, vi. 29, X. 36, ov 6

TrccTfiO

iiyixai koci

xTriarst^.n'
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whom we

acknowledge

The

of rehffion.'^

as the

[CHAP.

III. 1.

supreme authority in matters

lano;uao;e of their acknowleclo;ment

is

— This
'

God's beloved Son, we will hear Him. To whom can we go
but to Him? He has the words of eternal life. One is our
is

teacher, even Christ.'

But He is represented not onlj as the Apostle whom we
acknowledge, but as the " High Priest " whom we acknowledge.
high priest is described as one " taken from among men,

A

ordained for

and

men

bring

men

The

by God

Now

Jesus

the

or acknowledgment.

as that

God

—

God

High

He

God and

as then'

blessings

so to

manage

they might be reckoned and

Priest of the Christian's profession

has done and suffered
Father, and

is

neces-

sin, free

access

all

sary to obtain for His people the pardon of their
to

both gifts

His people.

as
is

to offer

great duty of a high priest was to

into the favourable presence of

their religious interests

treated

God,

in things pertaining to

sacrifices for sins."

that

enjoyment of

tlie

those

all

To
They do

which spring from His favour and fellowship.

Him, and

to

Him

alone, they look for these blessings.

not acknowledge the Jewish high priests
ledge the

Pagan high

priests

;

;

they do not acknow-

they do not look for these bless-

man or angel, but only from Jesus Christ. The
language of their acknowledgment in reference to Him as their
ings either from

High

Priest

is,

" In

Him we have redemption through His

blood,

the forgiveness of sins, according to the riches of His grace."

" Through

Him we

have access by one Spirit unto the Father."

now

only remains that we inquire into the import of the exhortation, " Consider the Apostle and High Priest of our profesIt

sion, Christ Jesus."

The phraseology is

of the names, Jesus Christ,

is

peculiar.

reversed.

The

Michaelis

usual order

probably

is

was intended to bring out this thought
Consider the Apostle and High Priest whom we acknowledge
the Messiah, Jesus.'
Some have supposed that the exhortation

right in thinking this
'

here

is

just equivalent to that in the beginning of the second

chapter.
^

To

" consider the Apostle of our profession," and to

Another probable interpretation of

as the translation of the Heb. rT'^C'

over the house of God.
to Moses

—Exod.

My

Apostle.

thee

iii.

The

first,

10, 12, 14, 15

tlie

term

is

that wliich considers

it

—the curator of the synagogue, who was
however,

is

'^'<r\rh^, t

the preferable one.

have sent thee,

I

God

said

have made

CHAP.
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" give heed to the

spoken by Him," if not the same,
but to " consider the High Priest of
obviously a different thing from " taking
tlihigs

are very closely allied

our profession,"

is
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;

heed

to the things

spoken by Him," though

heed

to the things

spoken by

our High Priest, as

He

Him

that

is

it

we can

only by taking

Him

consider

as

by His Spirit, has revealed the
truth respecting His priestly office and functions.
To " consider " our Lord as " the Apostle and Pligh Priest of our profession," is just to make the truth revealed to us in His word
respecting Him, as the Great Prophet and the only Pligh Priest
alone,

whom we acknowledge, the subject ot deep habitual thought,
that we may understand it and believe it, and be led into a corresponding course of affection and conduct in reference to Him.^

This

is

we
we know
cause

Him

so

a duty of radical importance to Christians.

think so

little,

so little about

little,

and

to so little purpose,

Him,

that

so often neglect

we

Him

love

our duty, are so

It

be-

is

on Christ, that
so

little,

much

trust in

influenced

by " things seen and temporal," and so little by " things unseen
and eternal." If the Apostle could but get the Hebrew Christians to " consider the Apostle and High Priest of their profession," his object of keeping them steady in their attachment to
Him was gained. It is because men do not know Christ that
they do not love

Him it is
Him so
;

fectly that they love
as the

know Him so imperThe truth about Him

Great Prophet and the Great High Priest well deserves con-

sideration
it

because they
imperfectly.

—

it is

" the manifold

wisdom

of God."

It requires

cannot be understood by a careless, occasional glance.

feel that
ject.

even their faculties are overmatched with

They

are but " desiring to look into"

it,

it

Angels

this

sub-

as they do not yet

fully understand it.
It is only by "considering" the truth about
Jesus Christ as " the Apostle and High Priest of our profession"

that

we can

personally enjoy the benefits of His teaching as a

Prophet, and of His expiation and intercession as a

High

Priest.

We

cannot be too deeply impressed with a conviction of this,
that all spiritual blessings come to us through the faith of the
truth respecting the Apostle and

High

Priest of our profession.

Truth must be understood in order to its being believed, and it
must be considered in order to its being vnulerstood. The con^

Clirysostom explains

6 \\pxiipii';i

y.cil

TTOTct'^ro;.

it

very well, KXTuvovjauTS

—

rofTsar/, TuZre, t/?

iij''"
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sideration of Jesus Christ

is

An

in

An

life.

III.

2-6.

not only necessary to the produc-

tion of faith, but to its continued existence,

improvement.

[CHAP.

inconsiderate

man

inconsiderate Christian

is

and

to its gradual

never likely to succeed
necessarily a very un-

is

The grand radical duty
steady and a very uncomfortable one.
;"
"
looking
to
Jesus
and the sum and
of the Christian is
substance of the message which the ministers of Christ have to

Behold Him, behold Him.'
acknowledge Jesus Christ as " the Apostle and
We
Priest."
Let us treat Him accordingly. Believe nothing
High
His
authority.
On His authority believe everything
but on
In religion acknowledge no other iiltimate
that He reveals.
deliver

is,

'

all

Expect pardon and salvation

authority but His.

way but through His atonement and

intercession

You

dently expect them through this medium.

no other
and confi-

in
;

equally do

Him

dishonour

when you

when you

refuse to trust implicitly and imsuspectingly to that

trust to anything but

His

and

sacrifice,

New

Economy, Jesus Christ is " all in all"
Let us then seek all from
knowlet us receive all that He is appointed to bestow
pardon, sanctification, eternal life and let us cheerfully

sacrifice.

In the

Prophet, Priest, King, Saviour, Lord.

Him

;

ledge,

ascribe to

—

j

Him

all

the glory.

The second great division of this Epistle is occupied with showing that great as Moses, the giver of the Lav;, confessedly was,

Jesus Christ, the Author of the Gospel, was

I.— The Fact

§

still

greater than he.

stated.

—

Chap. iii. 2-6. Who was faithful to Him that appointed Him, as also
Moses was faithful iu aU His house. For this man was counted worthy of
more glory than Moses, inasmuch as He who hath builded the house hath
more honour than the house. For every house is builded by some man but
He that built all things is God. And Moses verily was faithful in aU His
house, as a servant, for a testimony of those things which were to be spoken
after
but Christ as a Son over His own house whose house are we, if we
hold fast the confidence and the rejoicing of the hope firm unto the end.
;

;

;

The resemblance between Jesus
out in the second verse
is

:

illustrated in the 3d, 4th,
(1.)

Christ and Moses

is

pointed

the superiority of Jesus Christ to Moses

and 5th

verses.

The Resemhlance.

Let us now turn our

attention,

first,

to

the resemblance

CHAP.

II.

which the Apostle
Moses.
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—Ver.

between Jesus Christ and

states as subsisting

"Who

2.

was

Him

faithful to

that appointed

His house." ^
The key to the whole paragraph is to be found in the
meaning of the figurative term " house," which so often occurs

Him,

in

By

it.

Moses

as also

Avas faithful in all

supposing that the word "house" here

is

equivalent

to edifice, the whole passage is involved in inextricable perplexity.
" House " here does not signify a building, but a family or

This mode of using the word

household.

is

an exemplification

common figure of speech, by which the name of what conA man's family usually
tains is mven to what is contained.
of a

resides in his house,

the

word

is

common

and hence

is

in the Bible.

This use of

called his house.

"

The house

of Israel," " the

house of Aaron," "the house of David," are very

common

ex-

pressions for the children, the descendants, the families of Israel,

Aaron, and David.

own language
Keeping

this

:

'

We

have the same mode of sjieech

The house

of Stuart,'

'

in

remark in view, the verse we have now read

be found, short as

it is,

to contain in

it

our

the house of Hanover.'
will

the following statements:

—

Moses was appointed by God over the whole of His family
Moses was faithful in dischargino; the trust committed to him.
Jesus is appointed by God over the whole of His family Jesus
is faithful in the discharge of the trust committed to Him.
Moses was divinely appointed over the whole family of God,
i.e., plainly, over the whole Israelitish family of God.
The re:

—

ference here

is

not to the superintendence of the services of the

tabernacle, which, so far as

we

recollect,

never receives the

name

God, as the temple very often does, and which Avas
subjected to the immediate control of Aaron, the high priest.
The house, as Chrysostom very justly remarks, is not the temple,^
but the people^ of God. Moses was divinely appointed over the
Israelites as the peculiar people or family of God. He was constituted at once their instructor and governor under Jehovah.
He made known to them the laws, both religious and civil,
which God revealed to him and, under the direction of the
Spirit of judgment, while he lived he administered these laws
among them. He Avas placed at the head of that economy.

of the house of

;

And

in the discharge of the duties

portant a trust, Moses acted faithfully
^

oi'y.o)

uvrov.

^

6 vuog.

connected

— he

\\as

witli so

faithful
"^

6

>.(X.6s.

imin
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reference to the whole family.

The Apostle

[CHAP.

III.

2-G.

here plainly alludes

by God to His servant Moses on occasion
Num. xii. 7, 8. The
of the sedition of Miriam and Aaron
words are obviously intended to convey the idea, 'Moses is
entrusted by Me with the highest authority in ISIy family, and
to the testimony given

:

he

faithful in the discharge of the duties connected with this

is

He

trust.'

kept back no part of the divine revelation with

he made no additions to that revelaand did, as the prophet and chief
human magistrate of Israel, he conformed himself exactly to the
Exod. xl. 16.
instructions he received from God

which he was entrusted
tion.
In everything he

;

said

:

We

of the inspired Apostle.

He begins

the superiority of Jesus to Moses

by making

see here the

his illustration of

wisdom

as strong a statement respecting the dignity of Moses' situa-

and

tion,

tlie

excellence of his conduct in that situation, as the

most bigoted Jewish zealot could desire. He thus conciliates
the Hebrews by showing that he had no wish to deny Moses the
honours that belonged to him, that he was no blasphemer either
of him or of his law, and that, in his estimation, the honour of

Moses and the honour of Christ were by no means incompatible.
Like Moses, Jesus Christ is appointed^ over the whole family
i. e., plainly, over the spiritual family of God, of which
of God,
Jesus Christ is appointed over
the Jewish family was a type.
the spiritual Church of God under the New Economy, as Moses
was over the external Church under the Old Economy. He is
their Great Apostle; He is their Lord and Sovereign. They must
believe and profess as religious truth nothing but what He has
they must observe as religious institutions nothing but
what He has appointed. He " is head over all things to His
body the Church." The will of God on this subject is clearly
" From the most excellent glory a voice came forth,
revealed.
This is My beloved Son, hear ye Him." He is the "Prophet

taught

;

unto Moses," raised up from among the

like

men

are

bound

to listen to, believe,

Israelites,

whom

all

and obey, under the most

awful sanctions.

And as,

like

Moses, Jesus Christ was appointed, or made, over

the whole family of God,
trust reposed in
^

TTo/s?!/ is

xii. 6,

Him.

Moses, He was faithful to the
sought not His own glory, but the

so, like

He

not unfrequently used as

comp. with

ver. 8

;

]\Iark

iii.

14

= to constitute, to appoint
;

Acts

ii.

36.

:

1

Sam.

CHAP.
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glory of

Him who

came not

sent

He

Him.
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declared plainly that

He

His own name, but in the name of His Father.
He turned not His message to His own advantage and honour,
but prosecuted uniformly the great end of Him who appointed
Him. He uniformly declared that His words were not so much
His, as His Father's who sent Him. He kept back none of the
in

which He was entrusted. " The words," said
He, " which Thou hast given Me, I 'have given them." And
rather than conceal or retract any part of the message He was
entrusted with, He laid down His life.
To teach and to die
were the two great commissions given to Jesus by His Father,
and He was faithful to both John x. 18, xii. 49. Thus was
revelation with

:

Jesus " faithful " in reference to the whole family of

God over
appointed, as Moses was " faithful " in reference

which

He

to the

whole family of God over which he was appointed.

is

(2.)

Tlie Superiority.

Thus far the Apostle has stated the similarity between
Jesus Christ and Moses. Now he proceeds to assert His superiority.
Ver. 3. "For this man was counted worthy of more
glory than Moses, inasmuch as He who hath builded the house
hath more honour than the house."
For, here,

is

just equivalent to

'

further

plain that the statement in the 3d verse

or

'

'

moreover.'

It is

not a reason for the

is

made in the 2d verse.^ It is an additional reason for
compljdng with the exhortation in verse 1, "Consider the Apostle
and High Priest of our profession, Christ Jesus." If Jesus
statement

Christ has been faithful in reference to the whole family of

over which

He has been

God

appointed, as Moses was faithful in refer-

ence to the whole family of God over which he was appointed,
then surely He must be Avorthy of equal honour. But He is
not only worthy of equal honour, but of far superior honour.-'
He " is counted worthy of more honour than Moses, inasmuch as

He

that buildeth the house hath

^

Or

ydip

may

look back to

more honoiu' than the house." ^
vcr. 1,

/.ot.ra.vo'/jia.ri^

though

this is

not very

natural or easy.

=

ttMiovo; is explained by Chrysostom as
In the beginning of the verse the reader
correspond with the x«^' oaov that follows.
^

^

such a case, to use the Dative, rsVw and

VOL.

I.

f*ii^ovos.

is left

It is

to sup])-y notrol roaov, to

more u&ual

in Greek, in

oaa.

L
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The

phrase,

'

to build

the house,

'

is

[CHAT.

equivalent

uncommon. It is said,
those humane women Avho refused to second
policy of Pharaoh in destroying the infants of the

be the

to,

the barbarous
Israelites

;

i.e.,

numerous and flom'ishing
Eachel and Leah are said to have
And Nathan says to Da\ad, 2 Sam.

established their families, giving a

In Euth

offspring.

11,

iv.

built the house of Israel.
vii.

2-6,

This kind of phraseology is by no means
Exod. i. '21, that God " made houses " to

founder of the family.

He

III.

11,

house

;"

"Also the Lord telleth thee that He
and what the meaning of that phrase

what immediately

The

make thee a
we learn from

will
is,

follows, ver. 12.

latter part of the verse

admits of being interpreted in

two ways ' The founder of the family is worthy of more
honour than the family ;'^ or, the Founder of the family is en:

'

—

titled to the greater'

family.'

in the sense of greatest

The meaning

though the

last is

of the family

both cases

in

Jesus Christ, who

'

honour of the

materially the same,

is

probably the writer's idea.

The founder

honour

in the family.

entitled to the highest

is

—

Founder of the family of God, is enhonom' in that family and if so. He is
worthy of more honour than ]Moses, who was not the founder of
the family, but a member of the family raised to an official
superiority over the other members of the family.
Moses was
not the founder of the Israelitish family of God. They were
God's people previously to his being raised up. He was placed
is

the

titled to the highest

;

over a family already in existence. Jesus Christ
that family over which
^

As

had been

if it

He

He

placed.

is

the Founder of
them not God's

is

finds

In the second case

said, Trapx rov otxov.

an in-

it is

stance of the use of the Genitive Hebraico more, of -which "we have manycases in the Ne-w Testament, signifying
u/iii/o;

Tov Qsov, the

lamb destined

some

relation or connection

by God
©fot/, zeal about God or rehgion, Rom. x. 2
promises made to the fathers, Rom. xv. 8
oupaHv TOV 0soD, the benefit destined

;

;

Xpiijrov,

faith of

T»j» TTxpccffyiK/iu

uncommon
1, 4, xxiii.

rif^-ziu o'i'kov

may be

11

;

iira.y/ih.ioi.i

Tr/ar/j-

'Aw
20

rdv
ii.

tuv

;

commanded by God, James

=

7t,u^v kv oixu,

1 Cor. xiii. 13.

:

Our

^si^uv

is

iii.

9

;

ltx.»ioaiiDn
i.

20.

In

the greatest honour in

used for

translators, in

rviu

'7:a,-zipav^

Phil.

12

;

^ii'hog

;

Qiov and

-zvj

;

i.

10

iv.

—thus

;

29

i.

of the comparative degree for the superlative

in the Greek language

x'Kilov 'most.'

ui

John

the deposit committed to me, 2 Tim.

The use

the family.

for you,

the truth respecting Christ, Gal.

fiov,

0ioD, the righteousness approved or

the same -way

God, John

for sacrifice to

yAyiaTc,;,

Luke

-vii.

is

not

Matt, xviii.

42, 43, render
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and He makes tlieni God's people. This family are
" God's Avorkmanship, created in," or by, " Christ Jesus to good

people,

works.*'

The new

God by

Christ Jesus.

as well as the old creation is the

Whatever honour may be due

work of

to

Moses,

who

occupies a very distinguished place in the family, it is plain
that that honour must be inferior to His who is the Founder of

The force of the argument seems just to be this
Moses did not make men children of God. Jesus Christ does.
Therefore Jesus Christ deserves to be more highly honoured
than Moses.' It has been supposed that the Apostle had in his
mind the remarkable promise regarding the Messiah, " He shall
the family.

:

'

He shall bear the glory."
brings forward another argument in support of
the superiority of Christ to Moses.
Viewing the Church as the
build the temple of the Lord, and

The Apostle

family of God, he states that Jesus Christ is the Son over the
whole family, whereas Moses was but a servant in the family.
But before proceeding to the statement of this argument, he
remarks, as

it

—

were by the w^ay

builded by some one

;

but

ver. 4, "

He who

For every house

built all things is

is

God."

This is a passage which has extremely perplexed interpreters.^
Taking the words by themselves, it is not difficult to make a
good, an important, sense out of them.

The argument for the
existence of Deity from the works of nature could scarcely be
more shortly and strikingly stated. But it is plain that that has
nothing to do with the Apostle's subject of discourse. It might
be considered as embodying a satisfactory proof of our
Lord's divinity but this also seems inconsistent with the train of
thought.
Were the verse entirely omitted, we would feel no
also

;

hiatus

;

but there

is

no ground to consider it as otherwise than
we must endeavour to interpret as best we

genuine, and therefore

may.
There can be no doubt, I think, that the word " house" here
retains the meaning it had in the preceding context.
" Every
house is built by some one," i.e., ' every family has its founder,'

— " but He who

things," does not

built all things

seem

to

me

the things which the Apostle
The words

is

^

Zech.

2

Ut versum cum antecedcntibus

quent

:

vi. 13.

is

God."

The

expression, " all

to refer to the universe,

of the

speaking of

LXX.

—the

but to

all

family over

are oUoooyy/iun tou oIkov Kvptov.

connectant, iuterprctes misere se tor-

plerique causae desperantes omittunt plane.

Caepzovius,
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[CHAP.

III.

2-6.

which Moses was placed, and the family over which Christ is
'
The great Founder of all these things both of the
placed.^

—

—

God.'

Jewish and
These words have by some very good interpreters been referred to our Lord thus, Jesus Christ, the Founder of all these
is God, and
things the Author of both churches, both families
Christian families

is

'

;

—

—

Though this is a truth,
The most natural
here taught.

therefore infinitely superior to Moses.'

I cannot think

meaning

the truth

it

me

of the words seems to

to be this

Jesus Christ,

'

:

Founder of the family over
which He presides, which Moses was not yet, viewing the matter in a somewhat more extended way, God may be considered as
the Founder of both families. Yet, even in this view of it, Moses
For Moses is only a servant in
is far inferior to Jesus Christ.

when

contrasted with Moses,

is

the

;

the family of

God

:

Jesus Christ

God's Son, having a natu-

is

property in the family, and a natural superiority over it.'
The general meaning of this verse, in connection with that
ral

which follows it, seems to be ' God is the Author of both orders
but the place which ISIoses and Christ occupy in the
of things
two orders of things is very different indeed.' Wherein the
difference consists, is stated in the words which follow.^
:

;

1

have

In this

It is equivalent to irccvra, rowra,^ as Grotius observes.
TO.

-TTixv-ot,

in 2 Cor. v. 17, and, it

may

way we

Eph. i. 10, iii. 9.
Abresch. On reconsidering

be, in

" Olet nimissubtilitatemscholasticam."
though still disposed to adhere to the interpretation just
given, I think it right to state Abresch's opinion, which, as usual with him,
2

this locus vexatus,

supported with great learning and ingenuity. He considers the direct
God the Father but he conceives that there is what he
Throughout the
calls a " tectum et obliquimi" reference to Jesus Christ.
is

reference to be to

;

—

whole passage God is considered as the Head of the family the Proprietor
of the famihes over which Moses and Christ were respectively placed.
TThatever, however, God does in reference to the salvation of man. He does
through the intervention of, with a reference to, Jesus Christ Eph. ii. 10,
:

iii.

is

9

;

Heb.

i.

10,

ii.

15, iv. 15, 16

;

2 Cor.

v. 18,

19

;

Col.

i.

20.

And

this

not only true as to the Christian economy properly so called, but also as

which was an introductory, preparatory, subsidiary
economy. That the Son was the Author of both economies, the Founder of
both families, seems plainly the doctrine of Scripture Acts vii. 38 Isa.
Ixiii. 9.
Comp. 1 Cor. x. 4, 9. In all that He did in either case. He is
represented as the Father's agent His "AyyiXo; the ri''"l3 !]S?JD of Malachi
to the Mosaic economy,

:

—

—

the Angel

who was with

both economies were

ex,

;

—

the Church in the wilderness.

rou ©eoy, B/« ^Imoi Xpifrrov.

All things in

Abresch, on these
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" And^ Closes verily was faithful in

5.

his house, as a

all

which were to be spoken
Moses
after
6. But Christ as a Son over His own house."
was entrusted with the management of the whole family, and
was faithful to that trust, in the character of a servant. In a
divine dispensation
in a family of which God is the Founder
servant, for a testimony of those things
;

—

Moses occupied an important place, and faithfully discharged the
duties of that place.
But what was that place ? It v/as the
place of a servant
a highly honoured servant, but still nothing
more than a servant. He had no property in the family no
natural authority over the family the family was not his, but

—

—

;

The Apostle

God's.

obviously refers to the passage already

"Moses, My servantr'^
Moses was God's servant in the family over which he was
placed, " for a testimony of those things which were to be
spoken after." These words have often been considered they
obviously were by our translators
as stating that the great
quoted,

Num.

xii. 7, 8,

—

—

design of Moses, as a minister in the Israehtish family, was, in
economy he introduced, to give a testimony respecting

the

The

another economy, in due time to be revealed.
of

God now

righteousness

"

manifested was witnessed in the law.

The law

which came by Moses was a shadow of good things to come."
There can be no doubt as to the truth and importance of this
sentiment

;

but

it

does not appear to

me

to

be expressed here."

grounds, thinks the full expression of the Apostle's thought
&i6g

x.i)e,r!MKsv(x,aa,g

iari,

Itcl'lmoiJ Xpt<jroi>.

All that

is

is

:

o os tix.

said here

xccvra,

true

is

;

but has the Apostle said it? I rather think not. Ebrard has thrown light
on the passage by considering it as thrown in to reconcile vers. 2, 3. In
ver. 2, Jesus is represented as appointed

by God

;

in ver. 3, as building or

These representations seem not very harmonious.
'
Yer. 4 contains the principle of conciliation.
Every oTko; has a founder

arranging the

otKog.

;

but above all such God stands as the great Founder of all so that Christ,
though a Founder of His family, was yet in a situation to exercise faithfulIn this way it is a link attached
ness towards One still superior to Him.'
;

both to vers.

2, 3,

^

K«(

^

QepxTTi)!/ is

is

here

''

all

Aoi/Xo;
^

by
is

ver. 5.

The
The 8.

a more honourable appellation than SoSAo; or oIAtyi?-

correlate of ooSAoj

does

and

porro, moreover.'

is Oifr'zorn;

constraint,

opposed to

and

of dipx-T^uv^

;

in fear

s'Kev^ipo;

;

;

the

6.

dipotTruv to

'7r»r-/ip,

Kvpio;, or (ixai^^tvg.

acts witli freedom

tx t£x»«, or

and

With Abresch, " Ego vero hsec argutiora dixerim, quum
quod eo ducat."

in contextu reperiatiu-,

affection.

to o viog.
niliil

plane
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idea seems to be that Moses was a servant, and his

ministry consisted in testifying or reveahng those things which

was the

will of

The

God

it

should be spoken to His people.

place which Christ occupies

is a very different and a
" But Christ as a Son over^ His own house."

far higher one.

The language is plainly elliptical
but Christ is faithful as a
Son over His own house.' It is in the character of " the firstborn among many brethren," the natural Ruler of the family, that
'

:

Christ presides over the family of God.

me

to enter at large into

an

It is not necessary for

illustration of the dignity

which

belongs to Jesus Christ as the Son of God, and which raises

Him

not only above IMoses, but above angels

A son, especially the first-born,

tures.

servant,
also as

from

prerogative of Jesus Christ
all

—above

all

crea-

not only superior to a

near relation to the father of the family, but

his

being heir and lord of

hath given

is

all.

"

:

This

the peculiar dignity and

is

The Father

loveth the Son, and
" For the Father judgeth

things into His hand."

no man, but hath committed all judgment unto the Son." ^
Our translators seem to have considered the words as intimating another idea,
the property He had in the family as
'

the first-born

—a

Son over His own

house.'

Christ's property, being purchased with
is so

The Church

His own blood

in consequence of the Father's appointment.

pronoun His,

without doubt refers

in vers. 2, 5,

;

but

And as
to God

is
it

the
the

Father, I do not see any reason for supposing that the refer-

ence is different in the verse before us. The comparison is between Moses, a faithful servant in God's house, and Christ, a
faithful

^

over

it.^

svl is here plainly contrasted

In

over.^

15

Son

sa-i

with

su

:

—

'

The servant

tou oIkou there is a reference to the

Heb.

»*,'

n''3n"?J?,

'

the Son
Isa. xxii.

Shebna, the treasurer, was the superintendent of the palace, the royal

:

family.

John iii. 35, v. 22.
The editions of the G. T. vary. Some the Plantin and Geneva editions, Erasmus and Wechehus
Stejihens"
give uvroi^ referring to Christ.
and the Complutensian editions of the elder, and Bengel's, Wetstein's, Griesbach's of the modern impressions, give uvtou^ referring to God.
A strong
objection to 'the first way of reading the word is, that it brings into the
d'TToloaig an important idea not in the Trporxatg^ so that the two members of
2

—

^

—

the sentence do not well correspond. It is plain the 6th verse should not
have been separated from the 5th they form parts of one sentence.
:
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The Apostle, in the concluding words of this verse, shows
what he means by that house or family over which Christ as a
Son presides. Ver. 6. " Whose house are we, if we hold fast
the confidence and the rejoicing of the hope firm iinto the end ;"^
i.e., 'We are the family of God over which Jesus Christ presides
as a Son, if we hold fast the confidence and the rejoicing of the
hope firm unto the end.'^
The pronoun toe, in the apostolical epistles, is used with a
It always signifies the writer

considerable variety of reference.

who have something in common with him. It is sometimes we apostles,' sometimes we
we
Christian ministers,' sometimes
we Jews,' sometimes
The
Christians,' sometimes we sinners,' sometimes w^e men.'
particular reference may generall}^, without difficulty, be disalong with some other individuals

'

'

'

'

'

'

covered from the context.

Here

Jews, not as Jews, but as

believers,'

it

plainly,

is

We

'

believing

God

belong to the family of

over which Jesus Christ presides as a Son.

This figurative view of the state of believers in Christ Jesus
management of His Son, sug-

as the family of God, under the
gests

many

very important truths in reference to the relation in

—

to God, to Jesus Christ, and to one another
which they enjoy, and to the duties which are
incumbent on them. The idea which the words of the Apostle
seem intended to bring before the mind, is the honour and hap-

which they stand

to the privileges

piness of the situation of the believing

God

Hebrews

as

members

of

Father; the incarnate Son is
their Elder Brother
angels are their ministers the heavenly
Canaan is their inheritance. They are " heirs of God, and joint
this

family of God.

is

their

;

;

heirs with Christ Jesus."

This

is

the truth in reference to

but

all

genuine believers, of every country, and in every age
and the only
the truth only in reference to genuine believers
;

it is

;

permanently satisfactoiy evidence of the genuineness of their
faith, is their continuing to manifest by their conduct that they
are under the influence of this faith.
adds.

mid
^

We

are the family of God,

the rejoicing

of

the

^^

Accordingly, the Apostle

if loe

hope firm unto the

holdfast
end.^^

It is a question wlictlier o; oIkos or ol oIm; is the

Much may

the confidence
»

genuine reading.

and much has been, said on both sides. The meaning
materially affected, however the controversy be decided.
^ Words, as Abresch says, sf<,(pizrtKurixrx.
be,

is

not
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2-6.

III.

to suggest the sentiment, that

God under the government
His Son in other words, may be the children of God
through faith in Christ Jesus and yet not " hold fast the confidence and rejoicing of the hope stedfast unto the end ;" for this
persons

may

—

of

is

belong to the family of

—

plainly inconsistent with

many plain

declarations of Scripture.

" reserved for

them in heaven," they
by the mighty power of God through faith."
But it is intended to teach us this important truth, that none
but those who " hold firm to the end the confidence and rejoicing of their hope," really belong to the family of God which is
entrusted to the care of His Son Jesus Christ.
The hope here spoken of is what by way of eminence may
be called the Christian hope
the expectation of evei'lasting
happiness through Christ Jesus. This is the hope which has
been brought to us in " the word of the truth of the Gospel,"
and which is awakened in every heart into which the faith of the

While

their inheritance

are " kept to

is

it

—

Gospel enters.

But what are we to understand by the " confidence of this
hope," and " the rejoicing of this hope?"
The primary and
ordinaiy meaning of the word rendered " confidence," is free-

dom and

boldness of speech, as expressive of full conviction and

—opposed

the absence of fear
sive of

by the following passages
xviii.
iii.

20

13.

;

Acts

iv.

13

;

to silence

The

doubt and timidity.

in

2 Cor.

Open, unhesitating,

which
iii.

and

hesitation, as expres-

force of the

12,

it

vii.

word

occurs

4

;

:

is

illustrated

—John

Phil.

i.

20

;

vii.

1

26,

Tim.

fearless profession of the Christian

hope, seems to be the Apostle's idea. The Apostle Peter exhorts
Christians to be " always ready to give an answer to every one

who

asketh them a reason of the hope that

is

in them."^

This constant readiness to state and defend those truths and
their evidences on which rests our hope, is what is here termed
" the confidence of the hope," the free and fearless profession of

This was indeed dangerous in the primitive times,
and the Hebrew Christians were exposed to very strong temptations to desist from it ; but it is absolutely necessary to the continuance and progress of the Gospel in the world, and it is very
plainly enjoined by our Lord, Matt. x. 32, 33.
Of the free and fearless profession of the truth, we have
the hope.

1 1

Pet.

iii.

16.
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a veiy striking specimen in the manner in

wliicli

tlie

three

young men witnessed a good confession before the
Babylonian king.
They beheld an absolute monarch the form
Israelitish

whose visage Avas changed with fury, and a flaming furnace
of fire, into which they were to be instantly cast if they would
not let go their profession.
They ask not a moment's space for
of

They make an

deliberation.
their faith

and hope.^

unhesitating, fearless profession of

Such,

too,

was the profession made by

Stephen, when, amid his exasperated persecutors, with the instruments of his death in their hands, he said, " I see the heavens
opened, and the Son of

man

standing on the right hand of

Such was the profession made by Basil, when the
Emperor Julian would have given him time to consult whether
God."

he would renounce Christianity " Do what you intend, for I
will be the same to-morrow that I am to-day."
This, then, is
:

the meaning of the phrase, " confidence of the hope,"
fearless profession of the truth

The

on which

rests

—

free,

our hope.

other phrase, " the rejoicing of the hope," is of kindred
The word translated " rejoicing" is the same as that

meaniiig.

which

usually rendered

is

'

glorying,' or

boasting.'

'

"

glory in the hope of the divine approbation.
of the hope," or

'

the gloriation in the hope,'

is

The

Thus we
rejoicing

the contemning

What is
all things which would come in competition with it.
meant by " the rejoicing of hope" will be best understood by
the following specimens
" For I reckon, that the sufferings of
this present time are not worthy to be compared with the glory
which shall be revealed in us." " For which cause we faint
:

—

but though our outward man perish, yet the inward man
renewed day by day. For our light afliiction, which is but
for a moment, worketh for us a far more exceeding and eternal
weight of glory while we look not at the things which are
seen, but at the things which are not seen for the things which
not

;

is

;

:

are seen are temporal

On

eternal."-

made an open
1

Dan.

iii.

;

but the things which are not seen are

believing the truth, the
profession of their hope

Hebrew

Christians

by submitting

to

had
bap-

16-18.

18 2 Cor. iv. lG-18. It has been suggested by a veryadjecacute scholar (Abrcsch), that Trxopmiit and kuvz-^I^cc are used as
the heart-uerving, mouth-opening,
tives
the whole phrase being thus
2

Rom.

viii.

;

;

triumph-giving hope.

^

=
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tism,

felt that eternal life,

made every

of their hope,

object of

be put into competition with

it
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which was the object
desire which could

human

grow dim or

disappear.

" hold fast the confidence and rejoicing of the hope,"

To

then, " to the end,"^

to maintain

is

till

the close of

life

that

open, fearless profession of the Gospel, and that heart-satisfy-

ing estimate of the value of that eternal

as

Such

in Jesus." ^

it is

life

which naturally grow out of the firm

reveals,

which

Gospel

members

the character of the

is

way in which they

family of God, and such the

that'

faith of " the truth

of the

are to enjoy the

comfort arising from an assurance that they are the members of
this family.

But
tainty

it

may

be

and doubt

said.

as to

Are we

to

remain in a

state of vmcer-

our belonging to the family

till

the end

This does not by any means result from the Apostle's
statement.
In " the confidence and rejoicing of the hope,"
of life?

in the faith of the truth

producing

its

appropriate effects, in an

honest profession of the truth both in words and in actions,

and

in satisfying the heart with the salvation

tion,

—the Christian has most

it

reveals as a por-

satisfactory evidence of his belong-

ing to the family

; but he can continue in possession of it only in
the degree in which he continues to " hold fast" this confidence

and rejoicing of hope.

§ 2.

From

Tlie

Fact Practicalhj

Imj)7'oved.

these statements respecting Jesus Christ, as far su-

Moses as the head of a divine family, and respecting
the Hebrews as professed members of this family, the Apostle
takes occasion to warn them against apostasy, and to point out
the awful consequences which would result from disobedience
and rebellion against Him whom God had appointed as a Son
over His family.
perior to

Chap.

iii.

Holy Ghost saith, To-day, if ye
harden not your hearts, as in the provocation, in the

7-iv. 13. Wherefore (as the

will hear His voice,
^

Msxpi TgXofj, to the end of

^

Bsfiocicci/.

TT. X,. X,.

find the

From

x.ai,vy,Yi^ot,

life

we

;

ch. vi. 11

we should have expected fiifhoclx.
same construction

;

John

xiii.

should have expected

1

;

1 Cor.

(iiilxtov

;

i.

8.

from

But both in Greek and Latin we

—an adjective equally connected with two nouns

put in the gender of the former.
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when your fathers tempted Me,
works forty years. Wherefore I was grieved with
and they have
that generation, and said, They do alway err in their heart
not known My ways.
So I sware in My wrath. They shall not enter into
My rest.) Take heed, brethren, lest there be in any of you an evil heart
But exhort one another
of unbelief, in departing from the living God.
daily, while it is called To-day
lest any of you be hardened through the
day

of temptation in the wilderness

proved Me, and saw

;

My

;

;

For we are made partakers of Christ, if we hold the
beginning of oiu- confidence stedfast unto the end while it is said. To-day,
if ye will hear His voice, harden not your hearts, as in the provocation.
For some, when they had heard, did provoke howbeit not all that came
out of Egypt by Moses. But with whom was He grieved forty years ? was
it not with them that had sinned, whose carcases fell in the wilderness ?
And to whom sware He that they should not enter into His rest, but to them
that believed not ?
So we see that they could not enter in because of undeceitfulness of sin.

;

:

behef.

Let us therefore fear, lest, a promise being left us of entering into His
any of you should seem to come short of it. For unto its was the
Gospel preached, as well as imto them but the word preached did not profit
them, not being mixed with faith in them that heard it. For we which have
beheved do enter into rest as He said. As I have sworn in My wrath, if
they shall enter into My rest although the works were finished from the
rest,

:

;

:

For he spake in a certain place of the seventh
God did rest the seventh day from all His works. And

foundation of the world.

day on

And

this wise,

K they shall enter into My rest. Seeing therefore it
remaineth that some must enter therein, and they to Avhom it was first
preached entered not in because of unbelief (Again, He limiteth a certain
as it is said. To-day,
day, saying in David, To-day, after so long a time
in this place again,

:

;

ye will hear His voice, harden not your hearts. For if Jesus had given
them rest, then would He not afterward have spoken of another day. There
remaineth therefore a rest to the people of God. For He that is entered
if

He also hath ceased from His own works, as God did from
Let us laboiu- therefore to enter into that rest, lest any man fall
For the word of God is quick, and
after the same example of unbeHef.
powerful, and sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing even to the
dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow, and is
a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart. Neither is there any
into His rest.
His.)

creature that

is

not manifest in His sight

opened unto the eyes of

There

is

some

:

but

Him with whom we have

difficulty in

all

things are naked and

to do.

determining the right method of

Some interpreters
of these paragraphs.
"
quotation
from the
the
with
wherefore"
connect the particle
"
Gliost
saith
Holy
the
as
95th Psalm, including the Avords
construing the

first

and consider the Apostle as adopting the words
of the Psalmist as his own, and directly addressing them to

in a parenthesis,

his readers.

Others connect the particle " wherefore" with the
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12th verse, and include the whole quotation in a parenthesis.
They do not consider the Apostle as addressing these words

Hebrews, but as quoting a passage of Old Testament Scripture which had an important bearing on the subject of consideration, and from which he afterwards proceeds to
directly to the

interpretation of the passage.
side

importance as to the right

It is not a question of vital

reason.

we

take in

it

;

It does not matter

much which

but the latter mode of construing

it

seems to

us preferable.

Let us first, then, examine the quotation which the inspired
makes from the Book of Psalms.^ The Psalm quoted is
a Psalm which does not contain in it any of those very
the 95th,
decisive marks of the time and circumstances in which it was
composed which many of the other Psalms do, but which, on
highly probable grounds, has been considered as composed in
This opinion is in no way inconsistent
the Maccabiean times.
writer

—

with the inspired writer's sa}dng in the next chapter, "Again
limiteth a certain time, saying in

David ;" the whole Book

He
of

Psalms going under the name of David, though it is certain he
was not the writer of all these sacred odes.
The words of this Psalm are represented as the words of the
Holy Ghost. It was true of all the psalmists of Israel as well
as of the royal psalmist that " The Spirit of the Lord spake by
" All Scripture is
them, and His word was in their tongue."
given by inspiration of God ;" and the " holy men of old, who

spake as they were moved by the Spirit of God," spoke not in

words which man's wisdom taught, but in words taught them

by the Holy

Spirit.

The passage

is

generally an exhortation to the Jewish people

and believe, and obey the voice of God, promising
and warning them of the fearful
to lead them into His rest
consequences Avhich would flow from their disregarding this
exhortation, by pointing out to them the dreadful results of their
fathers' disbelieving and disobeying the voice of God when He
invited them to enter into the rest of Canaan.
to listen to,

;

^

The form

often.

We

of quotation, nadug

have

it ch. x.

15,

propriety here, as the quotation

is

ro Iivivy.a. to oiytov^ Aoe^s, not occur
i.

16, xxviii. 25.

;

It

has a pecuhar

a proi)hetic oracle in the strict sense of

and as, Isa. Ixiii. 10, tlie Holy
by the conduct here referred to.

the phrase
as vexed

7\.eyet

and Acts

Spirit is particularly

mentioned

CHAP.

II.

" To-day"

equivalent

is

to,

*

inviting

you

lonof

to enter into the rest of

is

a£i;o

to enter into

approaching

Messiah

;

His
is

This

rest,

may

;

is

as

the clay in which

He

Canaan.

God

is

invited your fathers

The

reii^n of

Heaven

at hand.'

" If ye will hear His voice."
elliptical

173
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These words are obviously

and, consistently with the

Hebrew

idiom, the ellipsis

—

If ye
two following ways
or,
Oh, if ye
hear His voice, ye shall enter into His rest
This is a common form of expresswould but hear His voice
ing a wish in the Hebrew idiom. " If thou hadst known, in this

be

filled

up

in either of the

:

;'

'

'

!'

thy day, the things which belong to thy peace !"
" Harden not your hearts."
The heart is in Scripture just
equivalent to the mind, viewed as endowed both with intelliTo " harden the heart," is to be inattenaffection.

gence and
tive,

unbelieving, impenitent, disobedient.

The prophet

calls

on

his

countrymen not

to be inattentive,

unbelieving, impenitent, and disobedient, as their ancestors were

" in the provocation, in the day of temptation in the wilderness."
is a reference to what happened at a place which received
names from the undutiful conduct of Israel towards Jehovah
"jSIeribah," the striving or provocation; and "Massah," the
Exod. xvii. 2, 7. These are particularly
trial or temptation
referred to, because it was then that the scene of provocation
and temptation commenced, which continued down to the period
that the awful sentence was pronounced on them, that they

This

—

:

should not enter into God's

The

rest.

history of the Israelites

is

a history of continued provo-

In the wilderness of Sin they murmured for the want
At Rephidim they murof bread, and God gave them manna.
mured for want of water, and questioned whether Jehovah was
with them and He gave them water from the rock. In the

cation.

;

wilderness of

Sinai, soon after receiving the law, they

made

and worshipped a golden image. At Taberah they murmured
for want of flesh and the quails were sent, followed by a dreadAt Kadesh-barnea they refused to go up and take
ful plague.
possession of the land of promise, which brought down on them
and after that
the awful sentence referred to in the Psalm
sentence was pronounced, they presumptuously attempted to do
what they had formerly refused to do. All these things took
place in little more than two years after they left Egypt.
;

;

174
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find tliem at Kadesli again,

want of water and other things. Soon after
this, they complained of the want of bread, though they had
manna in abundance, and were punished by the plague of fiery
for

And

flying serpents.

at Shittim, their last station, they pro-

voked the Lord by mingling in the impure idolatry of the

So strikingly true is !Moses' declaration " Rememand forget not, how thou provokedst the Lord thy God to
wrath in the wilderness from the day that thou didst depart
out of tlie land of Egypt, until ye came unto this place, ye have
" Ye have been rebellious
been rebellious against the Lord."
against the Lord from the day that I knew you."^
They " tempted Him, and proved Him, and saw His works
forty years." To " tempt" God and to " prove" Him, are nearly,
if not altogether, sjmonymous expressions.
They refer to men as
it were making experiments, whether He be indeed the powerful, holy, just, and faithful God He has declared Himself to be.
Listead of believing His declarations, and acting accordingly,
they seemed, as it were, bent to discover, though at the hazard
of their own destruction, whether He really was able or meant
to execute either His promises or threatenings.
That part of the quotation contained in the 10th verse slightly
differs both from the Hebrew text and the Greek version
Moabites.

:

ber,

:

common use when the Apostle wrote. In them it reads,
" Forty years long was I grieved with that generation." The
Apostle refers the " forty years" to their seeing God's works;
in

Hebrew

the

text

and the Septuagint,

they grieved God.
thing

;

It comes,

to the time

saw His works and grieved

for they both

during which

however, materially to the same

Him

during

these forty years.^

The word translated " grieved,"
^

Deut.

^

It is curious to

know

diu durant anni Messite ?
after the ascension, the

Kos/,

may

Thus Tanchuma, F.

R. Akiba dixit,

si.

It is

annos,

79, 4, "

quemadmodum

Quam-

Israelitse

remarkable, that in forty years

whole Jewish nation were cut

off

equally as they

in the wilderness.

the rendering of the Heb.

all

Dji,

may

be rendered and, also

;

or

it

They tempted and grieved Me for forty years,
that time they saw the manifestations I made of My power and

be rendered altlwugh.

though

grievously

that the ancient Jews believed that " the days

per tot annos in deserto fuerunt."

fell

'

ix. 7, 24.

of the Messiah were to be forty years."

who

properly signifies

'
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was displeased with that generation i.e., their
Ilis moral disapprobation; and the ends
;

conduct was the object of

and holy government required that this should be
its becoming the object of His judicial punishment.
His determination, and the reasons of it, are shortly, but most
emphatically, stated in the close of the 10th and in the 11th verse.
These words, " they do alway err in their heart," are not
to be found in Num. xiv.
but the inspired Psalmist expresses
" They do
the sense of what Jehovah said on that occasion.
alway err in their heart." They are radically and habitually
" They have not known My ways." ^ God's " ways" may
evil.
mean either His dispensations or His precepts. The Israelites did
not rightly understand the former, and they obstinately refused
to acquire a practical knowledge
the only truly valuable species
of knowledge
of the latter. The reference is probably to God's
mode of dealing Rom. xi. 33 Deut. iv. 32, viii. 2, xxix. 2-4.
Such a people deserved severe punishment, and they received
" So I sware in My wrath. They shall not enter into My
it.
The original words both in the Hebrew text and here
rest."^
of His wise

manifested by

;

—

—

:

;

are, " If they shall enter into

expressing oaths
1

Sam.

iii.

14

is

common

Ps. Ixxxix. 35

;

My

in the

elliptical

Old Testament

Numbers

:

mode

Deut.

i.

of

35

;

This awful oath is
" But as truly as I

Isa. Ixii. 8.

;

recorded in the 14th chapter of
live,

This

rest."

:

the earth shall be filled with the glory of the Lord.

all

men which have

Because

all

wisdom on

their behalf.'

those

seen ]\Iy glory, and

Arthur Johnston, in

My

his poetical version, gives a

txim something like this to the words
" lUius hie qiiamvis lassatus murmure signa
:

Roboris invicti non dubitata dedi."
Kent is

" although the world,"
^ Is

which
2

is

is

here either

etc.

=

;c«/,

;

often the force of the Heb.

1

:

Ps. vii. 10

;

Hos.

xii. 2.

In explaining such terms as opy^ in reference to God, great caution

import.

is

hazard both in overstating and understating their
To attribute internal commotion to the divine mind, which always

necessary.

is

x.ai'Trip, it, etc.
John xvii. 25, kuI 6 Koa/no;,
Comp. Neh. vi. 1 Ps. cxxix. 2.
which is the word in the LXX., or to yxp,

not unfrequently used for

There

is

an element in what we

call opyvi in

Him who

man, and

still

more, to attribute ma-

wrong. But, on the other
hand, to say that opy^ is to be understood merely synecdochice, as the rhetoricians say
that it describes merely punishment is certainly not right.
I entirely agree with the following cautiously expressed sentiment of a
lignant feeling to

is

love, is utterly

—

—

learned interpreter and judicious divine

:

— " Etiamsi

iTrt

Qsov (verbis utor
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miracles which I did in Egypt, and in the wilderness, have

tempted
voice

Me now these

ten times, and have not hearkened to

their fathers, neither shall

My

but

My

surely they shall not see the land which I sware unto

;

any of them that provoked

Me see

it

servant Caleb, because he had another spirit Avith him,

and hath followed Me fully, him will I bring into the land
whereunto he went and his seed shall possess it. (Now the
Amalekites and the Canaanites d^velt in the valley.) To-morrow
turn you, and get you into the wilderness, by the way of the
;

Red

And

sea.

saying,

How

murmur

the Lord spake unto Moses and unto Aaron,

long shall I bear with this evil congregation, which

against

Me ?

I have heard the murmurings of the

murmur

children of Israel, which they

As

them.

against

Me.

Say unto

truly as I live, saith the Lord, as ye have spoken in

do to you Your carcases shall fall in this
and all that were numbered of you, according to
your whole number, from twenty years old and upward, which
have murmured against Me."^ The words of the oath seem here
borrowed from the account in Dent. i. 35." There are many
threatenings of God which have a tacit condition implied in
them but when God interposes His oath, the sentence is irre-

Mine

ears, so will I

wilderness

:

;

;

versible.

The

curse was not causeless, and

account of

its

actual fulfilment,

it

Num.

We

did come.

xxvi. 64, 65.

have an

The

" rest"

from which they were excluded was the land of Canaan. Their
lives were spent in wandering.
It is termed " God's rest," as
there He was to finish His work of bringing Israel into the land
Basilii,
adoci

0pp.

ii/crsfiec

ovle otvTYi

torn, i.p,

511) ovlsrspov (neque dv^ov, neque

iart TrapxOe^Xffdxi, txXhik

TYi ovGicc

BcvTou (Tvfi/ieli^yjg'

rpoxiKXt «/ (pavxi'

opy/iv) tcvptug T^iysoii

yoLp Trddog &iqv^

atque adeo nulla aut mentis concitatio

aut perturbatio animi, aut ultionis etiam nocendique libido, in natura multo
prsestantissima perfectissimaque potest intelligi

tem

aninii sui

liumana

affici,

;

ipsum tamen, per

atque justitiam, sensu aliquo vcro

et

castita-

acriore ex impietate

qui accommodate ad nostram humilem intelligentiam et

impellatur,

quandam ira vel odium dicatur et quo ad puniendum
summaque cum voluntatis incUnatio commoveatur, equidem cre-

diderim."

Abresoh.

propter analogiam

The ideas intended to be expressed are moral disap-

probation and judicial displeasure.

Sin is opposed to the divine character,
with the ends of His government. Lactantius, the Christian Cicero as he has been called, has some excellent observations on this subject in his book, De ira Dei.

and

inconsistent, if unpunished,

1

Num.

xiv. 21-29.
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promised to their fathers, and fix the sjonbol of His presence in
dwelling in that land in which His people
the midst of them,

—

were to rest from their wanderings, and to dwell in safety under
His protection. It is His rest, as of His preparing, Deut. xii.
We
It is His rest
rest like His, rest along with Him.
9.
all
who
died
in
the
that
by
no
means
warranted
conclude
are
to
wilderness came short of everlasting happiness. It is to be feared

—

many

but the curse denounced on
of them, most of them, did
them went only to their exclusion from the earthly Canaan.
Such is the passage of Old Testament Scripture to which
;

the Apostle refers in his exhortation to the believing Hebrews,

and from which he proceeds

subsequent con-

to reason in the

Wherefore, seeing Jesus Christ, who presides over the
family of God of which you profess to be members, is so far

text.

'

who

superior to Moses,

former age,

— calling

to

presided over the family of

mind what an

God

in a

inspired writer has said of

the fearful judgments which overtook those of the family under
Moses who were unbelieving and disobedient, ver. 12, " take
heed, brethren, lest there be in any of

you an

imwhich

evil heart of

The

departing from the living God."

belief, in

evils to

unbelief and impenitence exposed the Israelites were dreadful

but the

which they

evils to

more dreadful,

as the

as Jesus Christ

is

The Apostle

will expose

New Economy

superior to

be just as

much

Hebrew Christians against an
" heart of unbelief" is just an

A

idiomatical expression for an

will

ISIoses.'

cautions the

" evil heart of unbelief."

you

exceeds the Old in dignity,

'

unbelieving heart

person to have in him an unbelieving heart,

is

;'^

and for a

just to doubt or

When

the Apostle, then, says, " Take heed lest
you a heart of unbelief," his exhortation h
Beware lest any of you doubt or disbelieve
just equivalent to,
those statements which have been made to you by Him who is
so far superior both to Closes and the angels.'
The unbelieving heart is styled an evil heart. The word
" evil" sometimes signifies 'wicked, diseased,' and sometimes misdisbelieve.

there be in any of

'

'

chievous or destructive.'
to unbelief.

has

made

To doubt

to us

revelation,

is

I.

all

wicked.

its

senses

it is

very applicable

or disbelieve the revelation which

by His Son, which
^

VOL.

In

is

God

a plain and well-accredited

It originates in

immonil pfinciples

K«fS/c* cl~taTlu; ^^Kxpoici. oimrnQ;.

M

—

iu
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or in thoughtlessness, which in such a case
must be highly criminal or in pride, whether the pride of
wealth and station, or of intellect, or of self-righteousness. To
doubt or disbelieve the revelation which God has made to us by
His Son, is most pernicious and ruinous. Faith naturally leads
and unbelief as
to holiness and happiness, to purity and peace
naturally produces guilt, depravity, and ruin. It is probably the

the love of sin

—

;

last of these ideas

meant

to

— that of

mischievousness

convey by the epithet

proceeds to show

how

'

unbelief excludes

—point out the
The whole
any

of

may

you an

in

—or manifesting

Beware

God.

—"

in departing

it

from

believe can enter.

from the living God"

native tendency of an evil, unbelieving heart.

exhortation

you have

to depart

follow

him who indulges

who

the rest of God, into which only those

The words which

— that the Apostle

wicked,' as he immediately

be thus stated

'

Take heed

lest

unbelieving heart, leading you

evil,

—

from the living
a departure
from the living God, under the

itself in

of departing

:

influence of a wicked, unbelieving heart.'

To

depart from the living

''

apostasy from Christianity,

God"

— in

is

just an expression for

whom

the case of those

the

Apostle was addressing, the renouncing the profession of the faith

and returning to Judaism. Those who did so, no doubt,
were not departing from, but returnincr to God; but the Apostle presses on them this truth, that
they could not abandon Christ without abandoning God. There
He is " the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
is but one God,
of Christ

flattered themselves that they

—He

—

world to Himwho renounces Christ abandons God.
The appellation livi7ig God is emphatic. Some have supposed it just equivalent to the t7me God ;^ as if the Apostle had
Christ,"

'

"

God

in Christ reconciling the

and, of course, he

self ;"

said,

is

In apostatizing from Christianity

to

Judaism, you as really

I

God as if you were becoming the woram rather disposed to think that the ex-

is

intended to convey the idea of power.

depart from the living
shippers of

idols.'

pression " living"
'

Dead'

is

often equivalent to powerless

;

'

living,' to

powerful.

remarkably the case in two passages in this Epistle:

This is
" The word of

God

is

quick [living) and powerful, sharper than

a two-edged sword, piercing even to the dividing of the soul
^

10

;

Jehovah is the living God as opposed to
Acts xiv. 15 1 Thess. i. 9.
;

idols

wanting

life

:

Jos.

iii.
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" It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the
God." It is quite safe to depart from dead gods. No
spiritual advantage can be obtained by adhering to them
no
danger is incurred in abandoning them they cannot punish the

and

spirit."

living

;

;

apostate.
living

But

it is

He

God.

otherwise with him

who

apostatizes

departs from Ilim "with

whom

is

from the

the foun-

and who alone can make him happy he departs
can execute all the threatenings which He has
denounced against those who forsake Him.
There is need of constant watchfulness on the part of the
professors of Christianit}^, lest under the influence of unbelief
they " depart from the living God." " Take heed," says the
Apostle.
There is notliing, I am persuaded, in regard to
whicli professors of Christianity fall into more dangerous practain of life,"

tical

;

Him who

from

mistakes than

this.

They

suspect everything sooner than

the soundness and firmness of their belief.

who

—and

There are many

who have no

are supposing themselves believers

would be proved were the hour of

all,

is

perhaps nearer than they are aware, to arrive

who have

so

it

true faith

which
and almost
greater measure than

at

trial,

;

have it in
no prayer that a Christian needs
more frequently to present than, '' Lord, increase my faith ;"
" deliver me from an evil heart of unbelief." All apostasy from
all

faith suppose they

they really have

God, whether

There

it.

is

partial or total, originates in unbelief.

—

To have

have more extended, and accurate, and
ought to be
impressive views of " the truth as it is in Jesus"
the object of the Christian's most earnest desire and unremitting

his faith increased

exertion.

—

evil heart of

Lord with

full

unbelief" are

purpose of heart, to follow

in opposition to all the temptations to

" walk in

we obtain
we enabled

Just in the degree in which

from the "
the

to

Him

deliverance
to cleave to
fully, and,

abandon His cause,

to

His commandments and ordinances blameless."
To prevent so fearful and disastrous a result as apostasy
from the living God, the Apostle calls on them to strengthen
each other's faith by mutual exhortation, and thus oppose those
malignant and deceitful influences which had a tendency to
all

Ver. 13. " But
harden them in impenitence and unbelief.
exhort one another daily, while it is called To-day; lest any of

you be hardened through the deceitfulness of sin."
For the explanation of this verse, it will be necessary

to

turn
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first to the evil into which the Hebrew Christians
were in danger of falHng the being " hardened through the
deceitfuhiess of sin " and then to the means which he recom-

our attention

—

;

—

the '' exhorting
to be employed for preventing this evil
one another daily, while it is called To-day."
To be hardened is to become insensible to the claims of

mends

Jesus Christ, so that they do not make their appropriate impression on the mind, in producing attention, faith,
ence,

lie

hardened who

is

is

and obedi-

careless, unbelieving, impenitent,

and disobedient.
Into this state the professors of Christianity

among

the

Jews

were in danger of falling " through the deceitf ulness of sin"
that is, through sin's deceiving them. By " sin" I apprehend we
are to understand anything inconsistent with the law of Christ,

whom professing believers acknowledge

as their

Lord and Master;

for example, the neglecting to assemble themselves together for

the observance of the ordinances of Christianity, to which the

Apostle particularly refers in a subsequent part of the Epistle.

But how
by deceiving
lieving, and

is

such a sin as this calculated to deceive them, and

to

"harden" them

and, in departing from
It

is

natural for

Self-condemnation

When
is

man

—

to

make them

Him, depart

man
is

to wish

also

to

unbefrom Christ,

careless,

disobedient, so as that they depart

from " the living God"?"

stand well with himself.

one of the most intolerable of

all

feelings.

from whatever motive, done something that
inconsistent with the law of Christ, he naturally sets himself
a

has,

to extenuate, to excuse, and, if possible, to

There

is

defend his conduct.

perhaps an attempt made to convince the mind that

that the ordiis really no violation of the law of Christ
nary way of interpreting that law is unduly strict or that, if
there was a violation, it was in his circumstances scarcely
avoidable, and, if not justifiable altogether, yet deserving of but
very slight blame. In this state of mind, doubts of the reason-

there

;

;

ableness of the law he has transgressed, and of the authority to

which

it

lays claim, present themselves to the mind, and, instead

meet with a welcome reception.
These naturally lead to a repetition of the act of violation of
the law of Christ, or to other violations of the law of Christ;
and just as the backslider proceeds in his downward course, the

of being immediately dismissed,

process of thought above described

is

apt to

become more and
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liabitual to liim,

at last

till

he becomes completely hardened

against the claims which the word of Christ has on
tion, faith,

and obedience, and

finally

atten-

liis

" makes shipwreck of faith

and a good conscience."

and

Unbelief thus naturally leads to disobedience,
obedience as naturally hardens in unbelief.

way

that the great obstacle in the

dis-

It is equally true

of a man's believing the

Gospel, and the most powerful incentive to apostasy from the
Gospel, is the love of sin. The truth can be kept only in a good
and honest heart it can be held only in a pure conscience.
Apostates from the truth often flatter themselves that they have
yielded to the force of argument; but the just statement of the
fact is that given by the prophet
" a deceived heart has turned
them aside ;" or by the Apostle they have been " hardened by
;

—
—

the deceitfulness of sin."

The means which

the Apostle prescribes for preventing this

" Exhort one another,"

evil is quite appropriate to its nature.
.says he,

" daily, while

truth and

its

it is

evidence.

and maintain

called To-day."

All that

The food

man can do

faith, is just to place these before the

the duty of every Christian, knowing that there
evil heart of unbelief," often to

consideration of the truth and

Volume

of Inspiration;

and

turn his

its

it is

his duty, too,

also "

an

It

is

in

him " an

to

a serious

knowing

that in

evil heart of unbelief,"

and

this evil heart

he perceive

mind.

is

own mind

is

if

is

evidence, as contained in the

ever}^ fellow-Christian there

especially

of faith

to ])roduce faith,

manifesting

itself in

tendency to apostasy, to bring before his mind
the truth and its evidence, that he may continue " stedfast and
unmoveable," rooted, and grounded, and stablished in the faith
wherein he has been taught. This is, I apprehend, the mutual
anything

like a

exhortation to which the Apostle refers.
It deserves notice

same word which

is

that the

word rendered exhort
comfort;' and it

often translated

'

probably used to suggest the idea, that nothing

is

is
is

the

very

better fitted

mind the trutli as
to the " exceeding great and precious promises," made to those
who " hold fast the confidence and rejoicing of the hope firm

to prevent apostasy than bringing before the

to the end."

It

is

the good neics

— the consolatory message of a
—
believed,

and full salvation through Christ Jesus
which binds the heart to the Saviour and
free

it is

this,

to Ilis law.

It is
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quite right to imitate the Apostle in placing before the

mind

of

the backslider the awful results of apostasy; but such statements
alone will produce but

God

little

The

effect.

behind him, proclaiming, " Return

voice of a reconciled

Me, thou backsliding
have redeemed thee," when heard, will do more to
prevent apostasy, and induce him to turn his feet to God's testimonies, than all the terrors of the tenfold damnation Avhich
awaits the apostate, though presented to the mind in the most
to

child, for I

striking

and alarming form.

Tlie duty of public exhortation forms an important part of

the duty of Christian pastors
before us that

it

is

but

;

the duty of

all

it

is

plain

from the passage

Christians, as they have op-

portunity, privately to exhort and admonish one another,^ lest
they " be hardened by the deceitfulness of sin."
It is too much

the practice of professors of Christianity in our times,

when

they perceive in one of their brethren a tendency, as they think,
to " depart from the living God," to speak of it to every person rather than to the one to

ought to be spoken of

—

whom

alone in the

first

instance

lament over it in the presence of
others, instead of endeavouring to remove the evil by friendly

it

to

exhortation to the individual himself, and earnest prayer to
to render the use of the

for the purpose for

means prescribed by Himself
which He has appointed it.

God

effectual

This mutual exhortation the Apostle enjoins to be engaged
in " daily, while

another daih',

called To-day."^

it is

i.e.,

frequently,

They were

and without

delay.

to exhort

one

Whenever we

observe in brethren what appears to us an indication of departure

from the path of Christian truth and duty, we are to use the means
them back. Eveiy
step they take in the downward path makes their recovery more
difficult
and yet a little while, and they will be removed beyond the reach of our exertions. If any of us have a friend
wdiom we think in danger of that greatest of all evils, the loss

prescribed by the inspired writer for bringing

;

^

sxvrovs

understood

them on
ivcc

i^'/i

as in ch. x. 24; 1 Cor.

=:z dy.T^vi'hovg,

1 Thess. V. 13.

That the word

is

vi.

as a command to the Hebrews to press the
own mind, is plain from the words that follow

it,

his

7; 1 Pet. iv. 8-10;

not to be understood, as the Vulgate has

ax.'K-r,pvv6YjTi^

=

^ KoXuran
" To-day, "etc."

but

'ivoc f^'/i

y.T.pvaciTo.i

There

is

(jK'Kyipvyiyi rig

truth each of
:

they are not

l| iiy-uv.

—while the proclamation continues

to be made,

a pai-onomasia in TrxpetaxT^sln and Kx'hshxi.
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of the soul, let us be speedy, diligent, earnest, whether by instruction,

Ah how

admonition, or prayer.

in that Avorld

where warning

is

!

may he be
What thy hand

soon

"

too late!

lindeth to do" in this way, " do it with thy might
no work, nor device, nor Avisdom, nor knowledge

is

in the grave,

This idea seems intended to be suggested
it is called To-day;" i.e., 'while

whither thou goest."

by the

for there

;

additional clause, "while

God still invites men to enter into His rest.' As
God's fellow-workers, we should " beseech them not to re" For He saith, I have heard
ceive the grace of God in vain."
the voice of

thee in a time accepted, and in the day of salvation have I suc-

coured thee.

Behold,

the day of salvation."

now is the accepted time behold, now is
" The deceitfulness of sin" and the pre:

cariousness of time are considerations which greatly strengthen

As

each other.

time wastes, the sinner hardens

:

not only

is

the

becoming more difficult.
It is plain that the duty here enjoined on the Hebrew Christians is, from the nature of the case, obligatory on Christians in
all coimtries and in all ages.
So long as there are " evil hearts
season passing away, but the work

is

of unbelief" in professors of Christianity

—

so long as they are

exposed to the fascinating influences of an evil world, and the
so long
endlessly varied devices of the crafty " old serpent,"

—

they need to be " exhorted daily,

will

lest

they be hardened by

the deceitfulness of sin."

To
and

the right discharge of this duty,

affection are necessary

persuaded

it

Surely, vv^hen
to

very seldom

we

;

much

Christian w^isdom

but when rightly performed, I

fails

of producing a

consider the interests at stake,

happy

am

effect.

we ought not

am afraid we generally are, to the
What a power of motive is contained

be so backward, as I

discharge of this duty.

" Brethren,

if any of you
do err from the faith, and one convert him let him know, that
he who converteth a sinner from the error of his way shall save
a soul from death, and shall hide a multitude of sins."
The importance of taking heed lest there was in any of them
an evil heart of unbelief, and of their exhorting one another
daily, is placed in a strong point of light by the declaration
made by the Apostle in the 14th verse. " For we are made
partakers of Christ, if we hold the beginning of our confidence

in these words of the Apostle

James

:

;

stedfast unto the end."
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— " Whose

house are we,

if

we hold

fast the confidence

and the rejoicing of the hope firm unto the end." Some interpreters have considered the words, " we are made partakers of

we shall be made partakers of Christ'
we shall be made participants of all
the blessings of the Christian salvation
if we hold the beginning of our confidence stedfast to the end.'
But the words
will not admit this mode of exposition.
The words, literally
translated, are, "We have been made partakers of Christ ;" and
the following clause, " if we hold the beginning of our conChrist," as equivalent

—understanding by

to,

'

that,

—

'

means of

fidence stedfast unto the end," does not express the

attaining the fellowship of Christ as something future, but the

evidence of our having already attained that fellowship.
To be a " partaker of Christ," is a phrase which nowhere

—

such
; bvit we have parallel expressions
" put on Christ," to " be in Christ," to " be members of

else occurs in Scripture
as, to

His body, of His

and of His bones."

flesh,

attenuated sense to

doctrine of Christ,' or even
is

the result of the

taker of Christ,"

the words,

aflSx to

first,

intimately connected with

we

mind and

are

made

will.

This

be a true Christian.
spirit

with Him.

It is a

be partakers of His

to

Him,

Me

very unduly

be partakers of the
benefits.'

To

the cause of the second.

treats us not as tve deserve, but as

in us,"

to

be so closely related to

to

is

'

'

Him

as that

deserves to be treated

as that, "

by His

It

be a " par-

God

—so

Spirit dwelling

partakers of His views and feelings. His
is

to be a " partaker of Christ"

He

is

Lord

so joined to the

Whoever

—

this is to

as to

be one

professes to be a Christian, pro-

many make a false
not " hold fast the beginning of

fesses to be thus a "partaker of Christ;" but

profession.

All do so

who do

the Christian confidence stedfast unto the end."
The word translated " confidence " is not the same as that
rendered by the same term in the 6th verse. There, " the confidence of the

and

hope" means,

as I

endeavoured

fearless profession of the Christian

in deed.

to show, the free

hope both in word and

" Confidence " here means, Jirm persuasion.

same word which the Apostle makes use of

It

is

the

in his definition,

or rather description, of faith in the 11th chapter: " Faith is

the substance of things hoped for"

— the

persuasion of things

CHAP.
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Christian confiflcnce or persuasion

is

just the

—

the knowing and being sure that " God so
faith of the Gospel
loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son, that wliosoever believeth in Him might not perish, but have everlasting

—the persuasion that " Christ Jesus came
" — that " His blood
save
even the

into the world to

life"

sinners,

cliief

and that " He is
come unto God by Him."
all sin,"

"
is,

The beginning,"

or

I apprehend, just our

cleanseth from

to save to the uttermost all that

commencement, " of our confidence,"
first,

or our original, confidence or per-

by the faith of the truth whicli
that a man becomes a Christian; and it

suasion.^

stated

al)le

It

I

have just

is

by perse-

is

verance in that faith alone that he can obtain satisfactory eviIt is not the person who is " carried
is a Christian.
about with every wind of doctrine," but it is the person wdio is
" rooted, and grounded, and stablished" in the faith of tlie truth,
Continued
that manifests tliat he is a " partaker of Christ."

dence that he

and

faith in the truth, manifesting itself in those fruits of peace,

and

joy,

holiness

gree in whicli

evidence that

it

we

which
exists,

it

uniformly produces just in the dethe only permanently satisfactory

is

blessings of His salvation.

tlie

and interested in

are united to Christ Jesus,

When

the

Hebrews

first

re-

ceived the Gospel as good news of a full and free salvation to
sinners, their faith and hope manifested itself in lively devotion,

brotherly love, patience under suffering for Christ

only by their holding fast

;

and it was
and hope,
of knowing

this, their original faith

that they could continue to enjoy the satisfaction
that they were "partakers of Christ Jesus."

The words quoted
plained.

have already been ex-

in the loth verse

Tlie only thing that requires to be remarked on,

is

the

connection in which they stand, and the purpose for which they
sentence seems begun here which is never
are introduced.

A

completed.
witli the

Some very

learned interpreters have connected

beginning of the fourth chapter, considering the

four verses of this chapter as included in a parenthesis.^
^

'Ap)cyiv rvis

which

is

=

v'^oarxaeug

is

;

or, as

Paul has

it

=

It ap-

h

ctpx^},

in 1 Tim. v. 12, ^

-TrpuTin

a Hebraistic expression

rviu -Trparnv {/Ttroareiaiv

it

last

:J.

'^v

stairs

iriarig.
2

The occurrence

of the particle oJv in iv. 1,

the adoption of this connection.

among

other things, forbids
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pears to us more natural to consider

13th verse

—the 14th

as

it

being parentlietical

[chap. hi. t-iv.

connected with

is.

tlie

— and as an expansion

by the words, while it is called To-day ;"
thus,
Exhort one another, inasmuch as it is said, To-day,' etc.,
Exhort one another, from its being said,' etc.^
As one
of the means of preserving each other from apostasy,, frequently
bring before each other's minds the dreadful consequences which
resulted from unbelief in the case of your ancestors.'
of the idea suggested

—

'•'

'

'

'

how well the topic of mutual exhortaThe example is taken from their ancestors,
for whom the Jews had a special reverence.
The evil to be
guarded against is the same in both cases unbelief. The circumstances of their ancestors were similar to their own both
placed under a new economy.
The consequences of unbelief in
It is easy to perceive

tion

was chosen.

—

their case

would be the same

as in the case of their ancestors

exclusion from God's rest; while their guilt would be

more aggravated than that

much

from the superior
dignity of the Head of their dispensation, and their jnmishment
much more severe exclusion from a happiness of which peaceful residence in the Holy Land was but an imperfect figure.
We cannot help in this perceiving the " wisdom given to the
of their fathers,

—

Apostle," as Peter expresses

it.

In the verses which follow, he points out to them those

cir-

cumstances in the history which were peculiarly fitted to impress
their minds with the criminality and danger of apostasy from
heard, did provoke

:

"For

Vers. 16-18.

the faith of Christ.

howbeit not

all

that

But with whom was He grieved

Moses.

some, when they had
came out of Egypt by

forty years

with them that had sinned, whose carcases

And

to

whom sware He

more

Let us proceed

particularly.

when they had heard, did provoke
out of Egypt by Moses."
These words,
ment,

—

'

as they stand in

that they

as to induce

Him

who

was

?

it

not

the wilderness

?

that they should not enter into His rest,

but to them that believed not?"
the passage somewhat

fell in

offended

to exclude

:

Ver. 16.

howbeit not

to

some,

that

came

all

our version, express

God

examine

"For

this senti-

so highly in the wilderness

them by a solemn oath from any
who came

part in the rest of Canaan, were but a part of those

out of Egypt under the care of Moses;' and did Ave
^

Vide Peirce.

know no
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we would

stated in these words,

is

naturally conclude that they formed but a small part.

the history

itself,

we know

From

that the whole of the male adult

—

who left Egypt under Moses with the exception, prosome of the Levites, and certainly of Caleb and Joshua
were involved both in the sin and punishment to which the
Psalm refers. It is not very easy to see the bearing which the
words have on the Apostle's object.
There does not seem
coherence in the exhortation, Be not rebellious, as your fathers
were in that provocation, where some, but not all, rebelled.' It
seems strange to use the word some as descriptive of many thousands the great majority, and to suppose that the words " not
Caleb and Joshua, and
all" refer merely to a small minority
a few Levites.
These considerations have led many of the most learned
and judicious interpreters to prefer another mode of rendering
the words, which they will bear, and which brings out a sense
more agreeable to the facts of the history, and more obviously
bearing on the Apostle's great object, which plainly is, from the
history of their ancestors to impress on the minds of the Hebrew
Christians the criminality and danger of unbelief and apostasy.
They^ consider the 16th verse, as well as the 17th and 18th, as
consisting of two interrogations.
For who were they who,
when they had heard, did provoke ? Were they not all they
who came out of Egypt by Moses
These questions, like those
Israelites

bably, of

—

'

—

—

'

'

'l

in the succeeding verses, are just equivalent to a strong asser-

Apostle had said, There is one fact in the
which peculiarly deserves your attention. All who came
The
out of Egypt by Moses, after having heard, provoked.'
tion.

It is as if the

'

history

only objection to this version

is,

that

it

seems not exactly to exwe have already

press the fact; for there were exceptions, as
noticed.

It

is,

however, quite

common

in the Scriptures,

as

well as in other writings, to use universal terms w^hen the excep-

few ^lark i. 5 John iii. 26 Phil. ii.
iii.
Acts
x.
21;
43; and we do find such universal terms
18,
used in the very history referred to, and from which it seems

tions are comparatively

:

probable that the inspired writer borrowed them
^

it

:

Num.

xiv. 1,

They alter the accent in ztvig from the last to the first syllable, making
qidnam instead of quidam^ interrogative instead of demonstra-

signify

tive.

;

;

—
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in this verse, then,

is,

III.

Almost all the great body of those who came out of Egypt
by through the instrumentality of Moses, after having heard,
*

—

—

This mode of interpretation has the great

did provoke Jehovah.'^

—

recommendation that it gives symmetry to the paragraph the
word rendered some occurrinfr in the two followino; verses as an
and it rids us of the difficulty of giving a reason
interrogative
for its being stated that only some, and not all that came out of
Egyjjt with Moses, heard and provoked. It is to be recollected
that the accents and divisions of the sacred text were the work,
not of the inspired writers, but of transcribers, who had no claim
to infallibility, as their frequent blunders sufficiently show, and
that the Greek language had no point of interrogation.
The words, " when," or " after, they had heard," have by
many been supposed to refer to the Israelites hearing the divine
communications made to them by Moses, and especially hearing
the voice of God in awful solemnity pronounce, from amid the
darkness which covered Mount Sinai, the law of the ten commandments. But I apprehend they directly refer to their having
heard the command of God to go up and take possession of the
land of Canaan, and the promise that God would enable them
;

to

do

made

They

so.

to

did not

On

them.

"mix

faith" with the annunciation

hearing, instead of believing the promise

and obeying the command, they provoked God by calling in
question His kind intentions, and obstinately refusing to do
what He had commanded them. The following passage from
Deuteronomy is a striking commentary on the statement in the
" And when we departed from Horeb, we went through
text
all that great and terrible wilderness, which ye saw by the way
of the mountain of the Amorites, as the Lord our God commanded us and we came to Kadesh-barnea. And I said unto
you. Ye are come unto the mountain of the Amorites, which the
Lord our God doth give unto us. Behold, the Lord thy God
hath set the land before thee go up and possess it, as the Lord
:

;

:

God

of thy fathers hath said unto thee

discouraged.
^

And

uKKa.^ both

Rom. vi. 5
the power

;

by

2 Cor.

ye came near unto
itself

vii.

11

—especially
;

Phil.

i.

fear not, neither be

every one of you, and

in the beginning of a sentence, as

18

—and joined to

of giving force to a clause,

sane, utique.

me

;

oy,

ov-/.^

or oy^, has

and answers to the Latin omnino,
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will

send

men
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before us, and they shall search us out

way we must go up,
what cities we shall come. And the saying pleased me
and I took twelve men of you, one of a tribe And they
well
turned, and went up into the mountain, and came unto the,
And they took of the
valley of Eslicol, and searched it out.
fruit of the land in their hands, and brought it down unto us,
and brought us word again, and said, It is a good land which
the Lord our God doth give us. Notwithstanding ye would not
go up, but rebelled against the commandment of the Lord your
God and ye murmured in your tents, and said, Because the
the land, and bring us word again by what

and

into
;

:

:

Lord hated
Egypt,

us.

He

hath brought us forth out of the land of

to deliver us into the

hand

of the Araorites, to destroy

we go up ? our brethren have discouraged
our heart, saying. The people is greater and taller than we the
and, moreover, we
cities are great, and walled up to heaven
have seen the sons of the Anakims there. Then I said unto
The Lord your
you. Dread not, neither be afraid of them.
Whither

us.

shall

;

:

God, which goeth before you. He shall fight for you, according
He did for you in Egypt before your eyes and in
the wilderness, where thou hast seen how that the Lord thy
to all that

God

bare thee, as a

;

man

doth bear his son, in

all

way

the

that

ye went, until ye came into this place. Yet in this thing ye did
not believe the Lord your God, who went in the way before
you, to search you out a place to pitch your tents in, in fire by
night, to show you by what way ye should go, and in a cloud

by day." ^
This statement

'

Almost

all

who came

Moses, after having heard the promise and

provoked Him, by refusing

—

command' was well fitted
of the Hebrew Christians.

to believe the

out of

Egypt with

command

of

to excite a salutary fear in the
It cautioned

God,

promise and obey the

them against

minds

resting in

privileges, and thinking themselves safe merely because they
had by profession forsaken Judaism, and had heard the j)romises
and commands of God made known by Jesus Christ and Plis
All who left Egypt did not enter Canaan. All who
apostles.
by profession leave the world lying in wickedness do not, of

course, enter into the heavenly rest.

and yet not believe

it.

The grace
1

Deut.

i.

may hear the Gospel,
God may come to them,

^len
of

19-3o.
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and yet come
majority
all

to

who heard

lieving

in vain.

But

who came

out of

them

—almost

all

the promise

not

7-IV.

III.

The

all.

13.

great

Egypt with Moses, almost

and command

Was

and disobedient.

this is

[CHAP.

of

God

—were

unbe-

not this a most striking demon-

and
and was it not reasonable and
right that the Hebrews should take heed lest there was in any
of them " an evil heart of unbelief," when it was so plain that
there was such a heart in the great majority of their ancestors'?
Every new proof of the tendency of human nature to unbelief
and disobedience should make us the more " jealous over ourstration of the strength of the natural tendency to unbelief

disobedience in the

human

heart

1

selves with a godly jealousy."

The Apostle proceeds
Christians

more

to turn the attention of the

the punishment,

particularly to

Hebrew

and

to

the

cause of the punishment, of the majority of their ancestors.
Ver. 17. "But (and) with whom was He grieved forty years?

was

it

not with them that had sinned, whose carcases

wilderness?

18.

And

to

whom

fell in

the

He

that they should not
that believed not ?"

sware

them
These questions are equivalent to an assertion. ' On account of the unbelief and disobedience of the ancient Israelites,
God was grievously offended with them, and manifested His
displeasure by excluding them by an oath from Canaan, and
dooming them to die in the wilderness.' " He was grieved,"
enter into His rest, but to

or rather offended, " with

them

for forty years."

For the long

period of forty years, by keeping them in the wilderness, and by

at

them.

He

showed His displeasure
Moses refers in the 90tli
" For we are consumed by Thine anger,

a variety of severe judicial

inflictions,

It is probably to this that

Psalm, when he says,
and by Thy wrath are we troubled. Thou hast

set

our iniquities

Thy countenance.
Thy wrath we spend our

before Thee, our secret sins in the light of

For

all

our days are passed away in

;

years as a tale that is told."^
Their " carcases fell in the wilderness."
lated " carcases," properly

body.

sentence, "

The awful

wilderness,"

is

signifies limbs, or

Your

The word
members

trans-

of the

carcases shall fall in the

'Your limbs shall bestrew the
whiten amid its sands.' It was exe-

equivalent

—

to,

your bones shall
cuted not merely by such awful judicial inflictions as took place

desert,-

^

Ps. xc. 7-9.

*

Kxrsarp^idmoiv

is

the Apostle's wcrd, 1 Cor. x. 5.
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consequence of the rebellion of Korali, Datlian, and Abiram,

the plague of the fiery serpents, and the joining in the impure
rites of the

Moabitish idolatry

—but

also

by retaining the people

the whole of that unbelieving and disobe-

in the wilderness

till

dient generation,

who

did not perish in these judgments, were

brought to their graves.
These circumstances in the history of the ancient Hebrews
were well fitted to excite in the minds of those to whom the
Apostle wrote, a holy fear of unbelief and disobedience. Jehovah is " the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever." If unbelief
and disobedience offended Him in them, they will offend Ilim
in us also.
If unbelief and disobedience to the will of God as
" spoken by Moses " brought down on our fathers such judgments, what may we expect if we are unbelieving and disobedient
when He makes known His will to us " by His Son?"' Death in
the wilderness, exclusion from Canaan, will be found but very
feeble figures of the evils in which unbelief and disobedience to
in the ordinary course of things

Him

will involve us.

But what the Apostle wishes
minds of

his readers

and

their sins

all

chiefly to

impress on

Ver. 19. " So

their judgments.

they could not enter in because of unbelief

from the history of the

Israelites, that it

;"

was

i.e.,

have had in

to

long will

this

they believe

Some

his

mind the words

Me ?

people provoke

we
'

see that

It

is

plain,

their unbelief that

prevented their obtaining possession of Canaan.'

seems

the

that imbelief lay at the foundation of all

is,

The Apostle

of Jehovah, "

and how long

will

it

How

be ere

Me ?"^
would understand the expression, " they
equivalent to ' they would not.'
The word is not

interpreters

could not," as

unfrequently used in this way. Joseph's brethren " could not "
"speak peaceably to him."" " I cannot,"
i.e., they would not

—

says the

man

in the parable,

where the meaning plainly
give

it tliee.'^

This

is

true,

— " I cannot
is,

'

but

rise

and give

it

thee

;"

I

am

it

does not seem to be the truth

not disposed to rise and

That seems plainly to be, Unbelief was the cause
why they were excluded from the rest of God.' Unbelief was
by no means the only sin of which that wicked generation were
guilty. They had made and worshipped a golden calf they had
here taught.

'

;

^

^

Num.
Luke

xiv. 11.
xi. 8.

.

John

viii.

43

;

Mark

vi. 5.

2

Gen. xxxvii.

4.
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often rebelled and
sins,

they had

if

[CHx\P
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murmured. But, notwithstanding all their
down to the period when God sware

— even

—

believed
His wrath they should not enter into His rest
shown
that
they
and
believed
by actit
promise,
divine
the
ing accordingly, they would have obtained possession of the

in

promised land.
in

;

They

could not, continuing unbelieving, enter

for their unbelief prevented their doing

necessary to their entering in

what was absolutely

and, continuing unbelieving,

;

it

God, and therefore it was impossible, that He should bring them in. This is distinctly stated
in reference to the worship of the golden calf, Exod. xxxii. 34.
Unbelief was the source of all their other sins and it was in
would not have been becoming

in

;

consequence of obstinate perseverance in unbelief that the

irre-

was pronounced. They attempted
Num. xiv,
afterwards to enter, but they found it was too late
45. Previously to the oath of God, their unbelief prevented them
from entering by inducing them to refuse to go up at the comversible sentence of exclusion

:

mand

of

God

and afterwards,

;

their unbelief, as the procuring

cause of the divine sentence of exclusion,

made

all

attempts on

their part fruitless.

The

come from the consideration

ference to their ancestors

is this,

in the case of our fathers,
so

Hebrew

conclusion to which the Apostle wished the

Christians to

—in ours

;

if

it

'

If unbelief

cannot be

unbelief shut

them out

of this fact in

was

—

less so

I'e-

so mischievous

it

must be more

we not

of Canaan, have

reason to think unbelief wall shut us out of heaven f

It deserves

it is unbelief that by way of eminence excludes men from the celestial blessedness. There is no
sin so great but it may be pardoned, if the sinner believe.
There is no sinner so guilty but he may be saved through the

notice that, under the Gospel,

faith of the truth.

Unbelief prevents salvation, both as

it

keeps

us away from the Saviour, and because, as direct opposition to
the favourite purpose of

down
It

God

in the

New

Economy,

draws

it

the severest influences of His righteous indignation.

may

be proper, before concluding our remarks on this
some good men have

chapter, to correct a mistake into which

fallen with reg-ard to the nature of that unbelief

which led

exclusion of the Israelites from Canaan, and which has led,

to the

we

are

disposed to think, to important and dangerous misapprehension
respecting the nature of that unbelief by which a

man is

excluded
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celestial rest.

The promise
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of bringing the Israelites

Canaan has been considered by some as an absolute,
unconditional promise made to that generation and the faith
into

;

required of them, as a belief on the part of every individual
that

lie

-would infallibly enter into the possession of the land

and that the unbelief for which the Israelites were punished,
was the disbelief of the promise viewed in this light. And as
there is plainly an analogy between the promise revealed to the
Israelites and the promise revealed in the Gospel, they have
argued that there is an absolute promise of salvation made to
every hearer of the Gospel, and that the faith required of him
is a belief that he himself shall be saved and enter into the possession of the heavenly rest.

Let us look

at the

promise made in reference to Israel enter" I will bring you in unto the land,

ing into the promised land

:

Abraham, to
you for an heritage I
am the Lord."^ This is a promise which refers to Israel as a
people, and which does not by any means necessarily infer that
all, or even that any, of that generation were to enter in.
No
express condition is mentioned in this promise
not even the
believing it. Yet, so far as that generation was concerned, this,
for, if it had been an
as the event proved, was plainly implied
absolute, unconditional promise to that generation, it must have
been performed, otherwise He who cannot lie would have failed
in accomplishing His own word.
There can be no doubt that
the fulfilment of the promise to them was suspended on their
believing it, and acting accordingly.
Had they believed that
Jehovah was indeed both able and determined to bring His
people Israel into the land of Canaan, and, under the influence
of this faith, gone up at His command to take possession, the
promise would have been performed to them. This was the

concerning the which I did swear
Isaac,

and

to

Jacob

;

and I

will give

to give it to
it

:

—

;

tenor of the covenant
will

obey

My voice

made with them.

"

Now

therefore,

if

ye

indeed, and keep ISIy covenant, then ye shall

be a peculiar treasure unto j\Ie above all j^eople for all the
earth is Mine. And ye shall be unto Me a kmgdom of priests,
and an holy nation. These are the words which thou shalt
:

speak unto the chikh'en of Israel.
for the elders of the people,
^

VOL.

I.

and
Exod.

And Moses

came, and called

laid before their faces all these
vi. 8.

N
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words which the Lord commanded him. And all the people
answered together, and said, All that the Lord hath spoken we
And Moses returned the words of the people unto
will do.
And the Lord said unto Moses, Lo, I come unto
the Lord.
thee in a thick cloud, that the people

may

when I speak

hear

And Moses

told the words
"
Again, Behold, I send an Angel

with thee, and believe thee for ever.
of the people unto the Lord."

before thee, to keep thee in the way, and to bring thee into the

Beware

place which I have prepared.
voice,

provoke

gressions

:

for

Him

My

not

name

;

is

He

for

But

Him.

in

Him, and obey His

of

pardon your trans-

will not

thou shalt indeed

if

obey His voice, and do all that I speak then I will be an
enemy unto thine enemies, and an adversary unto thine adversaries. For ISIine Angel shall go before thee, and bring thee
in unto the Amorites, and the Hittites, and the Perizzites, and the
and I will cut them
Canaanites, the Hivites, and the Jebusites
off.
Thou shalt not bow down to their gods, nor serve them, nor
;

;

do after their works

but thou shalt utterly overthrow them,

;

and quite break down

Their unbelief and

their images."^

obedience are constantly stated as the reasons
enter in.

and

" Because

have tempted
to

all

My miracles which

men which have

seen

dis-

did not

My

glory,

I did in Egypt, and in the wilderness,

Me now

My voice."

these ten times, and have not hearkened
" For the children of Israel walked forty years

in the wilderness,

came out

those

why they

till all

the people that were

men

of war,

which

of Egypt, were consumed, because they obeyed not

the voice of the

Lord

:

unto

whom

the

Lord sware

He

that

would not show them the land which the Lord sware unto their
fathers that He would give us, a land that floweth with milk
and honey ."^ And the Apostle says, " They could not enter in
because of unbelief."

God

land of Canaan

He

;

but

promised to bring Israel into the

did not promise to bring

them

in

No promise was
whether they believed and obeyed or not.
broken to these men, for no absolute promise was made to them.
But their unbelief did not make the promise of God of none
"And
It was accomplished to the next generation.
Lord gave unto Israel all the land which He sware to give
unto their fathers and they possessed it, and dwelt therein."^
effect.

the

;

1

Exod.

^

Josh. xxi. 43.

xix. 5-9, xxiii. 20-24.

^

jSTum. xiv.

22

;

Josh, v,

6.
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appeals to the Israelites themselves for the completeness

" And, behold, this day I
and ye know in all your

of the fulfilment of the promise.

am

going the way of

hearts,
all

195

and

in all

all

your

the earth

:

one thing hath failed of

souls, that not

Lord your God spake concerning
unto you, and not one thing hath

the good things which the

you

come to pass
^
That generation believed the promise that God
would give Canaan to Israel, and, under the influence of this
fact, went forward under the conduct of Joshua, and obtained
all

;

are

failed thereof."

possession of the land for themselves.

The Gospel promise
Canaan,
is

of eternal

life,

like

the promise

of

a promise which will assuredly be accomplished.
It
sure to all " the seed."
They were " chosen in Christ before
is

the foundation of the world."

Eternal

life

was promised

in re-

ference to them before the times of the ages, and confirmed by
the oath of God.
They have been redeemed to God by " the

blood of the Lamb," and are
Ilis purpose.

all

Their inheritance

and " they are kept for

it

faith unto salvation."

And

due time according to
" laid up in heaven" for them,

called in
is

by the mighty power of God, through
they shall

all at last

" inherit the

kingdom prepared for them from the foundation of the world."
But the Gospel revelation does not testify directly to any
one that Christ so died for him in particular, that it is certain
that he shall be saved through His death
solutely promise salvation to all

be saved,

— or God must be a

men

;

But

liar.

:

neither does

it testifies

in Christ, reconciling the world to Himself, not

—

that "

ab-

it

for in this case all

must

God is
men

imputing to

seeing He ever liveth to make intercession for
promises that " whosoever believeth in Christ shall
not perish, but have everlasting life." It proclaims " He that
their trespasses

them;" and

it

:

believeth shall be saved
It

is

and
that

—he that believeth not

as believers of the truth that
is

it

by holding

His chosen
election

vation

be damned."

are secured of eternal life

fast this faith of the truth,

we do so, that we can

"The purpose of God

we

shall

;

and showing

alone enjoy the comfort of this secuiity.

according to election must stand," and

will assuredly

be saved

;

but they cannot

—they cannot enjoy any absolute assurance of

— independent of their continuance

obedience of the Gospel.
^

"And

their sal-

in the faith, love,

besides this, giving

Josh, xxiii. 14.

all

know their

all

and
dili-
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gence, add to your faith, virtue; and to virtue, knowledge;

and
and to
and to godliness, brotherly-kindness and to
patience, godliness
For if these things be in you, and
brotherly-kindness, charity.
abound, they make you that ye shall neither be barren nor unfruitful in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ.
But he that
lacketh these things is blind, and cannot see afar off, and hath
forgotten that he was purged from his old sins.
Wherefore the
rather, brethren, give diligence to make your calling and election
sure for if ye do these things, ye shall never fall
for so an entrance shall be ministered unto you abundantly into the everlasting kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Wherefore I
will not be negligent to put you always in remembrance of these
things, though ye know them, and be established in the present
to

knowledge, temperance

and to temperance, patience

;

;

;

:

;

And

truth."^
is

;

to the Christian, in every stage of his progress,

it

who turns back, turns
is he only who believes straight

of importance to remember, that he

" back to perdition ;" and that it
onward that continues in the faith of the truth

—

—that

shall

obtain " the salvation of the soul."

The

exhortation which follows, as

is

from the con-

plain

nective particle therefore, rises out of the statements

made

in the

These statements are the following
Jesus Christ is placed over the family of God under the NewEconomy, as IMoses was placed over the family of God under
preceding chapter.

the Old.

:

Jesus Christ

faithful in the discharge of the duties

is

Moses also was. Li these points
same attention, reverence, faith, and
obedience from all who are under His care, as Moses was from
But this is a great under-statement
all placed under his care.
Pie has much higher claims on our attention, and
of the truth.
for He is the
reverence, and faith, and obedience than Moses
Founder of the family over which He is placed, w^hich was not
the case with Moses and He is a Son over the family of His
rising out of this high trust, as

Jesus Christ

is

entitled to the

;

;

Father, instead of being, like Moses, merely a servant in the

family of his Master.

The

Israelites

who

obstinately disbelieved

and disregarded the promise and command of God in reference
to entering into the rest of Canaan, given by Moses, provoked
the divine displeasure, and by an oath were excluded from that
rest,

and doomed

to die in the wilderness.
1

2 Pet.

i.

5-12.
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these statements, the Apostle

—knowing that

these

all

and were written for the
admonition of those on whom the ends of the ISIosaic age had
come draws the conclusion, that inattention, unbelief, and disobedience to the command of God given by Jesus Christ, would
things happened to

them

for ensamples,

—

be attended with consequences more dreadful than inattention,
and disobedience to His command given by Moses, in

unbelief,

proportion to the superior dignity of Christ to Moses
in the one case they led to exclusion

from the

;

rest of

and that, if
Canaan, in

reference to which a promise and command had been given by
Moses, they would, in the other, lead to exclusion from that
better rest, in reference to which a promise

been given by Jesus Christ

;

and on these

the exhortation contained in the

—Ver.

1.

"Let us

verse of the fourth chapter.

first

therefore fear,

and command had
he founds

principles

lest,

a promise being

of entering into His rest, any of you should seem to
of

The paragraph on

it."

the consideration of which

left

come

we

us

short

are

now

entering requires most careful attention ; for, as Tholuck justly
remarks, " few commentators have succeeded in clearly tracing

The

out the connection of the ideas."
to be

found in the passage, but,

mentators bringino; too

much

cause, however,

of their

is

not

"in the comown ideas with them, and

Ebrard

as

says,

wanting the self-denial simply to surrender themselves to the
words of the writer."
These words admit of two different interpretations, according to the meaning attached to the clause, " a promise," or " the
promise, being left." The word ?<s, you will observe, is a supplement. These words may either be considered as it is plain our

—

translators considered

them

— as the statement of a fact: A pro'

mise of entering into God's rest was not peculiar to the Israelites

— a promise of
they

may

this

kind

is

revealed to us as well as to

be viewed as expressing the

tioned against

is

likely to be incurred

:

way
'

them

;'

or

in which the evil cau-

Let us

fear, lest, the pro-

mise being left or abandoned, any of us should come short
lest, by abandoning, or losing hold of, or giving up the promise,

which it refers.' The
original text will bear either interpretation, and both bring out
an important and appropriate truth. In the first case the sense
Since a promise of entering into God's rest has been made
is,

any of us should come short of the

rest to

'

known

to us as well as to the Israelites, let us fear, lest we, like
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among them, come

the unbelievers

other case the sense

we

ing the promise,

is,

'

Let us

fall short

[CHAP.

short of that

fear, lest,
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In the

rest.'

by leaving or

reject-

of the rest of God.'

But we apprehend that the mode of interpretation followed
by our translators is the preferable one.^ It is plain that the
foundation of the Apostle's exhortation
into God's rest has
to the Israelites

;'

been exhibited

is,

'

A promise of entering

to us Christians, as w^ell as

and the following verses are employed

proving this.
"
promise

A

in

is left to us of entering into the rest of God."
These words are equivalent to, ' In the words of the Psalm
which I have quoted, To-day, if ye will hear My voice, harden
not your hearts, there is an implied promise of entering into
God's rest, which is addressed to us under the Christian

—

—

economy.'

and refer

For

—

that the closing words of the 95th

solely, to the

Psalm

refer,

Messianic times, the argument of the

inspired writer in the following part of the chapter forbids us

'The

to doubt.

Israelites

had

a promise of entering into God's

we have a promise of entering into God's rest,
of which the rest of Canaan was only a figure and this promise
is implied in the quotation from the Book of Psalms which I
rest in

Canaan

:

;

have just made.'
These words bring before the mind a very instructive view
of the Gospel revelation. It is " a promise of entering into God's
restr

The " rest"

been considered

of

God has,

very generally, by commentators,

as descriptive of the celestial blessedness.

think that a juster view of the meaning of the phrase

is

I

taken

by those who consider it as a general name for that happiness,
whether enjoyed on earth or in heaven, on the possession of
which men enter when they believe the Gospel; and it is termed
" God's rest," both because it is substantially the same kind of
happiness which God enjoys, and because it is at once prepared
and bestowed by Him. The Gospel, ^^ewed in the aspect in
which it is here held up to us, may be considered as including
a discovery of this rest of God, an account of the way in
which we are to enter into it, an invitation to enter, and a
promise to

all

who

accept the invitation that they shall assuredly

be brought in and put in possession of
^

Had

all its blessings.

the other been the Apostle's idea, he would probably have said,

/HTlTrori Kxrct'heiTruv

iTrocyyihixv

—

oo^ji ri;.
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promise of entering into God's rest has been
them to " fear, lest any

"a

Since such

left" to Christians, the Apostle exhorts

them should seem

of

come short

To come

may

is

a promise given

expression

who embraces

the promise

;

is

to

remain

in

un-

a personal interest in that

;

promise can be obtained only by believing.
only

The

short of it."^

short in reference to the promise,

There

belief.

come

to

refer either to the promise or the rest promised.

It

the believer

is

the unbehever "comes short."

The promise is as it were no promise to him. In this case the
meaning of the exhortation is, Let us fear, lest, a promise being
left us, any of us should, by continuing in unbelief, not lay hold
on that promise.' Though this makes good enough sense, yet
'

I apprehend the expression

refers,

come short naturally

directly to the promise, but to the thing promised

not

—the of
who,
never
—
of"
rest

The allusion is plainly to the people of Israel
God.
under the influence of unbelief, "came short
reached the promised rest of Canaan, but died in the wilderTo " come short " of the rest of God, is to fail of obtainness.
ing that state of holy happiness both on earth and in heaven

—

which is in the Gospel promised to believers.
There is a peculiarity in the phraseology which deserves
notice.
The Apostle does not say, ' Lest any of you come short
of this rest of God;' but, "Lest any of you seem to come short

We

take notice of this chiefly to correct a mistake into
which some have fallen in reference to it. They consider it as
intended to intimate this sentiment ' You cannot, indeed, fall
of

it."

:

short of the rest of

This

is

God, but you may seem

to fall short of

certainly to destroy the force of the caution.

it.'

The un-

believing Israelites not only seemed to fall short, but actually
and professors of Christianity who believe
fell short of Canaan
;

not, not

merely in appearance, but

in reality, exclude

them-

selves from the enjoyment of that holy happiness which in the
The truth is, that
text before us is called the "rest" of God.
often used, both
be
to
held
generally
is
the word rendered seem

New Testament and in profane writers, as an expletive.
" That which he seemeth to have," and " that which he hath,"
are synonymous expressions as used by Luke, ch. viii. 18, xix.
26. In Luke xxii. 24, " which of them should bo accounted the

in the

1

23

;

The meaning of Carepuv may be learned from Luke
1 Cor.

i.

7

;

Heb.

xii.

15

;

Eccles. xi. 12,

xiii. 6.

xxii.

35

;

Kom.

iii.
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is

greatest.'

In 1 Cor.

is

equivalent

any

distinct

idea,

way

to, 'if

xi.

meaning,

That men may,

'

to the

7-IV.

1.5.

'

16, " If

it

probably intended to suggest this

is

appear to be on the fair
promised rest of God, and yet never actually reach
like the Israelites,

Since, then, a promise

it.'^

III.

which of them should be the
any man seem to be contentious,"
any man be contentious.' If the word have

just equivalent to,

greatest,"

[CHAP.

—

us in reference to entrance

is left

men,

Avhom this promise is left,
may, like the Israelites, seem to be on the way to this rest, and
" Let
yet through unbelief never enter into its enjoyment,^
God,

into the rest of

since

to

—

us," says the Apostle, "/gar."

The expression let us fear is just synonymous with " let us
take heed," " let us be cautious," " let us be watchful."^
These
words are not to be understood as an exhortation to believers to
be fearful in reference to their ultimate salvation.
To all
believers it is distinctly promised that " they shall never perish,
but have everlasting

Lord

His

to

disciples

not, little flock

it

;

all

believers the Avords of our

be considered as addressed: "Fear

your Father's good pleasure

My

sheep eternal

you
and they

to give

life,

my

never perish, neither shall any pluck them out of

shall

hand.

My Father, who

Schmid

^

may

" I give unto

the kingdom."

He

it.'

is

To

life."

translates Zokyi

considers

it

gave them
by audeat,

as opposed to

'

INIe, is

all

;

and

any one dare to come short of

lest

(po(iyi6ufiii/

greater than

:

non audet qui

timet.

This

is

a

good sense, but I scarcely think it is consistent with the usus loquendi.
Schmid appeals to Matt. iii. 9, as a similar jaassage.
^ varsp^xsuxt admits of a somewhat different interpretation.
The proper
meaning of vanpuu is, to come on the following day to come too late.'

—

'

has been supiposed there

is

a reference to to

away without your entering

into the rest of

It

aii/^ipov

'
:

lest

the day pass

—

God lest, as
and the summer end,

the prophet
Jeremiah says, " the harvest should pass,
while ye are
not saved " or as our Lord has it, " lest the good man of the house should
rise lip and shut to the door ere ye have entered."'
This affords a good
and impressive sense, but the ordinary way in which Cartpfiv is used in the
;

New

Testament and IjXX. seems to require us to prefer the common mode
Ebrard gives a somewhat different turn to the words ookyi

of exegesis.

and

v(7T£pYix,sv»i

:

" Let us take heed, therefore,

entering into God's rest remains to be
nevertheless imagine that he has

come too

late,

time when all such promises have been long ago
ous, but not satisfactory.
^ fiXeTTUf^sv, ch.

infra.

iii.

12;

lest,

fulfilled,

Ivwx.o'Ttu^.iu., ch. xii.

while a promise of

any one

of

you should

namely, that he lives in a
fulfilled."

This

is

ingeni-

15; or aTrovOxaoinev^ ver. 11
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none can pluck them out of ^ly Father's hand." It never can
be the duty of a behever to doubt the fulfilment of the promises
which God has made to believers; and the more firmly he
he be in the discharge of
This
will be his strength."
right.'
in them is a fruit of unbelief, and obviously cannot be
But believers ought to fear and guard against the " evil
heart of unbelief;" knowing that he who is completely under
believes them, the

more

active will

every duty, — " the joy of the Lord

its

influence cannot at

stranger, both in time

all

and through

ness in reference to which

knowing

" enter into God's rest "

—must be a

eternity, to that holy, happi-

"a promise has been

us ;" and

left

which we
"
we come short" of the enjoyment of that

also, that just in proportion to the degree in

by it,
which men enter by believing, and into which, from
the very nature of the case, it is impossible for them to enter in
any other way. It is only in the way of believing that the rest
It is only by continuing in
of God can be enjoyed on earth.
" the faith of the truth " till the end that we can enter on its
Whatever, then, has a tendency
full enjoyment in heaven.
whatever has a
to shake our faith in the testimony of God
truth which
saving
that
from
tendency to draw away our minds
ought to
holiness
our
is the source at once of our comfort and
are influenced

rest into

—

—

be an object of cautious fear to every Christian.
"

Many

have adopted a scheme of doctrine which tends to
set believers free from every kind of fear, as being inconsistent
with faith, which, they think, is a person's believing that he will
and especially if he has been once
be saved at all events
enlightened, and has received the word with joy, it is supposed
;

that he can never fall

away

;

so that,

whatever symptoms of

^
Turner proposes to render the words, "lest, by some possibility, some
you should after all forget this promised rest. The Apostle's exhortation
but, Fear,
is not. Fear that you shall come short of the promised rest
Hope that you
that you may not come short of it.
fear God
fear sin
Calvin says well
shall, but, at the same time, fear that you may not."
" Hie nobis coinmendatur timor, non qui fidei certitudinem excutiat, sed
tantam solicitudinera zncutiat, ne securi torpeamus." " It is ever," as a
late American commentator remarks, " the teaching of the Scriptures, that
while we exercise an implicit and triumphing confidence in the fidelity of
God, we should exercise a jealous watch over the treachery of our own
hearts.
These ideas are here also by impUcation. The promise abides it

of

;

—

—

;

is

we who may seem

to

come

short."
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may

appear, be is to consider tliem only as the inand failings of God's children, but has no cause to
fear lest he finally come short, which, in their estimation, is the
great sin of unbelief. But the author of this Epistle had no
idea that a cautions fear of coming short by unbelief was itself
unbelief.
On the contrary, it was to guard them against
unbelief, and its dreadful consequences, that he inculcates this

apostasy
firmities

fear vipon them.

and

Faith, in general,

His threatenings

respects

is

the belief of God's word,

as well as

His promises

;

and

so

gives credit to the motives of fear as well as of hope, both of

which are necessary to believers while in this world.
" Both believers and unbelievers have their fears; but they
arise from different sources, and have quite opposite effects.
The fear of unbelievers and the unbelieving fears of believers
arise from unworthy thoughts of God
a distrust of His power,
faithfulness, and goodness
a prevailing love of 'the present
evil world and its enjoyments, which makes them more afraid
of worldly losses and sufferings for righteousness' sake than of

—

—

'

Such

forfeiting the divine favour.

mind
fear,

fears not only indispose the

But

for obedience, but lead directly to sin.

which

is

that godly

peculiar to believers, which arises from a just view,

reverence, and esteem of the divine character

—

—a

supreme de-

His favour as their chief happiness, is a fear lest they
such a
should offend Him, and incur His just displeasure,
fear of Him as outweighs all the allurements of sin on the one
hand, and all the terrors of suffering for righteousness' sake on
the other.
This is that fear which Christ inculcates on His
sire of

disciples,

Luke

in our hearts,

"

Happy

and

is

This

xii. 4, 5.

the

to

is

make Him

man

to sanctify the

—

Lord our God

our fear and our dread.

that thus f eareth always.

This godly

fear, instead of dejecting or abasing the mind, inspires a noble

courage and freedom.

Fearing our God, we know no other

It preserves from slothful security, checks self-confidence
and high-mindedness, and makes us cautious and vigilant in
reference to everything which may endanger the safety of the

fear.

soul."^

May we

all

have grace to serve our

God

with this

reverence and godly fear.

The paragraph which
an

illustration

follows, verses 2-11, contains in

and proof of the
^

fact

M'Lean.

it

on which the exhortation
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contained in the Lst verse of this chapter proceeds

mise of entering into God's rest

is left,

—that a pro-

or remains, for those

under the New Testament dispensation, and that that
promise is embodied in the quotation which has been made from
the 95th Psalm, " To-daj, if ye will hear His voice, harden not
your hearts." The words, "
promise has been left us of entering into God's rest," may be considered as the theme, and these

who

are

A

verses are the illustration of
*

A promise,'

it.

says the Apostle,

into the rest of God.'

Ver.

has been

'

left

"For unto

2.

us of entering

us was the gospel

preached, as well as unto them."

The meaning and design of these words have been very
much obscured by the use of the technical word " gospel,"
which, though originally signifying 'good news' in general,

has come by long use to be appropriated as the

name

of the

—

news which ever reached our world the revelation of
mercy to guilty man through the mediation of the only
begotten of God. It is not the design of the Apostle in these
words to state that " the Gospel," in the ordinary sense of that
word, was preached to the Hebrews as well as to their ancestors.
The meaning which his words natm'ally convey, and which his
argument plainly requires, is, For unto us has a joyful annunciation been made, as well as to them.
They were invited to enter
into the rest of Canaan we are invited to enter into that rest of
holy happiness which Christ has obtained for His people, both
on earth and in heaven.'
The joyful annunciation made to
them was " Ye are come unto the mountain of the Amorites,
which the Lord our God doth give unto us. Behold, the Lord
thy God hath set the land before thee go up and possess it, as
best

'

:

:

:

the

Lord God

of thy fathers hath said unto thee

neither be discouraged."
is

:

"

Come

unto Me,

I will give you rest."

"But

all

^

The

joyful annunciation

;

fear not,

made

to us

ye that labour and are heavy laden, and

" To-day,

if

ye will hear His voice."
" Tlie loord

the word preached did not profit them."

preached" or the word of the report made

to the Israelites, is

plainly the joyful annmiciation just referred to.^

not profit them;"
the better for
1

"

it

They

it.

Deut.

was of no use

i.

Xoyo;

to

them

This "did

— they were none

did not obtain the blessing in reference

20, 21.
TYj; ccKO'^;,

—a Heb.

for

o

ciKOVoSug Ao'yof.
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—they died

The

cause

:
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they did not enter into

in the wilderness.

why

they were not the better for the joyful

annunciation which was made to them is stated in the next
" The word of the report was not mixed with," or by,
clause.
" faith in them which heard it."^
It is by believing a principle
it becomes influential, as it is by digesting food that it
becomes nutritive.
Food not mingled with the mass of vital
fluids, in consequence of the process of digestion, does not
serve its purpose.
Truth, unless believed, mingled with the
springs of moral action, cannot serve its purpose either.
When

that

the Israelites heard the joyful annunciation, they would not go

up for they did not believe the Lord their God. If they
had believed the divine declaration, Deut. i. 30, that " the
Lord their God would go before them and fight for them," the
joyful annunciation would have " profited " them.
They would
have gone up, and they would have entered in and obtained
possession.
But because they did not believe, they would not
go up, and "rebelled against the commandment of the Lord;"
and instead of being "profited" by the joyful annunciation, it
became the occasion of more heinous o;uilt and more a^sravated
;

The

punishment.
is

following sentiment, though not expressed,

obviously intended to be suggested by this statement

the joyful annunciation

be mingled with faith in

made to us will not
us when we hear it.

ing the Gospel will do us no good.
order to

ment

its

3.

all

'

The mere

it

hear-

must be believed

in

rest.'

" For," continues the Apostle, "

The Apostle

lieved do enter into rest."

of

— And

profit us unless

serving the purpose of leading us into the enjoy-

of God's

Ver.

It

:

we who have

ages as a body, to which he and those to

writing belonged, and says,

who under any

'

It

is

be-

here speaks of believers

we who

believe,

whom

he was

and we

alone,

dispensation can enter into the rest of God.'^

—

doubtful whether dv/Kix-pcc^ivo; or
ovg be the true rendering.
Wet., Griesb., Matthaei, prefer the latter. The meaning in the latter
case is, 'because they were not mixed by faith with those who heard,'
i. e., listened, beUeved,
obeyed, such as Caleb and Joshua.
The general
^

It is

Mill.,

meaning
believed
^

It is

is the same
by them.'

:

o/ 'T^ianvace.vTig is

= persevering

'

The good news did them no good, because
here used emphatically as opposed to

believers.

The word

is

it

was not

oi dTrsiS-zjaxuTSs.

used in the same way, John

vi.
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They who

heaixl and disbeheved the invitation to enter into
Canaan, did not enter into that rest: they that hear and disbelieve the invitation to enter into the Gospel rest, shall not

And

enter into that rest.

the reason

is,

it

is

an arbitrary arrangement.

AvaS this

In the nature of things, in neither

of the cases could the unbeliever enter into God's rest,

being the appropriate means for the end of entering

both cases,

too, unbelief, as rebellion

be punished by exclusion from God's

As

who

;

—

faith

and

in

against God, deserved to
rest.

a corroboration of his statement, that

believers only,

who

only they

In neither of these cases

believe that enter into rest.

it

is

helievers,

and

enter into God's rest, the Apostle quotes a

more than once referred to
God, "said. As I have sworn in My wrath, if

part of the 95th Psalm, already

"As He,"

i.e.,

they shall enter into

]\Iy rest ;"

mode

idiomatical, elliptical

My

not enter into

To
ment,

i.e.,

only necessary to ask,

it is

who

He

'

Hebrew

they shall

I'est.'

see the bearing of this quotation
'

thus awfully excluded from the

sware

according to the

of expressing an oath,

on the Apostle's arguthey who were

And who were
rest of God V

"To whom

that they should not enter into His rest, but to

The

believed not?"

believers alone

who can

unbelievers are excluded.

enter. ^

Thus

far the meanino;

them

It is the

and de-

sign of the Apostle are clearly manifest.

The passage

that follows wears a peculiarly disjointed ap-

pearance, and has occasioned great perplexity to interpreters.^

I apprehend the last clause of the 3d verse should be discon-

nected from the words immediately preceding, and should be

connected with those which immediately follow
the 4th and
64,

15

ii.

11, xi. 15

Col.

;

5th verses,

i.

4

;

;

1

it

John

2 Thess.

appears to

no

sense, or

Along with
note

II/Wk, in a similar way, occm's Eph. i.
Heb. x. 39, xiii, 7. Words must bo con-

v. 13.

i.

4

;

sidered as to be interpreted emphatically
yields either

it.

me a kind of explanatory

when

no appropriate

the ordinary interpretation

sense, or a very

tame and

frigid

sense.
1

As Calvin happily

says,

" Argumentum est a

arcet: ergo fide patet ingressus."

contrariis. Sola increduUtas

Some would supply

before x.»6ui:

tj;

vorepiiaovcriv oi ccTrnd'/iaoti/Ti;.
2

" Interpunctio

et,

hoc certo in loco, non apta versiculorum in sequeu-

admodum morantur sensima." Caupzovius,
" Obscuritatem peperit coucisa orationis brcvitas." Abhesch.

tibus partitio Roberti Stephani
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A

promise is left us of
on the expression, " the rest of God'' "
The " rest" of God, in its primary use
entering into His o^est^
in the Old Testament Scriptures, is descriptive of that state of
cessation from the exercise of creating energy, and of satisfaction in what He had created, into which God is represented as
enterino- on the completion of His six days' work, when in the

"He

formed the heavens and the earth, and all their
phrase was plainly not applicable to
the subject which the Apostle is discussing but in these words
he shows that the phrase, the rest of God, is not in the Scrip-

beo-innino-

In

hosts."

this sense the

;

God

tures so appropriated to the rest of

after the creation as not

and indeed applied, to other subjects. Vers.
4, 5. " Although the works were finished from the foundation
of the world (for He spake in a certain place of the seventh day
on this wise, And God did rest the seventh day from all His
to be applicable,

'

works'), yet in this place again,

'

If they shall enter into

My

In this way the three apparently disjointed members
are formed into one sentence ; and that one sentence expresses
a sentiment calculated to throw light on the language which the

rest.'"^

Apostle

is

God!s

employing.

an expression originally used in reference to
but in using it in reference

rest is

the divine rest after the creation

;

holy happiness .into which Christians enter by believing,
the Apostle does not use an undue freedom with the language
of inspiration, for it is plain from this passage in the 95th Psalm
to that

that the phrase

which

it

is

applied to other things besides that, to express

was primarily used.

for the Christian

Church

if

would have been a happy thing
human interpreters had discovered
It

an equal carefulness with that shown here by the Apostle, of not
attaching to inspired phrases sentiments different from those

which they were intended
1

YLairoi

may signify,

to convey.

—nempe, nimirum,

indeed

beginning of the 5th verse

may be

rendered,

yet^

et

qnidem.

K«i in the

nevertheless: Matt. vi.

John i. 10, vi. 70, vii. 19, ix. 30, xvii. 25 Gal. iv. 14; 1
4 Rev. iii. 1 liXX. 2 Sam. iii. 8 Mai. ii. 14. Moses Stuart's
mode of connecting axirot, etc.—thus. My rest, i.e., rest from the -works
which were finished is utterly unsatisfactory for neither of the rests reKuinoel's plan,
ferred to in the 95th Psalm is the rest of the Sabbath.
borrowed from Abresch, of supplying s(>i5x£—And this He said, though,
etc.
is much preferable, and brings out the same sense as our ren26, X. 29, xii. 5;

John

ii.

;

;

;

—

—

dering.

;

;
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an unfinished sentence

vei'se is plainly

6tli

therefore

whom

THE FACT PRACTICALLY IMPROVED.

§ 2.]

" Seeing

:

remaineth that some must enter therein, and they to

was

first

When

in reading

tence,

we

preached entered not in because of unbelief."

any author we meet with an unfinished senis what is
termed a parenthesis something thrown in which may be useand we expect
ful for the complete elucidation of the subject
that by and by we shall meet with the close of the period. Now,
I apprehend this is just what occurs in the passage before us.
All that is introduced from the close of the 6th verse to the
close of the 10th is parenthetical, and in the 11th verse you
have the conclusion of the sentence commenced in the 6th
" Let us labour therefore to enter into that rest, lest any man
fall after the same example of unbelief."
conclude that what interrupts the sense

—

;

As

the design of the parenthesis seems plainly to establish

the principle on which this exhortation proceeds,
is

a

into

—

viz.,

that there

God remaining for us under the Gospel dispensation,
which we may enter, it will be conducive to our more dis-

rest

of

—

tinct apprehension of the

discussion, if

meaning and force

we endeavour

first to

of the Apostle's

explain the parenthesis, and

then proceed to illustrate the exhortation grounded on the principle established in

Ver.

7.

it.

" Again,

He

limiteth a certain day, saying in David,

To-day, after so long a time

as

;

it is

His voice, harden not your hearts."

shown from the words

in the

enjoyment of Canaan,

My rest" — words

— that the phrase,

exclusively descriptive of the rest of

now

if

ye

will

The Apostle had

95th Psalm, " I sware in

that they should not enter into
to the

To-day,

said.

God

hear

already

My wrath

plainly referring

7'est

of God,

after the creation.

is

not

He

goes on to show from another part of the same Psalm, that

God

from the rest of the
Canaan. " Again, He" i.e.j the
Holy Spirit "limiteth a certain day" fixes on a particular
period during which men may enter into the rest of God,
" saying in David" i.e., in the Book of Psalms, which goes by
there

is

a rest of

creation, but

from the

—

David's

name

different not only

rest of

—

—" To-day,

after so long a time, has

after so long a time."

by many been supposed

when

the writer of the

viewing the 95th, as well as

phrase,

Canaan and
Psalm lived. I confess that,
the 96th, and 97th, and 98th Psalms,

period between Israel's entry into the possession of
the time

The

to refer to the
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disposed to consider

the long time as descriptive of the period elapsing between the

conquest of Canaan and the commencement of the Christian
find the Holydispensation
as if the Apostle had said, '

We

;

Psalms fixing on a period which was not to commence for a very long time, which He terms To-day; and during
which He plainly supposes that men may enter into the rest of
God, when He says, " To-day, if ye will hear His voice, harden
Spirit in the

not your hearts."

Now,

this prophetic

a divine rest into which

Psalm makes

men

it

quite plain that there

is

are invited to enter different from,

and long subsequent to, the rest of Canaan. Ver. 8. " For if
Jesus had given them rest, then would He not afterwards have
Jesus here, as in Acts

spoken of another day."

vii.

45,

is

the

Greek form of the name of Joshua, the conqueror of Canaan
and in both cases the Hebrew word should have been retained.^
If there had been no other rest of God but the rest of Canaan
into which Joshua conducted the Israelites, then there would
not have been any mention made of a period called a day, long
;

posterior to the era of entering

vited to enter into the rest of

Canaan, during which men are inGod. But since mention is made

of such a period, and as nothing that can be called a divine rest

men since Israel entered into Canaan,
we must come to the Apostle's conclusion, ver.

has been entered into by
plain that

it is

9.

" There remaineth therefore a

These words, interpreted,

rest for the people of

as so

many

God."

other passages of Scrip-

ture are, without reference to their connection, are usually ex-

plained of the celestial blessedness, and considered as intimating,
that whatever

may

be the

afflictions,

and

of the saint here below, there remains for
is

truth, but

it is

troubles,

him

not the truth here taught.

and labours

rest above.

The

This

rest here is

that state of holy happiness which Christians enjoy on earth as
well as in heaven,

the truth."

There

and
is

into

which they enter by the "

belief of

a rest far better than the rest of Israel in

Kimchi, who speaks the belief of the ancient Jews, says, that " all the
Psalms from the 93d to the 101st relate to the Messiah."
2 Indeed, wherever Old Testament characters are introduced in the
1

Testament they should have their Hebrew, not their Grecised names
Joshua did give them rest or
Elisha, not Eliseus, etc,
rather, God gave them rest by Joshua,
as it is said. Josh. xxi. 44, xu\

New

Elijah, not Elias

:

—

;

—
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—

Canaan, which I'emains after the rest of Canaan has passed
for the pecuhar people of God, tlie sph'itual Israel under
the New Economy;^ and into this we are invited in the Gospel

away

—

by

to enter

believing.

The word

not the same as that emword equivalent to the rest
of God, a sahhatism a sacred rest and the Apostle states the
reason why he gives it this appellation in the 10th verse. " For he
that is entered into his rest, he also hath ceased from his own
works, as God did from His." These words have by some interpreters of great name (Dr Owen and Dr Wardlaw) been referred
this passage is

rest^ in

ployed in the preceding context:

a

it is

—

;

But, though it is true that Christ has entered into
and has ceased from the work of expiation as God has
ceased from the work of creation, yet, as Christ is not mentioned in the immediate context, as He is never anywhere by
way of eminence called, He who hath entered into rest,' and
as, this statement, however important in itself, has no bearing on

to Christ.
rest,

'

the Apostle's object, this

quiesced

"

in.^

He

that

mode

of interpretation cannot be ac-

entered into his rest"

is

of the same persons as " the people of God."
sider the rest of

God

is

a description

Those who con-

as exclusively descriptive of heaven, con-

words as expressing this idea ' They who have entered
on the enjoyment of the celestial inheritance are completely at
rest, as God was after the creation; they rest from their labours;
sider the

and

:

their rest resembles

God's.'

light,

no doubt express a truth; but

truth

is

The
it is

words, viewed in this

difficult to see

how

that

connected with the Apostle's design, which seems to be,

show how the rest which, as appears from the 95th Psalm, yet
" remains for the people of God," and into which they enter by

to

believing, deserves to be called a sacred rest
rest of

God.

By

man who by

the

happiness which
^

'O

" him that

believing
is

is

is

— a sabbatism—the

entered into rest," I understand

introduced into that state of holy

begun on earth and perfected

oIko; to? ©sot, ch.

iii.

6,

over wliich Christ wj

in heaven.

6 Tiog presides.

words as a general proposition forming part of
to have entered into God's rest who is not
completely delivered from toil and sorrow; the people of God are not in this
condition therefore there is yet a rest remaining, into which they are to
enter.
This is more ingenious than satisfactory, like many of the interpreta2

Michaelis considers

an argument

:

tlie

No man can be said

;

tions of this very learned

A'OL.

I.

and very acute

critic.

O
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of

and

;

it

Is

[CHAP.

III.

called a sabbatism,^ or sacred rest

deserves the name, for he

—

who has

7-IV.

—the

13.

rest

entered into

God rests along with God.
Some have supposed that in the words, " hath ceased^' or
rested, ^^ from his loorJcs, even as God did fro7n His,^' there is a

it

has fellowship with

reference to the believer ceasing for ever from the vain attempts

which he previously engaged

in

make himself happy, and rest-

to

ing in the enjoyment of that happiness which through believing

he possesses

He

as the gift of

God through

does not go about to establish his

Jesus Christ his Lord.

own method

of justifica-

but he svibmlts to God's method of justification. He does
not say, " Who will show me any good ? " but, " This is the rest,
tion,

and

this is the refreshing."

We

are disposed to think the primary idea

hinted at

God

with

'

:

—

He who

God

along with

rests

that already

is

has entered into his rest has fellowship

and therefore the

;

deserves to be called a sabbatism

—a sacred

rest well

He who

rest.

be-

on the enjoyment of a happiness which
of the same nature, and springs from the same sources, as the

lieves the truth enters
is

Jehovah

happiness of God.

made

tion

of Jesus Christ

rejoices in the manifesta-

been

this principle,

remains for

for attending to

and on the

who had been invited formerly
coming short of it through unbelief.

^

Eusebius, in his

xcii. in
fAOi

To

:

rov &eov

reXe/oy aoififiurov
^ot.ai'Kii'x.

KUi (pdaprvig

dvyiTVjg

uxKctpixu, r&iv

aw

ctvru
^

Commentary on

—gives the
xxt
—

our Bibles

ru

n

066),

iu^et,

us.

the

exhortation

to enter into a divine

That exhortation

Ps. xci. according to the

is

LXX. — Ps.

following beautiful description of

(r«/3/3«r/(7-

TViV TSXs/asj/ tcotl rpiafitx,Koe.p'tcii,u Kotrdi.'TToe.vaiv iv rri

d'Tri'hpx

o^vuvi,

icsil

^cjvig d7rotX>.cie,'/hrsg, x,xi

^.vttyi,

k»i arevwyfiog'

dpyioiu dpy/jtreivrig

auf^oi.'vr/.oiv 7rpot,i,iay x,ett rijg })ov'Keiocg rijg
x,ci\

the Apostle's

fact, so frequently stated,

as to those
rest

is

promise of entering into God's

left us, or a divine rest

now prepared

are

founded on

—a

work
and

into this rest,

we apprehend,

Such,

joy.''^

illustration of the principle

We

and

and he who believes enters

;

participates of this

rest has

rests

of His all-perfect character in the person and

eudct

r^g

r'/jv 8io(pt>.yi x,ccl

actpaog I'hivhpudiiireg^

Veep' ctina yivi^ivoi^ a»(i(ia,Ti(roiAiu Koii dvoc.'^Tocvaof^.idci.

Dr Owen's theory

the paraof interpretation— of the three rests
Jewish rest in Canaan, and the Christian Sabbathingenious, but unsatisfactory.
It is wonderful to see so sound:

disiacal Sabbath-rest, the
rest

—

is

minded a theologian and interpreter as Dr Wardlaw adopting it in his
useful, but unequal, and in some points unsatisfactory, work on the Sabbath.
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"Seeing; therefore

re-

it

maineth that some must enter therein, and they to whom it was
first preached entered not in because of unbehef
Let us therefore labour to enter into that rest, lest any man fall after the
same example of unbelief."

—

The

Apostle's exhortation rests on two principles

expressed in these words

God;"

into the rest of

whom

it

was

—the

first

" It remaineth that some must entier
the second in these words: " They to
:

preached did not enter in because of unbelief."

first

To an English

reader the

valent

evident that some must enter into the rest of

to,

'

—there

God

It
is

is

first

of these phrases seems equi-

a necessity that some should enter into

I do

it.'

not apprehend that the original words express this idea.^
is

There

nothing certainly in the Apostle's reasoning that brings out
and it is not at all necessary to the object he has

this conclusion,

The

in view.

Apostle

pi'inciple the

of the parenthetical passage

is

whole

illustrating in the

a divine

remains for
us ; and this is the principle on which he builds his exhorta
tion.
The verb " remaineth" is not used impersonally, as our

seem

translators

rest"

to

— a divine

marked

this

is

have supposed

rest

;

The

first

rest of

principle on

The second

God

to

Apostle's statement

then, a divine rest remains, that

it is " a
have been

nominative to

and the word must ought

as a supplement.^

we have a

—the

rest

some may enter

—

is

into

set before us to enter into.'

Since,

'

it

—

This

since

is

the

which the exhortation proceeds.
principle

is

—" Seeing

they to loliom

it

loas first

preached entered not in because of unhelief" More literally, They
to whom on a former occasion a joyful annunciation was made,
entered not in because of unbelief;' i.e., Seeing your ancestors,
'

'

who on
in

a former occasion were invited to enter into a divine rest

Canaan,

failed of attaining

tion consists of

two parts

— an

it

through unbelief.'

sponding to the two principles on which

it is

a divine rest remains, to be entered into,
into

it;'

and,

'

The

exhorta-

injunction and a caution, corre-

let

founded.

'

Seeing

us labour to enter

Seeing the great body of those who on a former

Carpzov endeavours to show that otTroXfiVfra/ is used to mark the proan argument as scquitttr^ efficitur^ it follows,^ but he fails.
2 Abresch supposes ivxyyi'hiix, to be the word that should be supplied,
from verse 1. It does not matter: only the whole phrase must be supplied
^

gress of

—

'

—
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occasion were inYited to enter into a divine rest, did not enter

because of unbelief,

let

us therefore labour

lest

—

we falV-

after the

same example of unbelief lest we, through unbelief like theirs,
should, like them, come short of the promised rest.'
The word
" labour" is equivalent to
eagerly and perseveringly seek/
The manner in which the Hebrew Christians were to " labour
to enter into rest," was bj believing the truth, and continuing
" stedfast and immoveable" in the faith of the truth, and in the
'

natural results of the faith of the truth.

A better illustration

of this labouring cannot be given than in

own experience " But what things
were gain to me, those I counted loss for Christ. Yea doubtless, and I count all things but loss for the excellency of the
knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord for whom I have suffered the loss of all things, and do count them but dung, that I
may win Christ, and be found in Him, not having mine own
righteousness, which is of the law, but that wdiich is through
the faith of Christ, the righteousness which is of God by
faith
that I may know Him, and the power of His resurrection, and the fellowship of His sufferings, being made conformable unto His death if by any means I might attain
unto the resurrection of the dead. Not as though I had already
attained, either were already perfect
but I follow after, if that
I may apprehend that for which also I am apprehended of
Christ Jesus.
Brethren, I count not myself to have apprehended but this one thing I do, forgetting those things which
are behind, and reaching forth unto those things which are
before, I press toward the mark, for the prize of the high
the Apostle's account of his

:

:

:

;

;

:

God

calling of

hortation
^

viav)

:

"

And

in Christ Jesus." ^

And

the Apostle Peter's ex-

besides this, giving all diligence, add to your

—often used,

like the

Heb. PSJ, to signify

to perLsh;' Prov. xi. 28, xxiv. 16;

Eom.

xi.

'

to

11; Ecclus.

become miserable,

ii.

8.

The word

is

probably used in preference to any other, because the doom of the Israelitish
unbelievers was falling in the wilderness, and so coming short of Canaan,
niffi}, as Calvin well remarks, " pro perire accipitur, vel ut clarius dicam,

non

-^vo

"

peccato, sed pro po?Ha."

dependent on inrohiyf/.etTi. The separation of the Genigoverning word by an interposing word or phrase, is by no
means unusual in the New Testament Phil. ii. 10 1 Tim. iii. 6 Heb.
'ATrndiietg is

tive

from

viii.

5."

its

:

2

Phil.

Saiipsox.
iii.

7-14.

;

;
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knowledge; and to knowledge, temand to patience, godliness
and to godliness, brotherly-kindness and to brotherlykindness, charity.
For if these things be in you, and abound,

and

faith, virtue;

perance

;

and

to virtue,

to temperance, patience

;

;

;

they make you that ye
the knowledge of our

shall neither

Lord Jesus

be barren nor unfruitful in

Christ.

But he

that lacketh

and cannot see afar off, and hath forgotten
that he was purged from his old sins.
Wherefore the rather,
brethren, give diligence to make your calling and election sure
for if ye do these things, ye shall never fall for so an entrance
these things

is

blind,

;

:

shall

be ministered unto you abundantly into the everlasting

kingdom

of our

Lord and

Sa\'iovir

Jesus Christ.

A^^ierefore

I will not be negligent to put you always in remembrance of
these things, though ye

present truth." ^

The

know them, and be

established in the

fearful consequence of unbelief in the

case of the Israelites ought to be felt as a motive to stedfastness in the faith, and to a diligent use of the
stedfastness in the faith.

of

Canaan

;

and

all

They through

for obtaining

came

unbelievers, whatever privileges they

enjoy, whatever professions they
the rest

means

unbelief

of God, into which

The words which

may make, must come

men can

short

may

short of

only enter by believing.

follow are a further enforcement of the

exhortation contained in the 6th and 11th verses.

'

Seeing a rest

remaineth that some may enter into it, and seeing they who were
formerly invited to enter into God's rest did not enter because of
let us labour to enter into that rest, lest any man fall
same example of unbelief.' Ver. 12. " For the word
of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper than any tico-edged
sioord, jnercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit,
and of the joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts
and intents of the heart. Neither is there any creature that is not
manifest in His sight : hut all things are naked and opened unto
The appropriateness
the eyes of Him loith whom loe have to do^
and force of the motives presented in these words will become
distinctly apparent when their meaning is clearly apprehended.
The word of God has, by many of the ancient, and some of
the modern interpreters, been explained here as a title of Jesus

unbelief

;

after the

Christ, the Messiah, in Ilis pre-cxistent state

;^

as

it is

without

doubt employed by the Apostle John, in his Gospel, in his
^

2 Pet.

i.

5-12.

j^

'O h6yo;Q£oli

VTroarocTiKc;.
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and in the Book of Eevelation. The use of the
of God," as an appellation of Jesus Christ,
seems, however, peculiar to that inspired writer and though
much of what is here said of the word of God might vvith truth
be said of Jesus Christ, other expressions cannot without extreme
violence he applied to Him, and neither the words themselves
nor the context require us to give so uncommon a meaning to
the expression on the contrary, both seem naturally to lead us

First Epistle,
expression, "

Word

;

;

to

understand the phrase in

its

ordinary signification, of the re-

At

velation of the divine will.^

the same time,

it

seems plain

not to the Scriptures generally that the inspired writer
refers, but to that " word of God" of which he has been speaking,
that

it is

which excludes the unbeliever from the divine rest, and denounces on him the divine vengeance. In the inspired oracle
on which he grounds his exhortation " To-day, if ye will hear
My voice, harden not your hearts" there is implied not only

—
—

a promise, that

if

but also a

they hear God's voice they shall enter into His

they do not hear His voice,
but harden their hearts, they shall not enter into His rest.
rest,

Now,

threateninrj^ that if

of God is quick and powerful."
It is
remark that the word quick is not here
used in the sense in which it is almost exclusively now employed of 'rapid, or speedy,'
but in the way in which it is used
in the phrase, " the quick and the dead."
It is equivalent to
" The word of God is living." The general proposition,
living.
" the word of God is living," taken by itself, might, in con-

"word

tills

scarcely necessary to

—

—

sistency with the analogy of Scripture language,

word

of

God

is

communicates

to

are life."^

is

here

it

is

ference to

It

;

—

meteor

flash,

never executed, that

it is

sharp two-edged sword;"

" a dead

is

just

it

hath lighted

God Himself

T^oyo;

We

it

is

say of a law that

is

The phrase " word,"
" The Lord sent
Isa. ix. 8
on Israel." " The word of
:

declaring His will and purpose.

Qsov 7rpo<popu6s.

;

not

letter."

as referring to a threatening, occurs

a word to Jacob, and

'

but the real thunderbolt of heaven

"a

inoperative, but powerfully eflicient.

^

'

meaning is
The word of God in rethe punishment of unbelievers is not dead but living.'

pointless dart, but

God"

— The

it

plain that the

It is not a

no

mean

were instinct with a living spirit, which it
" My words, they are spirit, and they
men.'
a quickening word but from the connection

as

^

John

vi. 63.

A
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threatening

may

who

never meant to execute it, or because he has
mind, or because he has not the means of carrying it

uttered

changed

iiis

be a dead, inefficient word, either because

lie

it

The

into execution.

declaration, that the unbeliever shall not

enter into the rest of God,

determination of

The

is

Him who

the annunciation of the imalterable
infinitely

is

powerful and infinitely

energy of the divine denunciation is strikingly illustrated by its being compared to one of the most destrucfaithful.

vital

We

tive of weapons.
It " is shar})er than a two-edged sword."
have the same image a sword which has two mouths, two foresides and no back, cutting both ways, peculiarly trenchant
Isa,
xlix. 2
Rev. i. 16, ii. 12, 16, xix. 15, 21.^ He who is exposed
to it is in a situation far more hazardous than he into whose

—

—

;

vitals a

sharp two-edged sword seems just about to be plunged.

This figurative description
follow
spirit,

:

—"

and of the

words

is

is

amplified in the w^ords Avhich

asunder of the soul and

It pierces to the dividing

not,

'

joints

The meaning

and marrow."

of these

piercing not only the skin and flesh, but pene-

trating to the very inmost core of the individual

—

to that point

where there is a division of the soul and spirit, and of the
joints and marrow;' for there is no such point.
The meaning
is,
piercing so as to divide the soul from the spirit, and the
'

from the marrow.'"^
These words, " the word of God pierces even to the dividing
asunder of soul and spirit," have often been used as descriptive
of the power of the word of God, wdien accompanied by divine
influence, to produce conviction
to unfold to the sinner in the
light of truth the falsehood and wickedness of his inmost tlioughts
and desires; and to lodge in his mind a conviction that these are
the objects of the divine knowledge and disapprobation, and that
tlierefore " for all these things he must be brought into judg-

joints

;

This is truth, and important truth; it is truth, too,
which the words, taken by themselves, are not ill fitted to convey; but, viewed in their connection, I think there can be no
ment."

1

vTTip

y.a.'K'hov.

-

is

often

In the

Some have

nature.

Testament

explained

•^vx'fi

it

in comparison as

occurs only here and

of corrupt,

and

ivuii/y.ct.

Luke

=

and action

life

and

action,

and

avivy.ai,

'77'huov

or

xvi. 8.

of regenerated,

Others, certainly with greater probability, understand

principle of animal
life

by Greek writers used

New

human

-i^vxrt

of the

of the principle of rational

—a distinction which undoubtedly was made by the ancients.
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The phrase

not the truth taught in this clause.

expressive of the destructive energy of the divine threaten-

The

ing.

soul, as distinguished

from the

spirit,

was among the
and
life

ancients the denomination of the principle of animal

the

spiiHt, as

rational

These

life.

and death

is

in

the living

man

'

to

are closely connected,

the necessary consequence of their being divided.

" divide the soul from the spirit"

To
for,

;

distinguished from the soul, was the principle of

is

just another expression

produce death.'

That

this is

its

meaning seems

from the

plain not only

general scope of the passage, but from the expression that im-

mediately follows, and which appears intended to be a further
description of the destructive energy of " the word of God." It
" The
pierces so as to " divide asunder the joints and marrow."

bones are the frame and support,
" and marrow," are most intimately connected. They cannot be

joints," or limbs of Avhich the

divided without the exertion of great force, without occasioning in-

and without indeed producing death.^
word of God" is represented as " sharper

tense pain to the individual,

When,

then, " the

than a two-edged sword, piercing so as to divide the soul from
the
to
is

spirit,

and the

be conveyed

is

from the marrow," the idea intended

joints

—

'

The

threatening of

God

against unbelievers

a threatening which will assuredly be executed

and when

;

executed, an intensity of suffering, a completeness and extent
of destruction and misery, will be the result

;

of

which the

tor-

turing and deathful energy of a two-edged sword, wielded by
the most powerful arm, affords only a very distant and imperfect
figurative representation.'
It

can scarcely be doubted that the fearful consequences of

the divine threatenina; against the unbelieving Israelites were

present to the Apostle's mind.
That " word of God"^ was not
dead and inefficient, but " quick and powerful." The whole of
that generation, under the influence of that denunciation, died in

In consequence of

the wilderness.

it

the carcases of some hun-

dreds of thousands of Israelites strewed the desert

;

— most of

them dying a natural death, though that was probably hastened
by the hardships to which they were exposed, but not a few of
^

"We have similar phrases in Jer.

rvjg -^vx^i'i

«

Num.

and

in

Luke

xiv. 28.

ii.

iv. 10,

LXX.,

35, xai aov Bs xItvh

"H.\p»TO

rViV -ipvxviv

vi

y.xx,xipet 'iu;

OifAsvasTxi pofiCpxioi.
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IJirROVEI).

stroke of divine vengeance,

The

threatenino; denounced against unbelievers under the
Testament Economy will certainly not be less "living and
powerful."
The evils it subjects to are far more dreadful. It
excludes not from Canaan, but from heaven it dooms not only

New

;

to the grave,

but to

certain.

The

execution

is

hell.

curse

is

And

its

execution will not be less

not causeless, and

it

must come.

Its

"

secured by the word and oath of Jehovah.

He

has lifted up His hand to heaven, and sworn by Himself, who
for ever and ever," that He will " whet His glittering

lives

sword," that " His hand will lay hold on judgment," that

"

will

He

render vengeance to His enemies, and recompense them

Him."

that hate

We should consider

him as a madman who, in the expectaword of God" which gives to fire its consuming quality, was to lose its power in his case, should leap
into a burning fiery furnace
and certainly he who, though ho
tion that that "

;

may

be counted wise in his generation, continues in unbelief,

and yet hopes
unbeliever,

is

to escape the

punishment denounced against the

labouring under a

still

more deplorable

species of

The first appointment rises entirely out of the will
He who gave fire its consuming energy can deprive it

insanity.

God.

that energy

God

of

liever

if

He pleases. But

of

the second rises out of the nature

and unless God cease to be God, the obstinate unbemust perish. No length of time can deprive this word
;

of denunciation of
ites

of

who

its

Some

destructive energy.

of the Israel-

incurred the curse in the wilderness, and

who were

allowed to live almost forty years afterwards, might be beginning
to think

it

had

lost its force,

reference to them.

and would not be executed in
Every one of
disappointed.

But they were

that generation died in the wilderness.

No intermediate

season

of impunity, however protracted, secures the unbeliever from the

execution of the curse.
^

"Wliat a picture

It

is still

do the words of

living

>richaelis,

if

he

who had

poet in his composition, bring before the mind
illam veterum Israelitarum,

and by and by,

;

!

quorum cum sexcenta

a good deal of the
" Siste tibi imaginem

essent milHa, post qua-

draginta annos non nisi bini minax Dei verbum fugerunt. Fac observentur
animo tuo illse in deserto factse strages, quEC sa;pe unico die xx millia ab-

sumpserunt

:

acutius omni gladio aucipiti fateberis divinum verbum."
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not for " refuge to the hope set before us in the Gospel," it
will prove itself powerful, and he will find that it is indeed " a
flee

hand of the living God." This conand certain execution of the deunbelievers was admirably fitted to serve the

fearful thing to fall into the

sideration of the awful nature

nunciation against

purpose for which the Apostle here employs it, as a motive to
the Hebrew professors of Christianity to " labour" to enter into
the rest of God, lest any should fall after the example of their

unbelieving and disobedient forefathers.

But

besides the awful energy of the threatening, there

another of

make

its

is

distinguishing characters which was well fitted to

Hebrew

a salutary impression on the minds of the

tians in their present circumstances

;

and that

Chris-

the spiritual re-

is

ference of the divine command and threatenino;.
This threatening refers not only to external acts of apostasy, but to movements
of the

mind and heart tending to them. This word is a "cUscerner
and intents of the heart." The word translated

of the thoughts

discerner has been interpreted as equivalent to

The meaning

demner, a punisher.'

threatening takes cognizance

of,

plainly

'

is

refers, not

a judge, a con-

— This word

of

'

only to external

and feelings, to opinions and desires.
energy will be exerted not only against the open

actions, but to thoughts
Its destructive

apostate, but against the secret unbeliever

—the

heart from the faith and love of the truth as
the unbeliever

who

is

Hebrew

whole of

which

it

his exhortation has

implies

heart.

— and,

the

an express reference to the state of

Both the promise and the threatening
as

we have

seen,

it

implies both

" To-day,

harden not your hearts."
can never be too strongly stated

if

ye

—have a
will

hear

voice,
It

frequently repeated

—that the

and the

late,

it

it

can scarcely be too

mind and

is

pre-eminently

heart, the thoughts

conformed
and when these are want-

affections, subjected to the divine authority,

to the divine will,

ing,

—

religion of Christ

a spiritual religion; that to have the

his

is

the

which especially the Apostle guards

reference to the thoughts and feelings.

His

it is

The passage on which he groimds

Christians.

mind and

the

backslider in
in Jesus.' It

excluded from the rest of God, and

e%al heart of unbelief against

the

it is

forms

its

essence

;

does not exist, however ingeniously the

man may

specu-

however fluently he may talk, however plausible may be
profession, and however regular his performance of the

CHAP.
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dihgence,"

all

before the

"As

man

a
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mind

Keep

an injunction which ought
of

all

who

are called

thinketh in his heart, so

is

tliy

heart with

be constantly

to

by the name of Christ.
The word of God,

he."

whether of promise or of threatening, refers

to principles as

well as to actions, and to actions only so far as they are the
result

and expression of

principles.

minds and hearts are

If our

not in accordance with God's word, we sin ; and we may rest
assured that " our sin," though not manifesting itself strongly
Howin outward acts, " will," as Closes says, " find us out."'

may be

ever orthodox, then,

our external conduct,

lar

to the

mind

of Christ,

if

if

our professed creed, however reguour views of truth are not conformed

our tempers and dispositions are not

regulated by the statements of His word and subjected to the
influence of His Spirit, though
tliough

we may be

We

" are none of His."

is

as really pointed

infidel or the

called

by His name,

shall

we

and the
not enter into His

are in reality unbelievers

God, that the unbeliever

threatenino- of
rest,

we may be

students and preachers of His word,
;

against us as against the professed

open apostate, and

will as certainly

be executed in

reference to us as in reference to them.

This truth

is

always seasonable, but

peculiarly so at

is

it

where a profession of a pure Christianity
is all but universal, and where, under the influence of early
education and general example, multitudes assume the garb of

present, in our country,

and attend to the external ordinances of the Gospel,
"
who in the thoughts and intents of the heart" are utter strangers
to the influence of an enlightened faith of " the truth as it is
discipleship,

in Jesus."

A human
mind and

threatening directed against a peculiar state of

heart, except so far as these are manifested in conduct,

Man

would be nugatory.

has not the means of directly dis-

covering the state of the thoughts and feelings, the sentiments
and desires ; but it is otherwise with Him of whose threatening
the Apostle

which

is

is

is

speaking, for

not manifest in

1

Num.

^

Michaelis's note

— " Neither

His

sight."

is

there any creature

^

xxxii. 23.

here used in the

is

way

thought of the heart.

very ingenious. He considers
which the Heb. iv is ih

in

No

:

thought

is

it

as likely that xr/V/f

"IV"'

invisible to Ilim.

with Moses

is

the
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created things' strictly speaking, but

thing,' including thoughts, feelings, actions, as

who

and

think, feel,

act.

" There

The word His

not manifest in His sight."

is

nothing

either refers

God, mentioned in the preceding verse, or to " Him with
have to do," mentioned in the close of this verse. I
think it most probable that the last is its true reference and that
by " Him with whom we have to do" with whom our business
to

whom we

;

—

or "

is,^

Him

we must

of

whom we

these renderings,

all

whom

are discoursing,"^ or "

give an account,"^

the Apostle

of God, "

is

we have

—we

—

Him

to

whom

for the expression will admit of

are to understand Jesus Christ, of

—" with whom,"

discoursing

and "

to do,"

to

as the family

whom we must

give an

all

account."*
It does not

matter

interpret the phrase

om' Lord

—

much

which of these three ways we
them it is strikingly applicable to

in

in all of

but we apprehend our translators have been very
have made. It is with Christ that
" we have to do."
It is not with Moses " we have to do," or

happy

;

in the selection they

with the angels, or with the Aaronical high priests it is with
Christ " we have to do."
He is the " one Mediator between God
and man ;" for it is not directly with God as essential Divinity
" we have to do." All our religious business, if I may use the
:

must be transacted immediately with Christ.
the truth, what are we to say of the religion of many
who call themselves Christians, but in whose religion there is
little or no reference to Christ
who think, and feel, and act in
religion, as if it were not with Christ that they " had to do ?"
They have no habitual sense of the necessity of His mediation
no habitual trust in His atonement no habitual reliance on His
Spirit
no habitual submission of mind and heart to His authority.
In the New Economy Christ is " all in all ;" and he does
not act like one who is vmder that economy, who does not habitually treat Christ as " Him with whom we have to do,"
on
whose sacrifice we must depend, to whose laws we are subject,
expression,

If this

is

—

—

—

—

^

Judg.

3

Luke

•*

2

xviii. 7, 28.

xvi. 2

;

Eom.

xiv.

Theophylact expounds

it

12

;

^

^g^; ^i -^ct-hov^iu, ch.

1 Pet. iv. 5

thus:

;

Heb.

xiii.

u y.iKKo^iv loiuxi

ii.

5.

17.

toi/j "hoyov;

kuI tx;
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by whose Spirit we must be guided, before whose judgmentseat we must stand.

—

Now

all

things are " manifest in Ilis sight."

in particular, the

the heart,"

—

is

Omniscience,

knowledge of " the thoughts and intents of

repeatedly in Scripture ascribed to our Lord.

He

needs not that any should testify of man, for He knows
what is in man." " He searches the reins and the hearts."^
It is utterly impossible to impose on Him.
He knows " the

"

thoughts and intents of the heart

;"

and therefore

He

is

fur-

nished with the means of executing His threatenings against
those who, in " the thoughts and intents of the heart," are unbelievers or apostates.

The

intimate knowledge of our

in the second clause of the verse

opened unto the eyes of Him."
suppose that there

is

:

Lord

is

strikingly described

" All things are naked and

Many

learned interpreters

here a reference to the manner in which

the priests inspected the \'ictims intended for sacrifice.

being

killed,

After

they were hung up by the neck, the skin was

and the back-bone cleft;
was completely laid open,
had an opportunity of seeing any blemish which

stripped oif them, the bowels taken out,
so that the internal part of the animal

and the priest
might unfit it for being offered as a sacrifice. Others suppose the
reference to be to a person's head drawn back, so as completely
to expose the countenance.
Chrysostom supposes the reference
to be to sacrificial victims lying on their backs, that the haruspex
might have an opportunity of contemplating the entrails.^
Whatever be the reference, the meaning of the passage is
* He
plain
is acquainted with the inmost thoughts and feelings
He knows the forming design, and the rising desire.'
There is no possibility of imposing on Him by false professions
:

—

He requires of us conformity of mind
and heart to Him and if we do not yield it, He is perfectly
aware of this, and can and will deal with us, not according to
what we appear to be, but according to what we really are, and
what He knows us to be. It is not only a truth that " we all
must appear," or rather be made manifest, " before the judgor plausible appearances.
;

1

2

Rev.

ii.

23.

pecudumque

reclusis

Pectoribiis inbians spirantia consulit exta.

—ViRG. ^En.

iv. 63, 64.
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ment-seat of Christ,"^ but already

He knows

Him, and

before

us

all

[CHAP.

IV.

U-X.

18.

our thoughts are manifest

much more

intimately than

we

do ourselves.

CHAPTER

III.

THE SUPERIORITY OF JESUS CHRIST TO THE AAKONICAL
PRIESTHOOD.

No

economy had taken a stronger hold
and affections of the Jews than the
Aaronical High-priesthood, and that system of ritual worship
over which its occupants presided. The gorgeous apparel, the
part of the Mosaic

imaginations

the

of

solemn investiture, the mysterious sacredness of the high priest
and the
of the temple in which he ministered

—the grandeur

—

imposing splendour of the religious
all

these operated like a

Jews

to the

now

charm

which he performed

rites

in riveting the attachment of the

over-dated economy, and in exciting powerful

prejudices against that simple, spiritual, unostentatious system

In opposition

had been superseded.

by which

it

dices, the

Apostle shows that the Christian economy

it

ficent temple, a

and

Mosaic

is

deficient

on the conhas a more dignified High Priest, a more magni-

in nothing excellent to be
trary, that

found

to these preju-

more sacred

altar,

in the

;

a more efficacious sacrifice

that, to the spiritually enlightened

mind,

splendours of the Mosaic typical ceremonial

all

the temporaiy

wax dim and

dis-

appear, amid the overwhelming glories of the permanent realities of

the Christian institution.^

This most interesting topic forms the subject of the third
The great object
great section of the Epistle to the Hebrews.
of this Epistle

is

1

2 Cor. V. 10.

^

Some

topical

to establish the

Hebrew

Christians in the faith

were only of a
Jewish Christians in the pri-

liave strangely supposed that such discussions

and temporary

interest, suited to the

This is a very mistaken view of the
little use to us.
Eeligio Christiana," to use the language of Abresch, " in Judaica

mitive times, but of
subject.

''

nititur.

Nostra sane interest plurimi

salutifero

ut,

quid

ohm

de Messia et ejus opera

expressum symbolice et prsefigurificatumque

sit,

rite

teneamus
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religion, in opposition to the strong

temptations to Nvhich they were exposed to relapse into Judaism.
appropriate means of gaining this end, was the demon-

The most

stration of the superiority of Christianity to

Such a

Judaism.

demonstration, therefore, forms the great subject of the doctrinal
part of the Epistle
to gain

its

and

;

object.

it is

conducted in a way peculiarly

It takes the

form of an illustration and proof
the Author and subject, the

of the superiority of Jesus Christ

sum and

—
—

substance, of Christianity

of Jewish veneration

was given
priesthood,

;

:

to the three great objects

the angels, by whose ministiy the law

Moses, their great legislator

whom

by

fitted

;

and the Aaronical

the most sacred functions under that eco-

nomy were performed.

We have already considered the Apostle's

and proof of the superiority of Jesus Christ to the
ancels and to Closes we are now about to enter on the illustration and proof of His superiority to the Aaronical high-priest-

illustration

:

hood.

AVe have here a very striking instance of the want of judgment often manifested in the division of the New Testament

No

into chapters.

division takes place at the 14th verse of the

4th chapter, where the Apostle obviously enters on a

and a

division

there

is

is

made

after the 16th verse

;

while

it is

new

topic,

plain that

a continued description of the subject introduced at the

is by much the longest of the three
which the doctrinal part of the Epistle is divided. It reaches
from the 14th verse of the 4th chapter down to the 18th verse
And as it is the longest, so is it the most
of the 10th chapter.

14th.

This third section

into

important section.

The two former

though

in-

yet to a certain extent extrinsic

to,

sections are occupied with what,

timately connected with,

is

the merits of the two systems

— the

comparative dignity and

excellence of the agents employed in their revelation and estab-

lishment.

In

this section the

comparative value of

the two

namque et doctrinse salutaris daCpd.hitoi.v^ et momentum ejus, at vero, etiam
ejusdem naturam et indolcm, magis illustrari illustrari autem immo vero
etiam firmari et constabiliri. Anuon in sacrificiorum ratione typica poteutissimum insit vicarise mortis Jesu argumcntum? et siue dubio, Christi
piaculum est ex eorum genere, quse sunt certa, vera, et immutari sempiternis seculorum eetatibus non possuut, nam pertinet ad fidei salutaris foreo

;

;

—

mulam."
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systems, viewed in reference to the attainment of the great objects of a religion

— the

expiation of guilt, the transformation

of character, the attainment of the divine favour and eternal

—comes

to be considered, and the infinite superiority
triumphantly established.
most
of Christianity
Nothing is of greater importance to the right understanding

happiness

is

an author's particular statements,

of

illustrations,

and argu-

ments, than a clear apprehension of the general object he has in

Without

view.

incorrect, the

this,

illustrations irrelevant,

cogent arguments inconclusive.

on the

tion,

may seem
and the most
The design of the whole sec-

the most accm'ate statements

most apposite

illustration of

which we are entering,

establish the superiority of Jesus Christ, the

High

plainly to

is

whom
whom the

Priest

Christians acknowledge, to the Aaronical high priests,

Jews acknowledged.
facts,

The Apostle

begins with asserting the

and illustrates, that in
Son of God, we have a High Priest a great
a High Priest who has " passed into the heavens"

which he afterwards

at length proves

—

Christ Jesus, the

—

High Priest
a High Priest who can be

—

" touched with the feeling of our

He then gives a short description of the Levitical
priesthood, with whom it is his design to compare and contrast
He describes a Levitical high priest as a man
Christ Jesus.
infirmities."

divinely selected

and ordained

to

manage

the religious interests

of his fellow-men, by offering in their stead, and for their
benefit, " gifts and sacrifices for sin;" and qualified to sympathize with those in whose place he stood, and for whose behalf
he acted, from the circumstance of his being himself, like them,
a man surrounded with infirmity. The inspired writer then
applies this description to the purpose he had in view, the estab-

lishment of the reality and excellence of the high-priesthood of
He shows (1.) that Jesus Christ has been
our Lord Jesus.

High Priest and (2.)
High Priest, by actually

legitimately invested with the office of a

that

He

has proved Himself a qualified

;

and in
performing with success the functions of that office
doing this, he not only directly proves that Jesus Christ is really
a Hiii-h Priest, but he indirectly brings forward much evidence,
;

of

which he

avails himself in his subsequent discussions, of the

superiority of

His priesthood

to that of

Aaron and

his sons.
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iv.

14-16. Seeing then that

we have

passed into the heavens, Jesus the Son of God,

High

a great
let

Priest, that is

us hold fast our profes-

For we have not an high priest which cannot be touched with the
but was in all points tempted hke as we are, yet
without sin. Let us therefore come boldly unto the throne of grace, that
we may obtain mercy, and find grace to help in time of need.

sion.

feeling of our infirmities

;

These verses may be considered as containing a brief announcement of the subject, to the illustration of which the whole
of the third section of the Epistle

is

devoted.

Ver. 14. " Seeing

then that we have a great High Priest that is passed into the
heavens, Jesus the Son of God, let us hold fast our profession."

These words are not a deduction from what goes before, as
may appear from the particle then ; for what immediately precedes is an illustration of the superiority of Jesus to ISIoses as
the Superintendent of the family of God under the New Economy, and in no previous part of the Epistle is there any extended illustration of the priesthood of Christ. This subject
has merely been cursorily adverted to in three passages in chap.
" purged," or expiated, " our sins
i. 3, where He is said to have
:

where His incarnation is said to be
" a merciful and faithful High
being
necessary in order to His
;"
He is termed " the High
where
iii.
and in chap.
Priest
1,

by Himself;"

in chap.

17,

ii.

Priest of our profession," or the

High

Priest

whom we acknow-

The particle then merely connective, denoting transiledge.
It probably does look
tion to another, but connected subject.
the Apostle calls
where
chapter,
3d
verse
of
the
1st
back to the
is

on

his readers to contemplate

High
Priest

Him

Jesus Christ as " the Apostle and
i.e., the Apostle and High

Priest of their profession,"

whom
to

them

He had already exhibited
whom they acknowledged, and
Him in this character was calcu-

they acknowledged.
as

the iVpostle

shown how the truth about

and he now prothem as the High Priest whom they
show that the truth about Him in this

lated to operate as a motive to perseverance

ceeds to exhibit

Him

acknowledsed, and

;

to

to

powerful inducements to contliuie

character suggested not

less

rooted and built up in

Him, and stabhshed

in the faith they

had been taught.
"

We have a High Priest

VOL.

I.

;" i.e.,

'

We Christians have a
P

High
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The unbelieving Jews would be
Your new religion is

Priest.'

Christian brethren,
first

'

of a religion

requisite

—you

are your sins to be pardoned,
piatory oblations for

answer

to this cavil is to

IV. 14-16.

apt to say to their
deficient in the veiy

have no high

priest.

when you have none

How

you ?

when you have none to make

[CHAP.

How

to offer ex-

are your wants to be supplied,

intercession for

you

to

God V The

be found in the Apostle's words, "

We

have a High Priest."
The high priest among the Jews was the principal religious
minister of their economy, the inferior priests being merely his

were, and executing such parts of his office as
was
impossible for him to overtake.
it
The highpriesthood intimated that God was offended with men, and would
not have direct favourable intercourse with them that He was
disposed to be reconciled to them
and that the medium tln'ough
which He was disposed to confer saving blessings on them, was
that of vicarious sacrifice and intercession.
When the Apostle says that " we have a High Priest," he
means, ' We Christians have One to interpose with God in our
behalf we have One who has offered up an availing expiatory
sacrifice in our room
who has done what renders it consistent
with, and illustrative of, the divine moral character to pardon
and save us and One too who makes intercession for us, securing
us in the enjoyment of everything that is necessary to our final
and complete salvation.'
But the Apostle affirms not merely that we have a High
Priest, but that " we have a great High Priest."
By some inteqireters the whole phrase, rendered by our translators " great
High Priest," has been considered as just equivalent to High
Priest,
the word they thus translate^ being sometimes applied
to the heads of the twenty-four orders of priests. These are the
" chief priests" so often spoken of in the New Testament. " We
deputies, as

it

personally

;

;

;

—

;

—

have a great Chief Priest,"
of the chief priests.

the singular

is

but the high

We

i.e.,

a High Priest

who was

first

never in the

New

Testament applied to any one
here is meant to con-

priest, that the epithet great

vey a superadded
illustrious.

the

apprehend, however, as the word in

'

idea, and is equivalent to distinguished or
have not only a High Priest but our High
transcends, both as to personal and official dig-

We

Priest infinitely

;

^

eipxtipivg.
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He

Himself belongs to a
])riests
and His
priesthood is of a far more dignified character than theirs,'
The words used in reference to His superiority to the angels
may be justly applied to His superiority to the Jewish priests.
* He has, as a Priest, been made so mvich better than Aaron and

nity, all

ever bore that name.

higher order of being than the Aaronical high

He

sons, as

his

name than

has received by inheritance a more excellent

He

they.

He

sons, for

made

has been

Aaron and

better than

entered into the heavens

is

;

;

by inheritance a more excellent name than

and

He

they, for

his

has received

He is Jesus

the Son of God.'
He is " passed into the heavens." These words literally
This
rendered are, " He has passed through the heavens."

seems a plain reference to the Jewish high priest entering into

Holy

the

of Holies

Having

on the great day of atonement.

offered sacrifices of expiation, he entered

and then through the second

first

into the holy ])lace,

vail into the holiest of

all,

to s})rinkle

the blood of atonement, and to burn incense before Jehovah,

who dwelt between
sacred of

all

Jesus, our

In allusion to

the cherubim.^

this

most

the functions exercised by the Jewish high priest,
High Priest, is represented as having " passed

i.e., the visible heavens, which as a vail
conceal from mortal view the glories of " the heaven of heavens."

through the heavens,"

The meaning

plainly

'

is,

He

has passed through the visible

heavens into that glorious place where the Divine Being gives
the most remarkable displays of His presence and excellences.'^

The

object of the inspired writer in

seems threefold.

on

earth.

priest

earth.

It

is

on earth

He

;

First, to

as if he

making the remark

account for our having no high priest

had

said,

but the reason

is,

'

To be sure we have no high
having finished His work on

has passed through the heavens into the immediate

presence of God.'

The second

cal high priest

having offered

vail into the sanctuary,

^

mark the
The Aaroni-

object seems to be, to

superiority of Jesus to the Aaronical high priest.
sacrifice,

entered through the

and then through the second

first

vail into

Lev. xvi.

is wont, terms this " stulta animadArgute magis (j^uam docte ac vere interpretatus."
It is the plain meaning of the words, and is supported by Owen,
Bengel, Peirce, and Kuinoel.

2

Ernesti somewhat rashly, not as he

versio ;"

and Abresch

says, "
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the most holy place, into the presence of the symbol of Divinity;

but our great High Priest has passed through the visible heavens
into the heaven of heavens

—the place

of the real, not the

symbo-

presence of God ; or, as the inspired writer himself expresses
" For Christ is not entered into the holy places made with

lical
it

:

hands, which are the figures of the true

now

appear in the presence of

to

God

;

but into heaven

ject seems to be, to suggest the efficacy of

Had

prevalence of His intercession.

The

for us."^

His

itself,

third ob-

sacrifice,

and the

not His sacrifice been

He would not have passed through the
His sacrifice has been acceptable, and has been
proved to be so by His passing through the heavens, then there
can be no reason to fear that His continued interference in our
acceptable to God,

heavens

and

;

if

behalf shall be unsuccessful.

But not only

He

as "

He

is

"

is oui*

High

Priest great, illustrious, inasmuch

has passed through the heavens," but inasmuch also as

the

Son of God J'

We have already had occasion

at con-

siderable length to illustrate the import of this appellation, as
descriptive of identity of natm'e

We

and equality of perfection with

the Divine Father.
have for our High Priest not a son of
Aaron, but " the Son of God"
not a mere man, but " God

—

manifest in flesh."

Such, then,

is

the Apostle's statement.

We

'

Christians,

though we have no such religious minister as the Jewish high
priest, are not without a high priest.
We have a High Priest
one who, having purged our sins, ever lives to make intercession
for us,
an illustrious High Priest, who is not on earth, just
because He has finished His work on earth, and ascended
through the skies into heaven ; whereby He is raised to an infinite superiority above the Jewish high priest, who only passed
tlu'ough the symbolical heavens into the symbolical presence
of God, whereas He has passed through the real heavens
into the real presence of God
a clear evidence that His sac-

—

—

rifice

has been acceptable, and that His intercession will prove

effectual.'

The

exhortation grounded on this statement

fast our profession."1

Heb

"

KpotTU/iiiv is

iy.QKnyixv

ix. 24.

oix,7^tvij,

^

When

" Let us hold

illustrating the 1st verse of the

fie/ioiia; Kcfzikcrx^^sv^

chap. X. 23.

is,

chap.

iii.

6, 14,

and

od

KCcri')(,"[A,iu tv^u

.CHAP.

had occasion

chapter, I
It

equivalent to

is

knowdedged.
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It

'

to explain the

word translated jyrofession.
that which we have ac-

acknowledgment'

may either

—

be considered as referring generally

acknowledgment made by a man when he became a Chrisacknowledgment made in reference
to Christ as our High Priest.
In the first case it is equivalent
to, ' Let us hold fast the whole doctrine of Christ, which we
to the

tian, or particularly to the

have acknowledged to be
valent

to,

'

Let us hold

of Jesus Christ as our

true.'

fast the

High

In the second case it is equiacknowledgment we have made

To

It does

Priest.'

which of these two views we take of

much

not matter

it.

" hold fast our profession," or acknowledgment,

—

is

to

In whatever view we understand
the -word " profession," the statement made by the Apostle contains in it abundant reason wdiy we should hold it fast. It were
abide by

it

madness

to

to persevere in

abandon a

ovir eternal interests

;

it.

religion

and

if

which

we

give

so

abundantly provides for

up acknowledging " Jesus

who " has passed through the heavens," for our
where can we find a substitute ? Where shall we
Where shall we find one
find one who can expiate our sins ?
the Son of God,"

High

who

Priest,

in

our behalf

throne of

God ?

is

either able or willing to appear before the

Whatever may be the

difficulties,

or dangers,

or sufferings in which stedfastness in the faith of Christ
involve us,

it

is

may

our duty and our interest to be stedfast and

immoveable.

There was much in the peculiar circumstances of the Hebrews to make such an exhortation necessary, and to give it
peculiar force.
Paul had been in chains in Jerusalem James

—
—very possibly the Christians debarred from
How precious
mingling
the sacred assemblies of the Jews.
temple,
these circumstances the truths — We have a
slain

by the sword
in

in

better

a better High Priest, a better sacrifice than these

!

No, we

will

not be tempted to purchase the continuance of the latter by the
will cleave to our High Priest
abandonment of the former.
at all hazards, though we should be obliged to go to Him " with-

We

out the gate, bearing His reproach."
firmation of their constancy

is

to

And what

be found

in the

a powerful con-

statement

wdiicli

immediately follows

In the verse following we have a further statement of the
High Priest, and of course an

excellences of Jesus Christ as a
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additional reason for our continuing steady in the acknowledg-

ment

of

Him

under that character.

Ver. 15. " For

m'c

have

not an high priest which cannot be touched with the feeling of

our infirmities

but was in

;

all

points tempted like as

we

are, yet

without sin."

The
it

connection between this verse and that which precedes

has been variously stated.

and generally judicious

It

the opinion of a very learned

is

expositor,^ that the

whole passage, from

the beginning of this verse to the end of the 3d verse of the 6th
chapter, is a digression ; and that the exhortation, " Let us hold
fast our profession,"

the 6th chapter.

By some

immediately connects with the 4th verse of

This does not appear to

intended to obviate an objection likely to

what

stated in the 14th verse

is

essentially
at

me

the statement in the 15th verse

and

officially so

:

'

But

if Jesu's

'

Highly exalted

as

considered as

mind from

Christ be both

He is removed
He cannot be expected to take any

very deep interest in us, or in our concerns.'
:

is

rise in the

inconceivably exalted,

such a distance from us that

swers

at all probable.

The Apostle an-

He is above us, He is both capable and

disposed to take an interest in us, and in all our concerns
for
though a divine person originally, and though now made higher
than the heavens, He is a partaker of our nature, and when on
;

earth submitted to

all

the various kinds of trials to which

we

are exposed.'

The most natural mode of stating the connection seems to be
The Apostle has been exhorting them to " hold fast their
profession," on the ground of their having " a High Priest"
" a great High Priest"
" a High Priest passed through the
heavens" " a High Priest who is the Son of God ;" and he here
this

:

—

—

suggests further reasons for their holding fast their profession,

High Priest's capacity and disposition to symthem amid all the sufferings to which attachment
His cause might expose them, and which, when connected

rising out of their

pathize with
to

with His having " passed into the heavens," and being " the
of God," secure that He will in every case of difficulty and
danger successfully interpose in their behalf with the reconciled

Son

Divinity, and obtain for them those divine aids which were at
once necessary and sufficient to enable them to " hold fast the

confidence and the rejoicing of the hope stedfast to the end."
^

Ernesti.

ii

CHAP.

We

"
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have not a high

who cannot be touched with
The word rendered " infirmity"

priest

the feeling of our infirmities."

employed in various senses in the New Testament. Here it
seems obviously used as equivalent to afflictions/ and probably
has a dii'ect reference to afflictions undergone in consecpience of
a profession of the Christian faith, and in their nature tending
is

'

shake the resolution to remain stedfast in that profession.
seems used in the same way as it is by the Apostle in the
2d Epistle to the Corinthians, xii. 5, 10. " Our infirmities"
there are our afflictions, especially such as arise from our being
to

It

Christians.

be " touched with the feeling of our infirmities," or in
one word to sympathize with us, is to feel that kind of in-

To

has experienced the same or similar
rally excites a desire to relieve us.

more than
feels

;

by a person who
and which natubut it is something

man

of kind affections

under them which can only be

terest in us

pity

:

is

it

towards those

It is pity

the pity which a

who

felt

afflictions,

what he himself has suf-

are suffering

Now,' says the Apostle, ' we have not a high priest who
cannot sympathize with us in the trials to which we are exposed.
The belonging to a different order of being the being possessed
might be supposed
of an inconceivably more elevated station
fered.

'

—
—

to incapacitate or indispose our great

High

Priest, passed into

Son of God, for sympathizing with His
afflictions.
But no. "We have not an high

the heavens, Jesus the

people in their

which cannot be touched with the feeling of our infirmities but was in all points tempted like as we are, yet without

priest

;

sin."

This double negation

'

is

equivalent to a very strong

We

have a Priest who can be touched with the
of our infirmities.
He has at once the natural and
moral capacity of sympathy.^ He is both able and disposed to
assertion

'

:

feelinjT

sympathize.'

The Son
have

pitied,

of God, had

but

He co\ild

He

never become incarnate, might

not have sympathized with His people.

it was necessary that He
might be susceptible of suffering,
and that He should actually be a sufferer that He might be susceptible of sympathy.
It is to. this the Ai)Ostle refers when he

To

render

Him

should become

says,

capable of sympathy,

man

" It behoved
^

that

Him

IvvoLi^ivov is

He

to

be in

all

things"

—

in nature

used emphatically, as at chap.

ii.

18.

and

in
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condition

— " made

like

unto His brethren, that

and merciful High

faithful

But He has not only

Rom.

21,

23, xiv. 4, xvi.

xi.

niioht be a

a natviral, but also a moral capacity

power often are intended

iv.

He

IV. 14-16.

Priest."

not only the power, but the disposition.
sive of

[CHAP.

Words

strictly expres-

convey the idea of disposition
25 2 Tim. i. 12. The truth is,
to

:

;

The

Pie not only can be touched, but cannot but be touched.
assertion

is

not. It

is

possible that

He may sympathize

but. It is

;

He should not.^
" But was in all points tempted like as we are, yet without
sin"
literally, " having been tempted in all points," etc.^
The

impossible that

—

sentiment

:

He

tempted.

High

the same as that expressed in the 2d chapter, at the
" For in that He Himself hath suffered, being

is

18th verse

able to succour

is

Priest was " tempted,"

affliction,

and

Our

that are tempted."

He

tried.

He met

to affliction as a trial.

was exposed

much

with

to

afflic-

tendency of which was to try the steadiness of

tion, the native

His regard

them

i.e.,

to the will of

His Father.

A very large

proportion

of our Lord's sufferino-s
on
O were of a kind which were broucrht
O

Him by

the performance of His duty, and which might have
been avoided by His following a different course.

He

was "tempted," or

reference to

all

human

the various principles of
pain, desertion of friends
liar to

" the

The

man

—

"in all points" literally, "in
was exposed to trials suited to all

tried,

He

things."

:

nature,

—what

reproach,

of sorrows."

force of the phrase, like as ice are

to likeness'^

— poverty,

eveiy variety of suffering was fami-

—

is

—

literally,

not very easily determined.

our translators obviously understood by

according

'

may

It
it

—

'

signify

In every

which we are tried He has been tried
or it may
signify, ' Fie was tried in reference to all things, conformably to the similitude of His nature and circumstances to ours.'
That conformity was extensive, but it was not complete. He
was " made in the likeness of sinful flesh," but not sinful

way

;

in

flesh.

'

He was

us admitted.

tried in all things so far as

To

all trials,

His conformity

to

except those which rose out of per-

^ It is not improbable that there is here an implied contrast between
Jesus Christ and the superseded Jewish high priests, many of whom were
haughty and overbearing.

^

OS is

used as

= esXXa.

^ Kotff ouoiorr.rct.

CHAP.

III.

§ 1.]

sonal guilt

in all
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and depravity,

to prefer the
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first

manner of

of either.
" Yet witJwut

veying

He

He

was exposed.

heing assimilated to

explication

of

trials;

sin.''

this idea:

Though

mode

though the words seem

to

admit

These words may be considered as conPriest sustained all His trials.

'Our High

Pie was tempted in

all

things,

He

sinned in nothing,

Or

continued stedfast and unmoveable.'

it

may be

con-

High

sidered as just stating the fact, that Jesus Christ, our

is without sin.
All the trials and afflictions we are exposed to are the consequences of sin. It was not so with our
He was "holy, harmless, undefiled, and
great High Priest.

Priest,

separate from sinners."

And

here, as

we

will

by and by

see, is

a most important distinction between Him and the Aaronical
high priests. They, being sinners, were obliged to offer expiatory sacrifices equally for themselves as for the people but He,
;

though exposed to trial by human weaknesses and afflictions,
needed to offer no sacrifice for Himself, being absolutely innobut had the expiation of the guilt
cent, and indeed perfect,
of others as the sole object of His offering.

—

—

From

the consideration of

all

these truths in reference to

Jesus Christ as our High Priest, the Apostle exhorts the believing Hebrews in all their trials to apply to God as the recon-

from Him every
Ver. IG. " Let us there-

ciled Divinity, in the assurance of obtaining

aid their circumstances might require.
fore

come boldly

to the throne of grace, that

we may

obtain

mercy, and find grace to help in time of need."
The language here is obviously borrowed from the most
sacred religious observances of the Ancient

Economy.

In the

undoubtedly an
allusion to the mercy-seat in the Holy of Holies, over which the
and
Shekinah, the emblem of the divine presence, hovered
represented
be
which jnight therefore with sufficient propriety
as the throne of Jehovah, who " dwelt between the cherubim."
expression,

"the throne of grace," there

is

;

The

question of greatest importance to us

New Economy

is,

What under the
What is "the

answers to the mercy-seat?
throne of grace" to which the believing Hebrews are exhorted
Some consider the mercy-seat as emblemato "come boldly?"

tical of

our Lord Jesus Christ, grounding their opinion chiefly

on Rom.

iii.

25,

where God

is

represented as " setting forth His
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Son a

propitiation"^

or mercy-seat

—"

—

or, as tliey

would render

We

His blood."

in

[CHAP.

it,

IV. 14-lS.

a propitiatory

apprehend, however, that

the true meaning of the word propitiation in that passage

is,

and it plainly better suits the entire
connected system of emblems to consider the whole of the
the Shekinah hovermystic furniture of the Holy of Holies
'propitiatory victim;'^

—

ing above the mercy-seat, sprinkled with blood

common

in our

own language,

We

names

which are

of things

as a figurative

sacrifice.

It is

which the
speak of a monarch under

as well as in that in

Scriptures were originally written, to

the

—

by

representation of the Divinity propitiated

characteristic of his royal dignity.

speak of the prerogatives of the croioi, and of addressing

when we mean the prerogatives of him who wears
him who sits on the throne. In like

the throne,

the crown, and addressing

manner, "the throne of grace" is a figurative expression for
God as seated on a throne of grace, "the God of peace,"
" God in Christ reconciling the world
the propitiated Divinity,
to Himself, not imputing to men their trespasses, since He hath
made Him to be sin for us who knew no sin, that we might be

—

—

made

the righteousness of

expresses

it

Christ that

Him."

For, as the Apostle
iii.

12,

it is

in or

"by

boldness and access wdth confidence by the

we have

this propitiated Divinity the inspired writer exhorts the

Hebrews

believing

phrase

in

Him."

faith of

To

God

in the Epistle to the Ephesians,

is

as seated

draw

to coine or

figurative.

To draw near

It is plain that the

near.

to the propitiated Divinity,

on His " throne of grace,"

is,

in the firm faith of the

truth respecting His reconciled character, and in the exercise
of those religious affections which this truth believed naturally
excites, to

render

Him

of om* heart before
ciled Divinity,

we

homage,

religious

Him.

are to do

When we
it

apprehension with which the

boldly

:

—

to present the desires

thus worship the recon-

not with that trembhng

Israelites,

who were

what might be the event, approached, not

to,

mercy-seat, while their high priest entered for

—but with a confidence

ignorant of

but towards the

them within

from the certain knowledge that our High Priest has " passed into the heavens " with
the " blood that cleanseth from all sin," and that " He is able

the

vail,

to save to the uttermost, seeing
'

i'heiariiptov.

^

Not

arising

He

ever liveth to

IXaartipiov iTri&efiX^

but

make

interces-

I'hxar'/ipioi/ fiv/nsi.

CHAP.

III.

sion."

GENERAL INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT.

§ 1.]

"Boldness "
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here not opposed to godly fear, but to

is

slavish dread.

The object of "coming boldly to the throne of grace" is,
" that we may obtain mercy, and find grace to help in the time
of need."
The words "mercy" and "grace" seem here nearly
synonymous; as are also the phrases, to "obtain mercy" and
" find grace." Both the words properly signify the principle of
benignity in the divine mind,
to us as

many

are here, and in

"obtain mercy," to "find grace,"

conciled Father and Friend
affording, in

answer

for us in the

profession"

—

—

is

just to receive

proofs that

God

and these proofs

;

of

is

mani-

our re-

given by

ai*e

such assistance as is needful
to enable us to " hold fast our

day of

trial,

to persevere in the faith,
literally,

though

sins,

and profession, and obe-

"that we

The

find grace for seasonable help."^

formveness of

they

figure

to our prayer,

dience of the truth;

and

— but

by a common

manifestations of that principle.

the

festations of the divine favour,

to

in the first case, in its exercise

other places,

speech, used to denote

To

—

miserable; in the second, as undeserving,

it

may

obtain mercy,

reference

is

not here

our dutv to come to "the

is

throne of grace" for that purpose, but to those aids which are
requisite

amid the

trials of life, to

enable us to " hold fast our

profession."

This exhortation

grounded on the statements made

is

specting Jesus Christ as our
us by the word " therefore."

one

to interpose

sins

and

an

to

make

with

God

High
'

Priest.

illustrious personage,

we have

Since

in our behalf

intercession for us

who

This

;

a

— one

since our

is

re-

intimated to

High

Priest

to expiate

High

our

Priest

is

has entered into the immediate

presence of God, thus proving the acceptance of His sacrifice

and the prevalence of His intercession since He is indeed the
only begotten of God, the divinity of whose nature gives infinite
virtue to His sacrifice, and secures uniform success to His interpositions
and since, though so inconceivably great and glorious. He is notwithstanding, from His having assumed our
nature and submitted to our condition, at once capable of and
disposed to sympathize with us in all our trials, having Himself,
;

;

so far as the absolute purity of

posed to the same

trials,
'

—

let

His nature admitted, been ex-

us persevere in the acknowledg-

iiiKoctpou fiovtSiiciu.
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ment we have made, and

[CHAP.

IV. 14-16-

instead of falling before the tempta-

abandon Christ and His cause, let us, in the exercise
of an enlightened and affectionate devotion, seek from God,
the propitiated Divinity, in the exercise of His pity for our
weakness and misery, and of His grace towards us who are
uttei'ly undeserving, those aids of His good Spirit which are
at once absolutely necessary and abundantly sufficient to enable

tions to

us to " hold fast the beginning; of our confidence stedfast to the
all the ti'ials to which we are exposed.'
The exhorwas
peculiarly
appropriate
to
the
Hebrew
Christians
in
tation

end," amid

their circumstances.

countries and
character,

all

It is suited,

ages.

however, to Christians of

The grand

all

leading outlines of state,

and education of true Christians are independent of
The two great duties of

the circumstances of time and place.

the Christian are, the believing study of the truth respecting

Jesus Christ, and the cultivation of a habitual affectionate in-

God as the God of peace, under the influence of
the faith of " the truth as it is in Jesus."
tercourse with

These three concluding verses of the fom'th chapter, with
which the third section of the Epistle commences, contain in
them a kind of epitome of the principles which are more fully
stated and illustrated in the sequel. After their general annunciation, the Apostle enters on this more extended statement and
illustration.
In the course of the section he makes it evident,
that whatever was essential to the office of a high priest was to be
found in Christ Jesus, that whatever imperfections belonged
to the Aaronical high-priesthood were not to be found in Him,
and that a variety of excellences were to be found in Him
of which none of the Aaronical priests were possessed.

—

—

§ 2.

The Nature^ Design, and Functions of

the Levitical

High-Priesthood.

As

the foundation of such a series of illustrations, Paul in the

following passage gives a brief but comprehensive account of the
Levitical high priest, with

whom he

is

about to compare at length

Vers. 1-3.
Jesus Christ, the High Priest of our profession.
" For every high priest, taken from among men, is ordained for

men
and

God, that he may offer both gifts
who can have compassion on the ignorant,

in things pertaining to
sacrifices for sin :

CHAP.

III.

THE LEVITICAL HIGH-PRIESTHOOD.

§ 2.]
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and on them that are out of the way; for that ho himself also
compassed with infirmity. And by reason hereof he ought,

is

as for the people, so also for himself, to offer for sins."
is

the general description of a Levitical high priest.

examine somewhat more minutely
" For "
a reason
it is

is

for,

several parts.

its

here obviously to be understood as neither stating

nor drawing an inference from what goes before

neither causal nor illative

nection, equivalent to

The

This

Let us

'

;

but

is

merely a particle of con-

Now.'

phrase, every high priest, though in itself unlimited,

is

plainly to be understood of every high priest of the order of

which the Apostle

is

speaking

—the Aaronical or Levitical high-

priesthood.
''

It will tend,

we apprehend, to
make

the succeeding discussions, to

diffuse light over

respecting the priestly office in general, and the

which

it

became

some of

a few preliminary remarks

fixed in the family of

manner

By

Aaron.

in

the priest-

we understand a particular class of men divinely appointed
manage the concerns of their brethren with the Divinity
by means of vicarious atonement and intercession to avert
His displeasure, propitiate His favour, and secure friendly inin the acceptance of services from them,
tercourse with Him,
hood,
to

;

—

This is the
and the communication of blessings to them.
Every high priest, taken
Apostle's account of the matter
from among men, is ordained for men in things pertaining to
God, that he may offer both gifts and sacrifices for sin.'
"Immediately after the fall, an intimation was made to
man of the determination of God to redeem him and the manner in which this was to be accomplished, was shadowed forth
by the significant rite of sacrifice a rite which at once exemplified the death to which men were doomed for transgression,
and represented the death to be undergone by the Redeemer of
mankind for their salvation. Whether, dui'ing the earlier ages
of the world, every man was allowed to offer up sacrifices for
himself, or whether this office was from the beginning appropriated to a particular body, and, in this case, what was the
body of men entrusted with this honourable function, are questions, the full resolution of which would involve us in a long
discussion, which, though neither uninteresting nor unimportant,
would not well answer our present design.
:

'

;

—
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"There seems, however,

to

[CHAP. V. 1-3.

be reason to suppose, that for

some time every father of a family was the prophet, priest, and
king of his own household and that afterwards the priesthood
formed an important part of that birthright which belonged to
In the Book of Exodus we read of the priests
the first-born.
who came near the Lord,' and of young men of the children
of Israel, who offered burnt-offerings, and sacrificed peace;

'

'

offerings to the Lord,' at a period prior to the choice of the

and

Aaron and

of Levi, or the consecration of

tribe
it

his family

deserves notice, that the Chaldaic paraphrasts, and some

more ancient

of the

versions, interpret

'

these priests and

men of the first-born among the Israelites." ^
At the commencement of the Mosaic

young

'

dignity of

the

dispensation,

Aaron and
the priesthood centred in Aaron

priesthood was appropriated to

The

his family.

—he

being consti-

and suband the high-priesthood made hereditary in his family.
It is of Aaron, then, and his descendants that the Apostle gives
a description in the paragraph under consideration.
The expression, "taken from among men,"^ may be contuted high priest, his sons, during his

his assistants

life,

stitutes,

sidered either as defining the particular kind of high priests, of
all

of

whom

he

is

about to give a description, or as the

Viewed

part of that description.

our translators seem to have considered
*

human

every mere

man

than a
states,

;
'

—

priest

—every

tacitly suggesting,

the superiority of our

law making men

priests

High

who have

the oath constituting the

Son

priest

it, it

who

is

is

first

which

in the first light, in

equivalent

to,

nothing more

what he elsewhere

distinctly

Priest in this respect
infirmity, but the

:

" the

word of

a priest, consecrated for ever-

words must be renor, ' is taken,
men,
is
ordained,'
dered, being taken from among
us that the
teach
ordained;'
and
they
from among men and

Viewed

more."

in the second light, the

'

—

1 Vide Sermon ou the Priesthood of Christ
Discourses Suited to the
Administration of the Lord's Supper, pp. 144, 145, 3d Ed.
2 Ax/i<,(ixu6fieuog may be considered as a Latinism
a Latin idiom expressed in Greek, instances of which, as Grotius has shown, are not rare in the

—

writings of Luke.

A Greek

writer would scarcely have used

T^oif^/ixi/saSxi

But capi was the very word employed
in the Roman sacerdotal law for such a purpose. "Eximie," says Aulus
GelUus, i. 12, " virgines vestales, sed Flamines quoque Diales, item Ponti-

of the election to the priesthood.

fices et

Augures, capi dicebantur."

CHAP.

III.

THE LEVITICAL HIGH-PRIESTHOOD.

§ 2.]

Levitical priests were partakers of

with the rest of mankind

— that

human

does not matter

much

in

nature in

common

they had no natural superi-

ority over their bretln'en, but that they

by God " from among men "
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to serve

were taken or selected

an important purpose.

which way the phrase

It

understood,

is

am disposed to prefer the latter mode of interpretation.
The purpose for which the high priest was taken from
among his fellow-men is described in the words which follow.
Being "taken from among men," he was "ordained for men
though I

in thiugs pertaining to
sacrifices for sin."

for men.

John
it

X.

The
11

behalf

signifies in

we

particle for sometimes signifies in the

Philemon

;

God, that he might offer both gifts and
was ordained, i.e., divinely appointed,

He

At

13.

of, for

are disposed to think

the benefit of: 1 Tim.
is

it

room

of:

other times, and more usually,

to

which includes the second.

ii.

1.

be understood in the

Here
first

He

was appointed to be the
substitute of his fellow-men, to do for them what was necessary
to be done, but which the emblematical nature of the Jewish
economy required should be done by another standing in their
sense,

The

place.

principle lying at the foundation of our Saviour's

which the Levitical priesthood was emblematical,
displeased with man on account of sin, and cannot
have direct favourable intercourse with him. There must be a
mediator one to deal for man with God. He was appointed
in the room and for the benefit of his fellow-men " in things
pertaining to God."^
He was ordained to manage their religious interests, to do for them what must be done with God
to expiate their sins, and to secure the acceptance of their repriesthood, of
is

this

:

God

is

—

ligious services.

The meaning
is

of the phrase, " in things pertaining to God,"

explained in the clause that follows

both gifts and sacrifices for

sin."

and sacrifices " are understood
^

roi -^pog Tou

as

Qiav, religious duties

— "that

By some

he

may

offer

interpreters, "gifts

two names for the same thing.*

and interests

—man's business with God.

In defence of this exegesis, Ebrard's note deserves to be quoted.
" Aapot is not the more general, and dvai'ut the more special term, for
2

These
v-7rep dt.fiupriuu refers to 'xpo(r(psp>i, and therefore both to S. and 6.
two terms are (just like rspuToc and am/^etoi) only two designations of one
and the same thing, regarded from different points of view. Sacrifices are
called lupcc because the person for whom the atonement is to be made gives
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[CHAP. V. 1-3.

There can be no doubt that sacrifices for sin were viewed as
given to God by the offerer as the price of pardon and when
our Lord's sacrifice is spoken of, He is said to have " given
Yet at the same time
Himself for its a sacrifice and offering."
it seems more natiu'al, and it is agreeable to the fact, to under;

stand " gifts" of religious oblations generally, or particularly of

and "sacrifices for sin" of propitiatory
Such was the design of the Levitical priesthood.
Now for their qualifications. Every high priest is one " who
can have compassion on the ignorant, and on them who are out
eucharistic offerings,

oblations.

of the way."

The

persons in whose room and for whose benefit he

ciates are not innocent beings

They

not have been needed.
persons

who

;

in this case his services

who have

are persons

are ignorant and out of the way.

offi-

would

sinned

These words do

not describe merely those who, through want of information,
have fallen into some neglect of duty, or the commission of

some

fault.

In the Bible

all sin is

represented as the result of

ignorance, but of blameable ignorance.

Psalmist says, "

They know

It

is

of sinners the

not, neither do they understand.

They walk on in darkness." "The Lord looked down from
heaven upon the children of men, to see if there were any
They are all gone aside,
that did understand, and seek God.
they are all together become filthy; there is none that doeth
Have all the workers of iniquity no knowgood, no, not one.
ledge ? who eat up ^ly people as they eat bread, and call not
upon the Lord."^ Every sin shows a want of the knowledge of the truth, as well as want of true wisdom. Every
sinner

is

a fool.

" Those

who

tive expression for the sinner.

are out of the

The law

of

way"

is

a figura-

God marks

out a

which men should walk and when a person
breaks that law, either by neglect or by actual violation, he
goes " out of the way."
I do not think that these words are

particular path in

descriptive of

;

two different

classes of sinners.

The ignorant

Svaloe,! because they must be
The person whose guilt is to be atoned
for must take the victim from his own property, that it may appear a rejiresentative of liimself
and then the victim must suffer the death vrhich its
owner had deserved."

them

to the priest for

slain to

;

1

God

have an atoning

Ps. xiv. 2-4.

;

they are called

efficacy.

CHAP.

and the erring are
whole people of
pointed,

and
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III. § 2.]

for

tlie

same class and it includes here the
whose room the high priest was ap;

Israel, in

whose benefit he

officiated,

with the exception

of those presumptuous and obstinate sinners for

was

fice

whom

no

sacri-

to be offered.

Now,

as

—

it

it was with these persons that the high priest had
was their interests he had to manage with God, it
was necessary that he should be a person who " could have who
was capable of having compassion on them."^ The word translated " have compassion," is rendered in the margin, reasonably

to do

as

—

—

hear

A person

icith.

high priest aright

whom

if

could not be expected to do the duties of a

he could not enter into the feelings of those

he represented.

If their faults excited

no sentiment in

—

mind but disapprobation if they moved him to no feeling
but anger, he would not be fit to interpose in their behalf with
God he would not be inclined to do for them what was neces-

his

—

sary for the expiation of their guilt, and the acceptance of their

But

services.

the Jewish high priest was one

who was

capable
" for

of pitying and bearing with the ignorant and the erring

he himself

also

was compassed with

"Infirmity," here, plainly

is

;

infirmity."^

significant of sinful weakness,

from it.
was himself a sinner. He had personal
experience of temptation, and the tendency of man to yield to
temptation of sin, and of the consequences of sin so that he
had the natural capacity, and ought to have had the moral
capacity, of pitying his fellow-sinners.
Of this truth, of which

and probably

also of the disagreeable effects resulting

The Jewish high

priest

—

;

the Apostle makes use afterwards in illustrating the superi-

we have a

ority of Jesus Clirist to the Levitical high priests,

striking proof in the undeniable fact, that they were appointed

—

body as a garment the body
sin.
In Greek a bride
The
is said to be wi^cptx-'/iv iffdr,rx jreoiKitf/.ti/n, clothed with bridal attire.
Stoical philosophers, as well a-s the Apostle, considered the body as a cum- T^ipiKHTcct dadsviistv.

The

allusion

is

to the

the seat of frailty, and the occasion and instrument of

brous garment, to be laid aside at death

The words

of the

" Quod

Non jam

si

Roman poet

;

Se:>eca, Ep. xcii.

immortalis nostra foret

:

mens

ire foras,

vestemque relinquere ut anguis,
Lucret.

Gauderet, prselonga senex aut cornua cervus."
I.

2 Cor. v. 4.

se moriens dissolvi conquereretur,

Sed magis

VOL.

;

in reference to this figure are very beautiful

iii.

Gll-Gl-i.

Q
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to offer sacrifices for " their

of the people,"

—a

own

sins,

[CHAP. V. 4-G.

as well as for the sins

plain proof that they needed pardon as well

whose room they stood. And it deserves particular
high priest was required first to offer sacrifice
for himself that he might be pm'ified and accepted in offering
an intimation that, in order to available interfor the people,
position with God, the person who interposes must be considered
as himself an object of His favourable regards. Lev. iv. 3, ix. 7,
as those in

notice, that the

—

Such

xvi. 6, 24.

is

the Apostle's description of the Levitical

From what

plain that there is no
which corresponds to
There is an
the priesthood or high-priesthood under the law.
essential difference between the Christian ministry and the Levitical priesthood.
Christians do not need a human priesthood.
We have a great High Priest, who requires no coadjutors. His

high

priest.

human

has been said

ministry under the

character and

§ 3.

work

it is

New Economy

are perfect.

Our Lord's High-Priesthood proved hy

his Divine

Ajjpointment.

In the paragraph which follows, the Apostle proceeds to
show that if this be the true description of a Levitical high

High

priest, in Christ Jesus, the

—

Priest

whom we

acknowledge,

we have a High Priest a great High Priest. The first point to
which the Apostle turns our attention is the divine constitution
Levitical high priest was a man
of our Lord's priesthood.
selected and ordained according to divine appointment to his

A

office.

Our High

divine oath to His

Vers. 4-6.

Priest

is

the

Son of God, ordained by a

office.

"And no man taketh this honour unto himself,
God,

but

was Aaron. So also Christ glorified not Himself to be made an high priest; but He that said unto
Him, Thou art My Son, to-day have I begotten Thee. As He

he that

is

called of

as

saith also in another place.

Thou

art a Priest for ever, after the

order of Melchisedec."

By

many, perhaps most

interpreters, the 4th verse

is

con-

sidered as the conclusion of the Apostle's account of the Levitical priesthood.

commencement

We

are rather disposed to consider

it

as the

of his application of the description contained in

the three preceding verses, to the object he has in view

— the

CHAP.

III. § 3.]

CHRIST'S HIGH-PRIESTHOOD DIVINELY APPOINTED.

illustration of the reality

and excellence of the priesthood of our

The ordinary mode

Lord.
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of interpretation represents the

Apostle as proceeding in an inverted order in applying what he

had said about the Levitical priesthood to the priesthood of our
Lord, whereas the mode we are disposed to follow preserves the
natural order.

He

shows,

He has been legitimately
and secondly, that He has

that

first,

invested with the high-priesthood

;

successfully discharged the functions

The

first

verses

of these topics

of the high-priesthood.

discussed in the 4th, 5th, and 6th

is

and the second in the 7th, 8th, and 9th verses and in
two topics, he makes it evident that His high-

;

;

illustrating these

priesthood
is

is

not only a

superior to the Levitical high-priesthood

High

High
our Lord is

Priest, but a great

oiu* attention to his

proof that

Priest.

— that He

Let us turn

legitimately invested

with the high-priesthood, and to the illustration of the superiority
of our Lord's high-priesthood, involved in that proof.

"No man
called of

God,

taketh this honour to himself, but he that
as

was Aaron."

tive of the high-priesthood.

This Jionour^

To

is

is

plainly descrip-

be employed in managing the

religious interests of his fellow-men, to be allowed a peculiarly

intimate intercourse with the Divinity, was perhaps the highest
honoiu' which could be conferred on a mortal; and the gorgeous

apparel and the elevated station of the Jewish high priest were
external indications of the intrinsic dignity of the

office.

"No

man," says the Apostle, " takes this" honourable "office to himself."
These words are not to be understood as intimating that
none had ever assumed to themselves the honour of priests and
high priests among the Jews except those who were legally entitled to

Their history, particularly in the latter ages of the

it.

republic, furnishes us with a

number

of instances of persons oc-

cupying the high-priesthood who had no

title but what force
them and it is not at all unlikely that these
words were intended by the Apostle to glance at this disgrace-

or fraud could give

The words

ful fact.

1

ri/ayi

vTrxnix;
the

and

is

ii.

6,

are equivalent to

used of any

rtfi-/}^

office of

;

oflBce of dignity.

the office of consulship.

'

No man

Hcrodian,

Xenoph. ^fem.

warlike leader, uses the expression,

way

:

Juv.

xi. 87,

can lawfully

vii. 3, 8,
iii.

rij; rifi'/ji

24, mentions run T^o'hiriy.uv TtfiZi/ koivuvov;.

the word honor in the same
functus."

—

1, 1,

speaks of

speaking of

rccvrn; rvyxoivnv^

The Romans used

has " dictatoris honors
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assume

this

honourable

No man

Aaron .^

vinely called to that

is

office

unless he

is

[CHAP. V. 4-6:

divinely called, as

a legitimate high priest unless he

is

was
di-

office.'

no man can be a legitimate priest except
was Aaron," the meaning is not that
his call must be exactly of the same kind as Aaron's; for in that
case there never would have been a legitimate high priest except
Aaron. The meaning is, ' No man can be a legitimate high
Aaron had a divine call, Exod.
priest without a divine call.'
and so had his sons, as the high-priesthood was by a
xxviii
Not only were Aaron
divine appointment fixed in his family.

When

he be "

it is

said that

called of

God,

as

;

and

his sons

hood, but

" called of
others,

all

God "

to the office of the high-priest-

even of the tribe of Levi, were debarred

from interfering or sharing with them its peculiar fmictions and
Korah, Dathan, and Abiram, with two hundred and
honours.
fifty of their associates, were miraculously destroyed for presumptuously attempting to intrude into it and fourteen thousand
seven hundred of the children of Israel were cut off for mur;

The exAaron and his family to the high-priesthood was
also clearly proved by his rod being caused to blossom miracuAnd when Uzziah attempted to perform
lously: Num. xvi. xvii.
muring

at this manifestation of the divine displeasure.

clusive right of

one of the peculiar functions of the priesthood by burning incense, he was not merely severely rebuked, but permanently
punished for his presumption: 2 Chron. xxvi. 16-21.

The

which the necessity of a divine call to the
It
legitimate exercise of the priesthood rests is an obvious one.
whether
will
accept
the
will
of
God
He
depends entirely on the
and supposing that it is
services and pardon the sins of men
principle on

;

His will to do

so,

it

belongs to

the manner

Him

to appoint everything in

is to be accomplished.
every
accept
of
one, or of any one
obligation
to
under
no
God is
fellow-men, takes
the
choice
of
his
or
by
accord,
his
own
who, of

reference to

upon him
and no man

it

in M'hich this

to offer sacrifices or gifts for himself or for others

have reason to expect that
He has given him a commission to offer them, and a promise that He will be appeased by
them. This, then, from the very nature of the case, was necessary to the legitimate discharge of the functions of a high priest.

God will

^

in these circumstances can

accept of his offerings, unless

The word

T^xfi/Socusiv

seems used in the same way, John

iii.

27.
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Now

be found in " the High Priest of our
found in such a -way as to prove not
really a High Priest, but that He is a Pligh

this requisite is to

profession,"

and

He

only that

is

is

to be

" So

Priest infinitely superior to the Levitical high priests.

Christ also glorified not Himself to be called a high priest

He

245

that said unto

Him, Thou

art

My

;

but

Son, to-day have I be-

gotten Thee."

These words are plainly
plied they run thus

high

priest;

but

:

'

He who

have I begotten Thee,

The

priest.'^

high

When

elliptical.

the ellipsis

is

sup-

Christ glorified not Himself to be called a
said to

He

Him, Thou

Him

glorified

art

to

My

Son, to-day

be called a high

words, " Christ glorified not Himself to be called a

priest," are just equivalent to

— 'Christ took not

this

honour

Jesus Christ did not intrude Himself into the
office of a priest.
In taking to Himself the name, performing the functions, claiming the honours of the high-priesthood.

unto Himself.'

was guilty of no presumption. " He was
was Aaron." He who said to Him, Thou art

He

have I begotten Thee,

He

priest.

to

whom

He

glorified

Him

called of

My

God,

as

Son, this day

to be called a

high

Him

with

the right belonged, invested

Some interpreters have
the honours of the high-priesthood.
sought in this quotation from the 2d Psalin evidence of our
Lord's investiture with the high-priesthood ;^ some going on the
very untenable principle, that

'

Son

of God,' and

Messiah the

'

Anointed One,' are terms of equivalent meaning and others
supposing that the Apostle's argument is founded on a part of
" Ask
the paragraph, the beginning only of wdiich he quotes
of
the
duty
official
the
of
of Me" intercession being a part
good
a
deduce
possible
to
high priest. It does not appear to be
argument for our Lord's call to the priesthood from these words
;

—

—

and there

is

this purpose.

no evidence that the Apostle introduces them for
They are an assertion, the evidence of which is

contained in the succeeding verse.
^

It

is

just equivalent to

Christ did not ultroneously assume the office of a high priest

but that
1

God who

How admirably do the

i»v iyu Oo^x^u

John
^

acknowledges

viii.

s//,otVT6v,

Him

as

His Son in a sense

Apostle's words harmonize with oitr Lord's

h oo^a

f<,ov ovOii/

own

iariV iOTtv 6 vetr^p f^ov 6 lo^M^av

(Ai.

54.

Some suppose

the principle,

that in the reference, iyu yiyivvrtKa.

whatever the Messiah

is,

ai^ is

God has made Him.

to be found
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wliicli raises

Him

far above all creatures,

[CHAP. V.

—that God

4-f;;

lias consti-

Him

a high priest.' ^ If it be asked why the Apostle uses
tuted
the periphrasis, " He that said unto Him, etc.," rather than God,
the answer

is

He

ready.

wishes to keep before the mind of his

readers the fact of the di\dne nature of Jesus Christ, which

sheds a peculiar and altogether unparalleled glory over

all

His

mediatorial characters and functions.

There is something very striking in the language, ' God
His Son by investing Him with the high-priesthood.'
The high-priesthood of om' Lord, viewed in reference to the
opportunities it afforded Him of manifesting the glories of His
own character, in the vindication of the honom" of the divine law
and government, and in the everlasting salvation of innumerable millions
and in reference to the honours with which the

glorified

—

discharge of

its

functions Avas ultimately to crown

well be described as a glory conferred on

Him, may

Him.

The evidence that God, Avho acknowledges the ^lessiah as
His Son, has also invested Him with priestly honours, is brought
forward in the 6th verse " As He saitli also in another place.
:

Thou

art a Priest for ever, after the order of Melchisedec."

These words are a quotation from the 110th Psalm, which was
generally admitted by the Jews to refer to the Messiah, and
indeed does not admit of being referred to any other person.^

The

Apostle's

argument

is

He

most satisfactory.

is

addressing

who admitted that Jesus Christ was the Messiah. Now,'
he,
in Christ Jesus we have a High Priest, a great High

persons
says

'

'

which refer to the Messiah speak of
There is
as an High Priest.'
much, very much, in these words themselves, and in the manner
in which they are inti'oduced, calculated to reflect light on the

Priest

Him

;

for ancient oracles

both as the Son of

God and

peculiar glories of the high-priesthood of Christ Jesus.

forms the subject of after-discussion by the Apostle
object for which they are introduced here
1

tur

Camerarius, witli
//.tT

'ha.'K'/iactf;^

tKhiiipiu;^ 6

0., ih6Z,a,aiv

\ns,

X.

usual sagacity, says, "

oi/K iho^ccasu

ixvToy rov

is

;

This

but the

plainly to prove

av'K'Kn'T^^riicug

yivfid'/i'jcti

hsec dicun-

(ipxapict,^

«AA

o

otiirov.''''

on this Psalm, in his Latin translation of Peirce, is adThe notes in that work are generally excellent. It is painful to
think that that truly great man did not grow more sober-minded and more
devout, as his treasures of erudition, great even when but a youth, accumu-

Michaelis' note

mirable.

lated so as to be unmanageable.
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Jesus Christ,

if
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ho was, as the Hebrew Christians admitted,

was also really a High Priest, " called of
was Aaron,"
separated by a divine appointment to
hold the character and perform the functions of the priesthood.
The passage which I have attempted to explain has often
been quoted, as if it contained a condemnation of those who,
without being regularly called, assume the functions of the
Christian ministry.
It plainly has no reference to this subject
really the ^Messiah,

—

God,

as

but

does place in a strong point of light the hazardous situa-

it

men who assume to themselves the name of priests,
and pretend to offer up a sacrifice for the sins of the living
and the dead. They act a part just as much more guilty than
that of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram, as Christ is superior to
Aaron and if mercy prevent not, the depth of their perdition
will correspond with the heinousness of their presumptuous
tion of those

;

iniquity.

But those

religious office-bearers, in

whatever church, who

pretend to discharge sacerdotal functions, are not the only class

who invade the honours of our New Testament High
Whoever attempts to substitute anything in the room

Priest.

of

His

atoning sacrifice and prevalent intercession, incurs the divine

and if he persists, will draw down upon himself
" swift destruction." Had any Israelite attempted to substitute
repentance and reformation in the room of the appointed sacrifice, or presented the sacrifice himself instead of employing the
sons of Aaron, far from obtaining the remission of his sin, he
indignation

;

would have involved himself in deeper guilt. And the sinner,
under this last dispensation of the divine mercy, who, instead
of submitting to the righteousness of God, goes about to establish his own righteousness, instead of obtaining pardon, commits a

new and most aggravated

place of our great

New

Testament High Priest

severes, " there remains for him no more

;

usurps the

and

if

he per-

sacrifice for sin,

certain fearful looking for of judgment, which
adversaries."

He

transgression.

shall

but a

devour the
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Our

§ 4.

[CHAP. V. 7-9.

His

Lo7'ffs High-Priesthood proved hy

successful

discharge of the Functions of that Office.

As

the theme of vers. 4-6

is,

'

Jesus Christ has been divinely
theme of vers. 7-9 is,

appointed to the priestly office,' so the

Jesus Christ has successfully executed the priestly office.' Let
us examine this very interesting passage somewhat more minutely.
Vers. 7-10. " Who in the days of His flesh, when He had
'

up prayers and supplications, with strong crying and
unto Him that was able to save Him from death, and was

offered
tears,

heard in that

He

He

feared

:

Though He were

obedience by the things which

made
all them

perfect.

that

He

a Son, yet learned

suffered

;

and being

He became the Author of eternal salvation unto
obey Him called of God an High Priest, after
;

the order of Melchisedec."

These four verses form one long and complicated sentence.

To

the right intei'pretation of a complicated sentence the

is to

see

its

right construction.

first

step

A distinct apprehension of what

the main body of the sentence, if I may use the expression,
and what are the members attached to it what, to vary the
figure, is the trunk, and what are the branches which grow out
is

—

—

will often go far to make a sentence perspicuous that at
view appears exceedingly perplexed. The leading idea becomes in this way distinctly marked, and the subsidiary ones ar6

of

it

first

seen in their relation to their principal.

To

a person

who

ginal, there scarcely

looks at the passage as

it

stands in the ori-

can be a doubt that the body of the sen-

tence, expressing the great leading idea that Jesus Christ has

successfully performed the functions of the high-priesthood,
to

be found in these words,

things which

He

salvation to all

suffered,

— "Who

and

Is

who obey Him."

is

learned obedience by the

become the Author of eternal

The

other clauses are

all

of

them expressive of subsidiary ideas, defining, qualifying, or in
some way or other relating to the primary one. The body of
the

sentence divides

itself

into

— " He"
—" learned obedience

two parts

plainly, Christ in the character of a priest

:

1.

i.e.j

by the things which He suffered." 2. " He," in the same character, " has become the Author of eternal salvation to all that
obey Him." The clauses, " in the days of His flesh," and
" though

He were a

Son," qualify the general declaration, "

He

CHAP.
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learned obedience by the things which He suffered ;" and the
clauses, " when He had offered up"
or having offered up
" prayers and supplications, with strong crying and tears, unto

—

Him

was able to save Him from death," and " when He
was heard" or having been heard " in that He feared," contain in them illustrations both of the nature and extent of those
sufferings by which Christ learned obedience
while the clause,
that

—

—

;

" being made perfect," qualifies the second part of the sentence,
connecting it with the first, and showing how His " learning

He suffered " led to His being
" the Author of eternal salvation to all who obey Him." Such
seems to me the true mode of resolving this somewhat compliobedience by the things Avhich

cated sentence.

He "

"

Jesus Christ as a priest

i.e.f

by the things which
that

'

He suffered."

it is

said of a person,

he learned obedience by the things which he suffered,'

the idea naturally suggested
bellious

by

— " learned obedience

When

^

and

which he

sufferings to

But

obedience.

words with
begotten of

that of a person previously re-

it is

quite plain that

God been

Had

it

Him ?

but disciplined into

exposed in consequence of

is

it

dis-

were blasphemy to use the

it

this sense in reference to

have compelled
dience.

is

disinclined to obedience,

Had

our Lord.

unwilling to obey and suffer,

the only

who could

His obedience was a most willing obeit could not have
Constrained obedience could not have

been otherwise than voluntary,

served its purpose.
" magnified and made honourable" the divine law.
The language of our Lord's conduct was, " Lo, I come to do Thy will
!

I take delight

;

yea.

Thy law

is

in

My

heart."

Not more satisfactory is the mode of interpretation which
makes the words mean that He learned how painful a thing obedience

is.

our depravity, our pride, our desire of inde-

It is

pendence, which makes obedience a painful thing.

These

mind of our Lord. What in
became to Him desirable just be-

principles did not exist in the
itself Avas

cause
^

very disagreeable,

God had

'if^uSiv^

enjoined or appointed

iizoL^iv^

—paronomasia.

It is

it.

This sweetened to

not unlikely that the ancient

—

nocuGreek dictum was in the author's mind, 'Tra.drnt.xrx^ fj.ot.&v,^oi.ra.
menta, documenta. In Herodotus, lib. i. 207, Croesus is reiDresentcd as saying, yiyavivxt (4.x$'^[/.enx roc TrxSrif^uTx^ that he had become wiser by his
misfortunes.
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Him

So far
the bitterest cup, and lightened the heaviest load.
from obedience being difficult to Him, merely as obedience, it
was His " meat," " drink," etc. His meat and drink was to do
the will of His Father, and to finish His work.
To " learn obedience," is, I apprehend, to become experimentally acquainted with obedience. When it is said of our
Lord, that " He knew no sin," the meaning is. He was ex-

—

He never sinned: in like
perimentally unacquainted with it
manner, when it is said, " He learned obedience," the meanHe became

ing

is.

He

obeyed.

experimentally acquainted with obedience

The obedience

here referred to

dience in the character of a high priest

is

— the

plainly obe-

doing

that

all

God, who had appointed Him, required in order to gain the
end of His office,
the expiation of guilt, and the salvation
of man.
The commandment which, as the great High Priest,
He received of His Father was, that He should lay down
His life for His people, in whose place He stood, and for
" and He became obedient unto
whose benefit He acted
death, even the death of the cross."
The will of God which as
High Priest He was to do, was the sanctification of His people

—

;

And thus
offering of His body " once for all."^
perceive the propriety of the phraseology here adopted, "
by the

learned obedience by the things which

He

suffered," or

we

He

from

In the sufferings to which He was exposed. He
experimentally learned what the obedience was which was due
by Him, as the appointed High Priest of His people, to the

His

sufferings.

righteous Majesty of

Heaven

;

and from these

sufferings,

how-

He

did not draw back. To use the language of the
ancient prophet, " He was not rebellious, neither did He turn

ever severe,

away back. He gave His back to the smiters, and His cheeks
who plucked off the hair He hid not His face from
shame and spitting."^ He by His sufferings became experimentally acquainted with the full extent of the demands of the
divine law on Him as our High Priest, and completely answered
to those

The law

them.

offer gifts

High

:

of the Levitical high priest was, that he should

and sacrifices

for the sins of Israel.

The law of our great

He should " offer Himself for us a sacrifice
and He learned. He became experimentally

Priest was, that

and an offering

;"

acquainted with, obedience to this law by His sufferings.
1

Heb.

X. 9, 10.

2

isa.

i.

5^ 6.

CHAP.
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III.

His

in tlie days of

flesli"

that Jesus Christ, as our

by the things that He sufand the phrase, " flesh and blood,"

Priest, thus " learned obedience

High

The word "

fered."

flesh,"

human nature. " All flesh" is
The Word was made flesh ;" i.e., the Word became

are often expressive simply of

"

men.

all

" Inasmuch as the children were partakers of flesh

incarnate.

and blood"

human

of

i.e.,

They

same."

nature

— " He also took part of

are sometimes used as signifying

the

human nature

with the superadded idea of that frailty and

liability to suffering

and death by which

present state

dying creatures

frail,

not again

and

:"

nature in

kingdom

the

—" a wind

present

God

its

that they were flesh"

menced with His
minated

mortal state

frail,

incarnation,

and

— " cannot

inherit

oui'

in the latter sense the phrase

Lord's flesh" com-

will continue for ever

commenced with His

His resurrection.

at

—

neither doth conniption inherit incorrup-

;

the latter sense, they

as in

poor,

and returneth
" Flesh and blood"
i.e., hu-

In the former sense, "the days of

tion."

:

that passeth away,

in 1 Cor. xv. 50,

its

of

distinguished in

He remembered

Ps. Ixxviii. 39, "

man

it is

incarnation,

and

in

;

ter-

There can be no doubt that

it is

"

The

is

here to be understood.

days of His flesh" are plainly contrasted with His present condition, as having been " made perfect," and " become the Author

During the whole
all who obey Him."
from His cradle to His tomb, from BethCalvary, " He learned obedience by the things He
The whole of His humbled life was one great act of

of eternal salvation to
of His

humbled

lehem

to

suffered."

state,

obedience to the will of

And He

God

— one great

thus, during " the days of

dience by the things

which

He

sacrifice of expiation.

His

suffered,

flesh,

thou<jh

learned obelie loere a

In the preceding context the inspired writer had stated
that He whom God had constituted our High Priest is the same
glorious person whom He acknowledges as His Son, in a sense
in which that appellation cannot be given to the highest of the
Son."^

angels

us

;

Avitli

and he brings

this fact before the

mind here to impress
High Priest did

the conviction that the dignity of our

not prevent

Him from

performing

all

the functions of His

office,

whatever degradation and suffering they might involve, and thus
Our
to fill us with admiration of His condescension and love.
^

Son'

KuiTrsa

uii

Tid;.

The true rendering seems

—the glorious person described,

ch.

i,

1

,

to be,

etc.

'

tliougli

He was

the
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High Priest, " in the days of His flesh," " though a Son"
"
or
though Son" in a sense quite pecuhar to Himself yet
" learned obedience " by His sufferings. " Though in the form of

great

—

—

God,"

He

did not refuse to take on

Though " Lord

vant."

of all,"

He

Him

"the form of a

did not refuse to "

obedient to death, even the death of the cross."

ser-

become

Though

" the

brightness of the Father's glory, and the express image of His
This is one of the
person," " He purged our sins by Himself."

numerous passages which show plainly that Son of God and
Messiah are not synonyms that " Son of God " is an essential and not an official appellation. Suppose that " Son of God"

—

is

just equivalent to Messiah, or divinely apponited Saviour,

and there is no force in the Apostle's remark. In that case he
would have said, not ' Although He w^ere,' but, Because He was
a Son, He learned obedience by the things which He suffered.'
But considering "Son of God" as an appellation denoting
identity of nature,
essential relation to His Divine Father
'

equality of pei'f ection,

remark,

'

—then there

Though He was

—

is

inconceivable energy in the

the Fellow of the Almighty Father,

by the things which He suffered He
and suffered all, that was required to the full accomplishment of His duties as our High Priest.'^
We have an account of the exercise of the Saviour's mind
while thus " learning obedience by the things which He suffered"
" He offered up prayers and
during " the days of His flesh."
supplications, with strong crying and tears, to Him who was

He

yet learned obedience

yielded

;

all,

able to save Him from death, and was heard in that He feared."
From the manner in which the words are rendered in our version,

natural to conclude that the offering up of these " prayers and
supplications " preceded our Lord's " learning obedience by the

it is

things which

He was

He suffered:"

heard," etc.

:

but

—"WhenHe had

this does

offered,"

"and when

not seem to be the meaning of

Avriter. It seems to intimate to us that the " learning
obedience" and the offering up of the " prayers and supplications"
were contemporaneous. The word rendered " prayers " properly

the inspired

signifies deprecations, or prayers against evil,

ing
^

;

such

as,

"

Lead me not

as

impend-

The word

ren-

who is an advocate for the economical Sonany rate a very cursory, notice in his commentary, of

It is strange that Stuart,

ship, takes no, or at

viewed

into temptation."

the import of kuIttsp uu

T/o'j.
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dcrecl " supplications " signifies prayers for assistance under, or

deliverance from, evil already experienced

;

such

as,

" Father,

let

cup pass from 'Me." Our Lord, while " learning obedience
by the things which He suffered," offered up prayers of both
this

and offered them up " with strong crying and tears "
indicating at once the intensity of His sufferings and the ardour
of His devotional sentiments.
These " prayers and supplications " were addressed to " Him
who was able to save Him from death," i. e., to God His Father,
under the character of " Him Avho was able ;" i. e., as we have
repeatedly seen, who had both the capacity and disposition, the
power and the will, to save Him from death.^ To " save from
death" does not here mean, to deliver from the necessity of
dying.
Death under the curse was the ultimate term of that
obedience which He was experimentally learning by suffering.
It was necessary to the gaining of the great object for which He
became a High Priest' it was necessary to the completion of
kinds,

the sacrifice
death."

No

— that

—

He

should "become obedient even to the

doubt God, who

could have prevented Jesus

is

omnipotent, abstractly speaking,

Clu'ist

from dying

;

but

He

could

not do so in consistency with the economy of human salvation.
To " save from death " means, to deliver from death after having

God manifested Himself as " Him who was able to save
from death," when, as " the God of peace" the pacified
Divinity " He brought again from the dead our Lord Jesus,
that great Shepherd of the sheep, by the blood of the everlastdied.

Him

—

—

ing covenant."
has been

It

common

to consider the Apostle, in these words,
and supplications " offered

as referring entirely to the " prayers

up by our Lord
of.

His

in the

last sufferings.

immediate prospect of, and in the midst
I do not see any good reason for this

" The days of His flesh " include more than the
hour of agony in Gethsemane, and the hours of torture on the
they must include the entire period of His humiliation.
cross
The pressure of human guilt habitually weighed down His mind,
restriction.

:

and

He

man of
1

was by way of eminence a man
sorrows."

It is

of prayer as well as " a

read in one instance that, after dismissing

worthy of notice that our Lord's express words

prayers are,
ilAov Toiiro.

We

'

A/3/3«, o

Mark

-ttxttip,

iravrcc

xiv. 35, 3G.

^vvxtx

aoi'

in one of these

TrxpiviyKi to xorvjpiou

oc.77'
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He

the multitude and His disciples,
prayer. Matt. xiv. 23, 25
at a very early hour.

Mark

i.

35

12

over,

xxii. 39.

He went

up

told that, after the observance of the Pass-

retired to the

"

that, rising

out to a solitary place to pray,

He went up to a mounand in that exercise spent the whole night, Luke

and we are

;

He

retired not to repose, but to

on another occasion,

;

that on a third occasion

;

tain to pray,
vi.

[CHAP. V. 7-9,

He

Mount

of Olives, as

He

was wont, Luke

cried," according to the ancient oracle, " in the

day-time; and in the night-season, there was no silence to Him."

But although I do not think there is an exclusive reference
what took place in the immediate prospect of His death, yet
at the same time, as His prayers then are more circumstantially
recorded than on any other occasion, they are, as a specimen of
His devotional exercises, strikingly illustrative of the general
" Now is My soul troubled and
declaration of the Apostle.
what shall I say? Father, save Me from this hour: but for
Father, glorify Thy name.
this cause came I unto this hour.
Then came there a voice from heaven, saying, I have both glori" Then cometh Jesus with
fied it, and will glorify it again."
them unto a place called Gethsemane, and saith unto the disAnd He went
ciples. Sit ye here, while I go and pray yonder.
a little farther, and fell on His face, and prayed, saying, O My
Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from Me nevertheless
He went away again the second
not as I will, but as Thou wilt.
time, and prayed, saying, O Mj Father, if this cup may not
pass away from Me, except I drink it. Thy will be done." " And,
being in an agony. He prayed more earnestly and His sweat
to

;

—

:

—

:

was as it were great di'ops of blood falling down to the ground."
" But as for Me, Mj prayer is unto Thee, O Lord, in an acceptable time
O God, in the multitude of Thy mercy hear Me,
Deliver ISIe out of the mire, and
in the truth of Thy salvation.
let Me be delivered from them that hate Me,
let Me not sink
and out of the deep waters. Let not the water-flood overflow
Me, neither let the deep swallow Me up, and let not the pit
for Thy lovingshut her mouth upon Me. Hear Me, O Lord
kindness is good turn unto Me accorchng to the multitude of
Thy tender mercies. And hide not Thy face from Thy ser:

:

;

:

vant

;

for I

My soul,

am

in trouble

and redeem

it

" I will bless the Lord,

:

:

hear

deliver

Me

Draw nigh unto

speedily.

Me, because

who hath given

Me

of

Mine

counsel

;

enemies."

My

reins

CHAP.
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Me

also instruct

is

:

;

sence

is

neither wilt

Thou

corruption.

wilt

fulness of joy

;

:

Thou

show
at

is

hope

flesh also shall rest in

soul in hell

I have set the Lord

in the night-seasons.

always before Me because He
be moved. Therefore My heart

My
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Me

at

My

and

glad,

for

right hand, I shall not

suffer

My glory rejoiceth
wilt not leave My
;

Thou

Thine Holy One

the path of life

Thy right hand

to see

Thy

in

:

pre-

there are pleasures for

Such were the " prayers andsuj)plications" which
evermore."^
He " offered up to Him who was able to save Him from death."
These words most strikingly intimate the intensity of our Lord's
sufferings as the victim of

Whence

asked.

human

If the question be

guilt.

arose this remarkable intensity of suffering

'?

the

answer is ready. These sufferings were penal and vicarious.
" The Lord laid on Him the iniquity of us all," and " therefore
" Exaction was made, and
it pleased the Lord to bruise Him."

He

became answerable."

They

for sin."

—viewing them

sus-

coming from God,
as sent by Him, looking up to Him for
and deliverance from them.
in vain. " He was heard in that He feared."
All His supplications were ultimately anall He asked was support under, and ultimate

submitting to them
support under them

Nor did He look

swered.

He

well intimate also the temper in which

tained these sufferings,

—" He was

" His soul was being made a sacrifice

heard."

The sum of

as

deliverance from them. And both were granted Him. Even the
which many, supposing it
prayer, " Let this cup pass from ISIe,"

—

have represented as rising unheeded and unreceived an answer.
This cup seems to refer to that inheard,
agony
which
He
then felt, and which threatened
tense mental
That cup
soul and body.
connection
between
to dissolve the
"
strengthen
sent
to
an
angel
was
Him,
inasmuch
as
passed from
to refer to death,

—

—

and He regained composure to act with propriety before
His judges, and to suffer what He had yet to endure before He
reached the cross. The whole history of our Lord's humbled
" This poor
life may be given in the words of the Psalmist
man cried, and the Lord heard him, and saved him from all
His prayers for support and deliverance from
his troubles."
particidar evils were heard, even " in tlie days of His flesh ;" and
all His prayers fully answered when God brought Him from

Him,"

:

1

John

xii.

27, 28

13-18, xvi. 7-11.

;

Matt. xxvi. 36, 39, 42

;

Luke

xxii.

U

;

Ts. Ixix.
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the dust of death, and " crowned

Then

the

"Man

Him

[CHAP. V. 7-9,

with glory and honour."

of Sorrows," according to the ancient prophetic

Thou

oracle, exclaimed, "

hast heard Me."

^

" He was heard in that ffe feared."
The last clause, in that
He feared, has occasioned much trouble to expositors. Some
have rendered it, He was heard on accomit of His pious re'

This

verence to God.'

a truth, but I do not think either the

is

original words or the connection

Avill

allow us to consider

it

as

Some, considering the expression heard
as equivalent to deliver,'^ would render it, 'and was delivered
from that which He feared,' i.e., from all the evils to which He
was exposed, and which were to Him as a human being, who
from his very constitution dislikes suffering, objects of fear and
aversion.
Others, with our translators, consider the words as
meaning, ' and was heard in reference to what He feared.'
This appears to me, upon the whole, the simplest and best way of
explaining the phrase.* He obtained the answer of His prayers
the truth taught here.^
'

and supplication sin reference to those events which were the obfear here being put for the object of fear.
ject of fear to Him,
All suif ering is, from the very constitution of a human being,
the object of aversion and fear and our Saviour had all the
innocent feelings of hmnanity. A good man once said, " I am

—

;

am

not afraid of death, but I

because

God had

Our Saviour

afraid of dying."

under His

M^as not afraid of sinking

sufferings, how^ever severe,

promised to support

Him

under them

;

but

these sufferings were in themselves objects of aversion, dislike,

and

terror

Him

;

Him

ported

and God, in answer to His prayers, not only supunder them, but ultimately completely delivered

from them.

This, then,

the

is

part of the Apostle's statement as to

first

Jesus Christ, " the High Priest of our profession," having suc' In the
days
cessfully discharged the functions of His office
:

of His humbled

He

He

became experimentally acquainted,
endured, with the obedience required by His

state,

by the

sufferings

office

and, while acquiring this painful but necessary experi-

1

;

Ps. xxii. 23, 24.

-

In this case the inspired writer would have said

3

Vide Job XXXV. 12

4 «xo, like

to

:

Acts

the Heb.

xvii. 2.

LXX.
?o, is

;

:

ltd

rviv tlXcc^iia-v.

Ps. cxviii. 6, xxii. 22.

used like

'7ripi

= quod

attinet ad, in reference

CHAP.
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mental knowledge, the intensity of

and the

Ilis sufferings

holi-

ness of His eharacter were manifested in His habitual, earnest
supplications

— which

heard and answered.'

supplications Avere

The second part of the statement is
Having thus been made perfect through such
:

intense, obe-

'

diential, pious suffering

—having thus obtained

the power and authority,

all

all

This

of eternal salvation to

— " He

qualified for the office to

which

a successful discharge of

its

be-

is

obey Him."'

makes

in

our Lord has proved Himself

illustration of the principle, that

by

all avIio

the second statement which the Apostle

is

all

the sympathy, which are necessary

to the discharge of the high functions of Saviour,

come the Author

the merit,

He

has been divinely appointed

functions.

The

subsidiary clause,

made j^erfect, connects this second statement with the first
showing how our Lord's "learning obedience by the things
which He suffered in the days of His flesh" His humbled state
led to His being now, in His exalted state, " the Author of
salvation to all who obey Him."
I had occasion, at considerable length, when explaining the
10th verse of the second chapter of this Epistle " It became
Him, for whom are all things, and by whom are all things, in
being

—

—

—

bringing

many

sons unto glory, to

make

salvation perfect through sufferings,"

of the phrase, to he

made

—

the Captain of their

to illustrate the

perfect, as applied to our

show that it refers to official
that the meaning of that sublime statement
endeavoured

to

attainment of

Saviour

—

suffering

all

is

Our

'

Lord's

and sympathy, by means of

is

God

as the

Moral Governor of the world,

the end, and whose will

is

the law, of the uni-

Here the phrase occurs with precisely the same mean" Being made perfect " is just equivalent to
having thus

verse.'

ing.

is,

I

and

a divine appointment which admirably harmonizes

with the character of

whose glory

cpialification,

the qualifications of a completely accomplished

merit, legitimate power,

—

meaning
Lord.

—

'

obtained every necessary qualification for actually saving

man

:

having, by becoming experimentally acquainted with obedience

by

sufferings

—

sufferings inconceivably severe,

and endured

in

—

a spirit of the most enlightened and affectionate devotion
so
" magnified and made honourable " the divine law as to make
it

safe,

pardon

VOL.

and
sin
I.

wise, and just in the supreme Moral Governor to
and save the sinner, from regard to this " obedience

R
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having obtained, as the reward of this obedience,
" power over all flesh "
" all power in heaven and in earth "
" to give eternal life to as many as the Father has given Him;"

to the death ;"

and having

—

also

by

this

obedience and these sufferings become

capable both physically and morally

power and the

disposition

appointed to save, in

all

—

to

—having

obtained both the

sympathise with those

their anxieties,

and

fears,

whom He is

and

afilictions.'

Being thus by His obediential sufferings completely qualified as
a Saviour, " He has become the Author of eternal salvation to
all who obey Him."
To be " the Author of salvation," is, in the fullest extent of
the word, to be the Saviour.^ " Being" thus " made perfect"
having thus obtained all necessary merit, power, and sympathy
He is at once the procurer and the bestower of salvation. He has
done everything that is necessary to make the salvation of His
people consistent with, and illustrative

of,

the perfections of the

divine character and the principles of the divine government

He

and
makes them really holy and happy here,
and will certainly make them perfectly holy and happy hereafter.
The epithet eternal is here emphatic. The Jewish high priest,
when he had performed his functions in behalf of his countrymen
and

misery

in the

actually does save His people from guilt, depravity,

—He

actually

due order,

—when, accomplished

for his work, his hands

with the blood of the finished sacrifice and with the sacred
obincense, he entered into " the holy place made with hands,"
filled

—

them a salvation, a deliverance from the evils to which
their sins would have exposed them according to the principles of
that peculiar economy under which they were placed. But that
deliverance, as it was inferior in nature to the deliverance accomplished by our High Priest, so it was temporary in its duration.
The Jewish atonement could not remove moral guilt, and therefore could not secure permanent salvation. But Jesus Christ is
become the Author of an eternal deliverance, a complete and
ever-enduring salvation from evil, in all its forms and all its
tained for

decrees. "

Of

The

this

gift of

God through Jesus Christ

eternal salvation

He

is

the Author

is

eternal life."

to all ivho

obey

Him. Obedience necessarily presupposes a revelation of the
I cannot obey Christ unless I
will of the person to be obeyed.
1

insit,

"

Non

doctor tantum, sed dator,

cur seternum servemur."

imo

causa^ effector salutis, in

quo

ratio

CHAP.
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the will of Christ.

is

merely presupposes a

It not

revelation of the will of Christ, but also a belief of that revela-

Without

tion.

faith there can, in the very nature of the thing,

be no acceptable obedience

and where the revelation of the
and believed, obedience to
that will is the natural and uniform consequence.
He obeys
Christ, then, who, crediting God's testimony concerning His Son,
submits to be saved by Him in the way of His appointment and,
trusting to liim as the only " Author of eternal salvation," acknowledges Him as his Lord and Master, and pays a conscienwill of Christ

is

;

really understood

;

He

tious regard to "all things whatsoever

commanded him."

has

To "all"

persons of this description, and to persons of this
description alone, will Jesus Christ ultimately be " the Author
All, whether

of eternal salvation."

Him"
shall

shall

be saved by Him.

be saved by Him.

through Christ to

men

Jew or Gentile, " who obey
who do not obey Him

JSl'one

There is, there
and dying

living

can. be,

no salvation

in unbelief, impeni-

and disobedience.
Those persons miserably misunderstand and abuse

tence,

who

consider

it

this

passage

as forbiddino- the greatest sinner, bellevino- the

truth, immediately to

hope for eternal salvation through Christ,

maldng our sincere but imperfect obedience to the will
of Christ the ground of our expectation of eternal life through
Him. It merely characterizes the persons who are saved by
Christ Jesus, and teaches us that it is only in obeying Him, in
believing the truth about Him, and in living under its influence,
that we can enjoy that eternal salvation which He died to procure, and is exalted to bestow.
The three verses (4-G) which formed the subject of the Immeand

as

diately preceding exposition are devoted to the statement of the

argument

for the priesthood of Christ

ter of a high priest,

from His being legitimately

—Xo man can lawfully bear the characunless he has been divinely
— now, on

invested with that office

:

called

the supposition that Jesus

is

;

the Messiah, there can be no doubt

entertained of His priestly character

;

for Jehovah,

who

in

one

ancient oracle acknowledges the Messiah as His Son, in another
declares, with the solemnity of an oath, that He is " a priest for
ever, after the order of ^lelchisedec."

This

is

most satisfactory

evidence of the reality of our Lord's high-priesthood

manner

in

which

It is

brought forward,

much

;

but in the

illustration

is

also
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afforded of its excellence. There is proof not merely that in Christ
Jesus we have a High Priest, but a great High Priest inasmuch
as our High Priest, previously to His investiture with that character, was not a mere man, but the Son of God
inasmuch as
;

;

He is

Aaron

a Priest of a higher order than that of

Melchisedec

;

inasmuch

He

as

is

The

invested, not with a temporary,

and inasmuch as His investiby the peculiar solenniity of a divine oath.

but with a perpetual priesthood
ture was signalized

— even that of

Apostle, accordingly,

;

now

proceeds to speak of the

superiority of Christ's high-priesthood, as implied in the order,
after

§

5.

which Pie

is

called.

The Superiority of our Li0r3!s High-Priesthood proved
from His being " called of God a High Priest, after the
order of Melchisedec^
(1.)

General Statement.

Jesus Christ, our High Priest, having "learned obedience
by the things He has suffered," and being thus perfectly accomplished, is become "the Author of eternal salvation to all who
obey Him;" and of this we have evidence in the llOtli Psalm,
which proves that He had been divinely invested with the
Ver. 10. " Called of

priestly office.

God

a

High

Priest, after

the order of Melchisedec."^

These words were formerly quoted
the Messiah,
these words

Here they

is

really a Priest

— " The

Lord

:

to prove that Jesus,

said to Messiah,

Thou

art a Priest."

are plainly introduced as containing evidence of His

being such a Priest as the inspired writer had represented

—a

being

the argument then rested on

Him

perfected Priest, a Priest the Author of eternal salvation

and the argument now

rests

;

on His being pronounced " a Priest

after the order of Melchisedec."

The word rendered called, here, is not the same as that
employed in the 4tli verse. Called of God in the 4th verse
means, appointed by God called of God here signifies, ad;

dressed by

God under

this appellation.

^ These words seem introduced abruptly, but they are closely connected
with what goes before " He is the Author of eternal salvation " and, " for
" able to save d;
God has pronounced Him an everlasting priest^'''' which is
;

:

=

TO TCCVTihi;."
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The

question of principal importance here is, AVhat is meant
To answer this
Priest after the order of Melchisedec ?"

by "a

question,

in a

"

necessary to reply to the previous one.

it is

Melchisedec

We know no more of him than what is

?

fragment of ancient history

And

Who

was

contained

in the 14tli chapter of

Genesis

:

Salem brouglit forth bread and
wine and he was the priest of the Most High God. And he
blessed him, and said, Blessed be Abram of the Most High
God, possessor of heaven and earth and blessed be the Most
High God, which hath delivered thine enemies into thy hand.
And he gave him tithes of all." ^ Some interpreters have supposed that Melchisedec was but another name for Shem the son
of Noah
while others have strangely held that he was the Son
of God.
All that the sacred history informs us respecting him
is, that he was " the king of Salem," and " the priest of the
Most High God."
"A Priest after the order of Melchisedec" has been by
Melchlzedek

kino; of

:

:

;

many

supposed just equivalent

to

—

'

after the similitude of Melchisedec'

more implied

in the phrase

than

this.

a priest like Melchisedec,

We rather think

there

is

Melchisedec was a priest

under the primitive or patriarchal dispensation, which was not
limited like the Jewish economy, but of a universal character.

He

was a

priest,

not of the law, but of the promise.

He

offered

men as members of a particular family, but
as partakers of human nature
not as descendants of Abraham,
but descendants of Adam. The first religious dispensation was

up

sacrifices,

not for

;

of the most liberal kind

;

and the Apostle

us, that the Christian dispensation is

development of the original economy.

Pavil plainly teaches

but the

The

full

expansion or

restrictive

economy

which the Aaronical priesthood belonged, " was
added because of transgressions," till the Seed should come in
Melchisedec bereference to whom the promise was made.
longed to an order of priests not fettered by the Mosaic ordinances an order of priests who were attached to an economy
of the law, to

—

which there was " neither Jew nor Gentile."
I am the more disposed to take this view of the subject, from
^
noticing that the Apostle Paul in the Epistle to the Galatians
but which, contrasted
calls what we render " Jerusalem above,"

in

—

1

Gen. xiv. 18-20.

-

Gal. iv. 26.

See Exposition of the Epistle to the Galatians.
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as it is with " Jerusalem that noAV is," ought probably to have
been translated, as the words admit, " the ancient Jerusalem,"
" the mother of us all." Salem, of which Melchisedec was king,
was probably the same city afterwards called Jerusalem. We

know

Salem was one of the names of that city Ps. Ixxvi.
it probable that the name Zedek also was anciently
given to Jerusalem. I find the king of Jerusalem in Joshua
called i\.donizedek, or the lord of Zedek; just as the king of
Bezek is called Adonibezek, or the lord of Bezek. Melchithat

:

I think

2.

sedec

may be

righteousness,'

rendered

'

king of Zedek,' as well as

which the word Zedek

signifies.

'

And

king of
it is

not

improbable that the prophet Isaiah refers to these circumstances,
Isa. i. 21-26.^
Jerusalem, under Melchisedec, was a seat of
the primitive religion

;

and ancient Jerusalem might then, with

made the emblem of tlie
Church under the promise, as Jerusalem which then
was is made the emblem of the external Church under the law.
I am far from brinorincr forward these statements as vindoubtedlv
certain, but they appear to me probable
and they certainly
afford a more distinct, palpable meaning to the phrase, a jyi'iest
after the order of Melchisedec, than can be given on any other
equal propriety, in the allegory be
spiritual

;

hypothesis.

When

it is

said of Christ that

He

is

" a priest after

the order of Melchisedec," according to this view the statement
is

equivalent to

— He belongs
'

to a

more ancient and honourable
His priesthood has a rebut to the race of man, with-

order of priests than that of Aaron
ference not to a particular nation,

out reference to such distinction as

;

Jew

or Gentile.'^

would not be right in us to enter further here into an
account of Melchisedec and his priesthood, nor to proceed to
show how Christ's belonging to this order proves the superior
grandeur of His priesthood to that of the order of Aaron, as the
Apostle defers the prosecution of this subject till the commenceIt

ment
this

of the 7th chapter.

likely to

Priest
^

1

among

The

—

passage seems quoted to serve

meet the objection which was so
rise in the mind of a Jew,
How can Jesus be a High
He is no descendant of Aaron He is not even of the

purpose

others

to

'

;

Vide Vitringa.

Perhaps "the order of Melchisedec" may mean that order of priesthood which has royalty connected with it. Jesus is, like Melchisedec, a
^

"priest on His throne."
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not

;
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'Doubtless,' as

but what then

He belongs

1

if

the Apostle bad said,

'He

is

higher order of priesthood

to a

solemnly addressed by His Father as a High Priest after the
order of Melchisedee.'

(2.)

On quoting

Cautionary Digression.

admirably

this passage, that train of thought, so

showing the superiority of Jesus Christ to the Levitical
high priests, Avhich he follows out in the 7th chapter, seems to
have opened on the Apostle's mind but he is checked by the
fear that, owing to their deficiency in habits of attention, and
fitted for

;

he would find it difficidt,
apprehend the force of his
arguments and the appositeness of his illustrations and therefore he goes into a digression, in which he reproves them for
in distinct

if

knowledge of Christian

not impossible, to

make

truth,

his readers

;

and
more

slothfulness, with the intention of stirring

their ignorance

diligent attention to what he had to bring
forward on this interesting subject. Ver. 11. " Ofwhom^'' or of
which i.e., of Melchisedee, or of his priesthood "we have

them up

to a

—

many

things to say, and hard to be uttered," or rather, of

diffi-

cult explanation, " seeing ye are dull of hearing."

The connecting phrase may be

rendered, either

'

concerning

whom,' i.e., Melchisedee or, concerning which,' i.e., the priesthood of Christ "according to the order of Melchisedee." It
Of Melchimatters not in which of these ways it be rendered.
perceived
He
sedee the Apostle had "many things to say."
in a
account
great
to
that this ancient oracle might be turned
Christ's
of
glory
pre-eminent
the
variety of ways in illustrating
high-priesthood but he, as it were, hesitates as to entering on
the subject, for it was " hard to be uttered," or rather, it was of
'

;

;

difficult explanation.^

A subject may be

difficult of

may

explanation from a variety of

be so in consequence of the nature of the subcauses.
His unbeginning, unsuccessive exof God
The
eternity
ject.
and the existence of unity and plurality in His nature,
istence
It

—

—

are difficult of explanation from this cause.

the limited extent

of

the revelation.

through the Messiah was

difficult of

It

may

The way

be so from

of salvation

explanation in this way,
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" the mystery wliicli was kept secret from former ages was

made

manifest."

fulness of

may

It

be so from the ignorance or unskil-

him who attempts

to explain

An

it.

man

ignorant

would find the motions of the heavenly bodies difficult of explanation.
It may be so from the want of the necessary information, or the want of the necessary capacity, on the part of
the persons to whom the explanation is to be made. It is impossible to explain the principles of the

ignorant of mathematics

:

it

is

mind

that requires close connected thought to a person whose

has never been at
It

is

not

all

man

higher astronomy to a

impossible to explain anything

disciplined to thinking.

difficult to

determine in what sense the doctrine of

the resemblance of our Lord's high-priesthood to that of Melchisedec

is

tion,

easily

The

here represented as "hard of explanation."

statement, that Jesus Christ, the in(;arnate
high priest " after the order of Melchisedec,"

Son
is

of

;

peculiarly difficult in the subject

a

distinctly
is

nothing

The Apostle was

itself.

is

a plain proposi-

enough understood in itself, and very
Old Testament Scriptures and there

stated in the

God,

fully

enlightened in this particular department of Christian doctrine,

and was completely qualified for stating the truth
on this subject in the way best fitted for the edification of the
Church. The difficulty of interpretation here referred to arose

as in all other,

minds of the persons to whom
They were deficient both in
the degree of information which

entirely out of the state of the

the explanation was to be given.

the habit of attention and in

were requisite

to the

ready and distinct apprehension of the

The truth about
truth on this subject, when stated to them.
Christ's being " a Priest after the order of Melchisedec," and the
evidence

it

involves of the dignity

and excellence of His

priest-

hood, were difficult of explanation to the Hebrew Christians,
because " they loere^'' or rather, had become, " dull of hearing^

I need scarcely say, that to be slow or " dull of hearing "

is

not here descriptive of that defect in the external organ of
hearing which is termed deafness, but is expressive of a mental

which bears some analogy to it. It is common in
languages thus to describe mental habits in terms properly

deficiency
all

expressive of the exercise of the external senses.

Thus

w^e call

man of distinct perceptions clear-sighted a man of uncommon sagacity and acuteness, far-sighted a man of confused and
a

;

;
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limited thought, short- or dim-sighted.

To be

" dull of hearing "

descriptive of that state of mind in which statements may be
made without producing any adequate corresponding impression
is

—without
out being

beino; attended to

ness.yTo a person
anything
stood

;

it

is

however simple

not attended

beino;

understood

— with-

descriptive of mental listless-

it is

in this state

for nothing,

if it is

—without

In one woi'd,

felt.

very

difficult to

explain

can be under-

in itself,

to.

mind in which many of the Hebrew
made it the more melancholy, they
had once discovered a better state of mind. The words, " ye
are dull of hearing," properly signify, ye are become dull of
Such was the

Christians were

;

state of

and, what

'

hearing;' and that this

is

their

languao-e of the followino; verse

:

meaning,

"

plain from

is

Ye have need

the

that one teach

you again which be the first principles of the oracles of God;"
ye " are become such as have need of milk, and not of strong
meat." When the Gospel was first preached to them, it aroused
their attention
it exercised their thoughts
but now with many
of them it had become a common thing.
They flattered them-

—

selves that they

;

knew

about

all

It

it.

had become

to

a sound to which the ear has long been accustomed,
son

is

not conscious of

am

it

— pays no attention to

them

like

—the per-

it.

common habit among hearers of
the Gospel in the present age.
They have been accustomed to
hear the Gospel from their infancy they fancy they know and
I

afraid this

a very

is

;

understand

it

perfectly

;

and under

this impression, if

tinue to read the Scriptures or hear the Gospel,

it is

they con-

almost en-

tirely

without anything that can be called intellectual

They

indolently assent to

so in a

way which makes

they are not interested in

The

what
it

effort.

their teacher states, but they

plain they do not understand

do

it

it.

necessary consequence of the prevalence of this habit

is strikingly described by the Apostle in the following verse.
Ver. 12. " For when for the time ye ought to be teachers, ye

have need that one teach you a<jain which be the first principles
of the oracles of God
and are become such as have need of
milk, and not of strong meat."
;

The

habit of spiritual dulness of hearing not only prevents

The man not
it absolutely produces retrogi'ession.
only does not improve, but he " loses the things which had been

progress, but
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already wrought in liim."

Instead of the obscure becoming
becomes obscui'e. As the Apostle Peter (2 Ep.
i. 9) says, they become " blind, and cannot see afar off," ^ either
backward, or forward, or upward. The Hebrews had been for
a long time favoured with the Gospel.
To them it was first
published, and of them were the first Christian churches formed.
They had, some of them, heard Christ Himself preach the Gospel
they had enjoyed the ministry of the Apostles. Their
previous knowledge of the Old Testament revelation afforded
clear, the clear

:

them great

obtaining accurate and extended views

facilities for

of Christian truth.

I do not know but the expression, for the time^ may refer,
not only to the length of the period they had enjoyed these
privileges,

but also to the peculiar character of that period.

was a time of a very remarkable
of nations, with perplexity,

chai*acter

:

on earth,

—wars, " rumours of

them for fear," and
w^hich were coming upon the earth.

hearts failing

fitted for raising to serious

wars,''

It

distress

— " men's

for looking for the things
It

was a season peculiarly

thought, and for inducing those

who

had embraced the Gospel to give themselves up to a devout
study of its principles, and a diligent practice of its duties.
Looking altogether at their privileges, the Apostle states that
they ought to have been

'•'

teachers of others."

Had

they availed

themselves of the advantages they possessed, they might have

been capable of instnicting others in Christianity and, acting
on the principle that we are to " do good to all as we have opportunity," they ought to have been engaged in communicating this
most precious benefit to their ignorant brethren. But instead
;

of this, " they
first

had need that some one teach them what were the

principles of the oracles of God."

The

oracles of

same thing

Scriptures, of

Subject.

God

is

The

which Christ

when he

is

at

It refers to the inspired

once the great Author and

w^ord oracle, in the singular, signifies the place

where God revealed His
priest,

a phrase here plainly descriptive of the

as the doctiine of Christ.

will in

consulted

way to the high
Urim and Thummim

a supernatural

Him by

the

:

^ B;« TOW xpovav has been explained ' after so long a time,' Matt. xxvi.
61 Mark xiv. 68, ii. 1 ; Acts xxiv. 17 Gal. ii. 1. The true meaning is,
' on
account o/the time.'
;

;
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2. In the plural, it signifies the revelamade, whether in that or in any other way,

19; Ps. xxviii.

tions supernaturally

and recorded in tlie Holy Scriptures Acts vii. 38 Koni. iii. 2.
The first principles of these oracles literally, ' the elements of the beginning of the oracles of God' are what may
:

;

—

be called the rudiments of Christianity,

out the knowledge and belief of ^hich a

The word

Christian.

—

— such principles, withman

translated "principles"

cannot be a
descriptive of

is

The alphabet, for example, contains
The principles referred to by the

elementary rudiments.^

the principles of reading.

Apostle bear the same relation to a

full

knowledge of Christian

truth as the alphabet does to a complete acquaintance with the
of reading.

art

He

plainly

refers

such principles as the

to

and depravity

of Christ, the guilt

spirituality of the religion

of man, pardon through the atonement, sanctification by the
Spirit ; or, to use his own selection, " repentance from dead
works," " faith towards God," " the resurrection of the dead,"

"eternal judgment."

So

listless

had they become, that

their

apprehension even of such truths as these had become dim,

and their faith wavering. They needed as it were to be sent
back to the first form in the school of Christ, like children wjio
once had made some progress towards learning to read, but who,

through thoughtlessness, have almost forgot their alphabet.

To

explain to such persons some of the higher principles of

Christianity
facts,

—

to

—

to

make them acquainted

not merely with the

but with the connections and dependences of these facts

unfold to them the philosophy of Christianity,

the expression

—

to point out to

as one great connected system,

them

—

is

its

if

I

may

use

harmony and grandeur

nearly as impracticable as to

instruct in the abstrusest principles of

who have never studied its elements.
The Apostle further describes the

abstract science those

state of inaptitude for re-

ceiving instruction on the higher principles of Christianity, into

which the Christian Hebrews had brought themselves by their
indolence, by comparing them to children who require milk for
their food, and contrasting them with full-grown men who can
This he does in
digest a more substantial kind of nourishment.
" Ye are
the close of ver. 12, and the two following verses
:

^

vrotyjiiu,

rra oipx^i =

term j^rlina elementu.

rat

vpurct aroixelx,

lion. Sat.

i.

1, v. 20.

—what Horace
Quint.

lust.

i.

and Quintilian
1.
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become sucli as have need of milk, and not of strong meat.
13. For every one that useth milk is unskilful in the word of
righteousness for he is a babe. 14. But strong meat belongetli
to them that are of full age, even those who by reason of use
have their senses exercised to discern both good and evil."
It seems common in all languages to compare instruction to
nourishment.^ Truth is to the mind what food is to the body
and as the body, in different states, requires different kinds of
nourishment, so the mind, according to its capacities and attainments, requires different modes of instruction. This is the principle which lies at the fomidation of the figurative illustration
;

contained in these words.

Milk, as the appropriate food of babes and sickly persons,

a

emblem

fit

and limited acquirements.
"

is

of elementary instruction, suited to imbecile minds

"Milk" here means the same thing as

—

God" the principles of Christ.
" Strong meat," the food of fully grown and healthy men, is a
first

fit

principles of the oracles of

emblem

of a higher kind of instruction, suited to persons of

well-informed and well-disciplined minds.

Milk and meat are

used in the same sense as in the jjassage before us, when the
Apostle says to the Corinthian believers, "And I, brethren,
could not speak unto you as spiritual, but as unto carnal, even
as unto babes in Christ.

meat

I have fed

you with milk, and not

for hitherto ye were not able to bear

:

are ye

In another place, milk

able.""'^

is

v^dth

now

neither yet

it,

used to signify Christian

truth generally, as the appropriate food of the new-born soul

" Wherefore, laying aside

and

and hyponew-born babes,
desire the sincere milk of the word, that ye may grow thereby."^

crisies,

^

and

envies,

and

all

all

malice,

all guile,

evil-speakings, as

Philo, de Decal. p. 745, calls the divine laws rpo(poig

'brntvoixg.

— Yufmt

xi/TOU {ao<pi») oLprov cvvsasug, kou v'hup co(ptoc.; "Trorlan ociirov^ Ecclus. xv. 3.

0/

kadiovTt; f^e (aoCptctii) 'in 'Trsivdaovat^ x.xi oi

X. 11

of

;

Ez.

Cicero

ii.

is

8

;

John

iv. 10, vii.

remarkable,

38

;

tt/i/oi/tes fis

1 Pet.

ii.

2

;

'in

'ht-ipijaovai

Rev. x.

A

8.

:

Prov.

passage

from the similarity of the sentiment to that

contained in the words before us

:

"

Nam

sicut infans solidi ac fortis cibi

capere vim non potest, ob stomachi teneritudinem, sed hquore lactis ac mollitudine aUtur, donee, firmatis viribus, vesci fortioribus possit

oportebat, quia

nondum

poterat capere divina, prius

;

humana

ita et

huic

testimonia

offerri, i.e.,

philosophorum et historicorum, ut suis potissimum refutaretur

auctoribus."

—CiC. de

2

1 Cor.

iii.

1, 2.

Jin. v. 4, 6.
^

1 Pet.

ii.

1, 2.
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When

the Apostle says, "

strong meat," he does not

Ye

mean

2G9

have need of milk, and not of
deny that it was a matter of

to

great importance that they shoidd be instructed in the higher
principles of Christianity, but merely to state that an elementary

course of instruction better suited their present state of spiritual

Every Christian has need both of milk and strong
meat, in order to his " coming to the measure of the stature of
imbecility.

man

a perfect

more need

;"

but some have more need of the one, and others

of the other.

It deserves especial notice, that the

Apostle does not say, "

Ye

have need;" but, "Ye are become such as have need." They
were once in more favourable circumstances for spiritual instruction.

They

ment

of the mind, spoiled their spiritual appetite

had, by their indolent neglect of the proper nourish-

and power of
brinmng themselves back as it were to a state of second
childhood.
They had forgotten what they had learned, they
had lost in a good measure the habits they had acquired.
The words which follow in the 13th and 14th verses seem to
me to be just as it were two explanatory notes the one refemng
to the phrase, " milk," and the other to " strong meat." " For" is
It is just as if he had said, By a
plainly merely connective.
dio;estion,

—

—

'

person

who

who

unskilful in the

is

uses or

indeed spiritually a
the person

who

who

stands in need of milk, I

word of righteousness

child.'

'

relishes the

He that uses

;

mean

for such a one

man may

thing besides.

is

milk,' does not describe

elementary principles of Christianity,

but the person who can relish and digest nothing
healthy

a person

A

else.

be fond of milk, but he will require some-

It

were a

sign,

in ordinary circumstances, of

something wrong about his constitution
digest nothing else.

He who uses

milk,

is

if

he could

relish

just equivalent to

and

—he

lives on milk, who confines his attention to elements, and
seems incapable of comprehending anything but elements.^

who

That person is one unskilful in the word of righteousness.
In interpreting Scripture, it is of much importance to distinguish
^

The Jewish Rabbins

Tinokoth,

'

Avcre in the habit of caUing their

Philo, speaking of the

sucking chikken.'

as the Apostle, says, x^P' tIvos
(ju^XTOt, Y^povw

"

How

(/.viKii TToT^toi,

long shall

we

old

7x;

iif4,eis

Se

men yet be

but in mind, for uuskiLfulncss,

still

ol

t^vx^;

yipovn;
i/tt'

children ?
infants."

'irt

same

catechumens

class of persons

ttxiUs iafnv

xvxta6riaixg KOfAthin

;

r»

fciv

v/j'Tnot,

—

lu body, hoary thi'ough age

;
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between the meaning of a word or phrase and

its

25.

For

reference.

example, the appellations " Messiah," " Son of God," " Saviour
of the world," " Brightness of the Father's glory," have all the

same reference, but they have by no means all the same meanIn the same way, in the passage before us, " the oracles
of God," " the doctrine of Christ," and " the word of righteousthey all refer to the revealed
ness," have all the same reference
but
will of God about man's salvation through Christ Jesus,
they have all of them different meanings. They hold np the
same thing, each of them in a different aspect they communicate, each of them different information on the same subject.
In many cases, the reference is plain where the meaning is
obscure and sometimes the reverse holds. In the first chapter
of John, for example, the meaning of the appellation, the TT orrf,
Whatever
is somewhat obscure, but its reference is quite plain.
In such
that term means, it is an appellation of Jesus Christ.
cases the general meaning of a passage may be understood satisfactorily, while the particular import of a word or phrase is
doubtful, or even altogether unknown.
In the case before us, the reference of the phrase, " the word
of righteousness," is perfectly evident, but its precise meaning is
ing.

—

—

;

;

somewhat obscure. To the question, What does the phrase

refer

'

to ?'

we can answer

readily,

'

To the

revelation of the divine will

respecting man's salvation through Christ;' but
so easy to reply to the question,

"the word of righteousness?"
is

'

Why is

it

is

not quite

this revelation

What truth

termed

about this revelation

intended to be conveyed to our minds by this appellation

Had I met with the phrase

in the Epistle to the

V

Romans

or

to the Galatians, I should have scarcely hesitated to have said,
that as the word " righteousness" in both these Epistles is used

with an almost uniform reference to justification, the meaning of
the phrase was,

'

the

word or doctrine

of justification'

an expression of the same kind as "the

word of

—that

it is

faith" in the

10th chapter of the Romans, ver. 8; and that the divine revelation
receives this appellation, because "the righteousness of

—

God"

—the

method of justification is manifested in the Gospel, and
" witnessed by the law and the prophets :" the great subject of
divine revelation is the divine method of justifying sinners.
At the same time, as the doctrine of justification is not
directly discussed in this Epistle, and as I am not aware that the

divine
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term occurs anywhere

in its course in the sense just noticed, I
rather inclined to think that the phrase, " word of righteous-

am

ness,"

a description of the Gospel, to be interpreted on tlie
as that nearly synonymous appellation, " the word

is

same principle

i.e., 'the true word' by
In Hebrew, truth and righteousness are W'ords
often employed as synonymous.
"The word of righteousness"

of truth, the Gospel of our salvation"

a Hebraism.

then here,

is

true Avord.'

we apprehend, equivalent to
the righteous, the
The epithet is intended to express the excellence of
'

the Gospel revelation as the very " truth most sure."^

He, then, who cannot be made

to attend to

is

righteous word

unpractised in

he

;

is

very imperfectly acquainted

To

be a babe,

is

anything but

a person unskilled in this true and

elementary principles,

its

study,

meaning,

and therefore

for he
sometimes expressive of simplicity
w'ith its

is

a babe.

—freedom

from guile, teachableness as when our Lord says, " Except
ye become as little children, ye can in nowise enter into the
kingdom of God;" and when the Apostle Peter says, "As
new-born babes, desire the sincere milk of the word, that ye may
grow thereby ;" and the Apostle Paul, " In malice be ye children."
weak and ignorant.'
Here, plainly, it is equivalent to
The 14th verse contains the Apostle's explication of what he
means by " strong meat," and those who are capable of using
;

—

" Strong meat," as opposed to " milk,"

it.

of

men

as opposed to children.

that are of full age,"

it

perfect"

strength.

is

them

I notice

this,

the perfect.^

—"

us go on to perfection."

let

plainly the mature

" Strong meat"

The adage
is

is

the proper food

translated, "

the connection with what follows

cannot be so distinctly perceived

The

is

The phrase

literally,

is,

because without noticing
"

'

—the

man

in age

and

in

the appropriate food of men.
true literally and figuratively. " Strong meat"
is

and arguments which refer
and dependences of the various parts of the

descriptive of those illustrations

to the connections

grand scheme of
the

restoration, such as those that follow respecting

superiority of our Lord's high-priesthood to that of

family of Aaron.

To

tent of information,
^ It

and a

discipline of

seems a phrase of the same kind as oVak

tjXio? "hiKOiioavvYig.

the

enter into such discussions requires an ex-

mind, which can be ob-

oiKuioauuYi;, nxpTrol otKxioavi/Yis,
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only by a diligent study of divine truth, and

tainecl

Avliich

25.

mark

maturity of spiritual understanding.

The
the

spiritually

discern between

on

mature man, who

man "who by
as to food.

good and

A

evil."

may

nurse

Its

for " strong meat,"

is fit

child

easily induce

But a man, " by reason

palatable poison.

is

reason of use has his senses exercised to
is
it

easily

imposed
even

to swallow

of use," has learned

employ his senses as to distinguish between what is deleand what is nourishing. The spiritually mature man is
a person who, by the use of his faculties, under the influence of
the Divine Spirit, in the study of divine truth, can examine
doctrines, make a distinction between the things that differ, " refuse the evil and choose the good ;" and from this habit thus
acquired he is qualified for entering, with pleasure and advantage
so to

terious

on the study of every part of the Christian economy.*
to the Hebrews, as it stands

to himself,

A careless reader of the Epistle
in our version,

would be very apt

one of the

to conclude that

leading divisions of the Epistle commences here
former part of the Epistle has been devoted to " the
:

that
first

the

prin-

and that the Apostle is now proceeding to
more recondite and complicated doctrines of that religion.
No conclusion could be more wide of the truth. These words
do not commence a new section. They occur in the midst of
a digression, into which the inspired writer was naturally led
ciples" of Christianity,

the

when
is

entering on the discussion of this principle

—

'

Jesus Christ

superior to the Aaronical high-priesthood.'

In proving the

reality of the priesthood of

the

Hebrews

to

be prophetic of

—a

Jesus Christ, he

Psalm admitted by
the Messiah in which Jehovah

quotes a passage from the 110th

Psalm

—

represented as addressing the Messiah in these words, sanc" Thou art a Priest
tioned by the solemnity of a divine oath
is

:

after the order of Melchisedec."

for ever,

lightened

mind

The heaven-en-

of the inspired writer clearly perceived that this

merely proved that Jesus Christ was a High Priest,
but a great High Priest that it afforded evidence not merely
of the reality, but of the pre-eminence of His high-priesthood.
But he is checked in his course he is prevented from imme-

j)assage not

;

;

diately following the impulse of his mind, to enter
^

Atxupwiv

—Gen.

Kct.'Kov

xul Kotnou

is

on

this

borrowed from the Hebrew yni 2)D VT*
TT

ii.

17

;

Deut.

i.

39

;

wide

Isa. vii. 15,

16

;

Jouah.

iv. 11.

-T
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which opened before
whom he was
Avriting were, from their very limited knowledge, and from their
habits of inattention, but ill qualified for accompanying him.
' I have many things,'
says he,
to say of Melchisedec and his
fair field of

him, by the recollection that

illustration

many

of those to

'

priesthood, illustrative of the pre-eminent glories of the

Priest of our profession

before yom* minds in a

but I feel

;

way which would

them and understanding them,

to

it difficult

for

to bring

High
them

secure your attending

ye have become very

Though enjoying advanwould have fitted you to instruct others in Christianity, you have lost in a great measure
the knowledge you once possessed, and stand in need of being
inapt to receive spiritual instruction.

tages which,

if

rightly improved,

yourselves instructed a second time in the very elementary principles of

our divine

comparing them

religion.'

to " babes,"

He

illustrates this

who

statement

]:)y

capable of digesting
nothing but " milk," as contrasted with men of " mature age,"

who

are

require for their nourishment "strong meat;"

— and

he

explains the force of this figurative illustration by remarking,
that by the spiritual " babe," who can digest nothing but " milk,"

he means the person who

is

but imperfectly acquainted with

word of righteousness," and unfurnished with those habits
of mind which are necessary for a thorouo-h knowledge of it
while by the men of " mature age," who are capable of, and
indeed require, a more nutritious diet, he understands those who
have extensive and accurate views of divine truth, and who,
from these extensive and accm'ate views, and from the habits of
mind naturally formed in acquiring them, are able to make a
distinction between what is true and false, good and evil.
The words vdth which the 6th chapter commences imme'"•

the

diately follow.

Ver.

1.

" Therefore, leaving the principles of the doctrine of

Christ, let us go on mito perfection

;

not laying again the foun-

dation of repentance from dead works, and of
2.

Of

resurrection of the dead,
will

faitli

toward God,

the doctrine of baptisms, and of laying on of hands, autl of

we do, if God
The first point which

and of eternal judgment.
requires oui' attention,

of this short paragraph,
particle therefore.

VOL.

3.

And

this

permit."

I.

It has

or, in

is

the connection

other words, the force of the

been common

to consider the

s

word as
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having a retrospective reference, and as intimating that this is
an inference from what has been stated. But the premises
stated

seem

arguing,

You

you.

demand

to

a different conchision.

Ye have need

'

of milk

It

seems strange

therefore I will not give

;

are not capable of digesting strong food

;

it

therefore

I will present you with it. You have need of some one to teach
you again the first principles of the oracles of God therefore
;

let

us leave these

struction

;

You

first j)i'inciples.

require elementary in-

therefore let us plunge at once into the depths of the

This certainly

Christian mysteries.'

that the writer of the Epistle to the

not the connection.

is

Apart from the influence of inspiration

altogether,

Hebrews was

it

is

plain

utterly inca-

pable of arguing thus.

This difficulty has been perceived by interpreters and they
have adopted different methods for removing it. Some would
connect this verse immediately Avith the 11th in the preceding
;

chapter, thus

which are

:

— 'I

difficult of

have

many

explanation

things to say of Melchisedec
;

therefore let us, leaving the

Others

elements, proceed to the exposition of these things.'

—
—

Since solid food
would connect it with the 14th verse, thus
befits grown-up men, I will feed you with this nourishing
Since ye ought,
diet.'
Others would connect it with ver. 12
for the period ye have been under Christian instruction, to be
:

'

:

'

it is time that, instead of milk, ye should
have strong meat setting aside that mode of instruction which
we employ for the novice, we will adopt a style of teaching more

teachers of others,
:

befitting the adept.'

None

of these

modes of

stating the con-

nection appears satisfactory.

I

am

inclined to think that the true

the difficulty,

is

to consider the

way

of getting rid of

word " therefore"

as having, not

a retrospective, but a prospective reference. The reason for the
Apostle's " leaving the principles of the doctrine of Christ, and

going on

to perfection," is to

be found, I apprehend, not in the

preceding, but in the following context.

The improbability, the
of the Hebrews who,

moral impossibility, of reclaiming those
after having once been enlio-htened, had sunk into such a

state of

spiritual apathy as that described in the preceding verses,

reason

why

is

the

the Apostle, instead of wasting time on them, proceeds

to unfold the higher principles of Christianity to those of

them who

were disposed and capable of entering with advantage on their
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This view of

study.

above adverted

to,

tlic
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matter not only removes the difficulty

but also gives a satisfactory account of the

introduction of the awfully impressive paragraph that follows,

and of the force of the particle for, by which it is prefaced.
That the word therefore is used sometimes with a reference to
what follows, is plain from the commencement of the second
chapter of the Epistle to the

Romans

O

" Therefore thou art

:

man, whosoever thou art that judgest ;" i.e., not
for the reason just mentioned
for no reason has been men-

inexcusable,

tioned

— but

The next

—

for the reason just about to be mentioned.

question that must be answered

a preliminary kind

—

is,

What

is

— and

it,

too, is of

the reference of the plural pro-

noun toe ? The Apostle obviously uses the figure of speech which
grammarians call Communicatio.^ But whether docs he identify
himself with the Hebrews, and urge them in the most persuaor does he identify the Hebrews
sive manner to do their duty
with himself, and in the least assuming form intimate tlie desio;n
which he was about to prosecute? I apprehend that the latter
;

is

To " lay

the true view of the expression.

the foundation,"

is

what is done by the teacher than the
learner, as the Apostle plainly enough intimates, 1 Cor. iii. 10, 11.
Besides, it would be difficult to show how the 3d verse could ap-

more properly

descriptive of

And

ply to the Hebi'ews, "

The

this

we

will do, if

God

permit."

words, then, appear to be an intimation of the Apostle's

determination, not to enter into a statement of
for the use of those

first

principles

who had once known them, but had now

forgotten them, and become careless of

them,

which, in their circumstances, was likely to serve

—a

little

statement

purpose

but to proceed forward to the unfolding of those illustrations of
the pre-eminence of Christ's priesthood, implied in the ancient

which belonged

oracle already quoted,

to the higher principles

of the Christian faith.

The principles of the doctrine of Christ have been conby some learned and ingenious interpreters as descriptive of the typical facts and iiistitutions of the Jexcish economy.
These they consider as " the first principles of the oracles of

sidered

God"—the
is

not at

" milk" for " babes."

all

satisfactory.

The

This mode of interpretation

literal

meaning

" the principles of the doctrine of Christ,"
^

Ko/{/W(7<J,

or KQH/OTTOliu.

is

of the plirase,

the

word, or dis-
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of Christianity.

;

i.e.,
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the elementary principles

certainly not a natural description of

is

the typical events and institutions of the

Old Economy.

These

An

are never represented as the foundation of Christianity.

account of these, certainly,

v^^as

not the " milk" with which he

fed the Corinthian believers ; and the specimen which he gives
us of what he accounts " first principles of the doctrine of

2d

Christ," in the

events and

" The

verse,

is

not taken from

among

these typical

institutions.

principles of the oracles of

first

principles of the doctrine of Christ,"

principles of Christianity.^

God," and " the

are just the elementary

The Apostle then

intimates his in-

tention to " leave" these ^ on the present occasion

on a statement of them to those to

—and
—but " go on
stated

stated, as

to

The word

whom

many

regarded

;

not to enter

they had often been

of them, to

little

" perfection" here refers to the phrase,

full age," in the

purpose,

to perfection."

preceding verse,

—

literally,

'

men

perfect men.'

" of

Per-

fection here describes that higher species of spuitual instruction

men

Avhich formed the appropriate nourishment of spiritual
full stature

of

and mature age.

The Apostle further explains his purpose by adding, " not
" The word of the beginning
laying again the foundation."
of Christ," or " the principles of the doctrine of Christ," are
the foundation,

—

those principles, the knowledge and belief of

which are absolutely necessary

Some

Christian.

in

order to a man's being a
" the foundation" as

interpreters consider

something totally distinct from all the principles afterwards
something on which they all rest. But it is diffienumerated

—

cult to attach a distinct idea to " the foundation of the resur-

rection of the dead"

— " the

foundation of eternal judgment."

seems far more natural to consider the six particulars which
are enumerated as specimens of these " first principles," which
form, as it were, " the foundation" of Christianity, and into the
It

statement of which

it

was the purpose of the Apostle not

at

present to enter.

The
^

Tov

T&S X.,
2

'

first

of these fundamental principles mentioned

by the

—

wip\

=

rov vpurov "hoyov rnv X.
T'^j dpx^; Tov 'Koiaroii 'hoyov
the elementary instruction respecting CLirist.'

oi(piivBi,t^

'

to pass over in silence.'

i.e.,
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is

" repentance from dead works

doctrine of repentance

plainly,

i.e.,

He

from dead works.'

enter on a statement of this doctrine.

;"
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'

the

did not intend to

New

Repentance, in the

change of mind and one of the
primary doctrines of Christianity is, that a change a complete
change of mind, is necessary in order to a man's being a Chris" Except a man be born again," said our Lord, " he
tian.
Testament, nsuallj

signifies a

;

—

man

" If any

cannot enter into the kingdom of God."

be in

he is a new creature." The sum
and of both His forerunner and His Apostles, was,
" Repent"
change your minds " and believe the Gospel."
This change of mind is sometimes described as a change of mind
towards God
" repentance towards God ;" i.e., a change of
mind leading the man, who was formerly far from God, and
going farther and farther from Him, in the direction Godwards and here it is described as a change of mind " from

of the preaching of

Christ,

Jesus,

—

—

—

;

dead works."

The

phrase, dead icorhs,

have interpreted

is

a

referring to the Levitical services.
to such phrases as

'

useless, unprofitable works,'

They

—" without works,

" without law, sin

Some

somewhat peculiar one.

as equivalent to

it

consider

faith

is

it

as analogous

dead"

i.e.,

useless

;

dead" i.e., powerless. Into this mode of
interpretation we might have been disposed to go, had it not
is

been that the phrase occurs in another passage in

where

its

meaning

ch. ix. 14.

this

:

but

sins

—guilty

is

"

this Epistle,

clearly fixed to be something different

Dead works"

actions.

If

any

from

there can signify nothing else
extrinsic evidence

were neces-

sary to confirm this assertion, the parallel passage, ch. x. 22,
furnishes

it.

"

An

evil conscience,"

is

plainly a guilty con-

Sins are called dead icorks, either because they pro-

science.

duce death or misery, or because they are the works of men who
The phrase seems the translation

in a spiritual sense are dead.

of a Hebraism for the
just as
death.'

'

tvoi'ks

of death, 'works wortliy of death

;'

a man of death,' 1 Kings ii. 26, is 'a man worthy of
" Repentance from dead works," or a change of mind

from sinful actions, is a change of mind leading men to abandon sinful actions. This, then, is the first of " the principles
of the doctrine of Christ" that the Apostle specifies
trine of the necessity of such a

man

to turn

change of mind

from every wicked way.

;

—the doc-

as will lead a

That the doctrine of

re-
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pentance

is

a

and

to say,

" The time

principle of Christianity,

first

passages as these

"

:

Eepent

From

V. 10- VII. 25.

plain

is

from such

that time Jesus began to preach,

kingdom of heaven
and the kingdom of God

for the

:

fulfilled,

is

[CHAP.

"

repent ye, and believe the Gospel."

is

at

hand."

is

at

hand

Then Peter

said unto

them, Eepent, and be baptized every one of you in the
of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins,

rance

God winked

where

to repent."^

The second

at

;

but

And

"

the gift of the Holy Ghost."

and ye

name

shall receive

the times of this igno-

now commandeth

all

principle of the doctrine of Christ

men

is

every-

" faith to-

ward God."^ The " faith" here mentioned has been variously
explained some considering it as descriptive of the belief that
there is a God, or the belief that there is but one God, or
the belief of the providence of God.
The circumstance of its
;

being mentioned as one of " the principles of the doctrine of
Christ" should have prevented such very limited views of the
subject.

It

is

the faith of the truth about God, as that

in the revelation of

the Father of our

mercy

—the

Lord Jesus

belief that

Christ

is

" the

is

stated

God and

that " Pie so loved the

;"

Son "

world, as to give His only begotten

He

for

it

;

that

He

" in

is

Christ reconciling the world to Himself, not imputing their trespasses unto them."

It

a "

is

Christ," that this faith in

God

principle of the doctrine of

first
is

indispensably necessary to sal-

vation.
When we take this view of the subject, we cease to
wonder, as some have done, that in this enumeration we do not
find 'faith in Christ;' for "faith

toward God," as revealed in

the Gospel, and faith in Christ, are

That

substantially the

same

an element of Christianity, is plain from the
" And Jesus answering, saith unto them.
following passages
Have faith in God." " Let not your heart be troubled ye

thing.

this is

:

:

believe in God, believe also in

impossible to please
believe that

He

is,

Him

:

and that

Me."

" But without faith

it

is

cometh to God must
a rewarder of them that dili-

for he that

He

is

gently seek Him."^

Mark i. 15 Acts ii. 38, xvii. 30.
17
no peculiar force in sw/. The forms of Trior ig or vianvnv i-x-i
Xpiardu and Qe6u, iig Xpiarov and Qsov, iv Xpiaru and ©eisj, and even "jriari?
Xpiarov, and 'xiarsvsiu, without a preposition, are indiscriminately employed.
2 Mark xi. 22
John xiv. 1 Heb. xi. 6.
1

Matt.

iv.

^

There

is

;

;

;

;
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" principles of the doctrine of Christ "

The next two

doctrine of baptisms, and the laying on of

hands"

occasion to a great deal of critical discussion.

—have

It

is

279

—the
given

a very in-

genious conjecture, that these words are not intended to express

two new principles, but that they are merely explanatory of
what goes before. Pi'eviously to a man's being acknowledged a
Chi'istian by baptism and the imposition of hands, he was instructed in the necessity of repentance and faith and this in;

struction,

it

has been supposed,

is

here termed " the doctrine of

baptisms, and the laying on of hands"

—the

doctrine which a

man must

have learned before he could be baptized, or have the
hands of the Apostles laid on him. Had the phrase been the
doctrine of baptism,' not "of baptisms," and had the whole
'

clause occiu'red either at the beginnino; or at the end of the

enumeration, and not, as

been strongly inclined
pretation

;

but, as

it

it

does, in the midst of

it,

to consider this as the true

1 would have

mode

of inter-

stands, I cannot doubt that these are in-

tended by the Apostle as two other specimens of what he means

by " principles of the doctrine
remains for us

is,

of Christ ;" and, therefore, all that

to inquire into

what

is

meant by " the doctrine

of baptisms," and the doctrine of " the laying on of hands."

Those who interpret these principles of the typical events
institutions of the former economy, refer "the baptisms" to
the various ceremonial washings, and "' the laying on of hands"

and

to the rite of transferrincr the

by the imposition

£i;uilt

of the sinner to the victim

hands of the high priest on its head.
Indeed, it seems to have been this phrase more than anything
else which led them into that particular view of the passage.
We have already stated the reasons why we cannot go into this

mode
"

of the

of interpretation.

The

doctrine of baptisms " has by

as just equivalent to

— 'the

many been

considered

doctrine about Christian baptism;'

and they endeavour to get over the difficulty arising out of the
form of the word by saying, that there is a reference to
the double baptism of water and of the Spirit, or to the trine
immersion which in the ancient Church took place at baptism
or, that the baptism of a number of persons may properly be
termed "baptisms;" or, that it is an instance of what sometimes
occurs, a plural noun used to express what is in reality but one.
plural

;

All this seems to

me

veiy unsatisfactory.
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doctrine of baptisms," which with the

25.

Hebrews was a

"principle of the doctrine of Christ," was a statement of the

nature and design of Christian baptism, as distinguished from

John and the ceremonial washings or baptisms
under the law. Before any man was acknowledged a Christian
by baptism, he was instructed in the meaning of baptism, and,
if a Hebrew, in the difference between this baptism and the
baptisms under the former economy.
In like manner, as the primitive Christians, after baptism,
had the hands of an Apostle frequently at least laid on them,
as an emblem of their receiving the Holy Sprit ^ so, previously
the baptism of

—

—
;

to their submitting to this rite, as in

Christianity everything

" a reasonable service," they were instructed in

Some

its

is

meaning.

refer this to the imposition of hands in the ordination of

but it is not likely that instruction on this subject
formed a part of the rudiments of primitive Christianity.
The next fundamental principle of Christianity mentioned
office-bearers

;

by the Apostle,

article of the Christian faith,

the denial of

as

is

it

it

is

—

coming, in the which

all

hear His voice, and shall come forth

a

This principle

" INIarvel not at this

:

is

so important, that

were unchristianizes a man.

very clearly stated by our Lord

the hour

This

the "resurrection of the dead."

is

most important

:

for

that are in the graves shall

they that have done good,
and they that have done evil, unto
the resurrection of damnation."^ It formed a leading doctrine
with the Apostles " And I have hope toward God, which they

unto the resiu'rection of

life

;

;

:

themselves also allow, that there shall be a resurrection of the
dead, both of the just and unjust."^

The

last

judgment."

fundamental

article

mentioned,

is

the " eternal

Those who seek these principles among typical

events and institutions refer this to the ancient judgments inflicted

on Pharaoh the Egyptian, and on the rebellious

Israelites

It plainly refers to the general, final judg-

in the wilderness.

ment, which Jesus Christ

is appointed to pronounce and execute
mankind: John v. 22, 27 Acts xvii. 31 2 Cor. v. 10.
This judgment is called the "eternal judgment," because its

on

all

;

results are final

Such
tration
1

Acts

:

;

Matt. xxv. 46.

some of the principles of Christianity, on the illusof which the Apostle is not about to enter
principles
are

—

ii.

38, xix. 6.

2

joj^

y, 93, 29.

^

^g+s xxiv. 15.
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which a man must know and believe in order to his being a
Christian
principles which, if he have once kno^\Ti and seemed
to believe, and afterwards silently " let slip," or openly abandon,

—

there

very

is

renewed

little

probability, to say the least, of his ever being

to repentance.

Ver.

3.

"

And

we

this will

do, if

admit of a twofold interpretation
will

not

:

God

:
'

God

"if

will

do

principles, but proceed to

on these fundamental

insist

something more recondite
on the assistance of God.'

These words
;" i.e., 'we

permit,"

— " This we

;

permit "

Or, Though we
'

i.e.,

now, yet on another occasion I

principles, etc., just

enter on these subjects, on Avhich

many

of

depending

'

are to leave the
will readily

you need

—

as

much

" I will do this, if
ye had never received any
God permit;" i.e., 'if God spare my life, and give me an opportunity, and if your apostasy, of which I am fearful, does not
unhappily make it unnecessaiy. I shall be glad to give you such
explications; but I am afraid, in reference to some of you, they
may come too late.' In either way we have a good sense, agreeable both to the use of the language and the context. I am, upon
the whole, disposed to prefer the former mode of interpretation.^
There is a plain reference in the paragraph that follows to
some of the peculiarities of the state of things which characterized the primitive age of Christianity, which forbids us to
instruction as if

'

conclude that the statement
cable to those

away

who

same

while, at the

;

ones in the

New

it

contains

is

in all

its

parts appli-

after that state of things has passed

live

time, that statement, like

all

similar

Testament, goes upon general principles, which

have a universal and perpetual application. The legitimate way
of ascertaining these principles, and thus discovering " what
these things are to us," is by, in the first instance, endeavouring
distinctly to

apprehend the meaning of the statement in

ference to those to

whom

it

was primarily applicable

re-

in all

its

particular details.

This passage
feelincT that it

tion

;

and

degree

if

is

one which

this conviction will

we

it

is

impossible to read without

has stronc; claims on our attentive considera-

be strengthened in no ordinary

advert to the history of

its

interpretation.

certainly one of those passages in Paul's writings
^

The words are

forgets

i}

iKxyoTYJi

just

7}i^oiy

=

Ik

'

roiJ

Jam
Qtov

agite igitur,
:

2 Cor.

iii.

Deo
5.

As

it is

which are

auxiliante.'

He

never
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somewliat " hard to be understood,"

so,
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perhaps, none of this

has been more " wrested " by " the unlearned

class of passages

and unstable."

At

a very early period of the Church, a misapprehension of

the meaning of

and a

this,

parallel passage in the tenth chapter

of this Epistle, gave origin to the formation of a sect, the lead-

ing peculiarity of which was the peremptory and

from church communion of

who

final exclusion

had fallen
outward compliance with
idolatrous worship in time of persecution, whatever signs of
penitence they might discover.
On the other hand, a similar misapprehension on the part of
the Roman Church as to the meaning of these passages, led
all

after baptism

into open sin, especially the sin of

them

for a considerable period to refuse to this Epistle a place

among

the canonical books, as teaching doctrine inconsistent

with that taught in the indisputably inspired writings of the
Apostles.

In later ages,

it

has been considered by those

who deny

the

doctrine of the perseverance of the saints as one of the strong-

holds of their system

and I

;

am

afraid that the defenders of

that important doctrine, in their extreme eagerness to wrest the

weapon out

many

of the hands of their adversaries, have in this, as in

similar cases, been

on giving a

fair

and

more

intent on confuting them, than

satisfactory view of the

meaning

of the in-

spired writer.

Misapprehension of

this

passage has

cases occasioned extreme distress of
sons,

—

also,

mind

to

I believe, in

two

many

classes of per-

nominal professors, who, after falling into gross

to

sin,

have been awakened to serious reflection and to real Christians,
on their falling under the power of mental disease, sinking into
a state of spiritual languor, or being betrayed into such open
;

transgressions of the divine law as

of

:

way

David and Peter were

guilty

has thrown all but insurmountable obstacles in the
of both " fleeing for refuge, to lay hold on the hope set before

and

this

the more necessary that
meaning of the passage.
When rightly understood, it will be found to give no countenance to any of the false conclusions which have been drawn
from it, but to be, like every other part of inspired Scripture, " profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, and

them

in the Gospel."

we should

All this makes

carefully inquire into the

it
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—

well fitted to produce cauLet us then prono way calculated to induce despair.
ceed to examine this interesting passage somewhat more parfor instruction in righteousness,"
tion,

ticularly.

Vers. 4-6. " For

it

impossible for those

is

who were once

enlightened, and have tasted of the heavenly gift, and were

partakers of the Holy Ghost, and have tasted the good
word of God, and the powers of the world to come, if they shall
seeing they
fall away, to renew them again unto repentance
crucify to themselves the Son of God afresh, and put Him to an

made

;

open shame."

The connection of this passage, intimated by the particle
" for," was illustrated, when pointing out the force of the word
considered
therefore in the beginning of the first verse.
that particle as equivalent to
to assign
'

—

We

'

for the reason I

Instead of again laying the foundation

ing those

just about

what
of God," I

—

—thus

:

instead of again teach-

already been taught, but have forgotten

who have

they learned— " what be the

first

principles of the oracles

proceed to some of the higher branches of

will

Christian instruction

any good

am

and the words before us contain that reason,

;'

;

for there

is

from such an attempt

result

have willingly unlearned

all

or

little

no probability of

to re-teach those

that has been taught them.

who
They

seem in the dii'ect road to open apostasy; and that is a state
from which I have no hope that anything I could say would
" For it is impossible for those who were once
reclaim them.
enlightened, and have tasted of the heavenly gift, and were
made partakers of the Holy Ghost, and have tasted the good
God, and the powers of the world to come, if they shall
seeing they
fall away, to renew them again unto repentance
Him to an
put
and
afresh,
crucify to themselves the Son of God

word

of

;

open shame." '^

A

which the English idiom seems to
more smoothly, and will
understood by a mere English reader

slight transposition,

demand, will make
even make it more easily

the sentence run

" For
1

ment

it

is

Abresch,

impossible to renew again to repentance those

who

=

I will enter on a statesome future period, if God permit,' states the
God gives an opportunity; but if general apostasy-

considers the third verse as

'

of these elements at

connection thus: "

If

who

take place, such an opportunity

may

never be given, for,"

etc.
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were once enlightened, and have tasted of the heavenly gift, and
were made partakers of the Holy Ghost, and have tasted the
good word of God, and the powers of the world to come, if they
There are three topics brought before ns for
shall fall away."
consideration

sons

;

:

First, a description of

a particular

them

second, a statement with regard to

;

class of per-

and

third, a

reason assigned for that statement.

The

first

thing to be done here

is,

to inquire into the

mean-

ing of the Apostle's description of the persons of whom he is
here speaking. They are persons " who have been enlightened,

who have

tasted of the heavenly gift,

takers of the

who have been made

Holy Ghost, who have

tasted the good

par-

word

of

God, and the powers of the world to come." They are persons
who have enjoyed great privileges, and made considerable attainments in religion and they are persons who, notwithstanding
this, have apostatized
" fallen away."
They had " been enlightened." It is common with some of
the Fathers to call baptism illumination, and the baptized the
illuminated but there is no reason to think these modes of ex-

—

;

;

To be "

pression so ancient as the apostolic age.

enlightened,"

according to the ordinary meaning of this figurative expression
person is enin the New Testament, is to be instructed.^

A

lightened on any subject on which he possesses information.

An

man

unenlightened

man

is

is

Christianity

;

and

acquainted with

to

its

man

The phrase

;

an enlightened

here plainly refers to
is to be
In the parallel
be enlightened,

be enlightened as to Christianity

principles

passage, chap. x. 26, they
ai'e

an ignorant

a well-informed man.

who

:

2 Cor.

iv.

6.

are here said to

described as having "received the knowledge of the truth."

And

when

the Apostle Peter,

sons, speaks of

them

as

describing the same class of per-

having "the knowledge of the Lord

and as having " known the way
of righteousness" (a phrase, by the way, well fitted to illustrate the phrase, " word of righteousness," and to support the
and Saviour Jesus

view we gave of
persons

Christ,"

The

it).^

who had

persons here described, then, are

been, from an acquaintance with the prin-

ciples of Christianity,

induced to prefer

it

to

heathenism or to

Judaism.

The second statement made
1

Eph.

i.

18,

iii.

9.

in reference to
2

2 Pet.

ii.-

them
20, 21.

is,

that
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had " tasted of the heavenly gift." By " the heavenly
others, the
gift," some interpreters understand Jesus Christ
Holy Spirit others, the forgiveness of sins by faith others, the
tliey

;

;

;

I apprehend " the heavenly gift"

Lord's Supper.

heavenly gift;' and that

to 'this

Hebrew

usage, repeats

—the

new aspect however
" The gift of God "

in a

idea expressed in the preceding one.^

The making

deserves the appellation heavenli/

a " cunningly devised fable,"
theory,

maniThis " gift " well

To
This

it

The Gospel

.

is

revelation

—

it is,

" taste this heavenly gift,"

have experience of

to

is

passages where the figurative term

is

it.

from the following
employed
" She per-

plainly the general idea, as appears

is

not

is

not a curiously constructed

not a humanly composed histoiy it is a divine reas the Apostle expresses it, " the Gospel of God."^

it is
:

I

this revelation is a striking

festation of the divine sovereign benignity.

velation

is,

me rcy through

apprehend, the Gospel, or_the r evelation of

Jesus Christ.

equivalent

according to the

this clause,

—placing

is

:

—

is good
her candle goeth not out
and see that the Lord is good blessed is
"If so be ye have tasted that
the man that trusteth in Him."

ceiveth that her merchandise

by

night."

the

Lord

"

is

O

:

taste

gracious."^

:

To

" taste" the Gospel revelation,

is

to

know, not merely from report but from personal experience, what
the Gospel is to understand in some measure its meaning, and
in some measure, too, to enjoy those pleasurable sensations of
mind which the Gospel, when understood, naturally produces. I
think it likely that it was the figurative description of instruction in the preceding context, under the emblem of food, that
led the inspired writer to employ the word taste here, and in a

—

subsequent clause.

The
timent

following remark of

it

conveys

just

is

Dr Owen

ingenious, and the sen-

is

and important

;

whether the words of

the Apostle were intended to suggest the idea conveyed in

admit of a doubt

:

— " Tasting

(^oes

not include eating,

digesting and turning into nourishment
its

natm'e being only thereby discerned,

though we
tion.

^

The use
Rom. i.

it

is

may

so tasted

less

for

and savour, on some other considerawho have
degree understood and relished the revelation of
here described, then, are persons

of the particle ri
1.

;

be refused, yea,

like its relish

The 'persons

to a certain
^

what

may

it,

much

3

is

favourable to this view.

Prov. xxxi. 18

:

Ps. xxxiv. 8

;

1 Pet.

ii.

3.
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transient joy."^

third statement

made

in reference to these persons

is,

been " made partakers of the Holy Ghost."
" The Holy Ghost" is the proper name of that divine person
they had

that

who, along with the Father and the Son, exists in the unity of
By an easy figure of speech, the term is often

the Godhead.

employed to signify His gifts, influences, or operation. This is
meaning in such phrases as, to be " baptized with the Holy
Ghost," to be « full of the Holy Ghost."
To " partake of the

its

Holy Ghost,"

be a sharer of His

to

is

gifts or influences.

It is

highly probable that the inspired writer refers principally to the
\ miraculous gifts and operations of the Holy Spirit by which the
These
i primitive dispensation of Christianity was characterized.
I
S

/

/
i

gifts were by no means confined to those who were " transformed
by the renewing of their minds." Under the former economy,
we find Balaam and Saul endowed with miraculous prophetic

We

gifts.

have no reason

as the other Apostles,

—

to doubt that Judas Iscariot, as well
had the power of working miracles. The

words of our Lord, " Many will say to Me in that day. Lord,
Lord, have we not prophesied in Thy name ? and in Thy
name cast out devils 1 and in Thy name done many wonderful
works? And then will I profess unto them, I never knew you:
depart from Me, ye that work iniquity ;" and of the Apostle,
" Though I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, and
have not charity, I am become as sounding brass, or a tinkling

cymbal.

And

stand

mysteries,

though I have the gift of prophecy, and underand all knowledge and though I have all
faith, so that I could remove mountains, and have not charity, I
am nothing,"^ seem to intimate that the possession of these by
unrenewed men was not very uncommon in that age at any
rate, they plainly show that their possession and an unregenerate
state were by no means incompatible.
While, I apprehend, the reference is chiefly to miraculous
gifts and operations, I dare not limit the meaning of the word
so far as to exclude all reference to influences and gifts not of
all

;

—

;

^

This view of the meaning of yiveadxt, as

extremis

—to have a ghmpse

the term.
2

Matt.

Indeed
vii.

it

if it

were

=

'

to taste labris

not warranted by the Scripture iise of
occurs in this sense but rarely even in the classics.

22, 23

;

of,' is

1 Cor. xiii. 1, 2.
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an extraordinary and miraculous kind. I am strongly disposed,
from a number of passages of Scripture, to believe that men who
are never converted are yet the subjects of a divine influence,

and that

their resisting this influence

it is

The

of the greatest of their sins.

which constitutes one

persons here described, then,

were persons who not only enjoyed what has been termed the
common influences of the Holy Spirit, but His miraculous gifts

—who not only witnessed the

effects of these gifts in others,

but

were partakers of them themselves.

The

fourth statement made in reference to these persons is,
had " tasted the good word of God." By the good

that they

loord of

God many

interpreters understand the Gospel.

There

can be no doubt that the Gospel well deserves that name
but

if

we

explain

it

;

way, the two clauses, " who have
and " who have tasted the good word

in this

tasted the heavenly gift,"

of God," would be precisely synonymous, which

is

not at

all

I would understand by the good loord of God, the promise of God respecting the Messiah, the sum and substance of
likely.

all.
It deserves notice that this promise is by Avay of eminence
termed by Jeremiah " that good word." ^ To " taste," then,
" this good word of God," is to experience that God has been
faithful to His promise
to enjoy, so far as an unconverted man

—

can enjoy, the blessings and advantages which flow from that
promise being fulfilled. To " taste the good word of God,"
seems just to enjoy the advantages of the new dispensation.

This interpretation
follows,

and which

we have

just

come."

"

ment

is

greatly supported

been explaining

refers to

clause wdiich

— " and the powers of the world

to

to

however, I apprehend

Jewish idiom,

by the

come" sometimes in the New Testathe future state: Eph. i. 21; Luke xviii. 30.
In

The world

this Epistle,

is

very closely connected^ with that which

it

as a description of the

is

used, according to the

age of the Messiah

—the

New

Economy. The name " Everlasting Father," given to the
Messiah by the prophet Isaiah, is translated by the LXX. " the
Father of the coming age," or "of the world to come;" and
it was common among them to speak of " the present age," or
In Josh,

1 Jer. xxxiii. 14.

trasted with

yin
T T

^ It is

xxiii. 15, 2it3n

"lain, the threatening.
T

T-

connected by the particle rL

13in, the promise,

is

con-
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"tlie present world"
i.e., the state of things under the law,
and " the future age," or " the world to come" i.e., the state of
We endeavoured to show that this
things under the JMessiah.
is the meaning of the parallel phrase in chap. ii. 5.
But what are we to understand by " the powers of the world
to come? " Many very excellent interpreters understand by " the

powers of the world to come," the external miraculous gifts of
The word
the Holy Spirit which belonged to that economy.
is

no doubt used with

this signification.^

According to

this

mode

of interpretation, to " taste the powers of the world to come,"

equivalent to

—

'

to possess the

power of working

miracles.'

is

Now,

though the words by themselves will admit of this interpretation
though, perhaps, viewed by themselves, it is their most
natural meaning,
yet there are two things which induce me to
In this way it is just a
prefer another mode of interpretation.
repetition of the statement, " and were made partakers of the
Holy Ghost;" and from the way in which this clause is con-

—

—

nected with that which immediately precedes

it,

we

are led to

expect that the phrase, "tasting the powers of the world to come,"
should be an amplification and explication of the phrase, " tast-

ing the good word of God."

By
stand

"the powers" of the new dispensation, I would underthose circumstances peculiar to the

all

new

dispensation

which are calculated to have power over the mind and heart of
man.
Everything that is striking and convincing in its evieverything in its statements, as to the character of God,
dence,
the person and work of Christ, the solemnities of the judgmentseat, the joys and miseries of eternity, which is calculated to

—

persuade

or

economy,

is

alarm,

— everything,

fitted to exercise

in a

word, which, in that

influence over men,

—

all this is

included in the phrase, " the powers of the world to come."

The

economy was comparatively weak as well as unprofitable,
but the new economy is powerful. It has everything that can
enlighten, and convince, and persuade, and alarm, and delight.
of stirring
It has the means of touching every spring of action
To "taste" these
the humaii mind in its deepest recesses.
ancient

—

powers,

is

just to

—

be subjected to their influence to be placed
which the wondrous spectacles of God " not

in circumstances in
1

Matt.

vii.

22, 23, Iwxfiiis, rendered

tiispy'/i/^xT» Ivuccf^iui^, tlie

"wonderful works;" 1 Cor.

operations of powers.

xii.

10,
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—

the ineffable glories of
the judgment set
smoke of the torment of the finally condemned
ascending up for ever and ever, are brought before our minds.^

heaven

—the

Tliose persons who have thus been enlightened, etc., are represented as having " fallen away;" If they fall away. This is

and there is some reason to fear that
was preferred to a juster one for the purpose of affording the
means of repelling the objection to the doctrine of the perscarcely a fair translation;

it

severance of the saints, which has been founded on this passage;
at any rate, it has been used in this way.
It has been said that
the Apostle does not assert that such persons did or could " fall

away;" but

that,

if

—a
—

they 'did

supposition' which, however,

could never become realized then the consequence would be,
they could not be " renewed again unto repentance."
The
words, rendered literally, are, " and have fallen away," or, " yet

have fallen away."^ The Apostle obviously intimates that such
persons might, and that such persons did, " fall away."
By
" falling away," we are plainly to understand what

is

commonly

This does not consist in an occasional falling

called apostasy.

into actual sin,

however gross and aggravated

;

nor in the re-

nunciation of some of the principles of Christianity, even though
these should be of considerable importance

determined renunciation of

total,

of Christianity,

and a return

all

;

but in an open,

the constituent principles

to a false religion, such as that of

unbelieving Jews or heathens, or to determined infidelity and
open ungodliness. This is, I apprehend, to " fall away" to sin

—

wilfully after

The

men have

received the knowledge of the truth.

Apostle's statement, then,

age there were

men who

at

is

this,

that in the primitive

one time were possessed of a know-

ledge of Gospel truth, and had a certain kind and degree of

—

enjoyment from that knowledge who were partakers of the
common influences and miraculous gifts of tlie Holy Ghost
^

Carpzov seems to think

before,
eiyiov

;

and that

—

this last clause a recapitulation of

1. (pariai/.6g\

4. Kcc'hov <p)iov pijfAcc are

themselves the powei^s referred to

siders the force of the particle t£, iu the phrase ovuxftug re, as

form the power and excellence of the
- TTocpxTvi'TrTiiu

chap.

ii.

VOL.

1

;

I.

and

here

is

what goes

2. yiVfjiyotTvig ooipioig t^j ixovpocviov] 3. liviv(^ot,

obviously

=

;

=

and conwhich

all

New Economy.
«^oo-Tijj/«;,

chap.

iii.

12

;

-Trotpxppviiuxi^

sKovaJug a.^oe.prikuiiv^ chap. x. 26.

T
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the advantages of the fulfilled promise as to the

Messiah, and had their minds subjected to the influences of
who yet, after all, " made shipwreck of
the new dispensation,

—

and of a good conscience," and openly and .totally abandoned the profession of Christianity. This was the primitive

faith

apostate.

This miserable class of

some

lost

primitive age.

with

it,

men

is

not extinct, though they have

of the peculiar characters of their predecessors of the

The age

everything that

of miracles has passed away, and, along

grew out

of that peculiarity of the pri-

by but too
abundant evidence, that men who have made very considerable
attainments in the knowledge of Christianity who seemed to
have, who really had, considerable enjoyment in their relimitive times; but

still it

is

a truth, substantiated

—

gion

—who were

striven with

by the Holy

in high perfection the advantages of the

who had
energy

its

—have
and

—who enjoyed

New

Economy, and

powers brought to bear on them with considerable

from a variety of causes renounced Christianity

altogether, neglecting
origin,

Spirit

its

ordinances, openly denying

its

divine

living in habitual ungodliness.

men

by the Apostle, and such
whom what the
Apostle here says is equally applicable. The persons here retliey have nothing
ferred to are not mere nominal professors
to fall away from but an empty name neither are they backThey are men who have really had their
sliding Christians.
minds and affections to a very considerable degree exercised
about, and interested in Christianity but who, never having
been " renewed in the spirit of their mind," when exposed to

Such

is

the class of

described

the corresponding class in our

own

times to

;

;

temptation of a peculiar kind,

make complete " shipwTeck

of

and of a good conscience."
Respecting these most criminal and miserable men the
Apostle declares, that " it is impossible to renew them again
unto repentance seeing they crucify to themselves the Son of
God afresh, and put Him to an open shame."
There are here two questions which must successively engage
our attention. What is meant by " renewing these men again
to repentance 1 " and what by its being " impossible to renew
these men again to repentance ?"
Some interpreters have conthey again fall
nected the word again with " fall away"
' if

faith

;

—
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redundant, but without assign-

But we have no doubt that it is intended to
quahfy the phrase, " to renew them to repentance." It is oping any reason.

posed to " once," ver. 4.^ It naturally intimates that the persons
had been once " renewed to repentance."
The word translated " repentance," means just a change of

To be " renewed to repentance," is for a man to be so
renewed as to have changed his mind to have a new mind
on some subject. To be " renewed," is a figurative expression
to denote a change, a great change, and a change to the better.
To be " renewed" so as to change a person's mind, is expressive of an important and an advantageous alteration of opinion,
and character, and circumstances. And such an alteration the
They
persons referred to had undergone at a former period.
were once in a state of ignorance respecting the doctrines and evidences of Christianity and they had been " enlightened." They
mind.

—

far

;

had once known nothing of the excellence and beauty of Christian truth; and they had been " made to taste that heavenly gift."
They once had not known so much as that there was a Holy
Ghost and they had not only felt His common influence, but
;

been the subjects of His miraculous operation. They once misunderstood the promise respecting the Messiah, and were unaware of its fulfilment, and, of com-se, were strangers to that

New Testament revelation puts
and they had been made to see that " that good word"
was fulfilled, and had been made partakers of the external
priAaleges and been subjected to the peculiar energies of the
new order of things. Their views, and feelings, and circumHow great the diiference
stances were materially changed.
between an ignorant, bigoted Jew, and tlie person described in
the preceding passage
He had become, as it were, a different
man. A great change of mind had taken place. He had not,

energetic influence which the
forth

;

!

indeed, become, in the sense of the Apostle, " a

His mind had not been
" the truth as

it is

so

in Jesus

new

creature."

changed as unfeignedly

to believe

;"

but

still

a great, and, so far as

it

went, a favourable, change had taken place.
Now, to " renew to repentance" such a person, who had
" fallen away," or apostatized, is not, I apprehend, to bring him
into what,

in the technical language of theology,
^

Hx'hiv has a reference to aV«|.

is

called a
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he ever was

which^e once

m^t"

—

—

but

;

for in this state there
just to bring

is

it

was,

—

him

to give
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no reason

him back

as Storr says, " to

to believe

to the state in

produce another ainend-

those views of Christian doctrine,

"

^jiience, which he once possessed.
''again to repentance,"

is

so to

To

change

2S.

his

and

their

" renew" such a

mind

as that

man

he shall

again, instead of counting Jesus Christ an impostor,

Him

ledge

Messiah

as the

;

acknowand instead of considering Chris-

tianity as " a cunningly devised fable," or rather a hellish delusion,

God.
what the inspired writer means
" It is impossible to renew" such persons " to
Many good interpreters consider the word im-

again regard

as a revelation of the will of

it

Let us now proceed

when he

says,

repentance."^

to inquire

possible as used here, not in a strict, but in a popular sense, as

— very

equivalent to

'

difficult,'

or

very improbable.'

'

I

am

not

aware, however, that the word ever occurs in this sense in
Certainly the passage usually brought to prove it is
" With men this is impossible ; but with
point

Scripture.

not at

all

God

things are possible

all

in

there having

When

:

its

ordinary

anything

Impossible to

to

one being,

called to attempt to
'

No, I

ing, not that

that

it is

The

—the word "impossible," obviously,
meaning.

said to be impossible, the natural question

whom ? for it is plain that what may be possible
may be impossible to another being. If I were

is,

rally say,

is

;"^

strict

it is

a stone of a ton weight, I would natu-

lift

will

not attempt

for

it,

impossible,'

it is

—mean-

impossible that the stone should be lifted, but

impossible that I should

lift it.

may

impossibility in the case before us

sidered as existing in reference to

God, or

either be con-

in reference to

man.

If the restoration of these apostates to the state in which they

once were be an impossibility in reference to God,
either because

it is

it

must be

so

His nature and perfections,
In the first sense, " it is im-

inconsistent with

or with His decree and purpose.
God to lie," or to " clear the gviilty" without satis-

possible for
faction.

In the second

restoration of an apostate to
^

Some

woiild supply the

renew themselves.'
-

Matt. xix. 26.

This

is

it was impossible that Saul and
on the tlu'one of Israel. That the
his former state is an impossibility

sense,

his posterity should continue

word

kxvrovg,

—

'

It is impossible for

obviously unsatisfactory.

them

to
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in either of these points of view,

more than we are warranted

is

to assert.

If

come

we

carefully examine the passage, I apprehend

^e

will

to the conclusion, that the impossibility is considered as

existing ndt in reference to

the Apostle's assertion

is,

God, but

that

it is

—

man, that
by any renewed

in reference to

impossible,

course of elementary instruction, to bring back such apostates to
Pie had stated that many of
Hebrews had unlearned all that they had learned, and " had
need of some one to teach them again the first principles of the
oracles of God." Yet he declares his determination not to enter
anew on a course of elementary instruction, but to go on to some

the acknowledgment of the truth.

the

of the higher branches of Christian knowledge

;

for this cause,

that there was no reason to expect that such restatements would

be of any use in reclaiming those who, after being instructed in
the doctrines and evidences of Christianity,

had apostatized
was every reason to hope that
of the higher branches of Christian truth would be

while, on the other hand, there
illustrations

who

of the greatest use to those

them

ciples," in establishing

" held fast" the "

in the faith

comforts and obedience of the Gospel

making a

fair trial of

;

and

first

prin-

profession, in the

—

just as a farmer, after

a piece of ground, and finding that,

though everything has been done for
circumstances,
impossible to

it

still

it in the most favourable
continues barren, desists, saying, " It is

make anything

tention to rendering

still

and turns his atwhich have

of that field,"

more

fertile those fields

already given evidence of their capability of improvement.
is

'

It

not possible, by a renewed statement of Christian principles

and

their evidence, to bring

back

these apostates.

Nothing can

be stated but what has been already stated, which they seemed
to understand,

which they professed

now openly and contemptuously

to believe,

reject.

No

but which they

evidence, stronger

than that which has been brought before their minds, and which
they once seemed to feel the force

The meaning and

of,

can be presented to them.

evidence of Christian truth have been before

their

minds

The

Apostle's assertion, then, appears to

'

in as favourable circumstances as

can be conceived.'

me

Statement and argument would be entirely

to be just this

lost on such perand therefore we do not enter on them.'
We must now attend for a little to the reason assigned by

sons,
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the inspired writer, for the impossibility by anything he could
do of bringing back these apostates. " It is impossible seeing

—

they have crucified to themselves the Son of

Him

put

to

God

and
These words have generally

an open shame." ^

afresh,

been considered as intended to place in a strong point of light
the heinousness and aggravation of the crime of these apostates,

and thus
teach

—

to account for

its

what the words have been thought to
They no doubt do express strongly

unpardonableness.

the heinous and aggravated nature of their sin

them seems

of the Apostle in stating

;

but the object

plainly to be, to illustrate

They openly
They thus identified

the hopelessness of attempting to reclaim them.

proclaimed Jesus Christ to be an impostor.

The language

themselves with His crucifiers.

and

in

many

did right in bringing
It

doubtful

is

of their conduct,

cases of their lips, probably was,

Him

—

'

Our

fathers

an impious deceiver.'

to the cross, as

the idea of ?'g-crucifixion be necessarily im-

if

They

plied in the word."

Him

crucified

His

involve themselves in the guilt of

and avow sentiments which, were

to

themselves

crucifixion

;^

i.e.,

— they

they

enter-

He

on earth, and in their
" And they put
Him to an open shame." They exposed Him to infamy made
a public example of Him.
They did more to dishonour Jesus
Christ than His murderers did.
They never professed to acknowledge His divine mission but these apostates had made
tain

power, would induce them to crucify Him.

—

;

such a profession
and, after

trial,

—they had made a kind of

rejected

To

it.

trial of Christianity,

refer to the parallel passage in

the 10th chapter, " they trampled under foot the
^

all

It is

remarkable that this clause

is

Son

God,

of

passed over -vnthout exposition in

the editions of Owen's Commentary.

It is explained in his

work on

Apostasy, which was published before the part of the Commentary which

The passage seems to have been omitted by a

treats of the 6th chapter.
printer's mistake.

It

should be inserted in future editions.

= they repeat the
offered to Jesus Christ
—they pronounce Him an impostor.'
— as as
^avrolg.
Michaelis explains
quantum
— 'in their intention;' Bohme,
in their power;' Schott, secum animo
— so far as they are concerned.' Others consider
quod
as = iMvaiug^ Heb.
Storr — against themselves, to their own
26,
^

If it be,

when He was
^

the phrase

insult

'

is

crucified

'

in ipsis est

it,

'

far

is

siio

ipsos

attinet

it

'

X.

Stuart considers

hurt.'
'

go for

i.e.,

'

thyself,'

he has

fled

i.e.,
;'

'

go

or, as

'

;

it
;'

as pleonastic, as

T]^?

in the Heb. phrase,

i^ in the phrase, i^ D3,

we

say,

'

'

^p"'!]?,

he has fled for himself,

as for him, he has done the work.'
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and they accounted the blood of the covenant, wherewith lie
was sanctified, an unholy thing," declaring Jesus Christ an
impostor, and His blood but that of a criminal, who richly
merited the ignominious death to which He was doomed.
Now to what purpose address statements and arguments to

—

such men ? This certainly would have been directly to contravene om' Lord's command, " Cast not pearls before swine."

Over such persons the Apostle might

and weep

well lament

but he must have clearly seen, and strongly

felt,

that to attempt,

by statement or argument, to bring such persons back to their
former profession, was utterly hopeless, and, indeed, to waste
that time which might be better devoted to calling those who
remained yet in ignorance, and in building up those who held
fast the faith of Christ.

we have succeeded in bringing out the true meaning of
somewhat difficult passage, it must be evident that it says
nothing which would warrant a Christian church to refuse to
admit into its communion a person who, though he has been
guilty even of open apostasy from the faith of Christ, makes a
If

this

credible profession of his repentance.

The person

here described

and the statement is. It is impossible, by mere statement of the truth and its evidence, to reclaim him, and it is needless to try it. Nor does it throw any
is

the open, determined apostate

obstacles in the

way

;

of an apostate, supposing

vinced of his error and guilt, applying to
Christ for pardon.

do

it,

he

is

This

is

just

sure of salvation.

him

what he should do
"

to be con-

God through

The blood

;

and

Jesus
if

he

of Jesus Christ

and " He is able to save to the uttermost all that come to God by Plim ;" and " him that cometh to
Him, He will in no wise cast out." If no apostate ever was saved
(though we durst not say so), the reason is, he continued in his
apostasy, and therefore perished
not, he perished though he
vain,
salvation
through Christ.^ Still less
sought, but sought in
rightly
understood, to produce
when
is the passage calculated,
cleanseth us from all sin

;"

—

those fears which,

ill

understood,

it

often has occasioned in the

minds of sincere, but weak-minded Christians, who not only
have misapprehended the meaning of this text, but the true
The passage respecting Esau in a subsequent part of the Epistle
" Eepeutance" there refers
very generally misinterpreted.
a change of mind on the part of Isaac.
^

ch. xii. 17, is

to
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their

They

own minds.
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are afraid that they have

sinned wilfully after they have received the knowledge of the
truth,

and therefore think there can be no mercy for them.

If

they would but reflect that the sin described here, and in the

10th chapter, is a total and voluntary renunciation of Christ
and His cause, and a joining with His enemies, their apprehenThe passage is also utterly
sion would be effectually relieved.
unfit for a purpose to which it has often been applied, to in-

No-

validate the doctrine of the perseverance of the saints.

thing

the stony-ground hearers,

Luke

viii.

destitute of Christian love, 1 Cor.
will at last disown, as

The

what

said of the persons here described but

is

13,

xiii.

said of

is

—of those who may be
— of such as Christ

1-3,

" workers of iniquity," Matt.

22, 23.

vii.

doctrine of the perseverance of the saints

is

a doctrine

Instead of " drawing back to perthey " believe straight onward to the salvation of the

clearly taught in Scripture.
dition,"

soul,"^

— "they endure

to the end."^

If they were

—

in Christ before the foundation of the world," ^

"chosen

they were
given by the Father to the Saviour to be redeemed and " brought
to glory," ^
if He has promised to " give unto them eternal life,"
and that " they shall never perish, nor any pluck them out of
if

—

—

His or His Father's hand,"^
joower of

God

they are " kept by the mighty

if

unto salvation,"^

—surely

it is

as certain as any-

thing of the kind can be, that they shall never finally "fall away."

But though the perseverance
never forget that

is

it

Many who seem

certain.

of the saints

certain, let us

fall

away."

And

that the perseverance of the saints referred
state,

thus

is

who seem

to others to be saints,

themselves to be saints, do "

ance not only in a safe

is

the perseverance of saints that

let

to

us recollect

their persever-

to, is

but in a holy course of disposition

and conduct ; and no saint behaving like a sinner can legitimately enjoy the comfort which the doctrine of perseverance is
fitted

saint,

and intended

to communicate to every saint, acting like a
" in a patient continuance in well-doing, seeking for glory,

honour, and immortality."

Let us take the Apostle Paul's
Let him who thinketh he standeth take heed lest he
fall ;" and the Apostle Peter's advice, " Give all diligence to add
to your faith, virtue
and to virtue, knowledge and to know-

caution, "

;

;

1

*

Heb.
Heb.

X. 39.
ii.

10, 13.

2

jy^att.

^

joi^^ x. 15, 17, 28, 29.

xxiv. 13.

^

Eph.

«

1 Pet.

i.

4.
i.

4, 5,
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ledge, temperance

godliness;

and

;

and

to

kindness, charity.

For

and to patience,
and to brotherlyyou, and abound,

temperance, patience

to godliness, brotherly-kindness
if

these things be in
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;

;

they make you that ye shall neither be barren nor unfruitful

knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. But he that lacketh
is blind, and cannot see afar off, and hath foi'gotten
that he was purged from his old sins.
Wherefore the rathei',
brethren, give diligence to make your calling and election sure
for if ye do these things, ye shall never fall
for so an entrance
in the

these things

:

shall

be ministered unto you abundantly into the everlasting

kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ."^
The verses which follow seem to me to contain an account,
couched

in figurative language, of the Apostle's reasons for

going

some of the higher and more recondite
principles of Christianity, and for not engaging in a restatement
of its elements.
The Hebrews had been long blessed with the
means of Christian instruction. Some of them had improved
these well and wisely
they did not need a restatement of the
elements the instruction they had received had produced fruit
and they were ready for further and higher instruction, which,
by God's blessing, would make them still more fruitful. Others
of them had not improved these means of instruction they had
forgotten what they had once learned they " had need of some
forward

to a statement of

;

;

;

;

one

them again what be the first principles
They were on the brink of apostasy,

to teach

of God."

of the oracles

— that

state in

which statements of Christian truth and evidence can sei've no
good purpose. They were quite unfit for going on to j^erfection ;
and, at the same time, while they needed elementary instruction,
there was little reason to think it would do them any good
they had long enjoyed it, and yet remained ignorant had become stupid. There was much encouragement for the Apostle

—

to

go forward in the instruction of the

branches of Christian knowledge
for
to

;

first class

in the higher

there was no encouragement

him to restate to the second class what had often been stated
them without effect. The first class plainly were enjoying

the blessing of God, which gives spiritual fruitf ulness

;

the other

seemed, from their perseverance in unbelief and ignorance amid
all

the

means

of knowledge

and

renness and utter destruction.
1

2 Pet.

faitli,

Such
i.

5-11.

doomed
is,

to spiritual bar-

I apprehend, the con-
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Let us proceed

to

with more minuteness.
Ver. 7. " For the earth,^ which drinketh in^ the rain that
it

and bringeth forth herbs meet for them by
from God
8. But that
which beareth thorns and briars is rejected, and is nigh unto
cursing whose end is to be burned."
The two classes among the Hebrews are figuratively described
as two fields, subjected to the same cultm'e, but producing very
different crops,
the one, a crop of good grain the other, a crop
of briars and thorns
the one showing that it is blessed by God
Cometh

whom

oft

it

upon

is

it,

dressed, receiveth blessing

:

;

—

;

;

—

with fruitfulness, the other giving reason to fear that

by Him with barrenness.
and drinking in the rain.

The emblem

is

it is

cursed

a field often rained on,

This is a very significant emblem of a
who has long enjoyed the means of Christianity, and who
has made such a use of these means as to obtain a knowledge of
that religion sufficient to induce him to make a profession of it.

person

" Rain"

is

used in Scripture as the emblem, both of divine

and of divine influence. It is used in the first way in
For as the rain cometh down, and the snow from
heaven, and returneth not thither, but watereth the earth, and
maketh it bring forth and bud, that it may give seed to the
sower, and bread to the eater, so shall My word be;"
and in
the last way, in Isa. xliv. 3, " For I will pour water upon him
that is thirsty, and floods upon the dry ground I will pour My
Spirit upon thy seed, and My blessing upon thine offspring."
" The ground which drinketh in the rain which often cometh on
it," is descriptive of those who have long enjoyed the means of
instruction, and who have often experienced the common influences of the Holy Spirit,
personsjwho " have been enlightened,
and tasted the heavenly gift" " the good word, and the powers

doctrine

Isa. Iv. 10, "

—

:

— —

of the world to come."

The Apostle

supposes two of these fields or pieces of ground.

Both

are alike as to the

there

is

^

Ti} is

2

It

rain

here

seems

by the

^eT^xivx

means

of fruitfulness here mentioned, but

a contrast between the effect which these means produce.
'

soil,

;

ground

:

'

Matt.

xiii.

5

;

James

v. 7.

in all languages to express the earth's receiving the

—

Anacreon commences one of his odes
y^
and Virgil concludes his third eclogue with, "Sat prata

figure of drinking.

TTiUii

biberunt."

= ager—

common

'.j
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is

" brings forth ^ herbs meet for them by whom it is
phrase, " meet for them hj whom it is dressed,"
better rendered in the margin, " meet for them for whom

it

is

The one

field

The

dressed."

The

dressed."^

the proprietors of the

reference

is

to rejected, in the second clause,

The whole

well-pleasing.'

whom

for

it

is

dressed,"

not 'to the cultivators, but to

The word

soil.

is

translated meet, as opposed

equivalent to

is

'

acceptable,

phrase, then, " herbs meet for

equivalent to

—

'

them

herbs well-pleasing

to the proprietors.'

The meaning of the figurative expression is not obscure.
One class of those persons who have long enjoyed the means of
Christianity make a wise improvement of them, and cultivate
that kind of temper and that kind of conduct which are the

Him whose they are. They are
who are " transformed by the renewing of the
mind," and who " prove the good, and acceptable, and perfect
objects of the approbation of

the persons

of

Avill

God

;" or, to

use a figure similar to that employed in the

passage before us, who, having received the word in a good and
honest heart, keep it, and " bring forth fruit with patience,"
'

i.e.,

persevei'ingly continue to bring forth fruit.'

This

field,

which thus, when watei'ed from heaven, yields

produce acceptable to its proprietor, receiveth blessing from God.
These words do not, I apprehend, signify, that as a kind of
reward for its fertility, the productive field receives a divine

The words

blessing.

That

shows by

field

are equivalent to

its fertility

the divine blessing that

is

that

not far to seek.

is

'

is

blessed of God.'

blessed of God, for

fields fertile.

That

field

it

shows

of this part of the figurative representation

The person who, enjoying

is

the means of Chris-

improves them, and under them becomes distinguished

tianity,

that character
^

it

the object of the kind regard of God.

it is

The meaning

by

makes

that

—

Lucretius employs the same

TiKTovax.

"

and conduct which they are calculated

Humorum

guttas Mater

cum

Foeta parit nitidas fruges."

figure

to

:

Terra recepit,
Lib. II. v. 992.

^ A/' oil; is explained by many, like our translators, of the cultivators
by whom.' Aix, as Abresch remarks, when used with the accusative, never
means per, by 3/' ol and o<' ov are always distinguished, the first denotes
per quern the second, propter quern : ch. i. 2, ii. 10. The Church is represented as a vineyard, the property of God, cultivated by Christian teachers,
'

—

;

—

1 Cor.

iii.

9

;

Matt. xxi. 33, xx.

1.
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—that
—he

produce, and which Is the object of the divine approbation
person receives " blessing of God,"
he is blessed of God

—

the object of the kind regards of the Divine Being

is

and his
spiritual fruitfulness is the evidence of it.
If he wills and does,
" It is God who works in him
it is " of God's good pleasure."
all the good pleasure of His goodness, and the work of faith
with power."
proves that

And

God

;

as the past fertility of a field not only

has blessed

it,

but gives reason to hope that

He

and encourages those who cultivate it
to persevere in their labours, from the expectation that these
labours will not be in vain
so the Christian improvement
of individuals under the means of grace not only proves that
they have been " blessed of God," but that they are permanently
the objects of His kind regards
and therefore the Christian
minister is greatly encouraged to use every means for their
further Christian improvement, knowing that " this labour" in
reference to them " shall not be in vain in the Lord."
The sentiment conveyed by these words, when exjiressed
' Those persons who, under the
in plain language, is just this
means of grace, are gradually forming to that character which
will continue to bless

it,

;

;

:

is

the object of God's approbation, are plainly themselves the

—the

objects of the divine peculiar favour

subjects of the divine

and therefore there is the greatest encouragement to use the appropriate means for their further improvement. The divine blessing which rests on them will make the
means effectual.'
But there is another field besides this which the Lord has
blessed.^
There is a field which, though it " drinketh in the
rain that often comes on it," yet " brings forth nothing but briars
and thorns." This field, like the fruitful one, enjoys frequent

peculiar blessing

;

showers of fertilizing rain, and, like
rain that comes often on

it."

The

it

too,

" drinketh in the

persons referred to have

the same means of improvement as their neighbours.

They

have the Scriptures, and divine ordinances, and the common influences of the Holy Spirit.
And this is not all. " The ground
drinketh in the rain which cometh on

described are
1

not those

who

it."

The

persons here

continue utterly ignorant and

In the beginning of the 8th verge the words must be repeated, y^ ^
£7r' otlrvig ToXXutx/f ipxofiivou verou, and the idea must be carried

^ztavGx Tov

with us that

this field also, like the other, yiupyelrxi.
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openly infidel

the

:

emblem

which the rain cannot

some measure

in

of such persons

instruction

to

—

to

the rock, into

is

They seem

way.

at all find its
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to attend

understand to a certain

make a profession of believing it.
notwithstanding; the rain's falling and being " drunk in"

degree the truth, and they

But
by

"produces"^ nothing but "briars and thorns."

this field, it

The

persons referred to are those who, with the means of Chris-

tianity,

are

ignorant

— are

and wicked

far

so

improved, as that they are not grossly

not avowedly unbelieving, yet continue worldly

in their character

and conduct,

Uselessness and

noxiousness are their leading characteristics. They bring forth
not " the fruits of the Spirit," but " the fruits of the flesh."
This ground, fruitful only in briars and thorns, " is rejected."

The word
It

rejected properly signifies,

'

disapproved of after

trial.'

^

here opposed to the word in the former branch of the

is

figure

which

meet,

persons of

whom

this field

best an useless crop

But

not

this is

signifies,

—

is

all.

—

'

The

acceptable, well-pleasing.'

productive only of a noxious, or at

emblematical, are disapproved of God.
This field " is nigh unto cursing ; whose

The field which produces nothing but
and thorns " is nigh to" i.e., is in great danger of " a
curse the end of which curse is burning ;"
i.e.,
it is in great
danger of being doomed to have all its worthless productions
consumed by fire' (for there is plainly no allusion to l)urning as
a means of ameliorating the soil), ' and of having this doom executed.'
The meaning of this with regard to the persons referred

end

to be burned."

is

—

briars

'

;

^

Grotius supposes that this word

sKipepovaoe..

interpretatio

nimium arguta.

used rather than

is

an abortion

riKTovax, to express the idea of throwing out as

;

'^x,(pipuv is applied to the earth's

tary productions: Strabo, lib. v., quoted by Eisner.
2 «oo'x/|640f,
disapproved.'
The words lox.i[/.uX,iiv^
'

who prove

but tliis is
most salu-

loKif^iou,

oo>ciy,vi^

The verb
loKifiK^eiv signifies, to inspect coins, and distinguish the genuine from the
AoKi'fuou denotes that by which the proof is made
spurious or adulterated.
dooKifio;,

loKtfio;,

—

^the

is

properly refer to those

fining-pot, the furnace, the touchstone

the proof or trial

xpvaku

loKif^ov,

itself.

2 Chron.

Ao'x/^ov

ix. 17.

is

:

Prov. xxvii. 21.

that which

The word

metals.

is

tried

Aox/^mij

and approved,

loKtf<,u^eiv naturally, in

as

a figu-

comes to signify, to judge a person or thing to be what they
ought to be, to approve of one, 1 Thess. ii. 4 and the word aoo'x/^oc, pro-

rative sense,

;

perly applied to base or adulterated

employed to signify a person or thing
no value, from proof taken. Kuinoel.

as naturally
to be of

coin— dpyvpiou

is

doonifiov, Isa.

of

i.

22,

no value, and knoAvn
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easily discovered.

Of

serves notice.
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25.

caution of the inspired wTiter de-

the productive ground he says,

produc-

its

and it enjoys the blessing of, its owner.
Of the unproductive he only says, " it is nigh unto cursing ;"
he does not say positively, it is cursed. Those persons who enjoy
the means of spiritual fruitfulness and yet continue unfruitful,
tions are acceptable to,

We

dare not say they are entirely given

we cannot say

the curse of permanent barrenness

are nigh unto cursing.

up of God

;

But

has gone out against them.

" nigh

we

this

will

say,

they are

to cursing ;"

and the longer they continue unproductive,
they are the nearer to it. They are barren fig-trees, " cumbering the ground." The command, " cut them down," may not
yet have gone forth but, continuing barren, it cannot be long
;

before it do go forth.
" And the end is to be burned."
vant" is " cast into outer darkness."

for ever.

And

must perish

of salvation

as the continued barrenness of a field discou-

rages the husbandman, and induces
to

" unprofitable ser-

Persons persisting in ne-

means

glecting and misimproving the

The

^

improve so thankless a

soil,

him

to give over labouring

so long-continued unfruitfulness

under the means of spiritual fertility disheartens the labourer
in God's vineyard, and warrants him to bestow his principal
attention where the blessing of God seems to accompany his
exertions.

and though
to be the meaning of this passage
no doubt, a primary reference to the Hebrews in the circumstances in which they were placed, it is full of most important instruction and warning to persons enjoying a dispensation

Such seems

it

;

has,

and making a profession of the Christian

of Christian truth,
religion.
^

Some suppose

^? to refer to

adopted in the text.

TsAoj,

'

x,<no(,pot,^

the end

and

this connection has

—the upshot of which curse

is

been

burning,

complete ruin.'
It is

that

is

not the field apart from the crop, it is the field with the crop,
spoken of; and the burning is opposed to reaping and storing.

Virgil, Georg.

i.

84, says

:

" Ssepe etiam steriles incendere profuit agros,
Atque levem stipulam crepitantibus urere flammis."
but in Scripture, the burning up a field
Nah. i. 10
uniformly the image of destruction

This was done to improve the field

of useless herbage
Mai.

iv. 1

;

Matt.

is

iii.

;

:

12, xiii. 30.
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These are our circumstances. We have been often rained
Oh how numerous how valuable have been our privileges
From our infancy we have had the Bible to read, and
the Gospel to hear and most of us have read the Bible, and
heard the Gospel. The labours of pious parents and pious ministers have been expended on us ; " the powers of the world to
come " have been brought to bear on us ; plain statements of the
meaning and evidence of divine truth have been often laid before our minds, and pressed on our attention
and the Spirit of
God has not been wanting in striving with us, though we have
often rebelled and grieved Him.
We too have, many of us,
" drunk in the rain."
We know something about Christianity;
on.

—

!

!

;

;

we

generally profess to believe

But what
" the

fruits

fruits of righteousness,

glory and praise of

it

;

we

observe

have we produced

God?"

?

its

ordinances.

Have we produced

which are by Christ Jesus, to the
Are we producing " the fruits of

If we are, then all praise to Him who made us
To make a man holy in heart and conduct is the
work of God is the most striking proof God can give of His
favour to the individual. None of us are so fruitful as we ought
to be
but if we are really producing fruits " meet" for Him
who is our great proprietor, it is an evidence that His blessing

the Spirit
fruitful

?"^

!

—

;

and an encouragement to our abounding more and
" For He who has begun the good work
will perform it till the day of Jesus Christ."
Such persons, I
trust, there are among us.
May God increase their number,
and, in their growing fruitfulness, make it more and more apparent to themselves and others that they are indeed " a field

rests

on

more

in these fruits.

us,

Lord hath blessed."
But have we not reason to fear that a very large proportion
of professed Christians among us belong to the class of which
the unfruitful field is the emblem ? Have we not reason to f eai',
many of us, that with all the means of spiritual fruitfulness enjoyed by us, we have hitherto yielded no better produce than
that the

Of how many professors of Christianity is
They are not notoriously wicked
people!' Where are their "works of faith?" Where are their
" labours of love ?" Their most intimate friends know nothing
of these. Where is their love of God ? Where is their dcadness to

briars

and thorns ?

not this the best you can say

1

:

'

Gal. V. 22-24.
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Where is their zeal for Christ's honour ? Where is
"love of the brethren?" Where is their sympathy with
Let
the spiritual and temporal miseries of their fellow-men ?
them be honest, and they will confess that they are nearly, if
the world I
their

not altogether, strangers to these sentiments

— that these are far

indeed from being the animating and regulating principles of
their conduct.

Let such persons be induced
most hazardous

They

situation.

divine disapprobation.

God does

seriously to reflect on their

are already the objects of the

not,

He cannot,

character and conduct.

His language to you
declare My statutes, and to take

thou to do to

And you

thy mouth ?"

approve of your
" What hast

is

:

My

to be exposed to temptations sufficiently strong, to

the gulf of apostasy.

Oh

!

what tremendous

covenant in

You need

are " nigh to cursing."

only

plunge into

disclosures

would

How many would
a season of persecution make among us
" make shipwreck of faith and of a good conscience !" You
are becoming every day more and more " hardened by the de!

Every sermon you

ceitfulness of sin."

hear, every

dispensation of Providence you meet with,
their appropriate effect, operate in fixing

curely under the chain of unbelief.
the curse, the condemning sentence,

does go forth,

" end

is

all is

burning"

if

awakening

they produce not

you down more
;

over for ever as to happiness or hope, for its
destruction, " everlasting destruction, from

—

the presence of the Lord, and the glory of His power."

oh

must not

!

this destruction

enjoyed the means,
salvation

!

"

be doubly dreadful to those

who indulged

Let the sinners

surprise the hypocrites.

Who

se-

God only knows how soon
may go forth and when it

And
who

the hopes, of the Christian

in Zion be afraid

Who can dwell

-with the

:

let fearfulness

devouring fire

?

can dwell with everlasting burnings?"

may be
may be

some conscience-struck. Gospel-hardened
What is to be done in our fearfully alarming circumstances ?
What must we do to be saved ?
My answer is. Be in reality what you have so long professed to
be.
You have professed faith in Christ. "Believe in the
Lord Jesus Christ, and ye shall be saved." Ye have professed
repentance towards God. " Repent, and be converted, every one
of you." " Let the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous
man his thoughts and let him turn to the Lord, and He will
It

sinners

that

disposed to say,

;

'
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have mercy on him
pardon."
yourselves

;

and

to

"commanded
Gospel, in

as

Bless

all

fulness and freedom,

its

"Hearken

righteousness

abundantly

that

He

has not yet

:

—

not only written in

many

a pulpit in our land.

is

God

not restrained.

His language
and far from

gracious even to you.

Me, ye

to

The

is

of divine influence

"waits to be gracious"
is,

God

will

Jesus," and yield

the heavens that they rain no rain" on you.

The communication
you

in

is

it

the Scriptures, but proclaimed from

to

He

our God, for

Embrace " the truth
up to its influence.
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stout-heai'ted,

behold, I bring near ^ly righteousness to you."

But a continuance in your present state must ultimately bring
down divine vengeance. " If ye set at nought these counsels
if

ye

will

calamity

;

none of these

He

will

reproofs.

He

mock when your

also

laugh at yom'

M'ill

fear cometh

when your

;

fear cometh as desolation, and your destruction cometh as a

whirlwind

;

when

shall they call

seek

Him

distress and anguish cometh upon you
Then
upon Him, but He will not answer they shall
:

;

early,

but they shall not find

Him

:

for that they

hated knowledge, and did not choose the fear of the Lord

:

they would none of His counsel

:

;

therefore shall they eat of the fruit of their
filled

with their

own

devices."

His reproof
own way, and be

they despised

all

^

It may be proper to observe, before closing our remarks
on these two verses, that by some very learned interpreters
they have been considered as a prophecy respecting the Jewish
people.
That portion of them who, improving the means of
instruction with which they were favoured, continued to bring
forth the fruits of faith and obedience, would, in the approaching calamities, be preserved and protected, and be distinctly
marked as the objects of the peculiar favour and care of God
while, on the other hand, those who either continued in unbelief
or fell into apostasy, would be involved in the execution of that
curse or wrathful sentence which overhung their nation, and the
end of which was to be the burning of their temple and city
" wratli coming on them to the uttennost." Even in this point
of view the verses are full of warning and instruction
but I
cannot help thinking that the view Avhich has been given above,
;

as better agreeing with the connection, exhibits the

meaning of

the inspired writer.
1

TOL.

I.

Prov.

i.

25-31.

U
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Lest the Hebrews should be discouraged

—

as if the

Apostle

any rate, trembling on the
very verge of apostasy, he, in the words which follow, in the
most affectionate and winning manner assures them of his affection, and of his comfortable hope of the genuineness of their

them

tliought

all

apostates, or, at

—

Ver.

Christian profession.

" But, beloved, we are per-

9.

suaded better things of you, and things that accompany salva-

though we thus speak. 10. For God is not unrighteovis, to
work and labour of love, which ye have showed
toward His name, in that ye have ministered to the saints, and
tion,

forget your

do minister.

11.

And

we

(or rather hut)

desire that every

one

you do show the same diligence, to the full assurance of hope
unto the end
12. That ye be not slothful, but followers of
them who through faith and patience inherit the promises."
The general meaning of this paragraph, all the parts of
The reason
which are closely connected together, plainly is
of

:

'

:

why

I have made these awful statements about apostates,

that I consider you

whom

I

am

your conduct proves that this
promise of

God

is

secures that their

is

addressing as apostates

;

not
for

not your character, and the

doom

shall not

be yours

;

but

you may be stirred up to persevering steadiness in the faith,
and hope, and obedience of the truth, by a constant continuance
in which alone you can, like those who have gone before you,
that

their perfection, the promised blessings of the

obtain, in all

Christian salvation.'

The

reason

particularly the aggravated guilt

why
and

the Apostle had stated so
all

but hopeless condition

of apostates, was not that he considered the

whom

he was addressing

"was

persuaded^ better things of them"

in

as

Hebrew

Christians

No, he
accompany-

a state of apostasy.

— "things

ing salvation."

Some
ing"^

refer these " better things"

i.e.,

and " things accompany-

necessarily connected with

— "salvation,"

to those

by which genuine Christians are characterized, as opposed to those external privileges and those
1 Trt-Treiaf/.xt is not =
I entertain a strong hope.'
I am certain,' but

truly holy dispositions

'

'

The passage is very similar to one in the Epistle to the Galatians, ch.
10.
The Apostle was quite sensible of the vaSporyjc of the Hebrews, and
the oil/Old of the Galatians yet he had good hopes respecting both.
^

Lev.

'ix^aSxt
vi. 10,

= attmgere,

is,

'

near the

v.

of

;

cojitingere,
altar.'

cohserere.

'''Ex,6fiivov

rov dvaixaTviptov,

Buildings are said to be sxofiiva that

stand in the same row, and are joined together

—contiguous.
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which persons wlio ultimately apostatize may be

Others refer them to that perseverance in a state of

possessed.

grace and that state of final and complete salvation which
secured to genuine Christians, as opposed to that state of

tmreclaimableness into which apostates
struction which,

if

fall,

and that

all

is

but

utter de-

they are not reclaimed, must be their portion

I think the words, which are general, are intended to

for ever.

These apostates were, no doubt, once possessed
but if the Hebrews were
what the Apostle charitably hoped them to be, they were in pos-

include both.^

of high privileges and valuable gifts
session of " better things,"

;

—they were

in possession of " sanctifi-

in possession of that " /ore"

and which,

which

is

—

they were
" the fruit of the Spirit,"

cation of the Spirit, through the belief of the truth"

in the 13tli chapter of 1st Corinthians, the Apostle
all the extraordinary gifts of the Holy
"
these
better things" were " things accompany-

shows so far surpasses
Ghost.

And

ing salvation."

All the privileges enjoyed by the apostate might

from salvation but between that temper of mind
to which they had been formed by the Holy Spirit, " through
the faith of the truth," and final salvation, there is an inseparable
"the
connection.
These things are indeed salvation begun
be disjoined

;

—

earnest of the inheritance."

And

as the Apostle trusted that the

Hebrews were

in

pos-

session of " better things, even things

which accompany salvation," in that truly sanctified character by which they were distinguished from the apostates, so he hoped for them a far happier
destiny.

He

did not anticipate their " falling away," so as that

would be " impossible to renew them again to repentance."
His expectation was, that they would " continue rooted and
grounded in love," " established in the faith wherein they had
been taught ;" and, instead of "turning back" again " towards
perdition," that they would persevere in believing till the complete
" salvation of the soul." Instead of foreboding for them " everit

from the presence of the Lord, and from the
He anticipated " an abundant entrance into
the everlastino; kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ."
The grounds of his hopes respecting the character and proslasting destruction

glory of His power,"

pects of the

Hebrew

The expression,
The apostate is k. L
*

Christians are

s-)c6fAivoc

auTviptx;^ is

stated in the

following

used in contrast to icocrxpx; iy/v;.

—those who persevere arc L

a.
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:

God
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25..

not unrighteous, to forget your work and

is

labour of love, which ye have showed toward His name, in that
saints, and do minister."
Their " work and labour of love, which they had showed
toward the name of God, in having ministered, and in continu-

ye have ministered to the

ing to minister, to the saints," led him to hope that they were
in possession of something better than the privileges

and gifts
which may be enjoyed by those who may yet finally apostatize.
the laborious,
The " work and labour of love" is equivalent to
the toilsome work of kindness.' " The work of love " is either
the work which love prompts, or the work which manifests love.
The love which prompted these exertions, and was manifested
The "name" of
in tliem, was love toward the name of God}
God, is just God Himself as revealed to us. The " name " of

—

'

God as made known in the Christian
God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,"
and the God and Father of all who believe in Him " God in
" the God of peace,
Christ reconciling the world to Himself"
who has brought again our Lord Jesus from the dead," and who
God

here plainly refers to

revelation, as " the

—

—

in

Him

The

is

"blessing us with

all

heavenly and spiritual blessings."

faith of the truth about the

character, produces love

;

and

name

God, or His revealed

of

this love is

manifested by a labori-

ous work. This work consisted in " ministering to the saints."
To " minister to the saints," is to serve them by supplying
their

wants and relieving their

It

of advice, comfort, and encouragement

and principally to refer

;

34.

but

The Apostle mentions with much

ministry to

being sent

:

Heb.

x.

him when a
to Home.

the giving

wants

—the succour-

The Hebrews were
:

Acts

ii.

at

45, Iv.

gratitude their attention

It is likely that

34.

a term of very

seems primarily

it

very remarkable for this ministry of love

to himself

is

may include

to the relief of bodily

ing of them in poverty and persecution.
first

It

distresses.

considerable latitude of signification.

he refers to their

prisoner at Csesarea, previously to his

which the construction requires. It is an extremely
The case of the relative pronoun is attracted to the preceding noun, not governed by the following verb. We have instances of
^

5? is placed for ^v,

common Atticism.

this idiom, ^Mark vii. 13

May
I.e.,

the force of

s/?

;

Acts

i.

to oi/of4«

1.
otiiTou

from a regard to His authority

?

not be 'with reference to His name

;'
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This, then, was the evidence on which the Apostle rested in
hoping that the Hebrews were in possession of something better
than all the privileges and gifts of the apostate, their laborious and persevering exertions to relieve the wants and mitigate

—

the sufferings

of

brethren, rising from love
"Faith working by love" is the
Love to God, maniof the new creature.

their

Christian

towards the name of God.

grand characteristic

festing itself in " love to the brethren,"

God."

This

is

better than

all

He

"

in the truly Chi'istian character.

the leading feature

is

that loveth

supernatural gifts

born of

is

1 Cor.

:

xiii.

The Apostle obviously judged of the Hebrews in the
same way in which he judged of the Thessalonians 1 Thess. i.
1-4.

:

Such was the ground on which the Apostle thought well of
the character of the Hebrews as Christians.
The ground on which he cherished a joyful hope that they
would not " fall away" and perish, but persevere and be saved,
4.

is

stated in these words

work and labour

"

:

God

valent to ^unfaithful.'

not unjust, to forget your

is

The word "unjust" here

of love."

2 Thess.

6

i.

—

The whole phrase is equivalent to
remember your work and labour of

'

warding
will

and

He

at last.

it

is

God
it

take care of His

equi-

and

will

either be

for the present, or re-

that " hath wrought in you both to

it is

own work

Thess. V. 23, 24;

may

This

do of His good pleasure;" and

to

faithful,

is

love.'

considered as referring to preserving

is

a parallel passage.

1 Cor.

:

2 Thess.

iii.

3.

i.

8,

9

The

He
;

has promised to

Phil.

i.

3, 5, 6

faithfulness of

;

1

God

secures that the true believer shall continue, under the influence
of his faith, to be distinguished by those " works of love " which
are

among

the most satisfactory evidences of his being a child

of God.

I apprehend, however, that the direct

reference

is

work

to the gracious

of love."

reward of

all

The

reward

faithfulness of

and principal

at last of this

God

" laborious

secures the gracious

who, from a regard to God's "name," "minister
and therefore the Apostle has a comfortable

to the saints ;"

hope in reference

to the final salvation of the

account of the transactions of the

last

Hebrews.

The

day, as given in the

25th chapter of Matthew, is well fitted to illustrate the Apostle's
declaration. " Then shall the King say unto them on His right
hand. Come, ye blessed of

My

Father, inherit the kingdom pre-

pared for you from the foundation of the world

:

for I

was an
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Me

meat

:

I was thirsty, and ye gave

I was a stranger, and ye took

:

Me

clothed

:

I was

25^

Me
Me in naked, and ye
I was in prison, and
sick, and ye visited Me

liungered, and ye gave

drink

[CHAP. V. 10-VII.

:

:

ye came unto Me. Then shall the righteous answer Him, saying, Lord, when saw we Thee an hungered, and fed Thee ? or
When saw we Thee a stranger,
thirsty, and gave Thee drink ?

and took Thee in ? or naked, and clothed Thee 1 Or when saw
we Thee sick, or in prison, and came unto Theel And the
King shall answer and say unto them. Verily I say unto you,
Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these My
Then shall He say also
brethren, ye have done it unto Me.
from
Me, ye cursed, into
left
hand.
Depart
unto them on the
for I
his angels
the
devil
and
everlasting fire, prepared for
thirsty,
and
was
]\Ie
meat
I
and
ye
gave
no
was an hungered,
Me
not
in
stranger,
and
ye
took
was
no
ch'ink
I
a
ye gave Me
naked, and ye clothed Me not: sick, and in prison, and ye
Adsited Me not.
Then shall they also answer him, saying, Lord,
when saw we Thee an hungered, or athu'st, or a stranger, or
naked, or sick, or in prison, and did not minister unto Thee?
Then shall He answer them, saying, Verily I say unto you,
Inasmuch as ye did it not to one of the least of these, ye did it
not to Me."^
The substance of what the Apostle has said in these two
:

:

:

:

verses

is

apostates

'

:

is

The

cause of

my

making these statements about

not that I think you apostates; I entertain a very

your character and destiny.
and I anticipate yoiu' perseverance in grace, and in due time your complete salvation.
And these are my grounds for entertaining such an opinion
You are distinguished by a persevering, laborious service of kindness to Christians from a regard to God; and if this is your
different opinion both in reference to

I hope you are genuine Christians

real character, I

know

;

that the faithfulness of

God

secures both

your perseverance in the faith and obedience of the truth, and
your ultimate and complete salvation.'

But

it

You have

may

be said

told us

still,

'

Why make these

what was not your object

but what was your object ?'

To

this inquiry

tory answer in the 11th and 12th verses.

—" we

desire that every one of
1

Matt. XXV. 34-45.

"

statements to us?
in

making them,

we have

And"

you do show the same
^

a satisfac-

—or rather
§j.

but^

diligence,
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hope unto the end that ye be not slothwho through faith and patience inherit
The force of the particle hut seems to be this
the promises."
'
My design in making these remarks is not to suggest that I
think you apostates, but this is the reason of my making such
to tlie full assurance of

:

but followers of them

ful,

:

— my

statements

desire that every one of

you should show the

hope unto the end.'
It was the Apostle's wish that they should have "the

same

diligence, to the full assurance of

full assurance of

Faith

hope."

veals respecting the

way

is

the belief of

of salvation

;

hope

is

what God

re-

the expectation

"The assurance of faith" is a full
God reveals " the assurance
expectation of obtaining what God has pro-

of obtaining that salvation.

persuasion of the truth of what
of hope "

a full

is

;

Hebrews should
So far from wishing to
cloud their minds with fears of their own apostasy and ultimate
ruin, he wished that the continual sunshine of an assm-ed hope
mised.

It

have "the

was the Apostle's
full

desire that the

assurance of liope."

them but in order to the
was persuaded that they must continue to
show the same diligence by which they had formerly been distinguished.
To the end seems to be connected with the phrase,
"the same diligence." The Apostle's desire was, that they should
use diligently every means fitted to produce " the full assurance
The means calculated for
of hope," and persevere in doing so.
this purpose are just the faith of the Gospel, and living inider
Our faith and our
the influence of the faith of the Gospel.
of eternal happiness should rest on

;

possession of this, he

hope

will just

be in proportion to each other, and our holiness

be in proportion to both.
The Apostle wished a " full assurance of hope" to the believing Christians, for the promotion not only of their comfort, but

will

of their holiness

be not

slothful."

:

" that, having the full assurance of hope, ye
The word " slothful " is the same that, in the

rendered dull of hearing.
mind,
and makes us willThe hope of eternal life animates the
gaining the object
to
the
ing to do- and suffer all that is necessary

11th verse of the preceding chapter,

of our hope.

is

It gives strength both for labour

and

suffering.

"But followers of them Avho through faith and patience' inSome have strangely supposed that by
herit the promises."
^

Atcc n-lanug xxt /axKpodvfit'ets

f^ccKpodvfAoitjyig,

as Calvin remarks.

may

be by hcndiadys put for

hx

viaTias
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" them

who through

faith

and patience

are to understand Gentile behevers,

[CHAP. V. lO-VII.

inherit the promises,"

who "through

25.

we

and

faith

patience" are become inheritors in this world of the promises

made

to

Abraham and

his seed

;

as if the Apostle

'Imitate the steadiness of your Gentile brethren.'

had

said,

I think there

can be no reasonable doubt the reference is to their believing
forefathers, who, by continuing stedfast in faith amid all the

which they were exposed, were now "inheriting the
in heaven.
i.e., the promised blessings
promises"
thought
that
the
statement
here is inconsistent
be
It may
xi.
"These
all died in faith,
Apostle
says,
ch.
13
what
the
with
having
seen
received
promises,
but
them afar off,
having
the
not
and were persuaded of them, and embraced them, and confessed
But the
that they were strangers and pilgrims on the earth."
The Apostle had no idea
incompatibility is merely apparent.
He believed that when he became
of the sleep of the soul.
" absent from the body," he would " be present with the Lord;"

trials to

—

:

and he believed that the holy patriarchs had a conscious existence and an enjoyment of blessedness after their death for,
long after that, God, who " is not the God of the dead, but of
Their death
the living," declared Himself to be their God.
did not hinder their "inheriting the promises" in due time.
Till then, the spirits of these good men enjoyed a state of blessed
;

rest in heaven, while they waited for the

promise respecting Christ's

first

accomplishment of the

coming, and the good things to

But when these things came to be
be brought in by Him.
fulfilled, they " inherited the promises " which they died in
the faith of, and which must have been a great accession to
so that when the Apostle wrote this, they
were " inheriting the promises" in a more perfect manner than
they could have enjoyed them on earth, being now "present
with the Lord," There are promises which remain yet to be
These
fulfilled, but in due time they shall inherit these also.

their blessedness

;

refer to the second

bodies from

coming of

Christ, to the redemption of their

the gi'ave, their being openly approved in the

judgment, and the comj)lete

felicity of their

whole persons in

the possession of the heavenly kingdom.

The only point that remains to be noticed, is the influence
which the Apostle's statements respecting apostates was likely
The
to have in securing the accompHshment of this desire.
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was well fitted to place in a strong
which leads to apostasy, and to stir
up the Hebrews to " take heed lest there should be in any of
them an evil heart of unbelief" to guard against the first movefearful state of the apostate
light the evil of unbelief,

—

ments of the mind and heart away from Christ, and diligently
to use every method for the establishing of their faith and hope,
and joy and holiness.
The train of thought in the paragraph which follows seems
'I have made these statements to you respecting the
to be
character and doom of apostates, that ye may be induced to use
strenuously every fit method for attaining a confident and un-

—

doubting expectation of the blessings of the Christian salvation
you may not be languid and inactive, but may imitate yom-

that

who through a persevering faith have entered
To make ray
on the enjoyment of the promised blessings.
meaning still more obvious, I will illustrate my general assertion
by a particular example. Abraham, having obtained from God
a promise, sanctioned by an oath, firmly beheved it, and conpious ancestors,

tinued firmly to beHeve

it

finally entered into the

You
It

have

;

and, through his persevering faith,

possession of the blessing

also received promises, sanctioned also

becomes you

to cherish, like

persevering faith

;

and

in this

promised.

by an

oath.

Abraham, an undoubting and a
way you also shall become in-

Let us proceed to examine the verses
somewhat more minutely.
Ver. 13. "For^ when God made promise to Abraham, because He could swear by no greater, He sware by Himself,
14. Saying, Surely blessing I will bless thee, and multiplying I
will nmltiply thee.
15. And so, after he had patiently endured,
he obtained the promise." The facts asserted by the Apostle
heritors of the promises.'

in these three verses are the following
to

Abraham

believed

through

;

He

:

— God made a promise

confirmed that promise by an

the promise,

Abraham

oath..

and persevered in beheving

his persevering faith, obtained the

it

;

and,

promised blessing.

Abraham, some of them
referring to temporal, and others of them to spiritual blessings
some of them relating to himself personally, and others relat-

God made

a

number

of promises to

—

ing to his posterity, either natural or

spiritual.

and proof—

1 Tdp introduces an illustration
through faith and patience inherit the promises

;

'

Which

The persons
for,' etc.

is

the

I refer to did
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it is

[CHAP. V. 10-VII.

not

It was a promise confirmed by an oath

25.

difficult to discover.

and the only promise
with which this description agrees is that which was given to
Abraham after he had proved his devotedness to God, by
laying his son Isaac, in obedience to His command, on the

We

altar.

in

Gen.

Lord

find a narrative of the incidents referred to here

16-18:

xxii.

"By

Myself have I sWorn, saith the
and hast not

for because thou hast done this thing,

;

withheld thy son, thine only son
thee,

;

and

:

that in blessing I will bless

in multiplying I will multiply thy seed as the stars of

the heaven, and as the sand which

is

upon the sea-shore and
and in thy seed
;

thy seed shall possess the gate of his enemies
shall all the nations of the earth

obeyed

be blessed

:

because thou hast

;

My voice."

ing to either the

The quotation is not made
Hebrew text or to the version

exactly accordof the

LXX.,

then in ordinary use, but the sense is accurately given. " I will
multiply thee," and " I will multiply thy seed," are plainly

synonymous

expressions, as the only

way

in

which a

man can

been generally supposed
by interpreters, that though the Apostle only quotes a part, he
refers to the whole promise
and much labour has been devoted

be multiplied

It has

in his posterity.

is

;

to the

making

of

cluding part of
all

it

it,

evident that this promise, especially the con-

implies in

it

a promise of the Messiah, and of

the blessings which through His instrumentality should be

I have no doubt of the justness of such

bestowed on mankind.
a representation

;

but

it

does not appear to

in quoting the promise here,

meant

me

that the Apostle,

to fix the attention of his

readers on the contents of the promise, or to reason from
import, but merely to state the facts

confirmed by an oath, was

made

expectation of future blessings

Abraham

,

It

to

A

:

Abraham, warranting

was the design of

his

God to give

the most satisfactory evidence that the blessings pro-

He

mised should be bestowed, and therefore
declaration, but confirmed that declaration

not only

by an oath

;

made

could appeal, or to

whom He would

a

and, as

there was no being in the universe superior to Himself to

He

its

divine declaration,

whom

be answerable for the

performance of His oath, " He sware by Himself," appealing to
His own being and perfections, and pledging them, as it were,
for the truth

and performance of His promise,

as soon cease to be as

break

it.

The

so that

declaration

He

could

was not in
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made more

certain

by the
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addition of an oath, but so

solemn a form of asseveration was calculated to give a deeper
impression of

certainty.

its

Now, Abraham, having
believed the declaration

it

received a promise thus confirmed,

contained, expected the blessings

it

re-

and " patiently endured," or rather, steadily persevered
in believing and expecting, amid all the trials to which he was
exposed; and then at last "obtained the promise," i.e., plainly,
ferred

to,

He

the promised blessing.

He

world.

obtained the partial fulfilment of

— "Surely blessing

the promise

when he entered on

at death,

I will bless thee"

much more extended

obtained the

— even

in this

fulfilment of

it

the rest and joy of paradise,

obtaining the heavenly country of which Canaan was but a
type.

He

has, since that period,

had the promise

still

more

fully

accomplished, in the multiplication of his natui'al posterity, and
still

more

coming of the Messiah, and

in the

in the multiplica-

tion of his spiritual offspring.

This, then,

a specimen of the examples held up to the

is

imitation of the

Hebrews

:

'

Here

is oiie

who through

persever-

ing faith became an inheritor of the promised blessings.'
application of this, as at once a pattern

Hebrews

in their circumstances,

is

and motive

The
to the

contained in the concluding

part of the chapter.

Before entering on

it,

however, the Apostle premises a remark

and design of oaths in general, and of
the divine oath in particular. Ver. 16. " For men verily swear by
explicatory of the nature

and an oath for confirmation is to them an end of
An oath by
These words convey this general idea
God an appeal to Him, is the highest kind of assurance which
can be given by one man to another of the truth of his declarations and the sincerity of his intentions.' This passage has been
the greater

:

all strife."

:

'

—

often quoted in the controversy with respect to the lawfulness

of oaths, as a proof on the affirmative side of that question.

It

does not seem to me to have much bearing on the subject, being
merely the statement of a fact though, at the same time, if
;

swearing were in

all

cases unlawful,

it is

in the highest degree

probable that such a statement as that before us would not have

been made without a caution, that the practice, though general,
was not right, and that though God may swear, men must not.

That those who interpret the words of our Lord and the Apostle
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James on

this subject

—Matt.

v.

34

CHAP. V. 10- VII.

James

;

v.

12

—

as

evident from the following considerations

by the pious

patriarchs before the law

;

:

an ab-

me

solute prohibition of oaths, are mistaken, appears to

25-

quite

that oaths were used

God

that

expressly ap-

pointed the use of swearing in judgment, where necessary

;

that

on general and permanent grounds that,
under the New Testament, our Lord swore by answering to the
adjuration of the high priest
and the Apostle Paul repeatedly
this

appointment

rests

;

;

The

interposes the solemnity of an oath in his declarations.

prohibitions of our

Lord and His Apostle

refer to irreverent

in common conversation, which prevailed
among the Jews, and which prevails but too
among ourselves. These observations are merely

and profane swearing
very extensively
extensively

by the way.
Having thus remarked

that an oath

the highest kind of

is

evidence which can be given of the truth of a declaration and
the sincerity of a promise, the Apostle goes on to show that

has dealt with the Hebrews as with

them

this highest

ground of

faith

Abraham

God

—He had given

and confidence

and leaves

;

it

with them to draw the conclusion, that they should continue,
like him, to persevere,

blessing.

to

show unto the

sel,

till,

Vers. 17-20.

confirmed

it

like

him, they obtained the promised

"Wherein God,

willing

more abundantly

heirs of promise the immutability of

His coun-

by two immutable

things, in

by an oath

;

that

was impossible for God to lie, we might have a strong
consolation, who have fled for refuge to lay hold upon the hope
set before us
which hope we have as an anchor of the soul,
both sure and stedfast, and which entereth into that within the
vail
whither the Forerunner is for us entered, even Jesus,
made an High Priest for ever, after the order of Melchisedec."
The word translated wherein may, and we apprehend ought
Because an
to be rendered, 'for this reason, or therefore.'^
oath is the highest species of evidence, " therefore God, willing
more abundantly to show unto the heirs of promise the immutathat by two
bility of His counsel, confirmed it by an oath
which

it

:

;

;

immutable things, in which it was impossible for God to lie, we
might have a strong consolation, who have fled for refuge to lay
hold upon the hope
1 1»

as l>

5

=

-)t>'X3,

rovTC;. is

set before us."

Gen. xxxix.

propterea^

Luke

x.

9, xviii.

20

;

28

John

;

Jonah

xvi.

30

;

i.

14

Heb.

;

Rom.
xi. 2.

ii.

1

;

just
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first

question here

is

—

T\Tiat

is it
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which God has conMost interpreters

firmed by an oath to the heirs of promise ?

suppose that the reference
I

am

to the promise

is

disposed to think that the reference

the 110th

Psahn— " Thou

Melchisedec"

is

made

to

Abraham.

to the declaration in

art a priest for ever, after tlie order of

— which introduced

this discussion,

and

to the con-

sideration of which, as an illustration of the pre-eminent excel-

lence of the priesthood of Christ, the Apostle

To

proceed.

and the

this conclusion I

train of thought.

is

am led by attending

Every one must

close connection stated, as existing

between

just about to
to the context

see that there
this divine

the abundant consolation and firm hope which

it is

is

a

oath and

calculated to

produce, and the constitution of Jesus Christ " a High Priest
after the order of Melchisedec," mentioned in the last verse.

The

introduction of these concluding words seems to

me

inex-

on the supposition that the Apostle here refers to the
promise made to Abraham; whereas they are just what we
plicable,

should expect, supposing the reference to be to the oath mentioned in the 110th Psalm.

We

see, too,

why the hope

is

repre-

sented as " entering into that within the vail," where the true

Melchisedec, the everlasting Priest,
as

is,

and resting on

having entered in the name of His people.

Him there,

The high impor-

tance of the constitution of Christ's high-priesthood by an oath
is

afterwards more particularly illustrated in the 20th, 21st, and
and we know it is according
;

28th verses of the next chapter
to the Apostle's usual

by and by more

method

to notice cursorily

fully to discuss.

that Jesus Christ

is

It

is

what he intends

obvious that the fact,

" a Priest for ever, after the order of Melclii-

sedec," lies at the foundation of

human

hope.

He

is

a Priest, a

Priest in the immediate presence of God, a Priest on a throne,

a King as well as a Priest, a King and a Priest for ever. That
fact implies in it, both that " His blood cleanseth from all sin,"

and that "
"

is

Him,"
that

He

make

and therefore
to God by
both that " He has purged our sins by Himself," and
Let us
has " sat down on the right hand of God."
ever liveth to

intercession,"

able to save to the uttermost those

—

He

who come

proceed, then, to the interpretation of the passage, on the supposition that

it is

this truth

which the Apostle represents as con-

firmed by the solemnity of a divine oath.
" God was willing " was graciously disposed

—

— " to show to
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the heirs of promise,"

to " those

i.e.,

whom

tion," to those on

[CHAP. V. 10- VII.

who

should inherit salva-

was His determination

it

25.

to

bestow

Abraham's spiritual seed, " the heirs of the promises," for to Abraham and his seed were the promises made,
"the immutability of His coiuisel."^ He was disposed to give
them the most satisfactory evidence that He would never change
" He confirmed it " (obHis purpose of mercy towards them.
eternal happiness,

serve that

He

oath."

be

"a

it is

a supplement)

—

He

not only said, but

literally,

interposed

— " with an

swore, that the Messiah should

Priest for ever, after the order of Melchisedec ;"

did so for this purpose, " that

by two immutable

and

He

things, in

was impossible for God to lie, we might have a
who have fled for refuge to lay hold on the
hope set before us." The two immutable things have commonly
been said to be the promise and the oath of God. I cannot
doubt they are the two oaths the oath to Abraham—the word
of the oath before the law, and the word of the oath since the
This is the opinion of Storr and
law in the 110th Psalm.
which

it

strong consolation,

:

Stuart.

The

thing here that requires consideration, is the dewhose " strong consolation " this

first

scription of the persons for

remarkable confirmation of a declaration by an oath on the
" We;" i.e., plainly, 'such of you
part of God was intended
:

along with me, have fled for refuge to lay hold on the hope
set before us.' " The hope " here has by some interpreters been
as,

explained of Jesus Christ, on whom the Christian's hope rests,
and " who is," as the Apostle elsewhere says, " our hope ;" and

by most

which he who beThat "the hope" is not Christ
seems plain from its being distinguished from Him

interpreters, of that everlasting life

lieves the

personally,

Gospel hopes

for.

in the close of the verse.
holies,

where Jesus

is.'

'

Our hope

ject of hope, the heavenly blessedness,

said to be laid

up

enters into the holy of

That " the hope "
is

in heaven, as in Col.

is

not here the ob-

also plain
i.

5,

:

that

may be

but cannot be said

This shows that they are wrong who condrawn from the Grecian games thus We

to enter into heaven.

sider the figure as

:

'

which is
who are running to lay hold on the thing hoped
held up to us.' Nor do our translators, who obviously had the
for,

^

The adjective neuter is elegantly employed for the substantive. Similar
to »ti>vuTou, viii. 3.
to yuuarov, Rom. i. 19
to xP^'^'^o"-) ^- 4

instances

:

;

;

CHAP.
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manslayer fleeing from the avenger of blood to the city of
refuge before their minds (Num. xxxv. 11, 12), seem to have

been more fortunate in discovering the origin of the tropical
"
I rather apprehend that " the hope set before us

phraseolog}'.
is

just the expectation

The

entertain.

made

which the Gospel testimony warrants us to
who have been

persons described are persons

to see that all expectations of final happiness, except that

—

which the Gospel warrants, are unfounded hopes that will make
ashamed and, chased out of these " refuges of lies," they have,
;

faith of the truth, " laid hold of," obtained possession of,

by the

" the hope of eternal

The meaning

life."

A medical

circumstances.
:

that he

is

way

a

man

of

sets

it

hope becomes ours,

If I believe

The Gospel makes

statements wdiich,

is

by an

Jesus Christ cleanseth from

all

sin"

and

Now

the

oath, that Jesus Christ

to give these persons " strong consolation."

—

if

"

He

is

intended

is

If " the blood of
is

able to save to

the uttermost," then, though everything else bid

And

life ;"

laid hold of, in believing.

Priest for ever, after the order of Melchisedec,"

this bids

may

he thinks he

before me.

produce "the hope of eternal

declaration of God, confirmed

"a

states that

—he

I will credit his statement, and in this

skill,

lay hold of the hope.

if believed, necessarily

this

man

he holds out a hope

recover

may,

of the expression

I have a friend in very hazardous

perhaps, be thus illustrated.

them

despair,

them hope.

—

they have the
These two declarations the promise to Abraham, and the declaration in the 110th Psalm are
" two unchangeable things, in which it is impossible for God to
He cannot falsify either His word or His oath. This
lie."
impossibility argues no want of power in God, but, on the conthese declarations are absolutely true

sanction of the oath of God.

trar}^,

the highest perfection of

or of goodness in

mises or oaths.

it.

falsehood.

But

is

—

a deficiency of power

men which makes them violate their
They either cannot make good what

sincerely promise, or they propose

by

It

—

this

some advantage

pro-

they

to themselves

can never be the case with God,

possessed of infinite power, goodness, and faithfulness

;

who

is

so that

is an utter impossibility, arising from His perfections, that
His promise should fail. The tendency of a declaration, which
implies in it a ground of expectation of happiness, to produce
consolation, depends on the abundance of the evidence.
The

there
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Christ

The

it.

is

V. 10-VII. 25.

confirm the declara-

go to increase the consolation of those who

tion, and, of course,

believe

God

pledged word and oath of

distinctly

[CHAP.

salvation of those

who come

God through

to

thus as certain as the destruction of those who, by con-

come to God by Him. Both are
The words admit of a somewhat

tinuing in unbelief, will not

secured by the oath of God.

and rendering " So that by two immutwhich it is impossible that God should
lie, we who have sought a refuge might have strong persuasion
to hold fast the hope that is set before us which hope we cleave
This mode of exegesis we are
to as an anchor of the soul." ^
different construction

:

able things, concerning

;

inclined to prefer.

The

God

repeated oaths of

respecting the

Messiah, as He " in whom all nations were to be blessed," and
" the Priest for ever, after the order of Melchisedec," offer
strong persuasive motives to those who, feeling their danger,
are seeking refuge somewhere, "to lay hold of," and to hold
" the hope set before us."
If this hope fail, the pillared

fast,

firmament

is

rottenness,

and

earth's base built on stubble.

The

Apostle, having mentioned the hope of the Christian,
" Which hope we
gives a very interesting description of it
:

have as an anchor of the

both sure and stedfast, and
The words " sure
within the vail."
soul,

entering into that which is
and stedfast," and " entering within the vail," refer,

we

think,

hope of the Christian, and are not to be considered as qualities of the anchor, to which it is figuratively
compared.^ This " hope of eternal life " through the priesthood
directly to the

of Jesus Christ

appointed

and

;

is
it

" sure and stedfast,"

has a reference to heavenly blessings
tion that

where

is

He

—

object

its

cannot be

and the sharing of His

glory.

" It doth not yet appear what
In this case

^

Stuart.

2

The image of an anchor

x-pttTv^aoti

hangs by

flying upward,

I.

L

This

we
tt.,

is tlie

shall

be

:

and not by

and fixing

—

it

" the salva-

is

itself in

of the heavenly temple, exceeds the hcense of Oriental figure.

indeed " delphinum

dis-

within the vail"

is

in Christ with eternal glory," the " being with

is,"

tian's hope.

i.e., it

" enters into that which

the

Him

Chris-

but

we

oi x-ura,-

adytum

This were

There seems a tensilvis appingere, fluctibus aprum."
dency to mix metaphors when anchors are the leading image. The correct
Virgil,

^n.

vi. 3, 4,

has

"

tum

dente tenaci

Anchora fundabat naves."
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when He
is."
The

Him as He

He

on Christ.

Author of
ducted by

is

in

shall appear,

heaven

faith, passes

—" enters

Him who

is

shall

be like Him, seeing

leading idea seems to be

—the

eternal salvation to

of heavens

we

all

— This hope
'

High
obey Him."

perfected
that
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rests

Priest, " the

Hope, con-

through these heavens into the heaven

within the vail," and confidently trusts in
there as our " Forerunner," who has entered on

our account, for our advantage, as our representative.'
It " enters within the vail, whither the

Forerunner has for us
words is to be found
" In My
in our Lord's farewell discourse to His disciples
Father's house are many mansions if it were not so, I would
have told you. I go to prepare a place for you. And if I go
and prepare a place for you, I will come again, and receive you
unto Myself that where I am, there ye may be also."
entered."^

The

finest illustration of these

:

:

;

This "entrance" of Jesus, "the Forerunner, within the

His introduction to the possession of celestial glory in
His mediatorial character, is the great subject of the ancient
" The Lord said unto
oracle to which the Apostle is referring.
my Lord, Sit Thou at My right hand, till I make Thine enemies

vail," as

Thy

footstool."

Thou

"

The Lord hath

sworn, and will not repent,

art a Priest for ever, after the order of jSIelchisedec."

Thus, naturally,

is

the Apostle brought back, after his long di-

from which he intends to show at large
and the illustration
;
of the meaning and import of this oracle will make it more and
more evident how its confirmation with an oath is fitted to give
" the heirs of promise " abundant consolation.
" Now, this liope^'' says the Apostle, " is as an anchor of

gression, to this oracle,

the pre-eminence of our Lord's priesthood

the soul ;"
fession

i.e., it is

fitted to preserve the

and obedience of the

mind firm

He who

truth.

in the pro-

has laid hold

of,

and who keeps hold of this hope, will not be " tossed to and fro
with every wind of doctrine;" but he will "be rooted and
grounded in love," "stablished in the faith as he has been
taught," " abounding therein with thanksgiving."
He will be,
according to the Apostle's wish,

"'

a follower of those

who

through faith and patience are become inheritors of the promise ;" like Abraham, having " patiently endured, he will obtain
the promise;" he will patiently "continue in well-doing;" and,
^ T^polpoiA.o;^

VOL.

I.

as to signification, seems

=

ci'^ccpx,>i,

1 Cor. xv. 20, 23.
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continuance in well-doing, he will " obtain

tlirougli this patient

glory, honour,

[CHAP. V. 10-VIL

and immortality." ^

Of what high importance

is

the hope of the Gospel, both to

the Christian's comfort and holiness

This hope rests on the
This faith springs from the knowledge of

faith of the Gospel.

!

the meaning and evidence of divine truth.
These are to be
found in the Bible. The influence of the Divine Spirit is necessary to enable us to find them there. That influence is promised
" Search the Scriptures." " Seek ye out of
to all who ask it.
" Ask, and ye shall receive
the book of the Lord, and read."
seek, and ye shall find
knock, and it shall be opened to you."
;

;

Argument for the Superiority
of our Lo7xVs Priesthood, grounded on Ps. ex. 3.

Particular Illustrations of the

(3.)

The Order of Melchisedec superior

1.

Having

finished this digression, the Apostle resumes his great

theme, the priesthood of Christ

;

he now proceeds to demonstrate
not so

Order of Aaron.

to the

much

priesthood.

absolutely,

His

and, having shown
its

illustration is

first

—

its

its reality,

excellence

comparison with the Levitical

as in

oracle in the 110th Psalm.

excellence

drawn from the ancient

Jesus Christ

He

is

superior as a Priest

by a divine oath
" a Priest for ever, after the order of Melchisedec." This is

to the Levitical priests

;

for

is

constituted

the theme of the whole of the 7th chapter, on the illustration
of which

The

we

first

now about

are

show that Melchisedec,
priest superior to

to

whom

our Lord

is

is,

to

compared, was a

Aaron, and his order of priesthood superior to

the Aaronical order
first

to enter.

thing to be done in an argument of this kind

and

;

this

ten verses of the chapter.

a statement of facts

;

is

what the Apostle does

The

first

in the

three verses consist of

and the following seven, of reasoning from

these facts to the superiority of Melchisedec to Aaron, and of his

order of priesthood to the Levitical order.

The
this
^

first

Vers. 1-3. " For

three verses form one sentence.

Melchisedec, king of Salem, priest of the Most
Theodoret's note deserves to be cited.

opofiov

vpnuriyopiot,'

d

yocp

'rrpoOpofiOi

iijuav

Hv^ms

lart,

x,ix,i

High God,

ro Sxpao;

VTrip

iif^uv

rri roii

vpo-

dvf.'h'/j'kvSiv^
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kings,

tlie

Abraham gave a tenth part of
first being, by interpretation, King of righteousness, and
all
after that also King of Salem, which is, King of peace
withand blessed him

;

to

also

;

:

out father, without mother, without descent, having neither be-

ginning of days, nor end of
of God, abideth a

life

;

but,

made

like

unto the Son

priest continually."

The connection of this passage has been
Some would connect it with the 10th verse of

variously stated.

the

5tli

chapter,

and consider the paragraph as assigning the reason Avhy the
Messiah is termed " a Priest after the order of Melchisedec :"

He

is

But

so,

because Melchisedec " abideth a priest continually."

as this

is

obviously only one of the reasons

why

called " a Priest after the order of Melchisedec,"

Christ

and

is

as the

Apostle does not confine himself to the illustration of this one
reason, but treats generally of the superiority of Melchisedec
as a priest to

for

is

Aaron and

his sons, I

here equivalent to now^

sition to

—

that

apprehend that the particle
marks the Apostle's tran-

it

another department of his argument, or his resumption

of a topic which had been suspended.

From

the ancient oracle

he had already proved the reality, now he proceeds to prove
the pre-eminence, of our Lord's priesthood.
Before entering on the explication of the different parts of
account of Melchisedec, it will be proper to say a few words
on a question which it is strange should ever have been agitated
To what order of beings did ]\Ielchisedec belong ? One class

this

of early heretics held that Melchisedec

was the Holy Ghost

another, that he was a divine virtue, superior in power to Christ,

whose likeness Christ was formed by God a third class
still some supporters, that he was the
Son of God in human form a fourth class were of opinion that
he was an angel.
The only one of these opinions that deserves more than
merely to be noticed, is the third, and that chiefly because it
continues still to be held by some interpreters. To us it appears
very plain, that Melchisedec and the Son of God are two difafter

;

held an opinion which has

;

ferent persons.

Melchisedec

is

said to have

been " made

like

unto the Son of God ;" and the Son of God is said to have been
" made a High Priest after the order of Melchisedec." It is
scarcely possible to conceive

two persons more clearly

distin-
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Besides, to the exercise of the priesthood on the part

guished.
of the
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Son

of God, the possession of

human

lutely necessary, according to the Apostle

;

nature was abso-

and

further, to argue

from the superiority of the priesthood of Melchisedec to Aaron
and his sons to the superiority of the priesthood of Christ, supposing Melchisedec and Christ the same person, is obviously a
paralogism.

Among

those

who

consider Melchisedec as a man, there has

been considerable variety of opinion as to who he was. Some
have supposed that he was Enoch others, Shem others. Ham
;

;

These are mere conjectures; and, indeed,

others, Job.

highly improbable,

if

all

of

them

The

not demonstrably false conjectures.

was one of the descendants of
Japhet, who possessed the supreme authority over a small tribe
in Canaan, of which Salem was the chief town,^ among whom
the true primitive religion was still preserved, and who was inmost probable opinion

is,

that he

vested with the priestly as well as the regal

The

office.

notion

which some learned men have entertained, that he was endowed
with immortality, and that, after having officiated for a time on
earth both as a king and a priest, he was translated alive to
heaven, has no foundation but a mistaken interpretation of the
8th verse.

We proceed now to the

explication of the Apostle's account

of this singular person.

He

was " king of Salem."

it

appears from Ps. Ixxvi.

On this
liar

The most probable

opinion as

was Jerusalem, of which
that Salem was one of the names.

to the capital of Melchisedec

is,

that

it

supposition, there appears, as already remarked, a pecu^^
Jerusalem above "^ or rather, ancient

propriety in terming

Jerusalem, as opposed to " Jerusalem that now is" " the mother
of us all."^

But he was not only a king, but a priest in Salem. He was
" priest of the Most High God." The Hebrew word,* of which
is the version, sometimes
but the addition of " of the Most High God,"
and his blessing Abraham and receiving tithes from him both
priestly functions
make it plain that the title is to be under-

the Greek word here translated priest
signifies prince

;

—

—

^

Xccueivotiuv IvuudTiii, as

^

'H

3

Gal. iv. 25, 26.

oivi)

'

Ispovaethvifi.

See

Josephus

" Kvm is

p. 262.

calls liim,

Ant.

i.

10, 2.

used in reference to time as well as place.
*

inb.
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called " Priest

is

Most High God,"^

to distinguish him from the priests of
and probably also to intimate that he was the priest
of a religion in which God was not made known as the God of
a particular people, but in which He was viewed in His common
relation to all mankind.
INIelchisedec's priesthood belonged to

of the

false deities,

the primitive catholic dispensation of religion, not to that temporary and topical economy which " was added because of transgressions."

Melchisedec

is

further described as having " met

returning from the slaughter of the kings."
ancient history referred to

is

to

be found,

Gen

Abraham
The passage of

xiv. 18, 19.

A

had made a successful attack on the
kings of Sodom and Gomorrah and their allies. According to
the marauding practice of that age, they carried off the property of those whom they had conquered, along with many of
its owners.
Among the rest, they took captive Lot and his
family.
Abraham, on being informed of this, pursued them at
the head of his numerous household, and succeeded in rescuing
the captives and recovering the property.
It was on his return
from this expedition that the interview with Melchisedec took
place.
Whether any intercourse had previously taken place
between these two venerable men, or whether they afterwards
continued to have occasional intercourse, we cannot tell though
the probability seems to be, that ISIelchjsedec was not a stranger
to Abraham when he came forth to meet him, and that, in an
age when the worshippers of the true God were comparatively
few, two such men as Abraham and Melchisedec did not live in
the same district of country without forming a close intimacy.
coalition of four kings

;

we know certainly is, that on this
Abraham; i.e., he solemnly invoked God's

All that
blessed

occasion he
blessing on

him, or rather, solemnly declared that he was blessed of God,

and an object of His peculiar favour and care.
office, as we learn from Deut.

part of the priest's

This was a
xxi. 5, Avhere

Aaron's appointment to the priesthood is described as a separation " to bless the people in the name of the Lord."
^

It deserves to

be noticed, that in a fragment of Sanconiathon, prewe learn that the name nnder

served in Eusebins' Pra^paratio Evangelica,

which the Phoenicians worshipped the true God was Elion,
just the

Hebrew word

jV^j?,

here rendered

v\pi(iTo;.

'E?i<oi/»'

which

is
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as

But not only did Melcliisedec perform the function of a priest
Abraham, but Abraham also acknowledged him
a priest, by giving him " a tenth part of all ;" i.e., plainly, not

of

all his

in reference to

kings

property, but of the spoils which he

whom

From
means

he had overcome in

had taken from the

battle.

this it appears, that the institution of

tithes as the

of the support of the priests, though introduced into the

Mosaic economy, belonged,
order of things.

No

like

of any class of Christian teachers

drawn from the

more ancient

to a

sacrifice,

argument, however, for the divine right
to' tithes

can be legitimately

institution, either before or

under the law.

It

supports the general principle, that ministers of religion should

be maintained by those to whose spiritual interests they devote
their time and their talents, but it does no more.
The fact

which the Apostle wishes to establish is obviously
ham acknowledged ISIelchisedec as a priest.'

He

this

:

'

Abra-

then takes notice by the way, that both Melchisedec's

appellations w^ere significant ones

;

did so with the intention that the

and I have no doubt that he
Hebrews should notice that

these appellations were very applicable to

sedec was so illustrious a figure.

—

Him

whom Melclii-

of

" First being, by interpretation,

King of righteousness,''' i.e., his first appellation, Melchisedec,
" and then
means King of righteousness, or a righteous king
afterwards," i.e., his second appellation, " King of Salem,"^ means
" King of peace." We know that names were often given, both
to men and places, significant of some remarkable quality possessed by them, or some important event relating to them.
It
is not unlikely that to his remarkable justice Melchisedec owed
his name, and that his capital was called Salem from the peace
and happiness which his subjects enjoyed under his govern'

;'

ment.
Hitherto

all

has been plain enough.

The statement

con-

tained in the 3d verse, however, sounds somewhat paradoxical.

" Without father, without mother, without descent," or genealog)^, " having neither beginning of days, nor end of life
but,
;

made

like

This

unto the Son of God, abideth a priest continually."

is

the statement which has led into so

opinions respecting Melchisedec.

If he was, as

many

we

strange

believe

him

CHAP.
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have been, merely a man, these words cannot be miderIt has been supposed
that all that the Apostle means, is to assert that there is no
to

stood in their most obvious meaning.

account in the sacred writings of his parentage, or birth, or
death.

This

true

is

:

but

of such a fact bears at

had been about

to state

it,

how

difficult to see

it is

the statement

on the Apostle's object

all

and

;

we should have expected him

to

he
have

if

used plainer words.

The key

to the true

in the peculiar

meaning

view the Apostle

of the passage

is

is

to

be found

here taking of Melchisedec.

Pie is speaking of him as a priest
and as a priest he is said to
have had no father, or mother, or genealogy. The last statement is explanatory of the two former. The genealogy of the
Levitical priests was very carefully preserved.
It was abso;

lutely necessary that a priest should

have for

his father a lineal

descendant of Aaron, and for his mother a person qualified to

be a

priest's

wife

and that

;

this should

Accordingly,

logical register.

we

be certified by a genea-

learn that they

clearly prove their priesthood at the return

were not allowed

to officiate

till

God
:

natural descent was not at

from those

all

captivity,

counsel in the

economy

New

—

an order of thino;s free
which formed a leading feature
this way he was a fit figure of

and in
Testament High
;

;

reG;arded

artificial restrictions

of the legal

our great

mve

Urim and Thummim Ezra ii. 62, 63 Neh. vii. 63,
Melchisedec belonged to an order of priesthood where

matter by
64, 65.

should

who could not

from the

Priest,

who

did not belong to

the family of x\aron or the tribe of Levi.
" Having neither beginning of days, nor end of

phrase to be explained on the same principle.

was a man, there

is

life,"

is

a

If Melchisedec

no doubt that he began and ceased

to live

but as a priest he did not belong to that order who had a fixed
period for commencing, and a fixed period for concluding, their
priestly existence.

The

Levitical priests were allowed at the

age of twenty-five years to minister to their officiating brethren

;

on the services peculiar to the priesthood
and at fifty there was an end of their priestly services. This was
the beginning of their days and the end of their life as priests.
at thirty they entered

But Melchisedec belonged,

know; but

it

When

as I said before, to a less artificial

he was called to be a priest, we do not
was not according to any statute law that the

order of things.
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commenced and his priesthood seems to have been commensurate with his life.
In these respects he was " made hke vmto the Son of God."^
It has been said that the want of all record in reference to Melchisedec's father, and mother, and genealogy
in reference to
his birth and his death
were intended to fit him to be an emblem of Jesus Christ, who as God has no mother, and as m.an no
father
" whose goings forth have been of old, from everlasting,"
and who is " the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever." But this

exercise of his functions as a priest

;

—

—

—

is

obviously not merely very unsatisfactory in

is,

but

itself,

The meaning

utterly foreign to the Apostle's object.

In these respects Melchisedec resembles the Son of

'

He

for

it

is

obviously

God

;

too did not belong to that order of priesthood whose

descent from

Aaron was a necessary

qualification,

and whose

entering on and cessation from the priestly functions were regulated by express appointment.' The appellation, " Son of God,"
rather than the

name Jesus

appellation that

He is introduced

eh.

Christ,

is

used, as

in the

it

was under that

beginning of the Epistle,

1.

i.

There
chisedec

would

Melis little difficulty now in the concluding words:
" abideth a priest continually."
Some interpreters

insert the

word who, and consider the phrase

ing, not to Melchisedec, but to Christ

;

rantable freedom with the sacred text.

The meaning

but this

is

chisedec continued a priest during the whole of his

as apply-

an unwar'

Mel-

life.

He

is,

did not, like the Levitical priests, at an appointed period cease
to

minister

while he continued to live he continued to mi-

;

nister.'^

In the paragraph which follows, these
from.

They

facts are reasoned

are employed to establish the superiority of Mel-

The form

chisedec as a priest to

Aaron and

Apostle's reasoning

veiy different from that which the same

is

his sons.

of the

arguments would assume in the hands of a modern theologian
but a careful examination of it will convince us not only of
the justness of the conclusion, but of the ingenuity and satisfactoriness of the

Ver.

4.

means by which he

arrives at

" Now consider liow great

even the patriarch
^

*A(p&,tto/i5j^£j/of

2

A Roman

Abraham gave

does not

dictator for

was

it.

man

was, unto

the tenth of the spoils."

whom
You

like to," but " likened to."
called " Dictator perpetuus."

mean " made

life

this

CHAP.
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was

is

Perhaps the force of the argu-

a supplement.

ment would have been more clearly expressed had the supplement been, 'must have been:'
Consider how great this man
must have been, to whom even the patriarch Abraham gave the
'

tenth of the

spoils.'

The Apostle's argument
Abraham acknowledged the
dec.

Abraham,

Abraham's

religious

in a religious

point

of

view, was a highly
acknowledged as his

must have been a more dignified character

frivinc: tithes

to

:

superiority of Melchise-

He whom Abraham

dignified character.
religious superior

consists of the following parts

still.

Melchisedec after having received

was a plain acknowledgment on the part
and honoured him as the " Priest
of the Most High God."
Tokens of respect are either personal or oflScial. The value of
a personal token of I'espect depends on the wisdom and the worth
his priestly blessing,

of

Abraham

that he considered

of the person

who

yields

it.

The

value of

official

tokens of re-

spect depends on the dignity of the station of the person
yields

it.

It

is

plain that

it is

to

an

official

the Apostle here refers; and to ascertain

its

who

token of respect that
value,

we must have

rank of the person who offered it.
Now Abraham was a person of very high dignity. He was
the founder of the Israelitish nation he was the father of that
people whom God chose to be the depositaries of His revealed
a correct idea of the

official

;

—

the means of preserving true religion among mankind
and the means, too, of the development of the great economy of
divine mercy.
To him the promises of the peculiar privileges to
be bestowed on his posterity were given. He was as it were, not
the fountain indeed, but the reservoir from which they flowed
out to his posterity.
Every religious privilege they enjoyed,
In his person
they enjoyed because they were his posterity.
there was concentrated all the sacred dignity which belonged to
the peculiar people of God.
Whatever was venerable and holy
about the Israelites, or the system under which they were placed,
was essentially to be found in their patriarch.
that Abraham
It obviously follows from these two facts
was a person of high sacred dignity, and that he acknowledged
the religious superiority of Melchisedec that Melchisedec must
will

—

—

have been a person invested with a very extraordinary degree of
sacred dignity, and that the order of priesthood of which he was
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the representative must have been the highest order of priest-

No

hood.

person

among

Abraham

the descendants of

their great progenitor in sacred dignity.

equalled

All the sacred

offices

under the legal economy were but expansions as it were, or divisions of honour, which centred in the person of the patriarch.
In the person of Abraham the whole legal economy did homage
to another, a more spiritual economy, in the person of Melchisedec.
It was a liigher honour than if Moses and Aaron had
paid tithes to Melchisedec.
It was equivalent to David and
Solomon, and all the illustrious prophets, and priests, and

homage

kings of Israel, doing

Were

to

him

in his priestly character.

the Sovereign of Great Britain, wdio

the fountain of

is

all

honour in this country, to do homage to any individual, it
would be a clear acknowledgment that that individual possessed
a dignity superior to any British dignity.
In like manner,
Abraham's doing homage to Melchisedec is a plain proof that, in
civil

was superior to any of the reunder the legal economy.
This idea is brought more distinctly out in the two following

his sacred character, ]\Ielchisedec
ligious officers

verses:

who

—Ver.

5.

"

And

verily they that are of the sons of Levi,

receive the office of the priesthood, have a

commandment

to take tithes of the people according to the law, that

brethren, though they

come out

of the loins of

is,

of their

Abraham:

6.

But

whose descent is not counted from them, received tithes of
Abraham, and blessed him that had the promises."
The substance of the Apostle's argument in these verses is
this :
It is a high honour which the Aaronical priesthood enjoy, in being acknowledged as possessed of a sacred dignity by
their brethren, who equally with themselves are descended from
Abraham but it was a far higher honour which Melchisedec
enjoyed, in having his sacred dignity acknowledged by Abraham
he,

'

;

himself.'

"

The

sons," or descendants, " of Levi,

who

received the

priesthood," are plainly the lineal descendants of Aaron, to

among the
They " had

whom

sons of Levi the priestly honours were restricted.

a

commandment

to take tithes."

According to an ex-

law of Heaven, of which you have an account in
the 18th chapter of Numbers, their maintenance was provided
for.
The Levites generally received the tithes, and the priests

press, positive

were supported by the

tithe of these tithes.

The paying

tithes
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was an acknowledgment of the spiritual superiority of those to
whom they were paid and the value of that acknowledgment
depended on the sacred dignity of those who yielded it. The
Aaronical priesthood were not supported by a tax exacted from
The Levites, their miniidolaters, but from the sacred nation.
sters, were supported by tithes paid by the great body of the
Israelites; the priests, by tithes paid by this doubly sacred order
of men, the Levites.
On these principles, how much more honourable was Melchisedec than Aaron or any of his sons! "He, whose descent is not
counted from them, received tithes of Abraham, and blessed him
;

had the promises."
He whose descent

that

"

as to descent

is

not

tion for Melcliisedec.

a former verse;

i.e.,

was no reference

not reckoned from them," or

is

among

them,'

He was

to parentage.

alogy of the Levitical priests
^

" without descent"

his priesthood

'

he who

plainly just a circumlocu-

is

we

are told in

was of a kind in which there
His name is not in the gene-

—he did not belong

to their order.

Melchisedec, a priest of another order than that of Aaron,

received tithes of Abraham.'

I rather think there

is

an intended contrast between the

phrases used in reference to the Levitical priesthood and Melcliisedec, as to the

ing

brethren."

a

homage

them
recognising him

it is

in receiv-

to take tithes of their

not so

much as a voluntary

to their spiritual dignity as in obedience to

express, positive law.

freely gave

in this

commandment

If they receive them,

expi'ession of

an

acknowledgment of dignity implied

They " have

tithes.

But

Abraham

" he received tithes."

him. It was a voluntary expression of his
as the " priest of the Most High God ;" and
to

way corresponded

to that spiritual, liberal, unrestricted

which Melchisedec's priesthood belonged, and under
the most perfect earthly form of which we live.
And as Melchisedec " received tithes from Abraham," so he
He " blessed
also officially pronounced a benediction on him.

economy

to

him who had the
in

Gen.

brethren.

xiv.

18.

It

was

The
The Aaronical

promises."

benediction

is

recorded

priesthood blessed their

their duty solemnly to invoke the favour of

God

on the people of the Lord. But Melchisedec pronounced a
solemn benediction on " him who received the promises ;" i.e.,

who was

the head of the holy family

—the

founder of the holy
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—

vileges

whom God made

to
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the promises, of which

and honours conferred on

his posterity

all

25.

the pri-

were the

fulfil-

ment.
adds, the more distinctly to bring out his argu" And, without all contradiction, the less is blessed

The Apostle
ment, ver.

7.

These words are plainly

of the better."
limitations.

to be understood with

It does not follow that, because a priest

under the

law blessed the king, he was in a civil capacity the king's superior, any more than that a Christian minister instructing or
even reproving a man of high civil rank, who is a member of
The
the church of which he is pastor, is civilly his superior.
Apostle's argument is, 'The person who accepts of priestly
benediction from an individual acknowledges his spiritual superiority;' just as the highest authority in the land, if he were
becoming a member of a voluntary Christian society, would
acknowledge that its pastor was " over him in the Lord."
Abraham's paying tithes and receiving a priestly blessing from

was a clear acknowledgment of Melchisedec's suIt was a proof that Melperiority in a religious point of view.
that order, all whose
than
chisedec was a priest of a higher order
person,
who did homage to
dignities were centred in Abraham's

INIelchisedec,

Melchisedec.

Hitherto the Apostl^ has argued for the superiority of
]\Ielchisedec's priesthood to that of the family of Aaron, solely

from the facts of INIelchisedec receiving tithes from, and proNow he proceeds to
nouncing a benediction on Abraham.
in
the 3d verse, which,
stated
the
fact
state an argument from
priesthood was
Melchisedec's
that
show
is,
as I endeavoured to
not of a kind restricted to a particular family, or exercised
only for a restricted period. Ver. 8. " And here men that die
receive tithes

;

but there he receiveth them, of

nessed that he liveth."
" Here" plainly is equivalent to

whom

— under the
— 'before the law, under
'

it is

wit-

Mosaic ecothat order of

nomy;' and "there,"
The words of this
things in which Melchisedec was a priest.'^
dark, and appavery
certainly
are
themselves,
verse, taken by
words do not
these
that
supposed
have
Some
rently inexplicable.
refer to the comparison between the A^ronical priests and ]\Ielis

'

Cappellus and Peirce consider Los as

State,'

and

lx,u

as

«=

'

in the place where

=

'

in the Jewish republic, or

Abraham met Melchisedec'
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but to that between the Aaronical priesthood and our

chiseclec,

Christ, "the High Priest of our profession:" "Here,"
on earth, "dying men receive tithes," i.e., are priests; "but there,"
in heaven, "He is a Priest of whom it is testified that He never

Lord Jesus

dies." This is plainly quite arbitrary and unsatisfactory. Others
have supposed, that though Melchisedec is spoken of, the Apostle

speaks of him as sustaining the person of Christ, as representing
Christ, of whom he was a figm'e.
But it is quite plain, that
though many things may be predicated of persons who are types
of Christ which cannot be predicated of them as types of Christ,
yet nothing can be predicated of them as types of Christ which
cannot be predicated of them personally. What is said of them
as types of Christ may be true in a higher sense in reference to
Christ, but it must be true of them in a lower sense ; and, init is this that fits them for being types of Christ.
There can be no reasonable doubt that the words before us
are the statement of an argument for the superiority of Meland in this point of view,
chisedec to the Aaronical priesthood
" Here
let us inquire into its meaning and estimate its force.

deed,

;

men who
or,

—

'

to

be a

priest.'

'

" receive tithes,"

Here men who

under the Mosaic economy the

'

The
But

To

die receive tithes."

equivalent to

meaning

natural, obvious

I apprehend there

is

priests are

"men who

of

is

here just
;'

die are priests

die"

men who

is,

die.'

'mortal men.'

evidence enough that the Apostle

is

using the phrase in a peculiar sense. He had said before, that
Melchisedec, as a priest, was " without beginning of days or end
of

life,"

and"

abides a perpetual priest;"

did not, like the priesthood of Aaron,
at a fixed period, but
it

is

he was a

priest as long as

he

lived.'

Now

in reference to this statement that he here remarks,

They have

Levitical priests are dying priests.'
days,

and end of

life."

cease to be priests at fifty
life.

But " here he

he

liveth."

he

liveth,"

They

—that

death.

are not priests

is

whom

till

thirty; they

the words, "it

it is testified

is testified

of

that

him that

merely mean, that we have no accomit of Melchisedec'

We

read that he lived, but

we never read

This certainly savom's more of rabbinical
else.

' the
" beginning of

the termination of their priestly

receiveth tithes, of

Many have supposed that

thing

'his priesthood

i.e.,

commence and terminate

What bearmg

has

it

that he died.

trifling

than any-

on the Apostle's argument

?
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kind of a reasoner would he be who should say, ' Melfor,
chisedec is a greater priest than Aaron, or any of his sons

What

;

no doubt dead, we have no account of his death ? In
this he is but on a level with the greater part of the priests, of
whose death we have no record. I apprehend the meaning of the
Apostle's words is: 'Under the law the priesthood was temporary;
but before the law the priesthood was perpetual. Here he receiveth tithes, of whom it is testified that he liveth, or abideth a
thouffh he

is

'

priest continually.'

may be

It

asked,

such testimony

is

Where is

this testified of

which the Apostle

to

proceeds to argue

:

of Melchisedec ;"

"

Thou

i.e.,

is

;'

I apprehend, not,

but,

'

and Thou

Thou

'

Thou
shalt

shaltbe a priest

be a priest after

shalt be a perpetual priest, after

Melchisedec was a priest

the order of Melchisedec.'

his

all

and Thou shalt be a priest all Thy life. It is testified
these words that Melchisedec is a living, not a dying priest

life,

in

—

priest,

not during a part, but during the whole, of his

Apostle's argument, then,

the

;

is

art a priest for ever, after the order

after the order of Melchisedec,

that order for ever

No

I

found in the 110th
referring, and from which he

but, if I mistake not, such a testimony

Psalm,

Melchisedec

be found in the 14th chapter of Genesis

to

Aaron ical priesthood

limited

—

;

is

this: 'Melchisedec

for their priesthood

is

is

life.

The

superior to

temporary and

But Mel-

they die as priests before they die as men.

chisedec, while he continued to Hve, continued to minister.'

In the 9 th and 10th verses the Apostle brings forward, more
distinctly, a statement which was implied in what he had already
said of Abraham's acknowledging the priesthood of Melchisedec
but the more distinct enunciation of which was peculiarly fitted
;

to

promote

—the showing that Melchisedec,
" And,
Ver.
—
Levi'^
"who
'even
—
also"

as a priest,

his object

was superior to the order of Aaron.
so

Levi

say,

tithes,

"

As

further

:

10.

For he was yet

when Melchisedec met him."

—

as I

may

receiveth

in the loins

Indeed, I may go
may so say" is just equivalent to
was as much
JSIelchisedec
that
truth,
assert
with
may
I

I

honoured as

as

rather,

paid tithes^ in Abraham.

of his father

9.

if

Levi'

i.e.,

plainly, the

'

whole Levitical tribe

being intensive.

^

xoti

2

It deserves notice that the Apostle does not say, hx,»ryii/

Ebrard

says,

slajcsi/,

" purposely makes use of the passive hhKXTuren."

but,
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The argument may at first seem
Miad done him homage.'^
more fanciful than solid. It certainly does not follow that a
remote ancestor of mine was more honourable than a man of
high rank, though his remote ancestor had given the most decided manifestations of his acknowledgment of the superiority of
my remote ancestor. But the cases are not parallel. We have
seen that the Apostle is speaking of official, and sacred official
dignity. All the sacred dignity which belonged to the Israelitish
people was concentrated in their ancestor, and derived from
him. Abraham was the priest of his family the prophet of his
family the king of his famil}^ Aaron and his sons derived all
their honour from Abraham and therefore, when Abraham did

—

—

;

homage

2.

to Melchisedec, they in effect did so too.

The Prediction, that a Perpetual Priest loas to aiHse, after
the Order of Melchisedec, is a proof of the Inferiority of the
Priesthood that loas to he superseded, and of the Superiority of
the Priesthood that

was

supersede.

to

is the development of another,
argument for the superiority of the
priesthood of Christ to that of Aaron, which is folded up in
this ancient oracle. Inasmuch as this divine oracle declares that,

The paragraph which

and an equally

follows

satisfactory,

even after the institution of the Levitical priesthood, in the
^Messiah there was to be raised

up a perpetual

the order of Aaron, but after another order,

Aaron was inadequate

priesthood of

—

Priest, not after

it

follows that the

to the attainment of the

great purposes of the priesthood, and, of course, was inferior to

by which

that priesthood

was

it

and the per-

to be superseded,

—

—a

phrase used by writers, especially orators " ad
emollicnda durius et audacius euuntiata." Some have considered it as
but this is not used except when a
Ki(pcc\cciQu I'ttI to/? "Kiyo/^ivoig, viii. 1
'

ug

iTTog

iiTTuu

=

;

when a new statement

long statement has preceded, not
Theophylact's note
avvroi^u

i'lTriiv,

OTi 6 Aivi,

'/i

is

oivri

fi'/i'TTu

good

:

to §£

toD h' ovra;

iig ykvitjiv

ai;

IVoj

U'ttu.

iiTrstv,

>j

'Ette/B^ yoip

vocpx^^hi;, ihsKotrudn

is

introduced.

rovro anfixivsi^ oti
roh(^riy.ct.

'Trxpdi roll

>cxi

iu

koomi roi'tTslv,

M£X;(;<(7tBex, ix,6-

he either means, that I may speak
that I may speak tJms.^ As it seemed somewhat too bold to
briefly,' or,
affirm that Levi, before he was brought into the world, paid tithes to Mel"Ka/ji

rovTo.

"When

he says w? eVoj

'

eiTreh,

'

chisedec, he thus corrects or qualifies it."
is

a similar mode of expression.

Peter's k^ov

s'lTritu,

Acts.

ii.

29,
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petual endurance of which proves

its

Apostle's argument in this paragraph.
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25.

efficacy.
Such is the
Let us examine it some-

what more minutely.
Ver. 11. "If therefore perfection were by the Levitical
priesthood (for under it the people received the law), what further
need was there that another priest should rise after the order of
Melchisedec, and not be called after the order of Aaron ?
The particle therefore^ does not here indicate that what
follows is an inference from what had just been stated. It is
merely a particle of transition the same particle in the beginning
:

of chapter
to

ix. is

It intimates a transition

rendered, then verily.

another argument bearing on the same general point

superiority of Christ's priesthood to the Aaronical,

out of the same divine oracle.
The clause translated, " for under
law,"

is

plainly parenthetical.

it

—the

rising

the people received the

more easy and

It will lead to the

distinct apprehension of the Apostle's

and

meaning,

if

we, in the

first

instance, attend to the statement of the argument, without re-

"If then perfection were by the
what further need was there that another
priest should arise after the order of Melchisedec, and not be
called after the order of Aaron ?"
The passage in the 110th Psalm plainly intimates, that in the
Messiah there was to arise a priest, long after the institution of
the Levitical priesthood and that He was not to belong to that
ference to the parenthesis.
Levitical priesthood,

;

order, but to another order,

Now,

— even

" the order of Melchisedec."

divine declaration obviously implies in

this

it,

that the

Levitical priesthood was incapable of securing the great general
for if it had, there would have been
no necessity for a priest of another order being raised up there
would have been no necessity for the Messiah being a priest, or a
The Apostle's
priest of a different order from that of Aaron.

designs of the priesthood

;

—

question

is

just equivalent to a strong declaration

tion that the

Messiah was to be a

order of Melchisedec,

is

priest,

and a

:

'

The

predic-

priest after the

a plain proof that perfection

is

not by

the Levitical priesthood.'

But what are we to understand by the phrase, " if perfection
were by the Levitical priesthood?" I apprehend it is just equiif it were
valent to
If the Levitical priesthood were perfect

—

'

—
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But

designed.'

all
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ends for wliich the priesthood was

the

the question returns on us,

What

were these

In what does the perfection of a priesthood consist ?
Some consider the " perfection " here spoken of as referring

ends
to

?

expiation

;

others,

peace to the mind
sense

of

that

word

—

posed to think that the word

is

character

am

I

intended to comprehend

The grand end cf the
make them partakers

ideas.

—

transformation of

spiritual

to true, pennancnt, everlasting happiness.

others,

God

and giving

quieting the conscience

to

others, to sanctification, in the systematic

;

dis-

these

all

men

priesthood was to bring

to

and image, and
happiness, in all the extent of theu' nature, and during the whole
eternity of their being
and in order to this, guilt must be expiated
the salvation of the sinner must be made compatible
with, and illustrative of, the perfections of the divine character,
and the principles of the divine government the conscience
must be tranquillized the heart must be purified, that man may
be capable of that happiness which consists m a participation of
of His favour,

to

;

—

—

—

the divine blessedness.

The

imperfection of the Levitical priesthood in this point of

view, might be clearly demonstrated by a reference to the nature

and design of

its

services,

torily does in the sequel

tion

from the simple

— and

;

this the

Apostle most satisfac-

but here he argues to

fact, that

long after

Messiah, a priest not belonging to this order at
order,

was

to arise.

God

its

imperfec-

establishment, the

its

all,

does nothing in vain.

but to another

If the Levitical

priesthood could have attained the great ends of priesthood, the

Messiah had not been a

any

priest, or, at

rate,

not a priest " after

;

the order of ISIelchisedec " there would have been no need for
this.

It is plainly

the person to

assumed in

whom

argument, that the Messiah

this

the oracle in

tlie

110th Psalm refers

not to be a priest after the order of Aaron.

The whole

— was

force of

the argument depends on the justness of this assumption

;

and

accordingly, I apprehend', the principal object of the remaining

part of the paragraph

to

is

to establish this.

But before going further, it
the meaning and design of

under

it

will

be necessary that we attend

the parenthetical clause

the people received the law."

these English words naturally convey

is:

I.

for

The meaning which
" The Israelitish people

were subjected to the Levitical priesthood previously

VOL.

—"

Y

to their
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being placed under that economy commonly termed the Law.'
But this cannot be the Apostle's meaning, for two very plain
reasons

first, it is

:

not true

;

for the Israelites were placed

under

the law as an economy previously to the appointment of the
and secondly, though it were true, it has
Levitical priesthood
object.
Commentators have seen
Apostle's
the
no bearing on
different
schemes for removing
fallen
on
have
and
this difficulty,
;

Some render

it.

;

it,

'

the people received the law on account of

words, they were rendered a peand placed under the law, that they might serve
God according to the Levitical ritual. But this, though true, is
not the natural meaning of the words, and does not seem to have
any connection with the Apostle's argument. We use no improper freedom with the words wlien we render them, ^ for the
the priesthood

or, in plainer

'

culiar people,

people loere subjected

a law in reference

to

to that

priesthood

;^^

everything with respect to that priesthood was settled by

i.e.,

It was restricted to a particular
was regulated by a variety of carnal commandments
precepts having a reference to external and perishable things.

divine positive appointment.
tribe,

and

it

—

The remark,
clearing the

I apprehend,

ground

—

I

if

introduced for the purpose of

is

may

use the

expression

proof that the priest mentioned in the 110th Psalm

cannot be, of the Levitical order.
Levitical order

who

does not in

all

None can be

— for

the

not,

and

is

a priest of the

things correspond to the de-

law respecting the priesthood, to which the
were subjected; and that this is not the case with
regard to the person spoken of in the 110th Psalm, the Apostle
clearly shows in the IStli and 14th verses, as we shall soon have
scription given in the

Israelitish peoj^le

an opportunity of seeing.
But before he enters on the evidence that He who is spoken
of in the 110th Psalm is not, and cannot be, a Levitical priest,

he makes an observation by the way, in the 12th verse, respecting
the change of the priesthood being a clear evidence of the law
being changed also. Ver. 12. "For the priesthood being changed,
there is made of necessity a change also of the law."
These words, viewed as a general principle, would express
complete change may
a sentiment not consistent with truth.

A

^

John
§

lii.

exi

with the dative

xii.
c.

V.

16

;

Luke

is

xxiii.

often used as =:

38

Carpzov renders

;

it,

'

in reference to

:

'

Mark vi. 52

;

Eev. x. 11, xxii. 16 Heb. xi. 4. Winer,
" Populus vi legis ei subjectus erat."
;
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people Avitliout any alteration in
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arrangements of a

civil constitution.

its

The

otherwise, however, with the Israelitish people.

It

was

Levitical

priesthood was so interwoven with the whole polity, that the extinction of that priesthood

That

economy.

is

was equivalent

obviously true

The law he

truth which the Apostle here states.

throughout the whole of

hood to which the
assertion

paragraph,

'

:

who

tion given of a priest in the law

;

—

if

he belongs not

plain that

He who enacted the law has annulled it.

This

is

is

his
fill

does not answer to the descrip-

by that law, the priesthood

is

the

the law of the priest-

is

to which,

priesthood

it is

speaking of

had been subjected and
If a person, by divine appointment,

the office of the priesthood

being a Priest,

is

Israelitish people

just this

is

this

to a dissolution of that

but I do not think

;

is

restricted,

to the class

it is

perfectly

Jesus Christ's

a clear proof that the Mosaic law about the

abrogated.'

an important remark, naturally growing out of the

Apostle's statement, and bearing too on his general object,
as obviously

made by

—yet

the way, and not forming any part of the

argument in which he is engaged.
In a modem work, the remark we have been illustrating would
have been a foot-note.
illustration of the particular

The Apostle
the oracle

in

returns to state the evidence that

the 110th

Psalm

priest of the Levitical order.

refers,

Is

According

not

He

to

whom

— cannot be —

to the

law respecting

the priesthood to which the Israelitish people were subjected,

none but the descendants of Aaron, who was of the tribe of
priests.
But whether we consider what is said of
the Messiah in the Old Testament, to whom the Jews admitted
the passage in the 110th Psalm to refer, or what we know of
Jesus Christ, in whom all Christians consider It as having been
Levi, could be

accomplished,
that

it

is

equally evident that the person spoken of in

Psalm could not be a Levitical

as to the first of these things

—

priest

ver.

;

13,

for, says the

— "For He

Apostle,
of

whom

these things are spoken pertaineth to another tribe, of which no

man gave
These
"

He

to

attendance at the altar."
woiyIs, "

whom

He

of

whom

these things are spoken," or,

these things are spoken,"

words of the divine oath, " Thou
order of Melchlsedec,"

—

—plainly referring

to the

art a Priest for ever, after the

are just a descriptive appellation of the

340
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tribe of

as every

Jew knew, was

which none " gave attendance

tribe of Juclah.
to priesthood.
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to belong to a

at the altar,"

—even

to the

"

To give attendance at the altar" is eqviivalent
Now, that was confined by law to the family of

Aaron, and the tribe of Levi. " And thou shalt bring Aaron
and his sons unto the door of the tabernacle of the congregation,
and wash them with water. And thou shalt put upon Aaron
the holy garments, and anoint him, and sanctify him

may

Me

minister unto

And

in the priest's office.

bring his sons, and clothe them with coats

:

;

that he

thou shalt

and thou

shalt

anoint them, as thou didst anoint their father, that they
minister unto

Me

in the priest's office

:

may

for their anointing shall

surely be an everlasting priesthood throughout their generations.

Thus

did Moses

:

according to

But

him, so did he."^

it

all

had been

that the

Lord commanded
by the

distinctly intimated

prophets that Messiah was to descend from the family of David,
and, of course, from the tribe of Judah,

—

a tribe which, though
by royal honours, was, with the rest of the tribes
with the exception of Levi, excluded from the honours of the
distinguished

priesthood.

The
Messiah

passages of prophetic Scripture which show that the
Avas to

descend from David, and consequently could

priest, are numerous.
It is enough to quote
two or three of them " And when thy days be fulfilled, and
thou shalt sleep with thy fathers, I will set up thy seed after
thee, wdiich shall proceed out of thy bowels, and I will establish
His kingdom.'' " For unto us a Child is born, unto us a Son is
given and the government shall be upon His shoulder and
His name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, The mighty
God, The everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace. Of the
increase of His government and peace there shall be no end,
upon the throne of David, and upon his kingdom, to order it,
and to establish it with judgment and with justice from hence-

not be a Levitical

:

;

:

The

Lord of hosts will percome forth a rod out of the stem
of Jesse, and a Branch shall grow out of his roots and the
Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon Him, the spirit of wisdom
and understanding, the spirit of counsel and might, the spirit
of knowledge and of the fear of the Lord; and shall make
forth even for ever.

form

this."

"

And

zeal of the

there shall

:

1

Exod.

xl.

12-16.
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Lord

of quick understanding in the fear of the

He

and

:

judge after the sight of His eyes, neither reprove after
the hearing of His ears but with righteousness shall He judge
shall not

:

the poor, and reprove with equity for the

He

and

shall smite

meek

of the earth

the earth with the rod of His mouth, and

with the breath of His

lips shall

He slay the wicked. And right-

eousness shall be the girdle of His loins, and faithfulness the
" But thou, Bethlehem Ephratah, though
girdle of His reins."

thou be

among

little

He come

shall

the thousands of Judah, yet out of thee

Me that

forth unto

to be ruler in Israel

is

;

whose

goings forth have been from of old, from everlasting."^
The conclusion to be drawn from the fact here stated
plainly this

is

Messiah's priesthood, being clearly different from

:

the Levitical priesthood, must supersede

it,

and thus prove that

the law of priesthood has been essentially altered

ing the Levitical priesthood,

it

;

and, supersed-

must be a priesthood of superior

dignity.

But not only does
to
it

whom

it

appear from prophecy that the Messiah,

the prediction refers, was not to be of the tribe of Levi

appears also from indubitable evidence that Jesus Christ, in

whom

the prediction was fulfilled, was, according to ancient

prophecies, not of the tribe of Levi, but of Judah.

" For

it is

evident that our

tribe IVIoses spake

The fact

Lord

sprting out of

Judah

Ver. 14.
;

of

which

nothing concerning priesthood."^

of Jesus Christ being a Hneal descendant of David,

is established by the genealoby the Evangelists Matthew and Luke, and is spoken
of by the Apostle as something universally acknowledged and inThe sum of the argument
capable of being called in question.

and, of course, sprung from Judah,

gies recorded

is this

:

'

Jesus Christ, the Messiah,

He

oracle, a priest.

is

belongs to another tribe.
Levitical high-priesthood

is,

is

He

His priesthood indicates that the
superseded, for, by the law on which

was exclusive; and therefore His priesthood
that which it supersedes.'

it rests, it

to

according to the ancient

plainly not a Levitical priest, for

is

superior

The Apostle proceeds to bring forward another argument,
founded on the words of the oath, that the Messiah is not, and
1

2 Sam.

2

duocrireiTiKit).

vii.

12

Micah v. 2.
Isa. ix. 6, 7, xi. 1-5
Perhaps Num. xxiv. 17 was in the writer's mind,
;

;
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cannot be, a Levitical
evident

Ver. 15.

priest.

"And it

is

Who

ariseth another priest, 16.

is

there

made, not after the law of

a carnal commandment, but after the power of an endless

For

17.

He

testifieth,

Thou

25.

more

yet far

that after the simihtude of Melchisedec

for

:

[CHAP. V. 10-VII.

life.

art a Priest for ever, after the order

of Melchisedec."

many

This passage, like
the verses

division of

entirely or chiefly

;

others,

—the

is

greatly obscured

by the

Apostle's argument not resting

on the fact that the priest mentioned in the
was to be " after the order of Melchisedec,"

oath, to be raised up,

but on the fact that

He was

be a perpetual

to

priest, after

that

order.

The
what

first

is it

question here

that the Apostle

is.

What

is it

proving ?

is

that "is evident?"

It

is

not that there was

to " arise another priest, after the order of INIelchisedec,"
is

he intends

— but the evidence of what
proving— and proving from
the 110th Psalm —
the Messiah was not

to prove.

the passage in
to

that

not what he intends to prove,

What

he

is

is,

be a Levitical priest

and

;

spoken of in the Psalm was not
" after the law of a carnal

his
to

that

argument

is,

'

The

priest

be like the Levitical priests,

commandment, but

after the

power

of an endless life.'"

" The law of a carnal commandment "
to carnal,

i.e.,

to

is

plainly the law of

was a law, all whose details referred
external and perishable, things.
It referred

the Levitical priesthood.

It

to natural descent, to corporeal qualifications, to external ob-

servances, to bodily purifications, in one word, to " things seen

and temporal;"^ and the priesthood corresponded
cording

to— its

in the 110th

law.

But

to

— was ac-

the priesthood of the person mentioned

Psalm was not

to

be constituted in correspondence

but in correspondence with " the power of an
endless," or indissoluble, " hfe."
The person spoken of is not
a mortal man, but " the King eternal, immortal, and invisible,"

with

this law,

who

sits on the throne of heaven, at the right hand of His
Divine Father ; and His priesthood has a correspondence to His

^ Feebleness and mortality are the properties of aecp^
and it is likely that
the mutable, perishing character of the Mosaic economy, as opposed to the
;

power

of an endless

certain laws, calls

mutabiles

:"

life, was intended to be suggested.
them " leges mortales, ut ita dicam,

xxxiv.

6.

Livy, speaking of
et

temporibus

ipsis

CHAP.
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He

life.

is

not like the Levitical priests,

not continue, by reason of death;" but as His

The law

His priesthood.

a powerless statute

it

;

is

of His priesthood

who "

could

life is endless, so is

is

not a dead

letter,

a living, energetic, immutable, ever-

—

the oath of God.
That the passage in the 110th Psalm warrants the argument the Apostle grounds on it is plain. The priest there
mentioned is the Psalmist's "Lord," who lives and reigns for
ever and ever and He is " after the order of ISIelchisedec"
lasting decree

;

perpetual priest

—

^a

He
And

priest as long as

His life, which is an endless one.
good one to prove that the Messiah
a priest of a higher order,

is

is

The
noticed,

—

—a

that the

priest

during

argument

is

a

not a Levitical priest, but

equally so

temporary and limited, whereas His

lives

is

for their priesthood

;

was

unlimited and perpetual.

only thing in the passage that requires further to be
the introductory phrase, " It is yet far more evident^

is

Perhaps the comparative is here used for the superlative, as in
iii. 3
It is, further,
and the words may be equivalent to
very evident :' or, it may be intended to indicate which is the
truth
not that what is here stated is itself a clearer proof of our
chap.

—
—
'

;

—

Lord's not being a Levitical priest than the fact referred to

He was

above, that

here stated

from the passage
It

may

not of the priestly tribe, but that the proof

one which

is

in the

is

more

clearly

is

He

who

was not

to

is

not a

;

but

it

is

expressly

a perpetual priest, which clearly proves

is

not to be of the order of Levi.

Messiah,

arguing.
is

not stated, and inasmuch as

is

said to be a priest of another order

asserted that

Him

is

be inferred that the priest mentioned there

Levitical priest, inasmuch as this

He

and evidently deducible

110th Psalm, from which he

It

is

plain, then, that the

in this ancient oracle represented as a priest,

be a Levitical priest

;

and that His priesthood

necessarily implies the abolition of the Levitical priesthood, and,

of course,

its

own

infinite superiority.

expressed by the Apostle in the two verses that follow.
Vers. 18, 19. " For there is verily a disannulling of the commandment going before, for the weakness and unprofitableness

This

is

For the law made nothing perfect, but the bringing in
by the which we draw nigh unto God."
Here, even more than in the three preceding verses, the sense
greatly obscured by the division into verses. These two verses

thereof.

of a better hope did

is

;
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form but one sentence.
necessary.

The whole

verily there

is

:

the supplement did

is

25.

made nothing
obviously un-

"For
commandment going before,

sentence should be read thus:

a disannulling of the

for the weakness

that law

words, " For the law

The

perfect," are parenthetical

[CHAP. V. 10-VII.

and unprofitableness thereof

— " made nothing

perfect)

of a better hope, by the which

(for the

but there

;

is

law"

—

or,

a bringing in

we draw nigh unto God."

I apprehend the Apostle, in these words, has

in view the

still

passage in the 110th Psalm. 'In this passage,' as

if

he had

said,

^you have an intimation of the disannulling of the commandment going before ;' that is, plainly, of the law of the Levitical

which preceded the coming of the Messiah. ' You
have an intimation that that commandment, and the priesthood
founded on it, would be abolished, on account of its weakness
and unprofitableness on account of its incapacity of gaining
priesthood,

—

the great ends of the priesthood.

nothing perfect.

make
If

it

expiation

perfect

conscience
had,

;

It did not

it

;

it

(For, indeed, that law

make a

perfect priest

did not

afford

;

it

made

did not

perfect peace

of

did not give real, far less perfect, sanctification.

would have been permanent.^) But in the j)asto, the announcement of another and

it

sage so often referred
superior Idnd

of

pi'iesthood necessarily

implies

its

abolition'

(ver. 11).

But in this passage there is not only the " disannulling of
commandment going before, for the weakness and unprofit-

the

;" but there is " the bringing in of a better hope."
a declaration of a perpetual priest, " after the order of

ableness thereof

There

is

Melchisedec"

—a

priest,

the perfection of whose atonement and

the prevalence of whose intercession are proved by the perpetuity
of His office.
There is not only an intimation that the " weak

and unprofitable" priesthood is to be put down, but the announcement that a powerful and eflScient priesthood should take its
place
and therefore a ground laid for the hope of those bless;

" The law in every resjject opened up and imposed a number of
problems without solving any of them. It set up in the decalogue the ideal
of a holy life, but it gave no power to realize that ideal.
By the law of
sacrifice it awakened the consciousness of the necessity of an atonement
but
'

;

it

provided no true, vahd offering for

sin.

In the institution of the priest-

hood it held forth the necessity of a representation of the sinner before God
but it gave no priest able to save men sis to TxvTs'hig. In short, it left
everything unfinished." Ebrard.
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ings wliicli could be obtained only through the mediation of

such a High Priest.

"By
God"

which hope,"^ adds the Apostle,

— we get near God, "entering" by

in the vail."

It

is

"we draw

faith

nigh to

and hope "with-

by the hope grounded on the only begotten of

God being our perpetual High Priest that Christians draw near to
God with filial confidence ch. iv. 14-16, and x. 19-22. Such
:

is

the Apostle's second argument for the superiority of our Lord's

from the passage

priesthood, taken

in the

110th Psalm.

The Superior Solemnity of the Institution of the Priesthood of
our Lord a Proof of its Superiority to the Levitical Priest-

3.

hood.

A third argument
22d

The

verses.

is

brought forward in the 20th, 21st, and

superiority of the priesthood of Christ to the

Aaronical priesthood

is

He was conwere constituted
Let us examine this additional

argued from the

by a divine

stituted a priest

fact, that

oath, while they

priests without a divine oath.

argument.

"And

Ver. 20.

made
but

priest

this

inasmuch

with an oath by

sware, and

He was
were made without an oath
that said unto Him, The Lord

as not without an oath

21. (For those priests

:

Avill

Him

not repent.

order of ^ielchisedec

:)

Thou

22.

art a Priest for ever, after the

By

so

much was

Jesus made a

surety of a better testament."

The

first

thing to be done here,

tion of the sentence.

parenthetical.

The

It
20tli

is

is

to fix the proper construc-

quite plain that the 21st verse

verse

is

obviously

elliptical.

is

Our

by the words, He was made
comes materially to the same thing, perhaps it might have been better to have supplied it from the
concluding clause of the sentence " was made a sm'ety." " Inasmuch as Jesus Christ was made a surety not without an oath,
but by an oath, insomuch was He made the surety of a better
translators have supplied the qllipsis

a

priest.

Though

it

—

testament

;"

—

z.g.,

in general terms, the dignity of the station

we took of the meaning of the close of the
The hope there, as well as here, is the hope resting on the
declaration, confirmed by the oath of God, that the Messiah was to be a perfect, perpetual High Priest.
*

This confirms the view

6th chapter.
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25.

bears a proportion to the solemnity of His appointment to

it.

The

parenthetical verse

and proof of the

tinct statement

proceeds,

—

obviously intended for the more dis-

is

fact on

to wit, that the constitution of

which

this

argument

our Lord's priesthood

attended with the solemnity of a divine oath, while the

Avas

constitution of the Levitical priesthood

was not attended with

any such solemnity.

To

bring out satisfactorily the meaning of the Apostle,

be proper that

will

we

attend,

which the Apostle establishes

:

first,

it

the fact or principle

to

'"Jesus Christ is made the surety

of a better testament" than that of which the Aaronical priestsureties, and of " a testament as much better,"
by the presence of a divine oath in the one case,

hood were made
as

is

indicated

and the absence of
ciples by which he

made

priests

without an oath, but

oath

—and

finally,

;'

;'

in the other

it

establishes this

to

the

—then
'

:

The

He

force of

to the facts or prin-

Levitical priests were

was made a priest by an
the argument which he

grounds on these facts and principles for the superiority of our
Lord's priesthood to that of the order of Aaron.

The

fact or principle

that Jesus has been

which the Apostle

is

establishing

is,

the " surety of a far better testa-

made

that of which the Levitical priests were made
There are two words in the statement of this fact
which require some explication " testament" and " sui'ety."
The word rendered here " testament"^ is the same which is
so often in this Epistle, and in other parts of the New Testament, rendered " covenant."
It is a word which is of more
comprehensive meaning than our word ' covenant,' which pro-

ment" than
sureties.

—

perly signifies a bargain, an agreement between different parties

on certain terms.
1

Aia.Q'i^x.n

It signifies a constitution,

in classic Greek

lias,

among

'covenant, league, bargain, institution'-

but there

is

no evidence that

synonym

It is plainly the

it

—

an arrangement,

other significations

^the signification of

ever has this meaning in the

of the

Hebrew

n''"13,

—such

as

'testament,'

New Testament.

which never means

'

testa-

very doubtful if testaments were known among the
Translators and
ancient Jews.
Sureties have no place in a testament.
commentators would not likely have given the sense of testament to
" But,"
"bixS'/iKYi here, had they not been looking forward to ch. ix. 16.

ment.'

Indeed,

it is

with Ebrard, " we interpret the passage reading the Epistle straight onward, and not in the reverse way. We will deal with the subsequent passage in

its

own

place."
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a dispensation or economy.

word ordinarily employed

It is the

denote the two divine arrangements or economies under

to

which God has placed His Church, and here plainly describes
and that order
that order of things introduced by the Messiah
;

of things

is

stated to be a better order of things than that to

which the Levitical priesthood belonged.
" surety"

The word rendered
occurs in the

who

New

stands in the

Testament.^

room

cannot act for himself.

God

is

A

a word which nowhere else
" surety," or sponsor, is one

and

of another,

him when he

acts for

In both the economies under which

placed His Church there were such sureties,

—persons who

who

acted in their

God and His

stood between

name and

people, persons

was the place which the

Such
Aaron occupied

for their behalf.

priests of the order of

in the

former economy

;

such is the place which Jesus occupies in the new economy.
To be the " surety" or mediator of a divine covenant or economy

men,

in reference to fallen

is

the same thing as to be a priest,

who does for man what man cannot do for hhnself.^
The statement that "Jesus Christ is the Surety," or Mediator,
" of a better covenant," obviously implies that there
covenant, that that other covenant

were

sureties of that other

referred to

is

good covenant.

The

is

another

and that there

a good one,

is

other covenant

—

economy the order of things
what the Apostle terms " the first

plainly the Mosaic

—

called " the Law"
covenant," and " the old covenant."

commonly

This covenant or economy was good. It must have been so,
it was divine.
It was well fitted to answer all the important

for

it was intended, though it was not adequate
which are served by the new and " better covenant" or economy purposes which it was never intended to serve.
That economy or covenant had a " surety," or mediator
one who stood in the room, and acted in the name, of the people

purposes for which
to the purposes

—

1

The word occurs iwico. in the apocryphal Amtings
The noun iyyvr] occurs, Ecclus. xxix.

2 Mac. X. 28.
£'/y!^«(7^«/,

in the

LXX.

;

Ecclus. xxix. 17.

:

Ecclus. xxix. 15, 16

18, 19

It signifies

'

;

and the verb

a sponsor.'

It

seems not unlikely that the use of the term syyt^uv (ver. 19) suggested
the word syyvo;.

Instead of iyyvos^ the classical writers use £yyy>ir'^c

or sxiyyvo;.
2

Some

consider 'iyyvo; as referring to God, as SchUchting, Grotius,
In appointing His Son the Mediator of the cove-

Olshausen, and Ebrard.
nant,

He

gives security that all

its

promises will be

fulfilled.
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25.

in their transactions with God
and that " surety," or mediator,
was plainly the Aaronical high priest.
While these truths are plainly implied in the Apostle's state;

ment, the truth directly asserted

that Jesus

is,

the Aaronical high priest was the surety.

He

which

as a

the Surety or

is

economy than

^lediator of a better covenant or

Surety or High Priest belongs,

that of w^hich

The economy
is

to

a far better one

than that to which the Aaronical high priest belonged as a
surety

;

and the character of the priesthood depending on the

character of the economy,

High

Priest

It

is

it

far superior to

He

follows, of course, that

Aaron

would be out of place here

or

any of

as a

his sons.

to enter into a particular illus-

which the superiority of the
Covenant to the Old consists these will come under consideration by and by.
All that the Apostle does here, is to argue
that that covenant must be better than the covenant which preceded it, inasmuch as its Surety or Mediator was constituted
tration of those circumstances in

New

with

;

much

greater solemnity than the sureties or mediators of

that covenant.

The

fact, then,

which the Apostle

establishes

is

economy under which Jesus Christ is Surety or
Mediator, is superior, and very far superior, to that economy
under which the Levitical high priest was sm'ety or mediator.
Let us now turn our attention to the facts or principles by
which the Apostle supports this statement. These are to be
found in the parenthetical statement contained in the 21st verse
" Those priests were made without an oath; but this with an oath
by Him that said unto Him, The Lord sware, and will not repent,
this,

that the

:

Thou art a Priest for ever, after the order of Melchisedec."
"Those priests were made without an oath."^ The refer^

Michaelis renders

:

" The

priests -ysyouoTig,

'

that were

;'

intimating

that they, and the economy they belonged to, had no legitimate being, no
existence as a divine institution.

things which were."

Rom.
Dan.

vi. 17,
ii.

sublime

1,

"

He

considers

We thank God

The Levitical
it

that ye icere

in Rev. xxi. 6

:

were among the

—^n—the servants

" His sleep had been upon him,"

Fsyoj/s,

priests

as a phrase similar to the following

now

of sin ;"

had
— " They have been,"
says Jehovah, of
i.e.,

departed.

:

and
The
the

heavens and the earth when they have passed away and no place has been
found for them. " I am the A and the fl, the beginning and the ending."
What a stoop from this height to notice Virgil's beautiful expression
'

" Fuimus Troes, fuit Ilium et ingens
Gloria Teucrorum."
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ence here

is

to the original

appointment of the Aaronical

349
priest-

That took phico by an immediate revelation of the
" Take thou unto thee Aaron thy brother,
divine will to Moses
and his sons with him, from among the children of Israel, that
hood.

:

he may minister unto Me in the priest's office, even Aaron,
Nadab and Abihu, Eleazar and Ithamar, Aaron's sons." ^ But
it was unaccompanied with any other solemnity.
" But this" Priest, " the High Priest of our profession," was

made

a priest " with an oath"

festly

from the passage

import of

full

—a divine

oath, as appears

so often referred to.

The

maniand

precise

this divine oracle Ave are incapable of ascertain-

sulijects which, by their vastness and
and confound the mind. In reading these
words, we feel as if, like Paul, we were " caught up into the
third heavens, and heard things which it is impossible" in mortal
Our thoughts are turned back
language intelligibly to explain.
through the course of eternal ages and we seem to witness
though the minuter parts of the sublime scene are hid in excess

ing.

It

is

one of the

strangeness, oppress

;

of brightness

—that

awfully important transaction

among

the

and independent Three in One, from which originates
the wliole scheme of our redemption, and which, according to
the different aspects in which our feeble faculties consider it, is
eternal

termed " the counsel of peace," or the decree of mercy. The
God has,
general meaning, however, is abundantly apparent.
in the most distinct and solemn manner, declared it to be His
unalterable determination that Jesus Christ shall be " a Priest
for ever, after the order of Melchisedec."
It only remains

now

that,

on

this part of the Apostle's

argu-

ment, we attend to the force of these facts as proofs that Jesus
Christ is made the " Surety," or Mediator, " of a much better

covenant" than that of which the Levitical high-priesthood were
sureties or mediators

;

or, in

other words, that He, as a

High

had inconceivably the superiority over them. The force
of the argument lies, we apprehend, chiefly in two things. The
oath of God marks both the importance and the perpetuity
the immutability of the order of things to which it refers.
No wise or good
It marks the importance of the economy.

Priest,

—

man

interposes his oath in a matter of trivial consequence.

he voluntarily gives his oath,
^

it is

Exod.

If

a plain proof that he considers

x.xviii. 1.
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That economy must then be a

the matter as one of importance.

high and holy one indeed with regard to which Jehovah swears

and this circumstance must elevate it far above every other
economy, though divine in its origin, that is not distinguished

by

this highest conceivable

mation of "

Him who

But the oath

mark

of

God marks

of

its

importance in the

esti-

alone hath wisdom."

not only the importance, but

the stability, of the economy in reference to which

God is never represented in

it

made.

is

Scripture as swearing to anything but

Thus He swears to Abraham
fixed and immutable.
that "all the nations of the earth should be blessed in his seed ;"^

what was
and
His
and

" they should not enter into
David, that " his seed should endure for ever,

to the rebellious Israelites, that
rest ;" ^

and

to

his throne to all generations."

The

Levitical high-pi'iesthood,

and the economy

to

which

it

belonged, were divinely appointed, but they were not confirmed

by

oath.

The law

course obligatory
established

it

;

in reference to

till

but

it

them was

divine,

and of

repealed by the same authority which

was repealable

—

has been repealed.

it

But it is otherwise with the priesthood of our Lord, and the
economy to which it belongs. Jehovah has pledged His power,
and faithfulness, and being, that He shall be " a Priest for ever,
after the order of Melchisedec."
Such is the thu'd argument
for the superiority of our Lord as a Priest above the Aaronical
priesthood, derived

4.

from the ancient oracle

The Superior Permanence of our

110th Psalm.

in the

Loi^dts PriestJiood proves

its

Superiority/ to the Levitical Priesthood.

But the Apostle has not

yet exhausted

all

the evidence which

the passage contains of this interesting truth.
state a fourth

argument, which

is

He

substantially this

:

goes on to
'

From

this

was to continue for
ever a Priest, whereas the Jewish high priests were continually
changing in consequence of their being subject to the law of
mortality.' This is stated in the 23d and 24th verses. 23. " And
they truly were"
are become
" many priests, because they were
not suffered to continue by reason of death
24. But this man,
because He continueth ever, hath an unchangeable priesthood."
ancient oracle

it

is

plain that the Messiah

—

—

:

1

Gen.

xxii.

16-18.

^

pgut.

i.

34-36.
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more than one high priest at
man, his life as an individual was
not commensurate with the whole duration of the priesthood.
Death cut short his pontificate, and his place was occupied by a
successor
so that, by the law of succession, the Jewish high
priests had " become many."
The Jews reckon about a hundred of them from Aaron to Phineas, the last of them, who
perished in the destruction of the temple by the Romans.
This
constant change of priests, occasioned by death, showed " the
weakness and unprofitableness" of the Jewish priesthood that
it was of a temporal and worldly nature, subject to the law of
mortality, and did not extend its influence to the concerns of
"the world to come ;" and that all that depended on it was in a
state of imjjerfection and mutability.
" But this" person to whom the ancient oracle refers, " bea time

the law there coukl not be
but, being a mortal

;

;

;

cause Pie continues ever, hath an unchangeable priesthood."^
He to whom the Psalmist refers is not a mortal man, but " the

only begotten Son," who sits and reigns along with His Father.
Pie is " the first and the last, and the Living One;" and though
He died. He " now lives for evermore," having the keys of

death and of the unseen world.

He

And

The reason
" They could not

has no successor as a priest.

priests does not here exist.

of death."

Him;"

He

never dies

He

therefore

From

— " death has no

never ceases to

He

" because

ever lives,"

for a succession of

continue by reason
more dominion over

officiate as a

High

inspired wTiter draws an inference highly illustrative of
ority to the Levitical priesthood

them

able also to save

Him, seeing
"

He

Him

;"

make

i.e.,

:

make

^

dTxpxfioiro;

—

Carpzov

'

is

intercession for them."

who come

to

God

ever officiates as a Priest in reference

who employ
as a Priest.'
To "come to God" through Christ,

to those

He

come unto God by

intercession for those

He
Him
'

superi-

its

Yer. 25. " Wherefore

to the uttermost that

Pie ever liveth to

ever lives to

through

Priest.

the perpetual endurance of our Lord's priesthood the

is

just to expect

and seek

a not-passing-away, a not-transmissible priesthood.'

the Priest never dies, and oltjecand the last of its kind. Of His
priesthood may be said what Daniel says of His kingdom
His atonement
is an everlasting atonement, which shall not pass away, and His priesthood
that which shall not be destroyed.' Dan. vii. 14.
It is so, as
/ively,

says,

as the priesthood

both

is

suhjcclicebj, as

unique

—the

first

—

'
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God through the meground of His atonement, tlu'ough

the favour, and image, and enjoyment of
diation of Christ Jesus, on the

medium of His intercession. Now, " Jesus ever hves to
Some would understand the
make intercession for these."
'interpose
words, "make intercession," as just equivalent to
favourably in their behalf;' but we are rather disposed to underthe

—

stand the word in

its full

extent and peculiarity of

meaning
by presenting prayer

interpose favourably in their behalf

God

in their behalf.'

The only

'

to
to

begotten of God, though na-

His Father's equal, in the economy of grace is Plis
and all the blessings conferred on Him and
His chosen people are conferred by the Father as sustaining
the majesty of the Godhead. It is in consequence of the exturally

Father's servant

;

pressed will of the God-man, Christ Jesus, that the energies
of the Divinity are exerted in the salvation of men.
Priest " ever lives" thus to intercede for us;

Our High

the inference the Apostle draws
uttermost."

may

The

is,

"

He

ways, for ever.'
ever liveth to

" To the uttermost"
'

He

make

is

is

The

by

itself,

context fixes

just equivalent to

—

able to save His people for ever, for

intercession for them.'

and

able to save to the

phrase, "to the uttermost," taken

refer either to degree or duration.

.meaning here.

is

The

'

its

al-

He

justness of the

if we consider that if His atoning
had not been satisfactory, there would have been no
room for His intercession at all; and if His sacrifice has been allefficacious, and if " He ever lives" to follow up that sacrifice by
intercessions which must be all-prevalent, is it not a fairly deduced inference " He is able to save for ever them that come
unto God by Him?"

deduction will be obvious,
sacrifice

—

§ 6.

The Superiority of our LorcVs Priesthood

to the Levitical

Priesthood proved from His Superior Qualifications.

The

argument for the superiority of our Lord's priestAaron, which is contained in the
verses following, though plainly suggested by, is not so completely
grounded on, this ancient oracle as those which have been already
illustrated.
It may be thus stated: 'To fit a person for the
successful discharge of the office of a priest for mankind, certain
These qualifications are
qualifications are absolutely necessary.
hood

fifth

to that of the order of
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Avanting in the Aaronical higli-priestliood, while they are to be

found

in absolute perfection in

of our pi'ofession."

He is

Such

far their superior.

which

stated

is

Jesus Christ, "the High Priest

It follows, of course, that as a

'

more

is

High

Priest

the substance of the argument

in detail in the passage

which now

lies

before us for explication.

"For such an High

Vers. 2(5-28.

holy, harmless, undefiled, separate

than the heavens

up

to offer

people's

;

who needeth not

became us, who is
and made higher

sinners,

daily, as those

high

priests,

own sins, and then for the
when He offered up Himself.

sacrifice, first for Plis

for this

:

Priest

from

He

did once,

For the law maketli men high priests which have infirmity; but
the word of the oath, which was since the law, maketh the Son,

who is consecrated for evermore."^
The Apostle's ai-gument goes on

the principle that

men

(the

pronoun us being equivalent, not to us Christians,' but to us
men') need a high priest, and a high priest possessed of certain
qualifications.
Every kind of high priest will not suit their circumstances.
The high priest they need the high priest who
alone can effectually be their surety, and gain for them the great
end of bringing them to God must be " holy, harmless, undefiled, separate -from sinners, and made higher than the heavens."
He must be holy. The w^ord " holy" in the Scriptures very
generally signifies separation from a common to a religious purpose.
Thus the nation of Israel was holy the tribe of Levi
was still more holy the family of Aaron was peculiarly holy
the temple and all its furniture were holy.
No doubt the high
priest whom the circumstances of man called for must be thus
holi/
he must, by divine appointment, be set apart to perform
the functions of his oflice; "for no man can" legitimately
" take this honour to him except he be chosen of God, as was
Aaron." The original word before us, however, is not that which
is ordinarily employed to signify separation from a connnon to
a religious purpose, but one which denotes moral qualities. It
signifies moral excellence generally, when used alone; and when
used with other words descriptive of particular forms of moral expiety.
cellence, it signifies moral excellence in reference to God,
'

'

—

—

—

—

—

—

^

yup.

'

priest: for

Nolo Jesus

not have been a

VOL.

is

we needed such

I.

fit

High

an ever

living,

a High Priest.

immutable, endlessly powerful
not been this. He could

Had He

Priest for us.'

Z
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its meaning here.
The priest we need is
and perfectly pious one who " loves the Lord
with all his heart, and strength, and soul, and mind," and who
shows that he does so by a corresponding conduct.
He must also he harmless. This word is, I apprehend, descriptive of moral excellence in reference to men.
Our high
priest must he one who has never violated the laws either of

This

I apprehend,

is,

one who

is

—

really

justice or of mercy,

He

must

term

this

is

still

who

" loves his neighbour as himself."

further be undejiled.

not very easily fixed.

the two that precede

it,

am

I

The

precise

Viewed

meaning of
with

in connection

disposed to consider

it

as descrip-

moral excellence in reference to the individual himself

tive of

—

from every tendency to intemperance and impurity.
Our high priest also must be " separate from sinners." This

free

phrase seems explicatory of the three that precede

By

it.

his

perfect piety, justice, benevolence, and personal purity, he must

be "separated from sinners;"

must not belong

i.e.,

to that class of

he must not be a sinner

sentiment conveyed by these four epithets

high priest
fect

;'

we need must be

—a sentiment which

be merely a

man

are depraved.

:

'

The

absolutely innocent, morally perit

that he cannot

—

order, " for all

all

the race of

Adam.

absolute perfection of character

is

not the only requi-

a high priest suited to our circumstances

site in

—he

general

have sinned" all
Ungodly, unrighteous, impure " sinners," are the
of our

appropriate epithets of

But

plainly this

is

necessarily implies in

own

The

moral beings.

:

he must be

possessed also of dignified station, of high authority, of unlimited power.
He must be " made higher than the heavens."

He

must be one " higher than the heavens." The phrase is peculiar.
It nowhere else occurs in Scripture
but its meaning is
obvious enough. He must occupy a place of the highest honour
and power. And he must be one "made higher than the heavens."
These words plainly imply that his elevation above the heavens is
something conferred on him. It intimates that our high priest
must be beneath the heavens in order to the discharge of some
of the functions of his office, and that, in consequence of the
successful discharge of them, he must be exalted far above all
heavens for the successful discharge of other functions, and for
;

gaining the grand object, the ultimate end, of his

The

j^riest

we

require

is

office.

one who, being thus " holy, harm-
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separate from sinners, and

undefiled,

less,

made higher than

the heavens, needs not to offer up sacrifice for himself" at

no

for he has

sins of his

own

to expiate;

and he needs not

all,

often

up sacrifices for our sins, for his being " made higher
than the heavens" proves that complete expiation has already
been made. Such is the high priest who " becomes us."
to offer

The phrase " who becomes us'' is
need, who is necessary for us,'
just

equivalent to

—

to

to

John, "

—

'

it is

Nor

becomes us

necessary that

is it

A

sary.

It

difficult to see that

'

whom we

as our Lord's declaration

to fulfil all righteousness,"

we should

—
is

equivalent

fulfil all righteousness.'

" such an high priest"

is

neces-

morally imperfect high priest could not successfully

perform the function of expiation for others. The person who
interposes wdth God in the room of another must himself be on
good terms with Him. He must deserve so well of the divine
moral government as to make
to

it

wise and just on his account

bestow blessings on those who deserve thein not.

For

this

purpose, high dignity of nature and absolute perfection of character were necessary.

And as

a priest so completely immaculate
was not less necessary that he should
be "made higher than the heavens" exalted to high dignity
and authority, as this was equally requisite to the proof of the
completeness of the expiation made by his sacrifice, and for
gaining the ultimate end of his priesthood "the bringing of
those" for whose benefit he acts " to God," in all the extent of
meaning which belongs to that word the making them perfectly holy and perfectly happy. Such is the high priest we need,
and such are the grounds on which we need such a high priest.
Now, the Apostle shows that the Jewish high priests were

was necessary

for us, so

it

—

—

—

]\Iany of them were men
them were "sinners;" and however dignified might be their situation, it could not be said of any
of them that they were " made higher than the heavens." That
they were not " holy, harmless, undefiled, and separate from
sinners," is plain from the fact that they had " daily to offer
up sacrifice, first for themselves." Some interpreters render the
word " daily," on a certain day'^ supposing the reference to
be to the great day of atonement.
It seems plain, however,

not possessed of these qualifications.
notorious for their crimes;

'

1

As

eeasou."

all

of

—

a similar phrase in John v. 4 {x,xr»

x.uip6ti) is

rendered "at a certain
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from the Jewish

writers, that every

offered for the priests, of

whom

[CHAP.
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day there were

5.

sacrifices

the high priest was the head

the subordinate priests being merely his substitutes, performing
This was
services which it was impossible for him to overtake.
a plain acknowledgment that they themselves were " sinners,"

and of course were

destitute of that complete innocence, that

was requisite in a high priest
such as our circumstances required. And as their " daily offering sacrifice for themselves" proved that they were not " holy,
harmless, undefiled, and separate from sinners," so their " offerabsolute moral perfection, which

ing daily sacrifices for the sins of the people" intimated that
" did not take away
" For," as the Apostle afterwards argues, " then would
sin."

these expiatory sacrifices were not perfect

—

they not have ceased to be offered ? because that the worshippers once purged should have had no more conscience of sins.

But

in those sacrifices there

sins

every year."^

The inadequacy

a remembrance again made of

is

of the Jewish high priests to the attain-

which we need a high priest is further
" For the law maketh men priests who
have infirmity." These words have commonly been understood
The law of Moses constitutes men
as if they merely meant

ment

of the ends for

stated in these words

:

—

who have

'

infirmity priests.'

I rather think the words, 'hav-

ing infirmity,' refer not to their nature as men, but to their
official

and

in

character as priests.

consequence of

priests "

this,

'

The law

constitutes

w^w

the priests constituted by

having infirmity."

The

'

legal priesthood

an infirm

priests;

the law are

mere

a

is

—a

weak, an

and therefore
That this is the meaning of the passage,
seems plain from the antithesis between men and the Son between priests having infirmity, and a priest consecrated or per-

human

priesthood

it

;

is

inefficacious priesthood.

—

"

fected for evermore.

The

laAV

made men

priests ;"

i.e.,

'

the

priests constituted under the law were but mortal, sinful men,'
and therefore not " holy, hanuless, undefiled, and separate from

sinners."

And

as

it

made men

—mere

mortal

men

—

priests, it

could not constitute an efficient priesthood. These men
mere human priests were " priests having infirmity."

—

—these
Weak-

ness and unprofitableness were the character of their priesthood,
so far as the expiation of moral guilt and the obtaining of
1

Heb.

X. 2, 3.
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spiritual salvation

Their expiations, their

were concerned.

tercessions, their benedictions, all

had

this character of

in-

weak-

They were not " such high priests as became us."
But Jesus, " the High Priest of oiu' profession," is " such a
High Priest as became us." He is all we need; for Pie " is holy,
harmless, undefiled, separate from sinners, and made higher
ness.

than the heavens."

He

is

absolutely innocent

—

— absolutely per-

and personal guilt free of original and
acquired depravity.
And He has been " made higher than the
heavens."
He has been " highly exalted, and received a name
above every name which can be named, either in this world or
that which is to come."
He has " sat down on the riMit hand of
the Majesty in the heavens principalities and powers, thrones
and dominions, having been made subject to Him." By His
fect, free of hereditary

;

and absolute perfection He was fitted for offering
and His high exaltation is a proof that
the sacrifice He offered has indeed been acceptable.
And being thus "holy, harmless, undefiled, separate from
sinners, and made higher than the heavens, He needeth not daily,
as those high priests, to offer up sacrifice, first for His own sins,
and then for the people's
for this He did once, wdien He
offered up Himself."
To a careless reader these Avords might
seem to imply that Christ "offered up sacrifice for His ow^n
sins," as well as " for the sins of His people, once."
But on a
more careful inspection, we shall find that the division of the
proposition is clear and explicit
(1) ' Our great High Priest
is under no necessity of offering daily sacrifice for His own
sins;' (2) 'He is under no necessity of offering daily sacrifice
for the sins of His people.'
The twofold proof of this twofold
assertion is divided also with much distinctness into two clauses,
each commencing with the particle "for." The proofs, howspotless purity

an acceptable

sacrifice

;

:

:

ever, according to a

common usage

in

Hebrew

composition, of

which frequent traces are found in the New Testament, are
arranged in an inverted order
the second assertion is first
:

proved.
for this
'

He

He needs not to offer daily for
He did once for all, when He
'

needs not to offer daily for His

He

is

offered

own

up Himself.'

sins, for

He

is

not,

mere man, and an inefficient priest,
the Son of God, and as a priest, accomplished, per-

like tlie Levitical priests, a

but

the sins of the people,

fect for ever.'
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The
and

non-necessity of offering for His

for

between

Him

never could, never
the

is

tvill,

Holy One

He does

"

and the

legal high priests.

for the sins of His people

all offer sacrifice

He

own sins

VII. 26-VIII.

is first

5.

asserted

proved, in order to give prominence to the grand dis-

last

tinction

[CHAP.

offer sacrifice for

:

He did once
He never did,

His own

sins,

of God.^

not need daily"

i.e.,

again and again ^

because

— "to

offer

up expiatory sacrifices for His people. He did this once when
He offered up Himself." The sacrifice He offered was " Himself," cheerfully and perfectly doing all and suffering all the
will of God; and this sacrifice being perfect, needs not to be
repeated

—

once for

it is

other sacrifices and

all

own

higher than the heavens"

"He

unnecessary.

word
is

of the oath,

It at once rendered unnecessary

all.

its

is

repetition

the evidence that

or,

its

repetition

is

either,

by a Hebraism, equiva-

—a

circumlocution for the

'the oracle respecting the oath,' referring to

Psalm

verse of the 110th

so often alluded to.^

think, the just interpretation.

This oath

The 110th Psalm was

the law."*
of the law.

is

which was since the law, maketh the Son, who

lent to 'the matter of the oath'

—

and His being " made

needs not to offer for His ow^n sins; for the

consecrated for evermore."
" The Avord of the oath "

oath

;

This

is

is

The

last

is,

the

we

said to be " since

written long after the giving

referred to apparently for the purpose of

suggesting the thought, that the priesthood mentioned in that
oracle,

being inconsistent with the continuance of the Levitical

priesthood, was intended to supersede

it.

This word of the oath " maketh the Son."

The

expression

Bishop Jebb.

^

The attempts to make the strict meanwith the facts are failures. The reference
cannot be to the daily offering of incense by the high priest, for that was
not Svaix. Nor is the supposition that the high priest might sometimes
voluntarily take part in the daily burnt-offering more satisfactory.
Nor
can x,xd' vifAipxv mean die statuto, on an appointed day every year— the
great day of atonement.
It must either be, that the high priest is viewed
^

ing,

as,

This seems to be the meaning.

'

daily, every day,' agree

in the person of the ordinary priests, performing the daily sacrifice, or

the phrase must be explained as Bengel does.
tration

lies,

on the repetition

force of the illussacrifice,

itself.

'Xiyo; opKUfioaictg
*

The whole

not on the interval between the repetition of the

=

sj

6px,u(iO(jioe. 'Kiyof^iun.

In the Syr. and Vulg. " since the law "

is

connected with Aoyo;.

but
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:

equivalent to

is

it

Son

declares that the

to represent that as
Isa. vi. 9.

" Go,

'

maketli the Son a

is

this people,

Hear ye

tell

Make

that

Heb.

viii.

is

priest,' i.e.,

not unusual

only declared to be done.

done which

10. "

It

constituted a priest.'

is

stand not ;"
it is so.'

—

indeed, but under-

— declare
— 'He has

the heart of this people fat,"
13. " He has made the first old,"

— declared

'

and overdated.' Those
constituted priests by the law were men
mere men. He who is
"
constituted priest by
the word of the oath " is " the aSoji." The
Apostle had stated that the person spoken of in Ps. ex. is the
same as He who is spoken of in the 2d Psalm chap. v. 5, 6.
superannuated

it

it

to be old

—

:

The Jews generally referred both passages to the Messiah.
Our High Priest " does not need to offer sacrifice for Him"— " the Holy One of God." The
self," for He is " the Son
and depravity,

divinity of our Lord's person puts personal guilt

Him, beyond the

as attached to

limits of possibility.

As

it is

plain that the Jewish high priests are not " such high priests as
becorfie us,"

high
so

inasmuch

it is

becomes us," inasmuch
stituted a priest.
priest

the

being mere men when consecrated

as,

they are infirm, imbecile, inefficient high priests
equally plain that Jesus Christ is " such a High Priest as

priests,

He

is

spoken of in the 110th Psalm

work of expiation

God" when

being "the Son of

as,

a perfected priest " for evermore."

for

;

is

a priest

who has

The

finished

represented as in " the heaven

hand" of God.

of heavens," on "the right

our Lord in His exalted

He

is

con-

The

oracle refers to

state.

The words ti'anslated " consecrated for evermore," might
have been more literally rendered, "perfected for evermore."
It is the same word which occurs both in ch. ii. 10, "made
perfect through suffering," and in ch. v. 9, "having been made
perfect."
The priest to whom the 110th Psalm refers is an
accomplished priest

—a

priest

who, being in heaven, in " the

heaven of heavens," makes it evident that He has obtained all
the merit, and, in consequence of this, all the legitimate power

and authority, which are
objects to obtain which

requisite for fully gaining

we

guilty depraved

men

all

the

stand in need

of a high priest.

Chap.
this is the

right

viii. 1, 2.

sum

:

"

Now

We have

hand of the throne

of the things which

such an High Priest,

we have spoken
who is set on the

of the Majesty in the heavens

;

a minister
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and of the true tabernacle, which the Lord
and not man."
From the circumstance of these words formine: the commencement of a new chapter, the greater part of readers, and
the greater part of commentators, have taken it for granted

of the sanctuaryj
pitched,

that there

is

here a break in the Apostle's illustration or argu-

—

ment^ that he completes one argument or illustration in the
words which immediately precede, and enters on a new subject,
or on another branch of the same subject, in the passage now
before us.
It does not

subject in

on

appear to

my mind

this principle to

with

me

all

make

having turned the

possible, after

the attention that I

am

capable

of,

out a clear, satisfactory train either

of argument or illustration in these verses.
therefore, to consider them, not as the

I have been led,

commencement

of a

new

argument or illustration, but as the conclusion of the argument
and illustration commenced in the 26th verse.
It

is

Christ

is

to

be borne in mind that the high-priesthood of Jesus

the great subject of discussion in the section of the

Epistle of which these words form a part

and that, after having
shown the reality of our Lord's high-priesthood by two arguments the one derived from His legitimate investiture with this
office, the other from His successful discharge of its functions
the Apostle proceeds to show the pre-eminent excellence and
dignity of our Lord's high-priesthood. He, with much ingenuity,
;

—

deduces four arguments for the superiority of our Lord's priest-

hood

to that of Aaron and his sons from the ancient oracle recorded in the 4th verse of the 110th Psalm
"The Lord hath
sworn, and will not repent. Thou art a priest for ever, after the
order of Melchisedec."
fifth argument suggested by, though
:

A

not so wholly grounded on, this ancient oracle,
the 26th verse of the preceding chapter, and

is

is

entered on in

prosecuted,

if

we

mistake not, dovm to the middle of the 6th verse of this chapter,

where a new argument for the superiority of our Lord to the
Aaronical priests obviously commences, the substance of which
is this
'The superiority of our Lord's priesthood above that

—

^ To use the words of a very learned and judicious scholar (Valcknaer),
" liOca ubi per pravam commatum distinctionem dissoluta sit venusta
suisque membris scienter alligata divinarum Pauli epistolarum compages
sunt psene innumera."
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Aaron and

his sons

evident from the superior excellence of

is

the covenant with which His priesthood

is

connected, to the

The

covenant with which their priesthood was connected.'

sub-

stance of the argument contained in the paragi'aph which I

have thus marked as beginning with the 26th verse of chap.
and terminating at the middle of the 6th verse of chap,

\u.,

viii.,

may

be thus expressed

'

:

To

fit

a person for the suc-

cessful discharge of the priesthood in reference to

These

qualifications are necessary.

the Aaronical priesthood

:

perfection in Christ Jesus.

they are to be found in the highest
Of com'se, Jesus Christ, as a high

priest, is far their superior.

need a high
is, men
made higher than the heavens."

priests

do not answer to this description

Him we Christians
and the conclusion is. He has received
In

Christ does.

—

We —that

priest "holy, harmless, undefiled,

The Jewish high

man, certain
wanting in

qualifications are

have such a high

:

Jesus
priest

a more excellent ministry.'

way, I apprehend, everything hangs well together, and
the Apostle's argumentative illustration appears complete and
In

this

Indeed, the recurrence of the phrase, "such a
" such a high priest became us," " we have such a

satisfactory.

high

priest,"

high

priest,"

seems intended for the express purpose of showing
' The priest we need is
is continuous.

that the train of thought

—

one of absolute moral excellence such a one as is not to be
found among the sons of men holy or pious, hannlcss, just
and benevolent, undefiled, humble, chaste, temperate and he

—

;

must

also

be one of superhuman dignity and power

higher than the heavens."

The Jewish high

possessed of these qualifications
fications, for

own

sins

;

:

not of the

— "made

priests

first

were not

kind of quali-

they " needed daily to offer up sacrifices for their

" not of the second, which implies the perfection of

their sacrifices, for the imperfection of these sacrifices for the

people

is

manifest from their constant repetition, and they must

continue on earth to repeat them daily.

The Jewish

priests

by the law were mere men, and being mere men,
they were infirm priests weakness and unprofitableness were
the characteristics of their ministry. But the priest spoken of in
the ancient oracle is the Son, a being of a superior order and
being so, as a priest He is not infirm and imperfect He is accomplished perfected for evermore.' " Now," says the Apostle
at this point of the argument, " WE have such a High Priest."
constituted

:

;

—

—
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The

prefatory clause, "

sum," though

this is the

commencement

of a

Of

[CHAP.

the things which

VII. 2G-VIII. 5.

we have spoken

full of difficulty if considered as the

new paragraph, is easily explained on the
we have been led to adopt. "The

principle of interpretation

things which

we have spoken "

refer, I

apprehend, to the whole

discussions respecting the priesthood of Christ, beginning at the

14th verse of the 4th chapter, and reaching down to the 18th
verse of the 10th chapter.
that

to be said

is

'

Of

The word translated sum

sum^

all

that has been said,

stance of a statement

little

used to signify either the sub-

is

which view you take of

the substance,

by

is

it

here.

It

It matters

equally true,

is

such a high priest as we need,

and the principal

tical,

is

principle

is

substantially,

mark

intended to
" In Christ Jesus

:

made
The re-

topic, of the statements

the Apostle in reference to His high-priesthood.

mark, which

all

the

it

that the fact that Jesus Christ
is

is

— an abridged, compressed view of — or

the chief, the most important topic in a statement.

very

and of

about the priesthood of Christ, this

though not formally, parenthethe supreme importance of the

we have such a High

Priest as

becomes us."

The Apostle proceeds to expatiate on the glories
High Priest. He is one " who is set on the right hand

of our
of the

Majesty in the heavens," and He is " a minister of the sanctuary,
and of the true tabernacle, which the Lord pitched, and not

man."
"

The Majesty

in the heavens," like the similar phrase in

the 1st chapter, ver.

3,

" the Majesty on high,"

— 'the Majestic One;'

tion of the Divinity

and

is

an appella-

to

be "set on

hand of this Majestic One," is just to be elevated to
communion with God in reigning to be exalted to reign along
with God. The 110th Psalm explains it. To Him respecting
whom Jehovah has sworn, " Thou art a Priest for ever, after
the order of Melchisedec," He has also said, " Sit Thou at My
Our
right hand till I make Thine enemies Thy footstool."
High Priest is one who "has all power in heaven and in earth,"
the right

—

—according

to

whose

will all the energies of

Omnipotence go

forth, either in the production of external events, or in the

diffusion of

inward influence.

I cannot doubt that there

is

here an implied contrast between

the Jewish high priests and our great

High

Priest.

They

at
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and for a short season, were allowed to approach
and stand before the emblematical throne of God. He sits

distant intervals,
to

—

permanently in the divine presence, nay, He sits on the divine
throne, " at the right hand " of its august, majestic occupant.

He is also
nacle,

" a minister of the sanctuary,^ and of the tnie taber-

These words imply

which God hath pitched, not man."

—the
—which man pitched; but He a minister
sanctuary—the true tabernacle — which God has
'He

that

figurative

not a minister of the sanctuary

is

tabernacle

of the

is

The

pitched.'

words, " the true tabernacle," are obviously explicatory of the

word "sanctuary."

Our High

Priest

is

now "a minister"—

—

properly, a public functionary,^
acting, as the high priest did,
in the name of His people in " the sanctuary," i.e., in the holy

—

the place where He peculiand presence. " The true tabernacle" is equivalent to that reality of which the tabernacle
under the law was a figure. The tabernacle was the place
where Jehovah emblematically dwelt. The place where Jesus
now is as a public functionary, is the place where Jehovah really
dwells.
It is a " tabernacle not pitched by man, but by God."
These
It is "not made with hands, eternal in the heavens."
statements are plainly intended, and admirably calcvilated, to
place, the residence of the Divinity

arly manifests His perfection

bring before the mind the infinite superiority of Jesus Christ

Aaron and his sons.
But how did He enter into

as a priest to

this

sanctuary

*?

The high

under the law entered into their sanctuary after having
offered a sacrifice ; and so also did the great " High Priest of our

priests

Ver. 3. " For every high priest is ordained to offer
and sacrifices wherefore it is of necessity that this man
have somewhat also to offer."
profession."
gifts

:

No

attentive reader can help being sensible that these words,

taken by themselves, do not convey a
factory meaning.

The

the following seems to
the

ellipsis

^

:

'

We

statement

me

distinct, complete, satis-

obviously elliptical

the most probable

way

;

and

of supplying

have a High Priest who has entered into the

Oecumenius among the ancients, and Schulzius among the moderns,
and translate the whole phrase,

consider ruu uyiuu as masculine, not neuter
'

is

the minister of the saints

of God.'

;

—the functionary, as high

But the common

is

priest, of the true

without doubt here the true exegesis.

people
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heavenly sanctuary, the true holy of holies. Every high priest
appointed to offer up sacrificial gifts in order to his entrance

is

into the earthly sanctuary: it was necessary, as the antitype
must correspond to the type, that this illustrious Priest should
have somewhat to offer, for the purpose of opening His way into
the true sanctuary.'
His being there is the proof at once that
an expiatory sacrifice has been offered, and that that sacrifice
has been effectual. And what was this "somewhat" which it
was necessary that He should offer in order to His entering

We have but to look back a little to
was "Himself," "holy, harmless, undefiled,
separate from sinners."
His perfect, cheerful obedience to the
preceptive part of the divine law, and His perfect, cheerful
submission to the sanctioning part of it, opened for Him, as a
High Priest, His way into that true holy place, where in the
into the true sanctuary ?
find the answer.

presence of

It

God He

acts as a public functionary in the

name

of

His redeemed ones.
It

is

plain that

by the law

He

to offer, for

could not have the sacrifices prescribed

He

did not belong to that class of per-

sons to w^hom the offering of these was

He

had a better

by law

" Wherefore, when

restricted

;

but

He

cometh into
the world, He saith. Sacrifice and offering Thou wouldest not, but
a body hast Thou prepared Me in burnt-offerings and sacrifices
for sin Thou hast had no pleasure
Then said I, Lo, I come (in
the volume of the book it is written of Me) to do Thy will, O
God. Above when He said. Sacrifice, and offering, and burntofferings, and offering for sin Thou wouldest not, neither hadst
pleasure therein (which are offered by the law) then said He,
Lo, I come to do Thy will, O God. He taketh away the first,
sacrifice.

:

:

;

He may

that

sanctified,

for

all.

establish the second.
By the which will we are
through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once

And

every priest standeth daily ministering, and offer-

ing oftentimes the same

sacrifices, which can never take away
man, after He had offered one sacrifice for sins,
for ever sat down on the right hand of God
from henceforth
expecting till His enemies be made His footstool."^

sins

:

but

this

;

Our High Priest is no more on earth. He is in heaven and
His absence, so far from being any cause of suspicion that we
have not a Hiffh Priest for we see Him not ministerinjr as a
;

—
1

Heb,

X. 5-13.
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being what
Vers. 4,

5.

—

is the necessar}^ result of His
and of His having done what He has done.
" For," says the Apostle, " if He were on earth, lie

Priest in an earthly tabernacle

He

is,

should not be a priest, seeing that there are priests that offer

according to the law who serve unto the example and
shadow^ of heavenly things, as Moses was admonished of God
when he was about to make the tabernacle for, See (saith lie)
that thou make all things according to the pattern showed to
thee in the mount."
This is a passage which has greatly perplexed interpreters.

gifts

;

:

Without going into a particular account of the different plausible
explications which have been given of it, I shall shortly state
what appears to me its probable meaning further than that I
:

cannot go.
It

Jews:
is,

seems an answer to the suggestion of the unbelieving
'

But you have no high

substantially

we have
we need.

not.

any earthly

— 'No,

its

Christ, the

earth

had,

not; and

He

it

far better that

is

could not be the high priest

His ministry is a far higher ministry than that of
priest
and the covenant, in the blessings of which
;

Him

connection with
value of

we

If

on earth;' and the reply

priest

we have

interests us, bears a proportion in the

blessings to the dignity of

High

Priest

whom we

—were continuing on earth

His

If Jesus

ministry.'

acknowledge, were

after

still

having offered His

on

sacri-

He could not be a priest, or rather, He could not have
been by way of eminence. Priest He could not have been the
the Priest after the order of
Priest the Apostle is speaking of
fice.

;

—

Melchisedec

;

He

could not have been the Priest

who must be made higher than

us,

the heavens

who became

He

;

could not

—
become us — " they

have been the Priest constituted by the word of the oath the Son
perfected for evermore; for the legal priests, who remain on earth
after their sacrifice, are not such priests as

only serve unto the example and shadow of heavenly things."

These words are generally, I
^

vTc-ilityf^oe.,

here

believe, misunderstood.

= copy^ representation, and the same idea

is

^

They

expressed

The shadow of a body represents not
(TKix, but in a still stronger form.
even a proper image of it, but only the colourless contour and such a representation did TO x.oajicix,6u oiyiov, in wliich the Levitical high pries'; mini-

in

;

TX STTOVpciutU.
" not," as Ebrard
Not a heavenly tabernacle,' but heavenly things
says justly, "heavenly localities, but heavenly relations and/ctcii'."

stered, give of
^

'

'

; '
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are considered as equivalent to

—

who

'

[CHAP.

The words

vice, or

who

6.

serve the purpose of

being an example or shadow of heavenly things
of something heavenly.'

VII. 26-VIII.

—who

are, literally,

officiate as priests, to, or in that

'

which

are types

who do
is,

ser-

a type or

shadow of the heavenly sanctuary.'
or temple which

heavenly things."

is

It is the earthly tabernacle
here spoken of as " a type or shadow of

And

in support of this statement, the Apostle

quotes the words of Jehovah to Moses

:

Exod. xxv. 40, xxvi. 30.

Some interpreters have supposed, that to Moses in the mount
God made a full revelation of the spiritual meaning of the
tabernacle and its ordinances.
Certainly we have no evidence

—

of this.^
All that these words imply is
God, by exhibiting to
Moses a pattern after which the tabernacle was to be built, and
repeatedly and strictly charging him to adhere to that pattern,
intimated that some recondite meaning was shadowed forth and
that therefore it was necessary to be very exact in fashioning
the tabernacle according to that divine model, which precisely
;

corresponded to something

The

priests

else,

who remain on

not then to be

made

manifest.

the earth are but typical priests,

ministering in the typical sanctuary and our High Priest would
not have been " such a High Priest as became us," if He, like
;

them, had continued on earth.
fice.

He

Having

entered into the real heaven.

He obtained a more excellent

ministry

offered the real sacri-

"

But now hath

;" i.e., they,

having offered

Ver.

6.

typical sacrifices, minister in the typical sanctuary, the taber-

nacle which

man

has pitched

sacrifice, ministers in

God

;

but He, having offered the real

the sanctuary, the true tabernacle, which

has pitched.

He

not then altogether " such a High Priest as became
us," having " by the sacrifice of Himself completely purged our
sins," and being " able to save us to the uttermost, seeing He
Is

ever

make intercession for us ? "
Aaron and all his sons ?

livetli to

superior to

And

is

He

not far

^ " The force of the author's reasoning depends in no wise on whether
Moses understood the typical signification of the tabernacle or not. Enough
that Moses did not make or invent the plan of the tabernacle. Enough that
God gave him the plan, God, who knew well the symbolical signification of
this plan.
That the plan for the tabernacle was given by God, in this circumstance lies the nerve of the argument for this reason is the Mosaic
tabernacle a reflection of heavenly thoughts, ideas, relations." Ebraud.

—

;

CHAP.
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The Superiority of

§ 7.

the Priesthood

Priesthood jyi'oved
ivith

which

The argument

it is

from

of Christ

the Superiority

3G7

to the Levitical

of

the

Covenant

connected.

for the pre-eminent excellence of our Lord's

high-priesthood, on which the Apostle enters in the words which
follow,
ary,

is

may

be thus stated

is

'

Jesus Christ, as a public function-

Aaron or any of his sons, for
which lie acts as a public functionof a far higher order than the covenant or economy in

the covenant or

ary

:

far superior in dignity to

economy

in

which they acted as public functionaries.'
Ver. 6. " But now hath He obtained a more excellent ministry, by how much also He is the Mediator of a better covenant,
which was established upon better promises."
The Apostle has shown that Jesus Christ is in every point
such a Priest as
of view "such a High Priest as becomes us"
we need. He has offered in Himself an all-efficacious sacrifice
and on the ground of that sacrifice He has been invested with
" all power in heaven and earth," to follow out the benevolent
object of His obedience to the death, in the salvation of His
redeemed people. In these points of view He is far superior
to the Aaronical priests, who were not such high priests as became us. " He has obtained a more excellent ministry." As a
public religious functionary,

He

occupies a higher place than

and the measure of His superiority here referred to, is
the supex'ior excellence of the economy or order of things with
which He as a High Priest is connected. " He is the Mediator
of a better covenant " than that of which the Jewish high priest
was mediator.
I have already had occasion to state that the word here,
they

;

and generally in the New Testament, rendered covenant, is a
word of much more comprehensive meaning than the English
term by which it is translated. It signifies an arrangement, a
constitution,

The

an order of things, an economy.

peculiar order of things under which the Jewish people

what
Jewish
high priests were the mediators. They interposed between God
and that people. By sacrifice and intercession they did what,

were placed

in

consequence of the transactions

at Sinai,

the Apostle calls the "first covenant;" and of this

tlie

is
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according ta the principles of that economy, was necessary for
securii^^tS„',advantages to those placed under

"The second"

covenant

it.

the order of things which was

is

Of this covenant He is the MediGod and those in reference to
established.
By His sacrifice and in-

introduced by Jesus Christ.
ator.

He

whom

this

tercession

nomy,
under

interposes between

covenant

He

is

does Avhat, according to the principles of this eco-

necessary for securing

is

its

advantages to those placed

it.

The covenant

of wliich Jesus Christ

The

better covenant."

Jesus Christ

is

the Mediator,

superiority of the covenant with

is

"a

which

connected as a ^Mediator, Surety, or Priest, to

is

Aaron and

the covenant of which

his sons

were mediators,

has been inferi-ed by the Apostle from the
circumstance of His being constituted a High Priest " with an
oath," while they were constituted high priests " without an

sureties, or priests,

oath"

—the

God

oath of

at

once proring the importance and

the immutability of the institution which

it

Here the

sanctions.

Apostle goes into a statement of the nature of the blessings
secured by this covenant, as a proof of

its

superiority to the

former covenant, and of the superiority of its Mediator to the
mediators of the former covenant. It is " a better covenant,"
for

it is

" established on better promises."

The word

translated established, properly signifies,

the subject of legislation

word

the same

that

priesthood, chap.

vii.

It does not

to it."

been established by

:

"The

promises

071

appear to

;

It

is

people received a law in reference

me

that the Apostle here

say that the covenant of which Christ
lished

has been

law.'

employed in reference to the Levitical

is

11

—has

'

is

the Mediator

means
is

to

estab-

for the promises are rather built on the

covenant, than the covenant on the promises.

He

apprehend, that this covenant has been established

asserts, I

by law

in

reference to^ better promises.

The word

" promise " very often in this Epistle means the

blessing promised.

stand

it

meaning

The
^ iTTt,

It does not matter

in this sense here, or in
is

"

its

much whether you undersignification.
The

primary

materially the same.

first

after

covenant," to which the Aaronical priesthood be-

words of speech or writing,

ing, in reference to: Gal.

iii.

16,

etc., signifies

i^ri ivdh.T^uv

—W

sxoV.

sometimes concern-

CHAP.
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longed, was established by law at Sinai, and
to a variety of promised blessings.

earthly Canaan, with

—

all

its

it

369

had a reference

The promises

referred to the

advantages as a good, and large,

and fertile country "a land flowing with milk and honey;"
and the qniet and peaceful enjoyment of these advantages under
the special protection of God, while they abstained from idolatry,
and continued to observe the law as delivered by Moses. A
summary of the promised blessings in reference to which the
first covenant was established by law, may be found in Deut.
xxviii.

1-13.

The covenant

which the priesthood of Christ refers has
by law.
It has been promulgated by
divine authority. The truth with regard to it "has been spoken
by the Son of God, and confirmed to us by those who heard
Him and God has borne witness with signs, and miracles, and
gifts of the Holy Ghost, according to His own will."
This
covenant is established by law with a reference to the bestowment of promised blessings on men. These promised blessings
are spiritual in their nature, and eternal in their duration
tliey
are blessings suited to man as an intelligent, moral, religious,
guilty, depraved, unhap]:)y, immortal being, and therefore are of
an incalculably higher nature than any blessings which refer
merely to the enjoyments of the present life.
That the blessings of the covenant of which Christ is Mediator are superior to tliose of the covenant of which the Jewish
high priests were mediators, the Apostle shows in two ways first,
been

also

to

establislied

;

;

:

by adverting to the general principle, that the superseding of
the one by the other necessarily involves in it the superiority of
the superseding economy, and the imperfection of the superseded

economy and then by bringing before the mind, in a quotation
from the prophet Jeremiah, a condensed statement regarding
the nature of the blessings which are to be enjoyed under the
covenant of which Christ is ]\Iediator.
Ver. 7. " For if that first covenant had been faultless, then
should no place have been sought for the second." Every Avork of
God is perfect, viewed in connection with the purpose which He
;

means it to serve. In this point of view, th'.' " first covenant"
was faultless. But when viewed in the light in which the Jews
generally considered
that word,

VOL.

I.

it

it,

was not "

as a saving
faultless."

economy,

in all the extent of

It could not expiate
2

A

moral
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guilt

could not wash away moral pollution

it

;

justify,

[CHAP,

could not sanctify,

it

were not perfected
" could not take

—they were weak and

away

make

sin,"

inefficient

freedom into the
perfect."

had

less,"

it

served

all

its sacrifices

;

perfect as concerning the con-

In one word, "

made nothing

could not

Its priesthood

science, or procure " access with
it

it

;

could not save.

it

VIII. 6-13.

Had

holiest of all."

been " fault-

it

—

economy
would have been no room for

the purposes of a saving

restorative dispensation, there

another institution.

But the Apostle shows

clearly,

from a passage which he

quotes from the prophecy of Jeremiah, that God, plainly intimating the imperfection of the " first covenant," had declared

He

that

would

new and

establish a

perfect covenant

;

and by

the enumeration of the blessings promised in that covenant, he

shows that

indeed " a better covenant, established in referVers. 8-13. " For, finding fault with

it is

ence to better promises."

He

Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, when I
new covenant with the house of Israel, and with
the house of Judah not accordina; to the coA^enant that I made
with their fathei's in the day when I took them by the hand to

them.

saith.

make

will

a

:

them out

lead

not in

For

My

of the land of

Egypt

this is the

covenant that I will make with the house of

Israel after those days, saith the
their mind,

because they continued

;

covenant, and I regarded them not, saith the Lord.

and write them in

a God, and they shall be to

Lord

I will put

;

Me a people

:

My

laws into

and I will be to them
and they shall not teach

their hearts

;

and every man his brother, saying.
Know the Lord for all shall know Me, from the least to the
greatest.
For I will be merciful to their unrighteousness, and
their sins and their iniquities will I remember no more. In that
every

man

his neighbour,
:

He

saith,

A new covenant,

that which decayeth

The

hath made the
is

first old.

Avith the Israelites,

and I apprehend ought,

to

is

me

to refer to

but to His finding fault

or declaring imperfect, the Mosaic

the point which the Apostle

Now

ready to vanish aAvay,"

words, " finding fault," do not appear to

God's finding fault
Avith,

He

and Avaxeth old

economy

establishing.

;

for that

is

The words may,

be rendered, " But finding fault,

He

says to them."

The passage here quoted
stands thus

:

is

taken from Jeremiah, Avhere

it

" Behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I
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new covenant with tlie house of Israel, and with
Judah not according to the covenant that I made
with their fathers, in the day that I took them by the hand, to
bring them out of the land of Egypt (which j\Iy covenant they
will

a

the house of

;

brake, although I was an husband unto them, saith the Lord)

but

;

be the covenant that I will make with the house
After those days, saith the Lord, I will put ^ly law in

this shall

of Israel
their

;

inward

parts,

God, and they

and write

shall be

in their hearts

it

My people. And

;

and

will

they shall teach

be their
no more

and every man his brother, saying,
Know the Lord for they shall all know Me, from the least of
them unto the greatest of them, saith the Lord for I will forgive their iniquity, and I will remember their sin no more."^
every

man

his neighbour,
:

:

As the quotation does not exactly correspond either with the
Hebrew text or with the Greek version of the LXX., in common
use when the Apostle wrote, it is probable that he quoted from
memory,

—the inspiring

Spirit preventing

him from in any degree
The only

misrepresenting the meaning of the sacred oracle.
variation of importance

9th verse,
of

is

that found in the last clause of the

when compared with

the last clause of the

the 31st chapter of Jej'emiah.

The

32d verse

true account of this

variation seems to be this, that our translators have given to the

word in Jeremiah its most' ordinary signification; whereas it
would appear, from the Apostle sanctioning the version of the

LXX.
in a less

in this instance, that

it

ought

to

have been understood

common meaning.^

Before looking particularly into the meaning of the different
clauses

of

this

prediction,

and inquiring how

it

is

to

fitted

serve the Apostle's purpose, of showing that the covenant of
which Christ is Mediator is established on " better promises"

than the Sinaitic covenant, and that therefore Jesus " has obtained a more excellent ministry" than the Levitical priests,
will

design of the passage where
of Jeremiah,
^

2

it

be proper for us to attend to the general meaning and
It has

it

originally occurs in the prophecies

been considered by

many

interpreters as

Jer. xxxi. 31-34.

Vide Ileinrichs and Ernesti.

It deserves notice, that Geseuius,

who

in the earlier editions of his Heb. Lexicon rendered the words, " although

was an husband to them," in his later renders it, " and I rejected them."
The LXX. have here given a correct version, and the Apostle has adopted it.
I
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a mere accommodation, referring originally, not to tlie state of
things under the Messiah, but to the state of things immediatelyBut if the
after the return from the Babylonian Captivity.
this
introductoiy
remarks
sound,
be
in
the
down
principles laid
imargument
certainly
Apostle's
for
the
admitted
cannot be
;

words there is a description of the order of
Others consider it as a prediction
Messiah.
the
under
thino-s
generally, and that the phrases,
economy
new
the
to
referring
" house of Israel," and " house of Judah," are to be understood
But it
mystically of the true Israel, whether Jews or Gentiles.
seems to me quite plain, that the words are a prophecy of that
general conversion of the Jews to Christianity which we are
plies, that in these

many Old Testament predictions,
and from the express declaration of the Apostle, that a period
It may indeed be
is coming \yhen " all Israel shall be saved."
said. How does the passage, in this view, answer the Apostle's
The answer is easy. The covenant which in the last
object ?
warranted to look for from

days of the Christian dispensation the Jews generally are to be
is substantially the same covenant which, ratified

brought under,

in the blood of Jesus, has been, during the course of eighteen

centuries, diffusing

its

blessings to an innumerable multitude of

individuals, of every kindred,

and people, and tongue, and nation.

" Behold, the days come"

make

I will

a

i.e.,

new covenant with

the house of Judah,"

— w^hen

I

a period will arrive

— " when

and with
Jewish people

the house of Israel,
will bring the

—

when I will establish a new
under a new order of things
economy among them. This is termed "a new covenant,"
plainly in contrast to the old covenant under which they had
been placed at

Mount

Sinai.

This " new covenant" was not to be " according to the
covenant made with their fathers ;" i.e., it is to be entirely of a
different kind.
ral

Into that covenant they were brought as natu-

descendants of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob

;

into this they

be brought by walking in the steps of these patriarchs' faith.
That covenant was external and temporary ; this is spiritual

will

and

eternal.

This " new covenant"
because they with
not in

them

;

whom

is

to

be so different from the old,
was made " continued

that covenant

or was weary of
it, and Jehovah regarded them not,"
and in consequenco of their breach of His covenant,
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them from being His people. According to an ordinary usage in prophecy, the words are uttered as if at the period
rejected

when

their fulfihiient

is

to take place.

was a proof of the faultiness of the first covenant, that
it did not secure that those under it should conform themselves
to its requisitions, and thus it did not secure them in the possession of those privileges, as tlie peculiar people of God, which
It

depended on

their

conforming

the covenant that I will

is

and write

it

in their hearts."

My will,

a revelation of

believe that revelation,

have

My

laws

'

My

;

this

After

law in their inward

I will not only give

them

but I will make them understand and

and

live

under

its

among them, not only

influence.^

They

shall

written in an external

revelation, but, through the influence of the

graved on " the

But

the house of Israel

those days, saith the Lord, I will put
parts,

"

to these requisitions.

make with

Holy Ghost, en-

fleshly tables of the heart."

" I will be to them a God,"
i.e., ' I will bestow upon them
every blessing which such beings as men can expect from such
a being as God ;' " and they shall be My people," " a people

—

formed for Myself, that they may show forth My praise."
The words in the 11th verse are not to be understood abThey intimate, that under that
solutely, but comparatively.
covenant there shall be a striking contrast to the ignorance
which characterized the great body of those who were under the
Old Covenant that the revelation of the divine will shall be
;

more extensive and clear vmder the new than under the
old economy
and that there shall be a correspondingly enfar

;

larged connnunication of the enlightening influences of the

Holy Spirit.
They probably

also arc intended to suggest the idea, that

that kind of knowledge which

is

the peculiar glory of the

New

Covenant is a kind of knowledge which cannot be communicated by brother teaching brother, but comes directly from Ilim
the Great Teacher, whose grand characteristic is this, that
whom He teaches, He makes apt to learn.

—

^

Some

interpreters consider

otxyoiix,

and affections.
Kxpoi'x
pressions are synonymous.
Rom. i. 21
to the mind or intellect
Kxooicc to the will

:

is

the translation of

zb-,

Gen.

as referring to

tlie intellect,

and.

an undue refinement. The exis often in the N. T. used in reference
Eph. i. 18 and in the LXX. hxuoix

Tlii.s is

;

xvii. 17.

;
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full, free, irreversible

Old Testament there were some
which could not be expiated; and the expiation which was

pardon of
sins

sin.

the

like everything under that economy, imperfect or
temporary. But under the New Covenant the proclamation is,
" Be it known unto you, that through this man is preached to

made, was,

you the forgiveness of sins and by Him all who believe are
justified from all things, from which ye could not be justified
by the law of Moses."
;

Now,

are not the promised blessings in reference to which

New

Covenant, of which Jesus Christ is the Mediator, is
established, incomparably better than the promised blessings in

the

reference to which the Old Covenant was established
is

the body to the soul

sacrifices,

and

?

What

lustrations,

and

is

all

Canaan
the

to

pomp

heaven

?

?
What
What are

of the Levitical ser-

an enlightened mind, a pacified conscience,
and a purified heart ? The New Covenant is a better covenant
than the Old and the Mediator of the New Covenant has received " a more excellent ministry" than the mediators of the Old.
In the 13th verse the Apostle, as it were by the way, draws
an inference from the language in which the prophet speaks of

vice, to the service of

;

the

New

Covenant, as to the abrogation of the Sinaitic covenant.

The terming

of this order of things neiv, implies that the former

order was become old
if

—

why have a new covenant,
The New Covenant
The former is now old ; and, as old, is

antiqiiated; for

the original one can serve the purpose?

has been introduced.

about to vanish away.^

had done two things it had served
and it had also
clearly showed that it could not serve the grand purpose of a
saving economy and therefore it was removed out of the way
an honourable end was put to it, in all its requisitions having been
fulfilled in Christ.
Christ redeemed those of His people who
were under that covenant from its curse, by becoming a curse
in their room, that the blessing of Abraham might come on the
Gentiles, and that the New Covenant might be established,
which proclaims that forgiveness and the Spirit may be obtained
through believing.

its

It

purpose as a figure, and as a schoolmaster

:

;

;

just about to vanish.' In a very few years it did
which consumed the holy city and the hoher temple
—vanished into vapour and invisibihty.
^

'EyyC^;

ei(pu.uiafioii^

expire, with the flames

'
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Tlie Supey^iority

of our Lord^s PriestJiood

to the

Levitical

Priesthood j^roved from a comparison beticeen them.

In the prosecution of

argument respecting the supe-

his

riority of

Jesus Christ to the Aaronical high-priesthood, the

Apostle

led to observe that

is

He

—

has received " a more excel-

—

He is a more dignified public functionary than
any of his sons. This statement is at once an inference from the fact which he had just established, that Jesus
is " such au High Priest as became us"
as our circumstances
required which neither Aaron nor any of his sons was, and
it is the announcement of a principle, to the further illustration and proof of which he is about to proceed.
He not only
lent ministry"

Aaron

or

—

—

asserts the fact, that

superior to

as a public functionary

Aaron and

his

sons,

Jesus Christ

is

but he furnishes us with a

measure by which we may estimate the degree of that supeHis ministry or public function is as much superior to
that of Aaron and his sons, as the covenant, or economy, or

riority.

dispensation, or order of things of

He

which

is

the Mediator,

is

superior to that of which they were the mediators.

According

to a principle of composition

tensively in the

New

Testament, that which

an enumeration of particulars

is first

is

which obtains exlast mentioned in

discussed.

The

Apostle,

before proceeding to illustrate the nature and kind of tins superiority of public function as

of
'

what he had

Jesus

high

said as to the

priest,

establishes the truth

measure of

this superiority,

the Mediator of a better covenant, established

is

And

in reference to better promised blessings.'

he does

by law
this in

by pressing the general principle, that the mere
circumstance of one economy or covenant superseding another,
under the wise and benignant administration of the divine gotwo ways

:

vernment,

first,

is

a proof of the imperfection of the superseded

economy, and the superiority of the superseding economy and
then by showing, from a quotation from an ancient prophet,
what was the true nature of the blessings promised imder that
;

economy

of

which Jesus

is

the ^lediator.

In

establishes the fact, that the covenant or

Jesus was Mediator

Aaron and

his sons

is

this way he clearly
economy of which

inconceivably superior to that of which

were the mediators

;

and

that, if this

is

to

be
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the measiTre of the superiority of His public function to

18.

tlieirs,

great indeed.

it is

He

now, I apprehend, in the paragraph on the illustration
we are about to enter, proceeds to show directly the

of which

Aaron and his sons,
by contrasting the acts in which their respective ministries consisted, and the place in which these acts were respectively performed. The facts with regard to the ministry of Aaron and his
superiority of our Lord's ministry to that of

sons are stated in the

first

the 11th and 12th verses

;

lOtli chapter,

Jesus Christ are stated in

and the whole of what

the IStli verse of this chapter

of Christ

The

ten verses of the ninth chapter.

facts with regard to the ministry of

down

from

follows,

to the 18th verse of the

with wiiich the section respecting the priesthood

— and indeed the whole doctrinal part of the Epistle

concludes,

is

occupied with showing

how these

that Christ Jesus has indeed received " a

facts clearly prove

more

excellent mi-

nistry."

(1.)

Having made

Genaxd Comparison.

we

these general remarks,

are

now prepared

on the more close investigation of the Apostle's particular statements.
Chap. ix. 1. " Then verily the first covenant
had also ordinances of divine service, and a worldly sanctuary."
The object of the Apostle is to show that Jesus, the Alediator
of the New Covenant, has " a more excellent ministry" than
Aaron and his sons, who were the mediators of the Old (]Jove-

to enter

nant.
is

The

first

thing to be done in prosecuting such an object,

show what kind of ministry Aaron and his sons had and
is precisely what the Apostle does in the first ten verses of

to

;

this

this chapter.

Fads

1.

The
tion.

Priesthood.

icith 7'egard to the Levitical

mere particles of transiword covenant is marked as a

particles then verily, also, are

\ou

supplement.

will observe that the

Some

It is not in the original text.

supply the word

'•

tabernacle,'

— which word,

interpreters

indeed, appears in

some of the

]\ISS. ; bat there can scarcely be any doubt that
our translators are right in the way in which they have filled up

the

ellipsis.^
^

In the preceding verse the word

Chrysostom very well

—

says, ^ TrpaTn

-r<V

;

Jirst
v}

appears by

liaSiKr,.
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and there can be no doubt that it tliere refers to tl:e
If the reference had been different here, it
would have been marked by the insertion of another term.
Besides, to insert the word tabernacle instead of covenanty Avould
be to make the Apostle repeat the same thing witliout any obvious reason in the second verse, which he had already said in
itself

the

;

covenant.

first

first.

"

The

rally,

first

covenant had ordinances of divine service,"

ordinances of ministry

'

;'

—

lite-

according to a Hebraism,

i.e.,

an ordained or divinely appointed ministiy

—a

divinely insti-

tuted set of public religious functions to be discharged by those

who were
same

its

By changing the word, which is the
from " ministry" into " divine service,"

mediators.

in the original,

the connection of the Apostle's thoughts

English reader does not
together

'

:

how

see

is

A

obscured.

these two statements

New

Jesus, the Mediator of the

mere
hang

Covenant, has

Aaron and his sons,
who were the mediators of the Old Covenant. The Old Covenant had ordinances of divine semce.' But the coherence of
received a

more

excellent ministry than

is at once perceived when the statement is made
The Old Covenant had indeed a divinely appointed

the thoughts
thus

:

'

ministry

;

but that ministry was far inferior to that which Jesus

has obtained.'

The Old Covenant had

not only a divinely instituted set of

public religious functions to be performed by

its

mediators, the

Jewish high priests, but it had also a divinely appointed place
in which these functions were to be performed.
This is termed
in the passage before us, " a Avorklly sanctuary."
As to the

word "sanctuary" there can

scarcely be a difference of opinion.

It indicates the place sanctified

by

divine appointment

— for

—that

is,

set apart, appropriated

the performance of the ordained

public functions of the high priest under that economy.

There

is

more

difficulty in the descriptive epithet prefixed,

" a worldly sanctuary."^
^

It

Some

interpreters understand

was not uncommon among the Jews to give a plural

by

it,

a

desiignation to

the i?anctuary of God: Ps. Ixxiii. 17, " Till 1 went to the sanctuary,"
literally " sanctuaries;" Ixxiv. 7, Ixviir. 35
The liomans
Lev. xxi. 33.
;

have a similar usage.
"

Thus Virgil

Adytis haec

".^ternumque

:

tristia dicta rcportat."

JEn.

adytis effert penetralibus ignem."

ii.

115.

JEii.

ii.

297.
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richly adorned sanctuaiy

matical of the

over the world.

all

others, a sanctuary

;

mundane system

am

I

[CHAP. IX. 1-X.

which

is

18.

emble-

others, a sanctuary celebrated

;

disposed to think that the word trans-

here equivalent to ' earthly,' ^ and is employed
in contrast with the terms " the true^'' " the heavenly ^^ which are
applied to that sanctuary in which " the High Priest of our

lated worldly

is

now

The

which the word used in
and perishing. There seems
to be a peculiar emphasis in the word had?
The first covenant
had these things, but it has them no longer. Its appointed set
of functions have no divine authority, and its " worldly sanctuaiy" has lost even that species of holiness which once belonged to it. It was never anything but " a shadow," and it is
now but the shadow of a shade.
According to the principle of composition already referred
profession"

officiates.

ideas

this sense conveys, are, material

the Apostle, instead of proceeding to describe the instituted

to,

order of ministry, and the sanctuaiy or place of m.inistry, in
the order he had mentioned them, begins with the sanctuary,

and then goes back to the ministry. The sanctuary is described
and 5th verses the ministr}^, in the 6th, 7th,
8th, 9th, and 10th verses.
Let us attend to the description of the " earthly sanctuary,"
"A
in which the Jewish high priests performed their ministiy.
tabernacle was made."
The Apostle here plainly speaks of the
Levitical institution as originally established by Moses, of which
we have a particular account in the Book of Exodus. The
sanctuary was a tabernacle or tent, thirty cubits, or forty-five
in the 2d, 3d, 4th,

^

;

STTiysiov, }iStpo7roir,TOV, renvrvig

01-/101/ d,y^r,6tv6v, sTTovpciuio!)

well:

"

qiiam

spirituale."'

mundanum

It signifies the

in

X..

gives
'

lies
it

t^j xriaiug, as opposed to

duntaxat,

i.e.,

It finds its explication in the antithesis,

same thing

as s^i

yvic,

—

is

xoV.ti/oj,

'

rsi.

iTrovpa.viu.

ch. viii. 4, -with this difference, that

not merely the locality, but the quality.

the signification of

a type of the world'

erxyiw^ d^ndiu'/i,

Hyperius explains it very
externum, temporale, carnale, et nequa-

ch. viii. 2, 5, ix. 23, 24.

:

adorned'

—or

'

The exegesis ^vhich

for the

plainly quite unsatisfactory.

whole world,' or

" The Old Testament

sanctuary was an integral part of this world, which exists as a world
separated from God, and in which, therefore, even when what was heavenly
it must needs take the form of the limited, the particular
under the distinction fanuvi and profanum. In this is involved at
once the material, local, external, and emblematic character of the Old
Testament dyiov, and at the same time also its imperfection." Ebrard.

appeared,
i.e.,

2

ilxi,

not

i'/,u.
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feet, in length, ten culjlts, or fifteen feet, in breadth, and the
same in height, forming an oblong squai'e. This tabernacle
was divided by a vail into two parts of very unequal size. The
Apostle describes both of these apartments the first of which

—

;

was

" the holy place," in which was the candlestick,

called

or lamp, or chandelier, for giving light to the tabernacle.

weighed a talent of beaten gold, and was

From

all

shaft proceeded six branches, three on each side,

its

It

of one piece.

and

one-in the middle, with a lamp on the top of each, containing

These lamps were trimmed and supplied with oil
by the officiating priests every morning and evening Exod. xxv.
31-39, xxvii. 20. Here also was " the table," Avhich was formed
of shittim wood, and stood on the north, as the candlestick on

pure olive

oil.

:

the south, of the tabernacle.

was two

It

cubits, or three feet, in

and a cubit and
covered over
and
was
two feet three inches, in height,
" the shewwas
with pure gold Exod. xxv. 23-26. Here also
"
loaves
These
loa-\'es."
bread,"
literally,
the presentation of
were twelve in number, according to the number of the twelve
tribes of Israel.
They were placed on the golden table in two
piles, each containing six loaves.
The loaves were of considerable size, and were formed of fine flour.
Every Sabbath day
length, one cubit, or a foot and a half, in breadth,

a half, or

:

—

and the stale ones, when removed,
formed a part of the food of the priests, which was required
This was
to be eaten in the holy place
Lev. xxiv. 3-9.

fresh loaves were presented,

:

" called the sanctuary," or rather, " the holy place," in contrast with the inner apartment, which was termed " the holy
of holies," and of which the Apostle proceeds to give us a
description.^

" After," or behind, " the second vail was the tabernacle

which

is

The first vail refers to the
hung over the entiy into the tabernacle from
before it.
The second vail was that which separated

called the holiest of all."

curtains which

the court

the two apartments within the tabernacle from each other.

was a large

The apartment beyond

ship.

was termed " the

^

Josephus, Ant.
TO tvro; ruu

this,

holiest of all," as there dwelt the

Divinity enshrined in glory.

eilitro'j

It

and of curious workmanwhich was a perfect square,

curtain, of various colours,

iii.

6, says,

naaxpuu

To
kshi

this

emblem

of

most sacred apartment

6 yAv •ttx; viu; oiyiov h.xXeiTo' to os

koiuuv, rov xyiov to cc/tov.
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much

^^

censer ^^

the golden
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18.

Interpreters have been very

perplexed with this word.

It

word

a

is

^^'hich

may

sig-

nify anything which holds incense, or on which incense is laid.
Some translate it, " the golden altar of incense ;" but the golden
altar of incense

The

was

in the holy place, not in the holy of holies.

made of brass, but that which the
high priest used when " he went into the holiest of all," we are
informed by Jewish writers, was made of gold Lev. xvi. 12, 13.
" T]ie hohest of all" may be said to have had this, either because,
ordinary censers were

:

after the high priest

had come

he might place

forth,

the vail, so as that he could easily reach

it

when

it

it vmder
was required

for the next annual solemnity, or because, though generally laid

up

in the repository of holy vessels,

service of the holy of holies,

belonged solely to the

it

and was there whenever the high

priest officiated.

Within this most sacred of places was " the ark of the
covenant overlaid round about Avith gold." This ark or chest
was three

feet nine inches in length,

two feet three inches in
termed " the ark of the
covenant," because it contained the two tables of stone on which
were engraven the ten commandments, the sum and substance of
the covenant under which Israel was placed.
It was a rich and
beautiful piece of workmanship, being overlaid round about with
gold: Exod. xxxvii. 2. "In it," or rather by it,' "was the golden
breadth, and the same in heio;ht.

It

is

'

pot that had manna."

2 Chron.

v. 10, that

It

expressly said, 1

is

there was nothing in

tlie

Kings

viii.

9,

ark save the two

tables of stone which Closes put there at Horeb.
The book of
the law was to be " put in the side of the ark," ^ that is, in

a repository attached to the ark.

In like manner, the golden
an omer of manna, was placed near the ark,
"and Aaron's rod which budded."
Of the history of this

pot, containing

miraculous rod we have an account in Num. xvii. 2-11. In
the ark were- "the two tables of the covenant," i.e., the two
tables of stone

^

6'jfAicirrptov.

cultas."

in

it

Calmet

this,

New

"

passage "

If

maxima

Deut. xxxi. 26.

The whole

divinely

totius epistolse difE-

there existed no greater difficulties

then the Epistle to the Hebrews

Testament."

read.
2

calls this

Ebra,rd well remarks,

than

in the

hewn by Moses, and on which were

is

one of the easiest books

of Ebrard's exposition deserves to be
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These are called " the tables

of the covenant,"^ because they contained the words of the
covenant with Israel
and " the tables of the testimony of wit;

because they attested the covenant

ness,""'

evidence of what

God had

—were

a standing

required of and promised to His

and because they were deposited in the ark, it is called
"the ark of the testimony."^
Over this sacred chest were " the cherubim of glory shadowing the mercy-seat."'*
The cherubim were emblematical repre-

people

;

sentations

of the angels as the attendants

Jehovah.

Much

and ministers of

learning and labour have been bestowed in

form of these emblematical
We know they were represented with wings, which, being outstretched, " shadowed the
mercy-seat."
They are called " cherubim of glory," either
from the bright resplendency of the representations, being
formed of gold, or rather from their being connected with the
Shekinah, the visible glory of Jehovah.
Their wings overshadowed, and their faces looked down towards, the mercy-scat.
" The mercy-seat," or propitiatory, was the lid of the ark of
the covenant.
The name in Hebrew is taken from a word
which signifies both to cover and to expiate or appease.
It
was by the sprinkling of the blood of the sacrifice of atonement on this golden lid that the work of expiating the sins of the
congregation of Israel was completed.
On this mercy-seat the
visible emblem of the Divinity rested as on a throne, and from
thence Jehovah gave forth all His oracles
Exod. xxv. 22.
Hence He is said to " sit between the cherubim ;"^ and prayers
are addressed to Him, as dwelling there, to bestow favours on
His people.
Such is the account the Apostle gives us of the sanctuary in
which the ministry of the Old Covenant was performed.
He
" of which things we
concludes his account with these words
cannot now speak particularly ;"
i.e., I apprehend,
of which
things the oljject I have in view does not require, nor indeed
endeavouring

to discover the precise

representations, but without success.

:

:

'

'

^
*

may
''

Deut.

ix. 9.

2

Exod. xxxi. 18, xxxii. 15.

Exod. xxv. 22.
For an account of these ornaments, Exod. xxv. 17-22, xxxvii.
be consulted.
Ps. xcix.

I.

G-9,.
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entering into a more particular description."

I

do not think that we have any right to say that the Apostle
here refers to the mystical meaning of these things in the taber-

That, generally speaking, the Levitical service was a

nacle.

That everything in
was emblematical, is much more than Scripture warrants us
to assert; and to presume to give a mystical meaning when
Scripture has given none, is to intrude into things which God
type and a shadow, there can be no doubt.

in

it

has not revealed to us.
It were an easy thing to entertain you by the hour with the
dreams of the philosophical Jews on this subject. I might tell
you that they considered the whole tabernacle as an emblem

of the universe, the

and the second

first

of the seven planets

emblem

of earth,

that the seven lamps are

emblems

tabernacle being the

heaven

of

—

—that the shew-bread was an emblem of the

productions of the earth by which

men

are supported

;

and I

might lay before you the almost equally unsupported fancies of
pious and learned Christian divines, who have allowed imagination to occupy the place of reason in interpreting what, if they
be emblems, are many of them unexplained emblems. I might
thus amuse you, but I am afraid I could not thus edify you.
I shall direct your attention to a few passages of Scripture
which may throw some light on some of these emblems. The
the
golden candlestick seems explained, Eev. i. 12, 13, 20
golden censer, Rev. viii. 3, 4 ; the mercy-seat, Heb. iv. 16 the
;

;

cherubim, probably 1 Pet.
tion of these

warrants us,

who

i.

12.

To

carry further the explica-

emblems, real or supposed, than the word of God
and he
in reality to add to the divine revelation

is

requires

;

men

claim to inspiration
claim, exalts a

receive such explication, in effect lays

to
;

mere

and he who

yields obedience to such a

fallible fellow-mortal to the level of pro-

There are other ways of adding to divine
dangerous, in some points of view more
dangerous because less suspected than by conjoining books of
human composition with those Scriptures " which are given by
phets and apostles.
revelation

—scarcely

less

—

inspiration of God."^
^

'hiyeiv

x«T«

f/.ipo? is

=

tlie

more common Greek

—

expression, Ktynu

x.ccd'

to speak briefly, summarily.'
opposed to T^iysiv iu x.i<pot,'h»i(.i
2 Archibald M'Lean, that man " mighty in the Scriptures," as Robert
Hall characterized him to me, says, with his usual good sense, " As the

ttixaTov

;

it is

'
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of the

general nature and various parts of that ministry which the
Levitical priesthood jierforraed in this sanctuary. Ver. 6. " Now
Avlien these things

the

into

But

first

were thus ordained, the

priests

went always

accomplishing the service of

tabernacle,

God

:

went the high priest alone once every
year, not without blood, which he offered for himself, and for the
7.

into the second

errors of the people."

words, "

The

when

these things were thus ordained," refer to

the original arrangements respecting the sanctuary, or place in

which the Levitical priesthood were
It

is

just equivalent to

'

when

to exercise their ministry.

the tabernacle, consisting of two

apartments, had been prepared, and the furniture appropriate
to each

had been placed

When this had been

in

it.'

done, the Levitical priesthood performed

their divinely appointed ministry in

— " The
the

priests"

i.e.,

the sons of

it

in the following

Aaron generally

manner

— " went

or outer, "tabernacle ahoays^' or continually,

first,"

often, regularl}-, every

day

as occasion required,

—

into
i.e.,

as contrasted

with " the high priest entering alone once a year into the second"
or inner sanctuary, " accomplishing the service of God,"
i.e.,

performing the acts of appointed ministration which belonged to
them. These appointed acts of ministration were such as the
following

:

— sprinkling the blood of

the sin-offerings before the

which divided the holy place from the most holy, trinnning
and supplying the lamps of the golden candlestick, burning incense on the golden altar, and changing the loaves of presentation
on the golden table. These acts of ministration were performed
by the ordinary priests, as the substitutes of the high priest, according to a regular order, though the division into courses does
not seem to have taken place till towards the close of David's

vail

reign.

While the

first

tabernacle was thus open to the priests gene-

rally every day, for the jKn-formance of these acts of ministrations,

" into the second tabernacle," or holy of holies, none of
" The hi oh
to enter, or even to look.

them were permitted

Apostle here declines giving a particular explanation of these things, I must
be excused from attempting it." Men far more " unskilled in the word of
righteousness" have not been so forbearing.
But " fools do rush in where
angels fear to tread."
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—not only none entering with him, but none heing
when he entered the adytnm —and he only

in the sanctuary

" once every year"

i.e.,

on one day

in every year, viz.,

on the

tenth day of the seventh month, the great day of atonement for

the

.sins

of the whole nation of Israel during the preceding vear

—was allowed

to

of Jehovah the

go

immediate y)resence of the emblem
"which dwelt between the
that day the high priest seems to have entered
into the

God

of Israel,

cherubim."

On

thrice

with the censer of burning coals and incense, that

:

first,

the cloud thus produced might cover the mercy-seat, and intercept his view of the Sheklnah or visible divine glory, lest he

should die

;

then with the

offered " for his

own

the whole priesthood
seat

;

and

lastly,

sins "

—

i)hx>d of the

and that of

to sprinkle

it

bullock which had been
his

house or family

with the blood of the goat which had been

offered " for the sins of the people," to sprinkle

times before the mercy-seat: Lev. x\i. 1-19.
is

mentioned

i.e.,

seven times before the mercy-

in the

A

it

also seven

fourth entrance

Mishna, for the purjjose of bringing out the

censer.

When

the high priest entered into

tlie

holy place, he entered

—

"not without blood." These words convey two ideas, that he
entered with hlood, and that he could not enter lawfully without
blofjd.
His object in entering was to finish the expiation of the
sins of himself and his house, and of the whole house of Israel
and this could not be done without sacrificial blood. It was not
enough that the piacular victim should be presented and slain,
and have its blood poured out at the door of the tabernacle
of the congregation.
The atonement was not completed till a
portion of the blood was sprinkled seven times Ijefore the mercyseat.
This blood was offered or presented to God " for the priest
himself, and for the errors of the people ;" or rather, for his own
errors, and for those of the people.' "Errors" is here a general
name for sins, for in every sin there is involved error and we
know that on the great day of atonement expiation was made
not only for what are ordinarily termed "sins of ignorance,"
but for all sins, with the exception of those for which the law
of Moses furnished no means of atonement Num. xv. 30, 31.
Before proceeding to describe further the nature and particular
'

;

:

acts of the ministry of the Levitical priesthood, whether

by the ordinary

priests or

by the high

priest,

performed

the Apostle notices.
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by the way, the mystical meaning of the
stated,

none but

was permitted

year,

"

— that

The Holy Ghost

tlie

high

which he had just
and he only once a

fact

priest,

to enter into the holy of holies.
this signifying, that the

way

Ver.

8.

into the holi-

was not yet made manifest, while as the first taber9. AVhich was a figure for the time then

est of all

nacle was yet standing

:

present."

The
It

was

was of divine appointment.

wliole of the Levitical ritual

in consequence of the inspiration of the

Holy

Spirit

—

in

consequence of communications made to him by God, through

was erected and its services estabby Moses. It was emblematical and the true meaning of
these emblems was an intimation of the divine will, just as really
as if this meaning had hecn expressed by words.
The phrase,
"the Holy Ghost this signifying," is just analogous to a declaration in reference to the Lord's Supper to this effect
The Lord
His

'

Spirit, that the tabernacle

lished

;

:

He died in our room, for our salvation
believeth in Him sliall not perish, but have

Jesus thus signifying that
that " wliosoever

and

everlasting

life."

But

;

in both these cases,

we

and indeed

in all such

own imaginations to assign a meaning to emblems, and then say, The Holy
Ghost signifies this ;' but we are to " hear what God the Lord has
spoken," and receive His interpretation of His own emblem. Had
not the Apostle made the statement contained in the text, I might
have conjectm'ed as to the meaning of the emblem referred to,
but I durst not have said, The Holy Ghost signified this.'
But what was the mystical meaning of the exclusion, not
cases,

we

are to recollect that

are not out of our

'

'

only of the people, but of the ordinary
of

every year
not

made
"

ing."

priests,

from " the

and the admission of even the high

all,"

?

It was, " that the

manifest, while the

The

first

way

first

holiest

once

priest only

was

into the holiest of all

tabernacle continued stand-

tabernacle" has, by

many

judicious inter-

been considered as descriptive both of the holy place
and the most holy place of the whole Levitical sanctuary, as
contrasted with the true sanctuaiy of which it is a figure and

preters,

—

;

that

it is

termed "the

the Sinaitic covenant

sanctuary" much in the same
called " the Jirst covenant."

/?>'s<

is

disposed to think that the phrase
as in the

2d and Gth

way

We

is

used just in the same

as

are

way

verses, as signifying the outer sanctuary,

from which the people were excluded, and
VOL. I.

into which, but
2

B

no
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That
the
from
first
people,
and
also
by
as
being
divided
of
the
sight and entrance
high
holies,
into
which
holy
of
only
the
the
from
the second vail
formed the essential part of the
priest once a year entered
which
the Apostle here explains. Reof
meaning
the
emblem,
"
and
the vail which divided it from
tabernacle,"
first
the
move
farther,

were the

priests themselves allowed to enter.

tabernacle" —both

"

as being shut

up by a

vail

—

the holy of holies, and the emblem is destroyed.
tabernacle" having a " standing," I understand

apartment from the holy of

to be a separate

ceased to be on the death of Christ

;

first

tabernacle"

there was no entrance at

" the

first

continuing

holies,

—

^which

it

for then the vail was rent

asunder, and the two apartments became as

"the

By
its

it

were one.

While

continued as originally constructed,
the holiest of

all into

all,

the place of

the emblematic presence of the propitiated Divinity, for the
great body of the people,

than the

vail or

who were

not allowed to draw nearer
no entrance into " the

door of the sanctuary,

—

body of the priests, for they were
allowed to go no farther than the vail which divided the holy
no entrance into "the holiest
place from the holy of holies,
holiest of all" for the great

—

of all" even for the high priest, except " once a year," with

incense and with blood.

Such was the emblem and the meaning was, that while this
emblem remained, " the way into the holiest of all was not made
" The holiest of all" here obviously signifies that of
manifest."
;

which the second tabernacle was the emblem.

Now

considered as emblematical either of a state or a place.

may be
To be in

it

—

be near to the reconciled Divinity to be
and fellowship with Him to be in a place
where His favour and fellowship, in all their transforming and
the holy of holies

is

to

—

in a state of favour

blissful influences, are enjoyed.

When it is said, then, that

" the

was not made manifest," the meaning
is, not that under that dispensation none could enjoy the favour
and fellowship of God (He led many into the holy of holies, but
it was by a way which they knew not), but, that the method by
which guilty and depraved men are brought to the enjoyment
of that favour and fellowship, the perfection of which is to be

way

into the holiest of all

found only

in heaven,

was not then

clearly revealed.

Dark

—

in-

" Christ
timations were given, but no distinct revelation. Christ
crucified," we know, is the way ; and on His dying, " the Just
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room of the unjust," the emblem, being no longer
was destroyed by the miraculous rending of the vail,

and an intimation given that now " the way into the holiest of
all was made manifest."^
And thus " the first tabernacle" was " figure^ an emblematical representation of

You

the truth

word

will notice the

the7i is

—"

—

a.

for the time theti present."

present," I do not apprehend the Apostle

be

literally rendered,

'

" the time

means the period

the Old dispensation, but the period of the

may

By

a supplement.

New.

until the present time'

of

The words

—the

time being the same period which in the 10th verse

present
is

called

The particle translated /o;* often
signifies until: Matt. x. 22; Luke xii. 19; John xiii. 1; Acts
" The first tabernacle"
iv. 3
2 Tim. i. 12
Gal. iii. 23, 24.'
was an emblematical representation till the commencement of
the new order of things, when " the way to the holiest of all"
being "made manifest," the emblem which intimated that it
" was not yet made manifest" was destroyed, as no longer ex"the time of reformation."

;

;

pressive of the truth.

Returnino; from this short dim'ession as to the emblematical

meaning

of a particular part of the Levitical institution, the

Apostle resumes the prosecution of his leading object in the
paragraph, which

is

to illustrate the

nature of the ministry of

by way of contrast with it, it
might become evident that Jesus had " obtained a more excellent

the Levitical priesthood, that

ministry."
fices,

Ver.

9.

that could not

" Li which were offered both gifts and sacri-

make him

pertaining to the conscience

;

that did the service perfect, as
10.

Which

stood only in meats

and drinks, and divers washings, and carnal ordinances, imposed
on them until the time of reformation." The grammatical construction of this passage

" Oblations and

is

difficult.

Stuart construes

it

thus

:

which cannot fully accomplish what is needed for the conscience of him who performeth
the services, being imposed (with meats and drinks, and divers
washings ordinances pertaining to the flesh) only until the
time of the reformation."
The words i)L ivhich, according to the
sacrifices are offered

—

^ On reviewing this exegesis, I feel disposed to say, with Abrosch on
another occasion, " Fortasse hsec argutiora videantur, neque ego de illis

cum quof^uam
2

The

contendere velim."

LXX.

render

"ijj

d; and

tu:,

Exod.

xvi. 23, 24

;

Lev. xxv. 22.

388
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reading which is followed/ may be considered as referring either
to " the first tabernacle," or the period during which it had a

" standing"— the period from
Apostle

In the

its establishment down to what the
"the present time," or "the time of reformation."

calls

during which period ; in the

first case, it is

latter, it is in

materially the same. In " the
tabernacle," during this period, " both gifts and sacrifices

The meaning

lohich tabernacle.
first

were oifered,"
presented to

make him

is

both unbloody and bloody oblations were
but these religious ministrations " could not

i.e.,

God

;

service perfect, as pertaining to the

that did the

conscience."

Him

"

that did the service," or the worshipper, does not

refer solely to the priest, but to the person in
priest officiated in presenting these oblations.

whose room the
It

may

refer to

the priest, but only to him when offering oblations " for himself."
These services " could not make the worshipper perfect, as per-

To

taining to the conscience."

him

" perfect " a worshipper,

to

is

fit

and advantageous intercourse
with God. These services, when performed according to the due
order, " perfected" the worshipper as to the flesh for the meantime enabled and authorized him to enjoy the privileges of the
Sinaitic covenant
but they could not perfect him in reference
for acceptable,

and

delightful,

—

;

" to the

conscience.^^

" The conscience" here refers to

man

as a

God, the moral
Governor of the world. These services could not remove guilt,
nor
nor the disquieting sense of guilt, and fear of punishment
spiritual,

reasonable being,

accountable to

;

They could not enable us

could they produce real holiness.
feel towards

God

to

Father and Friend ; they could not fit
intercourse and fellowship with Him
they

as our

and dispose us to
were not services in " the holiest of all," nor had they any tendency to lead forward into the presence of a reconciled Divinity.
;

The imperfect nature
in the

of these services

is

further illustrated

words which follow, which seem to contain a reason why

they " could not
the conscience."

make

the worshipper perfect, as pertaining to

— " Which

stood.^^

You

will observe these

words

—

the
and, I apprehend, an unnecessary one
meaning seems clearer without it. " In which tabernacle were
are a supplement

offered both gifts
1

and

sacrifices

which could not make

>ji/,

perfect,

the reading followed by our trans-

the text. rec. and Griesb., or
and marked by Griesb. as probable.

0!/,

lators,

;
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as pertaining to the conscience, him who worshipped, in meats
and drinks, and divers washings, and carnal ordinances imposed
until the time of I'eformation."

" in meats and drinks."

The

religious services consisted

This does not at

tinction of meats into clean

all

and unclean, or

refer to the dis-

to the restrictions

under which Nazaritcs lay as to the use of strong liquors. It
and libations, which consisted of flesh and
bread of blood and wine. The sacrifices are expressly termed
the meat, or food, of God's house, and were connected with
di'ink-offerings, which were of wine
Lev. iii. 16, xxi. 17 Exod.
refers to the sacrifices

—

:

xxix. 40, 41;

Num.

;

The

xv. 5, 7, 10.

"divers washings," or

baptisms, refer to the ablutions to which on various occasions
both the priests and the people had to submit, to cleanse them

from ceremonial pollutions, and fit them for taking a part in the
Jehovah as the God of Israel.
These services are described as " carnal ordinances" institutions which possessed that general character of externality and
materiality, which was the distinguishing feature of the whole
economy. They cleansed the body from ceremonial defilement,
but not the soul from moral guilt. These services were " imThe
posed," authoritatively enjoined by God on the Israelites.
word seems intended to convey the idea that these injunctions
were burdensome, lay heavy on those on whom they were imposed. And indeed, when we consider their number, variety, and
frequency, with the much attention, and labour, and expense
which they required, we need not wonder that Peter (Acts. xv. 10)
should describe them as " a burden which neither they nor their
service of

—

fathers v^ere able to bear."^
It was, however, only a

the Seed should

till

were made.

—

come

They were

temporary

It

institution.

in reference to

" imposed" only "

whom
till

was added

the promises

the time of re-

come and " restore all
things" till the period appointed, and which had now arrived,
when " in Christ there should be a new creation" when " by
the sacrifice of Himself" lie was to put an end to the Aaronical
priesthood and the Levitical economy, and on the ground of a
completed expiation introduce a spiritual order of worship, more
acceptable to God, and at once more pleasing and advantageous
formation"

—

^

TO,

till

the Messiah should

Tlieophylact very happily says, ivu

iTT^KeifCiVX.

—

ds

^vyo;

ijv

6 vojxog [ixpvg^ sIkoths h-tts
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the Apostle's account of the ministry of the

Levitical priesthood, compared with which he declares that Jesns

Christ " hath received a more excellent ministry."

more

excellent, nothing

what

to state in

2.

it

more

is

That

is

it

necessary to evince, than merely

consists.

Contrasted Facts respecting our Lord's ffigh-priesthood.

The words which follow contain

the description of the ministry

of Jesus Christ as "the Mediator of the

new and better covenant,"

with the ministry of Aaron and his sons, the mediators of the former covenant.
Vers. 11, 12. " But Christ being
as contrasted

come an high

good things

priest of

this building

neither

;

His own blood,

He

come, by a gi*eater and more

to

made with hands,

perfect tabernacle, not

by the blood

that

of goats

is

and

to say, not of
calves, but

by

entered in once into the holy place, having

These words naturally call
character with which
our Lord is invested, and the ministry which He has performed
in that official character.
His official character He is " come a
High Priest of good things to come." His ministry in that official
character He has "obtained eternal redemption for His people;"
He has entered into the holy place ;" He has done so " through
a greater and more perfect tabernacle;" He has done so "not
by the blood of goats and of calves, but by His own blood ;'*
and He has done so " once for all."
Let us then, first, turn our attention for a little to the official
character with which our Lord is here represented as invested :
" Christ being come a High Priest of good things to come."
Our Saviour receives a great variety of appellations from the
inspired writer of this Epistle. Sometimes He is termed "Jesus"
sometimes " Christ" sometimes " Jesus Christ" sometimes
"the Son" sometimes "the Son of God." These appellations
are all significant, and by no means used indiscriminately. The
obtained eternal redemption for us."

our attention to two things

:

The

official

:

:

—

—

—

attentive reader

may

—

almost in every case discern a reason

other.

It is

why

used in preference to any
" Christ" is
easy to do so in the case before us.

the particular appellation employed

here equivalent to the Messiah, the
Deliverer was

made known

is

name under which

to the ancient

they expected to " come and restore

all

the great

Church, and

things."

whom

The sum

of
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the statement in the text
predicted

The

He

is

—'The

He was

character in which

should

Messiah having come^ in the

promised, has done

all

that

it

was

do.'

character in which Christ came, according to the pro-

phecies which went before concerning

Him, was

that of " the

" Good things to come" is
a descriptive appellation of that economy of which Jesus Christ

High

Priest of good thi7igs to come.^'

is High Priest, and of which the law, the economy of which
Aaron and his sons were the high priests, was a " shadow." It

receives this appellation as a salutary system, a system of blessings,

not so much,
ings

—

at

if

all,

because

its

best blessings are future bless-

blessings to be enjoyed in a future world, but, conformably

to the Jewish mode of speaking on this subject, in which the state
of things under the Messiah was termed " the coming world,"

or " the world to come," the peculiar benefits of that state are
termed " the coming good things." The phrase describes that
economy of which the two great characters are truth and grace,

—

^
and which " came by Jesus Christ" the "good things to come."
The Messiah, when He came, was not a High Pi'iest after the
law not a High Priest offering carnal sacrifices and obtaining
temporal benefits. He was a High Priest of a new, a higher, a
better economy.
He offered a more valuable sacrifice He obtained more important blessings.
Of this economy He is the
" High Priest ;" i.e., He transacts with God as to the religious

—

;

interests of those

who

are the subjects of His economy.

He

makes expiation for their sins; He intercedes for them with God;
He is the Author of eternal salvation to them. Such is the
He has "come
official chai'acter which belongs to our Lord.
the High Priest of good things to come."
Having made these cursory remarks on the character with
which the text represents our Lord as invested, I proceed,
secondly, to the illustration of what I have principally in view
The ministry which in this official character our Lord has

—

accomplished.
^

The

Apostle's account of His ministry

Trxpaysuofiivo;^ siicccdens

—

viz.,

is

con-

Levitico Pontifici ceremoniarum, Ponti-

fex ipse verse expiationis. It has been supposed that there is in the word v. an
This passage seems to have been already
allusion to Ps. xl. 8, " Lo, I come."
before the Apostle's mind, though
^

Kuinoel's note

is

good

:

"

its illustration

PIecc

does not occur

bona dicuntur

/xs'KT^ourcc,

tempore, quo cultus Leviticus florebat, futura erant, ad
{y. 10) reservata."

till

ch. x. 7.

quoniam eo

>cxip6v liop6uasu;
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tained in these words

by"

—

:

or rather, through

that

IX. 1-X. IS:

" He has entered into the holy place,

— "a greater and more perfect tabernacle,

not of this building

is

[CHAF.

by the

;

blood, not of goats

and

but by His own blood, having obtained eternal redemp-

calves,

tion for us."

His ministry consists of two parts, the one rising out of the
the " obtaining eternal redemption for His people," and
the "entering into the holy place;"
the one corresponding to
other

—

—

the offering of the sacrifice of atonement, the other to the enter-

ing into the holy of holies to present the blood of that sacrifice
before

tlie

mercy-seat.

The

(1.)

first

great act of our Lord's ministry as the "

Priest of good things to come,"

is

High

the " obtaining eternal re-

demption for His people."
The high priests under the law
obtained a temporary deliverance for those in whose room they
acted,

by presenting an appointed victim

displeased Divinity

:

the "

High

in their place to the

Priest of good things to

come"

obtained an everlasting deliverance for those in whoso room

He

by presenting Himself in their room, according to divine
ordination, "a sacrifice and an offermg." The Jewish high priest
obtained a temporary deliverance by making a ceremonial and imperfect expiation: the " High Priest of good things to come" obtained an everlasting deliverance by making a real and an abso-

acted,

In plain words, Jesus Christ has done
which was necessary to make the complete deliverance of all His people from e^^l, in all its forms, and in all
its degrees, for ever and ever, not merely consistent with, but

lutely perfect expiation.
all

and suffered

all

gloriously illustrative of,

and

all

all

the perfections of the divine character,

the principles of the divine government.

made an end

He has "finished

and brought in an everlasting
" His blood cleanseth from all sin."
" In Him
righteousness."
there is redemption through His blood, the forgiveness of sins."
transgression,

The

of sin,

efiicacy of the sacrifice of Christ thus to " obtain eter-

nal redemption,"

by making complete

the Apostle to the dignity of His person

expiation,

is

traced by

—

giving infinite value to

the offering of His immaculate nature. His perfect obedience,

and His piacidar
Spirit

He

blemished
sins

sufferings.

was because " through the eternal
God," that His spotless and un-

It

offered Himself to

sacrifice Avas available to the perfect expiation of the

and the eternal redemption of the

souls of all in

whose place

CHAP.
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and for whose benefit

stood,

He

acted as the "

High

Priest

of good things to come."

The second great

(2.)

act of our Lord's ministry as the " Iligli

Priest of good things to come,"

When

place."

the

is

Jewish high

atonement had finished the

first

His " entering into the holy
priest on the great day of

part of his ministry, in obtain-

ing deliverance for the people by the expiation of their sins, he,
went into the holy of holies, with the blood of atonement, to
present before

make
cally

God

evidence of the completed expiation, and to

intercession for the people,

by bui'ning

incense.

place, as well as the going into

it, is

" entering into the holy place."
"

High

not really, yet emblemati-

if

The whole

of

When

Priest of good things to come,"

His expiatory
present, as

it

in the holy

had

the IMessiah, as the
finished on the cross

He

entered into the true holy place, to

God

the evidence of the completeness of

sacrifice,

were, to

what he did

pointed out by the phrase,

the atonement Pie had made, and to follow

it

up by a never-

ceasing interposition in behalf of His people, founded on His
all-perfect atoning sacrifice. All this is included in His " enter-

ing into the holy place."
By " the holy place" into which our great High Priest has
entered, we are to understand " the heaven of heavens," the place

where the Divinity most remarkably manifests His excellence,
or communicates His blessings to unf alien and restored intelligent
beings, as appears from ver. 24.
When our Lord entered into
heaven. He entered in His public character as a fully accomplished High Priest, "having been made perfect through sufHis very entrance there was a proof of the perfection
and additional evidence of this delightful truth
is to be found in the place which He occupies there, and in the
manner in which He is employed there. When He "entered into
the holy place," it was not to stand ministering before the throne,
but it Avas to sit down at the rixjlit hand of Him who sitteth on
" All power in heaven and on earth" is conferred on Him
it.
and all this power He employs for completing the salvation of
fering."

of His sacrifice;

those

ing

and

is

whom He

has redeemed by His

own

blood.

The

follow-

the description given by the prophetic Spirit of the high

beatific state of

Messiah the royal Priest, when

strength,

Lord

;

and

in

—" The

He had

King shall joy in Thy
Thy salvation how greatly shall He

entered into the holy place

:
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hast given

Him

His
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and hast not
For Thou preventest Him with tlie blessings of goodness: Thou settest a crown
He asked life of Thee, and Thou
of pure gold on His head.
gavest it Him, even length of days for ever and ever. His glory
honour and majesty hast Thou laid
is great in Thy salvation
upon Him. For Thou hast made Him most blessed for ever
rejoice

!

withholden the request of His

heart's desire,

Selah.

lips.

:

Thou

He

is,

indeed, represented as interceding for His people there

but there

High
that

it

made Him exceeding glad with Thy countenance."^

hast

is

nothing humiliating in the intercession of our great

Priest.
is

It

just another

is

way

of expressing this idea,

His expressed

in consequence of

will that every exer-

tion of divine power, directly or indirectly, connected with the

salvation of

men, whether

influence,

put forth.

is

in

producing external event or inward

Into this glorious place and state the " High Priest of good
come" entered " by a greater and more perfect taber-

things to
nacle,

that

is

By

not of this building."

the tabernacle here

described some very judicious commentators have understood

our Lord's

human

nature

and they have explained the phrase,

;

entering by this tabernacle, as equivalent to

— entering through
'

means of services performed in this tabernacle.' There can be
no doubt that the human nature of our Lord may with much
propriety be termed the tabernacle or temple which the Divinity
inhabits
and it was by services performed by Christ in human
;

nature that "

He

entered into the holiest of

all."

But, without

extreme harshness, I do not see how the figure can be thus explained here.

The

allusion does not

entering the holiest of

all in

seem

to

be to the priest

consequence of services done in the

holy place, but to his passing through the holy place in order to
his entrance into the holiest of
is,

I apprehend, the

tabernacle.
12,

it is

said.

human

all.

Nowhere

in this Epistle

nature of Christ compared to the

Besides, this would introduce tautology; for, ver.

He

entered " by His

own

blood."

The meaning

—

may, I think, be thus stated : Our Lord
offered His sacrifice on the earth, as the Jewish high priests did
withovit the tabernacle
and having offered His sacrifice on the
earth, He passed through the visible heavens, as they passed
through the outer tabernacle, into the heaven of heavenSj of
of the inspired writer

;

1

Ps, xxi. 1-6.
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He

which the most holy place was an emblem.

entered into

the holy place through the visible heavens, which are repre-

sented in the

Jehovah

Old Testament Scriptures

as the tabernacle of

—His outer

court, throughout which are scattered displays of grandeur and beauty worthy of the antechamber of the

—

great King, the

Lord of hosts, a tabernacle certainly greater,
more magnificent, more perfect, more highly finished, than the
Mosaic tabernacle, with all its curious embroidery and costly ornaments,
a tabernacle formed immediately by the hand of God,

—

who " in the beginning stretched out the heavens as a curtain."
The tabernacle through which Christ entered into the holy
place

Is

said " not" to be " of this huilding^^ or of this creation,

The words

or establishment.

He

the antithesis.
tion for

His people

are plainly intended to complete

obtained, not temporal, but eternal redemp-

and having done

;

entered not into the

so,

material holy of holies, but into the immediate presence of

and

doing

in

so.

He

erected by Moses, but through the visible heavens.

He

The

following

is

led

them out

as far as to

the history of this glorious event

He

Bethany

And it came

hands, and blessed them.

them.

God

passed not through the outer tabernacle

;

and

He

:

— " And

lifted

up His

He

blessed

to pass, while

was parted from them, and carried up into heaven."^

AVhat took place after He rose above the sight of mortal eye,
and the hearing of mortal ear, sacred history does not tell us.

But "

the Spirit of prophecy

"

is

the witness of Jesus," and this

gone up with a shout, the Lord with
the sound of a trumpet.
Sing praises to God, sing praises
" The chariots of
sing praises unto our King, sing praises."
God are twenty thousand, even thousands of angels the Lord
is

His testimony

:

God

is

:

:

is

among them,

as in

Sinai,

the holy place.

in

Thou
Thou

hast

hast
Thou hast led captivity captive
received gifts for men
yea, for the rebellious also, that the
Lord God might dwell among them."'^ We cannot doubt that

ascended on high.

:

;

the whole of the attendant cherubim in the holy of holies,

if

not

awed into reverent silence, put forth their choicest melodies
when the great " High Priest of good things to come" sat down
on the heavenly throne, sprinkled with His OAvn blood, on the
right

hand

of Jehovah,

who

livetli

for ever

and

ever.^

1

Luke

^

Michaelis considers the outer sanctuary as the Chiuxh on earth, in

xxiv. 50, 61.

•

Ps. xlvii. 5, 6

;

Ixviii. 17, 18.
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further stated, that when He thus entered into the
all, it was " not through the blood of goats and

true holiest of

calves, but through His own blood."
The reference here does
not seem to be to the priest entering with blood in his hand, but
to the fact of his entering into the holy place in consequence of

and the goat as sinand for the congregation. It was on the

the shedding of the blood of the bullock
offerings for himself

ground of the expiation made that he entered into the holy
It is on the ground of the all-perfect expiation made

place.

by the blood

Redeemer

of the

that

He

enters the true holy

was because He " humbled Himself, and became
obedient unto death, even the death of the cross," tliat He was
" highly exalted, and received a name that is above every
name." The perfection of His atonement is the ground of His
" He is able
exaltation, and of His unbounded saving power.

place.

It

He ever lives to make interHe ever lives, because He once
the unjust, that He might bring men to God."

to save to the uttermost," for "

cession" for His people

"died, the just for

The only

;

and

other circumstance mentioned in reference to our
is that He " entered once"

Saviour's entrance into the holy place,
i.e.,

once for

year brought

all

— not once every year, but once for

new

guilt

and a new entrance
fice

He

;

and

this guilt required a

into the holy place.

—once and

sacri-

and the
of all was

;

for ever.

The Jewish high priest had to come out,
perform the work of expiation. But our
comes no more out
is

sacrifice,

But by His one

obtained eternal redemption for His people

expiation being complete, the entrance into the holiest
final

A ne^v

all.

new

to

that he might again

great

High

Priest

That
come forth. " Behold,
see Him." But " when

perform the ministry of atonement.

over, completely over.

He

will indeed

He
He

Cometh in clouds, and every eye shall
comes the second time, it will be without a sin-offering."
It will be not to expiate the sin that has been done already
it
will be to consummate the salvation of " all who look for Him."
May every one of us, while He proclaims, " Behold, I come
;

which Christ acted the part of a

priest not only,

as he says, for three

years and a half of His ministry, but during the whole period of His

humbled

svaupKuaig.

quite consistent with

This is an exegesis that deserves examination.
It is
making the visible heavens the vail which divides the

holy from the holy of hohes.
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be enabled

quickly,"

" Even so

respond from the heart,

to

come. Lord Jesus."

More Particular Comparison, referr'mc) to the comparative
E^cacy of the two Priesthoods. Chap. ix. 13-x. 18.

(2.)

The
and

proposition which the Apostle

a part,

is

that laid doMoi

ceding chapter

:

'

his sons.'

High

as a

occupied with provinf^

by him

in the sixth verse of the pre-

Jesus Christ, " the High Priest of our pro-

fession," has received a

any of

is

paragraph of which these verses form

illustrating in the

The

more

excellent ministry than

religious functions

which

way

Aaron

or

performs

Priest, are of a far higher order than the religious

functions which they performed as high priests.

the

He

To

prepare

for satisfactorily proving this proposition, he gives a

first of the ministry of Aaron and his sons as
and then of the ministry of Jesus Christ as a'
High Priest. In merely making these statements, the immeasurable superiority of His function to theirs becomes very

succinct account,

high

priests,

evident.

But

there are two points of superiority on which the inspired

writer dwells, as of peculiar importance.
priestly function of Jesus Christ

complete in

its

degree.

To

is

The

higher in

its

ejjlcacy of the

kind,

and more

the illustration of these, I apprehend,

the whole of the remaining part of the section, which ends with

the 18th verse of the next chapter,
tion of the passage

consider

is

from the 15th

parenthetical,

is

devoted, with the excep-

to the

24th verse, which I

— a digression for the purpose of meet-

ing the Jewish prejudice, that the Messiah was not to

die, by
was absolutely necessary
for the ratification of the covenant of which Ho is the Mediator.
The principle, that the ministry of our Lord is superior to
the ministry of the Aaronical high priests, inasmuch as its
efiicacy is of a much higher kind than theirs was, is stated and
proved in the 13th and 14th verses.
The principle, that the ministry of our Lord is superior to
the ministry of the Aaronical high priests, inasmuch as its
efficacy is much more complete in its degree, as appears from
the contrast between their constantly recurring semccs, and His
" offering of Himself once for all," is stated and proved at con

showing that His death as a

sacrifice
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from the 25th verse of

siderable length,

[CHAP. IX. 1-X.

18.

down

to

this chapter

the 18th verse of the next chapter, which terminates the doctrinal part of the Epistle.

Our

attention

to

is

be devoted,

first,

to the

former of these

proofs of the superiority of the ministry of Jesus Christ as a

Aaron and

Priest to

1.

The

all his sons.

of our Lord's Priestliood

Effijcacy

is

of a higher kind

than that of the Levif.ical Priesthood.

Vers. 13, 14. " For

if

the blood of bulls and of goats,

and

the ashes of an heifer sprinkling the unclean, sanctifieth to the

purifying of the flesh

who through

Christ,

how much more

;

shall the blood of

the eternal Spirit offered Himself without

spot to God, purge your conscience from dead works, to serve

God r'

the living

The

superiority of the ministry of Jesus Christ to that of

Aaron and
efficacy

That
thus

his

sons,

which belongs

superiority

made

:

manifested in the superior kind of

as
to

it,

the great subject of these words.

is

both asserted and proved.

is

— " The blood of

bulls

an heifer sprinkling the unclean,

and

The

assertion

is

and the ashes of

sanctifieth to the purifying of

" The blood of Christ,

the flesh."

goats,

Himself Avithout spot

who through

the eternal

God, purges the conscience from dead works, to serve the living God."
The argument is thus stated
" For if the blood of bulls and of goats,
how much more." Let us endeavour first to ascertain the
meaning of the statement, and then we will be prepared for
inquiring into the force of the argument.
Spirit offered

:

to

—

—

The statement
ing; to

respecting the nature of the efficacy belong-

the ministrations of

these words

:

Aaron and his sons is contained in
bulls and of goats, and the ashes

—" The blood of

of an heifer sprinkling the unclean, sanctified to the purifying

of the flesh."

by

divines as

efficacious.

sentation.

New

The
if

services of the

This is, however, by no means an accurate repreFor the purpose served by the ministry of our great

Testament

Priest,

—the

lay a secure foundation for
cation

and

law are sometimes spoken of

they had been utterly, and in every sense, in-

final salvation of

so expiating all moral guilt as to
its

forgiveness, and for the sanctifi-

him who had contracted

it,

—they
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To gain this end they
were indeed altogether inefficacious.
never were intended
and therefore it is not to be wondered at if
they were in no degree fitted for a purpose they were not meant
to serve.
But they were intended to serve a purpose and they
;

;

were well
it.

fitted to serve that

If they

had not had

purpose

efficacy of

—they actually did serve

some kind, they would have

been altogether unfit for being emblems of the

all-efficacious

ministry of Jesus Christ.

What

were the nature and extent of the efficacy which beis distinctly stated in the words now

longed to these services,

under consideration.

"

The blood

—

of bulls and goats"

ob-

is

the blood of animals offered as sacriThe phrase, " the
fices for sin, according to the law of Closes.'
viously just equivalent to

aslies of

an heifer," refers

'

to a

remarkable ceremonial usage, of

which we have a particular account in the 19th chapter of the
Book of Numbers. A red heifer, or young cow, without blemish,
upon which never yoke had come, was to be taken without the
camp, slain in the presence of the priest, who was to sprinkle of
her blood with his finger seven times before the tabernacle of
the congregation

the carcase was then to be biu'nt entire, and

;

into the midst of the fire

by the

priest cedar

which consumed

it

were

to be

wood, hyssop, and scarlet wool.

thrown

When

the

carcase was completely consumed, the ashes were to be collected

and preserved. On a person's contracting that ceremonial defilement which arose from touching a dead body, a portion of
these ashes was to be mixed in running water, and a clean
person, dipping a bunch of hyssop in the mixture, was to
sprinkle it on him that was unclean.
Now the sprinkling of the blood of an animal offered as a
sacrifice for sin, or the sprinkling of this

mixture of the ashes

of the burnt heifer and pure running water, on a person

was ceremonially
alino;

who

and therefore excluded from minthe solemnities of divine service, and

polluted,

with his brethren in

indeed in the ordinary intercourse of

life,

" sanctified to the

removed ceremonial defilement.
i.e.,
purifying
sprinkled
according
thus
to the due order, might
The person
congregation
witli
the
of the Lord.
mingle
lawfully
These
of the flesh,"

it

sprinklings " sanctified" such a person.

By

his ceremonial pol-

had been excluded for a season from the holy people,
the people set apart for the service of God,
he had become

lution he

—
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but by these sprinklings he was anewor nnclean
separated or devoted to the service of God, so far as " tlie purifying of the flesh" was concerned. " The purifying of the flesh"

common

;

—
—

does not mean the cleansing of the body for sprinkling with
blood and ashes rather soiled than purified, but it means external, ceremonial purification, as opposed to spiritual, real purificaThis, then,

tion.

to the ministry of

pollution

;

it

was the nature of the
Aaron and his sons

which belonged
removed ceremonial

efficacy

:

It

produced ceremonial sanctification

;

it

relieved

the Israelites from the inconveniences connected with being
excluded from the society of the external Jewish Church, and

from the observance of its ordinances, and obtained for them
the advantages connected with restoration to the enjoyment of
This
that society, and to the observance of these ordinances.

was the kind of

Aaron and

efiicacy

his sons.

The

which belonged

to the

ministry of

fact of the efficacy of these sacrifices

"If
is strongly stated. Lev. vi. 2-7
and commit a trespass against the Lord, he shall
bring his trespass-offering unto the Lord, a ram without blemish
out of the flock, to the priest and the priest shall make an atonement for him before the Lord and it shall be forgiven him,
for their appointed pui-pose

a soul

:

—

sin,

;

;

for anything of all that he hath done, in trespassing therein."
But the ministry of our Lord as a High Priest was " a more

excellent ministry;" for

its

efficacy

was of a far superior nature.

" The blood of Christ, who through the eternal Spirit offered
Himself without spot unto God, purifies the conscience from
dead works, to serve the living God."

The first thing that here requires consideration is the statement, that " Christ through the eternal Spirit offered Himself
" Christ offered Himself to God ;"
w^ithout spot to God."
i.e.,

Christ took the place of sinners, and did and suffered in

room what to the infinitely wise, and holy, and jnst
Governor of the world seemed necessary and sufficient to make
tlieir pardon and salvation consistent with, and illustrative of, the
perfections of His character, and the principles of His moral
He presented Himself, having done all and
administration.
suffered all the requisitions of the law on Him as the substitute
of sinners, in the precise manner, with the precise temper in
their

which the law required
havino-

" finished the

this to

be done,

work given

—He presented Himself,

Him

to do,"

having done
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the whole will of His Father,

Not only was

spotJ'

— He

And

victim of His elect people.

"

presented Himself as the

He

offered Himself loithout

the obedience and the satisfaction, viewed

by themselves, complete, but He who yielded them was comfrom sin. Indeed, there are little more than two
ways of expressing the same truth for what He offered was
that entire,
all that He was, all that He had done,
Himself,
most willing subjection to the law man had violated, both in its
precept and sanction, which He had yielded from the moment
of His incarnation to the moment of His death. The offering
was completed on the cross, but it did not commence there.

pletely free

;

—

—

To

the absolute sinlessness, to the complete perfection of the

On

victim thus offered, the Apostle often refers.
stance the sacred writers place peculiar stress

;

this

circum-

for without

it

the

would have been altogether in vain. Had Christ been
had His flesh been sinful
<a sinner in any respect or degree
flesh
had His humanity been, strictly speaking, fallen humanity,
He would have been utterly disqualified for achieving
He would have needed for
the great work of our salvation
Himself that blessing which He came to confer on others. The
Levitical law made persons priests who had to offer sacrifice for
themselves as well as for those for whose benefit they officiated
sacrifice

—

—

—

:

but our High Priest

is

" holy, harmless, undefiled."

"

He

His own sins ;" for He had no sins
of His own to offer for.
He was manifested to take away sin,
and " in Him was no sin." " We are redeemed with the precious blood of Christ, as of a lamb without blemish and without
spot." Otherwise He would not have been such a priest or victim
as became us
as we needed.
When Christ thus " offered Himself to God without spot,"
needed not

to offer first for

—

He

did so " through the eternal Spirit."

Spirit " occurs

nowhere

else in the

has been variou.sly explained.

The phrase

" eternal^

New Testament. The phrase

Some

refer

it

to the

Holy

Spirit,

personally dwelling in our Lord; or to divine influence, guiding
all

His tlioughts and

feelings,

words and actions

rations in the ancient prophets respecting

;

Him

or to the decla:

'

He

Himself under the guidance and influence of the Holy
^

Some

codd. read uyiov in place of xicdulov

dence, direct and indii'ect, external and internal,

;

is

I.

Spirit,

but the weight of eviin favom- of the textus

receptus.

VOL.

offered
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18.

or according to the declarations of the Holy Spirit, who is eterOthers refer it to our Lord's divine nature. This was

nal.'

"the Spirit of holiness," according to which
be the Son of God the Spirit by which

—

to

when put

death in the flesh

to

"manifested in the
to either

mode

He

flesh,"

—the
was

Spirit

He
He

is

declared

even

lived,

by which, when
According

"justified."^

of interpretation, the statement

is

true

for

;

offered Himself without spot unto

Christ

may be

God"

both through the Holy Ghost and through His divine
are disposed, upon the whole, to coincide with

have

said to

"'

We

nature.^

numerous learned and judicious

those

the latter

mode

of interpretation.

Lord's divine nature,

He

interpreters

Had

could not have yielded acceptable and

and satisfaction.
more obedience than it owes

A mere

effectual substituted obedience

ture can never yield

who adopt

not been for our

it

crea-

for itself

;

and

a mere creature has no right, were the thing practicable, to
make a sacrifice of its own happiness to obtain the happiness

was the living God manifested in flesh who
was both our High Priest and victim and He stamped His
own glory on the propitiation for our sins, both on the priestly
act and on the ransom offered.
of another.

It

;

1

Others consider

or spirit, in the same
27),

Ti'hSsv lu

ru

it

as referring to the strong impulse of His

way

as they explain

'TTvivfioirt el?

ro hpov.

what

is

own mind

Simeon (Luke

ii.

Besides other objections, this exegesis

does not account for the use of the epithet uiuviov.

—

said of

Others consider

it

as

=*

having cvvuf^iv i^ur,g dKursthvOthers refer it to our Lord's exalted state as opposed to a state of
Tot/.'
mortal flesh.. This is inconsistent with the usus loquendi, and, hke the former,
goes on the supposition of Christ's expiatory oblation being made in heaven.
'

eternal

life'

'

endowed with immortal

life,

=

'having eternal power' or efficacy as a victim. The
Others consider it as
and if they could, it would be a taking for granted
will not bear this
Others consider it as stating that He offered
the very thing to be proved.

words

;

Himself not according to the short-lived, external letter of the Mosaic law,
but this is cerbut according to its true meaning its ever-living spirit
tainly to bring a sense into the words which otherwise could never have
been brought out of them. The choice among aU these modes of interprethat which considers the eternal Spirit as detation is confined to two
signating the Holy Ghost, and that which considers it as designating our

—

;

'

'

'

:

'

Lord's di-snne nature.

A

2
very ingenious defence of the first of these views is to be found in
It is from the pen of my
the Christian Magazine for 1803, vol. vii.
esteemed colleague, the late Professor Duncan, and shows how early hig

attention had been directed to the critical study of the sacred writings.
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Now

the Apostle asserts that " the blood " of this spotless

Himself,

sacrifice of

Avliich

Christ offered to God, "purges the
" The

conscience from dead works, to serve the living God."

blood" of

this sacrifice is

consummated

The

victim.

in

just the sacrifice itself,

the shedding of

which was

the blood, or death, of the

effects of the sacrifice of Christ

may be

considered

God, or in reference to the sinner. The
blood of Christ, viewed as slied, renders the salvation of the
either in reference to

sinner consistent with the perfections of the divine character,
the principles of the divine government, the declarations of the
divine word.

The blood

of Christ, viewed as sprinkled on the

mind from the constraints, and
and pollutions of guilt, and enables him
These
to serve God without fear, with filial love and holy joy.
two effects of the sacrifice of Christ are closely connected. The
second depends on the first. The blood must be shed in order

believing sinner, relieves his

and

terrors,

jealousies,

to its being sprinkled.

there

is

It

is

to the last of these effects that

a direct reference in the passage before us.

"The

blood of Christ," sprinkled on the conscience, "purges" or
purifies it " from dead works, to serve the living God."

Dead

works, as I endeavoured to

show when explaining

the 1st verse of the 6th chapter, are sins, which receive this appellation either because they deserve death, or are the

those

who

in a spiritual sense are

dead

—

or, like

works of

dead men, pro-

duce pollution, which must be cleansed. Indeed, the somewhat
remarkable phrase, " dead works," seems to have been suggested
to the Apostle's mind by what he had said about the purifying power of lustration by the sprinkling of a liquor in which

This removed the exby having touched a dead body but
the blood of Christ, applied to the conscience, removed the
spiritual pollution contracted by sinful deeds, the source of a
much deeper, deadlier pollution than contact with a dead body
could produce. These dead works pollute and defile the conscience, and render men utterly unfit for the spiritual service of
God. "The conscience" here is just the man as a spiritual
being, capable, from the constitution of his nature, of the
Sin makes man hateful in God's
spiritual service of God.
displeasure and moral disapof
judicial
both
the object
sight
all
guilt unfits a man for
not
conscious
But
this
is
probation.
the ashes of a heifer had been mingled.
ternal pollution contracted

;

—

:
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The

acceptably serving God.

enemy

;

God

The man whose

He

he knows he deserves punishment

he cannot, love the Being whom he regards as his
he cannot seek his enjo3^ment in communion and fel-

not,

;

Him.

lowship with

God

love.

is

polluted with unpardoned guilt cannot love.

is

knows he has offended God
he does

IX. 1-X. 18.

essence of the service which

requires of His intelligent creatures

conscience

[CHAP.

but what

Nothing can

pui'ifies

man

fit

for the service of

the conscience from the pollution pro-

duced by these "dead works

;"

and nothing can do

this

but the

blood of the sacrifice of Jesus Christ.

"The
it

blood of Christ sprinkled on the conscience purges

from dead works."

conscience"
not obscure

is

The blood

of Christ sprinkled on the
its meaning is
knowing and believ-

a highly figurative expression, but

it is

:

"

just expressive of a man's

ing the truth respecting the sacrifice of Jesus Christ.

This is
man's rational and moral
nature, the blood of Christ can be applied to him
in which
Christ's sacrifice can have a cleansing poAver over him.
When
the truth on this subject is understood and believed by the
sinner, the immediate consequence is, just in the degree in
which the truth is understood and believed, that the conscience
the only

way

in Mhich, according to

—

is

pacified

and

purified

He

—the

and

terrors

jealousies of guilt are

sweetly constrained to love Him who " spared
not His Son, but delivered Him up " for his salvation.
What

removed.
has

satisfied,

is

and what he

divine justice, satisfies the

and now he comes

to

demands of
awakened conscience

sees has satisfied, all the

demands

God "in
men

Himself, not imputing to

boldly to the throne of grace."

munion with God, and walks

of his

Christ reconcilino; the world to
their trespasses."

He

He "comes

finds happiness in

at liberty,

com-

keeping His command-

His obedience becomes the obedience of the heart. Till
is thus "sprinkled from an evil conscience " by the
blood of Christ till it is freed in some measure from the fear of
wrath, and reconciled to God sinners are not, they cannot be,
ments.

the lieart

—

—

possessed of that faith, and love, and holy confidence, and

filial

freedom, which are necessary to the acceptable service of God.

Such is the statement of the Apostle respecting the superior
kind of efficacy which belongs to the ministry of Christ as a

High

Priest,

Aaron and

above that Avhich belonged to the ministry of

bis sons as

high

priests.

Their ministry was effec-
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removing ceremonial defilement, and fitting men for
Ilis is effectual for removing the impuri-

tual for

ceremonial worship

:

men

of the conscience, and for fitting

ties

for spiritual worship.

"We are now prepared for attending to the force of the
Apostle's argument for he not only asserts this superiority, hut
he proves it. His argument runs thus " If the blood of bulls
and of goats, and the ashes of an heifer sprinkling the nnclean,
how much more shall
sanctifieth to the purifying of the flesh
;

:

;

the blood of Christ,
self

who through

Him-

without spot to God, purge your conscience from dead

God?"

works, to serve the living

argument may be bx'ought
positions:

for

the eternal Spirit offered

its

—

(1.)

The

The

force of the Apostle's

out, I think, in the

ministry of Christ has

two following pro-

all to

give

it

efficacy

purposes which the ministry of Aaron and his sons had

to give

efficacy for its purposes

it

Christ has

much

to give

and

;

The

(2.)

ministry of

efficacy for its purposes

it

Let us attend

ministry of Aaron had not.

which the

to these proposi-

tions in their order.
(1.)

The

ministry of Christ has

all to

give

it

efficacy for its

purposes which the ministry of Aaron and his sons had to give
it

efficacy for

ministry of

its

Now

purposes.

Aaron and

what was

it

that gave the

What was

his sons its efficacy ?

that

it

made "the sprinkling of blood and of the ashes of an heifer"
effectual for the purpose of " sanctifying to the purifying of the

Now

flesh"?"

The answer

He who

appointed these things to purify the flesh, appointed

is

easy:

viz.,

divine appointment.

His blood

the blood of Christ to purify the conscience.

blood of Christ, the Anointed One
Saviour.
world.

He

" sets

us, that
If,

"

— the

The Father sent Him to be
He made to meet on Him the

Him

forth a propitiation."

we might

be

made

He

the Saviour of

God gave

the

the

iniquities of us all."

" made

the righteousness of

then, the appointment of

is

divinely appointed

Him

God

in

sin for

Him."

efficacy for ceremonial

purification to " the blood of bulls

an heifer,"

will not the

and goats, and the ashes of
same divine appointment equally giv^e

efficacy for the purification of the conscience to the blood of

the appointed victim of

argument, and

it

is

human

transgressions

?

This

is

a

good

implied in the words before us, but this

does by no means exhaust their meaning; for the argument is
not, " If the blood of buljs and of goats sanctifieth to the purify-
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flesh, even so,"
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but " how much more shall the blood

from dead works

of Christ purge your conscience

!"

me to the second proposition. (2.) The ministry
much in it to give it efficacy which the ministry
Aaron and his sons had not. The whole of the efficacy of
This leads

of Christ has

of

from divine appointment. Without that it
would have been an empty, an impious show no more efficacitheir ministry arose

—

ous than the sacrifices of the heathen

appointment,

this divine

was

it

;

but in consequence of

efficacious for its

own

purposes,

notwithstanding the weaknesses and faults of those who exercised

The

it.

owing

to

pointed,

its
it

but

its

efficacy

Had

was by no means solely
not been divinely ap-

it

could not have been efficacious

was appointed.

its

;

divine appointment.

could have existed.
it

our Lord's ministry depends, no doubt, on

efficacy of

divine appointment

its

own nature

Christ's ministry

fitted to

or rather,

it

never

fitted to

was appointed because

The
human

be efficacious.

and death of a Divine Person

own nature

;

Aaron's ministry was efficacious just because

gain

all

in

in

obedience, sufferings,
nature, were in their

the ends which were contemplated

by the Divine Being

in this most wonderful of all the divine dishave redemption in Him, because He is " the
begotten," i.e., prince, " of the whole creation "
because

pensations.
first

by
for

Him we
it is

We

—

are created.

the blood of

our sins by his

" His blood cleanseth from

Him who

sacrifice,

is

because

God's own Son.

He who

all sin,"

He

purged

offered the sacrifice

was "the brightness of the Father's glory, and the express
image of His person ;" and the sacrifice by which He purged
our sins was the sacrifice of Himself.
The divinity of our
Lord's nature gave a transcendent worth and efficacy to His
" The divine act of the assumption of human nature
sacrifice.

by the eternal Word communicated
all

its

own

dignity and value to

the mediatorial acts of the incarnate Saviom-.

then formed was constant and invariable.

Though

The union
it

was im-

possible that the divine nature could be subject to suffering,

was the Mediator

it

His whole person who acted for the salvation of men ; and all He did for this purpose was impressed
with the essential dignity and moral value of His divine perfection."^
Such is the Apostle's statement and argument respectin

^ Pye-Smith's " Four Discourses on the Sacrifice and Priesthood of
Jesus Christ," 4th edit., pp. 68, 69, condensed.-
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ing the superior kind of efficacy which belongs to the ministry

High Priest.
The paragraph which follows (vers. 15-24) must be numbered among the passages which mistranslation has rendered
" And for this cause He is the Mediator of the new
obscure
of Christ as our

:

by means of death, for the redemption of the
which
transgressions that were under the first testament, they
inheritance,"
are called might receive the promise of eternal
make a satisIt is impossible for a mere English reader to
etc.
he attach
can
factory sense out of these words. What meaning
or
testament
a
In
to the' phrase, " mediator of a testament?"
or
executor
an
last will we have a testator, and legatees, and

testament, that

but who is the mediator of a testament ? It is an
expression just as anomalous as the testator of a covenant.
covenant can
It is difficult to see how the new economy or
executors

;

only point of resemblance is, that
order
death in it, as in the case of a testament, was necessary in
leading
the
here
even
though
to the enjoyment of its benefits
not being the
idea is not expressed,—" the death of the testator"
of obcondition
the
procuring cause of the legacies, but merely
reprewere
economy
taining possession of them. But if the new

be called a testament.

The

;

1

It is mortifying,

but instructive, to find so sensible a

man as Limborcli,

absurdity as this
in defence of a false interpretation, writing such
quis bonorum
qua
testatio,
voluntatis
ultimge
Hy-n testamentum est,

mortem suam

hseredes post

instituit.

Institutioni interdum

:

" hcc-

suorum

adduntur quse-

testator
dam conditiones, quas testator ha^redi suo prsescribit. Si couditioues
actus qiddam medlatorius,
addit, per figuratum loquendi modum, ipsi quasi
tribui potest, et testacujus interventu hgcreditas ad hseredem devolvitur,
be
ahquam habet similitudinem cum fojdere." If a testament is to

mentum

but the executor.
viewed as a OiccS-Jiky,, then the ^talrn; is not the testator,
expression of the idea
There cannot be a doubt that 3/«f^y,« stands as the
testament,— and as
conveyed by the Hebrew n^nS, which never signifies a
arrangement, dispothat the proper meaning of the Greek word is,
who hold that the
interpreters
I can understand how
disposal.'
'

little,

sition,

can explain o/«^'-5x)i of
Apostles adopted the rabbinical modes of exposition
like men at once
reasoned
they
that
a testament but how persons who hold
the Spirit of wisdom
by
inspired
men
like
more,
still
integrity—
and
of sense
myself utterly
satisfied with such an exegesis, I confess
;

'

and

holiness,

can be

writers as
I do not wonder to find it in such
incapable of comprehending.
I meet
when
deplore
and
wonder
both
Bbhme and Kuinoel, but I confess I
I do not know to what I would
Stuart.
Moses
as
writer
a
such
in
it
with
inspiration of the Apostle, admit that
not submit sooner than, holding the
as reasoning.
him
represents
Stuart
Mr
he reasons as
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God

sented as a testament, the testator would be

not Jesus Christ, for

and

it

God who

is

spiritual blessings in Christ

18.

the Father,

blesses us with " heavenly

Jesus

;"

and even supposing

that Jesus Christ was considered as the testator, it

plain that

is

His resurrection destroys the propriety of the figure.
It is, if possible, still more difficult to attach any consistent
idea to the term " testament " as descriptive of the first covenant,
It was 'a law imperatively enjoined, not a
or Mosaic economy.
disposition of benefits which might be accepted or refused.
Besides, who was the testator here? and how Avas the testament
confirmed by his death 1 and what is the meaning of transgressions of the old will, to atone for which the maker of the new
will died?

Besides,

impossible to see the force of the Apostle's rea-

it is

soning.

He

dignified

and exalted

is

obviously accounting for the death of Christ

He

as

was

—by showing that

was abso-

it

lutely necessary to the gaining of the great object for which

He

was constituted the High Priest and Mediator of the new economy.

Now it requires but little perspicacity to see
argument

in such an

may be

as the following

that tliere

considered as a testament, inasmuch as

dead, therefore

argument

as

it

it

blessings can-

its

Now,

not be enjoyed without the death of Christ.

ment, in order to be

no force

is

The New Covenant

'

:

as a testa-

valid, requires that the testator should

be

That is the
die.'
an argument which,

was necessary for Christ to

stands in our translation

;

taking for granted in the premises what
obviously proves nothing.

it

proposes to prove,

Setting his inspiration out of the

Hebrews

question altogether, the author of the Epistle to the

was obviously a person of too

mind

way.
which an intelHgent English
reader of this paragraph must feel himself involved
and the
more inteUigent and inquisitive he is, he will be the more per-

Now

plexed

word

all

this perplexity,

clear a

to argue in

this

in

—

—

arises out of a mistranslation of a

very few words.

translated " testament" in this paragraph,

in the preceding context

is

is

The

the same that

rendered " covenant;" and not only

in the preceding context, but wherever

it

occurs in the

New

Testament, except in the following instances, in every one of
which it ought to have been rendered " covenant " Matt,
:

yxvi. 28
iii.

6,

;

14

Mark
;

24 Luke xxii. 20
Heb. vii. 22
Eev. xi. 19.
xiv.

;

;

;

1 Cor. xi.

The

25

;

2 Cor.

substitution of
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—

word "covenant" understanding by tliat, 'arrangement,
economy, order of tilings' in the room of the M^ord "testament," with a few shght changes which necessarily rise out of
the

—

that substitution, gives distinctness of

meaning and conclusive-

ness of argument to a passage which, as

appears to

Let us

stands in our version,

it

me altogether inexplicable.^
now proceed to a somewhat more minute

of the various parts of this paragraph.

inspection

But before doing

so, it

be requisite to say a word or two as to the design of
paragraph, and the manner in which it is introduced.
will

The Apostle

is

this

proving that Jesus Christ, as a High Priest,

has received a more excellent ministry than Aaron or his sons.

He

has described in succession their ministry and His.

He

has,

in the words immediately preceding the subject of exposition,

shown that His ministry excels
it

possesses

:

ment, and to

kind of efficacy which

theirs in the

theirs was efficacious to remove ceremonial defileHis is efficacious to remove
fit for external worship
;

moral defilement, and to fit for spiritual worship. And in the
paragraph which follows the verses under consideration, he shows
that His ministry excels theirs in the completeness of

once for

all.

its

efficacy

His being performed
The paragraph before us comes in between these

theirs requiring to be continually repeated

;

two proofs of the superiority of our Lord's ministry.

It

is

a

It were very uncandid not to admit that the method of exegesis adopted
by us has its difficulties, and that these are by no means of a light nature.
They are chiefly two, and both rising out of the usus loqnendi. The word
CicJ'ifMvog^ and the phrase tvl t/iapolg^ must be interpreted in a way not forbidden by their native import, but unauthorized by any scriptural or classic
example, with the exception of a passage from Appian, Dc Bello Civ. lib. ii.,
quoted by Peirce, of a use of atuSkf^tuo'; in a sense somewhat similar to that
which our plan of interpretation gives it. But these difficulties appear to
be like the dust in the balance when weighed against those which are involved in the ordinary hypothesis. Ebrard's note is very valuable, and
throws new light on the use of the word oindifcivog. He considers dioe.6. as
meaning the person with whom God makes a lixd'/;K/i. In every such ease
there was a covenant burnt-offering.
God enters into covenant with sin*

ners only as persons for

whom atonement

in the representative victim died.

has been made, persons wlio have
sliedding of blood there

"Without the

can be no remission," and where there is no remission there can be no in" The sinner under the condemning and reigning

terest in the hccdiiK/i.

power of sin cannot have fellowship with God there must be death for
sin, and by it death to sin, in order to his personally enjoying covenanted
;

blessings."
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kind of digression, but a digression closely connected
with,
naturally rising out of, the argument.
It is intended to meet
the Jewish prejudice which may be expressed in the
question,
'

But why

did this great

the paragraph

High

just this

Priest die

V

and the substance of

Death, and the death of a person
so illustrious, was, in the nature of things, absolutely
necessary
to the gaining of the great ends of that new and
better covenant
is

:

'

of which Jesus Christ, our great High Priest, is the Mediator.'
are now prepared for entering on the particular
exposition of the diiferent clauses of the paragraph under
consideration.

We

Ver. 15.

"And for this

ment (covenant),

that

cause

He is the^Mediator of the new testa-

by means of death,

for the redemption of
the transgressions that were under the first testament
(covenant),
they which are called might receive the promise of eternal in-

heritance."
I shall endeavour, first, distinctly to point out the
true construction of this somewhat complicated sentence,
and
then inquire into its meaning.

The phrase, " for this cause," may either be considered as
looking backward or forward. If it look forward, the
meaning
is— 'Jesus Christ is the Mediator of the New Covenant for thil
cause, viz., that by means of death, for the redemption
of the
transgressions that were under the first testament, they
which
are called might receive the promise of eternal inheritance.'
If
it look backward, as we believe it
does, the meaning

is—' Be-

cause the bloocl of Christ,

who through

the eternal Spirit offered

Himself without spot to God, purges the conscience from dead
works, to serve the living God, while the blood of bulls
and
goats, and the ashes of an heifer sprinkling the
unclean, could
only sanctify to the purifying of the flesh; for this
reason,
Christ is the Mediator,' etc.
The great object of the

New

Covenant

"the called might receive the promise of
eternal inheritance."
In order to this, there must be a " reis,

that

demption of the transgressions under the first covenant " in
death— and death, too, of a particular
kind—must take place and it is because the death of Christ is
such a death as was necessary— His blood, when He offered
Himself, having the power of " purifying the conscience"—
that
" He is the Mediator of the New Covenant." This seems
;

order to this redemption,
;

to

the Apostle's train of thought.

and

their

Let us examine
mutual connection and dependence.

its

me

various parts,

CHAP.
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ultimate object of the New Covenant, so far as
men are concerned, is, that " the called may receive the promise
" They who are called;' or " the called
of eternal inheritance."

The grand

a descriptive appellation of the true spiritual people of
God, borrowed, like so many others, from a denomination given
The appellation
to the Israelites as the external people of God.
ojies;' is

originates in the call of

Abraham. He was

effectually called

by

m

God to leave his native country, to go into a distant land,
which he and his posterity were to enjoy peculiar blessings.
His natural posterity are termed God's called ones, Isa. xlviii. 12,
peculiar
because invited and led by God into the possession of
is transferred to the true
it
Testament
New
the
In
privileges.
spiritual people of

God— the

spiritual descendants of

Abraham,

whether they were his natural descendants or not. They are
Jesus;" and
often termed "the called"— "the called of Christ
Thess. n. 12
the phrase in its complete form appears in 1
« Called unto the kingdom and glory of God."
The oreat design of the New Covenant is, that these chosen
:

and

"might

called ones, These spiritual Israelites,

obtain the

of the eternal in-

promise of eternal inheritance"— literally,
To " obtain the promise of the eternal inheritance,"
heritance.'
The
not to have the eternal inheritance promised to them.
'

is

word 'promise'

is

often equivalent

To " inherit the promises," is
The patriarchs to whom the

to—the

blessing promised.

to enjoy the blessings promised.

promises were made, are said^ to
having
have "died, not having received the promises;" i.e., not
Spirit"
the
"
of
The promise
received the promised blessings.
Spirit;' and, in like manner,
is equivalent to— 'the promised
"
to—' the
« the promise of the eternal inheritance is equivalent
New
the
of
design
promised eternal inheritance.'^ The great
prothe
obtain
might
was, that the spiritual Israel

Covenant

mised eternal inheritance.

The

design of the

first

covenant

obtain the earthly
was, that Israel according to the flesh might
there a variety
enjoy
and
and temporary inheritance of Canaan,
character of
temporary
of privileges, all bearing the external,
inheritance into
the economy to which they belonged. But the
the spiritual
bring
to
intended
which the New Covenant is

an " eternal inheritance." It is that of which Canaan
It is that state of
privileges were types and emblems.

Israel, is

and

its
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out of the enjoyment of tlie divine favour
which a man enters by believing, and which
will be consummated in the heavenly world.
This is the " inheritance incorruptible, undefiled, and that fadeth not away,"
which in its most perfect form " is laid up in heaven," but on
the partial enjoyment of which "they who are called" enter
even here below on their believing, and which they enjoy just
lioly happiness, rising

and

fellowship, into

in proportion to their faith.

Now,

in order to the called obtaining this promise, there

must be a " redemption of the transgressions which were under
" The transgressions under the first covethe first covenant."
"
nant
does not appear to be equivalent to
the sins which
were committed against, or during the continuance of, the
Mosaic economy.' The scope of the passage leads me to consider it as equivalent to
the sins which remained unexpiated
under that covenant the transgressions which its expiatory
sacrifices could not make atonement for.'
That first covenant
had a set of expiatory sacrifices which were effectual for removing ceremonial guilt and pollution, and securing the enjoyment
of the earthly and temporary inheritance but they had no eflicacy in removing moral guilt and defilement, and therefore the
transgressions which exclude men from the " eternal inheritance" remained under that covenant unexpiated. "It was not
possible that the blood of bulls and of goats could take away
sin."
But God can " by no means clear the guilty" He cannot admit man, viewed as guilty, into the possession of the

—

—

'

'

—

;

—

"eternal inheritance;" therefore, if man is to obtain that in"
must be a " redemption of the transgressions

heritance, there

which remained unexpiated " under the
"

The redemption

of transgressions "

first
is

covenant."

a strangely sounding

its meaning is not obscure.
It is the paying the
ransom of i.e^ the penalty incurred by these transgressions.
Perhaps it might be rendered, redemption from the transgressions which remained unexpiated under the first covenant,'
deliverance from guilt, or liability to punishment, in consequence of an adequate ransom being paid. The redemption
from transgressions could only be in consequence of the expia-

phrase, but

—

'

tion of transgressions.
.

Now,

first

in order to this expiation of transgressions,

covenant could not expiate, death was necessary

;

which the.
and death,

CHAP.
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" Christ

of a particular kind.

is

^Mediator of the New-

Covenant, that by means of death, for the redemption of the
transgressions that were under the first testament, they which

The

are called might receive the promise of eternal inheritance."

that
may, I apprehend, be thus given
a death having taken place, which expiated the transgressions
The Apostle's
which the first covenant could not expiate.'
Without the shedding of blood there
principles are these
can be no remission and the dignity of the blood shed must

meaning of

this clause

:

:

'

'

;

The death

correspond to the value of the remission granted.
of a bull, or a heifer, or a goat, or a lamb,

taining remission of ceremonial guilt, but

The

the remission of moral guilt.

it

may

suffice for

ob-

will not suffice for

remission of moral guilt

necessary to the called obtaining the inheritance

;

is

and therefore

such a death must intervene as lays a solid foundation for the
OTantins; of this remission.'

Now

the death of Christ

is

He, the Christ,
Redeemer He

such a death.

—

the divinely appointed, the divinely qualified

has paid the ransom of the sins for which the first covenant
could make no atonement He has "offered Himself unspotted"
an all-perfect sacrifice He has done so " through the eternal
His divine nature, which imparts infinite value to His
Spirit"
;

;

—

and the blood of that sacrifice can do what the blood
it can " purge the conscience
of bulls and goats could never do
the
living
God." And thus the death
from dead works, to sei-ve

sacrifice

;

—

of the incarnate Only-begotten, wdiich appears at

unaccountable as to

economy of which it
wisdom of God" in a mystery.
the successful Mediator of the

He

secures for those

first

sight so

the reality of the whole
makes a part, is seen to be indeed " the

make us doubt

who

which makes Him
Covenant it is thus that

It is this

New

;

are interested in this covenant the

ineffable blessing of the promised " eternal inheritance."

The meaning

of this verse

is

now, I

trust, clearly evident.

Because the blood of Christ, who through the eternal Spirit
offered Himself without spot to God, can purge the conscience
from dead works, to serve the living God, while the blood of
'

bulls

and goats could only sanctify

therefore, for this cause.

He

is

to the purifying of the flesh

the Mediator of the

New

Cove-

nant, that such a death being undergone as expiated the transgressions

which the

sacrifices

of the

first

covenant could not
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God might obtain the spiriand eternal happiness which had been promised to them.'
We are not to conclude from this passage that none under
the law were saved. We are only to conclude that all who
were saved were so not by the legal expiations, but by the foreappointed propitiation of the Son of God Rom. iii. 25.
In the words which follow, the Apostle proceeds to show how
death, and how such a death as that of Christ Jesus, was necesexpiate, the true spiritual people of

tual

:

sary in order to Jesus Christ's being the successful Mediator of
the

New

That death was necessary, he shows from

Covenant.

the 16th to the 22d verse

that such a death

;

—the death not of
—

irrational animals, but of a person of the highest dignity

^was

23d and 24th verses. Let us examine his illustrations somewhat more particularly.
Vers. 16, 17. " For where a testament is, there must also
of necessity be the death of the testator.
For a testament is of
force after men are dead
otherwise it is of no strength at all
necessary, he shows in the

:

while the testator liveth."
I have endeavoured to prove that the

word " testament"

in

the whole of this paragraph should have been rendered covenant^ in the sense not of a bargain, but of

economy, order of things

and

;

that,

an arrangement,

of course, a

number

of

other slight changes in our version, corresponding to this and
rising out of

are necessary to bring out the

it,

meaning of the
must have a

translated " testator"

The word

inspired writer.

rendering corresponding to the word " covenant." The radical
meaning of the word " covenant" is something arranged or
established

;

and the word rendered

to a covenant,

the covenant

is

—

that

makes

effective arrangement.

a covenant

which

is,

ratifies

testator,

viewed in reference

the person or thing that establishes or ratifies
it

The

what

it is,

an established,

Apostle's assertion then

is,

'

fixed,

Where

there must also of necessity be the death of that
it,

or gives

it

force.'

This plainly cannot be considered as a general statement
respecting

all

covenants or arrangements.

We

know

that

it

was customary among some nations to confirm their leagues by
killing an animal, an emblematical action, imprecating a similar
fate on either of the parties who should violate the league. But
it is not easy to see how this custom can be made to bear on the
illustration of the passage before us.
Besides, we have no evi-
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dence that the practice was universal with respect to leagues

between

either

states or individuals

dence that the death of the

and far

;

word rendered

the validity of eveiy arrangement to which the
" covenant" may be applied.

We

have we evi-

less

victim was necessaiy to

sacrificial

apprehend the Apostle is speaking, not of covenants in
" men's covenants," as he speaks in the Epistle
of covenants having
to the Galatians,^ but of divine covenants
the same general nature as that of which Jesus Christ is the
general

—not of

Mediator

—

— arrangements

made and

God

revealed by

stowing blessings on mankind in their fallen

for be-

Tliis

state.

is

the

only principle of interpretation which gives distinctness to the

And

Apostle's statements, and force to his arguments.
both, as,

we

Where

trust, will

there

a divine covenant, the object of which

is

communication of benefits

to fallen

cessity the death of that

which

" For a covenant

victim.

is,

is

ratifies

it,

or the

victims have been slain

which

Or, as

ratifies it liveth.''

ratifier

is

has no efficacy while he

it

may

be rendered,

It

lives.'

is

not the

The death

sacrificial victim,

should

it

die.

is

sacrificial

'

Since the

life,

but the

Such

of Christ

sary to His being the successful Mediator of the
for in every such covenant

is

are dead.

has no force while that

it

death of the victim, which confirms the covenant.
general meaning of the words.

the

That

men

confirmed when the

otherwise

:

is

sacrificial

of force over the dead."

A covenant

'

gives

men, there must be of ne-

the literal rendering of the words translated, after

The meaning

it

appear by and by.

New

necessary that the

is

the

was necesCovenant

ratifier,

For such covenants become

the

valid

by the slaughter of the sacrificial victims
no efficacy as a ratiLet us now examine the sentiments which
fier while he lives.
these words convey, and the argument which they embody.
The words contain two statements the first a statement of
fact
Such covenants as that of which Christ is Mediator
the second
have always been ratified by the death of victims

over the dead,

i.e.,

;

since the ratifier, the sacrificial victim, has

—

:

'

a statement of the reason of this fact
there

is

a necessity that

it

should be

—

so.'

;'

'

It not only

is so,

Let us attend

in their order.
1

Gal.

2

Covenants with God were made

iii.

15.
iv^l

dvaiai;, Ps.

1.

5.

but

to these
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that such covenants have always

the enjoyment of the benefits
i.e.,
by death
secured by them has been suspended on the death of sacrificial
ratified

The Apostle mentions only another of these covenants,
but we apprehend the statement holds in

victims.
viz.,

all

the Sinaitic one

its

extent.

revealed to

was

;

Adam

ratification

;

In the case of the arrangement or covenant
after his fall, there

by

sacrifice.

The

is

reason to believe there

only satisfactory account of

the skins of the animals which formed by divine appointment
the clothing of our

parents after the fall

first

the skins of animals slain in sacrifice,
gives great significancy to
his nakedness.

Jehovah

—a

that they were

is,

fact which,

if

man

thus clothing

The covenant made with Noah

admitted,

— covering

seems, with at

have been ratified by sacrifice. The
covenant with Abraham was confirmed by the death of sacrificial
least equal plainness, to

victims

and, as the Apostle more fully states, the covenant at

;

Sinai was thus ratified.

But the Apostle not only
be

so.

" Wliere there

is

states that

it

was

but that

so,

it

must

a covenant, there must of necessity be

it."
Some have supposed that
no more than this
Since in all
covenants of this kind there has been ratification by the death
of sacrificial victims, there must be so in this case also,'
resolv-

the death of that which ratifies
the force of these words

is

:

—

'

—

ing the necessity entirely into divine appointment.
not seem to be the natural meaning of the words

much

;

This does

and there

is

in the Bible that leads us to assert a necessity of another

—a

necessity which occasioned the divine appointment.
God, the holy and righteous God, bestows benefits on
men, who have violated His law, and deserve His displeasure,
He must do it in a way which is worthy of His holiness and
His justice,
He must do it in a way which shows that He hates
sin, while He bestows benefits on the sinner.
While in bestowing favours He shows Himself " the Lord God, merciful and
gi'acious," in bestowing only on the ground of a sacrifice oifered,
a victim suffering death, He shows Himself to be Him " who
will by no means clear the guilty" without satisfaction to the
injured honours of His character and government.
Why were

kind

When

—

the victims sacrificed at the confirmation of the

first

covenant,

but to show that blessings could not be conferred on fallen
without a display of God's displeasure at

sin,

men

and His determi-
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Why did Jesus Christ die as a propitia"
to declare the righteousness of God in
tory victim ?
It was
which are past, through His forbearremission
sins
tlie
of the
in continuing to pardon
righteousness
declare
ance"
to
His
"
just, while justifying the
lie
was
make
it
evident
that
sin
to
nation to punish

—

it ?

—

ungodly sinner believing in Jesus." Under the New Covenant
the sacrificial victims which were under the Old were to have
no place for they were not fitted to answer the end of sacrificial
;

victims there

and value
secures

— they had no adequate proportion
worth of the blessings which

to the

therefore under

;

it

promises and

He

declared that "

God had

not" such " sacrifices and offerings."

was absolutely necessary, and a

in their dignity
it

But

sacrificial

desired

a sacrificial victim

victim of dignity cor-

New Covenant
and therefore the Only-begotten comes forward, saying, " Lo, I
come to do Thy will ;" and that will was the expiation of the
sins of His people by the offering of His body once for all.
The sum and substance, then, of the Apostle's argument is
The death of Jesus Christ, who is the Son of God,
just this
was absolutely necessary to the obtaining for His people the
blessings of that New Covenant of which He is the Mediator

responding

to the

value of the blessings of the

'

:

for the perfections of the divine character, the rights of the

divine government, require that in

stowing blessings on fallen
sacrificial

man

arrangements for be-

all

there should be the death of a

victim corresponding in dignity to the value of the

Without such a death no such arrange-

blessings bestowed.

ment can be

carried into effect.'

goes on to illustrate at some length the general

The Apostle
principle, that "

where there

cessity be the death of that

is

must of neby referring to

a covenant, there

which

ratifies

it,"

the history of the original promulgation of the
covenant. Yer. 18. " Whereu})on neither the

or Sinaitic

first,

first

(testament)

covenant was dedicated without blood."

The word
confirmed.'^

dedicated

The

first

is

obviously equivalent to

covenant was not

shedding of the blood of piacular victims.

ratified

'

ratified or

without the

The manner

in

which

this ratification took place is particularly described in the
^

note

Chrysostom explains
is,

syxtKotiuiarai,

rl Se hrl to lyKSKxiviirxi

;

fie/ietla.

toi/t'

IVt/,

yiyovsu

:

and Theopbylact's

t^v clpxi" r^i <rvar»a£a<: kxI

TJjf lis'icii.dirrsu; '{"hxiiiv.

VOL.

I.

19th

2D
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Moses had spoken every precept

to all the

people according to the law, he took the blood of calves and of
goatSj with water,

and

both the book and

all

Exod.

xxiv.

3,

7,

and hyssop, and sprinkled

scarlet wool,

the people."

The Apostle

here refers to

There are some circnmstances

8.

Apostle's account which are not in Moses' narrative
that the blood was " the blood of calves

;

in

the

—such
— that

as,

and goats,"
it
was mingled " with water,"
and that it was sprinkled by
means of an instrument formed of " scarlet wool and hyssop."
These particulars the Apostle might easily gather from the law,
in its prescriptions of the manner of performing similar ceremonial purifications
Lev. iv. 23, ix. 3
Num. vii. 16, 17.
However he obtained the information, we are sure it is correct
for " all Scripture is given by the inspiration of the God" of
" The book"^ was
perfect knowledge and absolute veracity.
probably laid on the altar and sprinkled along with it.
There are two things which particularly deserve notice here.
In order to the ratification of the covenant, the blood of the propitiatory victims is first shed and then sprinkled
intimating that
by a propitiatory sacrifice expiation must be made for sin and
that the merits of this propitiatory sacrifice must be transferred
as it were to the individual, in order to the benefits of the cove-

—

;

:

;

;

The corresponding

nant being enjoyed.

truths in reference to

New

Covenant are highly important, and, I trust, familiar
to all your minds.
While Moses thus sprinkled the blood of the victims, he announced the meaning and design of the solemn ceremony by
proclaiming,
ver. 20
" This is the blood of the covenant which
the

—

^

Some

—

interpreters connect xvro

n

to

(itli'hiov

with

Xa/3(wv,

not with

and place a point after fitji'hiov. They urge that we do not read
in Exodus that the book of the law was sprinkled,
that there seems an
impropriety in sprinlding what was perfectly holy. But neither do we read
anything of some other things mentioned here.
The Vulgate, the Syriac,
and Arabic versions give the meaning, that the book was sjarinkled. In
covenants, both parties were sprinkled with blood.
This mode of exegesis
makes the expression very harsh and unnatural. The particle x;«i, before
Trxurci, tov 'ha.iv^ being found in all the MSS., cannot be expunged
nor is
ippaivrtae,

—

;

it

connected with the
very true what Schmid remarks, " Con-

redundant, as has been suggested, for

particle t?

which precedes.

structio vocis
hsereas,

quum

(itfi'hlov

cum

It is

it is closely

"huliuv diu-a est et imj)edita ita,

nee rei natura te cogat ut illam sequaris."

ut certe dubius
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enjoined unto you ;"

'This

i.e.,

shedding of which the covenant which

you

God

the blood,

is

by the

established with

lias

These words are plaiidy alluded to by our
" This is My
the Lord's Supper
blood of the New Covenant"
This represents My blood, by
the shedding of which the New Covenant is confirmed.'
The
meaning of jNIoses' words is, By such shedding of blood, often
to be repeated, according to the due order, you are secured of
the blessings promised in this covenant.'
The meaning of our
Lord's words is, By the shedding of this blood once for all ye
confirmed.'

is

Lord

in the institution of

—

:

'

'

'

arc secured of the blessings promised in the

New

Covenant.'

In the verses which follow, the Apostle goes on
that not only

of blood at

was the covenant solemnly

promulgation, but that also at

its

to

remark,

by the shedding
the setting up of

ratified

and the commencement of the Levitical scr\ice,
and that,
during the whole continuance of that economy, almost everything was purged or sanctified by blood, and that remission of
guilt could only, according to the principles of that economy, be
obtained by the shedding of blood.
Vers. 21, 22. "Moreover,
he sprinkled likewise with blood both the tabernacle, and all the
vessels of the ministry.
And almost all things are by the law
purged with blood and without shedding of blood is no remisthe tabernacle,

a similar shedding of blood and sprinkling took place

;

;

sion."

The

21st verse seems to refer to

consecration of the tabernacle and

what took
vessels

its

principle involved in these ceremonial services
sin

is

necessaiyto acceptable worship of

be obtained by the shedding of blood.
refer to

;

]ilace at

the

first

and the general
is

— Expiation of

God; and this can only
The 2.2d verse seems to

what took place during the whole course of the ^losaic

witli a particular reference to the solemn purifications
which took place on the great day of atonement. The Apostle
Some things
says, "almost all things," for there were exceptions.
were purified by fire, others with water, others with water mixed
Num. xxxi. 2S, xix. 2-10
Avith the ashes of the red heifer

economy,

:

Lev.

The

xvi. 28.

of blood there

is

;

great lesson taught was, " without shedding

no remission

;"

i.e.,

blood must be shed in

order to the enjoyment of the blessings promised in the covenant.

Such

is

the Apostle's illustration

of the death of Christ.

and proof of the necessity
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is not only, In order to the ratifiCovenant, death was necessary hut such a

the Apostle's assertion

New

cation of the

;

death as should he effectual to the expiation of the sins for the

made no provision and
which he develops in the two verses which follow.
Ver. 23. "It was therefore necessary that the patterns of things
the heavens should be purified with these but the heavenly

expiation of which the former covenant

;

this is the idea

in

;

things themselves with better sacrifices than these. 24.
is

For Christ

made with hands, which are
but into heaven itself, now to appear in
us."
The general principle involved in

not entered into the holy ])laces

the figures of the true

the presence of
these words

is,

God

;

for

expiation the victim must corre-

plainly, that in

spond in dignity to the nature of the offences expiated, and the
" The blood of bulls and of
and the ashes of an heifer," may expiate ceremonial guilt,
and secure external, temporary blessings but in order to the
expiation of moral guilt, and the attainment of spiritual and
eternal blessings, a nobler victim must bleed.
" Things in the heavens" and " heavenly things" are plainly

value of the blessings secured.
goats,

;

What is the precise meaning
synonymous terms, may perhaps be best learned by
endeavouring to ascertain what those objects are which the
Apostle calls their " patterns," or types and then by inquiring
of what those objects were the patterns and types.

expressions of the same import.
of these two

;

It

is

plain that " the patterns of the things in the heavens"

are just the things wliich were purified
slain in sacrifice

under the

first

by the blood of animals

covenant

:

the Israelitish people,

the book of the law, the tabernacle, and the vessels of ministry.

Now

what answers to these under the New Covenant Of what
were these the patterns and types ? Of what were the Israelitish
people the pattern?
Let the Apostle Paul answer the question
"We are the circumcision, and worship God in the spirit,
who rejoice in Christ Jesus, and have no confidence in the flesh."
"?

:

Let the Apostle Peter answer
Christians,

"a chosen

"

were a

and the

Wliat

in the

Having thus found out

of

what the

which the book of the law, and the taberwere the types or patterns.
Covenant answers to the book of the law ? It

vessels of ministry

New

are," says he, addressing

tyjie or pattern, there is little difficulty

in finding out that of

nacle,

Ye

generation, a royal priesthood, a holy

nation, a j^eculiar people."
Israelitish people

it.
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mercy

plainly the revelation of

cerning His Son

—the

— the

testimony of

promise of eternal

And as to the tabernacle and

God

con-

through Ilim.

life

the vessels of ministry, they plainly

were types or patterns of favourable intercourse and fellowship
with God, and the means of maintaining it. These are all

termed heavenly

things, in opposition to the earthly things of the

]\Iosaic dispensation.

in

heaven

;

The

people of

God have

their affections are there already

The

their everlasting abode.

revelation of

their citizenship

and there

;

mercy

—

is

to

be

— the promise

life
has a principal reference to the heavenly state
and communion and fellowship with God, as enjoyed here, is
the earnest of heaven
as enjoyed hereafter, is the essence of
heaven.
Such is, I apprehend, the meaning of the phrases,
" things in heaven," or " heavenly things," and their " patterns"

of eternal

—

or

tj'^pes.

The Apostle makes a double assertion respecting these
" patterns of heavenly things," and " the heavenly things themselves."
He asserts that " the patterns of heavenly things were
purified

by these"

things,

i.e.,

by the shedding and sprinkling of

the blood of the sacrificial victims, and that " the heavenly things

were pm-ified by better

than these;" and he asserts

sacrifices

He

that both of these things were " necessary."

preceding part of the digression^ makes

and then of the reason of the
"

The

first

here, as in the

a statement of fact,

fact.

patterns of the heavenly things" were purified by the

shedding and sprinkling of the blood of the legal

sacrifices.

The

"the heavenly
Apostle uses one word,jt?Mr«'/igt/,
"
;" but i^
things
the
heavenly
the
patterns
of
things," and all
by
meaning
modified
in
its
word
be
must
is quite plain that that
divine
!Men,
a
applied.
things
to
which
it
is
the nature of the
revelation, and religious privileges, cannot be p^/rZ/^ecZ in the same
in reference to

sense.

Let us inquire what the blood

all

of the legal sacrifices did

in reference to the Israelitish people, what

it

did in reference

to the book of the law, what it did in reference to the tabernacle and the vessels of ministry and then what the blood of
;

the better sacrifice

God,

diil in

reference to the spiritual people of

in reference to the revelation of

to the great privilege of the

course with God.

And

if

mercy, and in reference

new economy

we can

—favourable

inter-

attain to clear, distinct views

on these points, we shall understand what

is

meant by the
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"the patterns of heavenly things," and the puriheavenly things themselves." " The patterns
of things in the heavens" were purified by the legal sacrifices.

purification of

fication of " the

What

did they effect for the Israelitish people

piated their ceremonial guilt

;

?

They

ex-

they freed them from that punish-

ment

to which their violation of the law exposed them, and
which, had not these sacrifices been offered, would have been
inflicted on them; and, freeing them from ceremonial guilt,

qualified

them

What
effect ?

for ceremonial service.

did the sprinkling of blood on the book of the
It ratified the law.

On

law

the ground of the blood shed,

the promises in that book were sure to

all

who complied with the

all

conditions on which they were suspended.

What

Avas the effect of the sprinkling of the blood

tabernacle and vessels of ministry

?

On

on the

the ground of the blood

shed, these might be lawfully employed by the Israelites, according to the appointed order, as the medium of favourable intercourse with Jehovah as their God, propitiated by sacrifice.

Such seems to me the import of the purification of " the patterns
of heavenly things" by the shedding and sprinkling of the blood
of the legal sacrifices.

We
meaning

much difficulty in unfolding the
corresponding assertion as to " the heavenly

should not experience
of the

things themselves."
these."

We

They

by " better sacrifices than
from the use of the plural

are purified

are not to suppose,

number, that " the heavenly things" are purified by a plurality
of sacrifices.

One

great object of the Apostle in this Epistle

to assert the unity of the sacrifice of Christ, to

which

all

is,

purify-

ing efficacy under the new economy is exclusively ascribed. It
has been very justly remarked by Dr Pye Smith, that the plural
form, " superior sacrifices," appears to be used as a declaration
of the general truth, that though for a temporal and ceremonial
cleansing, animal sacrifices had served yet, for a real, holy,
;

spiritual,

and eternal

effect,

sacrifices of intrinsic

worth and

transcendent excellence would be found necessary. The sequel
points out the application of this general proposition to the particular case before us.^
"The heavenly things" are purified
" Verba apsirroon haixt; de Christi
is worth quoting
explicanda sunt.
Pluralis positus est pro singular!.
Hjec numeri
permutatio etiam scriptoribus exteris usitata est Lougin. de sub. xxiii. 2
^

Kuiuoel's note

:

sacrificio

;

;
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which was a better sacrifice than the
That it was an infinitely better sacrifice, is

sacrifice of Christ,

Levitical sacrifices.

any person who considers for a moment the design of
a sacrifice. Was not the voluntary submission of the Onlybegotten of God, in the room of sinners, to all the demands of
the holy law of God, an inconceivably more satisfactory and
striking demonstration of the excellence of that law, and the
evil of violating it, than all the sacrifices of the ^Mosaic law
plain to

afforded— than the sacrifices of any, or of all, the creatures of
God could have afforded ?
But what is meant by " the heavenly things" being purified
by this sacrifice? What effect has this sacrifice on those who
The
are the people of God according to the New Covenant ?
blood of Christ, as shed, expiates their sms—i.e., renders their
pardon and salvation consistent with, and illustrative of, the perfections of the divine character,

government,

— and

dead works,

to serve the living

reference to

it is

of guilt, and

fits

as sprinkled,

and the principles of the divine
"purges the conscience from

God"

i.e.,

understood and believed,
the

man

it

when

the truth in

quells the jealousies

for spiritual, affectionate worship.

had the blood of this sacrifice on the revelation
°What
of mercy, which, under the new economy, answers to the book
of the law under the old f It ratified it. It is because this blood
was shed that it is absolutely certain that " whosoever believeth
The
in Christ Jesus shall not perish, but have everlasting life."
Christ.
of
blood
the
in
amen
and
yea
is
life
eternal
of
promise
of
It only remains here, that we ask what effect the blood
and
this sacrifice had in reference to that of which the tabernacle
effect

Eurip.

205— 7rpo(T(p«7,«.«T«

Hoc.

de una, victima:

v.

Porson. ad Eurip.

nnmero nsus est Epistola) auctor, quia de lustraSed
Orest. 1051.
erat, et propter
tione tabernaculi terrestris disserens numero plurali usus
alias liostias
oiniics
sua
efficacia
vi
ct
quod
prjEstantiam,
sacrificii Christi
Dr Pye Smith's opinion was forestalled by Carpzov, who says,
superabat."
" Mallom huncce locum
after mentioning the exegesis adopted by Kuinoel
plurali

:

ut Apostolus dicatur generatim loqui in hoc commate, quse
magis constituit atque speciatim explicat, qucmadmodum
25
versu deinde
Absque autem vitio
Fsepiuscule ita in his Uteris, ut c. iii. 4, v. 1, viii. 3.
cujius species
aliquam,
rem
enunciemus
generatim
ut
accidit,
orationis
una est. Quaj igitur docti commentatores ad hunc versum de hostia

ita

exponere

:

saltern

liquos potuissent."

bene quidem adducunt, comraodius scrvare ad reSebastian Schmid, often a very acute interpreter, seems

inclined to the same

mode

et sacriticio Jesu Christi

of exposition.
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the vessels of ministry under the law were a pattern. That
effect
was favourable communion with God, and the means of enjoying
it.
It is the sliedding and sprinkling of this blood that
makes it
right in

God

admit

to

man

for the enjoyment of

it

to this fellowship,

and which

him
Such

fits

both on earth and in heaven.

me to be the meaning of the purifying the heavenly
by a sacrifice superior to those offered up under the law.
But the Apostle not only asserts the purification of " the

seems

to

things

patterns of heavenly things," and of " the heavenly things
them-

by

selves,"

ai)propriate sacrifices, but he asserts the necessity of
" It was necessary that the patterns of things
:

such purification
in the heavens

should be purified with these."

preters apprehend that all that

because
to

me

fold

God so

appointed

is

This

it.'

to exhaust the Apostle's

it,

meant is—

which I think doubtful.

true

is

meaning,

As

in the heavens," there appears to

;

^

It

but

if it

Some

inter-

was necessary,

it

does not seem

even partially un-

to " the patterns of things

me

to have been a double
necessity— a necessity arising out of the general nature of such
arrangements, which the Apostle has explained in the preceding

context,

and a necessity

arising out of the typical nature of this

particular arrangement.

Every divine arrangement

man must

carry along with

it

for conferring benefits on fallen
an assertion of the violated rights

of the divine law ; and the nature of this assertion
must correspond to the nature of the blessings to be conferred.
There
was an obvious propriety that an arrangement having for
its
object the bestowal of temporal, temporary blessings
as the
reward of external obedience, should be attended with an
assertion of

the violated rights of the divine law of a kind far
which attended the arrangement which has for
object the communication of spiritual and eternal

inferior to that
its

blessings.

There was

also

a necessity arising out of the particular

character of the Mosaic covenant as typical.
way of salvation through Christ,

sent the

If
it

it was to reprewas absolutely

necessary that there should be the shedding and the
sprinkling
of blood for purification.
So much for the necessity of " the
patterns of things in the heavens" being purified with
blood.
But the Apostle goes on to assert that it was necessary that

" the heavenly things themselves should be purified
by better
than these." The gi'ound of that necessity is obvious.

sacrifices
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must excel the shadow and the assertion of the
government must correspond to the importance of the blessings conferred on sinners, just as the price paid
must correspond to the value of the article purchased.
reality

;

rights of the divine

—

The 24th verse " For Christ is not entered into the holy
places made with hands, which are the figures of the true
but
into heaven itself, now to appear in the presence of God for us"
;

— with which

this interesting digression closes,

seems introduced

for the purpose of bringing this idea fully before the

mind

:

'For

Christ's priesthood does not belong to the typical order of things,

but to the real order of things of which
is

as

if

he had

said,

'

it

was a shadow.'^

It

I speak of heavenly things, for Christ's

priesthood has a reference to heavenly things.

His priesthood

has nothing to do with the earthly tabernacle and animal sacrifices

He

;

has not entered, like the Aaronical high priest, into

the material holy places in the tabernacle or temple raised

human agency, which were
The holy places were among

by

figures of the true (holy places).

the figures of the heavenly things

—

and they represented heaven^ both as a state and a place a state
of most friendly and intimate communion
a place where the

—

glories of the reconciled Divinity are manifested with peculiar

Into heaven, both as a state and a

lustre.

High

Priest has entered.'

It

is,

j^lace,

our great

however, as appears from the

concluding words, chiefly to heaven as a place that the Apostle
refers.
He is entered " into heaven itself" into the real

heaven

His

—

—

there " to appear in the presence of God."

human

glorified

nature, bearing plain

degradation and suffering

— "a Lamb

appears'" before the throne of
as

God /or

as

it

There in
marks of former

had been

us, as

slain"

— He

our Kepresentative,

our Advocate, making intercession on the ground of His

all-

perfect atonement.^

'

duTiTv-Trec is

here used in the very opposite Avay to that in which

we

word antitypes,' "borrowed from it. Antitype witli us is the thing
uwirv'77ix, and
antitype here is the type itself
signified by the type
use the

'

;

vTrolil-y^dTot are jilainly
2

Tw

3

vvu.

and

for

'TrpoduTTc.i roll

:

synonyms.

0soii, just

a translation of the Heb. DTl'^X

''}p^-

Having made an all-perfect atonement, He nou\ henceforward
ever, makes appearance for us as ovir advocate, no more to come out

to offer sacrifice.
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more perfect

in

degree than that of the Levitical Priesthood,

In the next verse the Apostle proceeds

to the enunciation' of

another proof that Jesus Christ has received a more excellent
ministry than

Aaron

of His ministry
plete in

its

degree

or

any of

his sons

not only higher in

is

—

its

nature, but

theme.

"Nor

Ver. 25.

Himself often, as the high

more com-

be continually repeated,

theirs requiring to

His being performed once for all.
Let us proceed to consider the manner
illustrates this

that the efficacy

viz.,

;

in

which the Apostle

yet that

He

should offer

priest entereth into the holy place

every year with blood of others; 26. (For then must

He

often

have suffered since the foundation of the world ;) but now
once in the end of the world hath He appeared, to put away sin

by the
It

Himself."

sacrifice of

impossible to read with attention the 25th verse without

is

perceiving that

that

it is elliptical,

that

is,

some words are want-

Some have proposed

ing to complete the sense.

it

23d

necessary that

verse, thus

— " Neither

was

The

offer

Himself often."

mode

of supplying the ellipsis

meaning
or

that,'

it

was necessary," from the

principal
that

is,

it

so that.'

The most

He

should

against

objection

this

does not suit the proper

of the particle rendered " that,"
'

complete

to

the sense by borrowing the words, "

which

is,

'

in order

natural and satisfactory

way

of

completing the sense is, to repeat the words from the previous
" Nor did He enter into heaven itself, the time holy
verse
place, that," in order that, " He should offer Himself often."
:

This makes the whole sentence run
connected, consistent sense
rial

holy place, nor

is

He

:

Christ

is

easily,

and gives a

clear,

not entered into the mate-

entered into the true holy place with

the intention of offering Himself often.

We

are not to think of Christ's

thing which

which

He

He

^'

offering Himself " as some-

does in heaven, as Grotius does

does after

He

— something

has entered into the true holy of holies.

The Apostle obviously identifies His offering Himself with His
suffering.
The Apostle's meaning will become distinctly obvious if we attend to the usages under the Mosaic economy to
which he

is

alluding

—

to that part of the ministry of the

Aaron-
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high priest with which he

ical

The

Jesus Christ.

liigh

is

contrasting the ministry of

the blood of the sacrificial victim, and laying

This was what

by shedding

offered sacrifice

priest

it

on the

altar.

The

properly called, offering the sacrifice.

is

was offered without the tabernacle, though the blood
of the sacrifice was carried into the holy of holies, and presented
before the emblem of the divine presence. After having offered
sacrifice

the sacrifice, the high priest went with
blood, but the " blood of others"

when he

entered,

there

was

;

it

blood

its

—into the

—not

own
But

his

holy of holies.

was not that he might permanently remain
having finished his ministry on that occasion,

it

that,

he mio;ht

n;o forth, and aijain, as the season returned, offer sacriand again enter into the holy place. And tlius the life of
the high priest was spent in a succession of offerings and en-

fice,

trances into the holy place.

But
fession."

is

it

not so with " the great

He

the holy place
ino;

has offered His
;

but

He

and

Priest of our pro-

He

has entered into

has not entered for the purpose of com-

forth again to offer another

never be repeated.

High

sacrifice,

That

it

will

sacrifice

— His

will

sacrifice

never be repeated

may

be in-

ferred from the circumstance of itsbeincp so Ions; in being offered.

The

design of the sacrifice of Christ

is

the expiation of moral

Without expiation there can be no pardon. Multitudes
of men had been pardoned and saved from the introduction of
guilt.

sin into the

world

—"

since the foundation of the world."

If re-

were necessary for this purpose, as
repetitions of the ^losaic sacrifices were for the remission of
continually recurring violations of the first covenant, then, on
the same principle that these repetitions should take place now,
petitions of Christ's sacrifice

they ought to have taken place at proper intervals, like the

Mosaic sacrifices, ever since, by the introduction of sin, which
was very soon after " tlie foundation of the world" (the phrase
occurs in a similar way, Luke xi. 50), such a sacrifice became
necessary. But we know that no such thing did take place Ave
;

know

that " the remission of

all

the sins that are past, through

the forbearance of God," took place on the ground of the fore-

appointed propitiation

in

the blood of Christ

;

and we know

which have been committed, or shall yet
be committed, which shall be forgiven, will be forgiven on the
ground of the same propitiation.
also, that all the sins
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Instead of offering a constantly recurring series of sacrifices

throughout the whole course of the period during which the sins
to be expiated were committed, Christ has " now cnce in the
end of the world appeared, to take away sin by the sacrifice
Christ never appeared as a Priest in our world

of Himself."
till

He

God

Was "manifested

Him

set

The

of a

—

till "in the fulness of time
woman, made under the law."

in flesh"

made

forth,

period of our Lord's appearance

the world"

—

literally,

'

plainly here an allusion to the Jewish

I have repeatedly
this exposition.

is

termed " the end of
This is

in the conclusion of the ages.'

had occasion

They spoke

mode

of speaking

which

to advert to in the course of

of the age before the law, the age

under the law, and the age after the law. These are the "times,"
or " ages," so often spoken of in Scripture.
The age under the
Messiah is the last of these ages, and is often termed " the latter
times."

— "in

At

the conclusion of the patriarchal and Mosaical ages

the last of the ages, He was manifested once," for the
first and the only time, " for the purpose of taking aivay sin."
" Sin" here plainly means guilt; and the "taking away of sin"
is

the expiation of guilt

'all

—the complete

ance was to do and suffer

all

that

expiation of the guilt of

The

the sanctified or separated ones.

object of His appear-

was necessary

to render the

pardon, and consequent salvation, of all the " many sons" whom
He was to " bring to glory," consistent with, and gloriously illustrative of, all the perfections of the divine character,

principles of the divine government.
gression,

And

and

to

make an end

It

was

and

all

the

to " finish trans-

of sin."

end was to be obtained not by the sacrifice of
animal victims, but " by the sacrifice of Himself." He was to
remove their guilt or liability to punishment by taking it upon
Himself, and in their room doing what they were bound to do,
suffering what they deserved to suffer.
The sacrifice of Christ,
is

all

this great

just the uniform, cheerful, persevering, perfect obedience to

the preceptive part, and submission to the sanctionary part, of

the divine law, violated by the sins of men.

This most important truth, in reference

to Christ's

not enter-

ing the holy place with an intention of coming back again to offer
sacrifice, is illustrated by a reference to a somewhat
analogous arrangement in reference to mankind. Vers. 27, 28.
" And as it is appointed unto men once to die, but after this the

Himself in
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judgment so Chri.st was once offered to
and unto tliem that look for Him shall
;

beai' the sins of

He

many

appear the second

time, without sin, unto salvation."

The
to die,

force of these words

but after

bear the sins of

:

to be this

man, men

By

:

die,

die once,

and but once.

may

but that they

Lord

it

but that

;

—

—seems

to

it

" look for Him."

is

They indeed come back
not that thev mav afjain

And the analogical points in
He offered Himself once as the victim of
He will indeed return to the world again,

be judged.

be to offer a

will not

ferent purpose

to

are:

the sins of His people.

but

once

Him shall He

unto salvation"

sin,

men

was once offered

the divine ordination, rising out of the sin of

a^ain out of their m-aves
the case of our

appointed unto

is

so Christ

and unto them that look for

appear the second time, without

me

It

judgment;

this the

many

—"

will

sacrifice

;

it

will

be for a totally dif-

be to complete the salvation of

Death

all

who

something which, according to the
law of nature, can be undergone but once. If Lazarus, the son
of the

widow

is

of Nain, and

some

others,

underwent

When men

are exceptions to the general law.

it

twice, they

die,

they do

may return to life, and then die again they
bodies may remain in the grave, and their souls in

not die that they
die that their

the separate

state,

:

till

the appointed period for the general resur-

and then they shall return to life, not to die, but to be
" For we must all stand before the judgment-seat of
judged.
" God hath appointed a day in which He will judge
Christ."
the world, by the Man whom He has ordained
and of which
He has given assurance to all men, in that He has raised Him
from the dead." Tlie judgment here has often been interpreted
of that judgment of every individual which has been supposed

rection

;

;

immediately to follow death.
sufficient to

show that

it

But

alone supjiorts the analogy which

is

made

are

judgment, as

this

the observations

refers to the general

here plainly stated

:

'

As

and when they return to life, it is not to die,
men
but to be judged: so Christ offered Himself but once; and when
He returns, it is not to offer sacrifice, but to confer salvation on
His people.' There is an analogy stated between man's dying
once and Christ's offering Himself once between man's coming
back to life, not to die, but to be judged, and Christ's returning
die but once;

—

to

our world, not to die as a victim, but to reign as a Saviour.

The

last of these analogies is

more strongly expressed

in the
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original than in our translation

offered to bear the sins of

— " So

many,

[CHAP.

IX. 1-X. 18.

Christ, having

been once

shall

appear the second time,

without sin, to them who look for Him for salvation."
Christ
was offered as a sacrificial victim for the purpose of " bearing the
The " many" here are the same as the " many
sins of many."
His "brethren" those who should be "heirs of salvasons"
tion," for every one of whom, " by the grace of God, He tasted

—

—

deatli."^

To

bear their

quence of being
to

sins,

is

just to be charged with their

punishment, and to undergo the conse-

guilt or obligation to

charged with their

tlius

meet on His head,"

God

guilt.

"

made

as the great sacrificial victim, " the ini-

them all." The consequence was, " exaction was made,
and He became answerable. It pleased the Lord to bruise Him;
He put Him to grief and His soul was made an offering for
quity of

;

sin."

Now, having

Himself a

offered

and having thus

sacrifice,

presented an offering of infinite value, "

—

He

has entered into

as men, having once died,
the holiest of all, into heaven itself"
go into the separate state and there He will abide till the
mystery of God be finished. He will no more return to our
world to suffer and die. He will indeed appear again, as men
who have once died will live again but as they will live again,
;

;

not again to

die,

but to be judged, so

He will appear

again, not to

expiate the sins, but to complete the salvation, of His people.

" Christ will appear a second time" in our world. This is
very plainly stated in Scripture. " This same Jesus," said the
angels to the disciples while " they stood gazing up into heaven,"
after their Lord had disappeared in the clouds, " who is taken

up from you
have seen
of in the

into heaven, shall so

come

in like

manner

as

ye

Him go into heaven." This coming is very often spoken
New Testament, represented as one of the grand ob-

jects of the Christian's hope;

and the time of

its

arrival

is

repre-

sented as the period of their complete deliverance.

When He

is

a second time manifested in our world.

He

=

^ To say that TroAAoi is
z-^j-rff, is to make a very questionable statement. Nothing almost in the New Testament seems plainer to me, than that in
one sense Christ gave Himself a ransom for all, and in another and higher
The declaration, that He died with a
sense gave Himself for the Chvirch.

special reference to those

with the declaration, that
unjust."

who are actually saved, does in no degi-ee interfere
He died with a general reference, " the just for the
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be " without sin."

shall

when

In one sense lie was

lie appeared the

been interpreted,

"

time.

first

Without sin" has often

without a sin-offering'

'

without sin"

''

—

'

not as a sin-offering,

not for the purpose of again presenting Himself in

That

here used as

Him

were laid on

borne, and borne

put away
"

He

all Ilis

but now

;

away

There

sin."

—He appears not

bear their

to

is

time, the sins of

He

come

will

is

"bear

He

icithout sin.

the

no more remaining

to

has

— " He has

be borne by

Him

for expiation, but for salvation.^

Him

appear to them that look for

will

to

He came

AVIicn

guilt.

:

people, the sins of the whole world,

these sins by His one sacrifice
is

sacrifice.'

but I rather think " sin"

;

in the preceding clause of the verse

is

it

the sins of many,"
first

meaning

substantially the

is

for salvation."

These words obviously admit of various constructions, which bring
out various meanings.
They may signify, He will appear to
'

them that look for Him, for salvation.' He will be manifested
But we know that, when " He comes
to them, and not to otliers.
in clouds, every eye shall see Him."
We apprehend the meaning is, He will come for salvation to those who look for Him,
'

or

who

"

expect Him.'

They who

look for

nation peculiar to those of Christ's people

Him" is not a desigwho shall be on the

He comes the second time. It is the general
His true people. They " look for the blessed

earth at the time

character of

all

hope, and the glorious appearing of the great

To

this

grand event

For the gixtce is
They " know that when

tion of their blessedness.
at

His coming.

shall appear, they also shall

manifestation

When He

to

is

be

appears,

it

tlieir

will

appear with

and for

Such

is

their being

and during the

i.e.,

evil in all its

up

Aaronical high

may refer to

this contrasts

for their

forms and
to all their

to their largest capacity

sin.'

Lord

with the nudtiplicity of the

and how

priests,

the phrase duiuiyx-uv

iyKth ccjuotpTix;— uot agaiu to take away
'

life

His
" the sons of God."

entire eternity of their being.

sacrifices of the

penalty for

He who is their
Him in glory."

the fact as to the unity of the sacrifice of our

How

X,i^pl;

consummato them

be brought

made happy, according

Jesus Christ.

^

to

manifestation as

various susceptibilities of happiness,
of enjoyment,

their Saviour."

be " for their salvation;"

complete and eternal deliverance from
degrees,

God

their hopes look forward, as the

oi,(/.u.prio(,i

sin,

this multiplicity

—thus

:

x^'P'S

''O''

elvtv-

without suffering again the
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shows the imperfection of their ministry, and
the perfection of His,

which immediately

tlie

this

IX. 1-X. 18.

unity shows

Apostle proceeds to show in the verses

which are most

follow,

connected

closely

with those which we have illustrated, and which should not

have been divided from them by the commencement of a new
chapter.

In the verses which follow we have the corresponding:^ statement respecting the imperfection of the ministry of Aaron and

by its continual repetiChap. X. 1. "For the law having a shadow of good things
come, and not the veiy image of the things, can never with

his sons as sacrificing priests, as evinced
tion.

to

those sacrifices, which they oifered year

make the comers thereunto
The particle for seems

by year

continually,

perfect."^

here merely a particle of transition

—

and connection, equivalent to
moreover, furthermore.' " The
law" here plainly signifies the Mosaic institute generally the
'

—

order of things established at Mount Sinai.
This system is said
to have " had a shadow of good things to come, but not the very

image of the things." In explaining the 11th verse of the ninth
chapter, I had occasion to illustrate the phrase, "good things to
come."

It does not

mean

generally, future benefits

does

it

It

a denomination of the blessings of the

is

;

still less

refer solely to benefits to be enjoyed in a future state.

blessings to be enjoyed under the Messiah.

New

Covenant

—the

With

a reference to
the period under the law, the Messiah is termed, " He who was
to come ;" ^ the period of His administration is termed, " the
age" or " world to come ;"^ and the peculiar blessings which are

to result

from His administration, " "ood

thiiifrs to

comxe."*

feet expiation of moral guilt, moral purification, free

able intercourse

"good

and fellowship with God

Per-

and favour-

—these are among the

things to come."

Of these benefits the law is said by the Apostle to have had
" a shadow, but not the very image."
Many good interpreters
consider the expression, " very image of the things," as equivalent to

"the good things

Apostle as saying,
^

'

The

to

come" themselves; and view

legal institutions

The natural order seems to be

—

o

Ti'hstuatx.i rciv; Trpoj-p^t^Ofiii/ov; zoilq »i/Tcti;

ya/j

vof/.o;^

the

were not the good
«.t.x.,

ovok'TroTs

"hvuctrat

x«r

iviuvrov

Ovaixi; d; 'Trpoor^ipovoiv
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things promised under the Messiah, they were merely a typical
representation of them;'

the Apostle

is

and they suppose that

why

assigning the reason

law could not make a perfect expiation.
of the Apostle's statement

were only

may

in these

words

the sacrifices of that

They

be thus given

:

think the force

'

Since the legal

however frequently
repeated, expiate sin.'
This no doubt brings out a good sense^
but it is to me very doubtful if it be the sense of the Apostle,
I can nowhere find evidence that the phrase, " image" or
sacrifices

typical, they could not,

"likeness" of a person or thing, ever signifies the person or
" Shadow" and "image" seem to me equally exitself.

thing

pressive of pictorial representations, though of different degrees

of distinctness.

the

first

mean

The word

to represent

The

statue.
stitute

shadoio

is

used by

artists to

denote

rude outline which they take of an object which they
the word image, of the completed pipture or

;

meaning seems

Apostle's

contained in

to be,

'

The Mosaic inmeans

a rude sketch, but not by any

it

a complete picture, of the blessings to be enjoyed under the
Messiah.'

There are two truths contained
ence to the Mosaic

The

high importance.

in this statement, in refer-

institute, considered as typical,
first,

which are of

that the lohole of the Mosaic insti-

and the second, that what was typical was
!Many good men have taken for granted,
and acted on the assumption, that every part of the Mosaic
institute had a typical meaning, and have often quoted the
passage before us as a proof of this general principle. But what
the Apostle says is, not that the law, taken in all its extent, was
that in some of its
a shadow, but that the law liad a shadow,
institutions there was a typical rej)resentation of persons, and
events, and privileges belonging to a coming dispensation. AVhat
that portion of the Mosaic institutions is which has such a typical meaning, we are not at liberty to conjecture.
We are not
warranted to consider anything as typical but what is distinctly
tute was not typical

;

imperfectly typical.

—

stated in Scripture to be so.

The second

truth

is

an equally important one.

Even

in

those institutions which are unquestionably typical, because de-

clared to be so in Scripture,

we

are not to look for an entire

What was

correspondence between the type and the antitype.
typical

VOL.

was imperfectly
I.

typical.

The

representation was that of
2

E
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a rude sketch, not of a completed picture. The law would have
had not merely "a shadow," but "the very image" of the
" good things to come," if there had been one, not many high
priests

—

if

there had been one, not

many

sacrifices

—
—

if

there

had been one, not many entrances into the holy place and if
by this one offering and entrance into the holy place the Israelites had been delivered from all the evils threatened, and secured
in

all

the privileges promised, under the

days of their

respondence

:

first

covenant,

all

the

There would have been then a complete corthe one would have been a finished figurative

life.

But the Apostle's assertion is,
Even what was typical was imperfectly typical.' And the remark is made apparently by the way, to suggest the idea to those
who were in danger of thinking too highly of that economy, that
representation of the other.
*

it

not only cannot obtain the blessings which Christianity

but

it is

but a very imperfect representation of them.

It

offers,

seems

much, if at all, for the purpose of accounting for the
inefficacy of the Mosaic sacrifices, as for the purpose of accounting for the discrepancies which he had stated, and was about to
state, between the type and the antitype.
This " law," then, which in some of its institutions had a
typical, but still only an imperfectly typical, representation of
stated not so

the benignant realities of a better dispensation, " could never

with those sacrifices, which they" i.e., the Levitical priests
" offered year by year continually, make the comers thereunto
perfect."

tion

This

is

which the representaThere are sacrifice, and expia-

just one of the cases in

a shadow, not an image.

is

and purification. There is the shadow, but there is not the
image for there is not one sacrifice, but many, there is not
complete and permanent expiation and purification, but imperIn these words
fect and temporary expiation and purification.
there is an implied and an express statement.
The implied statement is, The law had a series of annual
sacrifices, which continued as long as the law itself existed.'
The law had many other sacrifices beside the sacrifice oifered on
the great day of atonement, to which there is here a reference
tion,

—

;

^

but the Apostle particularly mentions

this series of sacrifices,

because offered by the high priest personally, and viewed with
If it could be made
peculiar veneration by the Jewish people.
out that " these sacrifices could not take away sin," they would

CHAP.
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moment suppose

tliat sacrifices

The

express statement

repeated annual

sacrifices,

unto perfect."

The

is,

that " the law,"

" could not

phrase, comers,

is

make

this effect.

by these frequently
the comers there-

just equivalent to

'

wor-

The phrase in its complete form is, comers to God.'
The law could not make those who approached to God perfect.'

shippers.'
'

which they them-

viewed as of inferior efficacy could produce

^

To perfect a worshippei', is to accomplish him as a worshipper.
Now, what is necessary to fit a being like guilty and depraved
man for the acceptable and comfortable worship of God? Permust be made, complete pardon bestowed, the

fect expiation

conscience must be quieted, and the heart purified,

—

this is

ne-

cessary in order to the accomplishing of the worshipper as a wor-

shipper

—

this

is

necessary to the bringing of him to God.

By some
with this

good interpreters the word continually is connected
clause, thus " The law could not mal^e the worshippers

continually"

:

i.e.,

permanently

complete, and therefore

and, of course,

it

it

— " perfect."

It could not afford

could not afford permanent expiation

;

could not afford permanently, any more than

completely, those blessings which rise out of expiation.

That the frequently repeated expiations under the law could
make the worshippers under it perfect, the Apostle proves
by two arguments the first drawn from their frequent repetiThe first
tion, the second drawn from the nature of the case.
argument is stated in the second and third verses the second in
the fourth verse. Let us attend to them in their order.
Vers. 2, 3. " For then would they not have ceased to be
offered I because that the worshippers once purged should have
had no more conscience of sins. But in those sacrifices there is

not

:

;

a remembrance again made of sins every year."
There can be little doubt that the Jews considered the

annual recurrence of the

sacrifices of expiation

on the great day

of atonement as one of the glories of their economy.

And

so

when viewed in reference to the ends which it was intended to serve. But when they considered this circumstance

it

as

was,

one of the things Avhich gave them reason to trust in that
as a method of justification, they plainly fell into the

economy

mistake of taking that for a proof of strength which was in
Had any one of these sacrireality an evidence of weakness.
fices

completely expiated the guilt of the IsraeUtish people, there
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never had been another; or had any number of these sacrifices served the purpose, then there had been an end of presenting them.^ But the institution was a series of sacrifices, to
be offered annually as long as the law continued unrepealed.
The reason why, if they had made those who approached to
God perfect, they would have ceased to be offered, is clearly
given by the Apostle in the second clause of the verse " For
:

the Avorshippers once pui'ged should have had no more conscience of sins."

"Once purified;" i.e., having had their sins
Some may perhaps think, that as men

once fully expiated.

are continually contracting

new

sins,

the repetition even of a

perfect sacrifice might be necessary to expiate them.
plainly could not be necessary with respect to God,

But

if

one

this

sacri-

had made full satisfaction, so as to be of perpetual efficacy
nor would such a repetition be necessary in respect of the con-

fice

science of the individual,

if

that one sacrifice were, on satisfac-

tory evidence, believed to be sufficient to obtain continued pardon.

"

When

the Apostle says that worshippers whose sins have

been completely expiated would have no more conscience of
sin, he does not mean that they would have no more conscious-

John

ness of having sinned, 1

i.

8

;

nor does he mean that thcv

would be insensible of the evil and demerit of their sin nor
does he mean that they would no more have occasion for repentance, confession of sin, and application to the throne of
grace for mercy through that perfect sacrifice which expiated
their sins and quieted their consciences.
But what he means is
this, that had the sacrifices of the law procured a real and
everlasting remission of sins, and had the worshippers believed
they had such an efficacy, they would have had no more uneasiness of conscience on account of the sins for which atonement had been made, as if that atonement were not sufficient,
or as if a further atonement were necessary to discharge them
from the guilt of sin before God but might have rested fully
assured that God required no further satisfaction for sin, nor
;

>

;

^

This

verse.

In

is

very strongly stated in the question in the beginning of the

many

excellent codd., instead of sttu

the latter has been adopted in the

CEcumenius intimate that
dvot,-/vtidt.

This reading

is

it

Enghsh

«j/,

is

read sTrd

version.

should be read as a question,

preferred

by the most

Griesbach, Matthias, Kuapp, Schott, Vater.

ovx,

a,i/,

and

Theophylact and
x«t' kpurriaiu

judicious editors

—

Mill,

:HAP.
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offering for- tliat purpose.

Of

coiu'se the repetition-

of sacrifices would have ceased."
But this was not the case " for," says the Apostle, " in these
sins
annual sacrifices there was a remembrance again made of
acknowan
was
sacrifices
these
of
offering
The
every year."
not
ledgment that the offerers were yet sinners, whose sins had
the priest on
by
offered
confession
the
From
expiated.'
been
been^ an acthe great day of atonement, there seems to have
which had
year,
past
of
the
sins
the
of
only
not
knowledgment
;

also of
been contracted since the last sacrifice was offered, but
former sins, as if they had been but imperfectly expiated.
whether the " re-,
It has been a question with interpreters,

offerers.

to the
of sins" here spoken of refers to (?od or
the
that
to,
It is plain from the passage just referred

Israelites

their
were required on these occasions to remember

membrance

strongly disposed to think that the Apostle's
sacrifices for sin
idea is, that these divinely instituted repeated
received an
were an intimation from God that He had not yet

sins; but I'

am

adequate atonement— that, so far as former
sins

sacrifices

went, their
whereas, on

were yet remembered or marked against them
we shall see more fully by and by, the divine
;

the other hand, as

appointment, that the sacrifice of Christ

is

never to be repeated,

well pleased for His righteousness'
interested in this
sake," and that the sins of those who are
Such
atonement shall never be remembered against them.
away
take
not
the law could
is the Apostle's first proof that
these
of
repetition
sin, drawn from the fact of the continued

is

an intimation that

God

"

is

sacrifices.

thing,
His second argument, drawn from the nature of the

" For

is

not possible that the

it is
contained in the 4th verse.
sins."
blood of bulls and of goats should take away

iM'Lean.
"
The Apostle here

^

,

atonement what
applies to the annual sacrifices of
an offering of
is
"It
15:
v.
Num.
Moses says of a particular sacrifice,
De Vita Mosis,
bringing sin to remembrance." Philo, in his book^
„

,

memorial,
L.

iii.,

says,

QvaUi

kxI ii^^l ov Aw/i/ »i^a.pryiy.«.rm,

ci>^'A

C7r6y,umiv ipyu.-

but recall them to reis opposed
atonement
the
after
things
membrance." To this the state of
state of full salvacion canA
m.
.1
i^modl>
^vri.
«^«pr;i.
i^^
^^l rm
and knowledge of the renot exist, or be known, without the existence
alwlish
ro!/T«/— " Sacrifices and prayers do not

auission of sins

:

Luke

i.

77.

sins,
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" take

away

Some

sin"

is

to expiate guilt.^

?

This

the truth, but by no

is

God

say, because

possible

[CHAP,

How

was

has not appointed

means the whole
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it

truth.

impossible, because the shedding of the blood of animals

adequate manifestation of the displeasure of

God

this

im-

to be so.
It was
was no

against sin

no effectual means of vindicating the honours of His violated
law and contemned authority no appropriate means for transforming the sinner's character. There is the less necessity for
my dwelling on this subject at present, as I have had repeated
opportunities of stating Avhat appears to me to be truth- on it,
and shortly before, in illustrating the Apostle's assertion, " It was
necessary that the patterns of the things in the heavens should
be purified with these sacrifices but the heavenly things them-

—

;

selves with better sacrifices than these."

The

Apostle now proceeds to show, from an ancient oracle
Psalms in reference to the Messiah, that the doctrine
he had been teaching, respecting the inefficacy of the multiplied
sacrifices under the law, and the efficacy of the one sacrifice of
the Messiah, was clearly witnessed to by the Old Testament

in the

Scriptures.

when He cometh into the world,
and offering Thou wouldest not, but a body
hast Thou prepared Me
in burnt-offerings and sacrifices for sin
Thou hast had no pleasure Then said I, Lo, I come (in the
volume of the book it is written of Me) to do Thy will, O God.
Above, when He said. Sacrifice, and offering, and burnt-offerings,
and offering for sin. Thou wouldest not, neither hadst pleasure
therein (which are offered by the law)
then said He, Lo, I
come to do Thy will, O God. He taketh away the first, that
He may establish the second. By the which will we are sanctified, through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once for
Vers. 5-10. "Wherefore,

He

saith, Sacrifice

:

:

;

all."

—

" wherefore," is equivalent to ' in
accordance with these statements.' " When He cometh into the

The connecting

He

particle,

—

These words are equivalent to ' The Messiah,
oracle, which refers to His incarnation, is repre" Sacrifice and offering
sented as using the following language
Thou wouldest not, but a body hast Thou prepared Me in bumt-

world.
in

saith."

an ancient

:

:

=

^

Grotius grossly misinterprets

''

extinguere peccata

when he

represents cKpxipsh »fi»pTix^ as

—facere ne ultra peccetur."
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and sacrifices for sin Thou hast had no pleasure then
Lo, I come (in the volume of the book it is written of

offerings

said I,

:

Me) to do Thy will, O God.'"
To prepare us for perceiving

»

the

force of the Apostle's

—

first, to apprehend the
argument three things are necessaiy
to account for the
secondly,
proceeds
principles on which it
and the prophetic
quotation
his
between
difference which exists
and thirdly,
Scriptures
Testament
Old
oracle as it stands in the
as quoted
oracle
the
of
words
the
to
meaning
.to affix a distinct
:

;

;

by the Apostle.

As

which the argiTment proceeds, they

to the principles on

ancient
are plainly these:— Jesus Christ is the Messiah: this
be
legitimately
may
it
therefore
and
Messiah
oracle refers to the
printhese
of
first
the
to
regard
With
Christ.
applied to Jesus
;

ciples,

it

was admitted by those

the admission of

to

whom

he was writing.

It

was

made them what they were
Hebrews. As to the second, admit-

this principle that

—professedly Christian

entertained
ting the inspiration of the Apostle, no doubt can be
"
was^ moved
he
as
spake
who
man
a
He,
truth.
respecting its

by that Spirit" under whose influence the
uttered, declares that

it

oracle

was originally

refers to the T^Iessiah.

necessary to rest the matter here.

What

is

But

it

not

is

said here can

be

true

and all that is said here is
could not say that God did not
David
certainly
Most
of Him.
time there
require of him sacrifice and offering, or that in his
that
was to be an end put to these oblations nor could he say
could
sacrifices
he came to do that will of God which all these
true of none but the Messiah

;

;

not accomplish.

None but

the Messiah could say

this.

Psalm, on
There are two plans of interpreting tlie 40th
of it
portion
the
either of which the Apostle's application of
explained. The
here quoted to the Messiah may satisfactorily be
been
interpreters
Psalm has by some very learned and judicious
person,
own
considered as a Psalm written by David, in his

thanking

God

and requestmg
still involved ;
was
which he

for a remarkable deliverance,

further deliverance from distresses in
the 10th verse
and they consider the passage from the 5th to
as put ni his
speaks
include that " new song" of which he
to

interpreters,
mouth, and which refers to the Messiah. Other
Psalm as
whole
equally learned and judicious, consider the
spoken in^
wholly
like a number of other Psalms,

prophetic, and,
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To

the person of the Messiah.

am

interpretation, I certainly

The

the

last, as

[CHAP.

IX. 1-X. 18.

mode

the simplest

of

disposed to give the preference.

only objection of apparent weight to this

mode

of inter-

pretation arises from the language employed in the 12th verse

:

" Mine iniquities have taken hold upon me, so that I am not
they are more than the hairs of mine head
able to look up
:

;

heart faileth me."
It may be said, How can this
be applied to Him who " knew no sin," " in whom was no sin,"
but who " was holy, harmless, undefiled, and separate from

therefore

my

sinners ?"

This difficulty is not so formidable as at first sight it
" Iniquity" is often, in Scripture language, equivalent

appears.

Thus

to guilt, liability to punishment.

the iniquities of the

congregation were laid on the sacrificial victim, and so became
iniquities as that

manner God

"

bore the punishment due to them.

it

made

In

its

like

meet" on the head of His incarnate

to

Son, as the victim of a world's transgressions, "• the iniquities of
them all;" and " exaction was made, and Pie became answerable."
" Him,

God made

who knew no sin," sin in our room
number and heinousness

the Messiah, contemplating the

so that

;

of those

sins, the obligation to expiate which was laid on Him, might
well exclaim, " Innumerable evils have compassed Me about."

The difficulty may be disposed of in a somewhat different way.
The word translated " iniquity" not unfrequently signifies
punishment
\'ii.

9

;

Job

as well as guilt

just equivalent to

The

In

xxi. 19.

—

'

my

third principle

:

thus,

this case,

penal

—

Gen. iv. 13, xix. 15 2 Kings
" mine iniquities" is a phrase
;

afflictions.'

that this ancient oracle

the two former, that

it is

may

legiti-

from

unnecessaiy to say one word in

illus-

it.
These are the
argument proceeds.

tration of

The next

—

so obviously results

mately be applied to Jesus Christ

thing to be done,

principles on

is

which the Apostle's

to inquire into the apparent dis-

crepancy between the Apostle's quotation and the ancient oracle
as

it

stands in the

Old Testament

The

Scriptures.

are merely verbal, with the exception of one.

Psalm, as

it

stands in the

Old Testament,

is,

differences

What

" Mine ears

in the

Thou

body hast Thou
prepared Me." The Apostle's quotation is made from the Greek
translation of the Bible then in use, where the words are found
just as he quotes them. But the question still occurs, How comes
hast opened,"

is

in the Apostle's quotation, " a

C5HAP.

what

that

it
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the original

ill

Hebrew

is,

and

" Inline ears

Thou

hast

in tiie Apostle's quota-

opened," is in the Greek
« a body hast Thou prepared Mel" There are but two
by showing
ways in whiciithis difficulty can be removed: either
agree
words,
in
differ
they
as
widely
that the two translations,
change
a
been
has
there
that
admitting
or by
version,

tion,

in

meaning;

Epistle
on the Hebrew or the Greek text since the
suphave
interpreters
judicious
and
Learned
was written.
reconciliation.
of
modes
ported both these
urged, that
In support of the first hypothesis it has been

made

eithe^r

opened,"
whether you suppose the words, " Mine ears hast Thou
of a slave
ears
the
boring
of
usage
Israelitish
to refer to the
he was
who refused to accept of his freedom, as an emblem that
interpret it, as
voluntarily a perpetual servant, or whether you

passage— plainly referring to the
Thou hast made Ue Thy
1. 5, the meaning is,
nature was
that, as the assumption of human

you must do the

Messiah—Isa.
servant;' and

parallel

'

absolutely necessary, and actually took

]^lace,

in order to the

His servant, doing His will for the salvation of
"
body
men by offering Himself as a sacrifice, the expression, a
Thou
to—'
prepared ISIe," is very nearly equivalent

Son

of

Thou

God,

as

hast

hast fitted

Me

for being

Thy

servant.'

This

is

very ingenious

which is
would suppose one of two things, neither of
the
understood
either that the Greek translator distinctly
true
wrote
he
that
or,
doctrine of the incarnation and its design
Ghost.
Holy
the
of
inspiration
the
under

but

it

:

;

of supporting the
are reduced, then, to the necessity
a change has
that
second way of removing the difficulty—
since the
text
Greek
taken place either in the Hebrew or
taken
not
has
change
That the
Apostle made the quotation.
that
a
fact,
this
from
place in the Greek text, seems plain
bodi/,
word
very
the
part of the Apostle's argument rests on
has
come, then"; to the conclusion, that a change
ver. 10.
misthe
to
probably
taken place in the Hebrew text, owing
slight mistake, from the
take of a transcriber (and a very
the exact change
produced
similarity of the letters, would have
the 40th Psalm
in
which has taken place), and that originally
Me," or " prefor
"
formed
a body hast Thou
the assertion was,

We

We

pared for Me."^
1

Ed.,
See Dr Pye Smith's Scrip. Test., 5th

vol.

i.,

p. 208.
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Let us now inquire
It consists of

the other, to

into the

meaning

[CHAP. IX. 1-X.

of this sacred oracle.^

one referring to the Levitical
the sacrifice of the Messiah.

two parts

18.

:

sacrifices

That which refers to the Levitical services runs thus
" Sacrifice, and offering, and burnt-offerings, and offering for
:

Thou wouldest

sin,

It

not

—Thou hast

would serve no good purpose

He

that

formed,

it

is

said,

did not approve of

God

services, the

did not appoint them, nor that,

He

them."
between

in

—

The meaning

these different kinds of sacrifice.

whole Levitical service. When
and " had no pleasure in" these

had no pleasure

to distinguish nicely

them

;

is just
the
" would not,"

meaning

when

is,

not

properly per-

but the meaning

is,

—not of them together—could accomplish that
which by way of eminence was the
of God—that
which
He had pleasure^ —the expiation of human
the attainment
None

of these

all

will

in

guilt,

of

human

salvation.

They could not

so satisfy

His justice as
mercy and

to lay a foundation for the honourable exercise of

probably also the idea

is

meant

to

be conveyed, that

;

now

that

the Messiah was coming into the world, they were to cease, and

no point of view henceforward could their presentation be
Such is the meaning of that j^ai't of the
oracle which refers to the Levitical sacrifices.
That which refers to the sacrifice of IMessiah is as follows
"A body hast Thou prepared Me. Then said I, Lo, I come
(in the volume of the book it is written of Me) to do Thy will,
O God."
' Wlien
it appeared, after a long course of ages, that the
Levitical sacrifices could not accomplish the will of God, then
He sent forth the Messiah, who was His Son, in human nature
and He, having " the form of a servant," voluntarily came
forward appealing for the evidence of His divine mission and
its purpose to the Old Testament prophecies
to do what the
sacrifices under the law could not do, to accomplish the benignant will of God respecting the salvation of mankind.'
Such
is the meaning of the second part of the ancient oracle.

in

agreeable to God.

:

;

—

We

are

—

now prepared

to attend to the Apostle's reasoning

and Moses Stuart's interpretation of this difficult
passage, in the 20th Excursus, added to his Commentary, deserve a careful
1

Peirce's long note,

perusal.
2

i^DH.
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Above, wlien He said"— or rather,
Having in the beginning of the oracle said'—" Sacrifice, and
sin, Thou wouldest
offering, and burnt-offerings, and offering for
by tlie law)
offered
are
(which
neither hadst pleasure therein

from this

oracle. Vers. 8, 9. "

'

not,

then said

O

He"— or, He
'

He

God.

away

taketh

That

second."

is,

then says'— "Lo, I come to do
the

first,

'In these words

God, and that the work

He may

He

plainly intimates that

establish the

doing the will of

inefficacious for

the Levitical sacrifices were

Thy will,

that

of the incarnate Saviour

was com-

pletely efficacious.'

The Apostle
what

—

the xoill

ver.

God

of

clearly explaining

more

adds, for the purpose of

referred to in the prophetic oracle meant,

10—" By the which will"— according

God—" we

good pleasure of
of the bodv of Jesus Christ once for all."
The will of God was completely fvdfilled

in Christ's offering

His people.

once for all for the sanctification of

His body

which benignant

to

are sanctified, through the offering

The

mean exclusively or
sanctification of Christ's people does not
;—it means the exholy
inherently
them
primarily the making
of their sins, the
remission
the
to
leading
piation of their sins,
heart, and thus
the
of
purifying
the
quieting of the conscience,
people." This
"
peculiar
a
as
God
to
them
to the consecrating of
by what
by the one offering of the body of Christ ; i.e.,
was done
He did and suffered

in their nature,

and

in their room.

In this

He

was glorified in
mercy had free
man's salvation. Justice was satisfied, and
but which
This was the work the law could not do,
course.
of His Son.
God has done by the incarnation and sacrifice
xiv. 31.
This was the work given Christ to do John x. 17, 18,
worid
our
came into
This was the leading design for which He
And it is on the ground of His
1 Tim. i. 15.
Matt. XX. 28
His Father that He is
havino- thus completely done the will of
dominion, and crowned with supreme

way

the will of

God was

accomplished.

:

:

;

invested with unlimited

Such is the Apostle's corroborative
Scriptures, for the
argument, deduced from the Old Testament
sacrifices, and for the
inefficacy of the numerous Levitical
Messiah. Let us learn more
eflicacy of the one sacrifice of the
Holy Scriptures, and
and more highly to prize every part of the

honours

:

Phil.

see that in our

ii.

9, 10.

own

experience

doctrine, reproof, correction,

we know

it

to

be " profitable for

and instruction in righteousness.

4-^

4
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Let us

endeavour

[CHAP.

IX. 1-X. 18.

and practical use
Old Testament Scripture, which
vre have just seen explained by an infallible commentator
and
let the one all-perfect and efficacious sacrifice of the incarnate
Only-begotten be the sole ground of our hope before God
and let us rest on it as indeed a foundation broad enough and
strong enough to sustain the hopes and the happiness of all,
however guilty and depraved, who really build on it.
The paragraph which follows forms the conclusion of the
all

to turn to experimental

that very important passage of

;

;

doctrinal part of the Epistle to the Hebrews.

"

And

Vers. 11-14.

and offering

every priest standeth daily ministering,

oftentimes the same sacrifices, which can never take

but

man,

away

sins

had offered one sacrifice for sins, for
ever sat down on the right hand of God from henceforth expecting till His enemies be made His footstool.
For by one
offering Pie hath perfected for ever them that are sanctified."
These verses seem to me to be just a summing up of the
argument arising out of the contrast between Aaron and his
sons and Jesus Christ as sacrificing priests, as to the efficacy
this

after Pie

;

of their respective ministries

by

;

—

theirs

proved

to

be incomplete

perpetual repetition ; His proved to be perfect by its being
performed once for all. The connective particle " and" is equiits

valent to

some

— 'and

thus.'

The

expression, "every priest," has

by

interpreters been supposed to refer to the Levitical priests

universally.

We

rather think the reference

is

to the Levitical

The comparison throughout is between
and the high priest, who is often by way of eminence called

high priests universally.
Christ

" the priest."
sacrifices daily

It
:

is

not true that every Levitical priest offered

there were only a comparatively small portion

But

of the priests engaged every day in performing sacrifices.
it

may be

—who was the head of the
were, who of
the
do what they did— that he offered

said in truth of the high priest

priesthood, whose substitutes

course might be said to
fices

all

sacri-

This seems to

every day.

inferior priests

me

the just

mode

of inter-

preting the phrase " daily," though here, as well as in chap,

vii.,

some good expositors suppose the reference is to the great day
of atonement, as if it were regularly, on a certain day. The plu"ase,
" every priest,"

is

plainly intended to suggest the idea that there

were many of them

—a

succession of them, showing that their

work could not be completed

at once.
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Every Aaronical high priest " stood ministering." Some have
supposed these words just equivalent to
continued ministering ;' but I cannot help thinking that standing, as the posture

—

of ministry, and ministry incompleted,

'

contrasted with

is

sitting-

down, as the posture of Ilim who has finished His work.^

They not only " stand ministering," but "
They had ministered yesterday but

daily."

;

stand ministering
to-day they must

minister again, and again they must minister to-morrow and the

next day

— so long as the legal dispensation continues.

Every day

they begin afresh, as if nothing had yet been done.
They " stand ministering daily, offering often the same sacri-

They do the same thing over and over again, and make
no progress towards complete expiation; for those sacrifices, howfices."

ever frequently offered, " cannot take

away

sin"

—cannot

ex-

piate guilt.

They could not

satisfy the

demands

of the divine justice

they could not quiet the conscience nor purify the heart of the

The phrase is very significant. Let them be
however frequently, and with whatever cost, punctually
and solemnly, they could never, by any means, or at any time,
expiate sin, or procure its pardon.
This is the one side of the

worshippers.
offered

contrast

'

:

A

long succession of

vants vvhose work
fices,

is

priests, in the

posture of ser-

not finished, offering daily the same sacri-

none of which, not

all

of which put together, could expiate

sin.'

Now
this

man,

for the opposite side of the contrast. Vers. 12, 13. "
after

He had

But

offered one sacrifice for sins, for ever sat

from henceforth expecting till
the right hand of God
His enemies be made His footstool."
The word man is a supplement, though not marked as such.
If any supplement was requisite, Priest' or 'High Priest' would
have been more appropriate but I rather think that it would
have been more emphatic just to have rendered it literally: "But
He" there was no mistaking the reference that illustrious

down on

;

'

;

—

^

Theophylact admirably remarks

—

:

to iarivxi rov 'Kinovpyilv ar,fisUv iari,

uninp x.ix.i o 'S.pwro;, tov 'KurnvpyunSoti. ^'alckllaer observes on
this remark, " Est hsec egregia a Theophylacto custodita votorum theolo-

TO le

x!/Jia(x.s,

gorum observatio. Primo in nugis allegoricis et emblematicis occupati,
tandem tamcn, auctore presertim Chrysostomo, coeperuut veriun sensuin
scripturje indagare Christiani, literalem nerape."
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whom the Apostle had been

personage of

He

offered one sacrifice for sins."

same

daily, offering oftentimes the

and once

He

[CHAP.

speaking/

— "He having

did not " stand ministering

sacrifice ;"

He came

on the divine altar Himself as a

laid

presented Himself, doing and suffering

all

that divine justice

Priest

" It

is

finished," said the

phrase, " for ever,"

may

" sacrifice for

or with the Avords, " sat

sins,"

hand of God."
struction

be construed either with the w^ords,

It does not matter

In the

adopted.

is

first

down on the right
much which mode of concase the meaning is,
Hav'

ing offered one sacrifice for sins for ever,'
efficacy,

tors

'

He

accomplished

and instead of continuing standing, again to offer
" sat down on the right hand of God."
The

;

He

sacrifice.

This series

—of labour and suffering— termi-

of active and passive obedience

High

forward

sacrifice for sins

required, as the victim of His people's transgressions.

nated in His death.

IX. 1-X. 18.

sat down,' etc.

have rendered,

^

He

in the other

;

of

i.e.,

it is,

perpetual

as our transla-

down for ever,' etc.
right hand of God," is

sat

To " sit down at the
to reign along
with God. Having finished His expiatory work, Christ no longer

He

stands at the altar; "entering within the vail,"

sits

down on
who is

the throne of mercy, at the right hand of the Father,
propitiated

He does not cease to be a Priest, but
" a Priest upon His throne."
And invested

by His blood.

henceforward

He is

with unlimited power and dominion, He sits on the throne of
God, " henceforth expecting till His enemies be made His foot-

He

stool."

no more descends from the throne

The work

at the altar of sacrifice.

Nothing now remains

to the

to take

of expiation

is

His place

over for ever.

accomplishment of the great ends

of His priesthood, but that in this state of glory and dignity

" wait

He

His enemies be made His footstool ;" i.e., till by the
exertion of the divine power, which is put forth at His expressed
till

every obstacle in the

will,

children

whom

way

of the complete salvation of the

the Father has given

Him

He

be removed.

re-

turns no more to earth to offer sacrifice. That is utterly un" For by one offering He has perfected for ever
necessary.

them

that are sanctified."

The "
^

sanctified," or separated, or consecrated ones, are the

Instead of

xi/to;,

many MSS.

ing as "liaud contemnenda
in the text.

;"

read ovrog.

Griesbach considers the read-

and the cautious Knapp has given

it

a place

CHAP.
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III.

same persons who

who

as those

to be "

God
This

is

in other parts of the Epistle are represented

—

brought

not the only passage in the Epistle where the chosen
God receive this appellation. " Both He that sancti-

people of
fieth"

—

be " heirs of salvation" the " many sons" of
to glory"
the " brethren" of the Messiah.

shall

— the

—" and

Consecrator

consecrated — " are

all

they

who

arc sanctified"

— the

of one."^

His one offering He perfected for ever them that ai*e
Here, as in the foregoing verse, the word "for
' by one
offering for
ever" admits of a double construction
ever,' i.e., by one offering of perpetual efficacy; or, 'by one
"

By

sanctified."

:

oifering

To

He

has for ever perfected them that are sanctified.'

we have

" perfect" means, as

the character referred
secrated ones,

is

To

to.

already seen, to accomplish in

accomplish the devoted

to expiate their guilt

—

—the con-

to lay a foundation for

and everlasting pardon, for the quieting of their
and for the purifying of their hearts for making
them complete as the peculiar people of Jehovah, His "pur-

their complete

—

consciences,

chased possession."

The Apostle

his

closes

argument, and along with it the
by showing the bearing which a

doctrinal part of the Epistle,

passage formerly quoted by him has on the complete efficacy of

by which the New Covenant was
the Holy Ghost also is a
for after that He had said before. This is the
witness to us
covenant that I will make with them after those days, saith the
Lord I will put My laws into their hearts, and in tlieir minds
and their sins and iniquities will I remember
will I write them
no more. Now, where remission of these is, there is no more

the one sacrifice of the Messiah,
ratified.

Vers. 15-18.

"Whereof

:

;

;

offering for sin."

" Whereof"

is

a supplement, and not a necessary one.

The Holy Ghost also testifies to us." The testimony
Holy Ghost is that formerly quoted from Jer. xxxi. 31.
"

after

He had

be supplied,

said."

— 'He then

rests entirely

To

of the

" For

complete the sense, the words must

adds,' ver. 17.

The

Apostle's

on the quotation in the 17th verse.

New

This

argument
is

a proof

Testament writers sometimes, in their quotations,
for the sake of connection, bring forward portions of Scripture
on which they do not intend to ground an argument.
that the

1

Hob.

ii.

11.
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[CHAP.

IX. 1-X. 18.

may be more accuHaving given them My laws, I will write
them on their hearts and minds.' Under the first covenant He
gave His people His laws, but He wrote them on tables of stone,
The

force of the words in the 16th verse

rately given, thus

'

:

New

not on "the fleshly tables of the heart," as under the

Covenant.

The manner

which

in

this divine oracle bears

tion of the Messiah's sacrifice,

Apostle in the 18th verse
there

is

:

by

Him

is

of these

is,

sin."

of sin

by God

is

equivalent to the sen-

tence of condemnation remaining in force
of sin

on the perfec-

very distinctly stated by the

— " Now, where remission

no more offering for

The remembrance

is

;

the not remembering

Pardon

equivalent to remission or pardon.

can be dispensed only on the ground of expiation.

If there

is

must have been perfect expiation and if
there be perfect expiation, what more need can there be for
sacrifice for sin, the only end of which is expiation ? Thus does
the Holy Spirit, by declaring that under the New Covenant
there is complete pardon, testify that in the one sacrifice by
which that covenant was ratified there was complete expiaperfect pardon, there

;

tion.

"

come

And

here," to use the language of

Dr Owen,

" are

we

end of the dogmatical part of this Epistle, a portion of Scripture filled with heavenly and glorious mysteries,
the light of the Church of the Gentiles the glory of God's
people Israel the foundation and bulwark of faith evangelical."
In closing my illustrations of this most interesting part of
the inspired volume, I nmst, along witli that great and good
man, " with all humility, and sense of my own weakness and
to a full

—

—

utter disability for so great a work, thankfully

and

assistance

Epistle."
light in

more

vouchsafed

In the course of

my own

me
it,

in

the

the guidance

made

New

and
and more extensive views of the divine

economies, have opened themselves to

my inquiries,
my heart of

a deeper conviction has been lodged in

—

of this

darkness has often been

mind, and crooked things straight.

satisfactory, clearer

ciable excellence

own

interpretation

and, I trust,
the inappre-

of the absolute perfection of the Christian

and of that divinely inspired volume which contains
an account of it. If these effects have in any degree been
produced on the minds of my readers, to God be all the glory.
salvation,
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now

be proper,

we have finished the doctrmal
mark its general outlines.

that

part of the Epistle, shortly to

The

design of the Epistle

to establish the

is

pre-eminence of

by
Christianity above Judaism
showing in succession that Jesus Christ, who is the sum and
substance of Christianity as well as its Author, is superior to
and

;

this design is prosecuted

the three great objects of Jewish veneration

—the

angels, Moses,

and the Aaronical high-priesthood.

The

first

riority of
4tli

section

verse of

the

second chapter.
Scripture

devoted to the illustration of the supe-

is

Jesus Christ to the angels.
first

and

chapter,

In the

It

part of

latter

commences with the

closes

at the

the

first

end of the
chapter,

by

shows that Jesus Christ is
the angels, having received " a more ex-

quotations the Apostle

essentially superior to

name than they ;" and that He is officially superior to
them, as " having been made much better than they." In the
commencement of the second chapter, he employs these truths
cellent

as motives to stedfastness

and

;

in the close of that chapter,

meets, and satisfactorily answers, the objection to the dignity of
Christ Jesus founded on His sufferings and death, showing that
these were absolutely necessary to the gaining of the full end of

His mission.

The second

section,

which

devoted to the illustration of

is

the superiority of Christ to Moses, begins at the beginning of

down
The Apostle here shows

the 3d chapter, and reaches
chapter.

Moses

in being set over the

to the 13th verse of the 4th

that Jesus Christ resembles

whole family of God, and

faithful in the discharge of the duties

portant a trust

;

but

is

which

superior to Moses, as

He

of the family over which

is

placed,

rise

He

and

is

in

being

out of so im-

is

the

Founder

not a servant

temporarily placed over the family, but the Son permanently
set over

He

a family in which

He has a natural interest — over which
And he improves this trutli by

has a natural superiority.

warning them against

trifling

with the authority of Christ,

lest

they should exclude themselves from richer blessings, and expose
themselves to severer

evils,

than their ancestors did by

trifling

with the authority of Closes.

The

third section,

which

is

devoted to the illustration of the

commences with the 14th verse of the 4th chapter, and ends with
2 F
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the paragraph

with proving,

we have

The

been explaining.

just

Lord Jesus

occupied

is

Christ.

object of the Apostle

is

to demonstrate the reality

pre-eminence of His high-priesthood

the

It

IX. 1-X. 18.

the reality, and then the pre-eminence, of the

first

priesthood of our

[CHAP.

— that

and

Him we

in

and a great High Priest. The
is argued from His having been legitimately invested with the office, and from His
having successfully performed its functions. The pre-eminence
Christians have a

High

Priest,

reality of oiu' Lord's high-priesthood

of our Lord's high-priesthood

not discussed in a general way,

is

but with a particular reference to the Aaronical high-priest-

The

hood, the object of peculiar veneration to the Jews.

may

The

which branches
out into a variety of arguments, is derived from the ancient
" The
oracle respecting the Messiah in the 110th Psalm
Lord hatli sworn, and will not repent. Thou art a Priest for

proof

be divided into two parts.

first,

:

ever, after the order of Melchisedec."

proof

is

The second

part of the

contained in the illustration of this principle

:

his sons

—the functions He

'

Aaron

Christ hath received a more excellent ministry than

any of

— Jesus
or

performs as High Priest are

The

far superior to those which they performed.'

superiority

of one office or function to another, or of the person

who

fills

the one or performs the other, must depend on one or on both
of the following circumstances

:

the superior importance of the

object in view, or the superior degree of completeness and certainty with

which

which that object

lies at

is

This

attained.

is

the principle

the foundation of the Apostle's argument

and

his sons,

and then

and that

object than theirs gained

that both a higher kind
to

His ministry than

and

of Jesus Christ, " the

profession," he clearly shows that

object than theirs,

;

Aaron

after giving a succinct account of the ministry, first of

it

High Priest of our
His ministry had a far higher

much more

completely gains this

and a higher degree of

to theirs

He

very inferior object.

its

:

shows

efficacy belongs

— a higher kind of

efficacy

—

their

ministry serving only to remove ceremonial guilt and defilement,

and
guilt

fit

for

and

external worship

and

pollution,

degree of efiicacy

:

;

His ministry removing moral

fitting for spiritual

worship

;

—a higher

theirs only imperfectly gaining

paratively unimportant object, which was proved

quent repetition

:

His completely gaining

its

by

its
its

comfre-

inconceivably im-

CHAP.

III.
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portant object, which was proved by

its

being performed " once

for all."

Mingled with the

number

mences immediately

The

first

after the close of the proof of the reality

of our Lord's high-priesthood,
chapter,

object

and reaches down

is

danger of

these arguments are a
and longest of these com-

of

illustration

of diiiressions.

at the

to the

11th verse of the 5th

end of the 6th chapter.

to j^lace in a clear point of light the criminality
listlessness

and inattention to Christian truth,
and all its fearful results.

rally leading to apostasy,
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